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Foreword

If you're like most hams, radio -frequency interference has caused you headaches on
more than one occasion during your ham career. Odds are, you're not anxious to repeat
these RFI experiences! Despite our best efforts to lay RFI to rest over the past nine
decades or so, it remains very much with us.

Part of the reason is that there are as many kinds of RFI as there are kinds of electronic
devices. Add to that the variety of environments in which these devices can be in
stalled, and you've got a thorny problem. Just when it looks like one type of interfer
ence problem has been licked, a new electronic device that is susceptible to RF energy
enters the marketplace.

The best defense in this ongoing battle? Quite simply, drawing on the experiences of
RFI experts who know the best way to tackle RFI problems. That's where The ARRL
RFI Book comes in. The successor to the popular Radio Frequency Interference: How
to Find It and Fix It, this book is your authoritative source for practical RFI solutions.
We have asked experts in the various types of RFI to provide insights and solutions to
the types of problems they know best. These experts, both amateur and professional,
provide their expertise clearly and concisely.

Our thanks to these authors , as well as the hundreds of other hams who have unself
ishly shared their RFI solutions with the ham community over the years. Our goal is to
remove RFI as a problem for hams . Although we may never fully reach this goal, this
book is a major step in that direction . You can help, too. Have an RFI tip that's worked
for you and that doesn't appear in the book? Let us know about it. There's a handy
Feedback Form at the back, oryou can send an e-mail message to pubsfdbk@arrl.org.

David Sumner, KlZZ
July 1998
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First Steps

III first part of th is chapte r ex-
• plains ju st what interference is

and talks a bit about the scope
of the RFI problem. Nex t, a discussion of
"personal diplomacy" helps all those who
are involved in an RFI problem success
full y interact wi th each other. In some
cases, a third par ty might be needed to
mediate between partie s that are no longer
seei ng eye to eye; ARRL Field Organiza
tion volunteers may be that needed third
part y. The chapter clo ses with a descrip
tion of the Field Org anizat ion as it relates
to RFI cases and tells you how you can
often find local help .

RFI OR EMI?
Eng ineering pro fess ionals often talk

about elec tromagnetic interf erence (EM!)
-a very broad term that covers a lot of
territory, ranging from electrostatic dis
charge (ESD), dealing with dc static field s,
to the term more familiar to amateurs
radio f requency interf erence (RFI). It also
encompasses extremely low frequ ency
(ELF) electromagnetic fields (EMFs) such
as those found near power lines.

Ear lie r editions of thi s book introduced
the term EMI to amateurs and it was used
extensively throughout the book . In spite
of that, most ham s still refer to all interfer
ence pro blems as RFI and rath er than
contin ue to fig ht the tide, this book uses
RFI to describe most amateur interference.
Eith er term is correct and either will be
understood in most circl es.

Th e term elec tromagne tic compatibility
(EMC) may also be encoun tered . This is
another genera l term that cove rs a large
territory, implying that devices are (or
sho uld be) compatible with each other.
Naturally, it is a term that is favore d by
those marketing electronic products.

Although the other term inology may be
important to profession als who deal with a
rather broad fie ld, mos t hams are con
cerned mainly with interference from their
transmitters or to their radio rece ivers .
Both topics deal with RF signals, so the

Every RFI case involves
both technical and

personal issues. Knowing
all of the technical

solutions won't do you
any good if your neighbor
won't let you in the house
to try them! Always solve

the personal and
emotional RFI
problems first.

term RFI is well suited to most discussions
about amateur inte rference.

Regardless ofwhat terminolo gy is used ,
when it happen s to you, the ultim ate trans
lation is troub le!

WHAT IS INTERFERENCE?
Let's star t by defin ing the term interfe r

ence. To some people, it implies act ion
and intent. The statement, "You are inter
fering with my telephone," can sound like
an accusa tion, even if it is intend ed as a
statement of fact. From both a techn ical
and social point of view , interference is
defined as any unwant ed interaction be- .
twee n electronic systems- period. No
fau lt. No blame. It ' s ju st a condit ion.

There are three comm on types of inter
ference:

Noise : Inte rfere nce can be caused by an
electro magnetic noise source. Defective
neon signs, bug zappers , thermostats, elec
trical appliances , switches or computer
systems are j ust a few of the possible
sources of noise interference. Both you

and your neighbo rs may be sufferi ng from
its effe cts. In some cases, the noise may be
the result of a dang erous arc in electrical
wiring or equipment and may provide
warn ing of an unsa fe condition that should
be immediately located and corrected.

Ove rload: On the other hand, the world
is filled with radio signals. Many cases of
inter ference res ult fro m the inability of
consumer equipment to reject strong (usu
ally nearby) signals. Th is is known ssfun
dam ental overload. Thi s fundamental RF
energy is the signal fro m your transmitter
that is intended and licensed to be there
the one you are trying to make as strong as
possible at the recei ving station on the
other end of your transmissions. It is, by
far , the strongest signa l emitted from your
station. You are not legally responsible for
interference resulting from your fund a
mental signal. Any piece of consumer
electronics equipment should be able to
respond only to signals it is designed to
receiv e (see Figure 1.1). Even if a nearb y
radio signal is being transmitted on its
assi gned frequency, the filt ering and
shielding in neighboring equipment may
be inadequate to reject your strong funda
mental signal. This condition is commonly
called fund amental ove rload.

Spurious emissions: A rad io transmit
ter could be inad vertently transmitt ing
weak signals on a freq uency not assigned
to that transmitter. These signals are called
spurious emiss ions. FCC regulations con
cerning spurious emissions are very clea r.
If interference is caused by spurious emis
sions, the ope rator of the transmitter must
take whatever steps are necessary to
reduce the spurious emiss ions as required
by FCC regulations. Fortunate ly, modern
transmitting equipment is manufactured to
meet stringe nt regulat ions, and many ra
dio'operators are examined and licensed
by the gov ernment. Th ese federally
licensed operators often have the techni
cal skill to reso lve interference proble ms
tha t originate from thei r radio stations.
FCC regulations are quite clear about spu-

By Ed Hare , W1 RFI • ARRL Laboratory Supervisor and Bob Schetgen, KU7G • ARRL Senio r Assistant Technical Editor
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Figure 1.1-Every electronic appliance must select the signal it needs from all
those present in the radio spectrum. The desired signal (in box) may not be as
strong as the s ignals that must be rej ected.

RFI Facts
All licensed transmitters must meet specifications set by the FCC. Those speci 

fications are set in order to prevent interference to other communications services.
-Transmltter owners are responsible for the proper operation of their tran smitters

and conformance to the FCC regulations .
-Transmitter owners must reduce spurious (unwanted) emissions to whatever

level is necessary to prevent interference to other communications services.
(This provis ion does not apply to fringe-area TV reception.)

-Transmitter (including Amateur Rad io) operators are obligated to conform to
FCC regulations. Transmitter ope rato rs are not obligated to help consumers
with RFI complaints that do not involve their transmissions (although they may
elect to do so) .

-FCC considers audio equipment (telephones, CD players, alarm systems and so
on) that receives RFI to be improperly functioning as a radio receiver. Such
improper function is a design inadequacy that shou ld be corrected by the manu 
facturer. The FCC recommends that owners return such equipment (to the
seller or manufacturer) as defective.

-The RFI susceptibility of consumer electron ic equipment is limited only by the manu
facturers' volun tary compliance with committee developed standards.

-The vo luntary standards (and therefore manufacturers' designs of consumer
equipment) do not provide for equipment to operate in close proximity to strong
communications transmitters. Transmitter operators are not responsible for RFI
in such situations.

-ln general, all equipment owners are responsible for the proper operation of their
equipment. If the equipment is operating as intended and RFI persists, it is the
responsibility of the equipment owner to modify the equipment as necessary in
order to achieve the owner 's operating goals.
Example 1: RFI occurs as a result of the proper and legal operation of a licensed

transmitter. The owner of the equipment receiving the RFI is responsible for cor
rective measures, which may include , but are not limi ted to added filte rs, shields
and equipment modifications by qualified service personnel.

Examp le 2: Consumer equipment, such as a scanner, accepts RF energy from
a nearby transmitter and produces RFI. The equipment owner is required to elimi
nate the RFI or remove the equipment from serv ice.

Example 3: Amateur Radio tran smissions prevent reception of "fringe area" TV
stations. Since the TV rece iver is in a fringe area (not in the intended TV-coverage
range), the FCC does not protect the user. The user may either accept the inter 
ference or modi fy the TV system as needed to receive the desi red channel (that
may not be possible) .

Desired Signal

Increased Electronic Population

Th e electronics revolution has resulted
in the proli feration of all sorts of home
electronic devices. T wenty years ago,
there were only T V s, telephones and vari 
ous types of audio amplifiers. The oppor
tunity fo r incompat ib ility was small, and
the circuitry was unsophisticated (by
today's standards).

Th e 1980s and '9 0s brought many new
electronic technologies and associa ted
new equi pment. For example, one of the
ARRL L ab Engineers recently saw an ad
ver tisement for a computer-controlled ac
pow er outlet stri p. He j okingly noted that
now a stati on might cause interfe rence to
a neighbor ' sextension cord ! It was ajoke,
but i t cou ld also be reali ty. The use of
mi croprocessors in such devi ces as toast
ers and set-back thermostats has multi 
pl ied the interf erence pot ential many
times.

As our lives become fi ll ed w ith more

per MHz. The gove rnments of the world
haveextended thesepri vi legesto amateurs
because the world benefits from our exi st
ence. In addi ti on to the emergency com
municati ons services often provided by
amateurs, the world gains a reservoir of
self-trained radio operators, ski lled in op
erating practice and electronics techno l
ogy . The amateur statio n may or may not
be at faul t i n any par tic ular case of inter
ference (only a technica l investi gation can
determine that for certain), but the ama
teur is involved in the problem. There is no
better pl ace to apply your technical ski ll,
whic h has been gained from license study
(and perhaps years of exper imentatio n) .

Present Engineering Resources

There are an estimated 300,000 electri
cal engineers in the United States. They
are comp etent and dedicated people de
sig ning systems and products that must
compete in adi fficult marke tp lace . Unfor
tunately, most collegesdon 't of fer courses
in electro magnetic compati bi l i ty .

Theseengin eersare asked to design sys
tems that are compatible with other sys
tems (including radi o transmitters). The
lack of EMC trainin g and experi ence,
coupled with the ever-increasing com
pl exity and scope of elect ronic systems,
can result in unexp ected problems. Of
300,000 engineers, perhaps 6000 of them
are actively engaged in EM C-related en
gineering. W i th so much engine ering to be
done, and such a relatively small percent
ageofengin eersspeci f ically famil i ar with
EMC issues, the pot enti al for inc ompat
ibi l i ty is fairly large. Th i s is a worldwide
problem, as demonstrated by a QSL card
fro m Germany (see Fi gur e 1.2). RFI obvi 
ously affects amateurs all over the world .

Ot her Siqncls
or Servi ces

I

and suggest a solution. This is where a spiri t
of cooperation and trust wi ll pay of f!

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
It's always important to remember our

pl ace as A mateur Radio operators in the
overall scheme of things. Consider fo r a
moment that the national governm ents
extend to amateurs the pri vilege to oper
ate in valuable radio spectrum, In a metro
poli tan area, amateur fr equencie scan have
a commercial value of millions of dollars

Other Si9nals
or Services

I

Frequencies or Channel -

j

W1

rious emissi ons: they must not cause in 
terference to other services . As the opera
tor of a transmi tter, you must take what
ever steps are necessary to eliminate
interference from thi s cause. Th is alm ost
always involves addi tio nal filteri ng,
grounding or shie lding of the transmitting
equipment.

With all of these possibi l ities, it is di ffi
cult to guesswhich type of problem is caus
ing your int erference. Usually, only a tech
nical investigatio n can pinp oint the cause
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Figure 1.2-Apparently German
amateurs can call on some special help
in EMI cases.

It is a Busy Street

Amateur Rad io is only one of many
possible interference sources. What about
broadc ast stations, taxicabs and poli ce and
fire services? What about cable TV leak-

The Radio Operator

It may be natural for some to assume
that the transmitter operator is responsible
for the interfere nce [We have all heard , " It
only happens when you use that tran smit 
ter !"-Ed.], but most interference is not
cau sed by any rules violations by the tran s
mitter opera tor (high-power II -meter op
erat ion is one notable exception, but in
some cases, the interference that result s is
exactly the same as would occur from le
gal lO-meter operation by a licensed ham ).

FCC regulations require that amateur

fairly . No amount of wishful thinking (or
demands for the "other guy" to solve the
problem) will result in a cure for interfer
ence . Each individual has a unique per
spective on the situation - and a different
degree of understa nding of the technical
and personal issue s involved. On the other
hand, each person may have certain re
sponsibilities tow ard the other and should
be prepared to address those respo nsibili 
ties fairly .

Two Erroneous Bel iefs

Sometimes consumers believe that ama
teur stations spew out-of-band signals across
the radio spectrum, and ruin reception for all
around them. On the other hand, hams some
times think consumer-equipment manufac 
turers delib erately leave out filters and
shields needed to elim inate interference
problems . Such blame-oriented viewpoints
hinder the RFI-reso lution process. In truth,
manufacturers and hams both work dili
gently to prevent RFI problems.

Figure 1.3-The ultimate RFI problem!
Sometimes the best solutio n is to
temporarily cease operation! (photo by
John Frank, N9CHl

RESPONSIBILITIES

An Example

You , as an amateur, have purchased a
transmitter that meets all of the FCC re
qui rements for prop er operation . You have
installed it in a well-enginee red station
with proper grounding and filtering. You
know your station is clean becau se you
don't inte rfere with your own equipment.
You have done nothing wrong.

The manufacturer of your nei ghbor' s
TV has designed and built the best pos
sibl e product, con structed to meet hun 
dreds of regulations set by dozens of fed
eral regul atory agencies . (None of thes e
regul ations are directly related to EMC. )
The product has probably met a few vol
unt ary standards set by independ ent asso
ciations as well. Within the constraint s of
the law, the manufacturer has done noth
ing wrong.

Your neighbor has gone to the elec tron
ics store and has purchased a piece of
equipment that has a fine reputation for
quality and service. He has every right to
expec t his equipment to function as adver
tised . Cle arl y, your neighbor has don e
nothing wrong. Even so, when he turn s on
his set and you go on the air, you both have
an interference problem.

So who is at fault ? It should be obvious
that no single indi vidual is to blame. Ev
eryone has done eve rything correc tly , but
the sys tem has failed ! Most cases of inter
ference can only be reso lved if all involved
parti es address their res ponsi bi lities

It's a People Problem, Too!

Every RFI case involves people, and
sometimes people compatibility is far
more difficult to achieve than electromag
netic compatibility (EMC). You may have
already been confronted by an unhapp y
neighbor with an RFI complaint. Ifso, take
a few deep breaths, relax and read thi s
chapter. It will take you step-by-step
throughout the important aspects of work 
ing together to solve the common problem
of RFI.

age, unli censed Part 15 devices (baby
monitors, computers and so on)? Add
pow er lines and electric motors to the list
as well. They're all potenti al interference
sources . Yo ur neighbor ' s TV ca n eve n
interfere with you!

Most ham s have also experienced RFI
to their sta tions, too. All of the above in
terference sources can also affect our
station's operation. That "pop" in your
stat ion receiver when someone turn s on a
room light is RFI , too . Interference that
happens to hams' own con sumer device s
is just as annoying to a ham as it would be
to his or her neighbor.

o
L
3
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A
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AST

YEAR

J031WN
OOK 0 49

GUT
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W ITH TVI!
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Michael ('Mike') Reinhardt
Am Foldrain 19
0-4760 Werl 12 73,

technology, the likelihood of unwanted
electroni c interference increases. Every
lamp dimmer, hair dryer, garage-door
opener, radio transmitter, microprocessor 
controlled appl iance or remote-controlled
new technical "toy" contributes to the
electrical noise around us. Man y of thes e
devices also "listen" to that growing noi se
and may react unpredictably to their elec
tron ic neighbors.

Complex electronic circuitry is found
in many devices used in the home. This
creates a vast interference potential that
didn 't exist in earlier, simpler decad es.
Your own con sumer electronics equip
ment can be a source of interference, or
can be susceptible to inte rference from a
nearby noise source. Interference can also
result from the operation of nearby ama
teur , citizens band , police, broadcast or
telev ision transmitt ers .

Interference to consumer electro nic
equipment affects amateurs and their
neighbors alike, although possibly in dif
ferent ways . RFI can affect ham s more
di rectl y. Ham s and the ir families own con 
sumer electronics equipment, too . Imag
ine the "persona l diplomacy" probl em that
might occur if your stat ion interferes with
your teen ager' s phone call!

RFI can have far reaching impl ications.
Figur e 1.3 show s an interferen ce problem
no one wants to have! Fortunately, most
RFI problems are not this explosive.

First Steps 1.3



tran smitters not emit spurious signa ls that
int erfere with other radio services. This is
the sole regulatory responsib ility of the
radio operator. Th is doesn't apply in the case
of interference to non- radio devices. In this
regard, the FCC's own material is pretty
clear-this type of interference is caused by
inadequacies in the desig n of the non-radio
equipment, not the transmitter.

Any individua l who operates a radio
transmitter, eit her commerc ial or private,
is respon sible for the proper operation of
that radio station. All radio tra nsm itters or
sources are reg ulated by the FCC. The sta
tion should be properly designed and in
sta lled . It should have a good grou nd and
use a low-pass fi lter, if needed. If con
sumer electronics equipment at the station
is not sufferi ng the effects of inte rference ,
you ca n be almost certain that the problem
does not invol ve the radi o station or its
operation . However, if the interference is
caused hy a problem at the station , the
operator must eliminate the problem there .

The man ufacturers of amateur equip
men t are aware of the FCC req uirement s.
Some commerc ially bui lt amateur eq uip
ment mu st meet the FCC criteria ("certifi
cation") before it may be sold. All modern
amateur equipment meets these federal
sta ndards . The ARRL regu larly tests
sa mple amateur transmitters as part of
the ir Product Review process and adver
tisi ng-acceptance po licies. This he lps en
sure that modern amateur transmitters do
no t create spur ious emissio ns that co uld
ca use interference.

You' ll sometimes find that a manufac 
turer or utility company is willing to addres s
an interference problem respon sibl y, but
lacks the experience and training necessary
to apply the correct solutions. You may need
to apply your skills (and those of your ARRL
Sec tion Tec hnical Coordinator or local club
RFI committee) to help their per sonnel
understand the technical issues.

It is not required by FCC rules,but the FCC
hopes amateurs will cooperate with their
neighbors, utility orrepairpeopleorthe FCC,
if necessary , to work toward a common solu
tion . You may very well be an important part
of finding a solution! Assume, for example,
that your neighbor calls the cable compan y to
service a cable leak that is letting your
2-meter signal into cable channe l 18. If you
do not make yourself available to put your
station on the air for troub leshooting pur
poses, the cable compan y will not know if
they have corrected the problem.

Keep Your Own House Clean

It is not exact ly a respon sibi lity, but you
should first ensure that there are no interfer
ence problems in your own home! It may
take a bit of work- installing high-pass fil
ters on the TV , debugging telephone inter -

1.4 Chapter 1

ference , getting the voice s out of your ste
reo-but it will be time well spent.

There are several goo d reasons to sta rt
in your own home. You'll be able to dem 
onstr ate that RFI cures are not only effec 
tive , the y cause no harm to the consum er
eq uipment' s proper operation. It is also a
powerfu l dip lomatic too l to tell your
neighbor that you are sorry that they ca n't
use their con sumer equipment while you
are on the air , but they can come over to
your house and use your equipment while
you are on the air! That usually helps them
understand quick ly that the prob lem might
j ust be on their end!

The Role of the FCC

Lately it might appear that the FCC is
"out" of the interference business . Thi s is
not rea lly complete ly the case. The FCC
reg ulates rad io tra nsmi tters . They have
found , however, that with modern trans
mitting equipment; the vast majority of in
terference problems are not caused by any
rules violations by the transmitter opera
tor. The real probl em is the susce ptibility
of co nsumer electronics equipment.

Thi s often means that when RFI occurs,
there is nothing for the FCC to enforce!
The FCC rightfull y believes that if con
sumer equipment is not working properly
beca use it is receiving nearby radio trans
mitters, it should not become a fed eral
case! Thi s is a customer-service problem
between the con sumer and the manu fac
turer of the consumer device .

Nonetheless , the FCC reali zes it will
continue to receive inq uiries fro m the pub
lic about RFI. They offer help to tran smi t
ter operators and consumers, primari ly as
an authoritat ive informa tion source on
self-help cures. Over the pa st several
years , the FCC has made tremendo us
strid es in creating unbiased, fac tual infor
mation about all types of interference
problem s, especially interference to non
radio devices such as telephones. The FCC
clearly exp lain s that the burden of resol u
tio n of most interference problems is not
upon the tran smitter operator, but wit h the
manufacturer of the affected con sumer
equipment! Hams knew thi s all along, but
in the past, the FCC offered scant materi al
on the topic. Thanks to a major effort a few
years ago by a nationa l team of FCC staff,
the RFI information the FCC offe rs is very
useful and complet e . (The ARRL was
pleased to serve as a co nsultant to the FCC
as thi s inform ation was being developed.)

The FCC Comp liance and Information
Bureau (C18) has created a publication, "In
terference to Home Electronic Entertainment
Equipment Handbook-May 1995 edition ."
This was released as Bulletin C18-2. A copy
can be downloaded from the FCC Web page
(at URL http://www .fcc.gov/cib /Publica-

tions /tvibook.html). The C18 has also writ
ten a bulletin specifica lly on telephone inter
ference "What To Do If You Hear Radio
Communication s on Your Telephone," re
leased as Bulletin C18-IO . A copy can be
downloaded from the FCC Web page (at URL
h Up :1Iwww. fcc. gov/ ci b/ P u blica t ions/
phone.htmI). Both bulletinshave been repro
duced in Appendix B and Appendix C.

The FCC will do wha t it can to help
co nsumers and radio operators reso lve
their interference problem s. They expect
everyone involved to cooperate fu lly. Ex
perience has taught them that solutions
imposed from the ou tsi de are not usually
the best solutions to local problems. In
stead, the y pro vide regul atory supervision
of radio operator s and manufacturers. To
help con sumers, basic info rmation con 
ce rning interfe rence so luti ons is now
ava ilab le on the Internet through the FCC
Compliance and Information Bureau
Home Page . Thi s ba sic information in 
cludes the CIB Interference Handbook and
the CIB Telephone Interference Bulletin .
The CIB Interference Handbook inclu des
a list of equipment manufacturers who
pro vide specific assistance with interfer
ence problems. The list also is ava ilable
through the Commission' s Fax on De
man d at 202 -4 18-2830. Ca llers sho uld re
quest docum en t number 6904.

In man y ca ses, the FCC serves as a
mediator rather than a regulatory agenc y.
Although the FCC Field Offices have
solved a lot of RFI cases, media tion is not
their primary purpose. The process is of
ten slow , and the FCC solution may please
neither the ham nor the neig hbor.

If the FCC determines that a particul ar
case of interference is caused by rules viola
tions, they can and do avai l themselves of
the appropriate remed ies.These usually con
sist of contacting the amateur and requiring
that any violat ions be corrected. If neces
sary, the FCC could impose quiet hours on
the amateur station, shutting down the
station during a good part of the day. They
could also fine an amateur who willfu lly
violates any FCC regulation s, althoug h this
is rare, especially in interference cases.

Manufacturer Responsibilities

The manufacturers also shoulder some
respons ib ili ty for RFI problems. Public
La w 97-259, enacted in 1982 , gave the
FCC the authority to regul ate the suscep 
tibility of con sum er electronic equipment
sold in the United States. The FCC, wor k
ing with eq uipment man ufacturer s, de 
cided to allow them to de velop vol untary
standards for RFI immunity and impl e
ment their own voluntary compliance pro
grams . No sys tem is per fect , especiall y a
voluntary sys tem, but the ARRL Labo ra
tory sta ff has noted that RFI involving



TVs, for example, seems to be decreasing.
Manufacturers of consumer electronics

equipment are competing in a difficult
marketplace. To stay competitive, most of
them place a high priority on service and
customer satisfaction. For example, many
manufacturers have service information
that can be sent to a qualified service
dealer. Most manufacturers are willing to
assist you in resolving interference prob
lems that involve their products. The
manufacturers are making some progress
and we feel confident that they will con
tinue to do so.

However, from reports received by the
ARRL Lab, this is where the process often
breaks down. The immunity standards are
voluntary; there are no regulations that re
quire them to help their customers . Some
manufacturers and importers incorporate
RFI immunity into their designs; others do
not. Some manufacturers do not deal prop
erly with consumers who report problems
through the manufacturers' customer ser
vice representatives. In some cases, the only
answers given by the customer service rep
resentatives who initially field the inquiry is
to tell the consumer that the transmitter op
erator is running illegal power and that the
consumer should contact the FCC!

This adds to the frustration of the people
whose consumer electronics are being in
terfered with, adding fuel to an already
hotly burning fire. This often puts the so
cial burden back on the ham again . Neigh 
bors of hams may not realize it at first, but
the local amateur who has access to the
information in this book and possible lo
cal technical advice probably represents
the best source of help to find a solution to
an interference problem! The ham is cer 
tainly the closest source of help .

Non-Radio Devices
When there is interference to audio de

vices (CD players, tape decks, most inter
coms, burglar alarms, and so on) you are
most certainly dealing with fundamental
overload. The FCC Interference Handbook
pamphlet indicates that when these devices
are subject to interference, they are improp
erly functioning as radio receivers. The FCC
clearly puts the responsibility for interfer
ence to audio devices on the manufacturer.

Contact the Manufacturer
The ARRL and FCC both encourage all

people who have an interference problem
to contact the manufacturer of the suscep
tible device . The Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association, an arm of the
Electronic Industries Association, can of
ten help you locate a manufacturer. (See
the Resources chapter for contact infor
mation.) Contacting the manufacturer
helps ensure that the manufacturers (and

their national association) are aware of the
interference problems their customers are
experiencing. Remember: interference
that isn't reported officially doesn't exist!

Consumer Responsibilities
Consumers have responsibilities, too .

They, too, must cooperate with the manu 
facturer, the radio operator and, if neces
sary, the FCC as they try to determine the
cause of the problem. The FCC has gone
to great pains to offer factual information
designed to help consumers understand
the issues surrounding RFI and to proceed
correctly toward locating a cure . Consum
ers should educate themselves by reading
the FCC's information and taking their
advice. A consumer who refuses to dis 
cuss the problem or who demands that the
transmitter operator correct the prob lem
at the radio station is not doing his or her
part toward finding a solution.

You are the Best Judge of a
Neighborhood Situation

In general, hams should consider them 
selves as locators of solutions, not provid
ers of solutions! The FCC requires that you
operate your station legally. You are not
required to filter your neighbors' equip
ment nor to buy them the necessary filters.
In most cases, you do not want to fix their
equipment at all! If you do, you may be
walking into troub led legal waters. Some
states require you to hold a repair license
to perform even the simplest services
free or otherwise. Consider the future con
sequences of your actions as well. ARRL
has reports of well -meaning amateurs
who installed a high-pass filter inside a
neighbor's TV, right at the tuner. When
the picture tube on the old clunker sud
denly went bad, the neighbor claimed that
the filter caused the failure!

This doesn't mean you should never
offer a helping hand, but it does mean you
should look before you leap . You are the
best judge of your neighborhood situation.
Only you can decide what kind of assis
tance and diplomacy is appropriate.

It is sometimes counterproductive to be
too accommodating. A helpful attitude
sometimes gives people the idea that you
will do anything they wish. They may wish
that you stop operating permanently, or at
least when they want to watch TV . You
can best judge what constitutes the opti 
mum balance between accommodation
and cooperation . As long as your trans
mitter is clean, you have a federally
granted privilege to operate. If you decide
to curtail operation until a TVI problem is
solved, make certain it is clearly under
stood that you are taking a voluntary, tem
porary measure until the necessary filters
can be ordered or repairs can be made.

Remember that many people take ad
vantage of others in any way they can. We
live in a litigation-prone society. There is
an unknown degree of liability (and risk)
when dealing with strangers . Even install
ing a high -pass filter in a neighbor's exter
nal feed line can create problems. Each
amateur must decide the best approach for
each individual case . It is a good idea to
have the neighbor install any external fil 
ters used to cure TVI. This minimizes li
ability, and helps show the neighbor that
fundamental overload and its cures are the
problems of the equipment manufacturer
and owner. Amateurs can provide assis 
tance and information about solutions.

ARRL-affiliated clubs with ARRL
club -liability insurance can have the offi
cial activities of a club -authorized TVI
committee covered if that activity has been
properly described on the insurance appli
cation form . Contact ARRL HQ for de
tails . A homeowner's or renter's insurance
policy may also protect you from liability .
Check with your insurance agent to find
out if you have this coverage, or if a rider
can be written.

Costs
Don't forget money issues . Repairing

consumer electronic equipment usually
isn't free. Buying RFI filters requires a bit
of wallet-digging, too! These issues
should be discussed up front, before fil
ters are ordered or that call is made to the
service department. You're not respon
sible for purchasing filters or repa iring
defects in your neighbors' consumer
equipment. If you want to be neighborly
and buy a filter for a neighbor, that's your
choice. However, doing so may set a pre
cedent. If you live in an apartment build
ing where there are hundreds oftelephones
to contend with, you may have to re-eval u
ate your generosity! What if there are other
neighbors in the area experiencing similar
problems? You may be setting yourself up
to spend a lot of money on filters! Other
than problems that originate from your
station, you should consider yourself as an
advisor, not a service technician or parts
supplier!

Reporting
You may be surprised to know that the

number of reported cases of interference
to consumer electronic equipment in re
cent years has been very sma ll. As a radio
service, this is our fault! Amateurs are
notorious for not reporting RFI problems.
Even if you come up with a solution, con 
tact the manufacturer! Working with
manufacturers makes them aware of the
need to continue to develop better shield
ing and filtering methods . It also demon
strates to your neighbor that the manufac-
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turer should recei ve a littl e of his ange r
and fru str ation too!

PERSONAL DIPLOMACY

You can't overestimate the importance
of per son al diplomacy when you' re tryin g
to solve a problem that involves two or
more people. Everyone who is involved in
an interference problem should remember
that the best solutions are built on coop 
eration and tru st. Th is is a view shared by
elect ronic equipment manufacturers, the
FCC and the ARRL.

The fir st contact between a ham and a
neighbor with an RFI probl em is often the
most important; it is the start of all future
relations bet ween the parti es. The way you
react and behave when you first discuss
the problem with other indi vidual s, such
as a neighbor or rep resentative of a utility
or manufacturer, can set the tone for ev
erything that follows . If one party ap
proache s the oth er with threats; demands
and hostility, human nature urges a re
sponse in kind . From an amateur perspec
tive , if the ham reacts to a neighbor by
spouting off about the "right to operate"
and doe sn 't offer either emp athy or assi s
tance, the neighbor may refuse to cooper
ate in any future investigation that may be
required. Thi s is really not what either
part y wants!

Many ARRL Field Organization volun
teers and RFI professionals pro vided in
put for this book. Many agree that personal
diplomacy is an important factor in the
solution of RFI problems. This applies to
all affected parties. In some of the less
successful cases in the ARRL HQ file s,
poor (or hostile) communication often re
sulted in unsatisfactory resolutions. Both
ham s and their neighbors have been guilty
of bad attitudes, hostile conversations and
sometimes just plain bad manners.

That First QSO!

Imagine the following scenario: Joe
Hamm hasjust passed his FCC examination
and await s the arrival of his ticket so he can
have his first amateur contact. The big day
finall y arrives and Joe rushes into his newly
assembled station to make use of the privi
leges he has worked so hard to earn. After
about an hour, he finally gets over his initial
nervousness and establishes contact with
another ham-in Ireland! After about 15
minute s of excited conversation, Joe hears a
loud knock on his door.

When Joe opens the door he is con
fronted by Sam Neighbor, who tell s him
that he is causing interferenc e bec ause
Sam can hear Joe on his telephone. If Joe
is lucky, Sam is pleasant and understand
ing. If Joe is not so luck y, Sam might be a
bit more forceful, spouting demand s and
threats of FCC (or personal) intervention.
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Joe, like most ham s first con fronted with
this situation, doe sn 't kno w what to do.
Maybe it is Joe' s fault? Should Joe get off
the air? Who can he turn to for help ? Joe
and Sam are not alone. Thousand s of hams
and consumers have faced this situation
since radi o was fir st developed .

If this happens to you, begin by accept
ing the fact that your nei ghbor doesn 't
enjoy hav ing his or her life styl e hamp ered
by RFI. Put yourself in his shoes . Admit
that RFI is highl y annoying. (Both of you
can quickly agree on that point!) Calmly
explain that you are responsible-by
law-for the proper operation of you r sta
tion . Ass ure him that you' ll check your
equipment right away and make any nec
essary corrections.

With any luck, the situation will begin to
calm down. Now is the time to explain to
your neighbor that the root cause of the
problem could also be from a source other
than your station. Perhaps his own equip
ment is to blame. Before he has a chance to
misunderstand the last point, tell him that
you ' re willing to help him locate a solution
to the problem-s-even if it' s not your fault.

Be Cool!
An argument never solves anything, so

keep your cool when dealing with people
involved in an RFI problem. This advice
applie s to the ham, the neighbor and any
others helping solve the problem on behalf
of these two key parties in the RFI problem.

By the tim e your neighbor becomes
angry , he or she has probably decided that
you are the cause of the probl em . To your
neighbor, your station is an impo sition and
you simply don 't care. If thing s have al
read y go tten out of hand , all parti es may
have contributed some of the ill will that
led to the impasse. If both parties want a
satisfactory resolution (and they usuall y
do), they must put as ide resentment, prid e
and bad feelin gs and get back to the busi
ness of loc ating a solution. Apolog ies
neve r hurt anyone!

At this point, it is very important to build
a foundation of coop eration so that the RFI
problem can be resolved. Ifyour neighbor
is already angry , it is doubl y important that
you kee p ca lm. If you cannot do so, co n
tact one of the volunteers listed later in
this chapter. Sometimes a third party can
build a bridge between warring neighb ors.

If you are willing to build that bridge
(translate : if you wan t to solve your RFI
problem. ..), begin by express ing empa
thy, understanding and conce rn. You have
an equal desire for a satisfactory solution .
Th e simple truth is that you both own
equipment that was purchased, and is op
era ted, with the best of intentions . So me
of that equipment interacts with so me
oth er equipment in an unde sired fashion.

It is possibl e to reduc e that interaction, but
teamwork is needed. By working together,
you can determine how the RFI is happen
ing and select the most practical remedy

Understanding

First, ensure that your neighbor (or fam
ily memb er) understands the issues. When
you discuss it with them, be diplomatic .
RFI can be a stress ful situation and tem
pers can flare . First , help your neighbor
unde rstand the issues behind the interfer
ence. The FCC material expl ains things
authoritatively .

Do ensure that things get started on the
right foot. Your neighbor probably won 't
understand the complexi ties ofRFI cau ses
and cures. Be prepared to do a good job
explaining things in non-technical terms .
The ARRL and the Con sumer Electronic
Manufacturers Associationjointly publish
a pamphlet designed to explain interfer
ence to your neighbor. The text of thi s
pamphlet has been reproduced in Appen
dix D, although an actual copy of the pam
phlet is usually more effective with your
neighbor. A cop y can be obta ined by send
ing a self-addresse d, stamped envelope to
the ARRL Technical Department Secre
tary at ARRL Headquarters.

Start With You!

When you fir st discuss RFI with your
neighbor, start by talking about FCC regu
lations. If you start telling your neighbor
that the FCC has regulations that do not
permit your tran smitter to emit signals that
interfere with other radio services , your
neighbor will be listening-you are talk
ing about yo ur responsibilities. From
there , you can explain that you have put
the necessary filters on your transmitter.
If you have followed the sage advice to
keep your own house interference free,
you can then explain that your own con
sumer electronics equipment works well.
Demonstrate this to your neighbor, and
show off any filters you have installed.
You can then offer to help your neighbor
find similar solutions.

Once you get your neighbor to under
stand that some interference can 't be cured
by making changes to your station, you
can become the neighborhood "good guy"
by locating cures for the interference, even
though it is not directly your fault. Your
neighbor mayor may not beli eve your
explanations, but if you are willing to help
anyway, that is often enough for good
neighborly relations to take over where
technical misunderstandings might other
wise get in the way.

No Fault RFI!

Good RFI-probl em diplomacy removes
the need to determine who is at fault. Posi-



tive conflict resolution requires that both
parties relinquish adversarial roles and
rea lize that they share a common problem.
Working together reso lves the conflict, to
the benefit of both parties. Your neighbor
may not understand the technical issues or
know about helpful ARRL programs. He
or she usually is not sure how to approach
you about the problem. A neighbor usu
ally reacts positively if you express a will 
ingness to help solve the problem regard
less of fault .

Neighbors usually cooperate if you of
fer assurance that sol utions are possible
and outline how you can help. If you are
willing to locate solutions to the problem,
the neighbor should be willing to put those
solutions into place.

COOPERATION, INVESTIGATION
AND ACTION

Once all who are invo lved in an RFI
problem have decided to work together,
they are closer to a solution. That makes it
possible to get started on the technical
aspects of curing RFI problems. Effective
RFI solutions require cooperation, inves
tigation and action. This chapter tells how
to establish the needed cooperation. The
rest of this book contains the information
you need to resolve the vast majority of all
RFI cases satisfactorily.

Education

RFI problems can be complex. Stock an
swers do not always result in solutions. It is
important for all concerned parties-the
amateur, Technical Coordinator, Technical
Specialist, TVI Committee members and the
neighbor-to learn as much as possible
about the subject of RFI. Books about RFI,
Amateur Radio magazine articles, local
clubs and other hams are all possible sources
of information and education.

The second step toward solving an RFI
problem is to learn about RFI. Some hams
took the first step toward solving this RFI
problem before they ever got on the air.
The material and books they studied to get
their licenses discussed the concepts of
interference and some of the basic rem
edies. Some RFI cases call for more infor
mation than is presented in license-study
material. Amateur Radio magazines have
covered the subject since the I920s. This
book explains in detail how basic RFI
problems occur and what can be done to
cure them. Even so, RFI can present com
plex problems, and not all of these prob 
lems have standard solutions. Learn the
fundamentals of RFI. Study troubleshoot
ing techniques and the application of tech 
nical solutions.

Ifyou are involved with the interference
problem, organize yourself. Obtain local
help, if possible, and, if necessary, the help

of trusted, diplomatic friends . Obtain the
information and materials necessary to
work toward a solution.

Keep a Log

If you have gotten this far , hopefully
you and your neighbor have agreed to stop
blaming each other and work together to
find a solution. But what if your neighbor
thinks you were causing interference on a
day you weren't even home?

Even though it's not a legal require
ment, it's a good idea to keep a detailed
station log. Now that you're involved in
an interference issue, consider it a neces
sity! You and your neighbor should keep
written records. Your station log will show
when you are on the air, and on which
bands and modes . If your neighbor writes
down information every time interference
occurs (dates, times , severity, etc .) you
can quickly determine if you are involved
in the interference problem, and what
bands, modes, power and antenna combi 
nations cause the problem.

Your neighbor should note which piece
of equipment experienced the interfer
ence, what channels or frequencies were
involved, the date and time the interfer
ence occurred and a description of the in
terference and its severity .

If you are lucky, a comparison between
your log and his log will indicate that the
interference isn't coming from your station.
On the other hand, if your signal is the source
of the problem, your neighbor is the lucky
party-although he may not see it that way
at first. As an Amateur Radio operator, you
have access to the technical resources nec
essary to solve the problem (either from your
own knowledge and experience, or with the
help of other hams like your Technical Co
ordinator or local RFI expert) . This is not
necessarily true if the source of the problem
is a business-band or citizens-band trans
mitter, for examples.

"It Ain't Me?"

After discussing things calmly with
your neighbor, one of the first trouble
shooting steps is to determine if the
interference is really related to your trans
mis sions. Conduct on-the-air tests to
determine if the interference is coming
from your station and what bands, modes,
antenna and power levels are causing the
problems.

The world is filled with radio transmitters
and noise sources . When these operate in
proximity to susceptible equipment, inter
ference often results. Figure 1.4 shows just
a few possible RF sources . Each transmitter
or noise source can interfere with nearby
equipment. The Amateur Radio Service is
not the only possible source of RFI.

The station log is one valuable tool to

prove that a station is not involved in a
particular interference case.

Sometimes, noninterference problems
can appear to be actual interference. Tele
phone RFI problems can be related to
power lines or cros stalk within the tele
phone-company circuitry , most people
have heard others talking faintly in the
background on the phone. Electronic
equipment can become noisy, due to inter
nal component failures . If the RFI does
not follow transmission patterns, and you
can demonstrate that to the complainant,
your role is over. (This is an example of
my favorite interference problem-HIt
ain't me!"-Ed.)

When interference begins and ends with

Communications Service
Transmitters
CB
Amateur Radio
Police
Cable TV (CATV)
Business or other two-way
Aircraft (near airports only)

Electrical Noise Sources
Doorbell transformers
Toaster ovens
Electric blankets
Fans
Heating pads
Light dimmers
Appliance switch contacts
Aquarium or waterbed heaters
Sun lamps
Furnace controls
Smoke detectors
Smoke precipitators
Computers (and video games)
Ultrasonic pest-control devices
Lights: fluorescent. mercury vapor

and touch-controlled
Neon signs
Power Company Equipment

Defective line insulators
Loose or unbonded hardware
Discharges from defective

lightning arrestors
Defective transformers

Electric fences
Alarm systems
Loose fuses
Sewing machines
Electrical toys (such as trains)
Calculators
Cash registers
Lightning arrestors

Figure 1.4-A few possible RFI
sources. Each transmitter or noise
source can interfere with nearby
equipment. The Amateur Radio Service
is not the only possible source of RFI!
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Local Help

What 's a TC?
Techn ical Coord inators (TC) and Technical Spec ialists (TS)

are ARRL field volunteers who provide technical support and
guidance to amateurs in their Section . They shou ld be con
tacted at the beginning of every RFI probl em. Most TCs prefer
to be called before tempers have fla red and a situation has
become difficult.

How to Locate Your Section ARRL TC
Grab a copy of QST; make it a recent one. Flip to page 12 and

find the Section Manager 's (SM) name for your ARRL Section.
Ask the SM for the name and address of your Section TC. The TC
may be listed in Section News (for your Section) toward the back
of the issue.

Did you say you have n't got a QSThandy? (For shame!) Well ,
all isn't lost. Give ARRL HQ a cal l or send an e-ma il message;
ask for Field and Educational Services , and inqu ire about the
TC for your Section.

So What Do They Do?

Techn ical Coordi nators are volunteers . As such, they each
have certain capabmnes and areas of understanding about
Amateur Radio technology . Here are some general guidelines
for TCs.

The Techn ical Coordinator:
1) Superv ises and coordinates the work of the Section Tech 

nical Spec ial ists (TSs) .
2) Encou rages amateu rs in the Section to share the ir techni 

ca l ach ievements with others through the pages of QST, at club
meetings, hamfests and conventions .

3) Promotes technical advances and experimentation at VHF/
UHF and with specia lized modes, and works close ly with enthu
siasts in these fields within the Section .

4) Serves as an adviso r to radio clubs that sponsor training
programs for obta ining amateu r licenses or upgraded licenses
in coo peration with the ARRL Affi liated Club Coordinator.

5) In times of emergency or disaster, functions as the coor
dinator for estab lishing an array of equipment for communica
tions use and is ava ilable to supply technica l expertise to
government and relief agenci es to set up emergency commu
nications networks , in coope ration with the ARRL Sect ion Emer
gency Coord inator.

6) Refers amateurs in the Section who need technical adv ice
to appropriate local TSs .

7) Encou rages TSs to serve on RFI and TVI committees in
the Section for the purpose of rendering techn ical ass istance
as needed , in coop eration with the ARRL 00 Coordina tor.

8) Is available to ass ist local technical program committees
in arranging suitable programs for ARRL hamfests and conven
tions.

9) Conveys the views of Sectio n amateu rs and TSs about the
techn ica l contents of QSTand ARRL books to ARRL HQ. Sug
gestions for improvements shou ld also be called to the atten
tion of the ARRL HQ technical staff.

10) Works with the appo inted ARRL TAs (Technical Advi
sors) when called upon .

11) Is ava ilab le to give technical ta lks at club meetings,
hamfests and conve ntions in the Sect ion .

In add ition to the above duties, TCs and/or TSs in a given
ARRL Section often serve as advisors for radio frequency inter
ference (RFI) issues. Since RFI can drive a wedge into neigh
borhood relations, it is freque ntly a TCITS with a cool head who
reso lves such problems.

TCs and TSs may also be asked to work with other ARRL
off icials, or represent the ARRL at technical symposiums in
industry. They may serve on CATV advisory comm ittees, or
advise mun icipa l governments on technical matters relat ing to
the Amateur Radio Serv ice.

Interference Classifications and ARRL Assistance
Local ARRL volunteers are able to assist with the many types

of RFI you might encounter. For them to best serve you , do some
homework before calling. For example , is the interference best
handled through assistance by a techn ical volunteer? Should you
call the FCC and can and will they do anything ? There are differ
ent kinds of interfere nce and different ARRL volunteers to deal
with them . Your ARRL RFI team can include Techn ical Coordina 
tors and Technical Specialists, Amateur Auxiliary members (Of
ficial Observers and Official Observe r Coordinators) , Local Inter
ference Comm ittees and RFIITVI Committees as wel l as Section
Managers . All of these volunteers work together to help you solve
your RFI problem .

It is important to understand that RFI problems can have tech
nical or regulatory solutions (or both). Let's assume that you're
already clear on amateu r-to-nonamateur interference. If you're
causing interference to your neighbor 's brand new big screen
telev ision set, that is amateu r-to-nonamateur interfere nce and it
is best handled with assistance from your ARRL Technical Coor
dinator (TC). What about the other kinds of interference? There
are two general areas of "other" interference. They are amateur
to-amateur and nonamateur-to-amateur. The regulato ry aspect
of interference will be discussed in detail in Chapte r 14.

AMATEUR- TO-AMATEUR
INTERFERENCE

If you determine the source of the interference to be amateur,
you must define it even more closely:

Inadvertent Interference
The first type of amateu r-to-amateur interfe rence is inadvert-
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ent interference. It is unintentional interfere nce. The amateur may
not know that another amateur is receiving interference from his or
her station . This is not a major problem and education seems to be
the best and most logical solution .

Careless Interference

The second kind of amateur-to-amateur interference is careless
interfe rence that is intent ional but not premeditated or recurring.
While this type of interference is deliberate, it is usually short-lived
and caused by tempora ry eruptions of temper. Again, this is not a
major problem in the Amateur Radio Service.

Harassment

The third kind of interference is classified as harassment. This is
a more serious form of intentional interference . A harassing of
fender is likely to do anything to make life miserable for his victims.
While inadvertent and careless interference is usually isolated and
of short durat ion, harassment is recu rring . It ranges from a
"kerchunker" on a repeater to a jammer who uses foul language or
any other means to disrupt the operat ion of others.

Malicious Interference

The fourth type of interference is malic ious interference, which
includes harassment and more . Malicious interference is recur
ring and usually meets the criter ia in this example : when two or
more amateurs are in a conversatio n and are interrupted by an
interferer, they move to another frequency and the inte rfering
station follows them to continue interfering. That's malicious in
terference. It is the most seriou s form of amateur-to-amateur in
terference and is clearly actionable by the FCC.



RF transmissions, RF issomehow invol ved
in the probl em. Th is does not mean that the
transmitter is causing the problem . Since
consumer electronic equipment is not in
tended to receive A mateur Radio signals,
the affected equipment is not functio ning
properly. Continue troubl eshooting to dis
cover the exact device that causes the prob
lem and determine possible solutions.

In a recent case reported to A RRL HQ,
the husband said that they could hear
voices but they were not intelligible.
The wife said " Oh, we could hear a few
words . .. and by the way what is thi s
ten-f our and good-buddy stuff they are
alwa ys talking about?" The ham had
been 98% convinced that he was not part
of the problem, and thi s con versation

strengthened that conclu sion .
It maybe natural to laughat thispoint, but

tact is required. Giv e a short explanation of
the difference between municipal commu
nications, business communications, Citi
zens Band operations and Amateur Radio .
M any citizens lump all of these activities
into onecategory-"ham radio." (Ofcourse,
you may alsobeable to show your neighbors
enough about A mateur Radio to persuade
them to get their licenses! If you can' t lick
'em, j oin ' em, as the old saying goes!)

Testing

Offer to arrange a test. A sk your neigh
bor to in vite a friend to visi t your shack
during the test. In addi tion, ask you neigh
bor if it would be possible for one of your

friends to monitor the test at your
neighbor ' s home. Having imparti al par
ti cip ants will make you and your neigh 
bor morecomfortable wi th theoutcome
whatever i t may be. Besure to chooseyour
assistant carefully. Select someone who
is know n for diplomacy and tactfulness.

Your test must be thorough. Transmit
on each band and mode you normally op
erate. I f you have a beam antenna, aim i t
in di fferent directionswhi le you are trans
mitting. Try various power levels, too.
Ask your fri end to keep detailed notes of
the resul ts. A radio or telephone link be
tween you and your friend i s almo st a
necessity .

This testing wi ll help demonstrate
whether your station is invol ved, and, i f so,

So, What Now?
In insta nces of intentional, harassing and especially malicious

amateur -to-amateur interference, assistance is available from
ARRL.

Members of the Amateur Auxiliary to the FCC's Comp liance
and Info rmation Bureau are authorized to formally ass ist the
FCC with data gathering for amat eur-to-amateur interference
problems. The Amat eur Aux iliary is comprised of ARRL Offic ial
Observers who spend many hours of their time each week lis
tening on the air for Part 97 rule violators . An ARRL Official
Observer Coordinator ove rsees the Amateu r Auxi liary in a par
ticular section. The comp laint must constitute a specif ic Part 97
rule vio lation. Contact your ARRL Sect ion Manager (see page
12 of any QST) for information about the Amateur Auxiliary and
for the name of an 00 or OOC in your section . Some ARRL

_ _ ---I Affi liated Clubs have Local Interference Committees. L1Cs dea l
only with amateur-to-amateur operational difficulties . L1Cs can
often provide direction-finding equipment and expertise to lo
cate local caused-by-amateur problems. ARRL HQ can also
refer you to the app ropr iate sources of assistance . Contact
ARRL by mail at 225 Main St, Newington, CT 06111; by tele
phone at 1-860-594-0200 ; by fax at 1-860-594-0259 or by e
mail at reginfo@ arrl.org. The ARRL Web page can be found
at www.arrl.org.

The FCC should not be contacted since amateur-to -amateur
interference problems are expected to be solved among the ama
teur community and through the Amateur Auxiliary . If the problem
involves a non-amateur or "bootlegger," the Amateur Auxiliary can
also help. This provision is meant to cover the unauthorized use
of an amateur transceiver .

NONAMATEUR-TO-AMATEUR INTERFERENCE
Much of the information presen ted above deals with nontech 

nical matters. They are often best reso lved by amateur-to-ama
teur peer pressure and groups such as the Amateur Auxil iary . A
growing number of difficulties can be solved by individuals who
have a clear understanding of the technical reasons behind cer
tain kinds of interference. It's no secret that as more poorly
designed consumer devices enter the marketplace, the poten 
tial for EMI problems to (and from!) Amateur Radio equipment
increases dramatically.

Technical Problems
Amateurs sometimes receive interference caused by

nonamateurs; these generally require technical solutions. Inter
ference to amateurs from non-amateur devices shou ld be re
ported to your ARRL Technical Coord inator as detailed earlier
in this chapter. Ass istance can also be sought from a club RFI

or TVI Committee . Examples include a neighbor who uses a
touch lamp, the local cable company with leaky cable and a local
power company with a bad insulator on a line. All of these are
capable of causing interference to the Amateur Radio Service.
While a TVI or RFI committee will likely assist with EMI or RFI, the
purpose of an L1C is more regulatory in nature. Your ARRL Section
Manager can refer you to your TC and to other local sources of
assistance . The ARRL Technical Information Service can also
refer you to appropr iate sources of assistance. It can be contacted
by mail at: ARRL, 225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111; by tele
phone at 1-860-594-0200; by fax at 1-860-594-0259 or bye-mail
at tis@arrl.org. The ARRL Web page at http://www.arrl.org/tis/
contains a great deal of technical assistance .

Regulatory Problems

Non-amateur to amateur problems can also be regulatory prob
lems. As mentioned earlier, it isn't always possible to know whether
over-the-air interference is being caused by an amateur or a non
amateur. If the interferer is found to be a non-amateur, the Ama
teur Auxil iary may continue to gather information on the matter
since the Amateur Auxiliary has been expanded to cover these
instances . This is sometimes the case when, for example , an
unlicensed individual illegally uses the call of an amateur (a "boot
legger.") If the interference is caused by a non-amateur transmit 
ter using a nonamateur device in the Amateur Radio Service, it is
the responsibil ity of the Federal Communications Comm ission to
solve these types of problems. An example is a leaky cab le
system . The FCC can be contacted at 1-888-CALL FCC. The
FCC Web page can be found at http://www.fee .gov.

In some cases, even the FCC doesn't have authority over cer
tain types of interference that originates outside the US. Two ex
amples are foreign broadcast interference and interference
caused by a strong foreign military radar signal. The ARRL Moni
toring System reports instances of nonamateur intrusion on ama
teur frequencies each month. This information is relayed to the
FCC Treaty Branch in Washington , DC, for appropriate foreign
governmental action .

IN CON CLUSION

ARRL programs can help assist with each kind of interference
you're likely to experience . Each Amateur Radio operator is
encouraged to do his or her fair share of the job by determin ing
the kind of interference before making contact with the appropri
ate indiv idual. Once you have dete rmined whether the problem
is techni cal or regulatory (or both) in nature, the assistance you
requi re is only a phone call away.-John C. Hennessee, Nt KB,
ARRL Regulatory Information Specialist

Firs t Steps 1.9



ju st what bands, modes and frequencies are
part of the problem . Even if your test proves
that your station is not at fault, don 't just
drop the problem in your neighbor's lap and
say "Good luck!" It is a neighborly gesture
to offer to help find a solution, even if the
interference is really caused by something
other than your station.

HOW TO FIND HELP

Most consumers do not have the techni 
cal knowledge to reso lve an interference
problem. Even so, it' s a comfort to know
that help is available. Gather information
about inte rferen ce. The FCC and ARRL
have self-help information packag es or
books. If the problem involves an electri cal
power, telephone or cable-television sys
tem, contact the appropriate util ity com
pany . They usually have trained personnel
who can help you and your neighbor pin
point the cause of the problem.

The amateur community has programs
to hel p hams and consumers with RFI
problems. Start with the ARRL Section
Technical Coordinator (TC). The TC
know s the best help ava ilable in your area.
He or she may refer you to an ass ist ant
Technical Specialist, a local TVI Commit
tee, the Amateur Auxiliary or a local club
that has an RFI expert or two . The techni
cal needs and resources of each ARRL
Sect ion are different, and eac h Section
Manager and TC have determined what
work s best for their own Section. If you
don't know the name of your Section TC,
contact your Secti on Manager (SM) . Page
12 of any recent QST gives you the name,
address and usually the telephone numb er
of your SM . ARRL HQ can also supply
the nam e and address of your TC . Thi s
book refers to such help collective ly as
the Technical Coordinator or TC (to re
mind you tha t the TC is the first plac e to
turn for help with RFI problems).

Most consumer electronics manufactur
ers are willing to help you. The owner' s
manual , or a label on the equipment, may
give you information about interference
immun ity or tell you who to call about inter
ference problems. If not, the Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association will
be able to give you the address of your equip
ment manufacturer' s general customer ser-
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vice personnel. The manu factur ers know
their equipment better than anyone else and
will usually be able to help you.

EVEN THOUGH IT'S NOT YOUR
FAULT .. .

Many interference probl ems are not the
fault or direct responsibility of the ama
teur. Although it is not required by FCC
reg ulations, however, so metimes ama
teur s may need to make some operating
chan ges at their stations to reduc e RFI.
(The ham who lives in an apartment build
ing may be told to fix the problem or stop
operating.) A station licensee may elect to
make changes to improve the situation, but
that dec ision does not establish cause or
responsibility.

One obvious solution is to reduce
the transmitter' s output power. Many a
QRP operator got started with QRP to
elimin ate problems cau sed by apartment
living! Different operating modes also have
different RFI potential , especially in cases
involving audio rect ification . SSB might
cause objectionable interference, while CW
results in only a few minor pops and thumps.
Under some circumstances, RTTY might
create almost no interfe rence at all!

One of the most effec tive cures can also
impro ve sta tion effectiveness ! Movin g
that ant enn a high and in the clear will
maximize your sig nal strength at that cov 
eted DX station while minimizin g your
signal at neighboring electronic devices .
Not a bad trade-off! If moving an antenna
a few feet can solve a neighborhood (or
famil y) dispute, that may be the best solu
tion . We ama teurs create our own devil , so
to speak, with antenn as near the hou se, on
the house and sometimes in the house. Th is
res ults in strong RF fields in nearby
home s. It is much better to send the signal
skyw ard (to the other end of the QSO) than
to neighboring equipment.

Even a slight increase in the distance
between antenna and house could make a
big difference. It is not practical to move a
tower to solve an RFI problem, but moving
one leg of an inverted -V might be an easy
way out. This is not an ideal solution be
cause it does not cure the fundamental prob
lem, which is a often found in the consumer
equipment or installation, but it is mentioned

here so a ham can consider all alternatives.

Temporary Measures

Until the problem can be resolv ed, you
can make some goodwi ll ges tures. As a
temporary meas ure, reduce your output
power. (You may discover that you didn 't
need all those watts , anyway!) If you have
a bea m ante nna , don't point it at your
neighbor's house. Above all, try to gain
some prospect ive on the situation. Ama
teur Radio may be your passion , but it
doesn't mean a thin g to your neighbor.
Atte mpting to ju sti fy RFI by saying
"There was a rare DX station on 10 meters
and I ju st had to work him" may ju st sound
like "ham lingo" to him and prob abl y
won' t get you very far.

Hams Can Help

Your neighbor may not see it this way at
first, but in cases of RFI that involve Ama
teur Radio, he or she is actually fortun ate. At
least hams have some technical ability (as
demonstrated by an FCC Amateur Radio
license).They can help determine the causes
of RFI and suggest cures. Interference is
caused by all radio services and many other
unintentional sources of radio noise. If the
problem were caused by a CB operator or
the local fire department transmitter, there
might not be an easy source of technical help.
Not only is Amateur Radio noted for being
helpful, but the nearby ham is also the near
est source of possible help .

Hams have access to the expertise of
other hams, through the American Radio
Relay League (ARRL) Field Organization.
The ARRL Section Technical Coordinator
(TC), Techni cal Specialists (TS) and local
RFI Committees have all volunteered to help
with RFI trouble. Other hams in the area
may be willing to help as well.

MOST RFI CAN BE CURED!

The application of education, personal
diplomacy, manufacturer contac t and
technical solutions (such as external filters
and shields) can cur e most RFI cases . It
takes coop eration between the co nsumer,
the manufacturer and the radio oper ator.
With a littl e bit of work , you and you r
neighbor can both enjoy your favorite
activ ities in peace.
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EMC Fundamentals

...con sum er equipment uses
__ electronic or electromag netic

signals, as do all radio trans
mitters. There is really no difference
between the normal signals used by
consumer electronic s equipment and the
ones used by radio transmitters, except
that one signal is wanted and the other is
unwant ed . Which signal is whic h is a
matter of perspect ive .

Knowledge about the fundamentals of
EMC and RFI is one of the most valuable
tool s for sol ving RFI problems. RFI is any
electrical interaction at RF that affects
normal equ ipment operation RFI is
present when unwanted RF sig na ls
adve rse ly affect the perform ance of a
device. The term RFI covers interference
from radio-frequency sources . A more
gener ic term, elec tromagnetic interfer
ence (EMf) cov ers all electrical interac
tions, ranging fro m radio-frequ ency to
audi o-frequency sources , such as induced
hum fro m a transformer, and electrostatic
sources (ESD-elec trostatic discharge).
These are all elec tromagnet ic phen omena,
so EMI applies acro ss the entire spec trum.
Mos t amateurs are concerned with inter
ference that affects or results from the
opera tion of their radio stat ions . Although
the terms "EMI" and "RFI" are usually
interchangeabl e, RFI has become the more
popul ar term among amateurs.

WHERE TO BEGIN-A BRIEF
OVERVIEW

Resolving RFI is a three-step process,
and all three ste ps are equa lly importan t:

• Identify the probl em .
• Diagno se the pro blem.
• Determin e what steps are necessary in

orde r to eliminate the problem .

An accurate diagnosis, reg ardless of the
probl em, requires familiarity with rel
evan t technology and troubl eshooting pro
cedures . Th is chapter lays the theoretical

To learn any subject
well, you have to start
with the basics. This
chapter covers the
fundamentals of

electromagnetic com
patibility (EMC), laying
the foundation for the

practical RFI cures
presented in the

chapters that follow.

founda tion toward those solutions . The
principles of RFI diagnosis are explained
in the Tro ubles hoo ting chapter.

MANIFESTATIONS OF RFI

Is it rea lly RFI? Before solving a case of
suspected RFI, verify that the symptoms
actually result from ex ternal causes. A
var iety of equi pme nt malfuncti ons can
look like interference. It is impor tant to be
able to differentia te between RFI and
equipment ma lfunc tion . Characterizing
RFI is difficult because the symptoms de
pend on the nature of bot h the emitter and
the susceptible devi ce.

The basic causes of RFI can be grouped
into several major categories:

• Spur ious emissions from a transmi tter.
• Fundamental overload effects.

• Intermodulation or externally gener
ated spurio us signals.

Spurious Emissions

All transmitters generate some (hope
fully few ) RF signals that are outside thei r
allocated frequency bands. These out-of
ba nd signa ls are ca lled spurious emis
sions, or spurs. Spurious emiss ions can be
discrete signals or wideband noise. They
can be harmon ics, which are sig nals at
exac t mul tiples of the operating (orf unda
mental) frequency or other discrete spuri
ous signals caused by the superheterodyne
mixing process used in most mod ern
transmitters .

These emissions can cause interference to
other services. Any emission from a trans
mitter other than the fundam ental signa l,
includin g mixing byproducts and harmon
ics, is referred to as a spurious emission or
signal. All transmitters produce some spuri
ous signals.The FCC regulations specify the
permitted levels of spurio us emissions for
different power levels and oper ating
frequencies. (See the RFI Regulations chap
ter.) An amateur is responsible for harmful
interference caused by spurious emissions
from an amateur transmitter. A definition
of harmful interference is found in the
Regulations chapter.

Spurious emissions include harmonics,
mix ing products and parasitic oscil
latio ns. Parasi tic oscillations usually bear
no direct relation ship to the fundamenta l
frequency. The FCC requi res that all com 
mercially made ama teur HF transmitters
with more than 5 W output power sup
press spurious energy at least 40 dB below
the RF output level , without exceeding 50
mW. For example, all spurious energy
must be 10 mW or less for a 100-W HF
transmitter. At VHF, for transmitters with
25 watt s or more power, the spurious en
ergy must be at lea st 60 dB below the out
put power. Although all transmit ters gen
era te harmonics, they can be reduced to
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Sweep: 0 ta 50 MHz (CF = 25 MHz, 5 MHz/div)
Res BW: 3 kHz Vid BW: 10 kHz

Sweep TIme: 14 s

Figure 2.1-A spectral photo from a typical amateur transceiver. The fundamental
(14.2 MHz) appears at left. Harmonics are visib le at 28.4 and 42.6 MHz. Amateur
stations are subject to s tringent FCC spectral-purity regulations (this transceiver
complies).
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the required levels by prop er transmitter
design and filt ers.

Harmonics

The most common spurious emissions
fro m transmitter s are harmon ics. Har
monics are caused by nonlin ear operation
of oscillator and amplifier stages- no
ampli fier design can avoid generating
some harmonics. Harmonics are always
exact multiples of the operating
frequency. For example , the second
harmoni c (x2) of a 14.2 MHz signal is
28.4 MH z; the fourth harm onic is
56 .8 MHz and so on. Th e 56.8-MHz
harmonic from the last exa mple fall s
within TV channel 2. In some rare cases ,
a circuit can generate subharmonics,
which are exact divisions of the operating
frequency, one-half, one-third, etc.

Harmonics are a common cause of
interference, usually to tele visions . The
filters associ ated with circuitry usually
ensure that the harmonics are attenuated
or are kept confined to the circu itry gen
erating them . If the filter s are inadequate,
the result can be the radia tion of the
harmonics and interference.

Mixing Products

Other disc rete signals are inadvertently
produced as part of the superheterodyne
mix ing process used in most modern
amateur tran smitters. Such mixing prod
uct s can appear abo ve and below the
operating fre quency . Whil e harmonics
are produced in the mixing process, and
harmonics playa part in the production of
other signals, the term "mixing products"
usually is not applied to harmonics.
Figure 2.1 shows the output of a typical
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transmitter, with harmonics and mixing
products present.

Noise

Transmi tter s may also produ ce noise
and/or "paras itic" oscillations. (Paras itic
osc illa tions are discussed in the Amplifi
ers chapter. ) Noise may be bro adband
composite noise, keying tran sients or
intermodulation products occurring in the
linear amplifier stages . Tran smitter noise
can also cau se interference probl ems, es
pecially to frequ encies that are close to
the transmit frequency (such as 6 meters
and TV channel 2) .

FCC Regulations about Spurious
Emissions

If any tran smitter unwanted signals
cause interference to another radio ser
vice , FCC regulations require the owner
to correct the problem.

FCC regulations set two different lim
its for all spurious emissi ons: an absolute
wors t-case limit and an interference limit.
The worst-case limits set maximum
spurio us levels for tran smitter s. The
allowe d emission is expre ssed relative to
the output power. For example, a spurious
emiss ion might be characterized as being
- 58 dBc; that is, 58 dB "below" (weaker
than) the carrier or mean output powe r.
The worst-case limits range from - 30 dBc
for 5-W (or less) HF tran smitters, to -60
dBc for most 50-222 MHz tran smitters.
FCC regulations require tran smitter op
erators to correct spurious emi ssion s that
exce ed the absolute limits even if they
don't cause interference .

FCC regulations also require attenua
tion of any spurious emissions that inter-

fere with other rad io services. For
exa mple, if a "legal," weak spurious
emissio n from a VHF repea ter interferes
with an FAA communications channe l,
the emissio n must be reduced as nece ssary
to eliminate the interference .

These regulation s apply to ama teur
tran smitters, so this topic is discussed in
detai l in the Transmitters chapter. It is
also, of course, covered from a different
perspective in the Regulations chapter.

Fundamental Overload

Most cases of int erferenc e are not
caused by spurious emissio ns fro m trans
mitters ; they are caused by overload of
the affec ted consumer electronics equip
ment by the tran smitter ' s fundament al
frequenc y. The world is filled with RF
sign als. Properly designed electroni c
equ ipment should be able to select the
desired signal, while rejecting all othe rs.
Unfortunately; because of design deficien
cies such as inadequate shields or filters,
some equipment is unable to reject strong
undesired signals.

A strong fundamenta l signal can enter
equipment in several different ways. Most
commonly, it is condu cted into the equip
ment by wires conn ected to it. Possible
conductors include antennas and feed
lines, interconnecting cables, power lines
and ground wires . TV antennas and feed
line s, telephone or speaker wiri ng and ac
power lead s are the most comm on point s
of entry.

Many operating elec trical active de
vices (such as tran sistors, ICs and vacuum
tubes) respond to all elec trica l signals at
their inputs. When the total input signal
is too large for a device to handl e, the de
vice is overloaded. When the signal over 
loading a device is the desired signal
(fund amental) of a lawfully operatin g
transmitter, the condition is call ed "fun
damental overl oad." Many elec tro nic
devices exhibit a " low- pass" response,
meaning that they are more susceptible to
lower freq uencies than higher ones.

The effect of an interferin g sig nal is
dir ectl y rel ated to its streng th. As an
approx imatio n, the strength of a radia ted
signal dim ini shes with the square of
the distance from the source: When the
distance from the source doubl es, the
strengt h of the electro magnetic energy
decreases to one- fourth of its strength at
the origi nal distance from the source. This
character ist ic can ofte n be used to help
so lve RFI cases . You can often make a
sig nificant improvement by moving the
susceptible equipment and the transmit 
ting antenna fart her away fro m each other.
Unfor tunately, especially near antennas, a
number of fac tors make it imposs ible to
determine the distance to the transmitter

2.2 Chapter 2



Oth er Signa ls
or Services

1

each user tends to blame the others for the
probl em.)

Intermodulation and External
Rectification

Most amateu rs have heard of "inter
mod" as applie d to repeater operatio n.
Intermodul ation is an unwanted mixing of
two or more signals in a nonlinear device
(mixer) . Because repeaters and repeater
users are ofte n located very close to other
strong transmitters, intermo d is a common
problem. In some urban areas, interm od
can make many H-Ts virtually unusable.
H-Ts are often susceptible to intermod in
urban areas due to compromises made in
receiver design. The Intermod chapter dis
cusses this topic in detail.

While "intermo d" usually refers to un
wanted mixing in elec tronic equ ipment,
mixing that occurs in nonelectronic com
ponents is ca lled external rectification .
The problem is so perplexing that there is

EMC Fundamentals 2.3
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electro nic recei vers, have some for m of
band-pass filter in the front end. Strong
signals that lie outs ide of the passband
may, however, pass through to the first
stage (fundame ntal overload) . Once there,
they may: ( I) be passed directl y to the
output, (2) ove rload the receiver and make
it inoperative (dese nsitization), or (3)
combine with other signals in a nonlinear
element to prod uce spurious signals within
the receiver passband. Fundamental over
load may occur when the affec ted devic e
is inadeq uately shie lded, has unfil tered
leads, or is in close proximity to an RF
source. Fundamenta l overload is the result
of design deficiencies in the affec ted sys
tem, not improper transmitter ope rat ion or
design .

In a high-density RF environment such
as a repeater tower, one transmitter can
overload a second repea ter' s receiver. A
third transmitter can mix with the firs t sig
nal, causi ng intermo dulatio n. (Natura lly,

Figure 2.3-Every electronic appliance must select the signal it needs from all
those present in the rad io spectrum.

Figure 2.2-Some towns try to limit antenna height thinking they will prevent RFI
problems. It 's easy to see that a higher amateur antenna is better, from both
amateur and RFlviewpoints. Here the higher antenna directs energy away from
houses and equipment. The lower antenna places its field at ground level .

fro m the field strength. See Figure 2.2 .
When fundamental ove rload occurs,

one or more signals at a device input are
stro ng eno ugh to change the operating
characteristic s of the circuit. The strong
signal causes "gain compression" (the
affected amplifier loses the ability to
amp lify), which may also be called desen
sitization or simply desense. Saturation is
another term re lated to overloaded
devices. A saturated device has more drive
than it can fait hfully reproduce. In other
words, the device is overwhelmed by its
input and does not perform properly.
Thu s, fundamental overload is a basic dis
rup tion of pro per circu it operat ion be
cause the affe cted device is incap able of
rejec ting strong unwanted signals.

Direct Radiation Pickup

Th e internal wiring, circuit-board
traces and components of some poorl y
shielded equipment can pick up signals
direc tly. Th is is known as direct radia
tion pickup. This is a for m of fundamental
ove rload, in most cases. In many case s of
direct pickup, it is not practical to add
shielding, so there is little an amateur can
do to fix the probl em. In these cases, con
tact the equipment manufactur er.

The term describes cases where a
radiated signal is recei ved by conductors
within the affected equipment. RFI that
arrives via radi ation can be blocked
by shielding the affected device (if that
is possible; antennas, for example cannot
be shie lded). When shielding is not
possib le, direc t radiation pickup can be
treated as a conducted signal at the circuit
component level (modificat ions should be
left to the manufacturer or a qualified
technician).

Direct radiation pickup generall y in
volves an intermediate element that sup
ports reradia tionofthe unwanted signal. For
example , a fundame ntal emission could be
picked up by a resonant length of ac wiring,
which would concentrate and reradiate it for
pickup by consumer equipment.

The amateur is not res ponsible for the
effe ct of the amateur-band fundame nta l
signal, but, of cou rse , some time s an ama 
teur wants to help out anyway. (Prac tical
conside rations must sometimes be con
sidered.) Figure 2.3 shows how prope rly
designed consumer equipme nt sho uld
function.

If the construction of the equipment is
faulty, it may be practical to improve the
shielding. Direct pickup may res ult fro m
something as simp le as excess paint or
anodizing- removal may fix the problem.

Fundamental Overload vs Spurious
Em issions

Most receivers, including consumer-



Electric and Ma gne t ic Fields
The fields radiated by an antenna are fundamentally different far away (far

field) from the antenna than they are close to it (near field). In the far fie ld
(approximately greater than about 112 'A from the source) , the electric (E) and
magnetic (H) components of the electromagnetic field always have the same
relative amplitude. The ratio E/H is known as the impedance of free space ,
which is equal to 376 .7 Q.

In the near field, however, E/H ratio depends on the radiator. High
impedance sourc es generate mostly E fields . An example is a short rod or
unterm- inated wire . Low-impedance sources generate mostly magnetic (H)
fields , a small loop , for example .

The subject of electric and magnetic fields is treated in more detail in The
ARRL An tenna Book and RF Exposure and You. These books are available
from ARRL Headquarters Publication Sales Department.

a chapter dedicat ed to it later in this book.
Altho ugh the terms are differen t, the ac
tion and results are essentially identical.

Mos t any semico nductor junct ion may
act as a "nonlinea r dev ice" (mixer). Natu
rally occurring semiconductor j unctions
are very com mon in the form of poor elec
trical connections . House ac outl ets with
"p ush in" house-wiring connections and
corroded con nec tions on TV antennas are
two exa mples of the types of installations
that can have non linear junctions.

Comple te intermod "systems" are com
mon in ac-line wiring, telephone systems
and TV antenna sys tems. Several systems
have been particu larly troubl esome in re
cen t years:
• VHF transmitters or receivers hooked

up to antennas that are near transmit
ting antenn as

• Rotator contro l boxes
• Lightning arrestors (telephone lines, TV

receive antennas, transmitters)
• Corrosion in antennas, towers or guy

wires
• Antenna-switching diod es and feed lines

in VCRs, sca nners, CBs and other
radios.

• LEDs fed by long wires in SWR meters
and oth er accessories.

• AC wiri ng that uses "push in" rather than
screw -terminal connect ions for con
nect ion to the house wiring.

Nonlinear Iunctions

Harmon ic and intermodulation inter
ference can be caused by RF current flow 
ing through any nonlinear junction . Col
loqui all y referred to as the "rus ty bolt
effect," the nonlinear characteristics of
corroded joints (oxidized guy wires, co
axial connectors, antennas , feed lines and
such) can cause harmonic, cro ss-modula
tion and intermodulation products that
resul t in RFI. Even when the transmitter
output is clean, RFI may res ult if there is
a poor electrical joint somewhere in the
antenna or feed line. A poor solder or
mechanic al jo int ca n act as a recti fie r,
ge nerating harmonic curren ts that may be
rad iate d by the ante nna. Poo rly conduct
ing joints in nearby co nductors (rain gut
ters, for example) can genera te and radi
ate harmonics when excited by RF energy.

RF curre nt flowi ng through non line ar
electro nic co mponents, includi ng transis
tors, diode s and ICs, can also result in RFI.
Semiconductor j unctions in such equip
ment as audio amp lifi ers, mas t-mounted
preamplifiers and SWR bridges may all
rectify RF energy to produce spurious sig 
nals. Rece ivers can be RFI source s. When
the first stage overloa ds, the res ulti ng
very weak intermodu lation signals may
be radiated from the rece iving antenna.
This will not cause wides pread interfer-
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ence, but if another rece ive antenna is
located very close by , IMD-generated
interfer ence can be the resul t. Sen sitive
prea mpl ifiers, with limi ted dynamic range
and poor se lec tiv ity, are especially
vulnerable to overload probl ems.

Intermodulation products can be gener
ated by transmitters when other strong sig
nals are coupled to the final amplifier. There
they mix with the fundamental and its har
monic s. The resulting signals may be
coupled to the antenna and radiated.
Intermodulation problems are espec ially
common in the VHF and UHF bands be
cause amateur repeaters tend to cluster
around commercial and government VHF
and UHF radio services. Wide-band, solid
state amplifiers with low-Q circuits are more
likely to generate spurious signals than are
narrow-band, high-Q configurations .

External Noise
Electrica l noise is usually a matter of

interference to ele ct ronic equipment.
Many ham s have problem s with electri cal
noi se and reception at their station re
ceiver. Most cases of interference reported
to the FCC invo lve some sor t of extern al
noise source . The most common of these
noise so urces are electrical. Ext ernal
"noise" can also come from transmitters
or from unli censed RF sources such as
computers , video games, video modul a
tors hooked up to TV sets (especia lly if
they are put in par allel with the TV an
tenna!), electronic mice rep elle rs and the
like .

Electrical noi se is fairly easy to identify
by looking at the picture of a susceptible
TV or listening on an HF receiver. On a
receiver, it usually sounds like a buzz,
sometimes changin g in intensity as the arc
or spark sputters a bit. If you determine
the problem to be cau sed by external noise,
it must be cured at the source. Refer to the
Electrical chapter of thi s book.

RFICAUSES

There is rarely a single, well-defined

cause for a give n case of RFI. In many
cases, there is a complex sys tem of
inter actions and inte rdependencies. As
described belo w, these include:
• Various mechanisms by whic h undesir

able RF energy is genera ted, propaga ted
and then recei ved by susceptible devices

• Inad equ ate shie lds and filters that make
some electro nic devic es es pecially vul
nerable to RFI

• Improper filt ers, shie lds or operatio n
of transmitter s and othe r RF energ y
sources .

THE SOURCE-PATH-SUSCEPTOR
CONCEPT

All cases of RFI involve a source of
elec tromagnetic energy, a devi ce that re
sponds to this energy (susceptible equip
ment) and a transmission path (either con 
ducted or radi ated) that allows energy to
flow from emitter to the susceptor. (This
book often refers to the suseeptor as the
"s usceptible equipment.")

Sources

Ham s tend to think of Amateur Radio as
the major source of interfe rence problems.
Thi s is becau se we are so close to Amateur
Radio . Ham s are actually only a small part
of the problem. Table 2.1 shows a number
of poss ible sources of RF and noise sig
nals. Emitters include radio tran smitters,
receiver local osc illators, computers and
co mputer peripheral s, lightning, electro
sta tic discharge and other natural sources .

Paths

There are three ways RFI can travel from
the source to the susceptible equipment:
elec tromagnetic radiation, conduction and
induction . These often exist in variou s
comb inations. The coupling path between
an emitter and receptor can be extremely
co mplicated. For example, there may be
conduction from the emi tter to a radiator,
radiation to another condu ctor and conduc
tion again to the susce ptible equipment.
There might be several transitions between



Figure 2.4- Cond ucted and radi ated in te rference.

/

of their design curves, digital devices with
short rise and fall times and high-speed
switching devices . Radio transmitters can
originate conducted emissions. Conducted
interference arrives by wire (or other con
ductor). Conducted interference may be con
trolled by filtering the conductor. Seldom is
conduction the sole path of an interfering
signal. The incoming signal is usually radi
ated to a conductor near the affected device,
which then passes the signal to the affected
device. In those cases, interference may be
reduced by shielding, or somehow detuning,
the conductor. (Detuning a conductor might
include changing the length, or inserting RF
chokes to break its apparent length at RF.)

Conducted interference can be mini
mized by using fil ters to channel energy
away from sensitive devices, and by using
bypass capacitors to decouple devices
from the power bus. Although the spec
trum of conduc ted interference can exceed
I GHz , higher-frequency conduction cur
rents are heavily attenuated by resistive
losses, wire inductance and shunt capaci
tance . In addition, the higher-frequency
sign als have a tendency to be radiated and
coupled to nearby wiring.

The undesired sign al is cond ucted by
wires between the source and the suscep 
tible equipment (see Figure 2.4) . This in
cludes ac wiri ng and shared gro und leads.

Conducted
and Induced

Signals
(Com mon Mode)

t
Conducted

AC Line

those unwanted signa ls leave or enter the
equipment?

The Pat h and Troubleshooti ng

Identification of the RFI path is a key
step in resolving RFI. The frequencies com
mon to both the emitter and susceptible
equipment are critical. The times of emitter
operation and the relative location of
emitter and susceptible equipment are also
important. Only with this data in hand is it
possible to select the most effective means
of combating the RFI. In most instances, a
combinationof techniques must be used.The
effectiveness of anyone method can be
enhance d when additional methods are also
employed. For examp le, a low-pass filter
does not opera te effect ively unless the trans
mitter is well shie lded.

- - - -

Conducted vs Radiated Emissions

Mos t RFI occurs via conduct ion, or
some combination of radiation and con 
duction. For example, a signal is radiated
by the source and picked up by a conductor
attac hed to the victim (or directly by the
victim's circ uitry) and is then conducted
into the victim.

Conducted emissions originate from a
variety of sources, including relay and switch
contacts, fan motors, oscillators, analog de
vices that are operated over nonlinear parts

Table 2.1
Possib le Interference Sources
Communications Service Transmitters
Amateur Radio
Police
Cable TV (CATV)
Business or other two-way
Aircraft (near airports only)
Cellula r phones
Land mobile transmitters and repeaters
Pagers

Electrical Noise Sources
Doorbell transformers
Toaster ovens
Electric blankets
Fans
Heat ing pads
Light dimmers
Appliance switch contacts
Aquar ium or waterbed heaters
Sun lamps
Furnace contro ls
Smoke detectors
Smoke precipi tators
Computers (and video games)
Ultrasonic pest-contro l devices
Lights : fluorescent, mercury vapor and
touch-controlled

Neon signs
Elect ric fences
Alarm systems
Loose fuses
Sewing machines
Electrical toys (such as trains)
Calculators
Cash registers
Lightning arrestors
Cable television leakage

Power Compa ny Equipment
Defective line insulators
Loose or unbonde d hardware
Discharges from defective lightning arrestors
Defective tran sformers

radiation and conduction in the RFI path.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of different
path s that can exist between the source and
susceptible equipment.

Radiated RFI propagates by electro
magnetic radia tio n fro m the sou rce,
throug h space to some conductor in the
susceptible equipment or system.

A conducted signal travels over wires
connected to the source and the victim.
Possible cond uctors include antennas and
fee d lines , int erconnect cables, power
lines and grou nd leads.

Ind uction occ urs when two circuits are
magnetically coupled. When magnetic in
duction occurs, the magnetic field of an
inductor (such as a power tra nsformer)
produ ces an unwa nted signal in a nearby
conductor (suc h as an ac branch circuit or
telephone cord ).

Relevant characteristics of emitte rs and
susce ptible equip ment are their emission
and reception spectra and the ir suscepti
bil ities. That is, what undesired signals do
they emit or rec eive, and how do

EMC Fundamentals 2.5



Figure 2.5-(A) Differential-mode signals are conducted between two wires of a pair .
This signal is independent of earth ground. (B) A common-mode signal is in phase on
all wires that form the conductor (this includes a coaxial cable). All wires act as if
they are one wire. The ground forms the return path, as with a long-wire antenna.

Suscept ible
Equipm ent

Susceptible
Equipment

No Signal
on Ear th
Connect ion

-- ----- --- ------ --- ---
Return Path
is via the
Ear th Ground

(A)

(B)

Two-Wire Pair
or Coaxial Cobie

Two- Wire Pair
or Coaxial Coble

Saluns
The balun is one of the most

misunderstood components in an
amateur station. It can help
minimize feed-line radiation. Ferr ite
transformer baluns can saturate
under high-power or high-SWR
conditions. When ferr ite saturates it
causes dist ortion that can generate
harmonic energy. An air-core balun
is not subject to saturation.

The common question about
baluns is , "Do I need one?" The
best answer is "Maybe ." If the
affected equipment is much closer
to the feed line than the antenna,
radiation received from the feed
line might be st ronger than the
energy re ceived from the a nte nna.
This might be an importa nt
consideration in some installa 
tions, especially for amateurs who
live in apartments.-Ed Doubek,
N9RF, Illinois Section Technical
Coordinator, Naperville, Illinois

An induced sign al (see the next paragraph)
is also a conducted sign al by the time it
reac hes the susceptible equipment.

Differen tial vs Common-Mode

Th ere are two modes of conductio n.
Conducted interference may appear as ei
ther common-mode (all conductors except
gro und act in common; that is, as one) or
differential-mode (the signal arrives on a
pair of conducto rs, with a 1800 phase dif
ference betw een the pair) signals.

Common-mode signals are most preva
lent, but hav e both common-mod e and dif
ferential-mod e filters on hand for testing.
Some cases requi re both kind s of filter. A
different ial-m ode sig nal arrives on one
wire of a two-wire transmission line, and
returns via the other wire . A com mon
mode signal arrives, in phase, on one or
more wires of a sys tem and returns via the
power supp ly leads to ground.

It is important tha t you full y understand
the difference between differenti al-mode
and common-mode signals because the
cures are different. Figure 2.5 shows
differentia l-mode and com mon-mode
signals.

Eac h of these conduction modes re
quires diffe rent RFI cures. Differenti al
mode cures (the typical high-pass filter,
for example) do not atte nuate common
mode signals. On the other hand, a typical
common-mode choke does not affec t in
terference resulting from a differentia l
mode sign al.
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Many cables used in electronic equip
ment include two or more wires . Examples
are coaxial cable, rotor cable, ac-line cords
and microph one wire s. Inte rfering signals
can flow in these cables in two ways:

Diffe renti al -mode currents have equal
strength and oppo site phase in some of the
wires. Thi s is the mode used by the desired
signal on a transmission line.

Common-mode currents are equal in
strength and phase in all of the wires. The
return path for common-mode signals usu
ally includes ground. Common-mode cur 
rents on a tran smis sion line cau se feed
line radiation.

Differential Mode

Differential -mode currents usually have
two easily identified conductors. Differen
tial-mode currents occur between two con
ductors with no ground reference. In a two
wire transmission line, for example, the
signal leaves the generator on one line and
returns on the other. When the two conduc
tors are inclose proximity, they form a trans
mission line and there is a 1800 phase differ
ence between the signals in the two
conductors. In a two-wire transmission line,
for example, the signal arrives on one line
and returns on the other. A differential-mode
signal is created by a source, such as a trans
mitter, signal generator or antenna.

In a differential circuit, it is relative ly
simple to build a filt er that passes desired
signals and shunts unwanted signals to the
return line . Most desired signals , such as

the TV signal insid e a coaxial cabl e are
differential-mode signals.

Common Mode

In comparison, common -mode currents
are in phase on each conductor of a multi
wire cable. In a common-mode circuit,
many wires of a mult iwire system act as if
they were a single wire. The result can be a
good antenna, either as a radiator or as a
receptor of unwanted energy . Common
mode currents return to their source through
some conductor common to both the source
and affected circuit. The return path is
usually earth ground. Since the source and
return conductors are usually well sepa
rated, there is no reliable phase difference
between the conductors and no convenient
place to shunt unwanted signals. Toro id
chokes are the answer to common-mode
interference. (The following explanat ion
applies to rod cores as well as toroids, but
since rod cores may couple into nearby
circuits, use them only as a last resort.)

Since common-mod e current s flow in
the same direct ion through all condu ctors
in a cable, little field cancellation takes
place. The result can be a good radiator.
For example, a coaxial transmiss ion line
can act as a long-wire antenna "worked"
agai nst ear th gro und.

The magnitude of the common-mode
curr ent induced in eac h wire of a cable is
a function of the cable design . In a bal
anced two -wire system, such as 300-Q
twin- lead, the conductors carry equal in-



duc ed current s,just as though the two con
ductors were wire d in parallel. In an un
balanc ed sys tem, such as coaxial cable,
the induced current magnitude is different
in eac h co nductor. The indu ced curre nt is
much grea ter in the coax shield than in the
cente r co nductor.

If not recognized, RFI from common
mode currents can be especi ally trouble 
some to eliminate. The usual fundamental
overload and harmonic-radiation RFI cures
(a low-pass filter for the transmitter, a high
pass filter for the receiver, a ground connec
tion for the transmitter coax shield and
power-line filter s for the transmitter and
TV) do not reduce common-mode interfer
ence . The conductors carrying unwanted
common-mode currents usually carry de
sired differenti al-mode currents as well.
Therefore common-mode cures must block
in-phase currents without affecting differ 
ential-mode signals.Fortunately, this is eas
ily accomplished with common-mode
chokes.

Differential vs Common-Mode Cures

Differential -mode cures (the typical
high-pass filter , for example) do not work
on common-mode sign als. On the other
hand , a typical common-mode choke does
not affect inte rfer ence resulting fro m a
diffe rent ial-m ode signal.

The cure for differential-mode interfer
ence is a filte r that passes the desired sig
nal bu t block s the unwanted signal.
Exampl es are a low-pass filter on an HF
tran smitter and a high-pass filter on a TV
set. These filters work onl y for differen
tial-mode signals. If the cau se is feed-line
radiation from a tran smitter, or large com
mon-mode signals entering a TV tuner,
use a different technique .

A cure for unwanted common-mode
sig na ls must somehow present a high im
pedance in the common mode, without
obstru cting differenti al-mode signals .
Th is can be done by ins erting a trans-

Figure 2.6-A common-mode choke.
This technique can be used to
suppress common-mode currents on
any type of wiring.

former (with isolated windings) in series
with the cable.

A common-mod e cho ke is one solution.
A choke is formed by wrapping all con 
duct ors around a ferrite core (toroid orcyl
inder) or placing them through one or
more ferr ite bead s. (All conductors must
pass through the same beads, not a bead
for each conductor.) Since differential
mode signals have equa l-strength and op
posite -phase current s in the wires , their
fluxes cancel within the core, and no in
ductance result s. Figur e 2.6 illu strates a
toroid used as a common-mode choke for
coaxial cable.

Toroids work differently, but equally
well , with coa xial cable and paired con 
ductors . A common-mode signal on a co
axial cable is usually a signal that is
present on the outside of the cable shie ld.
When we wrap the cable around a ferrite
toroid core the choke appears as a reac
tance in series with the outs ide of the
shield, but it has no effect on signals in
side the cable because their field is (ide 
ally ) confined insid e the shield . With
paired conductors such as zip-cord, sig
nals with opposite phase set up magnetic
fluxes of oppo site phase in the core. These
"diffe rential" flu xes cancel each other,
and there is no net reactance for the differ
enti al signal. To common-mode signals,
however, the choke appears as a reactance
in series with the line.

Toroid chokes work less well with
single-conductor lead s. Because there is
no return current to set up a canceling flux,
the choke appears as a reactance in series
with both the desired and undesired signals.

Radiated

In this mode, the unde sired signal is ra
diated directly from the amateur station to
the affected devices and circuitry. Radi
ated interference arrives at the susceptible
equipment in the same fashion as any
other radio tran smi ssion. There is a radi
ating antenna, a transmi ssion path and a
receiving antenna. The antenna of the sus
ce ptible equipment devic e is oft en the
interconnecting cabl es between various
elements of the sys tem.

The unde sir ed sig nal is usually the fun
damental signal of a transmitting station,
which is radia ted by the antenna (see Fig
ure 2.4 ). Thi s signal may, however , in
clude spurious emiss ions and signals ra
diated by the feed line, gro und lead or
sta tion equipment. It can also include any
noise tha t is radiat ed by any source, such
as a neon sign or an electrica l storm.

Radiated emiss ions can also result from
leakage through coa xial cable shields ,
cor roded surfaces , insulation breakdown
or discontinuities in compon ent housing .
Whereas the same conditions that cause

conducted interference may also result in
radiated interference, the source of radi
ated interference is much more diffi cult to
diagno se. The dire ction of maximum radi
ated energy may not correspond to the
exact beam head ing of the source antenn a
because reflect ions mask the direct path .

Induction

Induction is a combination of radi ation
and conduction. An induced signal is a
radiated signal that is picked up by wiring
and conducted to the susceptible equip
ment. Most induced interference occurs in
the common mode .

The amount of coupling depends on the
amoun t of capacitance, the impedance
levels of the emitter and susceptible equip
ment circuits and the amplitude and
frequency of the signal involved. High
impedance, high-frequency circuits favor
capacitive coupling. Most amateurs who
have ever tried to use an antenna and feed
line system that placed a high-voltage point
in the shack have experienced capacitive
coupling. "RF in the shack" results when RF
energy capacitively couples from the trans
mitter and transmission line into metal ob
jects at the operating position .

The degree of inductive coupling be
tween adjacent wires is a function of the
frequ ency and magnitude of current flow
ing in one of the wire s, the spacing of the
wires and their common length. A good
exampl e of inductive coupling is the Yagi
antenna. The current in the driven element
induces currents in the parasitic elements
that produce a directi ve radiation pattern.

Magnetic Induction

Magnetic-induction interference re
quires very close proximity of the inter
fering device (a coil or transformer) to its
"susceptible equipment." Hams are not
norm ally confronted with this situation,
even in their own home s. Telephones can
be prone to magnetic induction; see the
Telephone chapter for more information .
Large transformers or switching pow er
supplies can also cause magnetic-induc
tion in nearb y equipment. Thi s is
sometimes see n in computer monitors.
Magnetic induction can be reduced by
physicall y separati ng or magneticall y
shielding (as by an enclosure of spec ially
trea ted nickel- iron alloy , commonly called
mu metal) the inter acting devices.

Susceptible Equipment

Susceptible equipment includes radi o
and TV recei vers, VCRs, telephones,
amplifiers, computers and even devices
such as pacem akers or alarm sys tems .
Nearl y any electronic device near a tran s
mitter has the potential for being interfered
with .
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CURING RFI

Now that you have learned the theor y,
you can learn about the cures for RFI. Thi s
chapter gives an overview of various
tec hniques ; the following chapters in the
book apply those cures to specific RFI
problems .

Grounds

Thi s chapter deals with the EMC aspects
of gro unding. The most impor tant reason
to incorporate a goo d ground in the ama
teur station is for the safety of the operator
and the building housing the station. Vir
tuall y all local building codes and the Na
tional Electrical Code requi re this. Whil e
gro unding is not a cure- all for RFI prob
lem s, ground is an important safety com 
ponent of any electronics installation. It is
part of the lightning protection system in
your station and a critical safety compo
nent of your house wiring. Any changes
made to a grounding system must not com
pro mise these impor tant safety consider
ations . Although not always required for
RF I contro l, the FCC genera lly expects
you to have a goo d station ground.

So me amateur sta tions hav e several
grounds : a safe ty ground that is part of the
ac-wiring system, another at the antenna

Feedline t o
Ant enna

for lightning prot ection and perh aps an
other at the station for RFI co ntro l. These
gro unds can interact with each other in
ways that are diffi cult to predict. In most
cases, such multiple grounds are not in
compliance with electrical building codes .

An electrical gro und is not a huge
sink that somehow swallows noi se and
unwanted signals . An improperly done
ground can make an RFI problem even
worse !

Grounding is the es tablishment of an
electrically conductive path between two
electrical sys tems or between an elec trical
sys tem and a reference point (ground
plane). Ground is a cir cuit co ncept,
whether the circuit is small, like a radio
recei ver , or large , like the propagation
path between a tran smitter and cable-TV
installation. Ground forms a universal ref
erence point between circuits.

The ideal reference point (a zero-poten
tia l, zero-impedance body) can onl y be
app roximated. In practice, non -ideal
ground (perhaps bett er called a uni versal
refere nce) often consists of a metallic au
tomobile or building structure, plumbing,
earth ground, stee l-reinforce d concrete
floors, station ground, signal-contro l
cables or telephone lines .

Improper grounding can introduce un
wanted audio hum and may violate the
Nat ional Electrical Code or loc al regula
tion s. An added ground for an audio sys
tem could create a big ground loop , which
could act as an antenna and worsen the
RFI.

A gro und is suppose dly a "zero-poten-

tial " surface or point, but most float at
so me small voltage in relation to other
grounds in the system, or even to other
part s of the same ground. In realit y, our
best hope is that there is little cir cul atin g
current (particularly RF) . Some hou se
holds have multiple ground reference
points: the ac power ground, the plumbing
system and sometimes separate grounds
for telephone and cable.

The RFI or station ground is used for:
( I) cable-shield and equipment grounding,
(2) RFI filter referencing, (3) noise and
inte rference contro l (by providing a low
imped ance sink for noise currents) and (4)
circuit referencing (by allowing signals
between equipment to be properly inte r
preted) .

Grounding is Not a Cure All

At higher frequencie s, however, the im
pedance of the ac ground lead may be much
greater than that provided by stray capaci 
tive paths between cables, circuit boards and
equipment enclo sures. Power ground is es
pecially ineffecti ve as an RF ground, espe
cially when the ground wire approximates
an odd multiple of l/ 4 A. for unwanted signals.
Then , the ground lead transforms a low-im
pedance ground to a high impedance at the
grounded equipment.

Any ground wire that has physical
length can be thought of as a "ground wire
antenna." This can be seen in Figure 2.7.
Any RF from the tran smitter that ended up
on the ground wire would be radi ated
strongly toward the antenna-connected
TV set right near the gro und wire . In thi s

Ground
Wire

~
Unwan ted
RF Energ y
~

Figure 2.7-When a transmitter is
located on an upper floor, the ground
lead may act as an antenna for VHF/
UHF energy. Such stations may be
better off without a normal ground.
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When is Ground not a Ground?
In many stations, it is impossible to get a good RF connection to earth

ground . A good RF ground is difficult to attain. Even an 8-foot ground rod can
have a few dozen ohms of contact resistance in poor soil, insufficient ground
quality. Most ground systems use a shorter rod. (Have you ever driven an 8-foot
ground rod into even the softest soil?) , .

Most practical installations require several feet of wire betw~en the station
ground connection and an outside ground rod. In amateur stations above
ground level , the ground lead becomes longer and may, itself , radiate
energy. A long ground lead can actually make interference worse. ,Many
troublesome harmonics are in the VHF range . At VHF, a ground wire length
can be several wavelengths long - a very effective long-wire antenna! Any
VHF signals that are put on a long ground wire will be radiated. This is
usually not the intended result of grounding.

Take a look at the station shown in Figure 2.7 . In this case, the ground
wire could very easily contribute to an interference problem in the downstairs
TV set.

While a station ground may cure some transmitter RFI problems :- either
by putting the transmitter chassis at a low- impedance reference point or ~y
rearranging the problem so the "hot spots " are farther away from susceptible
equipment - it is not the cure-all that some literature has suggested . A .
ground is easy to install , and it may reduce stray fundamental or harmonic
currents on your antenna lead ; it is worth a try.-Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL
Laboratory Supervisor



Main Ampl ifier

Pawer Supply

every 1I20th or 1/1Oth of the wave
length of signals carried by the shield.

-Shields should not be used for signal
return, unles s the shield is part of a
coax ial cable carry ing that signa l.

-Use floating ground if interfer enc e
cau sed by gro und loops are a
problem.

-Use separate circuit grounding systems
for signal return s, signal shield re
turns, the power system and cha ssis
grounds. Tie all of the se grounds to
gether at a single reference point.

o Isolate the grounds oflow-level signals.
-Use multipoint grounding of the shield

of coa xial cables used for high
frequ ency circuits.

Ground Loops

In nature, it is very unlikely that any
two grounds are at exactl y the same poten
tial. Therefore, when a conductor is con 
nected to two different ground points, a
"circulating" current flows through the
(supposedly grounded) wire . By connect
ing the wire to a second ground, a ground
loop was created. The currents circulating
in ground loops can cau se or worsen RFI
problems. Multipoint grounds are not only
often in violation of the NEC or local elec
trical codes , they can create ground loops
that add to RFI problems.

To avoid ground loops, there should be
one (and only one) path from each point in
the system to earth ground. (Visualize the
ground system as a tree , with one trunk
and many branches.) A "single point"
grounding system is usually nece ssary to
avoid circulating currents between com
ponents ofa system. Figure 2.8 show s how
to avoid ground loops between system
components . In the figure , a turntable that
has a shielded interconnect cable should
not have a separate ground lead to the
amplifier. Other components such as AMI

~
~

Figure 2.8-Ground loops in stereo systems. This diagram shows a system with
multiple grounds. Circulating currents may flow through the loop formed by the
ground connections between the tuner and phonograph, phonograph and CD
player. There is also a loop between the tuner's separate earth ground and the
main amplifier earth ground.

Multipoint Grounding

In multipoint grounding, each ground
connection is made directly to the
ground plane at the closest available
point. The advantages of this approach in
clude easier circuit construction and
higher operating frequencies. In addition,
multipoint ground reduces electrostatic
coupling between shielded cables . Unfor
tunately, multiple-point grounding per 
mits ground loops, a potential source of
interference.

The relative advantages and limitations
of the three basic grounding techniques
should be considered whenever a ground
connection is required. For example, if
ground lead length approaches 1/ 4 'A for any
potentially interfering signals carried on the
lead, multipoint grounding should be used.
Other good grounding practices include:

-Keep ground leads as short as possible.
-Ground all equipment to safety ground

for shock protection.
-Avoid use of twisted-wire grounds on

cables, especially on those carrying
signals above I MHz.

-Insulate cable shields to prevent undes 
ired grounding. Random contact
between shield braid and chassis can
result in noise.

-Cable shields should be grounded, at a
minimum, at both ends. Optimally,
cable shields should be grounded

single ground is used inside of each cabi 
net. Cabinet grounds are in turn connected
at a single reference point. Single-point
grounds are effective at higher frequen
cies than flo ating grounds. As ground lead
length approaches 1/4 'A at the unwanted
frequenc y, however, the impedance of the
ground connection inc rea ses to an unac
ceptably high level. At the station level ,
single-point grounding is the only ground
ing that should be used .

Multiple Grounds-A No-No

Many amateur installations make use of
two ground systems: an electrical safety
ground and an RFI ground (a few also use
a system of conductors and ground rods
for lightning protection) . Safety ground is
the ac-Iine lead, which is connected to
earth at the service entrance. At power fre
quencies, the safety ground provides a
low-impedance path for fault currents .
Multiple grounds, however, are not a good
practice; the National Electrical Code re
quires that all grounds be connected to a
single point.

The common practice of using house
plumbing for RFI ground may not be a
good idea. If you can tie into the plumbing
system right where it enters the building
and the rest of the building grounds are
also tied to this point, the plumbing sys
tem can make an excellent ground. How 
ever, if these conditions are not met, using
the plumbing ground may not be in com 
pliance with local electrical building
codes. Use of the plumbing system may
create multiple grounds, making it like ly
that the ent ire plumbing system will act as
a big antenna.

Grounding Techniques

Three fundamental grounding tech
niques are floating, single-point and
multipoint ground . Each has its applica
tions in circuit and station design .

case, the RFI would be less if there were
no ground at all. Of course, you may be in
trouble either way: if the RF ends up on
the shie ld of the antenna feed line, it may
be radiated ove r a wide are a.

Floating Ground

A floating ground is used to isolate cir
cuits electrically from a common ground
plane or from common wiring that might
introduce circulating currents (ground
loops). Floating ground is not used much in
RFI prevention because it is ineffective at
frequencies greater than approximately I
MHz. At higher frequencies, capacitive cou
pling paths bypass isolation transformers
and other isolation mechanisms.This allows
RF currents to flow from one point to an
othe r on the ground plane . In addition, the
electrical isolation may allow static charges
to accumulate, resulting in random dis 
charges of RFI-producing current.

Single-Point Ground

Single-point grounds rely on a single
physical point in each circuit that is de
fined as the ground reference point. All
ground connections are made directly to
that point. In a single-point ground system
with multiple cabinets, cabinet and elec
tronic ground are kept separate, and a
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Power Supply

Main Amp li fier

Figure 2.9-The proper way to ground a multiple-component system.
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Figure 2.11-0Id and new ac-outlet wiring
styles. The old style, at A, has the colored
wire (hot) connected to the small blade
and the white wire (neu tral ) connected to
the large blade. The green (ground) wire,
if present, should be (but may not be)
connected to the metal outlet box via the
outlet center screw. The new style, at B,
has the colored and white wires
connected to the small and large blades
as on the old style, but the green
(ground) wire is connected to aD-shaped
hole in each outlet. The outlet box of the
new style may be plastic.

Common
Ground
Currents

kHz are best shielded by ferromagnetic
mater ial s, such as steel or mu metal (a
specially heat-treated iron-nickel allo y) .
This is only true below a few hundred
kilohertz. At those frequencies, the
primar y shielding mechanism is absorp
tion . Abso rptive loss is eas ily calc ulated:
it is 8.7 dB times the thickness in skin
depths (more abo ut skin depth is found
later in this chapter) . Since ferromagnetic
materials have sha llower skin depths ,
attenuation is greater.

Figure 2.10-The ac -power supply
electrical ground shares common ground
currents. These currents can couple
between the transceiver television. This
could result in interference to both
devices. The cu re in this case might be to
use separate circuits for the transceiver
and television.
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AC-Outlet Grounding Practices

Many home s hav e three-wire gro unded
outlets near water sources, while the rest
of the home has only two-wire outlets. In
such cases the home is usually wired with
three-wire cable, but the gro und wire is
not conn ected at the two-wire outlets (see
Figure 2.11).

Most building codes permit that the two
wire outl ets can be repl aced by three -wire
outlets . If so, the ground wire must be con
nected to its prop er terminal or a ground
fault, current-interrupt er circ uit or outlet
must be used . For safety reasons, all work
done on an electrical sys tem must co mply
with local codes . The code may require
that the work should be done by a profes
sional electri cian .

In many cases, elect rical RFI "g round
ing" problems could well be caused by RF
signals conducted from the tran smitter to
the susceptible equipment. In the se cases,
it may be helpful to filt er the transmitter or
susceptible equipment with an ac-line fil
ter. You should also use a separate ac cir
cuit, with its ow n circ uit brea ker, for
highe r-power amateur transmitters.

Shields

Shields are used to set boun daries for
radiated ener gy. A low-p ass fi lter can only
reject harmonic s that are ex iting thro ugh
the coaxial cable. Filte rs won't help if in
terference radiates from the chassis. Just
as wate r passes throu gh a sieve, RF passes
through a leaky chassis. Good shielding
can be used to plug the holes . Shields work
by either attenuating the signal as it tries to
pass through or by reflecting it. High con
ductiv ity metal s such as copper or alumi
num genera lly work by reflecting the un
wanted energy, kee ping it confined to the
circuitry that is generating it.

Shielding Materials and Techniques

Mag netic fie lds below a few hun dred

system. An example of a common-ground
connection is shown in Figure 2.10.

Common Ground

The coupling of interfe ring signals from
emitte r to susceptible equipment may in
volve co mmo n wiring, mutu al capacitance
or inductance, or dir ect radi ation. Com 
mon wiring includes share d gro und and
power-su ppl y leads as well as sig na l
cables . For exa mple, consider a 40- meter
trans mitter gro unded to the teleph one
entrance ground. If the ground poin t is
12 fee t from the effective earth gro und, it
presents a high imp edance to the third
harmonic at 21 MHz. The third-harmonic
energy then enters the telephone sys tem,
is rec tifie d by a transistor ized phone and
appears as audio throughout the telephone

FM tun ers and CD or cassette players
should be treated likewise.

When each component has its own
three-wire ac co rd, it may be difficult to
avoid ground loop s. It may be satisfactory
to conn ect them all to the same ac outl et .
If not , try a ferrite choke on each ac cord .
The gro und loop will still exist at ac, but
the ferrite will eliminate the RF ground,
and the loop along with it. There are no
hard and fas t rul es, because each sta tion is
uniqu e. Try all combinations of potential
cures; some are bound to work. Don't give
up! When the final solution is achieve d, it
will hold lesson s tha t can help in future
cases.

All of these station grounds can form a
large ground loop. This loop can act as
a large loop ante nna, with increased
susceptibi lity to lightning or RFI prob
lems. Figure 2.9 shows a proper single
point ground system

What does thi s mean for a sta tion
located on a second story, or in a far corner
of the hou se? Establish a reference gro und
at the system itself. Then connect the
reference ground to the single-point main
building ground with as short a lead as
possibl e. (Do not use the ground screw on
an ac convenience outlet as an RF ground!)
Thi s may not be easily don e, but it may be
the only solutio n in severe RFI cases.
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At HF, however, reflection is more im
portant than absorption, so once again,
copper and aluminum make better shields .
To summarize: use steel shie lding for
low-frequ ency magnetic field s (such as
stray radiation from a 60-Hz power trans
former.) Aluminum or copper is better in
other cases.

Solid Shielding

Most shielding is made from solid ma
terials, usually aluminum or copper at RF;
iron , steel or mu metal at LF. Solid shield
ing usuall y works by a combination of
reflection and absorption .

Maximum shield effecti vene ss at RF
generally demands solid sheet metal that
compl etely encloses the emitter or suscep
tible equipment. Solid materials, such as
sheet aluminum or copper, attenuate RF
signals through both reflection and
absorption. The shiel d surface reflects in
cident energy because of the impedance
discontinuity at the air- shield boundary.
Simil arly, there is internal reflection of RF
ene rgy that reaches the oppo site face of
the shield. The RF energy is further at
tenu ated by absorptio n as it passes through
the shield material.

Cable Shielding

Cable shields are typically a compro
mise between effectiveness and practical
con sid eration s. Flexibility, low-weight
and low-cost requ irements lead owners to
choose cables that are not compl etely
shie lded. (The main exception is rigid or
flexibl e conduit.) Most cables are shielded
with copper braid . The shield effective
ness of braid increases with weave den sity
and decreases with incre asing frequency.
When bra id shielded coaxial cables are
bundl ed together, leakage from one cable
can cause interference to adjacent cables.
Leakage of electromagnetic fields through
the bra id causes a curren t to flow on the
outside of the braid . Thi s produc es cur 
rent s on the outside of other cable s in the
bundle. Th ese are generally common
mode curre nts .

Thill Shielding

Because of the expen se of solid shie lds
and the popularity of plastic enclos ures
and composi te mater ials, many modern
electronic devices re ly on thin film
shie ldi ng to contro l RFI. Th in fi lm
shie lding typic ally consists of a metallic
(silver, copper or zinc ) film deposited on
the nonconductive support via vacuum
metalli zat ion , flame spray ing, plat ing or
metal-fill ed paints. Pre ssur e- sensiti ve
foil s and laminates can also add shield
ing capabilities to nonconducti ve
material s. Unlike solid materials, thin
film s provide negligible absorption loss;

attenuation is primarily from reflection.

Conductive Spray

It is possible to purchase conductive
paint that can be used to create shielding
on oth erwise nonconductive materi als.
GC/Thorsen sells spray-on shiel ding
that is readil y ava ilable and easy to use.
You can sometimes spray-paint thi s
shielding material onto plastic enclos ures
and create a reasonably good shield.

This material should not be used indi s
criminately, how ever! Rememb er, it is
both paint and a good conductor. If some
of the spray get s on to the electronics cir
cuitry, the resultant short circuits can ruin
the equipment. Like any paint, the materi
als being painted must be compatib le with
the paint, and clean. First, ensure that the
paint will adhere well by thoroughly
cleaning the material to be painted, using
a suitable cleaner or solvent. Then, test 
spray a piece of the material to make sure
the pain t adheres well. Make this assess 
ment carefully; if any of the spray paint
should ever come off, the conductive paint
flake s could cause catastrophic equipment
failure .

The spra y-on shielding must follow all
of the shielding "rules." All of the shield
ing material must be electricall y con
nected to all other shields . It must also be
tied in properly to the cha ssis and/or
equipment ground. It may be necessary to
disassemble various plastic parts and en
sure that the shield spray will be connected
across the width of all seams, etc. If nec
essary , ensure that the shield spray sur
face is electrically connected to the chas
sis. It may be nece ssary to run some sort of
conductor to do this.

Shielding Spray Pitfalls

There are some important safety aspects
to consider before using shielding spray ,
howe ver. The first is a shock or electrical
hazard . The equipment manufacturer may
have used plastic to prevent shock to the
equipment user or ser vice technician.
Some con sumer-ele ctronic equipment is
"tra nsforrnerless, " meanin g that the inter
nal circuitry may be connected directly to
the ac line . In this case, the plastic case is
all that may stand between the consumer
and a very dange rous elec trica l shock. If
the plastic is made condu cti ve, a poten
tially fatal shock may result.

The equipment manufacturer may have
also used pla stic parts near high voltage.
Adding a conducti ve surface to these parts
may result in internal arcs or short circuit s.
It is also possible that a service technician
could be shocked by touching a plastic part
"known" to be insulated. In some cases,
the spray may also upset the thermal
balance inside the circuitry, by reflec ting

heat back toward components.
Shield ing sprays can be used , but they

should be used with caution. A good rule
is that if you are not sure spray (or any RFI
cure) is safe and appropria te, don't use it.

Shielding Effectiven ess

Shield effectiveness is expressed as the
numb er of decibels by which a shie ld re
duces the field strength of radi ated energy .
Effectiveness is a function of shield com
position and thic kness, the frequency of
the rad iation and the quantity and shape of
any shield discontinuities (seams or
holes). For example, RG-59 with 51%
braid cove rage provides a relative isola
tion of 18 dB; a cab le with 98% braid
coverage provides 52 dB of relative
isol ation .

Discontinuities in shie ld mate rials
decrease shield effectiveness. For this rea
son, shi eld seams should be bonded so
that the RF impedance of the seam is the
same as the material being jo ined . Other
wise, RF voltages may develop across the
seam and allow RF energ y to penetr ate
the shield. Press ure-sensitive foils, also
call ed RFI tape (a form of thin film shield
ing ), can be used across shield breaks to
maintain shield effectiveness.

Panel openings (for displa ys, control s
and ventilation) often compromise shield
effect iveness . Panel openings for meters
and other displays can be protected with
conductive glass or a wire mesh across
view ing surfaces . A hone ycomb construc
tion can be used for features like ventila
tion ducts, where it is not necessary for the
shield to be transparent. Thin film or solid
shield s behind displays, combined with
feedthrough capacitors, also min imize the
flow of RF energy throu gh panel openings.

Skill Depth

Shielding effectiveness is rel ated di
rectly to "skin depth ," the depth to which
RF penetrates shielding material. Shield
ing material should be chosen so that the
actu al materi al is at least 3 to 10 times the
skin depth . Figure 2.12 shows the skin
depth of common shielding materials vs
frequ ency.

At RF, most of the current induced by
the impinging signal flows near the sur 
face of the shield. In fac t, 63% of the cur
rent flows within one skin depth of the
surface, falli ng off rapidly as depth in
creases. Ferromagnetic materials, such as
steel , have a much shallower skin depth ,
and thus a much higher RF resistance than
copper or aluminum.

Slots and Hol es

Actually, the abo ve discussion is not
completely correct. While it is true that
steel is a poorer RF shield than aluminum,
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Figure 2.12-Skin depth of copper, aluminum and steel vs frequency. Ideally,
shield thickness should be at least 3-10 times the skin depth. The skin depth of a
particular steel varies greatly depending on the alloy used.

aluminum). A small metal case should be
perforated (such as decorative screening)
to allow adequate ventilation. Use a piano
hinge for good shielding at openings.
Opening covers should fit closely and
overlap the opening edge . If the enclosure
cures the RFI without a ground connec
tion, leave it that way. A good earth ground
helps in some situations.

Internal Shielding

Internal shielding is a design issue. The
owner or ham should generally not at
tempt to install shields inside an affected
device. There are safety, regulatory and
other issues involved. Conductive mate 
rial may create short circ uits in the equip
ment or present a shock hazard (especially
with some transformerless designs).
Adding shielding may also change the
thermal balance inside the equipment,
making it more prone to long or short-term
failure. Internal shields should be installed
only by qualified technicians with the
manufacturer's approval. The manufac
turer or a qualified technician may be able
to install rigid (often foil bonded to card
board) or spray shielding inside the case.

Internal Construction

Although it is not usually a good idea to
add internal shielding, it is a good idea to
ensure that the shielding that is present is
working properly. All shields and materi 
als should be electrically and mechani-

100 MHz10 MHz1 MHz

cally bonded to each other and the equip
ment chassis ground. Gaps, seams or large
holes can leak a lot of RF energy . If the
equipment has seams, ensure that they are
well bonded. If there are gaps, fix them,
using some of the techniques that follow .
If fasteners are used, they should be spaced
less than 0.05 A at the frequency being
shielded.

Paint is an insulator. Remove all paint
from seam joints for the best connection.
Where screw mounting is not practical

Figure 2.13-A shielding technique to pre
vent rad iation from meter mounting holes.
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Using Shields

it doesn't matter in most practical cases.
Most RF leakage is not through the shield
ing material itse lf, but through openings
in the shield.

The trouble caused by a particular hole
is determined more by its maxim um di
mension than by its area . A round hole
passes less radiation than a long, thin slot
of the same area. Pay special attention to
seams around shield covers. Surprisingly,
a long gap that is too tight to pass a piece
of paper can radiate almost as though the
shield were not present. As a "rule of
thumb" space mounting screws no more
than 1120 A(at the highest frequency of con 
cern). In order to shield harmonics that fall
within the North American VHF TV chan
nels (up to 216 MHz), space shield screws
no more than about 7 cm (2.75 inc hes)
apart.

Meters are a source of shield leakage,
because they usually require a large hole
in the front panel. Shield round meter
openings with part of a discarded tin can
(an old trick; see Figure 2.13). Find a can
slightly larger than the meter. Cut off a
portion (including an unopened lid) some 
what deeper than the meter (leave enough
extra depth to form tabs that can be bent
and drilled for mounting screws) . Bypass
the meter leads to the can at the exit point.
Fabricate shield enclosures for square or
edgewise meters from PC-board material.

Sh ield the Entire U1lit

It is possible to shield an entire affected
device, its enclosure, or cabinet. Although
it is not often a practical solution, direct
radiation pickup may be treated by plac
ing the amplifier inside a home -built
shielded enclosure. Perforated aluminum
and metal screen are suitable materials .
Be sure that the enclosure prov ides enough
ventilation to prevent overheating of
power amplifiers . Alternatively, the
manufacturer or a qualified technician can
add shielding or a conductive spray inside
the amplifier cabinet or make circuit modi 
fications to reduce RF susceptibility .

The owner may make (or have made) a
shielded enclosure to hold the affected
device. A suitable enclosure is reasonably
easy to find or construct. For example, a
stereo system might be placed inside a
metal entertainment-center cabinet. The
main drawbacks are appearance and con
venient access to the equipment inside the
enclosure.

A suitable enclosure may be made of
metal, or a nonconductive enclosure may
be lined with metal or a conductive spray.
Copper and brass offer ease of connection;
aluminum is cheaper (use lock-washer
solder lugs for electrical connections to
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(such as around an access door), use finger
stock or one of the other commercial RF
gasket materials (Figure 2.14).

The orientation of interference-carrying
wires inside the chassis is import ant. Ob
viously, it is best if they are far from any
hole s in the shield, but it' s even more im
port ant to orient them parallel to the seams.
Wire s at right angle s to slot s cause maxi
mum leakage (because the magnetic field
is parallel to the slot, at 90° to the wire).

Tape

Treat shield seams with "RFI tape ." 3M
make s copper adhesive tape in several
width s. Copper tape is often sold at hobby/
craft stores. Florists also use it in prepar
ing flor al arrangements.

True "duct" tape , sold in the heating
supply dep artments of major building
supply stores, is made from aluminum. It
can also be used in shielding.

Simply apply the tape across shield
seam s to seal them effectively. Most tapes
will not have good electrical conductivity
through the glue . Generally, the capaci 
tance between the tape and the rest of the
shielding is enough to have a good RF
connection at VHF (where most of the
troublesome transmitter harmonics are).

Hole s in shield enclosure s may be cov
ered with conductive screen to prevent
radiation. Copper screen can be easily at
tach ed to steel enclosure s by soldering.
Att ach conductive screen to aluminum
enclosure s with stainless-steel hardw are.

Grounding and Shields

How important is grounding to shield
effectiveness? If "ground" mean s "earth

ground" the answer is not much at all! A
well shielded tran smitter causes no RF
currents to flow on the out side of the
shield, so the presence or absence of an
ear th ground can have no effe ct. If poor
shielding doe s allow RF curre nts to flow
on the outside of the chass is, a gro und wire
will not cure the condition. As discussed
in the grounding section of this chapter, it
is difficult to get a good RF gro und with
physically long groun d wires.

What is important is intern al chassis
grounding. Internally, chassis grounding
is used to help keep RF conta ined within
the appropriate circuits. Missing or resi s
tive internal ground conn ections can
sometimes permit the RF energy to appear
where it isn't supposed to be, perhaps in
an unshielded circu it that normally
wouldn't radiate RF. Part of the internal
con siderations should also be to ensure
that the chassis grounding is functioning
as the manufacturer designed it.

Two Heads Are Better Thall One

One final shielding tip: Two poor
shields are usually better than one good
one. A good shield might have 100 dB of
isolation. Two 60 dB shields add up to 120
dB, a good 20 dB (100 times) better than
the single "good" shield.

FILTERS

Filters separate signals based on their
frequency differenc es. Generally, filters
make this possible becau se they can offer
little opposition to cer tain frequencies
whi le blocking (by refle ction and/or
abso rption) othe rs. Filters vary in attenu
ation characteristics (high-pass, low-pass,

band -pass and notch), powe r-handlin g
capabilities and in their passband and
stopband frequencies. The names give n to
various filters are based on their uses.

A properly designed and installed filter
can reduce the levels of conducted inter 
ference, as long as the spectral conte nt of
the interference is differe nt from that of
the desired signa l. Filters are ofte n used to
resolve probl ems resulting from des ign
comp romi ses. For exa mple, harmonic
filters would not be needed if circuit lin
earity were perfect.

The applica tion of standard filter con
figuratio ns is the sa me, regardless of
operating frequenc y. Low-pass filters are
used at the output of any device that gen
erates unwanted harmonics. Depending on
the desired frequencies, however,
receiver front ends may require low-pass,
high-pas s, band-p ass or notch filters at the
antenna input.

From the perspective of RFI control , the
most important attribute of a filter is its fre
quency characteristic-the relationship be
tween insertion loss and frequency. In
choosing a filter, both the desired and un
wanted frequencies must be considered. If
the frequencies are relatively close, then a
filter with a large attenuation-vs-frequency
slope may be needed. Such filters are expen
sive to construct, however, because of the
precision component values and mechani
cal accuracy required.

Filter Types

The follow ing describes a number of
filter types help ful in RFI control. Other
than the ferrite filters, these are all differ 
enti al-mode filters: the filt ers work on the

1'5 CI ~ Figure 2.14-Several types of
"finger stock" (A) are useful for

~ ~
shielding seams that must be
opened and closed frequently.

n ~
(See Instrument Specialties Co and
Richardson Electronics in the

C1 t1
Suppliers List. Wire-mesh RF
gaskets (B) can give an adequate

97-252 97 -70 to 74 97 -76 RF-tight seal right up into the UHF
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differential-mode signal inside the con 
ductors being filtered .

Low-Pass Filters

Low -passJilters pass frequencies below
some cutoff frequency, while attenuating
frequencies above that cutoff frequency .
They are typically used as transmit filters
for HF transmitters . A typical low-pass
filter curve is shown in Figure 2.15 . A
schematic is shown in Figure 2.16 . These
filters are difficult to construct properly
and suitable parts can be hard to find, so
you should buy one. Many reta il Amateur
Radio stores that advertise in QST stock
low-pass filters. Low -pass filters are dis
cussed in more detail in the Transmitters
chapter.

High -Pass Filters

High-pass filters pass frequencies
above some cutoff frequency while at
tenuating frequencies below that cutoff
frequency . They are typically used as
receive filters for VHF/UHF broadcast
television. A typical high-pass filter curve
is shown in Figure 2.17. Figure 2.18
shows a schematic of a typical high-pass
filter. Again, it is best to buy one of the
commercially available filters . High -pass
filters are discussed in more detail in the
Televisions chapter.

Band-Pass Filters

High-pass and low -pass filter designs
can be combined to form a band -pass fil -

ter. A band -pass filter passes a band of
frequencies, typically an enti re amateur
band, and rejects signals significantly
above and below that frequency band . An
example of a band-pass filter is shown in
Figure 2.19 .

Notch Filter

Notch filters can also be helpful. A
notch is the opposite of a band-bass filte r.
A notch filter eliminates a single fre
quency, or narrow-band of frequencies . If
a notch filter eliminates a wider band of
frequencies, it may be called a band-stop
filter. The frequency characteristics of a
notch filter are shown in Figure 2.20 .

Reflection vs Absorption

Most people think that filters remove
unwanted energy. In reality, most filters
are reflective-they reflect unwanted RF
energy back toward its source, where pre
sumably it can't be radiated efficiently.
Reflective filters function as reflectors in
their stopband. These filters usually con
sist of a capacitor-inductor combination
configured to present a mismatch in the
stopband (a high series impedance with a
low shunt impedance, for example) and an
impedance match in the passband.

Absorptive Filters

Since reflective filters simply divert
undesired signals, the potential for inter
ference remains. When undesired signals
must actually be eliminated, a filte r that

absorbs the unwanted RF energy must be
used . These filte rs provide attenuation via
absorption. These are called "absorptive
filters. " Absorptive filters are especially
effective when combined with reflective
filters; the comb ination is capable of pro
viding steep cutoff slopes and high
stopband attenuation. Most abso rptive
filter designs include a resi stor to absorb
the unwanted energy being filtered. An ex
ample of an absorptive low -pass filter is
featured in the Transmitters chapter.

AC-Line Filters

Power-line filters are low-pass filters
that provide little attenuation to 60-Hz
energy but substantial attenuation to RF
energy. Power-line filters are useful for
suppressing conducted emissions that may
enter equipment from the power line and
vice versa.

AC-line filters, sometimes called
"brute-forc e" filters, are used to filter RF
energy from power lines . A schematic is
shown in Figure 2.21. Use ae-rated com
ponents as specified. We strongly recom 
mend UL-listed, commercially made ac
line filters; the ac-power lines are no place
for homebrew experimentation!

Ferrites and Common-Mode Chokes

Common-mode chokes may be the best 
kept secret in Amateur Radio. The differ
ential-mode filters described earlier are
not effective against common-mode sig
nals . To eliminate common-mode signals

No Atten uati on I~ Cutoff _
Frequency
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Attenuation

Figure 2.16-A low-pass filter for amateur transmitting use.
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Figure 2.15-An example of a low-pass
filte r frequency response curve.

Figure 2.17-An example of a high
pass filter frequency response curve.
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toroid cores. L4 and L5 are each 12 turns (0.157 IlH). L5 is 11 turns (0.135 IlH).
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Figure 2.22-Several styles of common
mode chokes.
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Figure 2.21-A " brute-force" type ac
line f ilter. It is not advisable to
construct one of these filters. In a safe
design, the inductors will be able to
handle the full -rated ac current that
might go through the filter. The
capacitors must be rated to be placed
across 120 volt ac lines.
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Figure 2.19-This bandpass filter
passes a band of f requencies, rejecting
frequencies above and below the
passband.

Figure 2.20-An example of a notch
filter frequency response curve. If the
notch is deep, it is often narrow; if the
notch is wide, it is not often very deep.

ing through an ac-Iine cord can be attenu
ated by winding a single layer of the cord on
a ferrite rod. When both the antenna and
power leads carry common-mode current,
the attenuation afforded by a toroid can be
multiplied by winding both leads (in oppo
site direct ions) on the same core.

Ferrite cores are made by several sup
plie rs. There are two groups of ferr ites .
The first group act s indu ctive over its
specified frequency range . Ferrites in the
second group act like a resistor in parallel
with an inductor over the specified fre
quenc y range. For these reasons, it is dif
ficult to buy ferrite material at hamfests ;
the material and supplier are frequently
unknown . Unfortunately, there is no stan
dard or color code for marking ferrites; each
manufacturer uses their own. When misap
plied, ferrite seldom works; this breeds mis
trust of a valuable RFI suppressor.

In general, a ferrite filter formed with a
toro id is more effective than one formed
with beads . Ferrite filters, especially those
formed with beads , are usually only effec 
tive in low-impedance circuits . Of course,
the impedance of any particular circuit (at
the interference frequency) is often diffi
cult to predict.

Ferrite Beads

Ferrite material can also be shaped into
beads . These dowel-like ferrite cores have
one or more hole s through them. When
placed on wires, they act as RF chokes.
The beads are made from several different
ferromagnetic mate rials , in orde r to vary
the ir permeability. Beads wor k where
their larger bro thers won't fit. In most
cases, ferrite bead s do not provide much
inductance, so they do not work as well as
ferrite chokes as do toroids with multiple
turns of wire. If poss ible, use a few turns
of wire in conjunction with a ferrite bead
to help improve its effectiveness.

Beads come in various sizes and per
meabilities, so manufacturers' lite rature
should be consulted to de termine their
size, permeability and optimum frequency
range. Manu facturers usually publish this
data, along with an "impedance factor"
(related to the permeability), which relates
impedance to bead size and the number of
turns .

The impedance coupled into a circuit
by a bead is a function of the bea d mate 
rial, the signal frequency and the bead
size. As frequency increases, permeabil
ity decreases, resulting in a band -reject
response. Figure 2.23 shows the vari ation
of impedance with frequency for several
materials, based on a" I0 I" bead size. Mix
43, 73 and 75 ferrite beads are most com
monl y used for RFI suppression .

Impedance is directly proportion al to
the length of the bead , and it increa ses as

properly , you need common-mode chok es.
Th ey may help nearl y any interference
prob lem , from cabl e TV to telephones to
audio interference caused by RF picked up
on speaker lead s.

Common-mode chokes usually have
ferri te core material s. Thes e materials are
well sui ted to att enuate common-mode
currents. Severa l kinds of common-mode
chokes are shown in Figure 2.22 .

The optimum size and ferrite material
are determined by the application and fre
quency. For example, an ac cord with a
plug attached cannot be easily wrapped on
a small ferrite core. The characteristics of
fer rite materials vary with frequency, as
shown by the graph in Figure 2.23 .

Ferrite is a ceramic containing granu
lated iron compounds. It comes in toroids,
bead s and bars, that can be used to absorb
RF ene rgy or used as a low -pass filter.
When current flows in a wire passing
through a ferrite bead , magnetic flu x cir
culates inside the bead . In ferrites formu
lated for RFI control, most of the magnetic
flu x is dissipated in the material as heat.
The bead forms an absorptive filter with
energy absorption proportional to fre
quency and bead length. The optimum
bead size and composition is dete rmined
by the application.

Ferrite cores are uniquely suited for at
tenuating the flow of common-mode cur
rents . Wrapping a cab le through a lossy
toroid (that is, one with a high -permeabil
ity mix) forms an RF choke for common
mode currents, without attenuating
differenti al-mode signals . With unbal
anced cables (coax), common-mode
current in the shield sets up a field that
dissipates the ene rgy as described for
beads. With balanced cables (speaker
cables, twin lead and such), the differen
tial-mode currents produce magnetic
fields of oppo site pol arity, which cancel
so there is no net field and negligible sig
nal loss . Common-mode currents are dis
sipated as described for bead s.

Ferrite cores are effective filters at
higher frequencies than wir e-wound in
ductors because of thei r low associated
capacitance. Ferrite core s are also easy to
use. By simpl y slipping one or more cores
onto an antenna lead, speak er cable, pick 
up lead, power cable or multi wire cable,
RF curre nt on the wire is attenuated. A
single core slip ped over a wire is equiva
lent to a single-tu rn RF choke . Increasing
the series induc tance is simply a matter of
adding more turn s, more or long er beads,
in direct propo rtion to the additional in
ductance requi red .

Speaker leads may be wrapped through a
ferrite toroid core to reduce RF energy enter
ing an audio amplifier via the speaker leads.
Similarly, common-mode RF current flow-
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more beads are used . The magnetic field is
totally contained within the beads, and it
does not matter whether they touch one
another or not. Ferrite bead s need not be
grounded; in fact, take care with these
high -permeability mate rials because they
are semi -conductive. They should not
touch uninsulated wires or ground.

Figure 2.24 shows four diffe rent bead
configurations. As the figure shows, one
need only thread one or more beads on a
lead,or wind one or more turns through them
(Type 2 and 3 beads) to impede unwanted
RF signals . Table 2.2 shows design data for
many popular ferrite beads. Bead type 4 is a
split bead that can be used over cable assem
blies C/4 to liz inch diameter) without disas
sembly of the cable . The split bead is
mounted around the cable to enclose it. Flat,
split beads are availableforuseon multicon -

ductor flat ribbon cable.
To install a ferrite bead in a transistor

amplifier built on a PC board, unsolder the
base lead, lift the lead clear of the board,
place a ferrite bead over it, reinsert the
lead and solder it. This places an induc
tively coupled impedance in the signal
path without adding resistance . Remem
ber you are trying to eliminate RF, and the
desired signal is AF.

Ferrite beads typically work best in low
impedance circuits . They provide little (if
any) attenuation when used in high -im
pedance circuits .

BYPASS CAPACITORS

In some cases, bypassing techniques can
be used to eliminate unwanted RF from cir
cuits, without affecting desired signals. By
passing is a form of low-pass filtering . It is

also generally a differential -mode filtering
method. Capacitors are installed between a
signal line and ground (or across two signal
lines) to short circuit unwanted RF signals .
Bypassing can be used where there is a large
difference in frequency between the desired
signal and unwanted RF. For examples , by
passing works well on audio lines or on dc
meter leads .

Bypassing generally provides a low
impedance path to ground for RF signals .
Normally, a bypass capacitor will have an
impedance at the RF signal frequency that
is 20% or less of the circuit impedance.
This forms an effective low-pass filter. By
shunting higher frequencies to ground,
bypass/capacitors offer an inexpensive
means of reducing RF energy in a circuit.
Bypass capacitors (typically 0.00 I to
O. I-I1F ceramic discs) can be used at panel

Ferrite Materials
The following types of ferrite materials are the most usefu l:
Material 43: 11 = 850. Wide-band tran sformers to 50 MHz. Optimum

frequency attenuation from 14 MHz to 450 MHz. This material makes the
best common-mode filter against HF signa ls. It is also used for ferrite
beads, with a peak impedance of about 30 n per bead at 200 MHz.

Material 61: 11 = 125. Wide-band tra nsformers to 200 MHz. Opt imum
attenuation above 200 MHz. Th is mater ial makes the best common-mode
filter aga inst VHF signa ls.

Material 64: Ferrite bead material. Its peak attenuation is approximately
40 n per bead at 400 MHz. This is the best bead for VHF and UHF amateur
signals.

Material 73: Ferrite bead material. Its peak attenuation is approximately
30 n per bead at 25 MHz. Th is is the best bead for the upper end of the HF
range.

Mater ial 75: Ferrite bead mater ial or wide-band transformers. Its peak
attenuation is approximately 30 n per bead at 6 MHz. Th is mater ial is a
good cho ice for AM broadcast interference and MF/lower-frequency HF
amateur signals.

J material : This is similar in cha racteristics to 75 material.
Ferrite material is avai lable from Amidon, Palomar, RADIOKIT and many

electronic-parts distributors. See the ARRL Parts Suppliers list in the
Referen ces chapter of The ARRL Handbook for an up-to -date list.
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Figure 2.23-A plot of attenuation vs frequency for "101" size ferrite beads.
Larger beads have higher impedance. Adding additional beads on a wire
increases the impedance proportional to the number of beads.
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Figure 2.24-Typical ferrite bead
configurations. Types 1 through 3 are
one-piece beads . These are often used in
circuit designs to suppress VHF signals.
Type 4 is a split bead for assembly
around cables or wire bundles. Some
hams use try to use these as common
mode chokes for HF signals. They usually
do not work well unless a number of
turns of wire can be used.
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Table 2.2
Ferrite Bead Data

Dimensions (in.) A L v Mix No. (nH,uJ
Part #t Bead 00 10 Ht 43 64 73 75

Type
FB-(xx)-801 1 0.296 0.094 0.297 1300 390 3900
FB-(64)-901 2 0.250 0.050 0.417 1130
FB-(xx)-1801 1 0.200 0.062 0.437 2000 590 5900
FB-(xx)-2401 1 0.380 0.197 0.190 520 1530
FB-(xx) -5111 3 0.236 0.032 0.394 3540 1010
FB-(xx)-5621 1 0.562 0.250 1.125 3800
FB-(xx)-6301 1 0.375 0.194 0.410 1100
FB-(43)-1020 1 1.000 0.500 1.112 3200
FB-(77)-1024 1 1.000 0.500 0.825
2X-(43)-151 4 1.020 0.500 1.125 split bead, no. 43 only
2X-(43)-251 4 0.590 0.250 1.125 split bead, no. 43 only

t Complete part no. by subst ituting material no. for "xx."
ttBased on low-frequency measurements .
tttBased on a single "U-tu rn" winding.
ttttBased on a 2'f,-turn side-to-side winding.
Information courtesy of Fair-Rite Corp and Amidon Associates .

77 Impedance
Factor
2.5
ttt
3.9
1.1
tttt

9600 7.4
2600 2.1

6.2
5600 3.7

meter s to reduce emissions, from each side
of the ac line to the chassis to reduce ac
line pickup, and on speaker connections
(on vacuum-tube amplifiers only , more on
this later) to shunt the RF energy to ground
before it enters circuitry.

Conventional bypassing techniques (as
discussed in the RFI Fundamentals chap
ter) can work against many RFI causes.
Over the years, QST "Hints and Kinks"
has featured audio -RFI cures that involve
placing capacitors across audio inputs or
outputs. In many cases, these can also
work together with inductors to form a
very effective filter. Several examples are
shown in the Stereos chapter.

Bypassing does have its side effects,
however. A 150 pF capacitor has an im
pedance of about 100 ohms at 10 MHz,
making it an effective RFI filter at that
frequency if used in a high-impedance
audio circuit. It has an impedance of about
50,000 ohms at 20 kHz, however, and if
used in a typical audio high-impedance
circuit, it will roll off the 20 kHz response
by about 3 dB. Thi s is tolerable in some
applications, such as a house intercom, but
will probably be unacceptable to most
high -end audio users .

Whell Not to Bypass

Do not apply bypass capacitors to the
output of transistor amplifiers! The rea
sons not to do this are discussed in detail
in the Stereos chapter.

Components Arell 't Perfect

The reliability, stability, size, weight,
effic iency and effecti vene ss of a filter is
ultimately defined by the nature of the
components used in its construction. For
example, filter performance is limited be
cause perfect components do not exi st.
Capacitors provide not only capacitance

but also resistance and inductance. The
resistance presented by a capacitor can be
attributed to dielectric losses, foil resi s
tance and the lead-to-foil contact. The in
ductance is present in the capacitor plates
and leads. Because of self-inductance, ca
pac itors exhibit self-resonance at a fre
quency where the inductive and capacitive
reactances are equal. At frequencies above
resonance, a capacitor behaves more like
an inductor than a capacitor.

The magnitudes of inductance and re
sistance presented by a capacitor, and
therefore the capacitor's suitability for fil
tering, is a function of capacitor type and
construction. Metallized-paper capacitors
are poorly suited for use in RF filters be
cause of high contact resistance and a ten
dency to create RF noise . Large tantalum
capacitors are resonant at 2 to 5 MHz,
depending on construction and capaci
tance. In comparison, aluminum-foil ca
pacitors can be used up to 20 MHz, de
pending on capacitance and lead length.
Even low-inductance mica and ceramic
disc capacitors, which are effective up to
200 MHz, are limited by lead inductance.
Feedthrough capacitors offer the highest
operating frequencies . With their reduced
lead inductance, feedthrough capacitors
self-resonate above I GHz.

Just as there are no perfect capacitors,
there are no perfect inductors . In addition to
inductance, inductors exhibit resistance,
capacitance and self-resonance. At reso
nance , the reactance of the interwinding
capacitance isequal to that of the inductance.
To increase the self-resonant frequency (and
therefore the useful range of the inductor),
inductors can be wound on separate cores
and connected in series. This decreases the
total interwinding capacitance.

Even the best components and filter
designs are fruitless without good shield-

L

(A) (B)

Figure 2.25-A, every capacitor includes
stray series inductance and resistance.
B, every inductor has stray shunt
capacitance and series resistance.
Losses in high-permeability cores appear
as a parallel resistance, Rp.

ing and grounding practices. Improper
shielding and grounding of a transmitter
cabinet allows RFI to radiate around the
filter. In addition, improper shielding and
grounding make it possible for unfiltered
RF currents to flow unimpeded on the
outside of the coaxial cable braid and
around low-pass filters and trap s.

Finally, filters must be properly termi
nated . The input impedance of a filter, at
any frequency, depends on its load imped 
ance. Since the ability of a filter to pass or
reject energy results from its input imped
ance , a suitable load impedance is critical
to filter performance.

Capacitors

Every capacitor you buy comes with an
inductor and resistor included free of
charge. (Figure 2.25A) . The "equivalent
series resistance" (ESR) results primarily
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Unknown "Fe rri t e" Materia l
Hams often dig into their junk- boxes to find toroidal cores from which to

construct common -mode "ferrite" chokes . In many cases , the results can be
somewhat disappointing. This unknown materia l could be ferrite , powdered
iron or even plastic! Even if it is ferrite , it may not be a material suitable for
the frequency range involved. Other hams have used the ferrite from an old
TV f1yback or yoke.
This material was designed for 15 to 20 kHz; it may or may not work effec
tively at RF.

It is okay to try unknown material; if it works, it is okay to use. If it doesn't
work, however, don't falsely conclude that a common-mode choke will not solve
your RFI problem. It is very possible that making a choke out of the correct
material for the job at hand would have worked handily. Skilled amateurs may
be able to characterize ferrites by measuring them with an antenna analyzer.
Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory Supervisor

from losses in the dielect ric. The "equiva
lent series inductan ce" (ESL) results fro m
self-inductance in the lead wires. As fre 
quency incr eases, the ESL dominate s; the
capacitor acts like an inductor, which
means the impedance increases with fre 
quency. Hence it is important to keep
bypass capacitor leads short.

The inductance present in a capacitor can
be used to some advantage. A capac itor and
inductor in series form a series-tuned cir
cuit, which has very low impedance at its
resonant frequency. Bypasscapacitors work
best near their series resonance. This fact
can be used to advantage in a trick called
series-resonant bypass ing. To bypass a
single band offrequencies, choose a capaci
tor value that self-resonates with its own
ESL. A typical ceramic capacitor mounted
with short C!J6 inch) leads has around
3-4 nR (0.003-0.004IlH) of ESL. Table 2.3
lists the optimum series-resonant-bypass
capacitor values for various amateur bands.

Capacitor Types

Electro lytic capacitors, both the alumi
num and tanta lum versions, pack a lot of
capacitance into a small space, but rela 
tive ly high ESR and ESL limit their use
fulness at high frequencies. Broadband
bypassing requires a large-value electro 
lytic (for low frequencies) in parallel with
a ceramic capaci tor (to handle RF).

Cer amic capacitors have low ESL, and
they are wide ly used in RF-bypass and fi l
ter applications. Tho se with larger values
use high diel ectric -constan t material s,
with high losses (high ESR ). This can
cause overhea ting in high- power RF cir
cuits. The capacitance tends to be unstable
as well. Thu s, ceramic capacitors are pri
maril y used as power-supply bypass ca
pacitors, where stabili ty is not as impor
tant. The dielectric type is indic ated by
the temperature-coeff icient code printed
on the side of the capacitor body. Z5U,
Y5V and Z5P are lossy. Low-loss styles
list the temperature coeffic ient (TC) in
parts per milli on (PPM): like N750 (- 750
PPMJOC), Pl50 (+ 150 PPMJOC) or NPO
(zero nom ina l TC).

Mica-dielectric capacitors have little
loss, and they are stable, but they are not
available in values greater than about 0.0 I
IlF. Poly-fi lm capacitors (including poly
ester or mylar , polypropylene, polysty
rene and po lycarbonate) are good low
ESR, medium-ESL styles with excellent
stability. The y are available up to a few
IlF, but they are physically large.

Figure 2.26 illu strates a special capaci
tor called af eedthrough . Feedth rough ca
pacitors are useful for filt erin g lead s that
exit a shield enclosure . The exiting lead
forms one side of the capacitor, with the
other side connected to the shield. When
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the feedthrough capaci tor is installed in
the enclosure wall, there is almost no in
ductance from the "hot" side to ground.
The resul t is excellent high-frequ ency per
formance.

For broadband bypassing, however, use
the large st cerami c bypass capaci tor that
fit s. It does a good job at low frequencies,
and all ceramic capacitors have about the
same reactance (ESL ) at high freq uencies
anywa y.

Inductors

Just as every capacitor includes stray in-

Ferrite Beads
The ARRL Lab staff often advise

hams to try ferr ite common-mode
chokes to solve RFI problems . The
advice is usually to use and FT-240
43 or FT-140-43 ferrite toroidal core
and wrap about 10 turns of wire onto
it. Many hams have used this sage
advice to solve RFI problems .
Others have listened to the advice
and concluded that the cable is too
thick or its connector is too large so
some of those "split-bead" type
ferrites should work just as well.
While this can be true if you are
try ing to choke a VHF signal, at HF
this arrangement just doesn 't have
enough inductance to be a good
common-mode choke. It would take
20 to 40 of these split beads to be
effective on 3.5 MHz, for example.
At about $5 each, this would be an
expens ive proposition . They will
work for marginal cases of RFI,
especially at the upper end of the
HF range. They will work better if
you can get a few turns of wire on
them. However, for the low end of
HF, there is nothing that beats the
right material (#43, #75, J, etc) with
enough turns to be effective. - Ed
Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory
Supervisor

Table 2.3

Series-Resonant Bypass Capaci
tors for Various Amateur Bands
Frequency
(MHz) Capacitance

7 0.151lF
14 0.0391lF
28 0.01 IlF
50 0.0033 IlF

144 390 pF
220 150pF
440 39 pF
Values are based on measurem ents made
using ceramic-d isc capacitors mounted with
minimum lead length on a 0.060-inch-thick PC
board with zero effect ive trace length. Above
300 MHz or so, the resonance bandwidth
becomes so narrow that the technique is not
very useful. At such frequencies, it is better to
use feedthrough or chip capacitors to reduce
lead inducta nce.

RFC

Figure 2.26-A feedthrough capacitor
filtering a lead where it exits a shield
enclosure. This filter rejects freq
uencies in the high-VHF TV band
(174-216 MHz).

C1-0.001 IlF disc ceramic.
C2-500 or 1000 pF feedthrough

capacitor.
RFC-14 inches, #26 enameled wire

close-wound on a 3f' G-inch form
(3.3 Il H).



ductance and resistance, so every inductor
has stray capacitance and resistance (Figure
2.25B). The shunt capacitance results from
distributed capacitance between turns, and
the ESR is from the RF resistance of the
wire. In addition, inductors with high-per
meability cores exhibit core losses, which
are modeled as a parallel resistance .

Inductor Types

Air-wound inductors are used in high
power RF circuits or where good stability
is required (as in VFOs). Their disadvan
tage is large physical size.

Inductors wound on ferromagnetic
forms pack higher inductance in less
space. One disadvantage is core satura
tion: at some current level, the magnetic
flux reaches the maximum dens ity that the
core can support. Inductance drops
rapidly above this level, and the nonlinear
response may cause distortion and
harmonics.

Two magnetic materials are often used
in RF inductors : ferrite and powdered
iron. Ferrite usually yields greater induc
tance, but it saturates more easily , and the
inductance value is less stable. Both
ferrite and powdered iron come in various
mixes that are optimized for different fre 
quency ranges and power levels.

Molded chokes look like resistors : they
have a cylindrical body with pigtail leads
on each end, and they are often color
coded. Small-value chokes are usually
wound on a simple insulating form, while
the larger values use a ferromagnetic core
to increase the inductance. Be sure to ob
serve the maximum de current rating,
which can be limited either by core satu
ration or by wire heating.

Toroid inductors nearly always use a
magnetic core. The "doughnut" shape con
fines the lines of flux within the inductor.
Toroids are often used to reduce unwanted
radiation (or susceptibility to incoming
radiation) .

Aferrite bead is a small cylinder of fer
rite with one or more holes through the
center for wire. Figure 2.23 charts imped
ance vs frequency for several ferrite
mixes . For more impedance, use a bigger
bead, string several beads in series on the
same wire, or use a multihole bead.

Split beads are available for wires or
cables with connectors that would not fit
through the hole . For best results, be sure
that the mating bead surfaces make good
solid contact.

OPERATING PRACTICES

Although it is no substitute for proper
shielding, grounding and filtering , modi 
fied operating practices can be an effec 
tive means of avoiding RFI. Abstain from
transmitting, or operate at relatively low

power levels, during prime -time TV view
ing hours. Also avoid operating on
frequencies with a high potential for RFI.
For example, the second harmonic of
IO meters falls within TV channel 2
(54-60 MHz). Since the lowest harmonic
frequency is 2 MHz above the low edge of
the TV channel, fine cross-hatching of the
TV picture can be avoided by restricting
operation to 29 MHz and above. The only
restriction is that the second harmonic
must be kept 200-500 kHz from the TV
sound carrier, which is up 5.75 MHz from
the low end of the TV channel. Thus, avoid
29.875 MHz (±250 Hz) as well.

Other operating practices that can re
duce the potential ofRFI include properly
adjusting the drive and tuning of final 
amplifier circuits. Mistuning the output of
a tube -type amplifier or overdriving
the final amplifier can result in very high
harmonic output. Similarly, an improperly
neutralized transmitter final amplifier
may produce parasitic oscillations. A
Transmatch can increase the selectivity
of a transmitter output circuit, thereby re
ducing harmonics and parasitics at the
antenna.

Antenna Management

Most amateurs select an antenna based
on power gain figures, radiation pattern,
beamwidth, space requirements, weight,
wind survivability and cost. Many of us
fail to recognize that antenna polar
ization, physical configuration, height and
orientation affect not only communica
tions, but also RFI. For example, single
band antennas, tuned and resonant at a
single band, are much less efficient radia
tors of harmonics than are multiband
antennas.

Often, what is best for communications
is also optimum from an RFI-prevention
standpoint. For example, a narrow beam
width is not only effective against QRM,
but it also restricts the area potentially af
fected by RFI. A pair of stacked antennas
generally compress the vertical radiation
pattern, relative to a single larger one. A
four-bay antenna array , with four anten
nas stacked two high and two wide, com
presses the radiation in both the vertical
and horizontal planes.

Increased antenna height not only im
proves communications, but also reduces
the field intensity of transmitted signals at
nearby homes. Place the transmit antenna
as high above ground as possible to in
crease the separation between the antenna
and neighbors ' equipment. Keep the trans 
mit antenna away from CATV and power
lines. Energy coupled into these lines may
be conducted into neighboring houses . On
the way, rectification may occur at cor 
roded connections and junctions of dis-

similar metals, resulting in RFI. A beam
directed at a CATV system may result in
RFI , simply because the connectors or
housings of amplifiers and taps are inad 
equately shielded.

The optimum antenna polarization for
RFI control depends on the situation.
A switch from vertical to horizontal polar
ization has been effective in some
TVI cases. Vertically polarized transmit
antennas, however, induce stronger
common-mode signals in nearby cables
than do their horizontally polarized coun 
terparts. Experiment to determine what is
best for a particular case . Also consider
the physical configuration of the suscep
tible equipment. Horizontally oriented
CATV wiring, for example, picks up more
RF energy from horizontally polarized
antennas.

Most of us strive for a low SWR in our
antenna systems. This is reasonable for
increased communications efficiency, but
a high SWR is often erroneously presented
as an intrinsic cause of RFI. While several
factors in the antenna system have specific
RFI significance, high feed -line SWR does
not create RFI problems. For example, it is
important that any transmit filters have an
appropriate load. That end, however, is
easily achieved by placing the filter be
tween the transmitter and Transmatch. An
antenna system that is unmatched at the
fundamental frequency, however, does not
significantly increase feed -line radiation
and has little or no bearing on RFI.

DESIGN PRACTICES
Amateurs have an obligation to reduce

harmonics and spurious emissions in ac
cordance with good engineering practice.
This responsibility not only encompasses
the operation of commercial equipment, it
should also govern the design and con
struction of home-built equipment. Be
cause of the typical amateur's limited re
sources, it is much better to provide for
RFI control in the design stages than to
correct RFI problems once they appear.
For example, although a spectrum ana
lyzer is the best way to ascertain that trans 
mitter output is clean, few amateurs have
access to one . In contrast, the following
design guidelines for minimizing RFI can
be followed by virtually all amateurs:

-Avoid long cable runs in close proximity
to one another (to minimize crosstalk) .

-Minimize wire length whenever possible
to reduce the potential for RF radiation
and pickup.

-Isolate return lines of noisy components
from the return lines of sensitive com
ponents.

-Use thick wire insulation to reduce ca
pacitive coupling between wires .
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-Choose min imum signal levels that are
consistent with the needed signal-to
noise ratio.

-If signal and power leads cross, make the
cro ssing perpendicular to minimi ze
coupling.

-Use decoupling capacitors or a voltage
regulator to deco uple circuits from the
power supply.

-Use wired return s rather than structure
returns to ensure a cle an, single-point
ground that is free of ground loops .
Structure returns (for example, chassis
ground) may be more convenient, but
voltage drop s may occur in the structure
used for the return, which may in turn
induce voltages into sensitive circuits.
(Thi s doe s not appl y to PC-b oard
ground plane s.)

-When working with digit al circuits, use
slow , low-power ICs where possible .
The RFI potential of a device is directl y
prop ortion al to its operating frequency
and output current , and inversely pro
portional to its rise and fall time s. When
the output transition times are much
shorter than required by the load input,
the transition can be slowed by adding a
small series resistor (25 Q) at the output
pin , and a small capacitor (50 pF) be
tween the output pin and ground.

-Minimize radiated RFI from PC-board
traces by posit ioning eac h RF load as
close to its signal sourc e as pos sibl e.
Radiation is a direc t func tion of the RF
current path length.

-If a noisy line must cro ss a PC board , lo
cate the input and output connectors as
close to each other as possible, and run
separa te ground traces for each line.

-Connect unused IC inputs and outputs to
gro und or Vcc- according to the manu
facturer 's recommendations .

-The ideal PC-board aspect ratio is I : 1.
The less a print ed circuit board approxi
mates a square , the more difficult it wi ll
be to design a good RFI-p roof layout.

-Lay out op-amp circui ts so that the input
and output traces are as far from eac h
other as possible (to prevent amplifi er
oscillations).

-Dori 't cover unused circu it board areas
with gro und plane. The area enclosed
by return currents con stitutes a radiat
ing loop, and additio nal gro und plane
area may increase RFI by increasing the
effec tive loop areas .

-Route all condu ctors subjec t to comm on
mode pickup tightly in cabinet corners
or otherwise close to a gro und plan e (to
minimize radiation and coupling) .

-Shi eld ed twisted-pair wiring can help
protect susce ptible circuits.

SIDE EFFECTS OF RFI CURES

Some might argue that a goo d work ing
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knowledge of the manifestation s and root
causes of RFI is unnecessary, that a ran
dom tria l-and-er ror approach can be
equally effecti ve. As an illustration, ex
amine the foll owing list of act ions known
to be effective aga inst RFI:

-Instal l a filter in the ac line to the affec ted
device.

-Insta ll a common-mode choke in the
speak er leads.

-Connect the affected device to a good RF
ground.

-Use grounded, shielded cable for speak er
leads.

-In stall a O.OI-IlF capacitor between the
affected device chassis and ground.

-Ground the device coax shield.
-In stall an RF choke in the antenna coax .
-Install a shielded, grounded high-pass fil-

ter on the device antenna termin als .

All of these suggestions would likely
control most cases of fund amental over
load. However , eac h of these actions may
also have unplanned and undes irable ef
fect s on the equipment involved . The more
troublesome side effects, including
para sitic oscillations and high-frequency
attenuation in audio amplifiers , hum in
phonograph preamplifiers and the "hot
chassis" syndrome, may cripple or destro y
the affected device .

Bypass capacitors installed on speaker
leads of tran sistor amplifiers may cause
inaudible feedback. The result is oscilla 
tion s that may destroy the audio amplifier.
The Stereos chapter fully discu sses this
prob lem and appropriate cures.

Reduced high -frequ ency response can
result when a phonograph pre amplifier
for a magnetic car tridge is bypassed . Thi s
happen s bec ause the bypass incre ases ca
pacitance in the signal path beyond the
maximum load capacitance of the ca r
trid ge. Similarl y, RF chokes in phono 
graph preamplifier s (which are high-gain ,
high-imped ance circuits) may cause hum
when nearby magnetic fie lds induce volt
age in the choke. Sh ield the choke or
repl ace it with fer rite bead (over the inpu t
lead of the first amplifying transistor in
the preamplifier ci rcuit) to eliminate the
hum .

An RF choke in ser ies with the speaker
leads not only breaks the RF path , but also
attenuates higher audio frequencies. Even
if the fidelity loss is not noticeable, the
choke may cause the amplifier load to vary
dynamicall y. Since some rece ivers and
amplifiers can't tolerate loads of vary ing
impedance, a fer rite bead on each speaker
lead, or a toroid common-mode choke may
be a better solution.

Bypass capacitors at the prim ary of a
power transformer prevent RF fro m enter 
ing via the ac line , but they may crea te a

shock hazard. The capacitors form a volt
age divider that places the chassis above
gro und potent ial. Underwriter's Labora
tories spec ifies that the maximum leakage
current throu gh any such capacitor should
be less than 0.5 mA. Hence , use 0.0 1-IlF
capac itors or less. Also , any capacitors
installed in ac-Iine circ uits should be rate d
for that use (1.4 kV is the typical ac rat
ing). An external power filte r is a better
alternative in most cases. Extern al filters
usually work, and anyon e can install them .

Given these and other possib le side ef
fects of RFI control, it is best to use only
minimum control methods after a detailed
exa mination of all emitte rs, transmission
paths and susceptible equipment involved .
Examine each in term s of pos sible RFI
control techniques and potential side
effects . Whi le certain exploratory meth 
ods can and should be used in deter
mining these techniques, the most
appropria te method of RFI con trol varies
from one situation to the next. That is
where kno wledge of RFI fund amentals
become s indi spen sable.

GLOSSARY

BCI- broadcast interference; interfer
ence to broadcast receivers.

Bonding-the establishment of a low 
impedance path between two metal sur
faces ; the physical implementation of
grounding.

Broadband emission-an emission that
has a spectral energy distribution suffi 
ciently broad , uni form and continuous
so that the respon se of the measurin g
recei ver does not vary signif icantly
when tuned over a specified number of
receiver bandwidths.

Bypass capacitor-a capacitor used to
provide a comparatively low-imped
ance ac path around a circuit element.

Common-mode signal s- sign als that are
in phase on both (or several) conductors
of an signal lead (oft en the antenna
lead).

Conducted emission- a sig nal that
propagates through an electrical con 
ductor or any conductive structure. The
level of conducted emissions is usuall y
expresse d in term s of voltage or current
(for exam ple, V or dBV).

Counterpoise-the reference-pl ane por
tion of an unb alanced antenna.

Crossta lk-an elec tromagnetic di stur
bance introduced by unwan ted coupling
between conductors .

Cross modulation-modulation of a de
sired signal by an undesired signal.

Decibel- a logarithmic unit of relati ve
power measurement that is used to ex
press the ratio of two power level s. It is
equal to 10 time s the base 10 logarithm
of thi s ratio.



Desensitization-a reduction in receiver
sensitivity caused by RF overload from
either noise or a nearb y tran smitter.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
-the capability of elec tro nic equip
ment or sys tems to be operated with a
defined margin of safe ty in the intended
operational enviro nment , at designed
levels of efficiency, without degrada
tion from interference.

Electromagnetic interference (EMI)
any electrical imposition that may in
terfere with the normal operation of
equipment. RFI is said to be present
when unde sirable voltages or currents
adversely influ ence the performance of
a device. Thi s term encompasses inter
ference from radio-frequency sources
(RFI), audio-frequency sources (that is,
induced hum from a transformer) and
electrostatic sources (ESD-electro
static discharge).

Electrostatic discharge (ESD)-a flow
of current that results from static elec
trical charges. Thi s term covers events
from door-knob shocks to lightning
strikes.

Emission-electromagnetic energy
propagated from a source by radi ation
or conduction.

Emitter-a source of electromagnetic
energy .

Filter- a netw ork of resistors, inductors,
capacitors or tran smission line s that
offers comparatively littl e opposition to
cert ain frequencies while blocking or
attenuating other frequencies.

Functional interference-occurs when
the normal functions of one system part
directl y interfere with those functions
of another part. Functional interference
is generally easy to resolve becau se the
frequencies and power levels are estab
lished by design.

Fundamental overload-unwanted de
sensitiza tion or generation of spurious
res ponses in a receiver that is caused by
larg e amounts of RF energy from a
nearby tran smitter fundamental output
signa l.

Grounding-the establi shment of an

elec trica lly conductive path that con
nects ele ctri cal and electro nic elements
of a system to one another, or to some
reference point that may be designated
as "ground."

Ground plane-a met al sheet or plate
used as a common circuit return or ref
ere nce poin t for electrica l or signal mea
surements .

High-pass filter- a filter design ed to
pass all frequencies abov e a cert ain cut
off frequ ency, while rejecting those
below the cutoff frequency .

Intersystem interference-when the
source-coupling-receptor routes of in
terference include two or more separate
and discrete sys tems.

Intrasystem interference-when the
source-coupling-receptor routes of in
terference are located within a system .

Intermodulation distortion (IMD)-the
undesired mixing of two or more fre
quencies in a nonlinear device , which
produces additional sum and difference
frequencies .

Low-pass filter-a filt er designed to pass
all frequencies below a certain cutoff
frequency, while rejecting those above
the cutoff frequency.

Narrowband emission-an emiss ion
that has its principal spectral energy
within the passband of the measuring
rece iver.

Noise-anything that interferes with the
exchange of intelligence in electronic
communications.

Nonlinear-having an output that does
not rise or fall in line ar proportion to the
input.

Notch filter-a filter that rejects or sup
pre sses a narrow band of frequencies
within a wider band of desired frequen
cies .

Passband-the band offrequencies that a
filter conducts. In most cases, the at
tenu ation is very littl e, but some designs
incorporate atte nuat ion inside the pass 
band to improve the rejection in the
stopband; the frequ ency range in which
a filter is intended to pass signals.

Peak envelope power-The aver age RF

power of a single cycle at the modula 
tion peak of an enve lope at the maxi
mum modulation that can occur with
any combination of signals that may be
transmitted.

Radiated emission-RF energ y that is
coupled betwee n circuits, equipment or
sys tems via elec tro magnetic fields. Ra
diated ene rgy leaves the source and
spreads out in space acco rding to the
laws of wave propag ation . The strengths
of radiated emissions are usually ex
pressed in terms of power den sity or
field strength (for example, V1m and
dBV/m).

Receptor-the generic class of devices,
equipment and sys tems which, when
exposed to conducted or radiated elec
tromagnetic energy, either lessen per
formance or malfunction.

RFI-radio frequency interference. Inter
ference to AM and FM radio s as well as
to various appliances; such as comput
ers, audio systems and telephones, from
a source of RF energy. This is a specific
case of RFI.

Selectivity-the ability of a rece iver to
reject unwanted sign als. Selectivity, a
measure of equipment quality, is a criti
cal fact or in most interferen ce cases.

Service entrance-the point where some
utility, usually ac power or telephone,
enters a building.

Spurious emission- any electromag
netic emi ssion, from the intended out
put terminal of an electronic device, that
is out side of the designed emis sion
bandwidth .

Spurious response-any response of an
electronic devi ce to energy outside its
designed reception bandwidth through
its intended input terminal.

Stopband-that part of the frequency
spectrum that is attenuated by a filter.

Suscepti b ili ty-the characteri stic of
elec tronic equ ipment that permits un
desirable responses when subjec ted to
electromag netic energy.

Susceptor- a device that respond s to
unwanted electromagnetic energy .

TVI-interference to television receivers.
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RFI Troubleshooting

Techniques

..

RFI cases are complex . They
I invo lve a source, a path and

susceptib le equipment. Each
of these main com ponents has a number of
variables : Is the problem cau sed by
harmoni cs, conducted emiss ions, radiated
emiss ions or a combinatio n of all of these
factors? Are harmonics being generated
outside the amateur statio n? Should it be
fixed with a low -pass fi lter , high-pass
filte r, com mon-mode chokes or ac-lin e
fi lter? How abo ut shie lding , isolation
transformers, a different ground or an
tenna configura tion? Is it a case of fun
dament al over load? Is the RF energy
conducted along the power line s or picked
up dir ectl y by the affected equipment?
These are the kinds of que st ions that
you must answer as you troubleshoot a
case of RFI.

The se are onl y a few of the questions
you might need to ask. Any information
you gain about the systems involved will
help find the RFI cause and cure. With all
of the variables involved, the possibilities
could number in the milli ons. There are
just too many possible variations, so you
probably will not see your exact problem
and cure listed in thi s boo k or any other.
You must diag nose the problem ! An accu
rate diagnosis, regardless of the probl em,
requires skill with the releva nt technology
and troubl eshootin g procedures.

This book has chapte rs on a number of
different RFI problems. Each contains spe
cific troubleshooting information for their
particular RFI specialty. This chapter cov
ers RFI troubleshooti ng fundamentals that
apply to all types of RFI problems. It also
covers the general area of checking and
troubleshooting one area involved in most
RFI problems- the amateur station.

The firs t chapter in th is book talked
abo ut EMC fundamentals and theory.
Now that the basics are covered, it is time
for lesson no. 2-troubleshoot ing tech
niques that will help you locate the source
of a specific problem.

Consider for a moment
the various ways an RF
signal can get from your
transmitter to aneighbor
ingpiece of equipment. By
the time you factor in all of

the variables and the
possible cures, the

possible combinations can
number in the millions. A
systematic approach to

troubleshooting is amust
to identify the problem
and to determine the

correct cure.

THE MAJOR STEPS TO
TROUBLESHOOTING

Troublesho otin g and curing an RFI
probl em is a three-step process, and all
three steps are equ ally impo rtant. In many
cases, the line between troubleshooting
and curing RFI is not clear. The major
components to an RFI problem are:
• Identify the probl em
• Diagno se the problem
• Cure the probl em

Identify the Problem

Is It Re ally R FI ?-Be fore trying to
solve a suspec ted case of RFI, verify that
the symptoms actu ally result from exter
nal causes . A variety of equipment mal
functions or external noise can look like

interfe rence. "Your" RFI problem might
be caused by another ham or a radio tran s
mitt er of another radi o service , such as a
local CB or poli ce tran smitt er.

Is It Your Statioll?-If it appears that
your station is invo lved, operate your sta
tion on eac h band, mode and power level
that you use. Note all conditions that pro
duce interference. If no transmission s pro
duce the probl em, your station may not be
the cause . (Although some contributing
factor may have been missing in the test.)
Have your neighbo r keep notes of when
and how the interference appears: what
time of day, what stat ion, what other ap
pliances were in use, what was the
weather? You should do the same when
ever you ope rate. Ifyou can readily repro
duce the problem with your station, you
can start to troubl eshoot the problem.

Diagnose the Problem

Look Aroulld-Aside from the brain ,
eyes are a troubleshooter ' s best too l.
Look aro und. Installation defect s contrib
ute to many RFI probl ems. Look for loose
connect ions, shield breaks in a cab le TV
inst allation or corroded cont acts in a
telephone installation. Fix these first.

If your station is held together with
balin g wire and chewing gum (not that
yours would be, mind you, but if it were)
this could directl y contribute to RFI prob
lems. The same is true for the install ation
of the consumer equipment. Curing instal
lation defect s will often diagnose the RFI
by cur ing the problem.

Look for the obvious; look for the un
expec ted . You know what good wiring
should look like; you know what good
engi nee ring practi ces should appl y to
your station or consumer installat ions.
Look to see that these pract ices are being
followed, and that nothing unexpected can
be found . If you find, for example, that the
cable TV is installed in parall el with a TV
antenna, you have prob ably found the TVI
problem.

By Ed Doubek, N9RF - Illinois Section Technical Coordinator -25 W 062 Wood Ct - Naperville IL 60563
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Figure 3.1-Fundamental overload results when equipment fails to reject signals
it was never intended to receive.

The T e lephone Troubleshooter
In some installations, unexpected problems can crop up. When I was a

lad , I was, of course, avidly interested in radio and electronics. I started
my "career" by building the obligatory crystal-radio recei ver . I strung a wire
in my room and picked up an AM broadcast station a whole mile away!
(The signal strength improved when I actually added a ground.) Like every
youngster, I, of course, wanted more , but the realities of my city backyard
just didn 't permit an effective antenna system.

One day, however, as I gazed at the phone line, the light came on ! I had
miles and miles of antenna that came right into my house! The phone wire
should ma~e a great antenna. When I ran the antenna connection on my
crystal radio to one of the terminals on the phone line, the difference was
spectacu lar! Not only could I hear the local station louder, but I could hea r
four others faintly in the background at the same time . I then tried running
the ground connection to the other wire . It worked even better!

About an hour later, there was a knock at the doo r. I opened the door
and my eyes must have lit up in awe-right before my eyes stood a
telephone repair man, complete with tools , test equipment and all of the
trappings. He explained that our party line had called in a problem-our
shared line was dead. He immediatel y descended into the basement, and I
followed reverently , watching every move and eve ry wire. He explained
that he had measured a strange short ci rcuit ac ross the phone line and
was tracing it th rough the house. Suddenly, I turned white as a sheet as I
realized jus t where and what the short circui t was. I poli tely excused
myself, ran up the stairs and ripped the wires out of the phone socket. (He
had stepped over them as he walked into the basement, but never
noticed.) .As I sat in my room in terror, he came up the stairs, looking quite
puzzled, Indeed. He told my father that he was following the short, when it
suddenly disappeared. I said. "Golly, that's sure strang e," or words to that
effect, .and.did my best not to look guilty . I must not have done a great job
of play ing Innocent, becau se the phone repair man kept giving me odd
looks, but somehow, I got away with it.

I can just imagine how unexpected the diode across the phone line
would be , and how much RFI it would have caused . Look for the obvious ;
loo k for the unexpec ted. Doing so will find a lot of RFI problems quickly.
- Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory Supervisor

Where to Begin?

Many things other than amateur trans
mission can cause RFI. Fluorescent lamps,
neon signs, electric motors, and transmit
ters licensed and unlicensed in other
services can all contribute to the problem.
A TV set can even interfere with itself.
One of the first trou bleshooting steps is
act ually "diplomatic": de termine if you
and your station are involved in the prob
lem at all.

Keep an RFI Log

As discussed in the First Steps chapter,
if you and your neighbo r keep RFI logs,
you should be able to quickly determine if
you are involved. The station log is one
valuable tool to prove that a station is not
involved in a parti cular interfere nce case.
The FCC has greatly relaxed logging re
quirement s over the past few years, but it
is still important to maintain a logbook.
The log can quickly relate any reported
inte rference to stati on operation .

If you are involved, the logs will pro
vide valuable troubl eshooting clues about
bands, modes, power, ante nna pointing,
etc. If you are not involved, the logs will
demonstrate that, too . You may still
choose to help , especi all y because you
may be experiencing the same interference
source as your neighbo r,

If It Is You!

It is important to understand amateur
responsibili ties . There are two ways a sta
tion can affec t elect ronic equipment. All
transmitters generate small signals outside
of the intended bands. If these spurious
emissions exceed the FCC limitations for
out-of-band signals or cause interference
to another service, it is the amateur 's re
sponsibility to redu ce these signals as nec
essary to eliminate the interference.

Many cases of inte rference result from
the inab ili ty of consumer equip ment to
reject strong out-of-band signals. Th is is
known as fundam ental ove rload (see the
first two chapters for more inform ation).
Th is fundame nta l RF energy is the signal
from your tran smitter that is sup pose d to
be there-the one you are trying to make
as strong as poss ible. It is, by far, the stro n
gest signal emitted fro m your sta tion. You
are not legally responsible for interference
res ulting fro m yo ur fundamental signal
(explaining this to a neighbor can be a real
challenge !). How this occ urs is demon
strated in Figure 3.1.

Non Radio Devices

You should understand what kind of
problems can, and cannot, be caused by
the improper opera tion of your station.
Whe n the re is interference to audio de
vices (CD players, tape decks , most inter-
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coms, burglar alarms, and so on) you are
most certainly dealing with fu ndamental
overload. The FCC Interfe rence Hand
book pamphlet indicates tha t when these
devices are subject to interference, they
are imp roperl y functioning as radio re
ceivers . Thus you need not tro ubleshoot
the station, look for harmonics or other
causes. In the case of fundamental over
load , the only things you can do at your
station are those that reduce your field
strength at the affected equipment. This
include s reducing power and relocating
antennas as far as possible from the sus
ceptible equipment. The cures to funda
mental ove rload problems are found at the

other end-with the faulty equipment. The
necessary filte ring , shielding or ground
ing must be applied there .

RFt Troubleshooting

The process of RFI eliminatio n is com
posed of two phases. Phase one identifies
the root cause of the RFI problem. Once
the source and susceptible equipment vic
tim are iden tified, and the means of inter
ference is understood, you can select and
implement a solution. This chapter deals
mostly with identifying the problem. Sev
eral easily performed tests are described
that make the troubleshooting process
easier. More det ai led explanatio ns of spe-



ci f ic cures appear in other chapters of thi s
book . Th e main steps to deal ing wi th
any RFI problem are outlined in Tab le 3.1.

Types of Interference

Th ere are a number of di fferent types of
interference you should look fo r. Each has
different causes and cures. Some of them
are not reall y interference at all!
• Spuri ous emissio ns
• Fundamental overload
• Ex terna l noi se
• Ex ternal rect i f icati on
• Self-generated inte rference
• Defective consumer equipment
• Interference caused by someone else
• M ultiple causes

Spurious Emissions

Since modern transmitters must meet
FCC regulations (see the chapter on RFI
Regulations), the prob ability of spur io us
radiati on RFI in a broadcast serv ice area is
low i f the transmit equipment i s prop erl y
operated. RFI caused by spur ious emi s
si ons is the direct responsibility of the
transmitter operator. If it occurs, the FCC
rules are cl ear-the transmitter operator
must fix i t. Interference from spur io us
emissio ns generally applies only to inter
fer ence to oth er radi o serv ices , such as
over-the-air (not cable) television or
broadcast radi o. For tunately, with modern
transmi tters, spuri ous emissions are rare.
I f they do cause RFI , a low-pass or band
pass f i l ter at the transmitter i s usuall y all it
takes to cure i t.

If the installation of a tr ansmit filter
doesn't reduce the RFI, it is unl ikel y that
spurious emissio ns are the cause. One pos
sible exceptio n mig ht be spuri ous emis-
sions di rectly radiated by the transmitter
chassi s or wi ring . To diagnose thi s condi
tio n, operate the transmitter into a dummy
load. If the interference i s sti ll present, i t
is li kely that it is coming directl y from
the transmitter chassis. (I n that case, see
the EMC Fundamentals and Transmitters
chapters for more in formation.) Install a
brut e-force ac-line filter and fer ri te com
mon-mode choke on the transmitters ac
suppl y line. If the interfere nce goes away,
it was bei ng coupled in to ac line.

The li kelih ood of interference caused by
spuri ous radiation increases with pow er
level, so it may be necessary to add filtering,
usuall y a commerci ally available low-pass
filter, to high-power ampli f iers. Someexcit 
ers exhi bi t a relative ly constant spur ious
output regardlessofthedrive-control setting.
They can cause aprobl em ifdri ve is reduced
to accommodate an amplif ier.

Fun dame ntal Overload

Th is is the most common interference
problem. It can be di fficult to di agnose,
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Consumer Equipment Provides Valuable Clue
If an amateur is having interference involving another radio service (such

as TV, broadcast radio or even interference with a local scanner enthusi
ast) and can demonstrate that a device tuned to the same frequency and
located close to the transmitter has no interference at the same time that
the affected device shows interference, the amateu r station emission is
clean . (Any spurious emissions affect all receivers within range.) Nothing
further ca n be done at the transmitter to he lp.

The example equipment need not be the ham's own, but it is a good idea
for demonstration purposes. Many devices are quite susceptible to
fundamental overload, so it is a good idea to carry a portable receiver or
TV for tests .

Filters should be installed on all of the amateur's own consumer
electronics equ ipment, whether needed or not. Th is demonstrates that
filters are effective and do no harm.

Corollary
If the amateur station is interfering with a known clean receiver or TV set,

the station must be cleaned up before anyth ing is done wit h the affected
equ ipment. The susceptib le equipment may also need work of some sort,
but the transmitter must be clean before any sensib le diagnosis is possible.

These principles may seem obvious, but often hams whose stations are
already "clean" put wasted effort into add ing more transmit filters , shields,
grounds and so on . Of course the results are often "no improvement."
Sometimes even sk illed troubleshooters neglect the obvious .-Dave Heller,
K3TX, ARRL Assistant Director Atlantic Division, Yardley, Pennsylvania

Table 3.1
An RFI Troubleshooting Procedure

The Amateur Station

Learn about RFI.
Keep a log.
Obtain outside assistance.
Check the amateur station.
Install a transmit filter at the amateur station.
Try an ac-Iine filter and common-mode choke at the amateur station .
Install a good RF ground at the amateur station.
Check the integrity of station connections . Corrosion and arcs can cause interference.
Cure interference to home electronics equipment in the amateur household .
Maintain an antenna-connected TV monitor at the amateur station.
Simplify the problem-disconnect (completely) all accessories and all but one transmitter

and determine if the problem still exists. Reconnect one unit at a time.
Change one, and only one, thing at a time.
Keep test conditions (frequency, power level) constant.
Consider ways to reduce the signal strength at the effected equipment: Reducing

transmit power and altering antenna placement are two possibilities .
Eliminate any problems from the amateur station first before working on the consumer

equipment.

The Consumer Equipment

Maintain a spirit of cooperation between the amateur and neighbor. Nothing gets solved
with anger and bad feelings .

Simplify the effected system as much as possible.
Install appropr iate filters on the consumer equipment. This can include differential-mode

high-pass filters, common-mode chokes for signal and power-supply leads and ac-Iine
filters.

Try one, and only one, thing at a time.
Disconnect the equipment from long leads to check for direct radiation pickup.
Inspect the consumer-el ectronics ground connection. (Obey all necessary safety

precautions .) This may include grounding the equipment or feed lines or breaking
ground loops with common-mode chokes.

Ensure that the consumer -equipment is installed in accordance with good RFI engineer
ing practice .

If possibl e, increase the strength of the desired signal. A better TV antenna or good
distribution amplifier may help in some cases.

CATV does wonders for TVI!



Figure 3.2-Simplify the systems you must troubleshoot. If interference comes
from a system accessory, it might take months to f ind the culprit with all
accessories connected.
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Another Harmonic Test
Here is another test to confirm

the presence of a harmonic
interference problem. Temporari ly
connect a TV set to the amateur
beam antenn a normally used with
the HF transm itter . Connec t a dc
voltmeter to the TV AGC line, or
disable the TV AGC and use an
attenuator between the antenna
and TV. Plot a curve of the
amateur antenna gain on the
channel exhibiting TVI. With an
HF beam, you should see a
pattern such as that shown in
Figure A. The pattern shows
almost constant gain (loss) in any
direction. If you have an old
6-meter converter you can convert
it to channe l 2 and run a plot of
your antenna gain .

A TV field-strength meter or a
VHF/UHF receiver with an S meter
can be used as well. Once you
have this plot, connect your
amateur antenna to the transmitter
and transmit while rotating the
amateur antenna and watching a
monitor TV. You wil l see a TVI level
correspond ing to either the plot of
the harmonic response of your
amateur antenna or an interference
level corresponding to the HF
response of your amateur antenna.
The presence of an interference
level that corresponds to the
normal HF directivity (gain) of your
ham antenna indicates that TVI
does not come from transmitter
harmonics.-Ed Doubek, N9RF,
Illinois Section Technical Coordina
tor, Naperville , Illinois

o

Figure A-An amateur HF antenna is
many wavelengths long at VHF. Here
is a typical VHF radiation pattern for
an HF Vagi antenna. If interference
results from VHF spurious signals
created in the t ransmitt ing system,
the interfe rence magnitude should
display similar peaks and nulls as
the HF antenna is rotated while
transmitting.

SIMPLIFY THE PROBLEM!

The number one troubleshooting step is
to simplify the problem. Eve ry RFI prob
lem is a puzzle, and puzzles with fewer
pieces are easier to solve. When you begin
troubleshooting keep an open mind and
don't be afraid to exper iment. Mak e your
approach to the probl em a logic al one,
rather than a hit or miss proposition . See
Figure 3.2.

For example, when troubleshooting a
case of telephone interference, first dis
conn ect all but one line and one telephone,
preferably near the telephone ser vice en
tranc e. Each line, instrument or accessory
in a sys tem may cau se RFI, and several
cau ses may interact. It is much easier to
fix a simple sys tem. Once a minimum sys
tem is fixed , reconnect components one at
a time. That way cau ses and effe cts are
more easily recognized and problems can
be handled individually.

At the transmitter, rem ove all nonessen
tial accessories. Disconn ect all bu t one
transmitter feed line and antenna (remem-

Ensure that your own House
is Clean !

You can make a good start on trouble 
shooting if you ensure that your own house
is clean! To show that your station is free of
spurious emissions that cause harmful inter
ference, fix your own consumer-el ectronics
equipment. If the consumer equipment in
your own house is not subjec t to interfer
ence, you have cut the size of your trouble 
shooting problem in half: You know that
your station is not the cause of the problem.
The FCC will see it that way, too!

you may discover that the interference is
not at all related to the way you use your
sta tion. It may help you determine that the
interference is really caus ed by power-line
nois e, a neighboring computer , the CHer
up the stree t, the ham next door 'or some
device in your neighbo r' s own home.

This Simpl ified Syst em is___ L ~UCh ~sier t o Troubleshoot

from
Telephone

Service
Entrance

however. In most cases, apply the appro
priate RFI cure to the affec ted device. If
the RFI is eliminated, the probl em was
probably fundamental overload. Funda
mental overload can also happen when
elec tro nics equipment intern al circuitry
and interna l wiring directl y picks up inter
ference. Thi s is know n as "direc t pickup. "
In this cas e, there is little that can be done
externa lly; the appro priate RFI cure must
be applied internally by qualified serv ice
personnel.

External Noise

Som e cas es of inte rference can be
caused by externa lly generated noise. Thi s
commonly comes from power-line prob
lem s or de vice s connected to the ac line,
such as computers, electric motors, arc
welders, etc . In many cases, amateurs are
blamed for the se types of interfer ence
problem s. Your troubleshooting steps
should identify external noise.

Self-Generated In terference and
Defective Equipment

In some cases, electronic equipment can
interfere with itself. TVs can have internal
arcin g or oscillation problem s that can
appear to be interference. (It technicall y is
inte rferenc e, but it has an intern al source.)
In other cases, people may suspect inter
ference in cases where consumer electron
ics equipment has become defecti ve. A
noisy tran sistor in an audio amplifier is
one example; another might be a TV that
has had a fa ilure in the horizontal
hold circuitry.

Interference Cau sed by Someone Else

One of the simples t troubleshooting
steps is to determine that you and your sta
tion are not involved in the interferenc e
problem. As des cribed ea rlier, you and
your neighbor should keep logs on the
dates, tim es, fr equ encies and circum
stances of the interference . Using the log,
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Trouble in Paradise
As a rule, RF circuitry requires extensive, multi-point grounding to keep

circulating ground currents from affecting circuits. On printed circuit boards,
a good ground plane is mandatory for this purpose. If the system consists of
several large racks of equipment , good low-inductance ground strapping is
necessary not only between racks, but also to the best possible "earth"
ground. More grounds , however , are not always better .

Such was the case a number of years ago when a fellow engineer and I
were field testing a spread-spectrum system in Hawaii. The spread-spec
trum system was a prototype that occupied three cabinet racks. Since it was
a prototype, the inter-chassis cabling had not been optimized (although the
cables were shielded). This might not seem a problem , but the transmitter
boosted our low-power, frequency-hopping signal to 8 kW (peak) output.

No special shielding had been added to the prototype so we expected to
have problems. In addition, we were operating inside an FAA transmitter site
on Oahu, with row upon row of multi-kilowatt transmitters. Yes, we definitely
expected problems. So when we initially "fired up" the equipment, their
appearance was no surprise.

The Hawaiian islands are a combination of volcanic lava and coral.
Neither is a good conductor, but the extensive station ground system
appeared to be quite good. Our problem was to make a low-inductance
connection with minimum ground loops. We decided to apply a little "over
kill" by running half-inch-wide copper-braid straps between all racks, the
transmitter and the station ground system.

The transmitter was a 10-channel Collins Autotune HF rig modified for
pulse operat ion. Sure enough , all 10 HF channels showed RFI problems
that distorted and smeared the pulse train . While my associate switched
channels and watched the oscilloscope for RFI changes, I went about
removing one end of the various ground straps. Where no effect was noticed
by my cohort , I removed the other end of the braid and discarded it.

Finally, I removed one end of a 15-ft strap , and suddenly all channels
were clear of RFI. After a recheck of all channels, it appeared we were set
to begin testing . When I removed the other end of the braid , my associate
immediately asked me what I had done . I told him, and he said "Put it back ."
I did, and he said "Leave it there ." The RFI had reappeared when I removed
the second end of the strap.

This is similar to using 1/ 4- " wires as a "counterpoise," except for two
things: We had to stay near the strap , and it couldn't lie loose on the floor.
First, I coiled it up on the floor next to the rack, and that worked fine! Since
the braid was not insulated, each turn of the coil shorted out against the
next one; that should change the counterpoise or ground radial effect, but it
did not. Next I loosely arranged it on the floor and put a blank rack panel
over it with the same result: no RFI on any channel. In the end, we simply
stuffed the braid under the rack it "grounded" and ran our "round-the-clock"
tests for a full week with no RFI problems at all.

What's the moral to all of this? Don't be afraid to experiment. Ground-loop
currents are diff icult to predict , and it may take an unusual approach to
eliminate them. Good layout and circuit design can only go so far ; it cannot
antic ipate every RFI problem. Have the courage to use a little ingenuity; go
with what works ; it can make all the difference in the world .-James G. Lee,
W6VAT, San Jose , California

ber to include VHF transcei vers, scanners
and so on). See if the problem still exists.
If it does, troubleshoot and eliminate the
problem and reconn ect equipment one unit
at a time, eliminat ing RFI as you go .

In the case of television inte rferenc e
(TVI), temporarily disconn ect any extra
TVs, VCRs, games or splitters. (In cable
systems, use only one cable-ready TV or
the conv erter supplied by the cabl e com
pany.) Once the interference is out of the
single TV, reconnect equ ipment one unit
at a time, debugging RFI as it recurs. With
luck , you will cure all of the problems. If
not , at least you will find the specific
equipment that causes the probl em.

With an audio amplifier, disconnect all
separate components from the main am
plifier. Disconnect the speakers as well,
and listen with headphones on a short cord.
If a radio tuner is part of the main unit,
di sconnect the radio antenna. If the inter
ference persists, it is entering the main am
pl ifier through either the power cord or by
direct radiation pickup.

One At a Time

Try one (and onl y one) thing at a time . If
you change too many variables at onc e,
you won 't know which change cured the
problem. It is useful to know specific
causes if you want to make future changes
to your station. (You will know the most
prevalent mech ani sm of RFI at your
location.)

When you are testing to determine the
cau se of interference, or to see if an at
tempted cure has had any effect, keep the
test conditions con stant. It is difficult to
notice improvements if you are constantly
changing power levels, frequency or other
test conditions. If you need to test at
multiple operating frequ encies and powe r
levels, eliminate the problem at one set
of conditions before yo u move on to
the next set.

Multiple Causes
"Most RFI problems have multiple

causes. The probl em won 't be fixed until
yo u find them all !"- John Norback,
W6KFV.

TVI, for example, may be caused by a
combinati on of transmitter harmonics , an
overloaded TV and an unused mast-mount
TV preamp generat ing harmonics. When
you put the low-pass filters on the trans
mitt er, the other causes are sti ll in place,
so the interfer enc e remains. If you also
filter the TV , the prea mp is still gene rating
harmonics, so the TVI still remains . The
TVI won' t go away until all of the causes
have been properly dealt with. Although
you may want to try cures one at a time, to
determine exactly what worked, it is a
good idea to leave a cure in place once it is

tried, to ensure that all of the causes are
taken care of to cure the probl em.

Try the Easy Things First

"T he prob lem is fixed when your neigh
bor stops com plaining. "- Mike Trac y,
KCISX.

Sometimes, the easiest solutions are the
best. Many case s of interference can be
reso lved without the need for technical in
vestiga tions or knowledge . Ofte n the best
troubleshooting technique is to determin e
what remed y eliminates or reduces the in
terference. Thus, the distin ction between
troubleshooting and an actual cure is often

blurred. This chapter concentrates on deter
mining the interference causes, but must also
(by necessity) discuss techniques that are
covered in more detail in other chapters .

As first steps, you might check the
equi pment's wiring for damage, for open
outer wire shields, or for loose terminal
connect ions. Try removing any added de
vices, such as video games, or even relo 
cating the equipment or reo rienting the
device' s antenna and power cord.

Stock Cures

Another diagnostic trick is to install
appropriate filters on the equipment that is
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receiving interference. If you try the stock
cures- a high-pa ss filter (TVs), common
mode choke, teleph one filter or three-wire
ac-line filter with a separate common-mode
ferrite-core choke, bypassing, etc- and it
fixes the problem, your job is done . You
may still want to do some trouble shooting to
know ju st what caused the problem, but the
"stock" cures can usually be applied quickly
and oft en result in an instant cure !

an RFI problem (usually the con sumer
electronics equipment) .

The tran smi t filter for an HF transmitte r
is usually a low-pass filt er , reject ing fre
quenc ies above its cut-off frequ enc y
(40 MHz, or so). An antenn a tuner can
also function as a transmit filt er to a lim
ited degree, but under some circumstances
it may offer only a few dB of attenuation
to spurious VHF signals .

Commercial transmit filters for VHF (and
up) are available, too. Digital Communica
tions, Inc sells a broad line of VHF and UHF
band-pass filters. VHFIUHF band-pass fil
ters are not often needed, but they can be
helpful in some cases. VHFIUHF transmit
filters are generally required only when there
are symptoms of harmonic interference ,
transmitted composite phase noise or IMD
in the transmitter output stage.

TESTING 1, 2, 3

If you suspect that a ham neighbor may
be cau sing interference, you can help find
the source of the problem with a transmit
ting test. Your neighbor may want to ask
a ham friend to participate in the test at
your home, and you may want to ask a
ham friend of yours to attend the test at
your neighbor's home. Having witnesses
can make you and your neighbor more
comfortable with the outc ome-whatever
it turn s out to be. They should keep de
tailed written not es whil e the tests are
being conducted.

Transmit on each band and mode you
normally operate. If you have a beam an
tenna, aim it in different directi ons while
you are transmitting.Try various power lev
els, too. Your neighbor should then repeat
the same test at his or her station. Keep in
touch with your friend on VHF or via the
telephone. Once you and your neighbor have
determined which frequencies and power
levels cause the problem, you' ll be one step
closer to finding a solution.

THE AMATEUR STATION

Alth ough it is not exactly a "trouble
shoo ting" step, testing and configuring an
amateur sta tion so it is not likely to cau se
interfere nce, and curing any problems as
sociated with the station, are important to
good RFI control. Eliminate all station
probl ems before you even have an RFI
problem. If you know that your station is
not the direct cau se of interference , you
have cut the size of your troubleshooting
probl em in half. The Transmitters chapter
also contains informat ion about the tran s
mitters used in amateur stations .

Transmit Filters

Ifyou have an RFI problem, you should
use a transmit filter whether you think you
need one or not. It will help ensure that
there are no spurious emissions coming
from your sta tion to cause RFI problems.
It is not a cure-all for inter ference, but if
an interference case is ever brought be
fore the FCC they will want to know that
a tran smit filter has been used . When con
fronted with inter ferenc e, an amateur can
poin t to the fil ter with prid e. Showing this
fil ter to a neighbor may help him or her
unde rstand more about the root causes of

3.6 Chapter 3

"RF Sniffer"

The "Sniffer"
It is fortunate that the FCC doesn't require us to measure chassis radia

tion levels accurately, as this requires sophisticated equipment. The home
built "sniffer" illustrated in Figure B can give a qualitative measure of
chassis leakage.

The sniffer does not respond strongly to electric fields, but favors mag
netic fields, which are preva lent in radiation from poor RF shields. Connect
the sniffer to a device capable of receiving the interfering signal (such as a
TV set) and move the loop around the suspect chassis. Maximum pickup
should occur with the loop wire at right angles to any slots or seams and
parallel to any wires exiting the shield enclosure.

The "sniffer" is used to measure unwanted chassis leakage of harmonics
and other spurious emissions. Remove 11/ 2 inches of outer insulation and
shield from the end of the coaxial cable . Then remove 1 inch of inner
insulation. About 12 inches from the end , score the outer insulation and
carefully pull it back to expose 1/4 inch of shield. Now wrap and solder the
center conductor to this exposed shield .

Insulated Wire

>
>-
>-

Figure B-A pickup loop for detecting cabinet radiation and IMD from external
rectification . Use the loop with an appropriate radio or television receiver.



"No ground problems here!"

As a troubleshooting step, insert a
transmit filter between the transmitter out
put and the feed line or antenna coupler. If
the interference level is reduced via a low
pass filter at the HF transmitter, spur ious
radiation is indicated. If no apparent dif
ference is observed, spurious signals may
be present, but generated after the filter.
Even more likely, the interference is
caused by something other than transmit
ter spurious energy.

A transmit filter should be installed
with short leads, between the transceiver
and the antenna or Transmatch. (Filters
require a matched load to function prop
erly, so use a Transmatch if needed.)
A right-angle connector with a single
double-male connector at one end does a
good job. If not installed this way, some
spurious energy may be radiated from the
coaxial cable between the transmitter and
filter. If an amplifier is used, the filter
should be installed after the amplifier,
between the amplifier and antenna tuner.
(In some cases a second filter between the
exciter and amplifier helps.)

There are many myths about the effect
of SWR on interference. By itself, a high
SWR on a feed line will not cause inter
ference. However, if you install a coaxial
transmit filter it is imperative that a low
SWR (1.5 to I or so) exists on your feed
line at the filter.

A typical transmit filter may reduce the
spurious output reaching the antenna by
60 to 70 dB when used in a matched trans
mission line . With a high SWR , the filter
effectiveness may be reduced . In addition
to increased spurious output, high SWR

can cause filter failure from increased
feed-line voltage. You may want to read
"SWR and TVI," Jan 1954 QST, pp44,45,
128, 130. Information about line condi
tions with high SWR appears in The ARRL
Antenna Book.

If there is any suspicion that the trans
mitter might be coupling harmonic or fun
damental energy into the ac-power lines ,
install an ac-line filter at the transmi tter.
This may cure the RFI problem, and it
eliminates the transmitter as a direct
source of power-line RF energy. This is
discussed again later in this chapter and in
the Power Lines and Electrical Devices
chapter.

Transmitter Chassis Radiation

To determine whether the interference
is the result of spurious radiation from the
transmitter chassis, connect a dummy load
to the transmitter output (in place of the
antenna) using coaxial cable. If any inter
ference is present when transmitting into a
shielded dummy load , it indicates that the
transmitter design (notably shielding and
lead filtering) is not adequate. Improved
shields and filters or replacement of the
transmitter will be required to eliminate
the interference. The techniques for prop
erly shielding and bypassing transmitter
key and microphone lines are covered in
the chapter about transmitters . That chap
ter also discusses techniques used to filter
ac-power leads, as does the Powe r Line s
and Electrical Devices chapter.

Spurious emis sion s can leak out of a
tran smitter cabinet. Even if there are no
shielding defects that result in leaks, the

equipment cabinet itself can radiate un
desired signals. Meter holes, seams and
large gaps are possible sources of cabinet
leakage.

While you are tran smitting into a
dumm y load, cabinet leakage can be lo
cated by means of a sensing loop and re
ceiver. See the sidebar on the RF sniffer.
As the loop passes near any opening (such
as a meter, control knob or wire that exits
the transmitter enclosure), the signal level
measured on the receiver S meter, or seen
on the TV screen may increase. This indi
cates hot spots (shield deficiencies) .

Accessories

Many accessories such as SWR indica
tors, external electronic TR switches and
monitor scope s all rectify a small amount
ofRF energy in order to operate. This rec
tification can generate harmonics . The test
is straightforward-temporarily remove
each accessory from the system. When the
RFI goes away , you have found the cul
prit. You can also insert a dummy load at
each point, sequentially as RF flows
through the system. When the interference
returns, the last device added to the sys
tem was probably creating harmonics and
radiating them directly . In some case s a
transmit filter may be needed between the
offending device and the antenna.

A good rule to remember: Use as few
accessories in the transmitting feed line as
possible. Each acces sory can pump both
spurious energy and fundamental into the
ac line (although this is not very likely).

Antennas and Towers

Here are some guidelines to use when
installing a tower:

Make sure all mechan ical joints are both
mechanically and electrically secure! If
the tower is new, the bright metal makes a
good connection. If the tower is old, shine
up the galvanizing with very fine sandpa
per at the joints (don't forget the insides) .
Just brighten it up, don 't sand through the
coating! Guy lines should be tight, so that
they don't move or rub where they are at
tached. Rohn specifies that guy wires
should be tightened to about 10% of their
ultimate strength. Tree branches, wire an
tennas and other material should not touch
the tower as they may arc and cause noise.

Joints between dissimilar metals should
be eliminated. For example, never allow
bare copper to contact the zinc (galva
nized) coating on a tower or guy wire . Not
only will the joint quickly form a diode (a
rectification interference source), but the
zinc will be removed, allowing the steel to
rust. Use either bron ze or stainless-steel
clamps to attach metal to a galvanized
tower (or weld the conn ection) .

For lightning and noise protection (and
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Figure C-RFI is minimized when antenna and feed-line locations are based on
sound RFI thinking. Note the RFI advantages.

A) TV antenna located far from ham antenna
B) TV feed line is run vertically to ground level
C) TV distribution amplifier mounted at ground level
D) TV feed-line shield connected to ground rod
E) TV feed-line horizontal run at ground level
F) Ham antenna does not block TV-reception path
G) Ham feed line runs vertically to ground level
H) Ham feed-line shield connected to ground rod
I) Ham shack located close to station ground

Planning a New House
People who are building a new house often ask if RFI should be considered

during the planning and construction. The answer is yes, and here is a list of
suggestions.

Checklist for the New Home
Plan to place the ham shack at (or below) ground level (makes grounding

easier).
Place remote speaker, telephone, burglar alarm, TV cables and intercom

wires inside metal conduit (separate conduit runs are better) .
Provide electrical insulation where pipes and conduits cross . As an alterna

tive, electrically bond the systems together.
Run all wiring at the lowest possible height. Conduit and other wiring in an

attic can pick up relatively large RF voltages and conduct them into appliances.
Electronic doorbells and computerized thermostats may create more trouble

than they are worth.
Plan the position of ham and TV antennas (see Figure C).

To Station
Ground
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also to comply with the electrical code)
ground the tower to a good ground system
(Figure 3.3) . The ground system should be
specifically designed for soil conditions at
the site. If the soil conductivity is good
and the lightning risk small, a single 8-ft
by 5/s-in. ground rod may be adequate.
Drive it close to the base of the tower, and
connect it with #6 (or larger) solid
copper wire. In areas with poor soil con 
ductivity or high lightning risk, more rods
or a radial system may be necessary. Con
nect the ground system to your station with
#6 copper wire; make all runs as short as
possible, with smooth bends and never in
metallic conduit. For additional lightning
protection, bond the shields of all cables to
the tower where they leave it for the shack.
(Be sure to weatherproof the connections.)
Avoid braid as an outdoor station ground.
If you must use it, "flood" it with noncor
rosive caulk (such as Permatex blue
gasket compound) to prevent water from
wicking into the braid.

There is some controversy about insu
lating guy wires. If there is concern about
resonant guys disturbing the pattern of an
HF antenna, use nonconductive guys . If
resonances are not a problem (say, for a
VHF/UHF-only array), leave the guy s con
tinuous and ground them at the anchors for
good lightning protection. When using
metal guys broken by insulators, ensure
that the joints are in good condition with
out touching or rubbing metal. Keep tree
limb s, wire antennas and such well away
from guy lines.

Loose hardware such as clamps, bolts
and screws can also contribute to interfer
ence problems because they can contrib
ute to arcs. Dissimilar-metaljunctions can
also cause rectification (harmonics). Alu
minum oxidizes and can cause arcing and
high SWR in a system. The near-field
intensities of an amateur antenna that is

Figure 3.3-Towers should be properly
grounded. Tower sections should be
electrically bonded.
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Addit ional RFI H ints
Here are a few stock cures that have solved a lot of RFI cases:
When using a transmit fil ter, use a spli t ferri te bead at each end of the

filter. Common -mode signals are then effectively attenuated.
Even if there is no transmit filter in the line, a couple of split beads

shou ld be installed. If coax is used to feed a balanced antenna, it is a good
idea to place a couple of ferr ite toroids at the antenna end too.

AC power cords should also have toroid chokes, with the wire wrapped
through the core several times (in the same direction) .

Keep all cables (microphone, key and so on) short. If a particular cable
must be extended, install a to roid choke in it (close to the rig).

Disconnect all unnecessary items from the feed line. Unnecessary items
include antenna relays and switches, SWR bridges and monitors. If an
SWR bridge must be in the line it should be on the transmitter side of the
transmit filter.

Ground leads shou ld be short, direct and thick (large surface area
means low inductance).

Commercially available ground rods are usually coppe r-plated steel , and
the simple act of driving them into the earth removes the copper. It is far
better to use standard (approximate ly 1-in .) pipe, availab le from plumbing
supply stores . A ground wire is then easily soldered to the pipe for a
corrosion-free connection.

Filters must only be used in lines that are terminated in their charac teri s
tic impedance. If not, a Transmatch must be installed between the filter
and load.- Howard Liebman , W2QUV, NYC-Long Island Section Technical
Coordinator, New Hyde Park, New York

radiating high power can induce voltages
in other wir es such as guys and metal
clo thes lines. These can, in turn, arc to tree
branches, thus causing interference. This
is an uncommon, but easily overlooked,
RFI problem.

All types of antenn as may require occa
sional maintenance. Tighten hardware and
trim trees, as needed (at least annually) .
Damage from thunderstorm s must also be
repaired. The ground for an antenna sup
port structure also needs an ann ual (at
minimum ) inspect ion .

These are general guide lines . In any
case, be sure that all aspects of station and
antenna installat ion comply with local
electrica l codes.

External Station Problems

Harmonics can be gene rated outside an
amateur station, after the RF energy passes
throu gh the transmit fil ter. Thi s subject is
covered in the chapter on External Recti
fication. These externa l harmonic s can
happen at any system hardware or
connections that are loose or corro ded. For
example, if a commercial or home-bu ilt
spark-gap lightn ing protector is inserted
in the line , bugs, corroded copp er or brass
pieces can generate harmonics via rectifi 
cation. Other troublesome items include
rotator controlle rs, corroded tower joints
and guy wires, and unpo wered solid-state
equipment (such as a VHF transmitter con
nected to an antenna).

Metallic struc tures in the near field of
your antenna are also subject to these
effects. In an RF sys tem, corrosion
mean s nonlinearity, which mean s harmon
ics or oth er und esired mixing effects
(intermodulation-IMD). Incl ude a check
of these things in your troubleshootin g
proc edures, especia lly in difficult cases.
(Corroded connections in your station in
stalla tion should be fixed anyway, as part
of goo d enginee ring prac tice.) For ex
ample, when copper water pipes touch any
other met al object (including other pipe s
or the elec trical sys tem gro und), corrosion

can cause rect ification at the point s of con
tact, thus generating harmonic energy af
ter the illum inat ing RF energy leaves the
amateu r antenna. If sign ificant harmonic
radiation is identified , either bond the
pieces of metal together or separate them,
as convenient.

Wire antennas are often connected to
trees instead of towers. If the ante nna arcs
to tree branches or the tru nk, the arcs can
disrupt home-electronic equipment. The
effect of these arcs, however, normally
shows up as a series of black dots on all
TV channels, or as broadband noise on
audio devices. You are responsible for in
terference caused by arc s that occ ur in
your sta tion equipment, so ensure that the
wires of your transmitting antenna cannot
arc to nearby objec ts.

The tuners in many TVs and VCRs can

genera te harmoni cs and other mixing ef
fects when overloaded by strong sig nals.
These harmonics look the same on the TV
screen as harmonics generated by the
transmitter. Try a differential-mode high 
pass filter, with a separa te ferrite-co re
common-mode choke at the TV set. If the
harmon ics are self-generated, the filter
will give a marked improvement.

And in Conc lusion

If the troubleshooting methods and
cures described in this book are applied,
most cases of interference will be reduced
or eliminated. There is one other final sug
gestion , however: when the Super Bow l or
some similar big-audience event is broad 
cast, joi n the ranks of viewers, or try QRP,
ju st in case one or two of the TV sets in
your neighborhood remains unfixed.

RFI Troub leshooting Tec hniques 3.9
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Radio Direction Finding

•

more than simply finding the di-
• recti on of an incoming radio sig

nal , rad io direction finding
(RDF) encompasses a variety of tech 
niques for determining the exact locatio n
of a signal source. The process invo lves
both art and science. RDF adds fun to ham
radio, but has serious purposes, too .

Among them is tracking down sources
of interference. The FCC' s Compliance
and Information Bureau has cre ated an
Amate ur Auxiliary, administered by the
ARRL Sec tion Managers, to dea l with in
terference matters . In many area s of the
country, there are standing agreements be
tween Local Interference Committees and
district FCC offices, permitting volunteers
to pro vide evidence lead ing to prosecution
in serious cases of malicious amat eur- to
amateur interference. RDF is an important
part of the evidence-gathering process.

In support of the growing interest in
RDF in the US, in 1998 the ARRL Board
of Directors estab lished the new position
of ARDF Coordinator to help promote di
rection finding in the US and elsewhere. In
addition , 1998 saw the US field its fir st
team of US fox hunters at the ARDFWorld
Championships in Hungary .

The most basic RDF system consists of
a directional antenna and a method of de
tecting and measur ing the level of the
radio signa l, such as a receiver with signal
strength indicator. RDF antennas ran ge
from a simple tun ed loop of wire to an
acre of antenna elements with an electronic
beam-forming network . Other sophis 
ticated techniques for RDF use the
Doppler effect, whic h mea sure s the time
of-a rrival difference of the signal at
multiple antennas.

All of these meth ods have been used
from 2 to 500 MHz and above. RDF prac
tices vary greatly between the HF and

The other chapters in
this book tell you what

RFI is. Th is chapter
tells you how to find it.

VHF/UHF portions of the spectrum, how
ever. For practical rea son s, high gain
beam s, Dopplers and switched dual an
ten nas find favor on VHFIUHF, while
loops and pha sed arrays are the most
popular choices on 6 m and below . Signal
propagation differences between HF and
VHF also affect RDF practices. But many
basic transmitter hunting techniques, dis
cussed later in this chapter, appl y to all
bands and all types of portable RDF equip
ment.

Some sources of RFI can affect rela 
tively large areas. For example, touch
controlled lamps have placed RFI on
power lines, where it affec ted broadcast
recei vers severa l miles away. External
rectification sources are oft en many yards
from the RF source and RFI receptor.
Similarly, intermodu lation disto rtion
(lMD) contributors may be some distance
from the affected devices . In treating these
and similar situations, direction finding
(DF) skills are useful.

An RFI invest igator is likel y to
con front two kind s of signals for DFing;
broad-band and narrow-band noise . Elec 
tric motors, arcs, sparks, externa l rectifi
ers and digit al equ ipm ent all produce
broadband noi se. Sourc es of fundamental
overload, harmonic s and IMD produce

narrow-band signals. Let ' s consider
broad-band sources fir st.

BROADBAND DF

Broadband noi se is usually an AM phe
nomenon. Current flow in sparks and arcs
varies widel y. Therefore, AM rece ivers
are best for noi se DFing.

Broadband sources release energy all
across the spectrum. The strength of that
energy, howe ver , varies with frequency.
Although there may be peaks at cert ain
freq uencies (resulting from reso nance of
the conductor that radiates the energy), the
energy is generally stronger at lower fre
quencies. Hence, signal strength de
creases as frequency increases. Th is char
acteristic is useful in DF work .

Distant RFI sources are best detected
on a battery powered AM-broadcast re
ceiver. Tune the receiver to a clear fre 
quency somewhere near the low end of
the band and listen for the interference.
Mo st such rece ivers use a ferr ite- loop
(loopstick) antenna or iented along the
longest dimension of the radio case.

Happily, loop stick antennas are direc
tional. Fig ure 4.1 show s the field pattern
of a typical loopstick antenna. Whe n the
noise is fa int, use the loop stick lobes to
indicate the source along a line perpen
dicu lar to the antenna core . As the search
progresses, the signa l should strengthen .
Then use the antenna null s to indi cate the
direction of the RFI source .

If the RFI becomes too strong for DF
bearings in the loop stick null s, switch to a
higher frequ ency and continue the search.
A pocket scanner that receives the aircraft
band is suitable. (Aircraft use AM for
communication .) A monopole or dipol e
antenna has maximum response perpen
dicular to the antenna axis, and minimum
respon se off the end. Use the maximum

By Joe Moell, K00V and Bob Schet gen, KU7G • ARRL Senior Assistant Tech nical Editor
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Figure 4.1-Smallloop field patterns
with varying amounts of antenna
effect-the undesired response of a
loop acting merely as a mass of metal
connected to the receiver antenna
terminals. The horizontal lines show
the plane of the loop turns.

On the Power Lines

If DFing leads to a power line, the situ
ation gets a littl e more complicated. RFI
radiate d from power lines is limited to the
general area of the source, while RFI
induced into power lines can travel sig
nif icant distances. ' It may be more appro 
priate to continue the searc h by car.

If the car has an AM radio, tune it to a
clear freq uency at the high end of the band
and listen for the noise . Listen to the noise
while driving around the general area . Be
concerned with general signal-strength
trends, not normal vari ations at dow n

With a Portable TV

It is also possible to DF cable TV leak
age with a portable, battery powered TV
and a directional antenna. The directional
patterns of commerc ial TV antennas vary,
so experiment with a known over-the- air
station to determine the pattern . If the pat
tern is too bad , construct a directional an
tenna for an appropriate freq uency . Suit
able directional antennas appear in this
chapter, The ARRL Antenna Book and The
ARRL Handb ook.

Once the equipment is assembled, tune
the TV to the weakest channel that is on
the cable TV system, but not received over
the air. DFing with a TV is easy because
muit ipath signals are visible as "ghosts. "
TV gho sts are caused by the time delays
inherent in muit ipath propagation. There
fore, the left-most image on the TV screen
is alway s the image produ ced by the most
dire ct signal path. Simply follow the path
ind icated by the maximum strength of the
left-most image.

External Rectification Source OF

First, determine the power threshold at
which rectif ica tion begins. Reduce trans
mit power gradually unt il the problem dis
appears . TVI with less than 5 W indicates
a problem with the tran smit system . Give
the tran smit antenna, con nect ors and
ground system a detai led inspection. 10 or
20 W is a more common thres hold (higher
on 80 and 160 meters, where the average

"c uckoo" signal near the high end of the
FM broadcast band. The signal is often
a doub le-tone signal, but it may be a
single tone. At its stronges t, the cuckoo
is about 6 dB above the other FM-band
signals. The strength of the cuckoo is usu
ally ste pped periodically. The se steps
should be visible on the signal-strength
meter of receivers so equipped.

If the cab le TV system does not use a
cuckoo, use a wea k FM station that is on
the cab le, but not rece ived over the air in
your area. Since broad cast stations do not
use stepped power levels, DFin g the sta
tion will not work as well as DFing the
cuckoo.

Once in the vehicle tune the mobile re
ceiver to the cuckoo . If you are far from
the source, onl y the stronges t steps will be
audibl e, and those may not fully quiet the
rece iver. Drive the area while listening to
the strength steps . Thi s method can indi
cate the general area of leaks. The tech
nique is not completely reliable, however.
The cable TV shield, telephone cables, guy
wire s and oth er nearby conductors can
echo the leak. Once you suspec t an area ,
note the pole number and ca ll the cable
company. Let them find the actual leak and
fix it.

Cable TV OF With a Hand-Held
Transceiver

If you believe that you are experiencing
cable TV interfere nce, you can perform
your ow n cable TVI hunt with a hand-h eld
2-meter transceiver, a deta chable antenn a
and some basic transmitter-hunting skills .
First, tune your receiver to 145.250 MHz.
If you hear a loud buzz ing (the TV sync
pulse) or your rece iver quiets, star t sweep
ing the area looking for the stro ngest sig
nal. (It helps if your receiver has an S
meter , but it is possible to gauge sign al
strength by ear alone.) When you locate
the stro ngest signal, loosen the antenna
connector (to reduce the received signal
strength) and continue to hunt for the
strongest signal. (It sometimes helps to use
your body as a shie ld for increased direc
tiv ity .) Whe n the signal strength aga in
reac hes the point of receiver overload,
remove the antenna ent ire ly, and probe
with the open receiver antenna connector
for the stro nges t signal. (You' ll prob ably
locate the leak this way .)

With an FM Broadcast Receiver

It is possible to locate dist ant , strong
cable leaks with a mobi le FM broadcast
rece iver.2 Some CATV sys tems have a

leads, pole gro unds and hardware. When
the line with the stronges t noi se is located,
driv e along that line.

The stre ngth of RFI radiating from a
single source connected to a power line
usually varie s in a patte rn of peak s and
nulls . The distance between peaks (or be
twee n nulls) is mini mum at the source
(Nel son, p 106). By noting the peak/null
pattern, the source can be found. (The sig
nal strength is not significant at this point.)

Do the fina l location at VHF. Listen for
a noise peak with an AM VHF receiver.
Once the maximum noise is found , drive
past it until the noise becom es very weak .
Then, turn aro und and dr ive in the oppo
site direction until it is again weak. Per
form this check by driving on both sides of
the suspect line if possible.

If the source is at a building, speak with
the owner and perform the service-pa nel
tests described ea rl ier in this chapter
("W ithin a Building"). If there is no bui ld
ing nearb y, note the pole numb er (usually
stamped on a metal plate attac hed to the
pole) and call the power com pany . When
reporting the problem, give the pole num
ber, describ e the noise and the time of day
that it was heard . Do not, under any cir 
cumstances. tamper with the power lines
or their attached hardware or equipment!
It is dang erou s to strike pol es with ham
mers or automobile s. Doing so could down
live wires and cause broken hardware or
insulato rs to fall.

(D)

(8)

(C)

(A)

res ponse mode when the signal is weak,
and switch to the minimum response
technique as the sig nal grows stro nger.
This technique should be sufficient to
locate typical building powering electri 
cal noi se sources such as thermostat s,
fluorescent lights and touch -controlled
lamps.

Within a Building

Continu e listen ing to the RFI and use
the main fuse or circuit breaker to swi tch
the power off and then on, so that the en
tire building is momentarily without elec
tricity. Likewise, disconnect batteries in
backup systems such as alarm systems. If
the interference disappears, the source is
probably in the building.

If the source is in the building, a process
of elimination can locate the offending
device. Remai n at the electrical serv ice
box, and cut power to one branch circuit at
a time. The RFI sho uld star t and stop as
powe r to one of the branches is switched.
When the source branch has been deter
mined, unplug each electronic or elec tri
cal dev ice on the branch while monitoring
the receiver. Once the RFI source is lo
cate d, refer to the appropriate chapter of
this book for suitable treatment s.
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bit of metal around the house isn't of sig
nificant length) for nearby rectifiers .

It is difficult to exactly locate a recti
fier. If the affected device is a TV with a
rotatable antenna, make a "firs t pass" by
rotating the TV antenna and looking for a
peak in the interference strength. Be care
ful; it is easy to mistak e a TV-signal null
for an interference peak. Rotate the trans
mit antenna (where possible), and look for
a TVI peak in the direction of the rectifier.
(Do this test with the minimum power re
quired to cau se interference when the
transmitting antenna is pointed in the most
sensitive direction.)

A portable TV or scanner is required to
"home in" on the actual interference
source. Check suspicious metall ic objects
by proximity, one at a time. Don't confuse
a drop in legitimate signals with a "hot
spot" of interference. The usual clanging,
banging, twisting, " torquing" and pushing
may produce recognizable interference
changes that lead to the source . Above all
else, check the transmitting and receiving
antenna systems thoro ughly before begin
ning a rectifier hunt.

If the transmitter is a com mercial broad
cast stat ion, the hunt follows a slightl y
different course. Since the transmitter is
always on, and the antenna can 't be ro
tated, the rectifier must be "DFed" from
the receiver end . This isn't too difficult
the signal is coherent, narrow band and
easily identified. After DFing the general
direction , set out on foot with a portable
receiver and search by prox imity. If the
interference seems to be fart her afie ld, use
a mobile rig or portable receiver in a car to
locate the general vic inity of the source.

When rectification occurs in rain gut
ters, rust y water pipes and so on, seco nd
and third harmonics are usually evident,
as well as third- and high-order IMD with
broadcast stations. More often than not,
the audio is remarkably clear, but
scrambled by the simultaneo us presence
of two sources .

Hum on an interference signal is a pos
sible sign of power-line rectification. A
mobile rig and a quick drive around the
neighborhood should ind icate one or more
poles. Report them to the utility company
for repair. (Sometimes you can actually
hear the broadcast audio while standing
near the offending pole .)

Arcs are notorious for producing a wide
variety of RF products . Arcs can generate
second and third harmonics of the funda
mental, as well as second and third order
IMD of many broadcas t signals near and far.

Rectification may occur in passive con
ductors (grounds, guys and so on), yet a
strong hum component may be evident.
Thi s is caused by 60-Hz energy in close
proximity; it modu lates the current flow-

ing in the rectifying junct ion.
If IMD pro duct s are inte rmittent but

seemingly periodic (seconds), suspect a
long expanse of wire. Power lines in resi
dential area s swing like pendulums, with a
period of I to 2 seconds. As a line sways in
the breeze, it tightens and loosens or gen
tly rocks the insulators back and forth.
This action may be ju st sufficient to re
peti tively break or short the offending rec
tifier, thus switching the broadcast inter
ference on and off.

Any lengthy conductor can be checked
with a portable receiver. Couple the inter
nal loop ante nna to the conductor under
test. The BCI always gets louder (the meta l
object is an antenna); but in BCI sources it
gets disproportiona tely louder. Test sev
era l objects in the area, using an attenuator
(or proximity) to control receiver sensi
tivity . It doesn't take long to get an intui
tive feel for levels that are "normal" and
those that aren't.

If the interference is generated in resi 
den tial wiring or plumbing, check for
ground return currents in the water pipe
between the street (meter) and dwell ing .
In temperate climates (where pipes are
buried relative ly close to the surface) re
turn currents radiate quite well. By simply
"sweeping" the sidewalk near the water
entrance with a portable receiver, the rela
tive interference level can be detected.
Signals are stro ngest at the house with
rect ifica tion prob lems .

A search by foot and by car is usually
required to locate IMD sources. If the IMD
is weak, it may be difficult to detect on a
por table receiver. Check other related fre
quencies for a stronger IMD prod uct. The
second and third harmonics should be
strongest, fo llowed by third -order IMD
with other local stations . The search for
TVI and BCI is more art than science . A
few simple experiments, however, and
some practical experience with a portable
receiver quickly makes an expert out of a
beginner.

NARROW·BAND OF

Narrow-bandwidth signals appear on a
small set of freq uencies . Possible sources
are two -way radios as used for Citizens
Band, police , fire, aircraft, radar, land 
mobi le, cellular telephone, cordless tele
phone and Amateur Radio .

Hams often DF narrow-band signals
(repeater interference, aircraft emer
gency-locator transmitters-ELTs-and
tran smitter hunt s) for public service and
for fun . Hence, narrow-band DF tech 
niques have been discussed in many maga
zine articles and a few books .3

Is a Search Necessary?

Because the energy of narrow -band sig-

nals is concentrated in one area ofthe spec 
trum, a narrow -band noise source may be
located severa l miles from the affected
device . It is unlikely that distant narrow
band sources will interfere with consumer
electronic equipment such as telephones
and cassette player s. Nonetheless, distant
sources may affect sensitive recei vers.

Before beg inning a search, listen to the
target signal on the affected devi ce. Can
you discern intelligence? If a voice or
Morse code is evident, try to copy the sta
tion identification . (Nearly all licen sed
transmitters are required to ident ify per i
odica lly.) Some dig ita l modes (such as
amateur AMTOR , RTTY and ASCII) are
permitted to identify in the digital code . If
the target signal sounds like a digita l code,
try to get equipment to read the intell i
gence . If you can discern a call sign, DF
techniques may not be needed. Contact
your neare st FCC office to get the owner's
name and address . Then contact the owner
and discuss the situation. Remember: Co
operation is the key to most RFI problems.

RDF ANTENNAS FOR HF BANDS

Below 50 MHz, gain anten nas such as
Yag is and quads are of limited value for
RDF. Th e typical installation of a
triban der on a 70-foot tower yields only a
general direction of the incoming signal,
due to ground effec ts and the antenna's
broad forward lobe. Long mono band
beams at grea ter heights work better, but
still cannot achieve the bearing accuracy
and repeatability of simpler antennas de
signed specifically for RDF.

RDF Loops

An effective directional HF antenna can
be as uncomplicated as a small loop of wire
or tubing, tuned to reso nance with a ca
pacitor. When imme rsed in an electromag
netic fie ld, the loop acts much the same as
the secondary winding of a transformer.
The voltage at the output is proportional to
the amount of flux passing thro ugh it and
the number of turns. If the loop is orie nted
such that the greatest amount of area is
presented to the magnetic fie ld, the in
duced voltage will be the highest. If it is
rotated so that little or no area is cut by the
field line s, the voltage induced in the loop
is zero and a null occurs.

To achieve this transformer effect, the
loop must be sma ll compared with the sig 
nal wave lengt h. In a single-turn loop, the
conductor should be less than 0.08 Along.
For example, a 28-MHz loop should be
less than 34 inches in circumference, giv
ing a diameter of approxi mate ly 10 inches .
The loop may be smaller , but that wi ll
reduce its voltage output. Maximum
outp ut from a small loop antenna is in di
rections corresponding to the plane of the
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Ferrite Rod Antennas

Another way to get higher loop output is
to increase the permeability of the medium
in the vicinity of the loop. By winding a coil
of wire around a form made of high-perme
ability material, such as ferrite rod, much
greater flux is obtained in the coil without
increasing the cross-sectional area.

Modern magnetic core materials make
compact directional rec eiving antennas
practical. Most portable AM broadcast
receivers use this type of antenna, com
monly called a loops tick. The loopstick is
the most popular RDF antenna for por-

For 160 through 30 meters, single-turn
loop s that are small enou gh for portability
are usually unsati sfactory for RDF work .
Multiturn loops are gene rally used inste ad.
They are easie r to reson ate with practic al
capa citor values and give higher output
voltages . Thi s type of loop may also be
shielded. If the total conductor length re
mains below 0.08 ft., the direct ional pat
tern is that of Figure 4.1 A.

------4t------() RF Stage

Sensing
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Sensing Ant enna
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apart. When the unwanted antenna effect is
appreciable and the loop is tuned to
resonance, the loop may exhibit little
directivity, as shown in Figure 4.IB . By
detuning the loop to shift the phasing, you
may obtain a useful pattern similar to Figure
4.1C. While not symmetrical, and not nec
essarily at right angles to the plane of the
loop, this pattern does exhibit a pair of nulls.

By careful detuning and amplitude bal 
ancing, you can approach the unidi rec
tional pattern of Figure 4. ID. Even thou gh
there may not be a complete null in the
pattern , it resolves the 180 0 ambiguity of
Figure 4. IA . Korean War era military loop
antennas, sometimes available on today 's
surplus market, use thi s controll ed
antenna-effec t prin ciple .

An easy way to achieve good electrostatic
balance is to shield the loop, as shown in
Figure 4.2 . The shield , represented by the
dashed lines in the drawing, eliminates the
antenna effect. The response of a well con
structed shielded loop is quite close to the
ideal pattern of Figure 4. IA.

Figure 4.2-Electrostatically shielded
loop for RDF. To prevent shielding of
the loop from magnetic fields, leave the
shield unconnected at one end.

loop ; the se lobe s are very broad. Sharp
nulls, obtained at right angl es to that
plan e, are more useful for RDF .

For a perfect bid irect ional pattern, the
loop must be balan ced elec trostatica lly
with respect to ground. Otherwise, it will
ex hibit two mod es of opera tion, the mode
of a perfect loop and tha t of a nondi rec
tional ver tica l antenna of small dim en
sions. Th is dual-mode cond ition results in
mild to severe inaccuracy, depending on
the degree of imb alan ce, becau se the
outputs of the two modes are not in phase.

Th e the oret ical true loop pattern is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. When properl y
balanced, there are two null s exactly 1800

Figure 4.3-Field pattern for a ferrite rod
antenna. The dark bar represents the
rod on which the loop turns are wound.

Figure 4.4-At A, the directivity pattern of a loop antenna with sensing element.
At 8 is a circuit for combining the signals from the two elements. Adjust C1 for
resonance with T1 at the operating frequency.
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Figure 4.6-An experimental Adcock
antenna on a wooden frame.

,

I

Figure 4.7- The pattern of an Adcock
array with element spacing of 112 wave
length. The elements are aligned with
the ve rtical axis.

Adcock because of its shape . Respon se to
a vert ica lly pola rized wave is ve ry simi lar
to a con vention al loop. The passing wa ve
ind uces currents I I and 12 into the vertical
membe rs . The output current in the trans
miss ion lin e is eq ual to the ir d ifference.
Co nsequen tly, the direct ion al pattern has
two broad peaks and two sharp nulls, like
the loop. Th e magn itude of the differen ce
curre nt is pro porti onal to the spacing (d)
and len gth (I) of the elements . Yo u wi ll get
somewhat higher gain with larger dim en 
sio ns . Th e Adcock of Figure 4 .6 , designed
for 40 meters, has elemen t len gth s of 12
feet and spacing of 21 feet (approx imate ly
0.15 A).

Figure 4.7 shows the radiation pattern of
the Adcock. The nulls are broadside to the
axis of the array, becom ing sharper with in
crea sed element spacings. When element
spacing exceeds 3/ 4 A, however, the antenn a
begins to take on additional unwanted null s
off the ends of the array axis.

Th e Adcock is a ver tic ally pol ar ized
antenna . Th e ver tica l elemen ts do not re-

12

C2

,.... -----.
I------ -d------1

To Adcock
Ante nno

Fig ure 4.5- A simple Adcock antenna
and its coup ler.

To Coupler

RCVR

Phased Arra ys and Adcocks

Two-e leme nt phased arrays are popul ar
for amateur HF RDF base statio n installa 
tions. Ma ny dir ect ion al patterns are pos
sible, de pe nd ing on the spacing and phas
ing of the elements . A useful example is
two liz-A elements spaced 1/ 4 A apart and
fed 90 ° out of pha se. The resultant patt ern
is a cardioid, with a null off one end of the
ax is of the two antennas and a bro ad peak
in the op pos ite directi on . Th e di recti onal
fre quency range of th is antenna is lim ited
to one band, because of the cr itica l lengt h
of the pha sin g lin es.

Th e best-known pha sed array fo r RDF
is the Adcock, nam ed after the man who
in ven ted it in 1919. It co nsists of two ver 
tical ele me nts fed 180° apart, mou nted so
the array may be rotated. Element spacing
is not cri tica l, and may be in the range from
1/ 10 to 3/ 4 A. The two elements must be of
ide ntical le ng ths, but need not be se lf 
resonan t; shorter elements are commonl y
used. Because neith er the eleme nt spacing
nor len gth is cr itica l in term s of wave
lengths, an Adco ck array may operate over
more tha n one ama teur band .

Fig ure 4 .5 is a sche mat ic of a ty pic al
Adcock configuration, ca lle d the H-

loop alo ne to obtain a precise lin e of bear
ing, then sw itch in the sense antenna and
take anothe r reading to resolve the ambi
guity .

Sense Antennas

Because there are two nulls 180° apart
in the directional pattern of a small loop or
loopstick , there is ambiguit y as to whic h
null ind icates the true di rec tion of the tar
get station. Forexample, if the lin e of bear
ing run s eas t and wes t from your posi tion,
yo u have no way of knowing fro m th is
single bearing whether the transmitter is
east of you or west of you.

If bearings ca n be taken from two or
more po sition s at suitab le di recti on and
distance fro m the transm itter, the ambigu 
ity can be resolved and dis tance ca n be
estimated by triang ulation, as discussed
later in thi s chapter. However, it is almost
always de sirable to be able to resolve the
amb iguity immedi ately by ha ving a uni di
rectiona l antenna pa ttern ava ilable.

You can modify a loop or loopstick an
tenna pattern to have a single null by add
ing a second antenna element. This e le
me nt is ca lled a sense antenna, becau se it
senses the phase of the signal wav efron t
for comparison with the phase of the loop
output signal. The sense ele ment must be
omnidirectional , such as a short vertical.
When signals from the loop and the sense
antenna are combined with 90° phase shift
between the two , a hea rt- shaped (ca rdioid)
pattern re sults , as shown in Figure 4.4A .

Figure 4.4B shows a circuit for add ing a
sense ant enna to a loop or loopstick. For
the best null in the co mposite pattern, sig
nal s from the loop and sense antennas must
be of equa l amplitude . R I adj usts the level
of the sig nal from the sense antenna.

In a practical system, the cardioid pat
tern null is not as sharp as the bidirectional
null of the loop alone . The usual proce
dure whe n transmitter hun ting is to use the

ta ble/mobi le work on 160 and 80 meters .
As doe s the shie lde d loop discusse d ear

lier , the loopstic k res ponds to the magn et ic
fie ld of the incoming radio wave, and not
to the el ectrical field . For a given size of
loop, the output voltage increases with in
creasing flux density , whic h is obtained
by choos ing a ferrite core of high per me
abi lity and low loss at the frequ ency of
interest. For increased ou tput, the turns
may be wo und over two rods taped to
gether. A practical loopstick anten na is
described later in thi s chapter.

A loop on a ferr ite core has ma ximum
signal response in the plane of the turn s,
j ust as an air core loop. Th is means that
maximum res ponse of a loop stick is broad
side to the axis of the rod, as show n in
Fig ure 4 .3. Th e loop stick may be shie lded
to eliminate the antenna effect ; a U-shaped
or C-shaped chan ne l of alumi num or othe r
for m of "tro ugh " is best. The sh iel d must
not be closed, and its length should eq ual
or slightly exceed the lengt h of the rod .
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METHODS FOR VHF/UHF RDF

Three distinct methods of mobile RDF are
commonly in use by amateurs on VHF/UHF

Figure 4.8-0ne technique used in
electron ic beam form ing. By de laying
the signal from element A by an
amount equal to the propagat ion delay,
two signals are summed precisely in
phase, even though the signal is not in
the broadside direction.

before it strikes element B. Thus, there is an
interval between the times that the wavefront
reaches elements A and B.

We can measure the differences in ar
rival times by delaying the signal received
at element A before summing it with that
from element B. If two signals are com
bined directly , the ampli tude of the sum
will be maximum when the delay for ele
ment A exactly equals the propagation de
lay , giving an in-phase condition at the
summation point. On the other hand, if one
of the signals is inverted and the two are
added, the signals will combine in a 180 0

out-of-phase relationship when the ele
ment A delay equals the propagation de
lay, creating a null. Either way, once the
time delay is determined by the amount of
delay required for a peak or null, we can
convert it to distance. Then trigonometry
calculations provide the direction from
which the wave is arriving .

Altering the delay in small increments
steers the peak (or null) ofthe antenna. The
system is not frequency sensitive, other
than the frequency range limitat ions of the
array elements . Lumped-constant net 
works are suitable for delay elements if the
system is used only for receiving. Delay
lines at installations used for transmitting
and receiving employ roll s ofcoaxial cable
of various lengths, chosen for the time de
lay they provide at all frequencies , rather
than as simple phasing lines designed for a
single frequency.

Combining signals from additional ele
ments narrows the broad beamwidth of
the pattern from the two elements and sup
press unwanted sidelobes . Electronically
switching the delays and attenuations to the
various elements causes the formed beam to
rotat e around the compass . The package of
electronics that doe s this, including delay
lines and electronically switched attenuators,
is the beam forming network.

Element
B

Elem ent
A

elevation as well as azimuth . Some ama
teur RDF enthusiasts report success at es
timating di stance to the target by mea sure
ment of the elevation angle with a tilted
loop and computations based on es timated
height of the propagating ionospheric
lay er. This method seldom provides high
accura cy with simple loops, however.

Most users prefer Adcocks to loops for
skywave work, because the Adcock null is
present at all elevation angle s. Note, how 
ever, that an Adcock has a null in all direc
tions from signals arriving from overhead.
Thu s for very high angles, such as under
250-mile skip on 80 and 40 meters, neither
loops nor Adcocks will perform well.

Electronic Antenna Rotation

State-of-the-art fixed RDF stations for
government and military work use an
tenna arrays of stationary elements, rather
than mechanically rotatable arrays. The
best known type is the Wullenweber an 
tenna. It has a large number of elements
arra nged in a circle, usually outside of a
circular reflecting screen. Depending on
the installation, the circle ma y be an y
where from a few hundred feet to more
than a quarter of a mile in diameter. Al 
though the Wullenweber is not practical
for most amateurs, some of the techniques
it uses may be applied to ama teur RDF.

The device which permits rotating the an
tenna beam without moving the elements
has the classic name radiogoniom eter, or
simply goniometer.Earl y goniometers were
RF transformers with fixed coil s connected
to the array elements and a moving pickup
coil connected to the receiver input. Both
amplitude and phase of the signal coupled
into the pickup winding are altered with coil
rotation in a way that corresponded to actu 
ally rotating the array itself. With sufficient
elements and a goniometer, accurate RDF
measurements can be taken in all compass
directions.

Beam Forming Networks

By properly sampling and combining
signals from indi vidual elements in a large
array, an antenna beam is electronically
rotated or steered . With an appropriate
number and arrang ement of elements in
the system, it is possible to form almost
any des ired antenna pattern by summing
the sa mpled signa ls in appropria te ampli
tud e and phase relationships . Delay net
works and/or attenuation are added in line
wi th se lec ted el em ents before summa tion
to crea te the se rela tion ships.

To understand electronic beam form ing,
first consider just two elements , shown as A
and B in Figure 4.8. Also shown is the
wavefront of a radio signal arriving from a
distant transmitter. The wavefront strikes ele
ment A first, then travels somewhat farther

spond to horizontall y polarized waves ,
and the currents induced in the hori zontal
member s by a horizontally polarized wa ve
(dotted arrows in Figure 4 .5) tend to bal 
ance out regardless of the orientation of
the antenna .

Since the Adcock uses a balanced feed
system, a coupler is required to match the
unbalanced input of the receiver. TI is an
air-wound coil with a two-tum link wrapped
around the middle. The combination is reso 
nated with C I to the operating frequency .
C2 and C3 are null-clearing cap acitors. Ad
just them by placing a low-power signal
source some distance from the antenna and
exactly broadside to it. Adju st C2 and C3
until the deepest null is obtained.

While you can use a metal support for
the mast and boom, wood is preferable
because of its nonconducting properties .
Similarly, a mast of thick-wall PVC pipe
gives less distortion of the antenna pattern
than a metallic mast. Place the coupler on
the ground below the wiring harness junc
tion on the boom and connect it with a
short length of 300-Q twin-lead feed line.

Loops vs Phased Arrays

Loops are much smaller than phased ar
rays for the same freq uency, and are th us
the obv ious choice for portable/mobile HF
RDF. For base stations in a triangulation
network, where the 180° ambiguity is not
a problem, Adcocks are preferred. In gen 
eral, they give sharper nulls than loops,
but this is in part a function of the care
used in con structing and feed ing the indi 
vidual antennas, as well as of the spacing
of the elements. The primary con struction
con siderations are the shielding and bal
ancing of the feed line against unwanted
signal pickup and the balancing of the an
tenna for a symmetrical pattern. Users re 
port that Adcocks are somewhat less sen 
sitive to proximity effects, probably
because their larger aperture offers some
space diversity.

Skywave Con siderations

Until now we ha ve considered the di
rectional characteristics of the RDF loop
onl y in the two-dimensional azimuthal
plane. In three-dimensional space, the re 
sponse of a vertically oriented small loop
is doughnut-shaped. The bidirectional null
(analogous to a line through the doughnut
hol e) is in the line of bearing in the azi
muthal plane and toward the horizon in
the vertical plane. Therefore, ma ximum
null depth is achieved onl y on signals ar
riving at 0° elevation angle.

Skyw ave signals usually arr ive at non
ze ro wave ang les . As the elevat ion ang le
increases, the null in a verticall y or iented
loop pattern becomes more shallow. It is
possible to tilt the loop to seek the null in
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Figure 4-9-The mobile RDF install at ion
of WB6ADC features a th in wire quad
for 144 MHz and a mechanical linkage
that permits either the driver or f ront
passenger to rotate the mast by hand.

Figure 4.1o-K0QV uses this mobile setup
for RDF on several bands, with sepa rate
antennas for each band that mate with a
common lower mast section, po inter and
3600 indicator. Antenna shown is a heavy
gauge wire quad for 2 m.

ers prefer to use larger gauge solid wire
(such as AWG 10) on a PVC pla stic pipe
fram e (Figure 4.10). Thi s quad is more
rugged and has somewhat wider frequenc y
ran ge, at the expense of increased we ight
and wind resistance. It can get mas hed
goin g under a willow , but it is ea sily re
shaped and returne d to service.

Yagis are a close second to quads in popu
larity. Comm ercial models work fine for
VHF RDF, provid ed that the mast is attached

Parasitic Array Perform ance for RDF

The directional gai n of a mob ile beam
(typ ically 8 dB or more) makes it une x
ce lled for both weak signal competitive
hun ts and for locating interference such as
TV cabl e leakage. With an app rop riat e re
ceiver, you can get bearings on any signal
mode, inc luding FM, SSB, CW , TV ,
pu lse s and noise. Because only the re
sponse peak is used , the null- fill problems
and proximity effects of loops and phased
arr ays do not exist.

You can observe multiple directio ns of
arrival while rotating the antenna, allowing
you to make educated guesses as to which
signal peaks are direct and which are from
nondirect paths or scattering. Skilled opera
tors can estimate distance to the transmitter
from the rate of signal streng th increase with
distance traveled . The RDF beam is useful
for transmitti ng, if necessary, but use care
not to damage an attenuato r in the coax line
by transmitting through it.

The 3-dB beamwidth of typical mob ile 
mount VHF beams is on the orde r of 80°.
This is a great improvement over 2
element driven arrays, but it is still not
possi ble to get pinpoint bearing accuracy .
You can achieve errors of less than 10° by
carefully reading the S meter. In practice,
this is not a major hindrance to success ful
mobile RDF . Mo bile users are not as
concerned with precise bearings as fixed
sta tion ope rators, because mobile readings
are used primar ily to give the general di 
rection of travel to "home in" on the sig
nal. Mobile bearings are continuously up
da ted from new, clo ser locations.

Ampl itude-based RDF may be very dif
ficu lt when signa l level var ies rapidly . The
transmitter hide r may be changing power,
or the target antenna may be mov ing or
near a well-traveled road or airport. The
resu ltant rapid S-meter movement makes
it hard to take accurate bearings with a
quad . The process is slow because the an-

at a good balance point. Lightweight and
small-diameter element s are des irable for
ease of turning at high spee ds.

A well-designed mobi le Yagi or quad in
stallation includes a method of selecting
wave polarization. Although vertical polar
ization is the norm for VHF-FM comm uni
cations, horizontal polarization is allowed
on many T-hunts. Results will be poor if a
VHF RDF antenna is cross-polarized to the
transmitting antenna, because multipath and
scattered signals (which have indete rminate
polarization) are enhanced, relative to the
cross -polarized direct signal. The installa
tion of Figure 4.9 features a slip joint at
the boom -to-ma st junction, with an actuat
ing cord to rotate the boom, chang ing the
polarization. Mec hanical stop s limit the
boom rotation to 90°.

///

Directional Antennas

Ordinary mobile transceivers and hand
helds work well for foxh unting on the popu
lar VHF bands. If you have a lightweight
beam and your receiver has an easy-to-read
S meter, you are nearly ready to start. All
you need is an RF atten uator and some way
to mount the setup in your vehicle .

Amateurs seldom use fra ctional wave 
length loops for RDF above 60 MHz
because the y have bidirectional character
istics and low sensitivity, compared to
other practica l VHF ante nnas . Sense cir
cuits for loop s are difficult to imp lement
at VHF, and signal reflectio ns tend to fi ll
in the null s. Typically VHF loops are used
onl y for close-in sniffing where their com
pactness and sharp nulls are assets, and
low gain is of no consequence .

bands: directional antennas, switched dual
antennas and Dopp lers. Each has advantages
ove r the others in certain situations. Many
RDF enthusiasts employ more than one
method when transmitter hunting .

Parasitic Arrays

Parasitic arrays are the most common
RDF antennas used by transmitter hunters
in high co mpe tit ion areas such as South 
ern California. Antennas with significant
gain are a nece ssity due to the weak sig
nal s often encountered on weekend -long
T-hunts, where the transmitter may be
over 200 miles distant. Typical 144-MH z
installations feature Yagis or quads of
three to six elements , sometimes more.
Quads are typically hom e-built, using dat a
from The ARRL Antenna Book and Trans
mitter Hunting (see Bibliography).

Two types of mechanica l construction
are popular for mobi le VHF quads. Th e
model of Figure 4.9 use s thin gauge wire
(so lid or stranded), suspended on wood
dowe l or fiberglass rod spreade rs . It is
lightweight and easy to turn rapidly by
hand while the vehicle moves . Many hun t-

Phased Arrays

The small size and simplicity of 2-ele
ment driven arrays make them a common
choice of newcomers at VHF RDF . An
ten nas such as phased ground planes and
ZL Specials have modes t ga in in one di
rection and a null in the opposite direc
tion. The gain is helpful when the signal is
weak, but the broad response peak makes
it difficu lt to take a precise bea ring.

As the sign al ge ts stronger, it becomes
poss ible to use the null for a sharper S
meter indication. However, combinations
of direct and reflected signals (called
multipath) will distort the null or perhaps
obscure it complete ly. For best results
with this type of antenna, always find clear
locations fro m whic h to take bearings.
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View From Above

them is undesirable. Mou nti ng vehic ular
sw itched-patte rn arrays on a rot atabl e
mast is best.

Figure 4.11-ln a switched pattern ROF
set, the responses of two cardioid
antenna patterns are summed to drive
a zero center indicator.

Figu re 4.12- A dual-antenna TOOA ROF
system has a similar indicator to a
switched pattern unit, but it obtains
bearings by determining wh ich of its
antenn as is closer to t he transmitter.

Performance Comparison

Both types of dual antenna RDFs make
goo d on-foot "s niffing" devic es and are
excelle nt per form ers when there are rapid
amplitude var iations in the incoming sig
nal. They are the uni ts of cho ice fo r
airborne wo rk. Compared to Yag is and
quads, they give good direct ional perfor
manc e ove r a much wider frequency range.
Their indicati on s are more preci se than
tho se of beams with broad forward lobes.

Dual-antenna RDF sets freq uently give
inaccu rate bearings in multipath situa 
tions , because they cannot reso lve signals
of nearl y equal levels from more than one
direc tion. Because mult ipath signals are a
co mbi ned patte rn of peaks and nulls, they
app ear to change in amplitude and bearing
as you move the RDF antenna along the
bearin g path or perp end icul ar to it,
whereas a non-multipath signal will have
co nstant st rength and bearing.

Th e best way to overcome thi s problem
is to take large numbers of bearings whi le
moving toward the transmitter. Taking
bea rings whi le in motion averages out the
effects of multipath, mak ing the di rect sig
nal more read ily discernible. Some TD OA
RDF sets have a slow-response mode that
aids the ave raging process .

Switched antenna systems genera lly do
not perform well when the incoming signal

times of a continuous sig nal prod uce phase
ch anges that are dete cted by an FM dis
crim inato r. Th e resulting short pul ses
sound like a tone in the receiver output.
The tone disappears when the antennas are
equidistant fro m the sig nal source, giv ing
an audible null.

The polarity of the pulses at the dis
crimin ator ou tput is a function of which
antenna is closer to the source. Th erefore,
the pulses can be processed and used to
drive a left-righ t zero center meter in a
mann er si milar to the switched patt ern
units described abov e. Left-r ight LED in
dicator s may repl ace the me ter fo r
eco nomy and visibility at night.

RDF operation s with a TDOA dual an
tenna RDF are done in the same mann er as
with a swi tched antenna RDF set. The main
difference is the requirement for an FM
receiver in the TDOA system and an AM
receiver in the switched pattern case. No
RF attenuator is needed for close-in work
in the TDOA case .

Popular designs for practical do-it-your
self TDO A RDF sets include the Simp le
Seeker (described elsewhere in this chapter)
and the W9DUU design (see article by
Bohrer in the Bibliography). Articles with
plans for the Handy Tracker, a simpleTDOA
set with a delay line to resolve the dual -null
ambiguity instead of LEOs or a meter, are
listed in the Bibl iogr aphy.
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Time ofArrival Systems

Another kind of sw itched antenna RDF
set uses the difference in arr iva l times of
the signal wavefront at the two antennas .
This narrow-aperture Time-Diffe rence
of-Arrival (TDOA) techn ology is used for
many sop histicated military RDF systems.
The rud imentary TDOA imp lementat ion
of Fig ure 4. 12 is quit e effective for ama
teur use . Th e signal from transmitter 1
reaches antenna A before an tenna B. Con 
versely, the sig nal from tra nsmitter 3
reaches anten na B before antenna A. When
the plane of the antenna is perpendi cular
to the sig nal source (as tran smitter 2 is in
the figure), the signal arrives at both an
tenn as simultaneously.

If the outputs of the antennas are alter 
nately switched at an audio rate to the re
ce iver input, the differenc es in the arrival

Switched Antenna RDF Uni ts

Three popular types of RDF systems are
relatively insensitive to var iations in sig 
nal level. Two of them use a pair of verti
cal dipole anten nas, spaced 112 A or less
apa rt, and alternately switc hed at a rapid
rate to the input of the receiver. In use, the
indications of the two systems are similar,
but the principles are different.

Switched Pattern Syste ms

Th e sw itched pattern RD F se t
(Fig ure 4.11) alternate ly crea tes two
cardioid antenna patterns wit h lobes to the
left and the right. The patte rns are gener 
ated in much the same way as in the phase d
arrays des cri bed above. PIN RF diodes
se lec t the alte rnating patt ern s. The co m
bined antenna outputs go to a rece iver with
AM detection . Process ing after the
detector output de ter mines the phase or
am plitude difference between th e
pattern s' res ponses to the signa l.

Switched pattern RDF se ts typica lly
have a zero center meter as an indicator.
The meter swings negative when the sig
nal is coming from the user's left, and
positive when the sig nal source is on the
rig ht. When the plane of the ant enna is
exactly perpen dic ular to the di rec tion of
the signal source, the meter reads zero .

The sharp ness ofthe zero crossi ng indica
tion makes possi ble more precise bearings
than those obtai nable with a quad or Yagi.
Under ideal conditions with a well-built unit,
null direction accuracy is within 10

• Meter
deflection tells the user which way to turn to
zero the meter. For exam ple, a negative (left)
reading requires turn ing the antenna left.
This solves the 1800 ambiguity caused by
the two zero crossings in each complete ro
tation of the antenna system.

Because it requires AM detection of the
switched pattern signal, this RDF sys tem
finds its grea test use in the l20-MHz aircraft
band, where AM is the standard mode. Com
mercial manufacturers make portable RDF
sets with switc hed pattern antennas and
built-in receivers for field portable use.
These sets can usually be adapted to the
amateur l44-MHz band. Other designs are
adaptable to any VHF receiver that covers
the frequency of interest and has an AM
detector built in or added .

Switched pattern units work well for
RDF from sma ll aircraft, for which the two
vertical antennas are mounted in fixed
positions on the outside of the fuse lage or
simply taped inside the windshie ld. Th e
left-right ind ication tells the pilot whic h
way to turn the aircraft to home- in. Since
street veh icles generally travel only on
roads, fixed mo unting of the ante nnas on

ten na must be carefully rotated by hand to
"eyeball average" the meter readings .
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Axis of
Rota tion Transmitter.....-z--- Signa l

Figure 4.13-A theoretical Doppler
antenna circles around point P,
continuously moving toward and away
f rom the source at an audio rate.

Mobile RDF System Install at ion

Of the se mob ile VHF RDF systems, the
Doppler type is clearl y the simplest from
a mech anic al install ation sta ndpoint. A
four -whip Doppler RDF array is easy to
implement with magnetic mount antennas .
Alterna tely, you can moun t all the whips
on a fram e that attac hes to the vehi cle roo f
with suction cups. In either case, setup is
rapid and requi res no holes in the vehicle.

You can turn small VHF beams and dual
antenna arrays readily by extending the mast
through a window. Ins talla tion on each
model vehicle is different, but usually the
mast can be held in place with some sort of
cup in the arm rest and a plastic tie at the top
of the window, as in Figure 4. 15. This tech
nique works best on cars with frames around
the windows, which allow the door to be
opened with the antenna in place. Check lo
cal vehicle codes, which limit how far your
antenna may protrude beyond the line of the

Many units lock in the disp layed direc
tion after the signal leaves the air. Power
variations in the source signal cause no
difficulties, as long as the signal remains
above the RDF detection thres hold. A
Doppler antenna goes on top of any car
quickly, with no holes to dr ill. Many
Local Interference Committee members
choo se Dopplers for track ing malicious
interference, beca use they are incon
spicuous (compared to beams) and effec tive
at tracking the strong vertically polarized
signals that repeater ja mmers usually emit.

A Doppler does not pro vide superior
performance in all VHF RDF situ ations. If
the signal is too weak for detection by the
Doppler unit, the hunt advan tage goes to
team s with beams. Dop pler ins tallations
are not suitable for on-foot sniffi ng. The
limitations of othe r swi tched antenn a
RDFs also apply: ( I) poor res ults with
horizontally pol arized sig nals, (2) no indi
cation of distanc e, (3) carrier type signals
only and (4) inadvis abi lity of transmitting
through the antenna.

Readout to the nearest degree is
provid ed on some commercia l Doppler
unit s. This does not guaran tee that leve l of
accuracy, however. A well-des igned four
monopole set is typic all y capable of ±5°
accuracy on 2 meters, if the target signal is
vertica lly pol arized and the re are no
multi path effects.

The rapid antenna switching can intro 
duc e cross -modula tion prod uct s when
the user is near strong off-channel RF
sources . This self-generated interference
can temporarily rend er the system unus
able. While not a co mmon pro blem with
mobile Dopplers , it makes the Doppler a
poor choice for use in remote RDF instal
lations at fixed sites with high power VHF
tran smi tters nearby.

c
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Velocity V,

Doppler Advantages and Disadvantages

Ring-antenna Doppler sets are the ult i
mate in simplicity of operation for mobil e
RDF . There are no moving parts and no
manual antenna pointing. Rapid direction
indi cat ions are displ ayed on very short sig 
nal bursts .

toward the transmitter is maximum at that
point. Conversely, the lowest frequency oc
curs when the antenna reaches poin t C,
where velocity is maximum away from the
transmitter.

Figure 4.14 shows a plot of the compo
nent of the tangential velocity that is in the
direction of the transmitter as the anten na
moves around the circle. Comparing Fig
ures 4.13 and 4.14 , notice that at B in Fig
ure 4.14 , the tangential veloc ity is cross
ing zero from the positive to the negative
and the antenna is closest to the transmit
ter. The Doppler shift and resulting aud io
output from the receiver discriminator fol
low the same plot , so that a negative -slope
zero -crossing detector, synchron ized with
the antenna rot ation , senses the incoming
direction of the signal.

The amount of frequency shift due to
the Doppler effect is proportional to the
RF frequency and the tangential antenna
velocity . The veloc ity is a function of the
radius of rotation and the angular velocity
(rotation rate). The radius of rot ation must
be less than 1/ 4 A to avoid errors. To get a
usable amount of FM deviation (compa
rable to typical voice modulation) with
this radius , the antenna must rotate at
approximately 30 ,000 r/min (500 Hz) .
Thi s put s the Doppler tone in the audio
range for easy processing .

Mechanically rotating a whip antenna
at thi s rate is imp ractical , but a ring of
whips, switched to the receiver in succes
sion with RF PIN diodes, can simulate a
rapidly rotating antenna. Doppl er RDF
sets must be used with recei vers hav ing
FM de tectors. The Doppl eSc Ant and
Roa noke Doppl er (see Bibliography) are
mobil e Doppler RDF sets designed for in
expen sive home con stru ction.

Figure 4.14-Frequency shift versus
time produced by the rotating antenna
movement toward and away from the
signal source.

B
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Ant enna
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is horizontally polarized. In such cases, the
bearings may be inaccurate or unreadable.
TDOA units require a carrier type signal
such as FM or CW; they usually cannot yield
bearings on noise or pulse signals.

Unless an additional method is employed
to measure signal strength, it is easy to "over
shoot" the hidden transmitter location with
a TDOA set. It is not uncommon to see a
TDO A foxhunter walk over the top of a con
cealed transmitter and walk away, follow
ing the opposite 1800 null, because there is
no display of signal ampli tude.

Doppler RDF Sets

RDF sets using the Doppler principle
are popular in many areas because of their
ease of use. They have an indicator that
inst antaneously displays direction of the
signal source relative to the vehicle head
ing, either on a circular ring of LEDs or a
digital readout in degrees . A ring of four ,
eight or more antennas picks up the signal.
Quarter-wave length monopoles on a
ground plane are popu lar for vehicle use,
but half-wavelength vertical dipoles ,
where practical, perform better.

Rad io signals received on a rapidly
moving antenna experience a frequency
shift due to the Doppler effect, a phenom
enon well known to anyone who has
observed a moving car with its horn sound
ing. The horn 's pitch appears high er than
normal as the car approaches, and lower as
the car recedes. Similarly, the received
radio frequency increases as the antenna
moves toward the transmitter and vice
versa. An FM receiver will detect this fre 
quency change.

Figure 4.13 show s a 1/ 4- A vertical
antenna being moved on a circu lar track
around point P, with constant angu lar
velocity. As the antenna approaches the
tran smitter on its track, the received fre
quency is shifted higher. The highes t instan
taneous frequency occurs when the antenna
is at point A, because tangential velocity
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fenders. Larger antennas may have to be put
on the passenger side of the vehicle, where
greater overhan g is generally permissible.

Th e window bo x (Figure 4.16) is an
imp rovem ent over th rough -th e-w indow
mounts. It provides a so lid, easy -turning
mount for the mast. The plastic panel keeps
out bad weather. You will need to custom
design the box for your vehicle model.
Vehicle codes may limit the use of a win
dow box to the passenger side.

For the ultimate in convenience and ver
satility, cast your fears aside, drill a hole
through the center of the roof and install a
waterproof bushing. A roof-hole mount per
mits the use oflarge antennas without over
hang violations. The driver, front passenger
and even a rear passenger can turn the mast
when required. The install ation in Figure
4.10 uses a roof-hole bushing made from
mating thread ed PVC pipe adapters and re
ducers. When it is not in use for RDF, a PVC
pipe cap provides a watertight cover. There
is a pointer and 3600 indicator at the bottom
of the mast for precise bearings.

PRACTICAL DIRECTION-FINDING
TECHNIQUES AND PROJECTS

Th e ability to locate a transmitter
qui ckl y with RDF techniques is a skill you
will acquire only with prac tice . It is very
important to become familiar wi th your
equipment and its limitation s. You must
also unders tand how radio signals behave
in di fferent typ es of terrain at the fre 
quency of the hun t. Experience is the best
teacher, but reading and hear ing the sto
ries of others who are active in RDF will
help yo u get sta rted.

Verify proper perfo rmance of your por
table RDF sys tem before you attempt to
track signals in unknown location s. Of pri
mary concern is the accuracy and symmetry
of the antenna pattern . For instance , a
lopsided figure-8 pattern with a loop,
Adcock or TDOA set leads to large bearing
errors. Nulls should be exac tly 1800 apart
and exac tly at right angles to the loop plane
or the array boom. Similar ly, if feed-line
pickup causes an off-axis main lobe in your
VHF RDF beam, your route to the target will
be a spiral instead of a straight line.

Per form init ia l checkout wit h a low
powered test tran smitter at a distance of a
few hundred feet. Compare the RDF bear
ing ind icat ion with the visua l path to the
transmitter. Try to "find" the transmitter
with the RDF equipment as if its position
we re not known. Be sure to che ck all nu lls
on antennas that have more than one.

If im bal ance or off-a xis response is
found in the antennas, there are two
options availab le . One is to correct it ,
insofar as possib le. A second option is to
accept it and use some kind of indicator
or correction procedure to show the true
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Figure 4.15-A set of TOOA ROF
antennas is lightweight and mounts
read ily through a sedan wi ndow without
excessive overhang.

Figure 4.16-A window bo x allows the
nav iga to r to turn a mast mounted
antenna wi t h ease while remaining dry
and warm. No holes in the vehicle are
needed wit h a pr operly designed
window bo x.

directi on s of signals . Sometimes the end
resul t of the cal ibration pro cedure is a
compromise between these two options ,
as a perfect pattern may be diffi cult or
impossible to attain .

The same calibration suggestions apply
for fixed RDF inst allations, such as a base
station HF Adcock or VHF beam . Of
course it does no good to move it to an
ope n fie ld. Instead, cal ibrate the array in
its intended operating position , using a
portable or mobile tran smitter. Becau se of
nearby obstructions or reflect ing objects,
your antenna may not indicate the preci se
direction of the transmitter. Check for im
balance and systemic error by taking read-

ings with the test emitter at locations in
several different directions .

The test signal should be at a distance of 2
or 3 miles for these meas urements, and
should be in as clea r an area as possible dur
ing transmissions. Avoid locations where
power lines and other overhead wiring can
conduct a signal from the transm itter to the
RDF site . Once antenna adjustments are op
timized, make a table of bearing errors noted
in all compass directions. Apply these error
values as corrections when actual measure
ments are made.

Preparing to Hunt

Successfu lly tracking down a hidden
tra nsmitter invo lves detective work-ex
amining all the clues, weighing the evi
dence and using good judgment. Before
setti ng out to locate the source of a signal,
note its genera l characteristi cs . Is the fre
quency constant, or does it drift ? Is the
signal continuous, and if not , how long are
trans missions? Do tran smissions occ ur at
regu lar intervals, or are they sporadic? Ir
reg ular , intermittent sig nals are the most
difficult to locate, req uirin g patience and
qu ick action to get bearings when the tran s
mitter comes on.

Refrac tion, Reflections and the Night
Effect

You will get best acc uracy in tracking
grou nd wave sig nals when the propagation
path is over homo geneous terra in. If the re
is a land/water bou ndary in the path , the
differ ent conductivities of the two media
can cause bending (refraction) of the wave
front, as in Figure 4.17 A. Eve n the most
sop histicated RDF equipment will not in
dica te the correct bearing in thi s situation,
as the equ ipment can on ly show the direc
tion from which the signal is arriving.
RDFe rs have observed this phenomenon
on both HF and VHF bands .

Sig nal reflections also cause misleading
bearings. This effect becomes more pro
nou nced as fre que ncy increases. T-hunt
hiders regul arly achieve stro ng sig na l
bou nces fro m distant moun tain ranges on
the 144-MHz band .

Ta ll bu ildings also reflect VHFIUHF
signals, maki ng midc ity RDF difficult.
Hun ting on the 440 MHz and higher ama
teur bands is even more arduous because
of the plethora of reflecti ng objects.

In areas of signal reflection and multi
path, some RDF gear may indicate that the
signa l is coming from an intermediate point ,
as in Figure 4.17B. High gain VHF/UHF
RDF beam s will show direct and reflected
signals as separate S-meter peak s, leaving
it to the operator to determi ne which is
which . Null-based RDF antennas, such as
phased array s and loops, have the most dif
fic ulty with multipath, because the multiple



Figure 4.18-Bearing sectors from three RDF positions drawn on a map for triangulat
ion. In this case, bearings are from loop antennas, which have 1800 ambiguity.
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Figure 4.17-RDF errors caused by refraction (A) and reflection (B). The reading at
A is fa lse because the signal actually arrives from a direction that is different from
that to the source. At B, a direct signal from the source combines with a reflected
signal from the mountain ridge. The RDF set may average the signals as shown or
indicate two lines of bearing.

preferable to thick map books. Contour
maps are ideal for open country . Aeronau
tical charts are also suit able . Good sources
of maps include auto clubs , stores catering
to camping/hunting enthusiast s and city/
county engineering dep artments.

A headin g is a reading in degrees rela-

signals tend to make the nulls very shallow
or fill them in entirely, resulting in no bear
ing indication at all.

If the direct path to the transmitter is
masked by intervening terrain, a signal
reflection from a higher mountain, build
ing , water tower, or the like may be much
stronger than the dire ct signal. In extreme
cases, triangulation from several locations
will appear to "confirm" that the tran smit
ter is at the location of the reflecting ob
ject. The direct signal may not be detect
able until you arrive at the reflecting point
or another high location.

Objects near the observer such as con
crete/steel buildings , power line s and
chain-link fences will distort the incom
ing wavefront and give bearing errors .
Even a dense grove of trees can sometimes
have an adverse effect. It is always best to
take readings in locations that are as open
and clear as possible, and to take bearings
from numerous positions for confirma
tion . Testing of RDF gear should also be
done in clear locations.

Locating local signal sources on frequen
cies below 10 MHz is much easier during
daylight hours, particularly with loop
antennas. In the daytime, D-layer absorp
tion minimizes skywave propagation on
these frequencies. When the D layer dis
appears after sundown, you may hear the
signal by a combination of ground wave and
high-angle skywave, making it difficult or
impossible to obtain a bearing . RDFers call
this phenomenon the night effect .

While some mobile T-hunters prefer to
go it alone, most have more success by
teaming up and assigning task s. The driver
concentrates on handling the vehicle,
while the assi stant (called the "navigator"
by some teams) turns the beam, reads
the meters and calls out bearings. The
assistant is also responsible for maps and
plotting, unless there is a third team
member for that task.

Maps and Bearing-Measurements

Possessing accurate maps and knowing
how to use them is very important for suc
cessful RDF. Even in difficult situations
where precise bearings cannot be obtained,
a town or city map will help in plotting points
where signal levels are high and low. For
example , power line noise tends to propa
gate along the power line and radiates as it
does so. Instead of a single source, the noise
appears to come from a multitude of sources .
This renders many ordinary RDF techniques
ineffective.Mapping locations where signal
amplitudes are highest will help pinpoin t the
source.

Several types of are a-wid e map s are
suitable for navi gation and triangul ation.
Street and highw ay maps work well for
mobile work . Large detailed map s are
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Figure 4.19- Screen plot from a computerized RDF
system showing th ree T-hunt bearings (straight
lin es radiating f rom small circles) and the vehi cle
path (jagged trace). The grid squares correspond to
areas of sta ndard topographic maps .
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of Faraday rotation during propagation ,
skywave signals are recei ved with random
polarization . Som et imes the vertical com 
ponent is strong er , and at other times the
horizontal. Dur ing peri ods when the verti
cal component is wea k, the sig nal may
appear to fade on an Adcock RDF sys tem.
At the se times, determining an accurate
signal null dire ction becomes ver y hard .

For a variety of reasons, HF bearing accu 
racy to within I or 2° is the exception rather
than the rule. Errors of 3 to 5° are common.
An error of 3°at a thousand miles represents
a distance of 52 miles. Even with every pre
caution taken in measurement, do not ex
pect cross-country HF triangulation to pin
point a signal beyond a county, a corner of a
state or a large metropolitan area. The best
you can expect is to be able to determine
where a mobile RDF group should begin
making a local search.

Triangulation mapp ing with skyw ave
signals is more complex tha n with ground
or direct waves because the expected paths
are great-circle routes . Commonly avail
able world map s are not suitable, because
the triangul ation lines on them must be
curve d, rathe r than straight. In genera l, for
flat maps, the larger the area encomp assed ,
the grea ter the erro r that straight line tri 
angulatio n procedures will give.

A high way map is suitable for region al
triangulation work if it uses some form of
coni cal projection, such as the Lamb ert
con formal coni c sys tem. Thi s maint ain s
the accurac y of angular representation, but
the distance scale is not constant over the
entire map .

One alternative for worldw ide area s is
the azimuthal-eq uidistant projection , bet 
ter know n as a grea t-circle map. Tr ue
bearin gs for great-circle paths are show n
as stra ight lines fro m the cent er to all
points on the Earth. Maps ce ntere d on
thre e or more different RDF sites may be
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Skywave Bearings and
Triangulation

Many facto rs make it difficult to obt ain
accuracy in skywave RDF work. Because

sector instead of as a sin gle
line . Sector wid th represents
the amount of bearin g uncer
tainty. Figure 4. 18 show s a
portion of a map marked in
thi s manner. Not e how the
bearing from Sit e 3 has nar
rowed down the probable are a
of the tra nsmitter posit ion.

Computerized Transmitter
Hunting

A portable computer is an
excellent tool for streamlin-
ing the RDFprocess. SomeT
hunters use one to optimize
VHF bea m bearings, generat
ing a two- dimen sional plot of
signal strength vers us azi 
muth. Others have auto mated
the bearing-taking process by
using a computer to capture signal head
ing s from a Doppler RDF set, vehicle
heading from a flux-gate compass, and
vehicle location from a GPS recei ver (Fig
ure 4.19) . The computer program can com
pute averaged headings from a Doppler set
to reduce mu ltipath effects.

Provided with perfect position and bear
ing informa tion , computer triangu lation
could determine the transmitter location
within the limi ts of its computational ac
curacy . Two bearings would exactly lo
cate a fox. Of co urse , there are always
uncertainties and inaccurac ies in bearing
and pos ition data. If these uncertainties
can be determined, the program can com 
pute the uncertainty of the triangulated
bearings. A "smart" computer program can
eva luate bearings, triangulate the bearings
of multiple hunters, discard tho se that ap
pear erroneous, determine which locations
have particularly great or small multipath
problems and even "grade" the perfor
mance of RDF statio ns .

By adding packet radio connections to a
group of computerized base and mobile
RDF stations, the processed bearing data
from each can be shared. Each station in
the net work can disp lay the triangulated
bearings of all. Thi s requires a common
map coordinate set among all stations. The
USGS Uni ver sal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) grid, consisting of l x l -krn grid
squares, is a good choice .

The computer is an excellent RDF tool ,
but it is no substitute for a skilled "naviga
tor. " You will probabl y di scover that
using a computer on a high- speed T-hunt
requires a full-t ime operator in the vehicle
to make full use of its capabilities.

Triangulation Techniques

If you can obtain accurate bearings from
two locations separated by a suitable dis
tance, the technique of trian gulation will
give the expected location of the tran smit
ter. The intersection of the lines of bear
ing from each location provides afix. Tri 
angulation accuracy is gre atest when
stations are located such that their bear
ings intersect at right ang les . Accuracy is
poor when the angle between bearings ap
proaches 0° or 180°.

There is alwa ys unce rtainty in the fixes
obtained by tri angulation due to equip
ment limitations, propagation effec ts and
measurement errors. Obt ain ing bearings
from three or more locations reduces the
uncertainty. A good way to show the prob
able area of the tran smi tter on the triangu
lat ion map is to draw bearings as a narrow

vehicle heading with respect to true north.
First, det ermine your location, using

landmarks or a navigation device such as
a loran or GPS rece iver. Next, using your
RDF equipment , determine the bearing to
the hidden tra nsmitter (0 to 359 .9°) with
respect to the vehicle. Zero degrees head
ing corresponds to signals coming fro m
direc tly in front of the vehi cle, signals
from the right indicate 90°, and so on .

Finally, determine your vehicle 's true
heading, that is, its heading relative to true
north. Compass needles point to magnetic
north and yield magnetic headings. Trans
lating a magnetic heading into a true head
ing requires adding a correction factor,
called magnetic declination, which is a
positive or negative factor that depends
on your location.

Dec lination for your area is given on
US Geological Survey (USGS) maps ,
though it undergoes long- term changes.
Add the dec lination to your magnetic
heading to get a true heading .

As an example, assume that the tran s
mitted signal arrives at 30° with respect to
the vehicle heading, that the compass in
dicates that the vehicle' s heading is 15°,
and the magnetic declination is +15°. Add
the se values to get a true transmitter bear
ing (that is, a bearing with respect to true
north) of 60°.

Because of the large mass of surround
ing metal, it is very difficult to ca librate
an in-car compass for high accuracy at all
vehic le headings. It is better to use a
remotely mounted flux -gate compass sen
sor, properly corrected, to get vehicle
headings, or to stop and use a hand com
pass to measure the vehicle heading from
the outside . If you T-hunt wit h a mobile
VHF beam or quad, you ca n use your
manual compass to sig ht along the an tenna
boom for a magnet ic bea ring, then add the
decl ination for true bearing to the fox .
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compared to gain an idea of the general
geographic area for an unknown source .

For worldwide triangu lation , the be st
projection is the gnomonic, on which all
great-circle pa ths are represented by straight
line s and angular measurements with respect
to meridians are true. Gnomonic chart s are
custom maps prepared especially for gov
ernment and military agencies.

Skywave sig nals do not always follow
the great-circle path in traveling from a
transmitter to a recei ver. For example, if
the signa l is refracted in a tilted layer of
the ionosphere, it could arrive from a di 
rection that is sev eral degrees away from
the true great-circle bearing.

Another cause of signals arriving off the
great-circle path is termed sidescatter. It
is possible that, at a given time, the iono
sp here does not support great-circle
propagation of the signal from the trans
mitter to the receiver because the fre
quency is above the MUF for that path.
However, at the same time, propagation
may be supported from both ends of the
path to some mutually accessible point off
the great-circle path. The sig nal from the
source may propagate to that point on the
Earth 's surface and hop in a sideways
direction to continue to the receiver.

Forexample, signals from Central Europe
have propagated to New England by hop 
ping from an area in the Atlantic Ocean off
the northwest coast of Africa, whereas the
great-circle path puts the reflection point off
the southern coast ofGreenland. Readings in
error by as much as 50 ° or more may result
from side-scatter. The effect of propagation
disturbances may be that the bearing seems
to wander somewhat over a few minutes of
time, or it may be weak and fluttery. At other
times, however, there may be no telltale signs
to indicate that the readings are erroneous .

Closing In

On a mobile foxhunt, the objective is usu
ally to proceed to the hidden T with mini
mum time and mileage. Therefore , do not go
far out of your way to get off-course bear
ing s just to triangulate. It is usually better to
take the shortest rout e alon g your initial line
of bearing and "home-in" on the signal. With
a little experience, you will be able to gauge
your distance from the fox by noting the
amount of attenuation needed to keep the S
meter on scale .

As you approach the transmitter, th e
sig nal will be come very strong. To keep
the S meter o n scale, you will need to add
an RF att enuator in the tran sm ission line
from the antenna to the receiver. Simple
res is tive att enuators are di scu ssed in an 
other chapter.

In the final phase s of the hunt, you will
probably ha ve to leave your mobile and
continue the hunt on foot. Even with an

atte nua tor in the line, in the presen ce of a
stro ng RF fie ld, so me energy will be
co upled directl y into the rec ei ver cir
cuitry . When thi s happens, th e S-met er
reading ch an ges only sli ghtly or perhaps
not at all as the RDF antenna rot ates, no
matter how much attenuation you add . Th e
cure is to shield the receiving equipme nt.
Something as simple as wrapping the re
ceiver in foil or placing it in a bread pan or
cake pan , covered with a piece of copper
or aluminum screening securely fasten ed
at se veral points, ma y reduce direct pickup
enoug h for you to get bearings .

Alternativel y , you can replace the re
cei ver with a field- strength meter as you
close in, or use a heterodyne-typ e active
attenuator. Plans for these de vices are at
the end of this chapter.

The Body Fade

A crude way to find the direction of a VHF
signa l with ju st a hand-held transceiver is the
body fade technique, so named because the
blockage of your body causes the signal to
fade. Hold your H-T close to your chest and
turn all the way around slowly. Your body is
providing a shield that gives the hand-held a
cardioid sensitivity pattern, with a sharp
decrease in sensitivity to the rear. This null
indicates that the source is behind you
(Figure 4.20).

If the signal is so strong that you can't
find the null , try tuning 5 or 10kHz off
frequency to put the signal int o the skirts
of the IF pa ssband. If your hand-held is
dual-band (144/440 MHz) and yo u are
hunting on 144 MHz, try tuning to the
much weaker thi rd harmonic of the signal
in the 440-MHz band.

The body fade null, which is rather shal
low to begin with, can be obscured by re 
flections, multipath, nearby objects, etc .
Step well away from your vehicle before
trying to get a bearing. Avoid large build
ings, chain-link fences , metal sign s and
the like . If you do not get a good null , move
to a clearer loc ation and try again .

Air Attenuators

In microwa ve parlance , a signa l that is too
low in frequency to be propaga ted in a
wave guide (th at is, below the cutoff fre
quency) is attenuated at a predictable log a
rithmic rate . In other words, the farther in
side the wa veguide, the weaker the signal
gets . Devices that use this prin ciple to re
duc e signal stre ngth are commonly known
as air attenuators . Plans for a practical
model fo r insertion in a coax line are in
Transmitter Hunting (see Bibliograph y).

With thi s princ ipl e , you ca n red uce the
le vel of stro ng sig na ls into yo ur hand-held
transc ei ver, making it po ssible to use the
body fade technique at ve ry clo se ran ge .
Gl en Rickerd, KC6TNF, documented thi s

technique for QST. Start with a pasteb oard
mailing tube that has sufficient in sid e di
am eter to acco mmo date your ha nd-held .
Cover the outsi de of the tube co mplete ly
wi th aluminum foi l. Yo u ca n seal the bo t
tom end with foil , too, but it prob abl y will
not matt er if the tub e is lon g en ou gh . For
durability and to prev ent acc identa l sho rts,
wrap the foil in packing tape . You will al so
need a short, sto ut cord attac hed to the
hand-held . The wrist st rap may wo rk for
th is, if long eno ug h.

To use this air attenua tio n sche me for
body fad e bearings, hol d the tub e ve rtically
aga ins t your ch est and lo wer the hand-held
into it until the sig na l begins to weake n
(F igure 4 .21). Holding the rec ei ver in
pla ce, turn aro und slow ly and listen for a

Figure 4.20-ln the body-fade maneuver,
a hand-held transceiver exhibits this
directional pattern.

Figure 4.21-The air attenuator for a VHF
hand-held in use. Suspend the radio by
the wrist strap or a string inside the tube.
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Figure 4.22-Schematic of the Simple Seeker . A capacitor from point T to ground will lower the tone frequency, if desired. A
single SPOT cente r-off toggle switch can replace separate power and function switches .

sudden decrease in signal stre ngth . If the
null is poor, vary the dep th of the rece iver
in the tube and try again . You do not need
to watch the S meter, which will likely be
out of sight in the tube. Instead, use noise
leve l to estimate signal strength.

For extremely strong signals, remove
the "ru bber duck" antenna or extend the
wrist strap with a shoe lace to get greater
depth of suspension in the tube. The depth
that works for one person may not work
for another. Experiment with known sig
nals to determine what works best for you.

THE SIMPLE SEEKER

The Simple Seeker for 144 MHz is the
latest in a series of dual-antenna TDOA
projects by Dave Geiser, WA2ANU. Figure
4. 12 and accompanying text shows its prin
ciple of operation. It is simple to perform
rapid antenna switching with diodes, driven
by a free-running multi -vibrator. For the best
RDF performance, the switching pulses

shoul d be square waves, so antennas are al
ternately connected for equal times. The
Simple Seeke r uses a CMOS version of the
popular 555 timer, which demands very little
supply current. A 9-V alkaline battery will
give long life. See Figure 4.22 for the sche
matic diagram.

Pin dio des are best for this application
because they have low capacitance and
handle a moderate amount of transmit
power. Phillips ECG553, NTE-555,
Motorola MPN340 1 and simi lar types are
suitable . Ordinary IN4148 switching di
odes are acceptable for receive only use.

Off the null, the polarity of the switch
ing pu lses in the receiver output changes
(with respect to the switching waveform) ,
depending on which antenna is nearer the
source. Thus , comparing the receiver out
put phase to that of the switching wave 
form determines which end of the null line
points toward the transmitter. The com 
mon name for a circuit to make this com -

parison is a phase detector, achieved in
this unit with a simple bridge circuit. A
phase detector balance control is included,
although it may not be needed. Serious im
balance indicated incorrect receiver tun
ing, an off-frequency target signal or mis
alignment in the receiver IF stages.

Almost any audio transformer with ap
proximately 10: 1 voltage step-up to a cen
ter-tapped secondary meets the require
ments of this phase detector. The output is
a pos itive or negative indication, applied
to meter M 1 to indicate left or right.

Antenna Choices

Dipole antennas are best for long-dis 
tance RDF. They ensure maximum signal
pickup and provide the best load for trans
mitting. Figure 4.23 shows plans for a pair
of dipo les mounted on an H frame of
liz-inch PVC tubing. Connect the 39-inch
elements to the switcher with coaxial
cables of exactly equal length . Spacing
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Figure 4.24-Field version of the Simple
Seeker with helix antennas.

Figure 4.23-uH" frame for the dual dipole Simple Seeker antenna set, made from
'h -in. PVC tubing and Ts . Glue the vertical dipole supports to the Ts. Connect
vert ical Ts and handle to the cross piece by drilling both parts and inserting large
cotter pins. Tape the dipole elements to the tubes.

Figure 4.25-lnterior view of the Simple
Seeker. The multivibrator and phase
detector circuits are mounted at the box
ends. This version has a convenient
built-in speaker.

between dipole s is about 20 inches for 2
meters, but is not critical. To prevent ex
ternal currents flow ing on the coa x shield
from disrupting RDF operation, wrap
thre e turn s (about 2-inch diameter) of the
incoming coax to form a choke balun.

For receive-only work, dip oles are ef
fecti ve over much more than their useful
transmit bandwidth. A pair of appropri
ately spaced l44-MHz dipoles works from
130 to 165 MHz . You will get greater ton e
amplitude with grea ter dipole spac ing,
making it eas ier to detect the null in the
presence of modulation on the signal. But
do not make the spacing greater than one
half free-s pace wavelength on any fre 
quenc y to be used .

Best bearing accura cy demands that sig
nals rea ch the receiver onl y from the
switched antenna system. They should not
arrive on the recei ver wir ing dir ectly
(though an unshi elded case) or enter on
wiring oth er than the antenna coax. The
phase detecting sys tem is less amplitude
sensi tive than sys tems such as quads and
Yagis, but if you use small-aperture an
tenn as such as " rubber duckies," a small

signal leak my have a big effect. A wrap of
aluminum foil around the recei ver case
help s block unwanted signal pickup, but
tighter shielding may be needed.

Figure 4.24 shows a "sniffer" version of
the unit with helix antennas. The added RDF
circuits fit in a shielded box, with the switch
ing pulses fed through a low-pass filter (the
series 4.7-kQ resistor and shunt 470-pF ca
pacitor) to the receiver. The electronic switch
is on a 20-pin DIP pad, with the phase detec
tor on another pad (see Figure 4.25).

Because the phase detector may behave
differ ently on weak and strong signals, the
Simple Seeker incorp orates an audio attenu
ator to allow either a full-stren gth audio or a
lesser, adjustable rece ived signal to feed the
phase detector. You can plug headph ones
into jack AF2 and connect receiver audio to
jack AF I for no attenuation into the phase
detector, or reverse the external connections,
using the pad to control level to both the
phones and the phase detector.

Conve ntion is that the meter or other
indicator deflects left when the signal is to
the left. Oth ers prefe r that a left meter
indication indicates that the antenna is

rota ted too far to the lef t. Whiche ver your
choice, you can selec t it with the DPDT
polarit y switch. Pola rity of audio out put
varies between receivers, so test the unit
and receiver on a known signal source and
mark the prop er swi tch posit ion on the unit
before going into the field.

PIN diodes, when forward biased, ex
hibit low RF resistance and can pass up to
approx imately I W of VHF pow er without
dama ge. The transmit position on the func 
tion switch appli es steady dc bias to one of
the PIN diodes, allow ing communic ations
from a hand -held RDF transceiver.

AN ACTIVE ATTENUATOR FOR
VHF-FM

During a VHF transmitter hunt, the
strength of the received signal can vary
from roughly a micro volt at the starting
point to nearly a volt when you are within
an inch of the transmitter, a 120-dB range.
If you use a beam or other directional ar
ray, your receiver must provide accurate sig
nal-strength readings throughout the hunt.
Zero to full scale range of S meters on most
hand-held transceivers is only 20 to 30 dB,
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Construction and Tuning

To order a template for this project, in
cluding the PC board layout and parts over
lay, contact the Technical Department sec
retary at ARRL HQ. A circuit board is
available from FAR Circuits.The prototype
(Figure 4.27) uses a plated enclosure with
female BNC connectors for RF input and
output. C7, D I, L2 and R5 are installed with
point-to-point wiring between the BNC con
nectors and the potentiometer. S I mounts
on the rear wall of the enclosure.

Most hams will find the 500-kHz fre
quency offset conv enient, but the oscilla
tor can be tuned to other frequencies. If
VHFIUHF activity is high in your area,
choose an oscillator frequency that cre
ates mix ing products in clear portions of
the band . The atten uator was designed for
144-MH z RDF, but will work elsewhere
in the VHFIUHF range.

You can tune the oscillator with a fre
quency counter or with a strong signal of
known frequency. It helps to enli st the aid
of a friend with a hand -held transceiver a
short distance away for initial test s. Con 
nect a short piece of wire to J I, and cable
your hand -held transceiver to J2 . Select a
simplex receive frequency and have your
assistant key the test transmitter at its low
est power setting. (Better yet, att ach the
tran smitter to a dummy antenna.)

With attenuator power on, adjust R6 for
mid-sc ale S-meter reading. Now retune
the hand-held to receive one of the mixing
products. Carefully tune CI and R6 until
you hear the mixing product. Watch the S
meter and tune C I for maximum reading.

If your recei ver features memory chan
nels, enter the hidden transmitter fre
quency along with both mixing product
frequencies before the hunt starts . Thi s
allows you to jump from one to the other
at the press of a button.

When the hunt begins, listen to the fox's
frequency with the attenuator switched on.
Adju st R6 until you get a peak reading . If
the signal is too weak , connect your quad
or oth er RDF ant enn a directly to your
transceiver and hunt without the attenua
tor until the signal becomes stronger.

As you get closer to the fox, the attenuator
will not be able to reduce the on-frequ ency
signal enough to get good bearing s. At this
point, switch to one of the mixing product
frequencies, set R6 for on-scale readin g
and continue. As you make your final ap
proach , stop frequentl y to adjust R6 and take
new bearings. At very close range, remove
the RDF antenna altogether and replace it
with a short piece of wire. It' s a good idea to
make up a short length of wire attached to a
BNC fitting in advance, so you do not dam
age J I by sticking random pieces of wire
into the cente r contact.

Varying the level of the oscillator sig
nal provides the extra advant age of con 
trolling the strength of the input signal as
it passes through the mixer. So as you
close in on the target , you have the choice
of monitoring and cont rolling the level of
the input signal or the product signals ,
whichever pro vides the best results .

The La circuit (Figure 4.26 ) use s the
easy-to-find 2N2222A transistor. Trim
mer capacitor C I adjusts the osci llator 's
frequency . Frequency stability is only a
minor concern; a few kilohertz of drift is
tolerable. Q I ' s output feeds an emitter
follower buffer using a 2N3904 tran sis
tor, Q2. A linear-taper potentiometer (R6)
controls the oscillator signal level present
at the cathode of the mixing diode, D I .
The diode and coupling capacitor C7 are
in series with the signal path from antenna
input to attenuator output.

This frequency converter design is un
orthodox; it does not use the conventional
configuration of a doubly balanced mixer,
matching pads , filters and so on . Such so
phistication is unnecessar y here . Thi s ap
pro ach give s an easy to build circuit that
con sumes very little power. PA0ZR uses a
tin y 1.4-V hearing-aid battery with a
hom emade batt ery clip . If your enclosure
permits, you can substitute a standard
AAA- size battery and hold er.

L1-470-11H RF choke.
L2-3.3-11H RF choke.
R6-1-kQ, 1-W linear taper (slide or rotary).
S1-SPST toggle.

C5

0.1

Ll
470 iLH R3

47 k

02 J1
C7* INPUT2N3904

R5*

R6* 1 k

1 k
ATTENUATION

Figure 4.26-Schematic of the active attenuator. Resistors are 'I,-W, 5%-tolerance
carbon composition or film.

BT1-Alkaline hearing-aid battery,
Duracell SP675 or equivalent.

C1-75-pF miniature foil trimmer.
J1, J2-BNC female connectors.

+ 8T1
- 1.4 V

*See text and caption

C3
0.01

S1
POWER

ON/OFF

which is fine for normal operating, but to
tally inadequate for transmitter hunting .
Inserting a passive attenuator between the
antenna and the receiverreduces the receiver
input signal. However, the usefuln ess of
an external attenuator is limited by how well
the receiver can be shielded.

Anjo Eenhoorn, PA0ZR, has designed
a simple add -on unit that achieves con
tinuously variable attenuation by mixing
the received signal with a signal from a
500-kHz oscillator. This process creates
mixing products above and below the
input frequency. The spacing of the
clo sest products from the input frequency
is equal to the local oscillator (La)
frequency. For example, if the input sig
nal is at 146.52 MHz, the closest mixing
products will appear at 147.02 and
146.02 MHz.

The strength of the mixing products var
ies with increasing or decreasing La sig
nallevel. By OFing on the mixing product
frequ encies, you can obtain accurate head 
ings even in the presence of a very strong
received signal. As a result, any hand-held
transceiver, regardless of how poor its
shielding may be, is usable for tran smitter
hunting, up to the point where complete
blocking of the receiver front end occur s.
At the mixing product f requencies, the
attenuator' s range is greater than 100 dB.

Except as indicated, decimal values of
capaci t ance are in microf ara ds ( iLF ) ;
others are in picofarads (pF) ;
resistances are in ohms; k= 1,OOO.
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While it is most convenient to use this
sys tem with rece ivers having S-meters,
the meter is not indis pensable. The active
attenu ator will redu ce signal level to a
point where receiver noise becom es au
dible. You can then obtain acc urate fixes
with null-seeking antennas or the "body
fade" technique by simply listenin g for
maximum noise at the null.

Notes
1W. Nelson, Interference Handbook (Wilton,

CT: Radio Publ ications, 1981) , P 105.
2J. Moell and T. Curlee, Transmitter Hunting

(Blue Ridge Summit , PA: TAB Books, 1987).
3Happy Flyers , Radio Direction Finding . Cop

ies are available fro m Hart Postlewaite ,
WB6CQW, 1811 Hillman Ave , Belmont , CA
94002; E-mai l HartPost @aol.c om.

Figure 4.27-lnterior view of the active attenuator. Note that C7, 01 and L2 are
mounted between the BNC connectors. R5 (not visible in this photograph) is
connected to the wiper of slide pot R6.
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Transmitters

Figure 5.1-FCC specifications for min imum harmonic attenuation of amateur
transmitters operating below 30 MHz.

Spur ious Attenuation < 30 MHz

X= Power (Wat ts )

Power Level Attenuat ion

X < 5 W 30 dB
5W :OX:O 500W 40 dB

X > 500W 13 + 10 La910 (X)dB

ISOLATING THE PROBLEM

It Ain't Me

In cases of interference to non-radio
devic es, such as telephone s, computers,
alarm systems, audio amplifi ers, etc,
troubleshooting the problem is easy: Thi s
type of interference is not cau sed by

100003000

sidebar "Taking the Mystery Out of TV!"
for the details.

The calculations show that if you run
high power with nearb y TV antenna s in an
area of deep-fringe TV reception, the in
terference may be difficult or impo ssible
to eliminate. A part ial solution is to oper
ate on frequencie s where harmonics do not
fall within any local TV channels. Several
examples of this can be seen in the Tele vi
sion chapter. As a harmonic approaches
the video carrier, picture int erference
worsens.
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According to the FCC,
most interference from
amateur transmitters
is not the fault of the
amateur equipment.

Transmitters can and do
sometimes malfunction,
however. If you suspect

a problem with the
rig, you'll want to read

this chapter.

SPURIOUS EMISSIONS

All transmitter s emit some harmonic s or
other spurious frequencie s. The transmit
ter may be operating well within specifi
cat ions, but because it's in a TV fringe
area, or because the ham antenna is clos e
to the TV antenna, the spec ified perfor
mance is ju st not good enough.

The spurious emiss ion levels listed in
the FCC amateur regul ations [§97.307 (d)
and (e)] are not stringent. Below 30 MHz,
a properly desi gned vacuum-tube ampli
fier can meet these requ irements with no
more low-pass filter than the 1t network
used for output impedance matching. For
broadband solid-state amplifiers, a simple
two-section low-pass filt er is sufficient.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the allowed
spurious levels for HF and VHF transmit
ter s, respectively. When output exceeds
500 W, 50 milli watts of spurious radi ation
is allowed. Now, this may seem like real
QRP to the average ham, but that much
power close to a TV-channel carrie r fre
quenc y can wipe out fringe-area TV sets
for blocks.

Eve n worse, harmonic atte nuation is
speci fied (and tested) into a broadband
50-Q dumm y load. Actual amateur anten
nas are not 50 Q and resis tive at TV fre
quencies . This can cause filter networks to
provide less harmonic atte nuation than
specified .

The point is, a perfectly legal trans mit
ter is qui te capab le of causing television
interference (TV!). You can calculate the
inte rference level if you like. See the

..

amateur transmitters are
I I • almost always operating

in complia nce with FCC
regulations. Most cases of interference are
cau sed by fundamental overload. Thi s has
been confirmed by the experiences of
many amate urs ove r the years . Nonethe
less, it ISimportant that amateurs know that
their transmitter is work ing properly and
what to do about it when it is not.

By Alan Bloom, N1AL • San Francisco Section Technical Coordinator· 1528 Los Alamos Rd • Santa Rosa, CA 95409-3308
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Figure 5.2- FCC specifications for minimum harmonic attenuation of amateur transmitters operating between 30 and 225 MHz.

transmitter spurious emISSIOns or other
transmitter rules violations. Other than re
ducing power or relocating the transmitting
antenna, there is nothing that can be done at
the transmitter to elim inate this type of inter 
ference. The interference is caused when the
affec ted equipment is over loaded by your
strong,fulldamental signal. Refer to the ap
propriate chapters for cures for the affected
consumer equipment.

Transmitter Chassis Rad iation

Let's assume that you have read the
Troubleshooting chapter and have proved
that the inte rference is caused by transmit
ter harmonics or other spurious frequen 
cie s. A simp le test can determine whether
the unwanted sig nals are radiated direct ly
from the transmitter chassis and/or cables.

Fir st , disconnect the coax from the back
of the tran smitter or amplifier, and con
nect the rig to a shielded dummy load. Use
a short piece of good quality (95 % braid
coverage) coax ial cable with properly in
stalled connectors. (This mean s the coa x
shield is so ldered to each connector
around the entire circumference of the
connector shell.)

Tr an smit with full po wer int o the
dummy load. Use all bands, and a se lec
tion of frequencies on each band . "Play"
with the transmitter tuning controls and
attempt to generate TVI. If there is any
interference on the TV set, there is radia
tion eit he r from the transmitter chassis
(poor shielding) or from the power cord or

5.2 Chapter 5

other leads. If the tran smitter is "clean"
into the dummy load , but not into the an
tenna, and if the problem is not in the TV
set or caused by external rectification, then
the transmitter must be emitting signals
outside the amateur bands via the coax
feed line or the equipment is experiencing
fundamen ta l overload .

If there is no interference with the
dummy load co nnected directly to the
transmitter output, try moving the load to
the antenna end of the coax. If this poi nt is
not accessible, move it to the po int where
the coax leaves the shack, after any low
pass filters , wattmeters, antenna tuners,
and so on . If the interference returns, ex
amine the con necting coa x cables for good
solid connections between the cable
shields and connector bodies. Th is is es 
pecially important fo r the cable between
the transmitter and low-pass filter. It
should be as short as possible and have the
shield solidly solde red around the full cir
cumference of the connector she ll. Even
bett er: use a double-male coaxial adapter
and mount the filt er directl y to the trans
mitter output conn ector. Coax -shi eld
problems may only show up with the an
tenna feed line connected, because the
feed line can act as an antenna for the in
terference .

Another good test is described in the
Troubleshooting chapter. If you operate a
transmitte r into a rotary beam antenna, if
interference is caused by transmitter har 
mon ics , the interference will show several

lobe s as the antenna is rotated. Refer to the
Troubleshooting chapter for details .

Poor Shield ing

If there is interference with a dummy
load connected, look for poor shielding in
the tran smitter. Are any shields missing?
Are there any mis sing or loose screws?
Corrosion or paint at the seams can let a
surprising amo unt of VHF energy escape.
Make sure all joining surfaces are cle an
and bright. A salty or acidic atmos phere
can corrode plated metal sur faces . So can
cigarette smoke. If the radio has been used
much by a heavy smoker, a major cleani ng
of all contacting surfaces may be neces
sary to restore good con nec tions .

Th e ac-line cord is another common
source of incidental radiation. Wrap sev
era l turn s of the cord around a ferri te rod or
through a ferrite toroid core . If there is any
change in interference , it is a sure sign that
there is RF on the line cord . Other connect
ing lead s, such as the microphone or key
cord s, merit the same atte ntion . A good
device for the purpose is a toroid with a
perm eability grea te r than 800 such as an
FT- 82-43.

Spurious Signals Out the Coax

If the inter ference only occurs with the
feed line actually connected to the antenna,
the transmitter output signal may contain
interference that is reac hing the ante nna.
(Interference to TVs or othe r radio services
can be caused by spurious emissions, but it



Taking the Mystery Out of TV.
Why do some hams have no trouble with television

interference when other amateur stations, seemingly just as
"clean," turn the neighbors' TV screens into multi-color light
shows? The mystery can be solved with a single equation:

HR = (Tp + TA + GT + GR + SA) - Ss + SR

HR is the additional harmonic attenuation (in dB)
required for the transmitter. Tp is peak transmitter power
in dBm, TA is harmonic attenuation (dB) of the "bare"
transmitter, GT is transmit antenna gain (dB) at the TV
frequency , GR is TV antenna gain (dB), SA is path loss
between the transmitter and TV antennas (dB) , Ss is TV
signal level (dBm), and SR is the signal-to-interference
rat io required for an acceptable picture (dB). Here's how
to estimate these numbers:

Transmitter power, T p , is measured in dBm , or decibels
referenced to 1 mW . One watt is +30 dBm, 100 W is
+50 dBm, and 1500 W is +62 dBm .

Transmitter harmonic attenuation, TA, is typically
somewhat better than required by FCC regulations,
especially for the higher-order harmonics. The speci fica
tions in the transmitt er manual shou ld give a conservative
estimate. Older transmitters, buil t before FCC harmonic
regulations, may have only -30 to -35 dB suppression of
the second and third harmonics.

The transmitt ing antenna may have up to -10 dB or so
of gain , GT, at TV freq uencies, depending on the type of
antenna and its orientation . A conservative estimate is
odB.

A good (fringe-area) TV antenna may give up to +10 dB
of gain , GR, in its main lobe. Figure about -10 dB at right
angles to the ma in lobe and 0 dB off the rear.

Path loss can be estimated from the procedure de
scribed below, or calculated using the following equation:

SA =1010910(~)(41tD)

D is the dis tance between antennas in the same units
as the wavelength , A. To estimate SA' note that if D is 10
meters (33 fee t), then SA varies from -27 dB on TV
channel 2 to - 31 dB on channel 6. Add -6 dB each time

the distanc e doubles.
The received TV signal level , Ss, depends on the TV

stati on effect ive radi ated power, distance to the TV
antenna , terrain, and other factors. Proper equipment can
measure the signal level right at the TV end of the coa x.
Othe rwis e, figure about -60 dBm for fringe-area reception
(more than 50 miles) and -35 dBm for local statio ns .

The signal-to-interfere nce rat io , SR, required for a
decent TV picture varies. It's about 40 dB for interference
close to the video carrier. For signals more tha n 2 MHz
from the video carrier and not too close (a few hundred
kHz) to the sou nd and co lor sub carrie rs, it's about 20 dB.
35 dB is a reasonable val ue.

Sample Calculation
Let's perform the calculat ion for an amateu r station

operating on 15 meters with 1.5 kW of output power. The
th ird ha rmon ic (in TV channel 3) is down 45 dB , jus t
within FCC specifications. The TV antenna is 40 meters
(130 tt) away, po inting at the ham anten na. The TV
station is mo re than 50 miles away. The numbers are :

Tp = +62 dB,
TA = -45 dB ,
GT = 0 dB ,
GR = +10 dB ,
SA =-27 -12 =- 40 dB,
Ss = -60 dBm ,
SR =+35 dB .

HR = (+62) + (-45) + (0) + (+10) + (-40) - (- 60) + (+35)
=82 dB

It would probably take two low-pass fil te rs in se ries to
get this kind of attenuation. Other factors, such as
power- and control-wire radiation and shielding, not to
men tion fundamental ove rload of the TV set, would also
be tough "nuts" to crack. Fortunately , few of us are faced
with such a worst-case scenario. Th is information was
derived from "Harm onic TVI: A New Loo k at an Old
Problem," by D. Rasmussen , W6MCG, and D. Gerue,
K6YX (Sep 1975 OST, pp 11-14).-Alan Bloom , N1AL,
San Francisco Section Technical Coordinator, Santa
Rosa, California

is more often caused by fundamen tal over
load , too .)

First, try a low-pass filter. Locate the fil
ter directly at the transmitter output, before
any SWR meter, Transmatch or other acces
sorie s. If there is already one filter, add a
second in series. One may not be enough in
areas of weak TV reception.

Che ck used tran smitters for modifica
tions or improper alig nment by a previou s
ow ner. The pro per align ment procedure s
appear in the manufacturer' s ser vice
manu al (often an ex tra-cos t item , separate
from the ow ner's manual).

Vac uum-t ube tra nsmi tte rs are espe
cially susceptible to misadj ustment
becau se the operator adju sts the tuning
controls from the front panel. Be sure tha t
the final amplifier is not ove rdri ven, espe-

cially wi th older rigs that do not have au
tomatic level control (ALC). Reduce the
dr ive to the lowest level that yie lds full
power output. Also be sure that the final
amplifier bias is set correctly (check for
the proper resting current with the tra ns
mitter on , but with no RF output), as speci
fied in the ow ner ' s manual.

Neutralization
Some tube amplifiers incl ude a special

circuit that pre vents oscillation by neutral
izin g the tube internal (feedback) capaci
tance . If the neutra lization circuit is not
adjusted correctly, there may be evidence
of oscillation: erratic ju mps in plate or gr id
current while tun ing . In a properly operat
ing amplifier, maximum power output,
minimum plate current and maximu m con -

tro l- and screen-gri d current sho uld all
occur at about the same control settings. If
not , the tran smitter need s neut raliz ation.
Thi s procedure sho uld be de scr ibed in the
tra nsmitter service manual, or use the pro 
ced ure described in the ARRL Handbook
(look in the inde x under "Neutralization") .

Don't overlook the transmitter manu
facturer as a source of help for spurious
emission pro blems . If there is a stubborn
problem , the serv ice department may be
will ing to offer suggestions .

TRANSMITTER MALFUNCTIONS

This section covers transmitters that are
operating outside the ir de sign limits:
There is something wrong with the rig. The
simple fixes mentioned abov e didn 't work,
and now it ' s time to dive into the circuitry

Tran smitters 5. 3



Figure 5.3-Schematic of a typical pi-output matching network in an HF vacuum
tube amplifier. C2 and C3 are the tuning and loading capacitors ; L4 is the tank
coil. C1, L1, L2, L3 and C4 are not actual components, but represent small stray
reactances that are important at VHF frequencies. (The plate choke and coupling
capacitor have been omitted for clarity.)
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PARASITIC SUPPRESSORS

Eliminate a VHF parasitic resonance by
installing a resistor in series with either
the inductance or capacitance of the un
desired VHF tuned circuit.' Unfortu
nately, this tends to "kill" the efficiency of
the desired HF tuned circuit as well. The
answer is to connect a small coil in paral
lel with the resistor, forming a circuit
known as a parasitic suppressor. Since
inductive reactance is proportional to fre 
quency, the coil shorts out the resistor at
HF frequencies, while presenting a high
reactance at VHF.

If the VHF parasitic is too low in fre
quency, it may be difficult to design a
parasitic suppressor capable of suppress
ing the oscillation without also degrading
efficiency at the highest desired operating
frequency. This is one reason to first move
all parasitic resonances as high in fre
quency as possible .

Traditionally, parasitic suppressors are
used in series with the plate, but they may
also be useful in the control- and screen
grid circuits of grounded-cathode amp li
fiers. The resistance and inductance val
ues are found by experimentation. If the
inductance is too high, the resistor gets hot
and efficiency at the high end of the HF
range suffers. If the inductance is too
small, the oscillation may not be sup 
pres sed (which may also cause res istor
overheating !). A typical suppressor for the
plate circuit of a 150-W transmitter con 
sists of a half-dozen turns of wire in paral 
lel with a 50 to 100-Q, I-W carbon or
metal- film resistor. For a kilowatt ampli
fier, a good starting point would be three

back from amplifier output to input. Make
sure all power-supply leads are well by
passed and filtered, including the filament
supply . The filament choke and input
matching network should be well shielded
from the output circuitry.
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tion on a nearby receiver. A general-cov
erage shortwave receiver can detect oscil 
lations in the HF region , and a TV set is a
good detector of VHF parasitics.

Once the approximate frequency of the
parasitic oscillation is determined, try to
pin down which part of the tank circuit
exhibits the spurious resonance. With the
amplifier tuned for maximum interfer
ence, turn off the power, remove the cov
ers and short the high-voltage capacitors
to ground with an insulated screwdriver.
Place the dip meter in its oscillator mode,
and slowly tune it around the parasitic fre 
quency while holding the dip-meter coil
close to various circuit components. A
sharp dip in meter current indicates the
circuit with unwanted resonance .

VHF parasitic oscillations can often be
reduced or eliminated by moving the spu 
rious resonances higher in frequency. This
is done by reducing the stray inductance
of all final-amplifier RF connections:
Make leads as short and fat as possible.
Pay special attention to screen- bypass
capacitors in tetrode and pentode tube
circuits . Sockets with built-in low-induc
tance screen bypass capacitors are
available for some high -power tubes. In
grounded-grid amplifiers, connect the grid
pins directly to the chassis with a short,
wide copper strap. If the grid is not
grounded directly, use the shortest pos 
sible leads on the grid bypass capacitor(s) .
Also, several capacitors in parallel have
less inductance than one .

The plate-tuning capacitor should be
bolted directly to the grounded chassis .
The connection from tube plate through
the coupling capacitor to the tuning ca
pacitor should be as short and fat as pos
sible . It is especially important to use low
inductance connections between tubes
connected in parallel-otherwise they can
act as a push-pull VHF oscillator.

Don't overlook sources of stray feed-

VHF PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS
IN HF VACUUM-TUBE
AMPLIFIERS

Although it doesn't show on the sche 
matic diagram, most capacitors have some
series inductance from self inductance of
the connecting leads . Similarly, every
inductor has some parallel capacitance
from distributed capacitance between the
turns of wire in the coil. These stray (or
parasitic) reactances become important at
high frequencies. Figure 5.3 illustrates a
typical kilowatt amplifier tuned for the
40-meter band. Parasitic inductances L I
and L2 form a high-Q resonance with Cl
and C2 around 200 MHz, which causes
the tube to have high voltage gain at this
frequency . If enough feedback exists
between output and input, the amplifier
may osci llate.

How can you spot parasitic oscilla
tions? They often reveal themselves
through erratic plate-current fluctuations
when tuning the amplifier output or input
tuned circuits . Also try reducing the drive
level to zero . If there is any change in grid
or plate current when tuning with no drive,
it is a sure sign of spurious oscillations.

It is helpful to determine the approxi
mate frequency of the oscillation. The best
way is to feed the transmitter output
(through a high-power attenuator) into a
spectrum analyzer. The traditional alter
native (for those of us who don't have sev
eral thousand dollars to inve st in test
equipment) is a tuned wave meter or a grid
dip oscillator in its wave meter mode . Use
the wavemeter coil to "sniff' near the
amplifier tank coil while tran smitting, and
tune the wavemeter dial for maximum
meter indication. Be very careful if you
try this -there is high voltage nearby! A
safer alternati ve is to listen for the oscilla-

to find out what is wrong. The two most
common problems are excessive harmon
ics and spurious oscillations.

Final amplifier overdrive is a common
cause of harmonics. Most modern trans
mitters have an ALC circuit to limit the
peak power level. If a slight reduction in
drive level causes a dramatic reduction in
interference, the ALC circuit may be
faulty. There is usually an internal adjust
ment to set the ALC level, and readjust
ment of this control may be all that is
needed. A previous owner may have "op
timized" this setting to increase power
output.

Both solid-state and tube transmitters
can have defective tank-circuit or low
pass -filter components that cause exces
sive harmonic generation. This problem
typically causes low power output as well.
Check for signs of overheating, mechani
cal damage, or poor solder connections.
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"Don't overload the t ransmitter"

or four nO-Q, 2-W resistors in parallel
with 1 or 2 turn s of no. 12 or 14 wire .

Parasitic suppressor resis tors often
overheat , not only from the RF current
through the m, but also becau se of the
nearby hot final-amplifier tube . Replace
any resi sto rs that have become discolored.

PARASITIC OSCI LLATIONS IN
SOLID-STATE AMPLIFIERS

VHF parasitic osc illations are not nor
mally a problem in HF solid-state amplifi
ers. Since the high-frequency current gai n
of a bipolar tran sisto r drops 6 dB every
time the freq uency doubl es, there is usu
ally not eno ugh gain at VHF to sustain an
osc illation.

Low-fre quency oscillations are another
matter. Since transistors have so much
gain at low frequencies , they osc illate
readily if unwanted feedback is present.
Detect low-frequ ency spurs by listening
to the transmitted signal with a nearby
rece iver. Slowly tune back and forth sev 
eral hundred kilohertz either side of the
carrier freq uency , while the tran smitter is
tran smitting a series of CW dits . Try sev
era l different power levels. A modulation
monitor or oscillos cope capable of dis
playing the RF signa l will show any "fuzz"
on the CW carrier.

There is a com mon low-freq uency feed 
back path from the transistor coll ector,
through the de powe r supp ly and into the
base bias net work. Power supply
decoupling must be effec tive not only at
the RF freq uencie s the amplifier is de
signed for, but at low freque ncie s as well.
A 0.05-~F ceramic capaci tor in parallel
with anO-~F electro lyt ic should serve to

bypass the +12V power supply to the final
amplifie r of a 100-200 W HF transmitter .
The base bias network should be either
supplied fro m an IC voltage regu lator or
decoupled with an RC low-pass filter.

Remember that every amplifier stage in
the transmitter RF chain needs power sup
ply decoupling. Failure of any decoupl ing
components can cause low-frequency os
ci llations. Solder connections can degrade
over time, especially in high-temperature
environments like around high-power RF
amplifiers. Resolder any suspicious sol
der joints.

Many amplifiers include negative-feed
back networks to stabilize gain. The
network often consists of a capacitor and
a resistor (and sometimes an inductor) se
ries-connected from the collector to the
base. Often a resistor is connected from the
base to ground in order to lower the low
frequency input impedance. If low-fre
quency oscillations develop in a solid-state
amplifier, check to see that all parts still
function and that the solder joints are good.

SHIELDS-PLUGGING THE LEAKY
SIEVE

A low- pass filter can onl y rejec t har
monics that are exiting through the coax ial
cable. Filters won' t help if interference
rad iate s from the chassis. Just as water
passes through a sieve, RF passes through
a leaky chassis. The objec t is to plug the
holes.

How import ant is grounding to shield
effectiveness? If "ground" means "earth
gro und" the answer is not at all. A well
shielded transmitter causes no RF currents
to flow on the out side of the shield, so the

presence or absence of an earth gro und can
have no effect. If poor shielding does al
low RF currents to flow on the outside of
the chass is, a gro und wire will not often
cure the condition because at VHF, most
gro und wires are also ground-wire "anten
nas." In fact , they may radiate the un
wanted energy more efficient ly than the
transmitter chassis, so gro unding may be
count erproducti ve.

The FCC amate ur rules do not directly
regulate incidenta l radi ation. Parag raph
97.307(c) states in part, however : "I f any
spurious em ission, including chassis or
power-line radiation, causes harmful in
terference to the rece ption of another radio
sta tion, the licensee of the interfering ama
teur station is require d to take steps to
eliminate the interference, in accordance
with good engineering practice." (Empha
sis added.)

Slots and Hole s

Ac tually, the above discussion is not
completely correct. While it is true that
steel is a poor er RF shield than aluminum,
it doesn 't matter in most practical cases .
Most RF leakage is not through the shie ld
ing material itself, but through openings in
the shie ld.

The trouble caused by a particular hole
is determined more by its maximum di
mension than by its area. A round hole
passes less radiatio n than a long, thin slot
of the same area. Pay special attention to
sea ms around shield covers. It is amazing,
but true : A long gap that is too tight to pass
a piece of paper can radiate almost as
though the shield were not present. As a
"rule of thumb" space mounting screws no
more than 1120 A (at the highest frequ ency
of concern) . In order to shield harmonics
that fall with in the North American VHF
TV channel s (up to 216 MHz), space shield
screws no more than about 7 em (2.75
inches) apart.

Improving Shields

Tre at shield seams with "EMI tape ." 3M
makes copper adhes ive tape in seve ral
widths. Simply apply the tape across shield
seams to effectively seal them. Holes in
shield enclos ures may be covered with
conductive screen to prevent radiation.
Copper screen can be easily attached to
steel encl osures by soldering. Attach con
duct ive screen to alumi num enclo sures
with stainless-steel hardware.

Unshielded equipment may need an
added shield. Plas tic enclosures can be
shielded by the addi tion of metal foil or
conductive paint (see GC/Thorsen in the
Suppliers List) either inside or outside the
cabinet. While intern al shields usually
look bette r, they have seve ral disadvan
tages . Conductive material may short cir-
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Figure 5A-Several types of
"finger stock" (A) are useful
for shielding seams that must
be opened and closed
frequently. (See Instrument
Specialties Co and Richardson
Electronics in the Suppliers
List.) Wire-mesh RF gaskets
(8) can give an adequate RF
t ight seal up in to the UHF and
microwave range.

Figure 5.5-A shielding technique to
preve nt radiation from meter mount ing
holes.
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There are two ways to prevent this: by
shie lding the wire, or by filteri ng it at the
point where it pierces the shield.

Sh ielded Wire

Shield the wire on the inside of the chas 
sis, on the out side-or both. The most
common met hod uses coaxial cab le.
Ground the coax shield right where it
passes thro ugh the chassis . For bes t re
sults, don't twist the braid into a pig tail
and solder it to a gro und lug. It is much
better to connect the braid around the en
tire circumference of the hole or connec
tor, so that the center conductor is
completel y surrounded.

If interferenc e is generated by a current
flowing in a wire , it is magnetic (low im
peda nce) in nature, and the H field is stron
ger. In that case , ground the coax shield at
both ends . If the interference resu lts from
capacitive (vo ltage) coupling , then the E
fie ld is stronger. It may be better to ground

DECOUPLING AND BYPASSING

The Magi not line was France ' s defense
agai nst a German invasion before World
War II. It was the strongest, most impreg
nable defe nsive structure ever built. The
French high command was convinced that
the Germans would never breach it. Th ey
didn't. They simply bypassed it by attack
ing around the end of the line, through
Belgium and The Netherlands.

Simi larly, the best shielding in the
world won't work if there is a path thro ugh
it. Any wire that pierces the shie ld wall
ac ts as a receiving antenna inside the
shield and a transmitt ing antenna outside .

cuits in the equipment and present a shock
hazard. Int ern al shie lds should be in
stalled only by qualified technicians with
the manufacturer' s approval.

Despite aesthetic disadvantages, most
anyone can fabr icate a suitab le metal en
closure for equipment. Use copper or alu
minum sheet. Make sure that the enclo
sure pro vides adequate vent ilation via
small holes, or large ones cove red with
screen. "Piano hinge" provides better
shielding than small hinges where open
ings are needed. If the affected equipment
is installed in a meta l cabinet, such as an
enter ta inme nt cente r, no fabrication is
needed.

The orient ation of interference-carry
ing wires inside the chassis is impor tant.
Obviously, it is best if they are far from
any hole s in the shield, but it's even more
important to or ient them parallel to the
seams. Wires at right angles to slots cause
maximum leakage (beca use the magnetic
field is parallel to the slot, at 90° to the
wire) .

Paint is an insul ator. Remove all paint
from sea m jo ints for the best connectio n.
Where screw mounting is not practical
(such as around an access door), use fin
ger stock or one of the other commercial
RF-gasket materi als (Figure 5.4) .

Meters are a source of shield leakage,
because they usually require a large hole
in the front panel. Shie ld round meter
openings with part of a discarded tin can
(an old trick, see Figure 5.5) . Find a can
slightly larger than the meter. Cut off a
portion (including an unopened lid) some 
what deeper than the meter (leave eno ugh
extra depth to form tabs that can be bent
and drilled for mounting screws) . Bypass
the meter leads to the can at the exi t point.
Fabricate shield enclosures for square or
edgewise meters from PC-b oard material.

One fi nal shiel di ng tip : Two poor
shie lds are usually better than one good
one. A good shield might have 100 dB of
isolation. Two 60 dB shields add up to
120 dB, a good 20 dB (100 time s) better
than the single "good" shield .
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have high impedance at the lowest fre
quency to be fil tere d. (An R:Xc rat io of
5: I or 10: I should be suffic ient.) Use the
standard reac tance formu las:

Typ ical values for power-supply decou 
pIing of RF signals in the 3.5 to 200- MHz
range would be I ~H and 0.05 ~F.

Be careful with LC filters as they suffer
from a resonance effect. At freque ncies
nea r

where
f = frequency (MHz)
L =inductance (~H)

C =capaci tance (~F)

XL = inductive reactance (Q)
Xc = capacitive reac tance (Q) .

LOW-PASS TVI FILTERS

Before we get to the "nitty-gritty" of
low-pass fil ter design, let' s get one thing
straight: A low-p ass fi lte r only acts upon
sig nals comi ng thro ugh the feed line. If
any VHF harmon ics escape before reac h
ing the fi lter, it won' t hel p.

The connection bet ween the transmitter
and fi lter is critical! Use only good-qual
ity coax with at least 95 % braid coverage.
Be warned that "RG-8" is no longer a valid
military specifica tion fo r coaxial cable.

Transmitters 5.7

Capacitors Are Not Capacitors

No elec tro nic component is perfect. Ca
paci tors also exhibit inductance, inductors
exhi bit capac itance, and both have resis
tance . Th ese factors limit the frequ ency
range over which a particul ar comp onent
can be used . The EMC Fundamental s
chapter discusses this topic in detail.

9 I' H

ited by allowable 60-Hz leakage current.
A O . I-~Fbypass capacitor conn ected from
the 120-V ac line to a chass is would let up
to 4.5 rnA of 60-Hz curre nt flow in anyone
unlu cky enough to touch both the chassis
and ground at the same time. Any value
less than 0.0 I ~F keeps leakage current
within the UL lim it of 0.5 rnA. (Be cau
tious about ins ta lling ac-li ne fil ters in any
hom e entertainment equipment, because
the same 0.5-m A limit applies.)

The inductor value is limited by physi
ca l size (bigger is bett er). The coils de
scribed in Fig ure 5.6 are abou t 7 ~H eac h,
which res ults in a self-resonant frequ enc y
nea r 600 kHz . Install the filte r inside the
transmitter chass is if there is room , or in a
sma ll metal box bolted to the rear panel.

AC- line fi lters are also avai lable com
mercially , both as extern al "a dd ons" and
for inclu sion insid e equ ipment. The inter
nal uni ts often includ e a lin e cord recep
tacle and a fuse holder. Ma nufacture rs
include Corc orn, Cornell-Dubilier (CDE),
Sch affn er and Sprague. (See the Suppliers
List in the appendices of this book.)

Figure 5.6-A "brute-force" ac-Iine filter.
The inductors are 47 turns of no. 18
enameled wire on a O.5-inch diameter
form (7 ~H) . The O.01-~F, UL-recognized
capacitors are available from Digi-Key
Corporation, part no. P4601.

(Eq 5.3)

(Eq 5.2)

(Eq 5 .1)
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Try "Br ute Force"

As an example of interfe rence filtering,
consi der the "brute-force" ac-line filter in
Figure 5.6. Safety is an important consider
ation with ac-line filters. Three major orga
nizations that promote safety standards are
UL (Underwr iters Laboratories) in the USA,
CSA (Canadian Standards Association) in
Canada, and lEC (Internatio nal Electro
technical Commission) in Europe. All ca
pacitors connected to the ac line should be
certi fied by one of these orga nizatio ns for
the line voltage in use . Certified parts are
labeled with an agency symbol or mark. UL
uses a backwards "R" attached to an "L. "
The CSA mark is "SA" inscribed in a large
"C." Each European country has its own
standards agency. For exam ple, the mark of
Germany's Verband Deutscher Elektro
techni ker is "VDE" inscribed in a triangle.

Some references recommend usin g
1000 -V de ceramic-disc capaci tors . Un
fortunately , these parts are intended for
de-bypass applica tions , and their perfor
mance with 60-Hz ac is unspeci fied .
UL-recognized parts are inexpensive and
readi ly available in mail -order parts cata
logs, so there is no rea son not to use them.

In an ac-line fi lter, capaci tor size is lim-

they can increase the circ uit response over
that with no filte r at all! One so lution is to
make L and C large enough that the reso
nant fre quency fa lls we ll below the lowest
frequency of interest. Another so lut ion is
to load the resonant circ uit, by adding a
resi stor in ser ies with the coil or capac itor.
Th e resistance should equal twice the re
actance of eit her L or C at resonance .

XL=2rc fL

I
Xc = 2rcfC

If interference does manage to find its
way onto a wire, the wire must be filt ered
before it ex its the shield enclosure. When
the des ired signal is lower in frequ ency
than the undesi red signa l, a low-pass filter
is call ed fo r. (A low-pass filter at a trans
mitter RF output connec tor is a special
case that is covered later. )

FILTERS

A Low-Pass Filter

The simples t low -pass filte r is a bypass
capac itor connected between the wire and
gro und. Install it with shor test possible
lead s direct ly where the wire exits the
shie ld . Use addit ional bypass capacitors
inside the shi eld, as close to the interfer
ence source(s) poss ible . In a computer or
other digital device, include a bypass ca
paci tor from the power-s upply lead to
ground near eac h Ie. In a transm itter, by
pass the power- sup ply lead near ea ch
ampli fier stage. Place the capacitor close
to the RF source, to minimize the wire
length carrying (and radiating) unwanted
RF energy.

If a simp le bypass capac itor doesn ' t
work , add one or more resis to rs or
inductors in ser ies with the signal lead . Re
sistors are cheaper than inductors, and
they work over a broader freque ncy
ran ge. They are not suitable in all applica
tions, however, because they consume
power from the fi ltered circuit. Shunt ca
pacitors should have low impedance , and
the ser ies resi stors or induc tors sho uld

only one end of the coax shie ld . Thi s
avoids a gro und loop, where magnetic
fields can ca use curre nt to flow in the loop
formed by the coax shie ld and chass is. If
the cable length is greater than 1/20 Ie,
however, ground both ends.

If sh ielding a wire is imprac tica l, use
the "poor man 's coax"-a "twisted pair."
Tw isti ng the hot wire together with a
ground-return wire reduces both elec tr ic
and magnet ic pickup . Gro und the return
wire according to the rul es for coax
shields , above. Any interference on the
pair will be a com mon-mode sig nal. In
stall common-mode cho kes at one end of
the wire (or both ends if needed).

Try to route the wire tight agai ns t the
chassis for its en tire length- in the ang le
between bott om and sides, if possibl e. The
shielding effe ct is bett er when the wir e is
close to the chassis. Thi s technique is eve n
useful for coax, to prevent gro und loo ps.

For the same reason , any PC board with
potential radiation or susceptibili ty prob 
lems should have a ground plan e on at least
one side. To reduce radiated emissions,
computer PC boards often use four or more
layer s: one or two gro und plane(s) and the
others for circuitry.



Coa x bearin g that label may not be of high
qualit y. RG-213 is the same size and im
pedance as RG-8, but it has guaranteed
specifications. Pay speci al attention to the
connection between the shie ld and the
connec tors at each end of the cable. The
braid should be soldered around the enti re
connector-shell circumference. PL-259
"UHF" connectors have several solder-ac
cess holes: make sure that the braid is well
soldered through each hole. See the sidebar
"How to Install a PL-259 Connector."

The connection between a transmitter
and low-pass filt er should be as short as
possibl e. Thi s not onl y reduces the
chances of stray radiation , but also ensures
that the transmitter "sees" the prop er load
imped ance at VHF frequencies (above the
filter cut -off frequency) . Even better: use
a double-male connector between the fil
ter and tran smitter.

Antenna SWR should be low at the op
erati ng frequency . High SWR can cause
overh eatin g and arcing in a low-pass fil
ter. If necessar y, install a Transmatch
betw een the filte r and antenna.

A Transmatch can act as a filter, espe
cially for low-order harmonic s. Attenuation
of high-order harmonics in the VHF TV
range is limited, however: perhaps 5 to 20
dB, compared to 50-80 dB for a good low
pass filter. HF attenuation is best with tuners
that use a low-pass circuit (with coils in se
ries and capacitors shunting the load).

Designs

Low-Pass filter design s appear in The

Figure 5.7-A common-mode choke to
suppress shield current in coaxial cable.
Reversing the windings as shown allows
more turns with less shunt capacitance.

ARRL Handbook . Chebyshev, Butter
worth or ellip tic filters are covered .
Simpl y select a suitable design , look up
the component values in a table , and scale
the values for the desired impedance and
frequenc y. The details are well covered in
any recent Handbo ok as well as many
other references.l Computer programs
are also avail able to generate the compo
nent values .

Figure 5.8 illu strates a quarter-wave
filter , so called becau se it elec trically
resembles a 1/ 4-A transmission line belo w
the cutoff frequ ency. Thi s filter is easy to
design becau se each of the three element s
(CI, C2 and L1) have 50 Q ofreactance at
the design frequency . Like image-param
eter designs, casc ade as many sections as

L1

I n~Out

,LC1 J:2
Design fo rm ula s ar e :

1
C1=C2=----

(21d (50) )

L1=~
(21T f)

where,
C1 and C2 ar e in Ji-F,
L1 is in Ji- H,
f is the pass fr equenc y in MHz.

Figure 5.8-The "quarter-wave" low
pass filter uses elements of 50-Q
reactance. Cascade as many sections
as desired.

needed to get additio nal high-frequency
reject ion . Unfo rtun ately, the low- fre
quency ripple is not well controlled,
especially for multi section designs
(Figure 5.9). Thi s kind of filt er is only
good for single-band applications .

Absorpti ve Filters

Most filte rs are designed for a 50-Q
impedance at both terminations. In a typi
cal amateur installation, this is only true at
the transmit frequency . Most antennas are
not 50 Q outside the band . The same is
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Figure 5.9-A, frequency response of 1, 2 and 4-section quarter-wave filters. The pass f requency has been normalized.
B shows the same curves with the attenuation scale expanded to illustrate passband ripple.
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Figure 5.10-An absorptive low-pass
TVI filter. The following values are for
a cutoff frequency of 40 MHz and a
rejection peak in TV channel 2:

C1-52 pF.
C2-73 pF.
C3-126 pF.
C4-15 pF.
L1-0.125 flH.
L2-0.52 flH.
L3-0.3 flH.
L4-0.212 flH.
L5-0.55 flH.

true for the transmitter output circuit.
Unfortunatel y, filt er response into a

highl y reacti ve load is unspecified . Har
monic attenuation may be degraded at
some frequencies (and improved at oth
ers). Take the 50-Q frequency-response
plot s as rough approximations of per for
mance in actual installations .

An absorptivefilter (Figure 5.1 0) is one
partial solution. In addition to a low-pass
filter, thi s circuit includes a matching
high -pass filter connected to a 50-Q load.
The filter pro vides a matched , 50-Q resi s
tive load at VHF frequencies. Connect this
filter after a good con ventional low-pass
filter to guarantee excellent ha rmonic
suppression.

BANDSTOP (TRAP) FILTERS

For interference problems resulting
from a single spur ious frequency, a series
or parallel-tuned \VaV(~ trap within the
transmitter, or near the antenna terminal ,
can help. (Se e Figure 5.11.) Each LC
circuit is resonant at the interferin g
frequ enc y.

With vacuum-tub e transmitters, install
a parallel-tuned trap in the plate lead of

50-0
Input

1

C1 C2

1110
_

0
Idler

L1 L2 Load

l3 L4

50-0

'}
Ant

L5 !
c~

the final ampli fier. Thi s might cure mild
TVI cases . The final ampli fie r output im
pedance is too low for this technique in
solid-s tate amplifiers, but a series-tuned
trap in parallel with the antenna connector
may help. For either type of trap , the in
ductor and capacitor should each have a
reac tance in the neighborhood of 200 Q.
Tune the trap to the frequency of the af
fect ed TV channel. Beware the high volt
age present on the tube plate! Use a plas
tic alignment tool to adju st the capacitor,
or use a dip meter to align the trap with the
tran smitter switched off. To trap out TV
channel 2, for example, suitable values
would be about 0.56 f.1H and 15 pF (use a
20-pF variable capacitor.)

A tuned transmission-line stub is simi
lar to the LC trap . A 1/ 4-'A tran smi ssion line
(open at the far end) acts as a series-tuned
circuit. Place such a 1/ 4-'A stub (cut for the
interferin g frequency) in parallel with the
tran smitter output; it act s like the circuit
in Figure 5.IIE.

Parallel-conductor tran smi ssion lines
present a special problem: balanced low
pass filters are not readil y available. Use a
shunt trap , either LC or a tuned stub . Gen-

How To Install a PL·259 Connector
Install PL-259s to RG-8 or RG-213 coax like this, and you will have good RF-tight connections that should not

work loose . First, remove the coupling ring from the connector and slide it over the cable. (If you forget this step,
you'll be sorry!) Now carefully score the outer insulation (jacket) around its circumference 11/ 8 inches from the end
(A). If you nick the bra id, cut the cable and start over. Remove the jacket without disturbing the braid. Tin the braid
with rosin-core solder using a high-wattage soldering iron or gun (8). (Try not to melt the center insulation, and
don't use too much solder.) Use a tubing cutter or sharp knife to cut through the tinned braid (and about half-way
into the center insulator) 3/ 4 inches from the end (C). Twist off the cut braid and insulation. Clean and tin the
exposed center conductor. Smooth any bumps or rough edges on the tinned braid with a file. Screw the connector
body onto coax jacket (D). (You may need to hold the connector body with pliers .) Solder the braid to the connec
tor body through each access hole, and solder the center conductor to the pin (E). Tr im the center conductor even
with the end of the pin and file off any solder build-up . Finally, scrape away any solder flux on outer surface of the
pin.-Alan Bloom, N1AL, San Francisco Section Technical Coordinator, Santa Rosa, California
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Figure 5.12-Equivalent circuits for the stripline filters. The circuit at A applies to
the 6 and 2-meter designs. L2 and L3 are the input and output links. At B is the
circuit for the 220 and 432-MHz filters. All of the filters are bilateral (the input and
output terminals may be interchanged).

Figure 5.11-A parallel-resonant harmonic trap is shown in the plate lead of the
circuit at A. The example at B uses a shunt connected series-resonant trap.

INTERFERENCE FROM VHF
TRANSMITTERS

Some amateur VHF and UHF transmit
ters use an LF oscillator that is mult iplied
to the tran smit frequency. In the process,
unwanted oscillator harm onics can leak
through , causing interference to other
services . Of course, VHF and HF tran s
mitters are equally likely to have
output-fr equency harmonics and un
wanted mixer products. For any of these
probl ems, add a band-pass filter between
the tran smitter output and the antenna.

erally, the best solution is a standard co
axial low-pass filter at the transmitter out 
put followed by either a balun or a bal
anced-output Tran smatch.

VHF Band-pass Filter Designs

A cavity or stripline filter is a tuned
transmi ssion line . Instead of using coaxial
cable, a high-Q line is built out of wide
strap or tubing for the center conductor
and some kind of chassis or enclosure for
the outer conductor.

Figures 5.12 through 5.15 illu strate
stripline filt ers for the amateur VHF and
UHF bands from 50 through 450 MHz.
Construction is easy, and the cost is low .
Standard boxes are used for ease of
duplication .

The filter of Figure 5.13 is se lec tive
enough to pass 50-MHz energy and attenu
ate the seve nth harmonic of an 8-MHz os
cillator that falls in TV channel 2. With an
insertion loss (at 50 MHz) of about 1 dB,
it can provide up to 40 dB of attenuation to
energy at 58 MHz.

The filter uses a fold ed tran smi ssion
line to keep it within the co nfines of a stan
dard 6xl7x3 -inch cha ssis. The aluminum
partition down the middle of the assembly
is 14 inch es long. The inner conductor is
32 inches long and 13h 6 inch wide, made of
Ih6-inch brass, copper or aluminum. In the
prototype, two piece s of aluminum were
spliced together to provide the 32-inch
length. The side s of the "U" are 27/ 8 inches
apart, with the partition at the center. The
lin e is supporte d on ceramic sta ndoffs
shimmed with sec tions of hardwood or
Bakelite rod to give the required 1112 inch
hei ght.

The tuning capacitor is a double-spaced
variable (Ha mmarl und HF-30- X, 4 .9
30 pF, 1600 V) moun ted 1112 inches from
the right end of the chass is . The inpu t- and
output-co upling loops are made from no .
10 or 12 wire , 10 inches long. They are
spaced about 1/4 inch from the line.

The 144-MHz model show n in Figure
5.14 is housed in a 21/4x2 1hx I2-inch box.
One end of the tub ing is slot ted C/4-inch
deep) wit h a hacksaw. This slot takes a
bra ss angle brac ket 1112 inches wide and
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Figure 5.16-This commercially
available fil ter can be used as an
effect ive VHF transmit filter. It offers
up to 100 dB of attenuation on transmit
and rece ive. It can also help in cases of
receiver intermod.

Com merciall y Avail able
Band-pass Filters

Dig ital Communications, Inc (DC I)
makes a wide range of commercially avai l
abl e VHF and up band- pass filters. Th ese
can offer up to 100 dB of stop-band
atte nuation, although their cavi ty design
doesn't permi t that much attenuat ion of
odd -ordered harmonics. Th ey have mod 
els for any frequency between 50 and 3000
MHz, using 4 to 10 poles. They can also
supply fi lters in nearly any bandwidth. An
exampl e of one of these filte rs is show n in
Fig ure 5.16. See the Suppliers List in the
appe ndices for information on DCI.

Parasitics ill VHF/UHF Tran smitters

Parasitic osc illations far above the op
erating freq uency should not be a problem
in VHF or UHF vacuum-tube transmitters.
If short, low-indu ctance connectio ns are
used throug hou t, the fre que ncy of any
parasit ic resonances in the fina l amplifier
tank circu it are so high that the tube won' t
have eno ugh gain to susta in osc illation .

Osci llation near the operating fre 
quency can be a problem, however.
Gro unded-gri d amplifiers should be stable

To adj us t the filters , simply co nnect
them between the station SWR meter and
the antenna; tune for minimu m SW R. The
SWR should be close to I: 1 into a VHF
dummy load or a we ll-matched antenna.
All coax ial cable between the transmitter
and filter should be good qual ity (95%
braid coverage), with the shie ld properl y
soldered to the connector she lls .

There 's No Such Thing As a Free Lunch!
Some of the most severe interference is caused by unwanted oscillations

in transmitter final amplifiers. I once owned a popular make of solid -state
2-meter FM transc eiver that I retuned for maximu m powe r (into a wattmeter) .
Afte r voc iferous complaints from my neighbors, I repeated the tuning
procedure, but this time with my TV set on. Not all of the power registering
on the wattme ter was within the 2-meter band! At certa in tuning conditions,
the amp lifier would break into oscillation, causing severe TV interfe rence
(and a higher reading on the wattmeter) .-Alan Bloom , N1AL, San Francisco
Sect ion Technical Coordina tor, Santa Rosa , Califo rnia

1/4-inc h high , wi th a liz-inch mounting lip.
The 1/4-inch lip is so lde red into the tub ing
slot, and the bracke t is bolted to the end
of the box to position the tubing at the cen
ter of the end plate. The tuning capacitor
(Hammarlund HF- 15-X, 3.6 - 15 pF, 1600
V) is mounted 11/4 inch es from the other
end of the box with the two stator bars
so ldered to the inner conductor.

The two SO-239 coax ial conn ectors are
11/16 inch in from each side of the box,
311z inc hes fro m the left end . The coupling
loo ps are no . 12 wire, bent so that each is
para lle l to the cen ter line of the inner con 
ductor and about lis inch from its surfac e.
The ir "c old" ends are so ldered to the brass
moun ting bracket.

Th e 220 -MHz filter (Figure 5.15) uses
the same size box as the 144- MHz model.
The inner co nductor is 1!J6-inch brass or
copper, sis- inch wide, just long enough
to fold over at eac h end and bolt to the box.
It is positi oned so there is a lis-inc h clear
ance between it and the rotor plates of
the tuning capacitor. The latter is
a Hammarlund HF-15-X (3 .9-1 5 pF,
1600 V) , mounted slightly off- center in
the box, so that its stator plates connect to
the exact mid-point of the line. The
5/16-inch mounting hole in the case is 511z
inches fro m one end. The SO-239 coax ial
fittings are 1 inc h in from the opposite
sides of the box, 2 inches from the ends.
Th e co upling lin ks are no . 14 wire, spaced
lis inch from the inner co nductor.

The 420-MHz filter is similar in design,
usi ng a P/sx2x IO-inc h box. A half-wave
lin e is used, with a tun ing capac itor (fab
ricated fro m brass discs) at the cen ter. The
two discs are eac h 1!J6thick and 11/4inch in
diameter. The fixed disc is centere d on the
inner con ductor, the other is mounted on a
no. 6 brass lead-screw. This passes
through a threaded bus hing (which can be
taken from the end of a discarded slug
tuned coil fo rm) . Such bushin gs usually
include a tension device for the screw. If
there is none, use a lock nut.

The 420 -MHz model uses N connectors .
They are locat ed sis inch from eac h side
of the box, and 13/s inches from the ends.
The coupling links are no. 14 wire, space d
1116 inch from the inner cond uctor.

<> .'-.. ,
~,

50-kHz CW Sidebands
I once received an ARRL Official

Observer report for tran smitting a
T-6 (hum-modulated) note just
outside the bottom of the 20-meter
band . My logbook revealed that I
was operating about 50 kHz higher
at the time. The transmitter I was
using included a transistor amplifier
stage with 0.01-IlF coupling
capacitors and 1-mH shunt -feed
inductors at the input and output. A
quick calculation revealed that
these values resonate at about 50
kHz. The engineers who designed
th is rig had accidentally designed a
tuned-collector, tuned-base
oscillator! The 50-kHz osc illation
amplitude modulated the transmit
ted signa l, which cause d sidebands
to appear 50 kHz above and below
the carrier frequency .-Alan Bloom ,
N1AL, San Francisco Section
Technical Coordinator, Santa Rosa,
California

Figure 5.15-The 220- MHz f ilter uses a
1J2 stripline. It is gr ounded at both
ends and tuned at th e center.

Figure 5.13-lnterior of the 50-MHz
stripline filter. The aluminum inner
conductor is bent into a " U" shape to
fit inside a standard 17-inch chassis.

Figure 5.14-The 144-MH z filter has an
inner conductor of 't. -inch (5/. inch 00)
copper tubing, 10 inches long. ~is
grounded to the left end of the case
and supported at the ri ght end by the
tuning capacitor.
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if the input and output circuits are well
isolated from each other. Grounded-cath
ode triode amplifiers usually need to be
neutrali zed . Some tetrode or pentode cir
cuits require neut ralization as well. Se
ries-re sonant screen bypassing is a possi
bility here: Above the tube se lf-resonant
frequency, the correc t bypass capac itor
can tun e out the se lf-induc tance of the
screen.

Solid-state VHF ampli fiers can oscil 
late at either low or RF frequencies. For
low-frequency oscillations, apply the

same solutions previou sly ment ioned for
HF solid-state amplifiers.

To determine whether high -frequency
oscillations are present, retune the final
ampli fier whil e watching its collector cur
rent (or total power-supply current). Any
erratic current fluctuations during tun ing
indicate unwanted osc illat ion, probably in
the VHF/UHF rang e. The problem may be
cau sed by simple misadjustment. If, after
prop er alignment, all tuning controls can
be slightly detuned (near their optimum
setti ng) without causing oscillations,

the transmitter is probably opera ting
correctl y.

If there is no stable tuning condition,
check all circuitry around the affected stage
for poor solder joi nts and damaged or over
heated components. If there are no defects,
circuit modific ations may be in order.

One quick-and-dirty solution: Add a
low-v alue resistor (5-50 Q) in series with
a O.OOI-I..lF ceramic disc capac itor from
the base of the affected stage to ground.
With luck, a resistor value that is low
enough to kill the osci lla tion will not

A Low Pass TVI Filter

Here's a low-pass filter that you can build . It's
almost as good as commercial products. It should be
adequate for all but the most severe TVI caused by
transmitter harmonics.

Construction
The filter is constructed in an aluminum box

measuring 3-1/2x2-1/8x1-5/8 inches. Input and
output connectors are mounted at the center of each
end. Use 5%-tolerance (2% would be better)
capac itors . The 500-V capacitors spec ified should
be more than adequate for a 200-W transmitter.

The coils are space wound from no. 18 enameled
copper wire. Wind L1 and L3 using a 1/4-inch dril l bit
as a form, use an 1/8-inch bit for L2. To space the
windings, wind two pieces of wire in parallel. To
remove the extra winding, just grasp one wire and
pull (with the windings still on the drill bit) . Solder al l
parts to a two-term inal-w ith-ground solder strip as
illustrated.

Tuning

Adjust the coils by spreading or squeezing the
turns. Set L2 first, for maximum rejection of TV
channel 2 (55.25 MHz). Then tune L1 and L3 for
lowest SWR, or minimum insert ion loss, at 28.5 MHz.

Here are two ways to adjust L2: Method 1 requires

a grid-dip oscillator or solid-state dip meter. Tempo
rarily short L2 (the end that connects to L1 and L3) to
the grounded end of C2 with a very short, fat conduc
tor. (A piece of tinned coax braid should do nicely.)
Set the dip meter frequency by placing it near a TV
set tuned to channel 2. Tune the dip meter to pro
duce broad horizontal interference bars on the TV.
Loosely couple the dip meter to L2, and adjust the
coil for a dip at 55.25 MHz.

Method 2 requires a strong channel-2 signal and a
TV fed with coax. CATV service should suffice.
Connect the filter between the TV antenna connector
and the feed line. Adjust L2 for maximum "snow" in
the channel-2 picture. It may be necessary to
temporarily short L1 and L3 to yield a strong enough
signal.

Performance
The filter attenuates all VHF TV frequencies a

minimum of about 48 dB. It has about 70 dB of
rejection at the channel-2 carrier frequency (often
one of the worst trouble spots). The worst-case
insertion loss is about 0.3 dB, and the SWR is less
than 1.3:1 below 29.0 MHz. The loss rises to over 0.4
dB at 29.7 MHz. If you operate at the high end of 10
meters, you may want to peak L1 and L3 at 29.0 MHz
instead of 28.5 MHz.

In J 1

L1 L3

L2

C2

rL180PF

(A)

J2 Out

(8)

A low-pass filter for amateur transmitting use. The circuit (A) is constructed on a two-terminal-with-ground terminal
strip (15TS003), which is fastened to the chassis with no. 4 solder lugs and hardware. (Part numbers in parentheses
are catalog numbers from Mouser Electronics; see Suppliers List for address.) B is a photo of the completed filter.

C1, C3-120 pF, 5% tolerance, 500 V silver mica (232
1500-120).

C2-180 pF , 5% tolerance, 500 V silver mica (232-1500
180).

L1, L3-13 turns no. 18 wire, space wound 'I.-inch 10.
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L2-4 turns no. 18 wire, space wound 'la-inch 10.
J1, J2-S0-239 "UHF" connectors (16S0239) or RF

connectors of the builder's choice.
Aluminum chassis-3'hx2'/ax1 5/a inches (537- TF-773).



reduce output power excessively. If there
is a co il or RF choke from the base to
grou nd, try adding a series ferrite bead.
The same trick sometimes works with a
choke in the collector power-supp ly lead .

BE AN OPTIMIST
Whe n tro ubleshooting interference

problems in a transmitter, keep in mind
that there is almos t always a technica l
solution. Afte r all , there are literally mil
lions oftransmitte rs around the world that
work , day in and day out , without interfer
ence-caus ing spurio us emissions. Wit h
proper shields, filters and bypass ing, any

transmitter can be clean .

Notes
1R. Measures, "Parasitics Revisited ," Sep

1990 QST, pp 15-18 and Oct 1990 QST,
pp 32-35 .

2Ferrite beads , rods and toro id cores are
available from seve ral sources: Amido n
Assoc iates , Paloma r Engineers, RADIO
KIT and others. See the Supp liers List at
the end of this book.

3Filter-design refere nces, arranged in order
of ease of use:

C. Hutchinson and L. Wolfgang, The ARRL
Handbook for Radio Amateurs (New
ington, CT: ARRL , 1991 and ear lier
editions) , Chapter 2. These tables are
the easiest to use, and some are set up

for standard capacitor values. The selec
tion of filter types is limited, however , and
only low-pass and high -pass filters
are covered .

E. Jordan , Refere nce Data for Engineers
(Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams &Co,
Seventh Edition , 1985) , Chapter 9. This
resource is more difficul t to use, but
more inclus ive than the Handbook. It
includes band-pass and bandstop filter
transformations .

A. Zve rev, Handbook of Filter Syn thesis
(New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, 1967).
This is "everything you ever wanted to
know about fil ter design ." It conta ins 203
pages of design tables , plus charts and
graphs and extens ive mathematical
theory. For the engineer.
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Antenna-Connected

Televisions
Several

chapters in this book are
devoted to vario us as
pects of television inter 

ferenc e (TV I). There are subs tantia l
differences between the causes and cures
for TVs connec ted to antennas , TVs con
nect ed to cable TV systems and VCRs.
Th is first "TVI" chapter covers rv,
connected to antennas .

Other TVI chapters are:
Chapter 7-Cable Television: The ap

proache s used to diagnose and cure cable
TVI are different than those used to cure
TVI to TVs conn ected to antennas . This
chapter covers the basics, and includes a
section des igned specifically to help you
teach your cable company everything they
need to kno w about cable TVI.

Chapter 8-VCRs: VCRs are much like
TVs, but they, too, have some unique charac
teristics that make them a separate RFI topic.

Although the number
of reported cases has
been declining,Televi
sion Interference (TVI)

is still with us today.
When TVI strikes you

or your neighbor's
antenna-connected
TV, the techniques
discussed in this

chapter will help find
the cause and a cure.

a television receive r fail s to operate prop
erly in the presence of unwanted RF en
ergy. An amateur tran smitter in perfect
work ing condition (with no harmonics or
other spurious radiation) can still interact
with TVs. This occurs bec ause the TV
manufacturer did not build the produ ct to
reject high-level signals that are a part of
its normal environment.

There are several "types" of TVI, each
with its own separate causes and cures.
When caused by a rad io tran smitt er, TVI
may appear as cros shatching or bars in the
pict ure , a change in contrast or color, com
plete blanking of the screen, audi o inter
fere nce or any com bination of these ef
fects . The manifestation in a specific case
depends on a number of factors, such as
the frequency, bandwidth and intensity of
the interfering signal and the design of the
affected TV equipment.

WHAT IS TVI? PRELIMINARY STEPS

In simple term s, "television interfer
ence," or TVI , describ es a condition where

Amateurs involved with or assisting
with a TVI problem should take a few pre -

New. at 10

No
Int er ference

(8)

Low-Pass
Filte r

St rong

~

Nearby Radio
Transmitter

Interference

(A)
Nearby Radio
Tran smitter

Strong

~

Figure 6.1-(A) This TV doesn't have enough rejection to keep out an amateur fundamental si gnal. The transmitter may also
be em itting some VHF spurious signals that fall ins ide the TV channel. (B) The appropriate cures have been installed and
everyone is happy again.

By Ed Hare, W1 RFI • ARRL Laboratory Supervisor and Bob Schetgen, KU7G • ARRL Senio r Assistant Technical Editor
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Figure 6.2. This chart shows CATV and broadcast channels used in the United States. The frequency relationship to the harmonics
of HF, VHF and UHF amateur bands can be readily seen. This will help identify those channels that are harmonically related to the
transmit frequency. Use this chart to determine if there is a harmonic relationship between operating frequency and any TV
channels affected by station operation. If the interference is only on channels that are multiples of your operating frequency, you
clearly have interference from harmonics . (It is not certain that these harmonics are coming from your station, however.)
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6 MHz

Audio
Carrier

Color-burst Carr ier
(Not Transmitted)

I
I

band of the video signal is found from 0 to
1.25 MHz from the lower edge of the chan
nel. This is a "vestigial" sideband, mean
ing that only part of the sideband is trans 
mitted; the rest is filtered out at the
transmitter. The video carrier is 1.25 MHz
up from the low-frequency edge. The up
per video sideband extends to about
5.75 MHz from the lower channel edge. The
color carrier, color signals and sound carrier
and sidebands are also found as part of the
upper sideband . The sound carrier is
4.5 MHz higher than the video carrier. The
color burst frequency (a brief signal used to
synchronize the TV's local color oscillator)
is 3.579 MHz from the video carrier. The
color information is found near the color
burst frequency . As the interference fre
quency approaches that of the video carrier,
the interference bars become thicker and
more objectionable. As the interference
moves away from the video-carrier fre
quency, the bars become finer until they
become a "herringbone" pattern on the
screen. This pattern sometimes becomes so
fine that it appears as a slight reduction of
picture contrast. When these horizontal or
diagonal lines are modulated by a voice, they
are usually called "sound bars." Figure 6.4
shows a typical case of TVI.

Figure 6.4-This "herringbone" pattern
is typical of a TV receiving interference
from a radio transmitter.

Color
Information

4.5 MHz

Black and Wnite
Video Information

Video
Carrier

1.25 MHz

It May Not Be Your Fault

Take heart, though; it may not be your
fault, too. Like any other type of interfer
ence, fundamental overload of a suscep
tible TV may be the root cause of the
problem. The TVI could be coming from
another source altogether, such as power
line noise or another transmitter in the
area. It could also be coming from a VCR
recording another channel, or from a video
game that is generating interference to
the whole system.

ABOUT TV CHANNELS AND
TV SETS
Frequencies Allocated to
Broadcast TV

Broadcast television is becoming more
varied. In addition to the standard VHF
and UHF analog TV signals, broadcasters
now broadcast high-density TV signals
and various satellite analog and digital sig
nals. Each of these can have their own TVI
potential, causes and cures.

Figure 6.2 shows the frequencies allo 
cated to over-the-air and cable TV in the
VHF and UHF ranges.

The TV Channel

Figure 6.3 shows the frequency layout
of a television channel. Each TV channel
is 6 MHz wide. The left side of Figure 6.3
is the lower channel edge. The lower side-

neighbor can work together to find a
solution.

There is something about the relation
ship between TVI and personal diplomacy
that doesn't apply to most interference
problems. Broadcast TV is a radio service,
so it is possible that TVI could be caused
by unwanted spurious emissions from
your amateur transmitter. Translation:
TVI could be your fault and it may be your
responsibility to fix it! Keep this in mind
when you talk to your neighbor.

Figure 6.3-The frequency layout of a television channel.

DIPLOMACY

It May Be Your Fault!

The topic of responsibility comes up in
every chapter, but it is important, so it is
worth repeating: The technical parts of a
TVI problem are really the second half of
the problem. The human part of the
problem usually must be dealt with first.
Review the First Steps chapter for some
important guidelines on how you and your

TVI CAN BE CURED

TVI is not the oldest RFI problem fac
ing hams, but with the widespread intro
duction of broadcast TV in the 1950s, it
became one of ham radio's worst prob
lems. Although its incidence seems to be
decreasing, TVI remains one of the more
common RFI problems. It is probably a
dead tie between TVI and the other "T"
problem-telephone interference.

When TVs were first introduced,
amateur regulations didn't require any
specific amount of attenuation of har
monics from amateur stations (although
the rules did require that "good amateur
practice" be followed). In TVI terms,
most amateur transmitters of that day
were, to put it bluntly, terrible! In ad 
dition, TVs were not well filtered.
Further, neither hams, their neighbors
nor, to some extent, the FCC, knew
much about this new TVI monster. The
result was that TVs and amateur
stations were not compatible-a repu
tation the Amateur Radio Service is still
trying to leave behind .

Fortunately, things have improved a
lot! FCC regulations require that harmon
ics and other spurious emissions from ra
dio transmitters be attenuated enough not
to cause TVI. Hams are a lot smarter about
interference than they were when TVI first
became a problem. In addition, modern
industry standards for immunity are re
sulting in more and more manufacturers
considering immunity when they design
consumer electronics equipment. As can
be seen in Figure 6.1 , most TVI can be
cured!

liminary steps before starting to diagnose
and fix the TVI problem. Read the First
Steps, EMC Fundamentals and Trouble
shooting chapters. This chapter has only a
very brief summary of the detailed infor 
mation in those chapters.

RFI problems can be complex. Stock
answers do not always result in solu
tions . It is important for all concerned
parties-the amateur, Technical Co
ordinator, Technical Specialist, TVI
Committee members and the neigh
bor-to learn as much as possible about
the subject of RFI.
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The TV

Figure 6.5 shows a typical co lor-TV
block diagram. The major systems are
designed to work together. Study the way
that the various circuits interact. As you
read through the rest of this chapter, this
fundamental knowledge about how TVs
work will help you understand how inter
fering signals can enter each circuit and
affect the picture or sound. TVs are by
nece ssity broadband devices and are
therefore relatively susceptible to interfer
ence from external RF signals . The sus
ceptibility pro blem is compounded be
cause interference makes a much greater
impression on the eyes than it does on the
ears .

TV sets recei ve their signals from direct
broadcast, CATV or a satellite dish. Di
rect -broadcast TV (bec ause of the TV an
tenna system) is more susceptible to TVI
than are CATV and sate llite TV. Direct
broadcast TV is frequently the only TV
service available in remote areas, and TV
signals there are weak. When the TV sig
nal is weak, the chance for TVI is greatly
enhanced. TV: A good TV signal and typi
ca l antenna usually resu lt in a TV signal of
about -45 dBm at the receiver terminals .
Interfering signals that are 40 to 60 dB
weaker can cause perceptible interference.

Like any other piece of home electron
ics equipment, a TV set can be overloaded
by a strong, usually nearby, signal. This is
known as fun damenta l overload. Funda
mental -overload TV I res ults from the
inabil ity of a TV to reject an amateur's
transmitt ed signal. Anec hoic-chamber
test s show that some older TVs have only
30 dB of 20-meter signal rejection, al-

Amateur Station TV. Checklist
Have proof that your station is clean. Be sure to separate wishful thinking

from reality. Thinking or saying that station output is clean may sound good,
but it doesn't help the neighbors. Children have become the innocent victims of
neighborhood TVI disputes. The following check list should make it easier to
objectively examine a station and determine the source of a problem.
o Is the station grounded with a short low-inductance ground lead?
o Is the SWR low at the transmit filter?
o Does TVI increase when the transm itting antenna points toward the TV

(fundamental overload)?
o Do you always use the same frequency for TVI tests .
o Is the TVI level constant as the antenna rotates (harmonics)?
o Does TVI cause the TV raster to change with no TV antenna connected

(direct radiation pickup)?
o Are the drive level and any narrow-band stages tuned for minimum

harmonic output?
o Does TVI decrease when any VHF radio equipment is disconnected from

its antenna?
o Do you observe interference on a monitor TV while transmitt ing?
o Is all station equipment bonded to a common ground?
o Are all station cables and connec tors in good shape?

After completing the amateur station TVI checklist, proceed to the TV
receiver checklist. Then make a complete analysis of the transmitter,
affected equipment and interference path to solve the EMI problem.

TV Receiver Checklist
Comp lete the follow ing checklist for each TV with interference.

o Is the received TV signal STRONG?
o Do you use common-mode, high-pass filters?
o Is there an audio-rectification problem?
o Does the TV antenna have good low-channel gain?
o Could the TV system benefit from a properly installed distribution amplifier?
o Is the TV antenna and coaxial feed line properly grounded?
o Have you checked the area for rectifying devices?
o Is there a line filter at the power plug?
o Is the TV antenna and feed line in good condition?
o Is the TV-antenna feed-line horizontal-run at ground level?
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Figure 6.5-Block diagram of a typ ical co lor-te lev isio n receiver.
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Figure G.G-For good quality, a television
signal must be much stronger than any
competing signal on the same frequency.

though some manu factu rers have im
proved newer TVs quite a bit beyond this
level. There may be even less reject ion of
10 meter and VHF/UHF signals . When
compared to a rece ived TV signal, thi s
sensitiv ity to amateur frequencies is
potentially one of the most severe RFI
problems (see Figure 6.6).

Although the internal circu itry of con 
sumer-electronics equipment is fairly im
mune to strong local signals, the equip
ment is conn ected to 117-V ac lines, and
antenna or cabl e sys tems, which can
couple a tremendous signal into the set.
This makes it more likely that a strong
enough signal will be coupled into the TV
to cause fundamental overload. Funda
mental overl oad usually generates a her
ringbone pattern similar to that caused by
transmitter harmonics. In serious cases,
the picture can be blanked out , often on all
channels. Fundamental overload is the
most common form of TVI.

The TV itself may be a direct cau se of
an RFI problem. It may have a defective
component (although this is not likely in a
well maintained set) . If a defec t does ex ist
in the TV set, one can spend a lot of time
looking for problems outside the set when
the actual problem is inside the set: Bro
ken shields, defect ive AGC circuits or
improper IF alignment can all contribute
to TVI.

TV-set circuitry is also subject to block
ing-a reduction of sensitivity (or con
trast ). The effect can range from a ju st
perceptible change in color or contrast, to
a totally blanked-out picture, color or
sound.

The TV audio circui try can envelope
det ect an RF signal and amplify the result
ant aud io signal. This effect is known as
audio rectificati on . The resultant audio
signal may or may not be affected by the
TV volume contro l. If audio interference
is not affected by the volume control , au
dio rectification is clearly indicated. CW
audio interference appears as clicks and
thumps, or a redu ction in TV audio as the
tran smitter is keye d. SSB audio interfer
ence sounds distorted .

If only one neighbor has TVI probl ems,

",,---

A carefully planned and maintained
installation keeps Amateur Radio
signals out of the satellite TV
system.-John Frank, N9CH

facturer or deal er , the amateur and set
owner can work with a TV-service techni
cian who can install the appro priate cures
given in this chapter. These can be effec
tive for fundamental-overload interfer
ence . Additional shie lding such as EMI
tape may eliminate most of the chassis
pickup . Leave the installation of internal
shielding, especially in a neighbor' s TV,
to qu ali fied serv ice personn el. When

Satellite T V I
Although satellite TV receiving

equipment is sometimes regarded
as immune to interference from
Amateur Radio transmissions, it can
be interfered with under some
circumstances.

Satellite TV antennas and
receivers are generally less likely
to be interference victims than
most other consumer grade
television equipment because of
the frequencies and the highly
directional antennas being used.
However , satellite TV reception
can be interfered with if there are
defic iencies in the system . These
deficiencies can include poor
grounding, loose connections, low
qual ity coaxial cable and interfer
ence entering the satell ite receiver
via the ac line or as common mode
interference.

Is the dish antenna properly
grounded? An inadequate ground
may lead to interference problems
as well as safety hazards. Make
sure the dish antenna is properly
grounded in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions and
local electr ical codes.

Many satellite dish antennas use F connectors on the coaxial cables. These
screw-on connectors sometimes come loose after exposure to temperature
extremes and movements of the antenna as it is moved from one satellite to
another. Slight movements of the antenna caused by wind can also contribute
to F connectors becoming loose. Loose connectors are sometimes an
invitation to interference.

Ferrite beads and/or toroids can be placed on the coaxial cable leading
from the antenna to the satell ite receiver to suppress common mode
interference resulting from the coax picking up the Amateur Radio signals .

Interference could also enter the satellite receiver via the ac line. If this is
the case, an ac line filter located as close to the satellite receiver as possible
may be beneficial. Alternatives to the ac line filter would include wrapping the
line cord around a ferrite rod or using a snap-together ferrite core (Radio
Shack catalog number 273-104 or equivalent) and winding several turns of
the line cord through it.

Poorly shielded patch cords between the satellite receiver and TV
receiver or VCR can often increase susceptibility to interference. Some
consumer grade satellite receivers use phono jacks (also called RCA
jacks) as the connectors for the video and audio outputs. Although these
are not the best connectors available, they are adequate if they are kept
clean and used with good quality connectors. When buying patch cords ,
look for gold plated connectors. If you are making your own patch cords,
use gold plated connectors and coax with 100% shield coverage. In either
case, keep patch cords as short as possible.

the TV set and its installa tion are suspect.
If the extern al solutio ns described in
the rest of this chapter do not cure the
problem, contact the TV manu facturer
(through the Cons umer Elec tronics Manu
facturers Associa tion) to obt ain additional
ass istance. Some set manufacturers pro
duce service bulleti ns that describe TVI
cures for their models.

If it is not pract ical to contact the manu-

'\ '~~
1 Ounce

One ounce of unwonted
signal can dis turb ten
tons af t elevision signal.<D

10 Tons
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An Oscillating TV Preamp
Uncommon causes of TVI can really make a ham dig to find a cause and

solution . I live in a fringe area where there were only three snowy TV
chan nels (until CATV finally arrived) .

To keep peace at home, I made many attempts to improve the TV signal.
My inverted-V antennas were removed from the 55-foot telephone pole, and
a new high-gain TV antenna with a transistorized booster were installed in
their place. The TV picture went from snow to medium fog, and everything
looked rosy on the home front.

Severa l nights later , afte r the dipole was installed at about 20 feet, I fi red
up on 40-meter CWoEverything was great until the next morning, when my
neighbors let me know that I am not as interesting as "Dallas"- and it would
be okay with them if I didn't play with my interference generator on Friday
night.

A check on my TV set confirm ed the problem. All three channels were
wiped off the screen when I keyed the transmitter. After the booster was
removed , everythi ng settled down to normal. The booster became a wide
band oscillator when it met up with a litt le RF from my rig. For my family that
meant- back out of the fog into the snow.

There are other devices that can generate TVI: garage -door openers,
receivers, wireless intercoms and audio preamps. There are bound to be
others that are more difficult to ident ify.

If you find an unusual solut ion to a TVI problem, let ARRL HQ know what
you found and the conditi ons surrounding the case. Fill out the ARRL EMI
Report Form described later in the book. Maybe your report will help
someone who has come up against a blank wall.-Art Block, W3YK

shielding is added, devices in a set may
overheat if air flow around the devices is
changed. Added shie lding may also cause
short circuits; it is best to turn to the equi p
ment manufacturer for assistance.

Leave TV repai r to professionals .
Safety, licensing and liability issues make
it ina ppropriat e for amateurs to rep air
a neighbor' s equipment.

The TV Preamp

In theory, a TV preamplifier at the TV
antenna should boost the signal in relation
to the interference picked up by the feed
line. In practice, this does not work be
cause the selectivity of these preamps is
poor, and they eagerly amplify amateur
signals (especially at VHF) as well. In
general , avoid the use of such preamps.

TV preamplifiers are notorio usly sus
cep tib le to strong RF fields. They usually
lack front-end selectivity and are easi ly
overloaded . They can also oscillate; when
they do, they may radiate an inte rfering
signal over many blocks . Many times ,TVI
lessens when the pream plifier is removed.
Check the TV installation care fully for a
preamp; sometimes they have been in
stalled in the attic or a closet and forgot
ten . Preamplifiers such as the one shown
in Figure 6.7 shou ld be used only when
neces sary in weak-signa l area s.

The TV Antenna and Feed Line

The television antenna and TV installa
tion may be involved in the RFI problem.
Check the TV and antenna insta llation.
The TV antenna is usua lly strapped to a
chimney , where it has been subjected to
years of rain, wind and contaminants. The
twin-lead feed line has alternately ratt led
in the icy wind of winter and deteriorated
in the summer sun . Defects in the antenna
system cause problems in several differ
ent ways-a poor antenna system picks up
very littl e desired TV signal. Feed -line
problems can also result in leakage or ex
cessive common-mode pickup on the feed
line itself. Corrosion in the antenna sys
tem can also generate harmonics (see the

Figure 6.7-A TV preamp. These devices
are not necessary in strong signal
areas, and in many cases are the cause
ofTVI.
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External Rectification chapter.) Defects in
the TV antenna system should be identi 
fied and replaced.

Perform a quick check on the overall
condition of the televi sion antenna system
by temporarily substituting an indoor an
tenna and selecting a weak station. If the
signal is not stronger on the outside an
tenna , there is clearly something wrong
with the outdoor TV antenna system.

In some cases, correcting installation or
antenna defects may result in an insta nt
TVI cure . If the antenna is old, broken or
corroded, it needs to be replaced. Like
wise, if the feed line is old, broken or cor
roded , it need s to be replaced. In many
cases, these simp le steps will result in the
installation receiving more TV signa l and
less ham signa l, curing the TVI problem.

If the TV antenna feed line is made from
300-0 twin -lead, it may be helpful to re
place the feed line with 75-0 coaxial cable
or shielded 300-Q twin-lead. Most mod
ern TVs have a 75-0 input , but some older
TVs or small portables may have only a
300-0 balanced input. Balun transform
ers can be found at most retail stores seIl
ing TV accessories . Figure 6.8 shows the
basic hookup for using 75-0 coax ial cab le
with a 300-0 antenna and TV tuner input.
(Of course, if CATV service is available
in your area, you can always hope that
your neig hbor will consider subscribing.
A properly maintained CATV system is
well shie lded and will deliver a strong TV
signal to the TV. Both factors significantly
lessen the potential for interference.)

The feed line between the TV receiver

Figure 6.8-Th is is how to use 75-Q
coax with a 300-Q TV ante nna and
tel ev is ion.

and the antenna usua lly picks up a great
deal more energy from nearby HF trans 
mitters than does the TV antenna. These
induced feed -line currents are common
mode signals . (The line acts like two wires
connected together to operate as one .) If
the TV input circuit is perfec tly balanced,
it rejects commo n-mode signals and re
sponds only to true transmission -line (dif
ferential-mode) currents. That is, only sig
nals from the TV antenna (and not the feed
line) would cause a receiver response.

The feed line is much larger than the
antenna in most TV rece iving install a
tions. Thus, the feed line picks up more
interfering signals than does the ante nna.
To reduce this problem: (I) shield the feed
lines, (2) use a common-mode filter at the
TV antenna terminals and (3) relocate and/
or reposition the transmitting and/or re
ceiving antenna to take advantage of di
rective effects.

When insta lling a TV antenna system or
connecting a TV to a CATV system, it is
best to run the TV feed line as direc tly to
ground level as possible and then run the



Most TVI per Do llar!-War Stories from W6KFV
Accessory equipment is often overlooked in TVI cases . This includes

things like unshielded AlB switches , remote TV tuners (with and without
built-in CATV converters) , video games , preamps and VCRs. These devices
are known to contribute directly to RFI. As can be found in an old Electronic
Industries Association publication, "Consumers Should Know Something
About Interference ":

Anything connected to your TV is a suspected source of interference.
An olde r RFI case involved a Magnavox VCR that was rated by Consumer

Reports to have the most featu res per dolla r. This VCR caused severe audio
interference to the TV set even when the TV set was turned off! No amount
of external filtering on the CATV leads and ac-line reduced the interference.
The manufacturer said that it could not be fixed.

Another case involved an automatic remote TV tuner (with built-in CATV
converter). No degree of external filtering would solve the audio-interfe rence
problem. The manufacturer said , "What can I do that you have not already
done? It cannot be fixed."

In another case involving an unshielded AlB switch the switch had to be
removed from the circuit to solve the associated interference problem .
-John Norbeck, W6KFV

line horizontally in the basement or near
the ground surface. This shou ld increase
the vertical separation between the ama
teur antenna and coaxial cable. When a
feed line is shorted at one end it acts as a
long-wire antenna. The TV anten na and
feed line are not a good termination for
HF and therefore act as a relatively good
antenna at amateur frequencies. The TV
feed line can pick up a tremendous num
ber of amateur signals, usually in the com
mon mode.

No receiver is perfect in this respect,
however, and many TV rece ivers respond
stro ngly to such common-mode currents .
The res ult is that signals from nearby
transmitters are much more intense at the
TV front end than they would be if the TV
were well desig ned.

A fringe -area (ov er 150 miles) TV
antenna increases received TV signal
strength, especially at channels 2 to 4,
Even though a smaller TV antenna may
provide an acce ptable picture, there is no
signal-to -noise margin to cope with near
field amateur transmissions. A larger TV
antenna may also offer some directivity to
rejec t a nearby amateur signal, especially
if the ham signal is on VHF or UHF. It's
best to buy a long-range TV antenna once
to avoid rep lacing a smaller anten na later.
In most cases, a highe r-gai n TV antenna
will give more improvement in rece ption
than a TV prea mplif ier, offe ring some in
terference rejec tion at the same time.

Splitters and Proper Ter minat ions

Consumers often use TV splitters to use
a sing le antenna (or cable) system with
multiple TVs. These work well if there is
amp le TV signal available, but each spli t
ter intro duces some loss. Each doubling
of the splitter's capa bility adds about 3 dB
ofloss-a 2-way splitter has about 3 dB of
loss; a 4-way splitter about 6 dB, etc. The
use of multiple splitte rs, or a splitter that
splits more than is needed can result in
signal loss. Many of these splitters are
poorly shielded (plated plastic). Splitters

Figure G.9-AII multi-tap sp l itters
should be pro pe rly terminated . 75-Q
res istors te rm inate unused taps of
this mul ti-t ap splitter.

may be adeq uate for a two-TV insta lla
tion, but larger spli tters introduce too
much loss.

All connections on a coaxial system
should be properly terminated. If multi
tap splitters or distribution amplifiers are
used, all inputs or outputs shou ld be con
nected through quality feed line to
matched loads. Unused inputs or outputs
should have a suitable resis tive termina
tion. Radio Shack sells 75-Q termi nating
resistors for this purpose. See Figure 6.9 .

CAUSES OF TVI

Most cases of TVI are caused by one or
more of the following conditions:

• Spurious signals within the TV channel
coming from your transmitter or statio n.
The se spurious emissions can be discrete
signals (harmonics or mixing produ cts) or
broadband noise .
• There could be factors in your station

operation or config uration that increase
the likelihood of interference.
• A television set can be over loaded by

the strong fundamental signa l of a nearby
transmitter.
• Signa ls within the TV channel from

some source other than your station, such
as electrical noise, an overloaded mast
mounted TV preamplifier or a transmitter
in another service.
• There could be problems in the TV in

stallation or antenna system that increase
the likelihood of interference .

• The TV set might be defective or
misadjusted , making it look like there is
an interference problem.

TVI can originate from many sources
other than radio transmitter operation. Ex
ternal noise sources such as power lines,
electric motors and computer systems (in
cluding some video games!) can all interfere

with televisions. A complete list of potential
interference sources is found in Table 2.1 in
the EMC Fundamentals chapter. The list in
this table may help put the problem into
perspective . Obviously, Amateur Radio is
only one of many possible RF or noise en
ergy sources. Although Amateur Radio re
lated RFI is our biggest concern, remember
that amateurs do not comprise the bulk of
the RFI problem.

Interference can result from several dif
ferent causes---electrical noise (such as a
vacuum-cleaner motor), spurious signals
from your transmitter, or the inability of the
TV set to "tune out" a strong local signal. As
an analogy to the last point, if you were to
tune a TV set to channel 3, and saw channel
13 instead, you would probably conclude
that the TV was broken. If you tune your TV
to channel 3, and see a local HF transmitter
instead, you could reach the same conclu
sion.That is, the TV is "broken" in the sense
that it needs additional filtering or shielding
to work near a strong RF source .

The Amateur Station

Amateur transmitters must meet strin
gent FCC requireme nts for spectral purity,
and most TV manufacture rs design TVs to
meet the ANSI standards for rejection of
unwanted signals. These two factors make
it less likely that the TVI is cause d directly
by the amateur transmitter.

Nonetheless, in cases of interference to
other radio serv ices , such as broadcast TV,
the amate ur station itself must be consid
ered as a possible cause of the interfer
ence. If, for example, a transmitter were
emitting spurious signals that were inside
the frequency alloca ted to a local TV sta
tion, if those signa ls were strong enough,
TVI would result. This can happen eve n if
the spurious signals are low enough to be
in compliance with the absolute limits on
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Sweep : 0 ta 50 MHz ( CF = 25 MHz. 5 MHz/div)
Res BW: 3 kHz Vid BW: 10 kHz

Sweep TIme : 14 s

Figure 6.10-The spectral output of a typical amateur transmitter. The fundamental is
at 7 MHz. There are visible harmonics at 14, 21 and 28 MHz. The unlabeled lines close
to the fundamental are non-harmonic spurious emissions. This transmitter complies
with th e FCC spectral-purity regulati ons for HF transmitters with less than 5 W output.
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Figure 6.11-Mixers produce many
spurious signals. When there is a
single input signal, harmonics result
(A). Multiple input signals produce
both harmonics and many mixing
products known as IMD (8).

spurio us emissions (see the Regulations
chapter for more information). When thi s
happens, the interference is the direct re
sult of the transmitte r operation . Under
FCC regula tions, the tran smitter operator
is responsible for reducing the spurio us
emissions to whatever extent is necessary
to elim inate the interference. If a spurious
emission falls within the passband of a TV
channel and is not at least 40 dB below the
received TV signal, it may cause TVI. This
is usually seen as a herringbone pattern that
is superimposed on the intended TV picture.
An example of a herringbone pattern can be
seen in Figure 6.4 and in Appendix B, the
FCC' s Interference Handbook.

In many cases, these spurio us emi ssions
are harmoni cs (exact multiples) of the
operatin g frequency (see Figure 6.10).
Transmitters that use a mixing process to
obtain the desired output freq uency (as do
most modern amateur transmitte rs) can
also produce unwanted outputs as a result
of the mixing process (see Figures 6.10
and 6. I I). These emissions can cau se in
terference to oth er servi ces . Any emiss ion
from a transmitter other than the fund a
ment al signal, incl uding mixing byprod
ucts and harmonics, is referred to as a spu
rious emiss ion or signal. All transmitters
produce some spurious signals. The FCC
regulations specify the permitted levels of
spurious emissions for different power lev
els and operating frequencies . (See the
Regulations chapter.) An amateur is respon
sible for interference caused by spurio us
emiss ions from the amateur transmitter.

These spurious signals are usually har
monics of the operating frequency, although
they can also be various mixing products
resulting from the superhetero dyne and
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phase-lock-loop design of most modern
amateur equipment. Figure 6.2 shows the
way various amateur bands relate to over
the-air and cable TV channels .

Make Sure Your Own House is Clean

You are responsible for spurious signals
produ ced by your station. Ifyour station is
generati ng any interfering spurious sig
nals, the TVI problem must be cured at
your station before you attempt to cure any
TVI at the TV receiver. So, if the probl em
occurs only when you tran smit, go back
and check your station. Refer to the
Troubleshooting chapter, the Tran smitte rs
chapter and the sections later in this chap
ter on troubleshooting and specific cure s.
It is especially important that you check
your station if it appe ars that you have TVI
only on those channels harmonically re
lated to your tra nsmit frequency. (Har
monics can be genera ted in an overloaded
TV or in some other sys tem externa l to the
amateur station.) In some cases, you can
cure an RFI problem by avoiding the trans
mit frequencies that have harmonics that
fall inside of local TV channels.

In all cases of TVI, use a TV set to moni 
tor TV l from the shack operating positi on.
If any antenn a-conn ected TV set in the
immediat e vicinity of the station is inte r
fere nce-free on all channels, then the sta
tion is not generatin g TVI from harmonics
or other spurious emiss ions, or from exter
nal effects rela ted to the station (see the
chapter on exte rna lly caused EMI). If an
interfere nce case is ever brought before the
FCC, they are able to quickly determine that
the interference is not caused by the station
if a station monitor is clean. Ift he station has
been determined to be clean, then continue

troubleshooting at the equipment that is ex
periencing interference.

Other Station Problems

It is easy for even the best operator to
develop habit s that can inad vertently con
tribute to TVI. The operator can become
careless when tuning the rig for the mil
lionth time . An overdriven final stage usu 
ally increases spurious output without any
significant increase in output power. ALC
and speech-compressor settings are im
portant considerations that are frequentl y
overlooked.

The locat ion of your antenna, feed line
and station ground can also be a factor. If
it is possible for you to locate your an
tenna farther away from the TV and its
antenna (thi s usually means higher), you
may be able to cure a TVI problem.

The feed line and station ground are not
usually directly involved with an inte rfer
ence problem, but if the feed line and/or
ground wire are much closer to the TV than
is the antenna, it is possible that feed line
or ground wire radiation are to blame . In
this case, the susceptible equipment may
receive more energy from the ground lead
than from the antenna. (See the EMC Fun
damentals chapter for more information .)

Equipment grounding has long been
considered a first step in eliminating in
terference. Thi s is not necessarily true ,
however. While the method is very effec
tive in the MF range and below, it is less
useful in suppressi ng VHF energ y; even
short lengths of wire have considerable re
actance at VHF. The dela y effect s along
the wire are similar to those on the surface
of an antenna. As the electrical length ap
proaches 1/4 A, the wire appears as an open



is poin ting at the house (especially the TV
and its feed line), it is likely that the set
has a direct-radiatio n-pickup prob lem.

If direct -pickup interference is indi
ca ted, contact the TV manufacturer
through the Consumer Electronics Manu
fac turers Assoc iation (CEMA).

IF Interference

Some TV receivers do not have sufficient
selectivity to reject strong signals at the TV
interme diate frequency (IF) . The third
harmonic of 14 MHz and second harmonic
of 2 1 MHz fall at the television IF, as do
some local-oscillator frequencies used in
heterodyne transmitters or transceivers. If
these frequencies break through the TV
tuner, a high-pass (cutoff above 42 MHz)
filter and common-mode choke can sig
nificantly improve the situation.

There is a form of IF inte rference that is
pecu liar to 50-MHz operation near the low
edge of the band. Some TVs with the stan 
dard 41-MHz IF (sound carrier = 4 1.25
MHz; picture carrier =45 .75 MHz) pass a
50- MHz signal into the IF stages. The 50
MHz signal beats with the IF picture car
rier to give a spurious res ponse at (or near)
the IF sound carrier, even though the in
terferin g sig nal is not actually in the nor
mal passband of the IF amplifier.

IF interference is easily identified be
cause it affects all channels (although the
intensity sometimes varies from channel
to channel) and the cro sshatch pattern it
causes rotates as the TV fine-tuning con
trol is moved . Wi th harmonic, fundamen
tal-overload and IMD interference, the
orie nta tio n of the in terference pattern
does not change (its intensi ty may change)
as the fine-t uning control is varied.

THE SUSCEPTIBLE TV

Fundamental overload (which can also
affect FM receivers) is cured by pre vent
ing undesired signals from entering the
affected rece iver. The reme dies are simp le
and well es tablished. Use a combination
of high- pass filt er s, ac-line filters and
co mmon-mode chokes on the feed line
and ac power leads.

When a television rece iver is located
close to a non-TV transmitter, the intense
RF signal from the transmitter ' s fundamen 
tal may overload one or more of the receiver
circuits to produce spurious responses or
blocking that cause interference.

When overload is moderate, the inter 
fere nce is much like harmonic interfer
ence (the harmonics are generated in the
early stages of the receiver). Since it oc
cur s only on channel s harmonically re
lated to the transm it frequency, it is diffi
cult to di st inguish light overload from
trans mitter harmonics. In such case s, ad
ditional harmonic suppression (transmit

that the TV ci rcuitry is not able to function
in the pre sence of stro ng RF energy and is
bein g overloaded by your funda mental
sig nal. A telev isio n set can be ove rloa ded
by a strong, local RF signal; this is not the
fault of the tran smitter! Fundament al
overloa d happens because the manufac 
turer did not insta ll the necessary filters
and shie lds to protect the TV set from
other signals present on the air. Funda
mental overload is usuall y cured at the TV
or its install ation , usuall y by applyin g
exte rna l filters that correct the design de
ficiencies tha t contri bute to the probl em.

Direct Pickup

In some rare cases, the TV set itsel f may
di rectly pick up the RF signa l. Thi s is
known as direct pickup. The term refers to
interference that results when fundamen
tal RF energy is picked up directly by the
circ uit ry of susceptible equi pment. As
fund amental energy is picked up by the
circuitry of a TV (or oth er piec e of equip
ment), it can result in severe interference .
This generally involves the internal wiring
or printed-circuit traces. This type of inter
ference is rare in modern TVs, but it may
still be a problem with older equipment.
External shielding may help, but it is not
always practical. In cases of direct radiation
pickup , contact tbe set manufacturer.

Mea surements in an anechoic chamber
indicate that several kilo watt s are requi red
to generate this type of interfere nce at the
norm al distance s between an amateur an
tenn a and a TV set. It is highl y unli kely
that direct radiation pickup by TV ci r
cuitry will be encountered unless operat
ing in an apartment building with an in
door or atti c amateur antenna. However,
this mode of EMI may affect TV-control
remote circuitry. Such inte rference to a
remote control is usually elimi nated by
shielding the leads to the infrared detector
on the front of the set.

To test for thi s type of interference to
the picture, replace the TV antenna with
an appropria te 300 or 75-Q. termination
and note the level of interference to the set
raster. If the raster shows no flicker or
dra stic change and the IR contro ller
doe sn ' t false, there is a direct-radiation
pickup problem. There must be some other
mode of interference such as fundamental
overload. Wi th the TV signa l remove d
from the TV set, the TV gain drasti call y
increases (because of the TV circuitry).
Hence, this test is a sen sitive indicator.

A second test for the presence of direct
radi ation pickup can be made at amateur
stations that have rota table ante nnas.
Tem poraril y remove the antenna from the
TV set and rotate the amateur antenna
whi le transmitt ing. If the in terference
level increases while the amateur antenna

Ground
Wire

circuit rath er than a low-impedance
ground. It may also radiate like an an
tenna, as shown in Figure 6.12.

You may have a defe ct in your station,
such as a defect ive trap in your antenna
system that is arcing when you transmit,
generating very strong RF noi se. If your
station is held toge ther with bali ng wire
and chewin g gum (not that yours would
be, mind you, but ifit were), these type s of
installation defects could be a very strong
contributor to your RFI probl em.

If your transmitter and stat ion chec k
"clean," then you must look elsewhere .
The most likely cause is TV susceptibil
ity-fundamental overload. This is usu
ally manifest by interferenc e to all channels,
or at least all VHF channels. If the problem
is fundamental overload, see that section
earlier in this chapt er. If not, read on.

Fundamental Overload

Although the tran smitter could be the
cau se of TVI , most cases are caused by
fundamental overload . This term means

Feedline to
Antenna

~
Unwonted
RF Energy
~

Figure 6.12-A second-floor apartment
presents a nearly impossible
grounding situation. The ground lead
acts as a VHF long-wire antenna tha t
can radiate unwanted energy. This
station might be better with no ground
connection. A lossy ground plane,
described in "Eliminate TVI with
Common-Mode Current Controls," May
1984 QST, pp 22-25, offers a better
alternative in cases where a good RF
ground is required.

Antenna-Con nec ted Te lev ision s 6. 9



Check Xt.llR
1+--01 Operating Conditions,

Shielding, Grounding ;
lnatoll Shield Choke
and AC Line Filte r

YES

Check Groundlng,Shleldlng

>-=-... ~~~c~FA~:~~~~~Sfor
Poor Connec tions

getting into the video circuitry or affect
ing either the tuner or IF circuitry.

The first line of defense for an antenna
connected TV is a high-pass filter. Install
a high-pass filter directly on the back of
the TV set . You may also have a problem
with common-mode interference. The sec
ond line of defense is a common-mode
choke on the antenna feed line-try this
first in a cable-television installation.
These two filters can probably cure most
cases of TVI!

Figure 6.14 shows a "bulletproof' in
stallation. If this doesn't cure the prob
lem, the TV circuitry is picking up your
signal directly . In that case, don't try to fix
it yourself-it is a problem for the TV
manufacturer.

antennas can coup le a lot of fundamental
or harmonic energy into the TV set. The
TVI Troubleshooting Flowchart, Figure
6.13, is a good starting point.

Start by determining if the interference
is affecting the video, the sound or both . If
it is present only on the sound, it is prob
ably a case of audio rectification. (See the
Stereos section of this chapter.) If it is
present on the video, or both, it could be

Possible Harmonics or Porasit ies,
Recheck XMlR, also Suspect Stray
Rectification or Overloading of
Another TV Receiver or Booster Amp

Figure 6.13-TVI troubleshooting flow chart

filters) at the transmitter does no good,
but measures to reduce amateur signal
strength at the TV improve performance.
When fundamental overload is severe,
interference affects all channels.

All of these potential problems are
made more severe because the TV set is
hooked up to two antenna systems: (I) the
incoming antenna and its feed line and (2)
the ac power lines . These two "long-wire"

6.10 Chapter 6

Possible Direct Pickup Problem ;
Contact Seller or Manufacturer
for Assistance

Possible Overloa d Problem ;
Contac t Seller or Manufacturer
for Assistance

Contact Direct or of Consumer Affairs, Electronic
Indust ries Alliance. 2500 Wilson 8 1Yd. Arlington, VA
222 01, for Assist ance in Contacting a Manufact urer.

Intermodulation (IMO)

Under some circumstances, fundamental
overload results in IMD, or mixing of the
overloading signal with others (such as those
from local FM or television stations) . The
most common place for this to happen is in
the front end of a TV set or VCR.

For example, a 14-MHz signal can mix
with a 92-MHz FM station to produce a beat
at 78 MHz, the difference between the two
frequencies (92 - 14 = 78). Since 78 MHz is
within TV channel 5, TVI would occur on
that channel. The affected TV channel has
no harmonic relationship to 14 MHz. Both
signals must be on the air for interference to
occur. Eliminating either at the receiver will
eliminate the interference.

There are many possible IMD com
binations, depending on the band in use
and the frequency assignments of local

Intermodulation Problems
and TVI-A Few Case
Histories

In most cases intermodulation
(IMD) problems that cause TVI are
seen on one of the higher TV
channel numbers. These problems
frequently involve commercial
paging transm itters running high
power and located in metropolitan
areas .

In one Chicago case, both a
220-MHz repeater and a paging
transmitter were located in a hotel.
When the 35-MHz paging transmit
ter and the 220-MHz repeater came
on at the same time, there was
severe channel-s interference in
the whole area. Signals from the
two transmitters were mixing in the
front ends of many TV sets. The
solution was to move the paging
transm itter. It was possible to
accompli sh this because the hotel
management recognized that their



Electrical Noise

Electrical noise is fai rly easy to identify
by looking at the picture or listening on an
HF receiver. Elect rical noi se on a TV
screen is shown in Figure 6.15 . On a re
ceive r, it usuall y sounds like a buzz, some
times changing in intensity as the arc or
spark sputters a bit. If you have a problem
with electrical noise, go to the electrica l
interference chapter.

The FCC rules do not protect fringe
area recep tion . If you are outside that
station's coverage area, you will just not
get enou gh TV -signal to be usable . If
you or your neighbors are having problems
receiving that station, it is not surprising.

stations. The interfering frequency is
equal to the sum or diffe rence of the sta
tions involved. Their harmoni cs may en
ter into the mixing process as well. When
ever interference occurs at a frequency
that is not harm onic ally rel ated to the
transmitter frequency, investigate IMD
possibilities .

To TV
or VCR

To
TV Set

To
AC Line

To
AC Line

AC-Line
Filter

AC-Line
Filter

VCR

Cable TV
Converter

TV Receiver

C1ccn:n:::1

(B)

Commo n-Mode
Choke

(A)

Cammon-Mode
Choke

High-Pass
Filter Antenna

Coax

High-Pass
Filter

Cable
Drop

To Program
Source (--.,.,....------t

Figure 6.14-This sort of installation should cure any kind of conducted TVI. It
will not cure direct-pickup or spurious-emission problems.

VHF TVI CAUSES AND CURES

Television interference has tradition
ally been mostly a problem of HF oper a
tors . Thi s results from a numbe r offactors.
HF operation is more apt to use high
power. (Even a 100-W "barefoot" rig uses
more power than the typical VHF FM base
station.) The FCC requ irements for spec
tral purity at VHF are more stringent than
those at HF. (No spurious emission from a
25-W VHF station can exceed 25 /lW.)
Thi s results in a significantly reduced TVI
potenti al.

To
AC Line

AC-Line
Filter(C)

Common -Mode
Choke

High-Pass
Filter Antenna

LeadTo Program
Source (--.,.,....------t

severe interference problem started
when the paging transmitter was
installed.

In another case, an amateur was
having a problem when his packet
station transmitted while he was
operating on the HF bands. In this
case, the packet transmitter had IMO
in the final RF transistor. A TV high
pass filter at the VHF transmitter
output protected it from the HF energy.
In this case the filter was able to
handle the power level of the packet
transmitter. At high power levels a
custom-built filter may be required.
(Even though TV high-pass filters are
designed for 75-Q feed lines, they
work reasonably well in a 50-Q
transmitting system up to the 50-W
leveL) High-power filters are discussed
at length in the ARRL Handbook.

Another amateur had a problem
during HF transmissions: Interference
to TV channel 2 came and went. The
interference seemed random until a

careful log of household activities
showed that the prob lem occurred
only when another member of the
family was home. The son always
parked his truck, which contained a
CB transceiver, next to the tower. The
CB receiver was protected by a diode
across the input. When there was
enough RF energy, the diode gener
ated harmonics that were radiated
from the CB antenna. Simply parking
the truck away from the tower solved
the problem.

A similar scenario occurred when a
garage-door opener receiver converted
amateur HF energy to harmonic
energy. This caused a channel-2 TVI
problem. The problem was cured by
shortening the opener antenna.

One amateur had been working on
a TVI problem for a year with no
success. The culprit turned out to be
a weather monitoring receiver with a
wall-outlet power supply. An
unbypassed diode in the power

module was the cause. The solution
was quite humorous: The amateur
picked up the monitor receiver and
threw it as hard as possible across
the basement-instantly generating
a HEATHKIT.

Finally, a ham had a severe case
of TVI that was generated by his OX
spotting 2-meter transceiver. This
unit had an antenna mounted on the
same mast that suppo rted the HF
beam. Once again , energy picked up
by the VHF antenna was delivered to
the VHF transce iver, where it was
rectified by protective diodes and
radiated. This problem was also
solved with the help of a TV high
pass filter mounted on the 2-meter
transceiver. It is encouraging to see
that newer VHF rigs place the
protection diodes after the input
filter, so that HF energy can no
longer reach them.-Ed Doubek,
N9RF, Illinois Section Technical
Coordinator, Naperville, Illinois

Antenna-Connected Televisions 6. 11



Figure 6.15-Two examples of TVs experiencing electrical noise.

This doesn't mean , however, that TVI
doesn't happen to VHF operators, too!. A
VHF signal is within the passband of a TV
high-pass filter. A VHF signal picked up by
a TV antenna passes through the high-pass
filter to the TV set. A band-reject filter can
help reject VHF fundamental energy.

Many of the techniques discu ssed in
this chapter are most appropriate to an HF
transmitter. Thi s is not meant to exclud e
VHF (and UHF) transmitters. Most VHF
ope ration uses 25 W or less power, which
reduces the likelihood of problems. If a
VHF tran smitter reached the market since
1978, the FCC VHF spectral-purity regu 
lations (spurious emissions les s than
-60 dBc at power levels of 25 W or
greater), provide greater protection than
is afforded HF transmitters . In addition,
only a few TV channels are harmonically
relat ed to the VHF fundamental signal.

All these facto rs tend to make televi 
sion interference (TVI) a small er probl em
at VHF than at HF. Of course, a 6-meter
ope rator who lives in an area with chan 
nel -2 TV service, or a 2-meter operator
who lives in an area with cabl e channel 18
might see thin gs differently. Most TVs
don 't have enough front-end selectivity to
reject a 6-meter fundamental signal, and
cable channel 18 includes frequencies al
located to the amateur 2-meter band .

Table 6. 1 lists common causes of VHF
TVI. There are other possibilities. Nearly
all can be corrected completely; the rest
can be substantia lly reduced .

Item s 1,4 and 5 are recei ver fault s; no
amount of filtering at the transmitter can
eliminate them. (A reduction of transmit
power can help, but that is a voluntary

conce ssion , not a cure. ) Th e cure for these
problems must be applied to the TV re
ceiver. In mild cases, increasing the an
tenna separation may reduc e or eliminate
the problem. Item 6 is also a receiver fault;
it may be minimi zed by using FM or CW
instead of SSB.

Treat harm onic troubl es (ite ms 2 and 3)
with standard methods give n in the Tran s
mitters chapte r. Build ers of VHF equip
ment should become familiar with TVI
prevention techniques and incorporate
them in projects.

UHF TELEVISION

Harmonic TVI in the UHF-TV band is far
less troublesome than in the VHF band.
Harmonics from transmitters operating be
low 30 MHz are normally weak. In addition,
the components, circuit conditions and con
struction ofHF transmitters tend to prevent
strong VHF harmonic s. This is not true of
amateur VHF transmitters, particu larly

PATTER:': .\

those working in the 144 MHz and higher
bands. There the problem is similar to that of
the low-VHF TV channels with respect to
HF transmitters.

Multiple Causes

Mos t interference problems have mul
tiple causes. The prob lem won' t be fixed
until you identify all of the causes and
appl y the appropria te cures. If, for
example, TVI were being caused by
harmonics from the tran smitter, funda 
mental overl oad of the TV, harmonics
being created in an overloaded TV pre
amplifier and there was electrical noise
present , the TVI wouldn 't go away until
eve rything had been taken care of. Con
sider the impact of multiple cau ses as you
troubleshoot TVI.

FILTERS

Most TVI is cured by the proper appli
cation of the appropriate 'tVI filterr s) . The

IwrTER:': H

Table 6.1
The principal causes of TVI from VHF transmitters are:

1. Fundamental overload from the
transmitted fundamental signal

2. Fourth harmonic of 50 MHz in channels
11, 12 or 13, depending on the
operating frequency

3. Radiation of transmitter loca l-oscillator
or multiplier stage harmonics

4. IF-image interference in channel 2 from
144 MHz transmitters (in TVs with a
45-MHz IF-see Figure A)

5. Sound interference (picture is clear in
some cases) resulting from RF pickup
by the TV audio circuits

Television Set IF

Sound Video
Carrier Carrier

41 41.25

TV Channel 2

Video Sound
Carrier Ca rrier

54 55.25

TV Local
Osci llato r

Image Frequency
Range

j }
142 144

2-Meter

.:I
148

Frequency (MHz)

Figure A-A receiver tuned to channel 2 but with inadequate selectivity in the input stages will pass enough strong
144·MHz band signal to cause image interference with reception. Adding a 144-MHz trap in the antenna feed line improves
the selectivity of the TV receiver and prevents image interference from 144-MHz band signals.
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characteristics of several types of fil ters
are discussed in the EMC Fundamentals
chapter. This chapter offers an overview
of the types of filters that are generally
helpful in curing TVI.

Resonances in the TV feed line may af
fect filte rs. Sometimes filter s work better
at a low-impedance point in the line. It is
often difficult to locate a low-impedance
point , so experiment with filter position
when necessary .

Types of Filters

The types of filters that help cure TVI
are:

• Transmit low-pass or bandpass filters
• VHF high -pass filters
• VHF band -reject or notch filters
• Common-mode chokes
• AC-line filters

Every TVI troubleshooter should keep
a variety of filter s on hand for test pur
pose s. Several filters appear in Figures
6.16 through 6.19 . ARRL HQ receives
many RFI letters that indicate there are no
filters installed on the consumer equip
ment. Always try the easy things first-if
they are real easy, try them twice!

Fringe Area Reception
For a TV signal to look good, it must have about a 45 to 50 dB signal-to

noise ratio. This requires a good signal at the TV antenna-input connector.
This brings up an important point: to have a good signal, you must be in a
good signal area. FCC regulations define the service area of a TV stat ion.
The minimum acceptable signal area is defined as the Grade-B signal
contour. In general, this is typically about 50 miles or so from the TV
station, although the exact distance can be affected by factors such as the
height of the TV antenna, the surrounding terrain , etc. The TV station
operator should be able to tell you where the Grade B contour is. Recep
tion outside of this defined service area is possible, but the TV signals are
not strong enough to guarantee acceptable reception . This weak-signal
recept ion is known as "fringe-area" reception.

The FCC does not provide protection to fringe -area TV signals . The FCC
Interference Handbook says, "Although fringe area signals may be
satisfactory, they are weak signals that are highly susceptible to interfer
ence and are not protected by the Commission." You may want to help
your neighbors if you live in a weak-signal area, but if you are outside the
televisi on service area, this is a voluntary action on your part.

Fringe-a rea reception can be a two-edged sword. TVI is more of a
problem in TV fringe areas , since even low-level RF signals can disrupt a
weak TV signal. The good news is that the FCC does not offer protection
to fringe-area reception. TV coverage areas are divided into "contours "
according to signal strength . Fringe areas are those outside of the "grade
B contour" area . This means that fringe -area viewers are not in the
intended audience of the station, and the FCC does not protect them from
interference. Of course, hams usually want to be good neighbors and are
willing to offer some help in cases of fringe-area TV\.

Figure 6.18-Several turns of TV twin
lead cable on a toroid ferr ite core can
eliminate HF and VHF common-mode
signals from a twin-lead TV system.

to 300-0 to TV Set
12 12 Antenna or FM RCVR

0 0 Input

300-0 Line Z = 3000
to to

Antenna TV Set

0 0
12 12 27

Figure 6.16-A differential-mode high-pass filter for 300-Q twin-lead. When
installed in the feed line at a TV or accessory input, it rejects differential-mode HF
signals picked up to the TV feed line or antenna. Capacitor values are in pF.

L1, L3-12 turns no. 24 enameled wire L2-12 turns no.24 enameled wire on
on T-44-10- toroid core (0.67 JlH) T-44-10 toroid core (0.57JlH)

Figure 6.19-Several turns of coax on a
ferrite core eliminate HF and VHF signals
from the outside of a coaxial feed-line
shield.

Z = 750
to

TV Set

L5-11 turns no. 24 enameled wire on
T-44-0 toroid core (0.135 JlH)

75- 0
Coaxial Coble
to Ant enna

Figure 6.17-A differential-mode high-pass filter for use with 75-Q coax. It rejects
HF signals picked up by a TV antenna or signals that leak into a CATV system. It
will not reject common-mode signals, HF or VHF, on the outside of the coax.
Capacitor values are in pF.

L4, L6-12 turns no. 24 enameled wire
on T-44-0 toroid core (0.157 JlH)
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6-Meter TVI
Very little information has been

written lately about TVI caused by
operation in the 6-mete r band,
where frequencies are in close
proximity to TV channels 2 and 3.
Six-meter signals are some of the
most difficult to isolate from these
two TV channels. Normal high-pass
filters do not effectively filter out
strong VHF amateur signals. Other
steps must be taken.

To reduce, or preferably eliminate,
TVI caused by a 50-MHz signal, a
resonant circuit of some sort is
needed at the TV receiver. One
such circu it is a resonant stub
installed at the TV antenna terminals
and tuned to the 6-meter operat ing
frequency. There are two drawbacks
to the use of a stub: It only notches
out one operating frequency, and it
also notches out all odd harmonics
of the operating frequency (it's
probably unsuitable for CATV use).
If the amateur station operates on a
frequency much removed from that
of the stub, interference returns. The
amateur can only operate over the
limited frequency range for which
the stub is tuned.-Roger Laroche,
N6FOU, Santa Barbara Section
Emergency Coordinator, Arroyo
Grande, California

contains other information useful in cop
ing with the TVI problems peculiar to
50-MHz operation.

Install a commercially made differen
tial -mode high-pass filter in the TV feed
line , as close to the TV as practical. Such
filters are sold by Radio Shack and many
department stores that sell TV accessories.
High-pass filters are available for 300-Q
twin lead or 75-Q coax .

The filter may not work well with some
newerTVs. Sets with a 75-Q coaxial input
and an "ac /dc" chassis (no isolation trans
former) use a capacitor in the shield lead
to isolate the coaxial shield from the ac
line. This provides a low-impedance path
for VHF energy, while presenting a high
impedance at 60 Hz, and some moderate
impedance at HF . Because of this poor HF
ground, high-pass filte rs at the ante nna
input terminals may not be as effective as
those at the TV tuner.

High-pass filters are available commer
cially at moderate prices. All should under
stand however, that while an amateur is re
sponsible for harmonic radiation from the
station transmitter, the amateur is not re
sponsible for filters, wave traps or other
devices needed to protec t the receiver from

Ante nna

Center
Conductor

( Telescoping
Section)

Tuning Rod

Connector

Coupling Loop

Cente r
Conductor

(Fixed Section)

To Ante nna
or Transmat ch

Locknu t

r
1\/4

Figure 6.25 shows a commercially avail 
able high-pass TVI filter.

Simple high -pass filters cannot always
be applied successfully in the cas e of
50-MHz tran smissions, because most fil
ters do not have sufficiently sharp cutoff
characteristics to give both good attenua
tion at 50-54 MHz and no attenuation
above 54 MHz. A more elaborate design
capable of giving the required sharp cut
off has been described (F. Ladd, "50-MHz
TVI-Its Causes and Cures," QST, June
1954, pp 21-23,114,116 and July 1954,
pp 32-33 , 124 and 126.) Thi s article also

Figure 6.23-A cutaway view of a
typical cavity. Further discussion of
cavity filters and construction details
for a 144-MHz duplexer (an assembly of
cavities) appear in The ARRL Antenna
Book.

. Filter

t
Coax ---

TR Switch
or Relay

Coax

AmplifierTransceiver

Transmitter

The Transmit Filter

Every amateur who expects to encoun
ter interference problems, and this in
cludes nearly every amateur, should have
a properly installed transmit filter on the
transmitter or transceiver antenna lead
(see Figures 6.20 and 6.21). It is not a cure 
all for interference, but it can be consid
ered "good engineering practice," which
is required by the FCC . When confronted
with interference, an amateur can point to
the filter with pride.

For an HF transmitter this filter is usually
a commercially available low-pass filter. For
VHF transmitters, a band-pass filter is the
most useful. Figure 6.22 shows the internal
view of a commercially available VHF
band-pass filter made by DCI. A cavity-type
filter is represented in Figure 6.23.

Notch filters can also be used as trans 
mit filters . A few examples are shown in
Figure 6.24 .

High-Pass Filters

Most cases ofTVI to antenna-connected
TVs from HF transmitters can be cured by
installing a high -pass filter at the TV set.

Figure 6.22-This VHF bandpass filter
can eliminate spurious emissions on
VHF transmitters.

Figure 6.21-This is the proper location for a low-pass filter in stations that use a
linear amplifier. Some hams insert a low-pass filter between the transmitter and
amplifier, but it isn't necessary in most cases.

Figure 6.20-The proper method of installing a low-pass filter between an HF
transmitter and Transmatch. The transmitter and filter must be well-shielded and
grounded. If a TR switch is used, install it between the transmitter and low-pass
filter. (TR switches can generate harmonics.) If the antenna is well matched (SWR
= 1.5:1 or less), the Transmatch can be eliminated. A mismatch degrades filter
performance.
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C1

L2 1/ 8 A

(B)

L1 1/8 AJ1

J2

Trap Mounting Oeta ils

(A)

L1
144 MHz

L2
50 MHz

From Antenna or
Coble Feed

\ C2

~J1

F Connectors

~J2

/ C1

To TV or XFMR

6-dB Pod

D1 R5

C1 M1
To.OOl 0-100rhl-'F

10 kO
1N4148 0.5 W

Trap
Under
TestR2

36 0
2 W50- or 144-MHz

TX 1-.......-J\N\t-i~+-+-----t-+---;D---1
1 - 5W Output

150 0 150 0

2 W 2 W

Trap Adjrstrnent Setup k = 1000 51 0

2W
(C)

Figure 6.24-A pictorial diagram of the mounting details for the coaxial traps is shown at A. The F connectors, variable
capacitors and cabl e loops are mounted on a scrap of double-s ided PC-board material. At B, the schematic diagram of the
trap circuit is sh own. The filter is bilateral; either connector can be used for input or output.
C shows a test setup to pretune the coaxial traps. Adjust the capacitors for minimum meter deflection at the desired
frequency. Some retuning is often necessary after the traps are connected to the TV.

C1-3-12 pF ceram ic trimmer.
C2-7-45 pF ceramic t rimmer.
L1 (144 MHz)-6.7 inches for cab les

with 0.66 ve locity factor (VF)
(RG-8 , RG-58); 8.2 inches for
cab les with 0.80 VF (semi-rigid
and foam-dielectric cab les).

L2 (50 MHz)-18.7 inches for cables
with 0.66 VF; 22.7 inches for
cables with 0.80 VF.

n
"Here's a choke that wi ll fix the who le problem! "

interference caused by the fundamental fre
quency. The questi on of cost should be
settled between the set owner and the manu
facturer or seller. Don't overlook the possi
bility that the TV manufacturer may supply
a high-pass filter free of charge.

Common-Mode Filt ers

If a stock high-pass filter doesn't cur e
the probl em, suspect common-mode inter
ference . A co mmon-mode choke is an
other possible cure for common-mode in-

.
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Figure 6.25-This commercially
ava ilable TVI high-pass filter is the first
line of defense for RFI to antenna
connected TVs.
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AC-Line Filters

An ac-line filter with an additional com
mon -mode choke should be installed on
the transmitter power cord. Th is reduces

nate the common-mode signal picked up
by twin-lead or coaxial cable.

If the TV is fed by a 75-Q. cable, ensure
that the shiel d of the cable is properly
grounded where it enters the house. This
may shunt most of the common-mode
signal harml essly away from the TV.
Grounds on cable-TV installations should be
installed only by CATV serv ice personnel. )

Notch Filters

VHF not ch band-reject f ilters are avai l 
able to amateurs. Notch fi lters are most
often used to notch out a strong V HF signal
on antenna conn ected T V s. No tch fi l ters
should not be used in a CATV installation;
most CATV systems use the V HF and UHF
ham bands for active channels (see Figure
6.2); a notch filter would remove one or
more of these channel s. Figure 6.30 shows
the schematic of a homebrew notch fi l ter.
They are also available commercially f rom
Star Circuits and KDl DU.

A notch filter should normally be in
stalled right at the TV antenna input. If a
TV preamplifier is used, however, the
notch fil ter usually needs to be ins talled at
the preamplifier in put. In the caseof mast
mounted preamps, in stalling the notc h fi l
ter i s not an easy job.

Even though a common-mode filter can
not reduce the pickup of your amateur sig 
nal by an antenna and feed line (on ly
reducing the to tal length of the feed l in e
can), it can reduce the coupling of the
amateur signal to the TV. Remem ber that
the TV antenna is not effective at HF, but
the feed l ine to the TV i s an effective HF
antenna . The TV antenna can pick up ama
teur VHFIUHF signa ls (usually in a differ
ential mode), and the TV feed line can pick
them up in the common mode.

42 "

Tape

Figure 6.29-A br eaker loop for 80 and 40 meters. The loops should be taped
securely to the coaxial cab le at several locations. Gaps between the loops and the
outer surface of the coaxial cable gre at ly lessen the coupling effectiveness of the
assembly. C1 should be adjustable and have a maximum capacitance of 150 pF or
more. Either air-variable or compress ion-trimmer capacitors are satisfactory .

Figure 6.31-An ac-Iine common-mode
choke. This eliminates most forms of
ac-line related RFI that resu lts wh en
power lines pick up a rad io signal.
Wrap about 10 turns of the ac-Iine co rd
through a ferr ite toroid or around a
ferrite rod. Use no 43 (VHF and upper
HF) or no. 75 (lower HF) material.

O~------4"----O

L1

terference. The filter arrangement shown
in Figure 6.26 can be used. A photograph
of a common-mode choke and a differen
rial -mode hi gh-pass f i lter install ed on a
75-Q. cable is seen in Figure 6.27. Addi
tional cure s for common-mode problems
appear in Figures 6.28 and 6.29. A ny of
these methods should effectively elimi-

Figure 6.30-A tu nab le VHF not ch fil ter.
For 50-MHz use, L1 is 9 turns of no . 16
enameled wire close wound on a 1/2
in ch -d iam fo rm (air core) . For 144 MHz,
L1 is 6 turns of no . 16 enameled wire
c lose wound on a 1/4-inch-d iameter
form (air core).

Figure 6.27-A 75-12 high-pass filter
has been installed with a common
mode choke. This combination will
eliminate nearly all TVI from signals
that are entering the set by way of the
feed line.

L1

Figure 6.28-A compact shield-breaker
assembly. This is another way to
eliminate common-mode interference.
It forms a high-impedance, parallel
resonant circuit at the operating
frequency. It is effective, but only for
interference resulting from one HF
band.
C1-150 pF ceramic trimmer
J1-F-81 bushing (Radio Shack 278-

213)
L1-8 feet (2.4 meters) 75-12 coaxial

cable with an F-59 connector on
each end (Radio Shack 15-1530).

Figure 6.26-This is how to wind an
antenna-lead common-mode choke.
Wrap ten to fifteen turns of feed line
through the core . Use no. 72 core
material for interference fr om HF signals .
Number 43 core material works well for
common-mode interference from VHF
signals. In some installations there is not
enough slack feed line to allow the
required number of turns, so it is a go od
idea to have a common-mode choke
prepared, using either 75-12 cab le with
the appropriate connectors (two cr imp
on male connectors, along with a doub le
female "barrel " connector work well) or
300-12 twin lead, as appropriate.
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pictorial diagram s of a 300-Q balanced
elliptical high-pass filt er that use s PC
board cap acitors. Use double-sided
Ih2-inch FR-4 glass -epoxy PC board.
Thicker board will require more area for
the desired capacitances. C2, C4 and C6
should be NPO-ceramic or silver-mica ca
pacitors. It is easier to strip away rather than
etch copper to form the series of capacitive
elements . Mark the edges by cutting with a
sharp knife; soldering-iron heat helps lift the
strips more easily. Top and bottom views of
the filter are shown in Figure 6.37.

Neither of the high -pass filters de
scribed requires a shielded enclosure. For
mounting outside a receiver, some kind of
prot ective housing is desirabl e, howeve r.
The se filter s were first presented in "Prac
tical 75- and 300-0hm High-Pass Filters,"
QST, February 1982, pp 30-34, by Ed
Weth erhold, W3NQN.

A High-Q Wave Trap

As an alternati ve to such a filter, a high-Q
wave trap (tuned to the transmitting fre
quency) may be used. It suffers only the
disadvantage that it is quite selective and
therefore protects a receiver from overload
ing over only a small range of transmitting
frequencies. A trap of this kind is shown in
Figure 6.38. These "suck-out" traps absorb
energy at the trap frequency, but do not
otherwise affect receiver operation . The as
sembly should be mounted near the input
terminals of the TV tuner and its case should
be RF grounded to the TV set chassis by
means of a small capacitor. The traps should

Figure 6.35-Photo showing construction
of the 75-Q unbalanced filter. Double
sided 1/16-inch FR-4 epoxy-glass PC board
is used as a base for the filter
components. A section of copper on the
top is stripped away on both sides of
center to approximate a 75-Q microstrip
line about 3132-inch wide. Both sides Of tile
top copper foil (at the edges) are
connected to the ground plane foil
underneath.
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Filter Construction

Figure 6.34-The schematic diagram of
a 75-Q Chebyshev filter assembled on
PC board is shown at A. At B, the
passband response of the 75-Q filter.
Design inductances: 0.157 mH: 12
turns #24 wire on T-44-0 core.
0.135 mH: 11 turns #24 wire on T-44-0
core. Turns should be evenly spaced,
with approximately II. inch between
the ends of the winding. If T-37-0
cores are used, wind 14 and 12
turns, respectively.

TV Hig h-Pass Filters

In most TVI cases, interference can be
eliminated ifthe fundamental signal strength
is reduced to a level that the receiver can
reject. To accomplish this with signals be
low 30 MHz, the most satisfactory device is
a high-pass filter (with a cutoff frequency
just below 54 MHz) installed at the tuner
input terminals of the TV.

Refer to Figures 6.34 and 6.35. Sl ice off
the extruded insulation around the solder
pin s on two type-F coaxial connectors
(Radio Shack 278-212). Butt the conn ec
tors directly aga inst the PC board . Solder
the con nector shells to the bottom ground
plane and the center pin s to the micro strip
line. Cut the microstrip line in four equ ally
spaced places. The capacitors should be
mounted across the spaces ; inductors can
be connected between the capacitor junc
tions and the gro und plane on the top of
the board . Use NPO-ceramic or silver-mica
capac itors. Inductors are wound on toroi 
dal powdered- iron cores; winding details
are given with the schematic.

Figure 6.36 shows the schematic and

the hot and neutral leads; they do not filter
common-mode signals that may also be
present. In most cases, an ac-line common
mode choke is needed as well.

Capacitance in pF
Inductance in ).<H

Gnd

L1

AC~
Line C1 To Set

C3

the possibility of RF energy entering the
ac power system by that route . Examples
of com mon-m ode and ac-Iine filt ers that
can be used on transmitters or home-elec
tronic equipment are shown in Figures
6.3 1and 6.32. Figure 6.33 shows a "brute
force" ac-Iine filter.

An ac-line filter and common-mode ac
line choke eliminate the possib ility that the
interfering signal enters through the ac line.
Most ac-line filters are effective only against
differential-mode signals present between

Figure 6.33-A "brute fo rce" ac-Iine
filter. C1, C2 and C3 can be any value
f rom 0.001 to 0.01 !!F, rated for ac-line
service (1.4 kV de) . L1 and L2 are each
2-inch-long windings of #18 enameled
wire on a 112-inch diameter form. If
install ed outs id e the equipment
cabinet, enclose the f ilter to eliminate
shock hazard. This filter is similar to
commercial ac-Iine filters.

Figure 6.32-A commercial ac-line filter
installed with a common-mode choke.
Note that the excess line cord has been
co iled around the co mmon-mode
chok e, minimizing the " capture area "
of t he ac-Iine cord " antenna."
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TROUBLESHOOTING AND CURING
TVI-STEP BY STEP

TheTro ubleshooti ng chapter coversthe
general aspects of troubl eshooti ng RFI

Trouble shoot ing Rules
If an amateur can demonstrate

that a TV set reasonably close to
the transmitte r has no TVI at the
same time that the affected device
shows interference, the amateur
station emission is clean . (Any
spurious emissions affect all TVs
within range.) Nothing furt her can
be done at the transmitter to he lp.

The example TV need not be the
ham's own set , but it is a good idea
for demonstration purposes. Many
TVs are quite susceptible to
fundamental overload, so it is a
good idea to carry a portable TV
for tests .

Filters shou ld be installed on all of
the amateur's TV sets, whether
neede d or not. This demonstrates
that filters are effective and do no
harm .

Corollary: If the amateur stat ion
is interfering with a known clean
TV set , the station must be cleaned
up before anything is done with the
TVs . The susceptible TVs may also
need work of some sort , but the
transmitter must be clean before
any sens ible diagnosis is possib le.

These princ iples may seem
obv ious, but often hams whose
stations are already "clean" put
wasted effort into adding more
transmit filters , shields, grounds
and so on . Of course the results
are often "no improvement."
Sometimes even skilled trouble
shooters neglect the obvious.
-Dave Heller, K3TX, ARRL
Assistant Director Atlantic Division,
Yardley, Pennsylvania

There are sometimes less-objectionable
ways to improve shielding. Sometimes it is
possible to add shielding to a home-enter
tainment-center cabinet. It may alsobepos
sible to relocate the TV so there are more
walls between the TV and the amateur an
tenna. A quali f ied service technician can
sometimes add shielding (either metal or a
spray-on material) inside the TV.l Conduc
tive paint is available from GCrrhorsen
(see the Resources chapter) .Take note,
however, that added shielding can cause
short circuits if not installed properl y, and i t
may upset the air flow around heat-generat
ing components. Internal shielding is a task
best left to the manufacturer or qualified
service personnel.

(D)
Bottom

View

cases of direct radiation pickup, when the
manufacturer can't supply a cure. This is
not always a practical solution : Envision
telling an irate, nontechnical neighbor that
a brand new, expensive, rather attract ive
VCR must be placed inside a sheet-metal
box. Just the thought of the resultant con
versatio n would give most hams night
mares for weeks!
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Shielding

Additional shield ing may help in a few

betuned for minimum TVI at the transmitter
operating frequency. An insulated tuning
tool should be used for adjustment of the
trimmer capacitors, since they are at a hot
point and wi ll show considerable body-ca
paci tance effect.

Figure 6.36-Schematic and pictorial diagrams of the 300-Q balanced elliptical
high-pass fil ter with PC-board capacitors . Shaded areas indicate where copper
has been removed. Dimensions are given in millimeters for ease of measurement.
L2-C2 connects between the points marked "X ," L4-C4 connects between the
points marked " Y" and L6-C6 connects between the points marked "Z" on the
pictorial. C1=28.0 pF, C3 = 14.0 pF, C5 = 14.8 pF, C7 = 34.2 pF , C2 = 162 pF, C4 =
36.0 pF, and C6 = 46.5 pF. Design inductances: L2 = 0.721 IlH: 14 turns #26 wire
evenly wound on a T-44-10 core. L4 = 0.766 IlH: 14 turns #26 wire bunched as
required on a T-44-10 core. L6 = 0.855 IlH : 15 turns evenly wound on a T-44-10
core. These coils should be adjusted for resonance at 14.7, 30.3 and 25.2 MHz.
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Figure 6.37-A top view of the 300-Q elliptic fi lter using PC-board capacitors is at A. Twin-lead should be soldered to the left
and right ends of the board. At B, bottom view of the filter.

Figure 6.38-Parallel-tuned traps for
installation in the 300-Q line to a TV
set. Mount the traps in a shielded
enclosure with a shield partition as
indicated. For 50-MHz use, L1 and L2
are each 9 turns of #16 enameled wire
close wound on a 'h-inch-diameter
form (air core). For 144-MHz use, L1
and L2 are each 6 turns of no . 16
enameled wire close wound on a
It.-inch-diameter form (air core). This
trap technique can be used to over
come HF fundamental overload as well.

problems. Read that chapter before you
tackle the troubleshooting of any type of
RFI problem. In most cases, you "trouble
shoot " a TVI problem by trying one or
more of the cure s. A flow chart of TVI
troubleshooting procedures is shown in
Figure 6.13 .

After you have covered the "interper
sonal" bases (Fir st Steps chapter), you can
start to do a technical investigation to pin
point the cause ofthe TVI problem. Many
cases of RFI are fairly easy to trouble
shoot. In cases of interference to non
radio devices, for example, the trouble
shooter knows that the root cause of the
problem is something at the consumer
equipment end; harmonics and other
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spurious emissions from the transmitter
are not involved in some types of interfer
ence. The size of the troubleshooting
problem has been cut in half.

This is not necessarily true for interfer
ence involving other radio services. Over
the-air telev isio n, including sate llite and
other "direct" TV, is another radio service
and it is quite possible that TVI involves
spurious emissions from your station and
is thus your direct responsibility. (Refer
to the RFI Fundamentals chapter for in
formation on spurious emissions. The
Transmitters chapter discusses ways to
cure problems in your transmitter and sta
tion .)

It Ain't Me

Before you even start to troubleshoot,
you should first determine if you and your
station are invo lved in the TVI prob lem.
If there is no correlation between the TVI
and your operating time, the TVI could be
caused by something or someone else.
Perhaps it is a misadjusted TV, a defec
tive TV, VHF tropospheric propagation,
electrical noise or that other ham or CBer
up the street. Ifyou know that your station
is not involved at all, you have certainly
cut the prob lem down to size . You may, of
course, choose to help out anyway , but if
the TVI does not involve your station, that
help is entirely voluntary .

Tile TV] Log

The advice given in the First Steps
chapter is for you to keep a log of your
station oper ation and for your neighbor to
keep a log of the RFI. A quick comparison
of the logs will often yield valuable clues .
Thi s is especially true if you have verified
that everything at your station is working
properly. The TVI log is especially im
portant when you are not sure of the cause

of the interference. If, for example, the in
terference is caused by harmonics of a
nearby l l-meter (CB) transmitter, much
time could be wasted on various funda 
mental -overload cures . With any luck, the
TVI log will give some clues to the nature
of the prob lem. You can also compare the
TVI log with the operating times of other
amateur or CB operators in the area.

The TVI log should contain the date and
time , the channel selected and a descrip
tion of the interference. If the TV system
includes accessories (other TVs, VCRs or
FM receivers), ask the neighbor to note
what other equipment was in use at the
time.

Your Station

When troubleshooting TVI, start by
considering your own statio n. This advice
is given, not because your station is the
most like ly source of interference- be
cause it is not, but because this is the easi 
est part of the problem for you to control.

The number one rule of finding and fix
ing RFI is: ensure that the amateur 's own
house is clean! Fix any and all station
problems before proceeding on to troub le
shoot the TV installation and system. If
you have a case ofTVI that involves your
station, one important step is for you to be
sure that your station is not creating the
problem. One of the best ways to show
that a station is not generating spurious
emissions that cause TVI is to be sure that
your own home television equipment func
tions properly. Ifan antenna-connected tele
vision next to the station is not subject to
interference on any channel during amateur
transmissions, the amateur station is cer
tainly not the source of the problem. The
FCC sees it that way, too!

The next step is to demonstrate to your
self that there are no spurious emissions
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Interference to DVD Devices
Depending on whose nomenclature you use, DVD can mean digital video

disc or digital versatile disc. The latter is often the preferred meaning
because the disc is capable of much more than just storing video. The DVD
can be used to store data, computer programs, audio and video. DVD
equipment is less prone to interference than some other types of home
electronics apparatus , but it is not totally immune to interference from nearby
transmitters .

The DVD uses technology similar to that used in CD players. The DVD
uses a shorter wavelength laser than that used in CD equipment and has
smal ler "holes and slots" on the surface read by the laser . These smaller
holes and slots allow more information to be held on each DVD.

Many consumer quality DVD devices are built in metal cases . The metal
provides some degree of shie lding and reduces the likelihood of interfer
ence due to direct penetration of the case by unwanted signals . However,
the ac line cord and the patch cords that connect the DVD device to other
electronic equipment can still provide a path for interference to enter the
system.

If you suspect the interfe rence is entering the DVD device via the ac line
cord, a filter can be installed in the ac line as close as possible to the DVD
device . Wrapp ing the line cord around a ferr ite rod or toroid can also be
helpful in eliminating this type of interference .

Inexpensive patch cords can sometim es allow interference to enter a
system. Inadequate shielding on inexpensive patch cords allows interfer
ence to ente r whatever piece of equipment the DVD device is connected
to. The remedy to this type of interference is well shielded patch cords
with good quality connectors.

Common mode interference involves the offending signa l traveling on
the shield of the patch cords. Running the patch cord through one or more
ferrite beads can sometimes cure this type of inte rference . If this is
impractical , you may be able to wind several turns of the cord through a
snap-together ferrite core. -John Frank, N9CH

coming fro m your stat ion to cause TVI. If
the re is no interference to the antenn a
connected TVs in your own household , it
is almos t certain tha t your transmitter is
not producing spurio us emissions. This is
an ideal sit uation. If you do have TVI in
your own house, you may be experienc ing
fundamental overload or you may have a
transmitter problem. You should switch
your TV through all channels, verifying that
each channel is interference-free while the
amateur operator transmits. The test fre
quencies, bands and modes should be those
the operator uses most freque ntly.

If you do have TVI, as a troubleshoot
ing step, operate your transmitter into a
dummy load. If you still have some inter
ference, your transmi tter may be rad iat
ing spurious emissions from the case andl
or power lines . You can install an ac
power-line filter on your transmitter to
eliminate the power lines as a source. If
you still have interference after you have
installed the ac-line filter, the transmitter
may have shie lding or circuit defects that
is causing it to radiate spurious emissions
directly. (Refer to the Transmitters chap
ter of this book andlor contact the trans 
mitter man ufac turer.)

If you have TVI only when the antenna
is connected, install a transmitter filter
permanently- whethe r you need one or
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not! (Generally, you should use a low-pass
filter for HF transmitters; use a band-pass
filter for VHF or UHF tran smitte rs.) You
can always point to it wi th pride, explain
ing that you have installed a filter on your
end. It is also a good idea to insta ll a com
mon -mo de choke at the transmitte r, to
eliminate the possibili ty that spuri ous
emiss ions are unintentionally getting onto
the shiel d of your feed line.

If you still have TVI, a high -pass filter,
ac-line filter and a common-mode choke
should be installed on the amateur's TV
sets, whether they need them or not. This
demo nstrates that filters are effective and
do no harm.

QRP

Another method that may improve the
situation is to use an exciter alone or QRP
power levels. The few dB lost at the fun
damental is not noticed in mos t con tacts.
A station power-outpu t increase from 100
to 1000 W typically changes the received
signal typically by only I to 2 S units,
depending on the calibration of the re
ceiver. That same change, however, may
increase the interference potential ten
fo ld . Some amateurs use an amplifier
when making the first call and then switch
it to bypass to contin ue. Th is mode of
operating fulfi lls the FCC regulat ions as

well, and reduces QRM levels on the
bands. QRP is not the best RFI-reduction
solution, but hams shou ld understand the
relationship betw een transmitter power
and RFI prob lems such as fundamental
ove rload.

In ge neral, the combination of these
cures wi ll work to cure your own TVI.
Once yo u get the bugs out of yo ur ow n
hou se , you ca n te ll your neighb or th at
yo u are sorry that they ca n' t wa tch TV
at thei r ho use while .you are on the air,
then offer to let them watch TV at your
ho use while you are on the air ! Thi s lat 
ter offer usuall y ge ts the point across
pretty quickly tha t the problem might
be on their en d. Yo u ca n then point to
the cures yo u have used on your TV in
sta lla tion and offer to help them find
sim ila r cures for their equipment. Not
surpris ing ly, the cu res that we re just
outlined are the very ste ps you will need
to fo llow if you ch oose to help yo ur
neighb or so lve hi s or her TVI problem.

TVI Troubleshooting Primer

One thing is worth noting up fron t: For
years amateur literature has not empha
size d the difference betw een co mmon
mode and differenti al-mode signals, nor
has it full y explained the different cures
needed for eac h mode. There are cri tical
differenc es ! It can 't be sa id too many
time s-a differential-mode high-pass fil
ter is not enough! Common-mode cure s
are usually required as well. Remember
this as you read the rest of this book. Th e
RFI Fun damentals chapter conta ins an
explanation of differential- and common
mode signals .

Complete elimination of TV I is not
often a simple process . A singl e measure,
such as a high-pass filt er at the TV, does
not always cure the problem . Sometimes,
a number of methods must be applied. An
importan t fac tor in any TVI case is the
ratio of TV signa l streng th to inte rference
level (also called sig nal-to-noise ratio,
SIN). This includes interference of all
kinds, such as ignition noise, random or
thermal noise (which sets the mini mum
signal required for snow-free recepti on)
and unwanted signals that fall within the
TV channel. An SIN ratio greater than ap
proxi mately 35 to 40 dB is required for
good picture quality.

Anything connected to the TV is a pos
sible sour ce of interference. It is impos
sible to efficiently troubl eshoot a sys tem
with multiple TVs, video games, VCRs,
splitters, amplifiers, remote TV tuners,
CATV converters, AlB switc hes and long
cab le runs . Many cases of TVI have one
easi ly located cause and cure . When you
are confron ted with a case cau sed by mul
tip le facto rs, however, much time can be



RF-Sensitive Safety
Circuits in TVs

A local ham was having a
problem when he operated on
20-meter CWo As soon as he
keyed his 1OO-W transceiver, the
TV set in the next room would
switch off! A safety circuit in the
TV set was obviously doing more
than its job, but what was
trigge ring it?

The TV was connected to the
CATV service, so we discon
nected the CATV. This had no
effect on the problem. There was
a 300-0 twin-lead cable (from an
abandoned TV antenna in the
att ic) hanging out of the wall with
its end near the TV terminals.
Moving this wire away from the
TV set cured the problem . Its
length, about 16.5 feet (a good
1/ 4- /.. 20-meter antenna), coupled
enough RF into the TV to cause
the problem.-Howard Liebman,
W2QUV, NYC-L1 Section
Technical Coordinator

All modern TVs contain
overvoltage sense circu itry that
trips if the TV power-supply
voltages exceed a facto ry-set
limit. These are critical safety
circuits that have been installed
to ensure that a power-supply
malfunction will not cause the
picture tube to emit Xrays. -Ed
Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory

wasted trying different things that appar
entl y don 't work. Agai n (and again if
nec essary), the fir st important step in
troubleshooting a case of TVI is to sim
plify the probl em. Simpl ify things to one
TV and one short feed line (clos e to where
the feed line enters the house) . Once the
bugs are out of the simple system, recon
nect accessories one at a time. Eliminate
problems as you go along.

This principle applies to the amateur
station as well as to the affected equip
ment , and especially to VCRs. They (es
pec ially the older ones) are notorio usly
susc eptible to EMI problems.

Try one, and onl y one thing at a time . If
too many varia bles change at once, you
will never know which cure actuall y
solv ed the prob lem.

Do You Want to Service Your
Neighbor's Equipment?

Don't forget that you generall y should
not service your neighbor' s equipment.
Onc e you have determined that the prob 
lem is not your radio statio n, you want to
be a good neighbor. In general , you should

be a locator of solutions, not aprovider of
solutions. If you take the back off the TV,
you may be blamed years later when the
25-year old clunker gives up the gho st.
Some ham s have learned this the hard
way- they have been held respon sible for
defect s that occurred years afte r they
modified a neighbo r' s set. Allegedly, the
failure was cau sed by the modi ficati ons.
In some states , a state-issued electronic
servi ce licen se is required to work on con
sumer-electronic s equ ipmen t (your ama 
teur license will not do!).

Ifyou do have occasio n to dig into a TV,
remember that high voltages remain after
the set is turned off. Also remember that in
some sets the circuitry and some hard ware
is de connected to one side of the ac line
(these sets contain no isolation or power
transformer) . The 117-V ac line can kill!
Please be care ful- the Silent Key is not an
award. Leave the repair of consumer
equipment to qualified service personn el!

Figure 6.13 shows a TVI troubleshoot 
ing flow chart.

TVI Cures at the TV and Its
Installation

If you and your neighbor decid e that the
TVI problem is something on her end, your
help is voluntary. FCC regulations require
only that your station not emit spurious
emis sions that interfere with other radio
services . You may, however, choose to be
a good neighbor and help your neighbor
find a solution.

Start by conducting tests. Oper ate your
transmitter on each band, mode, power and
antenna-pointing combination you usually
use. Ifyou own more than one tran smitter,
try the tes ts with each tran smi tter. Since
the TV set may exhibit varying sensitivity
to TVI from different amateur frequen
cies, keep the transmit frequenc y constant
when testi ng cures . Thi s freque ncy-depen
dent TVI sensitivity can be caused by sev
eral factors: The pres ence of a comb filter
in a TV set causes vari able gai n across the
channel, which can reduce interference at
some frequ encies. When a harmonic is
near either the picture or sound carrier, or
near the co lor subcarr ier, the beat fre 
quency is lower and appea rs as a more
coarse (and more vis ible) inte rference
pattern. As the frequ ency of the HF trans
mitter increases relative to the TV video
carrie r, the video interference pattern is
normally less objecti onable. Color or au
dio inte rference may increase, however.
Because of this behavior, video interfer
ence caused by opera ting on phone fre
quen cies is not norm ally as visible as when
operatin g in the CW porti on of a band (but
color or audio EM I may increase) . Re
member, when testin g a station for TVI,
always listen before tran smitting to pre-

vent QRM, and always identify properly.
Then, check the TV and its installation.

Much like at your station, chewing gum
and baling wire, or more like ly, brok en or
corroded antenna or feed line , too many
(or unterminated) splitters or other obvi
ous installat ion defects could be part of
the probl em.

The following steps can sometimes help
impro ve a TV installation

• Install a TV antenna with greater gain,
hopefully with improved directivity .
• Increase the TV antenna height, thus in
creasing the desired signal.
• Increase the height of the amateur an

tenna , thus moving it farther away from
the susceptible equipment.

Indoo r TV antennas are potential prob
lems . Move the TV antenna above the roof
from under the roof. (Many roofing mate
rial s contain aluminum and carbon and
attenuate TV signals by up to 20 or 30 dB
when wet.)

Try Installing or Improving the TV
Grounding System

You may also want to conside r the con
sumer-electronic equipment ground. A
good RF ground may not always be practi
cal, especially in a neighbor's house, but an
understanding of the basic princip les can
sometimes help . If coaxial feed line is used
(either in an antenna installation or CATV
system) it can be connected to a good earth
ground, preferably outside the house. This
can shunt unwanted RF energy on the out
side of the coax shield (common-mode) to
ground. The electric-power mains and
telephone lines coming into the house also
have grounds that should be inspected. All
utility grounds should be serviced only by
qualified personnel.

The consumer-electronics equipment is
usually also "g rounded" throu gh the ac
power sys tem. In most cases, this is not a
good RF ground. An interference problem
can sometimes be cured by improvin g this
ground with an actual earth connec tion,
either to a ground rod or a cold-water pipe
that is conti nuous to earth . In other case s
the situation can be improved by RF iso
lating the equipment ground connection,
using 10-20 turn s of the ac-line cord on a
ferrite toroid or rod , thu s breaking the
ground loop. Remember that some equip
ment has dangerou s voltages on parts of
the chassis. If you are not sure it is safe to
conn ect an earth ground to any piece of
equipment , contact the manufacturer.

The amateur signal at the TV can be
reduced grea tly by proper location of the
amateur and TV installati ons. When plan
ning your antenna placement , con sider the
horizontal and vertica l distances between
the amat eur and TV antennas and feed
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Figure 6.39-RFI is minimized when antenna and feed-line locations are based on
sound RFI-prevention thinking. Note the advantages:

A) TV antenna located far from ham antenna
B) TV feed li ne Is run vertically to ground level
C) TV distribution amplifier mounted at ground level
D) TV feed-line sh ield connected to ground rod
E) TV feed-line horizontal run at ground level
F) Ham antenna does not block TV-reception path
G) Ham feed line runs vertically to ground level
H) Ham feed-line shield connected to ground rod
I) Ham shack located close to station ground

Figure 6.40-This notch filter is
optimized for the weak-signal part of
2 meters (144 .2 MHz) . For other parts of
the band, a tunable notch filter should
be used.

weak-signal operator. One of these filt ers
is shown in Figure 6.40 .

Electrical

RF may be gett ing into the TV throu gh
the power line . An ac-Iine filte r should be
installed on the TV-line cord, as close to
the TV as possible. If the interfering signal
is conducted via the ac power sys tem, this
filter will eliminate or reduce the severity.
If the problem is still evident, the televi
sion circuitry may be picking up signal s
directly . See the section on direct radia
tion pickup. (Thi s could also be a case of
locall y generated harmonics or some form
of intermodulation. )

Install the filter as close to the antenna
terminals as is pos sible. If you own the
TV, you may want to install it inside the
cabinet, at the tune r. If the interferenc e is
to an audio device, such as a stereo or alarm
system, install the filte rs in the speaker
leads or audio input cable s, as close to the
amplif ier as possible . Telephone interfer
ence filters shou ld be installed as close to
the telephone as possible. Refe r to the ap
propriate chapters in this book for more
details about filter selection. Also, don't
forget that dangerous voltages are present
inside most consumer-elect ronics equip
ment. Figure 6.3 2 show s a power-line fil
ter that is ava ilable from Radio Shack .

Common-Mode

A high-pass filter will attenuate the HF
signal that' s picked up by the antenna and
sent to the TV inside the TV ' s feed line.
But you can also pick up a lot of signal on
the outside of the feed line. The signal that
is not inside the feed line is called a com
mon-mode signal.

If the installation of a high-pass or notch

TV
Transm itter------

TVI Filters

ired- signal ratio received by the TV set or
radio receiver.

If the installation checks out okay , it is
time to start trying filte rs .

High-Pass

The first line of defense against TVI to
antenna-connected TVs is the installation of
a high-pass filter for interference from HF
transmitters. If an interfering signal enters
the TV through the feed line, a filter will
eliminate or minimize the problem . Each TV
may require its own filter. This should be
installed at the TV, asclose as possible to the
TV' s antenna terminal s. These are available
from Radio Shack (catalog #15-579 or 15
582). Several other sources are listed in the
"EMVRFI Package ."

For VHF and UHF transmitters, a high
pass filter will do no good . VHF and UHF
signals are located between various TV
channels, so the high-pass filter doe s what
it is design ed to do and lets VHF and UHF
amateur signals pass unimpeded. To pre
vent fundamental overload of TVs from
VHF and UHF sign als, a band-reject or
notch filte r must be used. These are com
merci ally available . Star Circuits makes a
good all-around set of filters. Their filters
can be tuned to optimize the notch for a
particular part of the applicable amateur
band. Tho se who operate in the VHF
weak-signal parts of the band (50.2 MHz,
144 .2 MHz , etc) should con sider a notch
filt er designed and sold by KDIDU. The se
filte rs offer performance optimized for the

line s (see Figure 6.39). Place the amateur
antenna as far as pos sible from the TV
system. If you can locate the ham antenna
so that there are no TV antennas or feed
lines between it and favorite operating di
rections, the field strength at the TV will
be reduced.

With proper antenna placement and ori
entation, including antenna polarization,
harmonic and fundamental overload condi
tions can be reduced. You may even be able
to give nearby neighbors a break with this
trick. Since harmonic energy will be picked
up to a lesser degree off the back side of a
TV antenna, about 20 to 40 dB less signal
will be received if the ends of each antenna
can be pointed away from each other.

Vertical separation between antennas or
between the amateur antenn a and horizon
tal runs of the TV feed line is more effec
tive than horizontal separation. Raising
the height of the amateur antenna not onl y
reduces take-off angle, but also the field
strength at the TV (thereby reducing fun
dament al ove rload) .

You can try a TV distribution amplifier to
increase the strength of the desired signal.
Some distribution amplifiers have better RFI
immunity than a typical TV or FM receiver.
They are often available from electronic
distributors who sell component s to tele
vision-service shops. Be wary however;
some poor-quality distribution amplifiers
can worsen the problem. Like preamplifi
ers, distribut ion amplifiers boost unwanted,
as well as wanted, VHF signals.

These sig nal-increas ing fixes all seek
to incre ase the desired-signal to unde s-
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HF Common Mode

A com mon-mode choke is easy to build

IN CONCLUSION

The "Cures Summarized" side bar lists
the cures used to troub leshoot and fix most
types of TVI proble ms.

HF Differential Mode

A differentia l-mo de high-pass filter
will usually help with this type of interfer
ence. Keep in mind that a differential
mode high-pass filter will not work against
a common -mode signal that may also be
present.

minum siding. The se specific cases rarely
happen . When external rec tification does
occur, suspec t the following causes (pretty
much in the likely order of occurrence):
- Arci ng in the antenna system
- Cor rosion in the transmit antenna tower

or guy wires
- An unpo wered solid-state devic e near

the antenna (such as an unpow ered VHF
transmitter- see Figure 6.41 )

-An overl oaded, sometimes unused, TV
preamplifier

- Last, and prob ably least, a rusty down
spout
Harmonics are likely in cases where

TVI is exper ienced only when the
transmitter is operated on specific bands.
Harmonics can be generate d by the trans
mitte r or ex terna l devices, suc h as an
unpo wered VHF tran smitter connected to
a VHF antenna. They can also be gene r
ate d inside the TV tuner, a form of funda
menta l overlo ad.

VHF "Cure- All "

A VHF notch filter used in conj unction
with a common-mode choke will some
times help against interference from a
VHF sign al. For a number of reaso ns in
terfe rence from VHF transmitter s is not as
common as inte rference from HF trans 
mitters . When it does occur, however, it is
more difficult to eliminate beca use TV

VHF/UHF Common Mode

A con venti onal high -pass filter is ef
fec tive only aga inst HF signals. It does
not offer signi fican t atten uatio n to VHF
com mon-mode signa ls. A common-mode
choke rejects VHF comm on-mode
interference.

usin g a ferr ite core or rod.

HF "Cure-All"

Many times the interfering signal will
have both common and differ enti al-mod e
component s. Thi s means the filter must be
able to eliminat e both types of interfer
ence, or two filters must be used . Use a
commercially available high -pas s filter
along with a common-mode choke. The
cures described under elec tr ical cure-all
should also be applied.

VHF/UHF Differential Mode

A commercially available high-pass fil
ter will not work to eliminate interference
fro m a VHF tran smitter because the VHF
signal falls within the filter passband. It
would be necessary to use a filter with a
sharp notch tuned to the fundamental, or a
tuned stub.

Common-mode filter on feed line and/or
ac line

Install high-pass filter
Common-mode filter and high-pass filte r

and electrical cure-all
Notch fi lter or tuned stub.
Combine notch filter or tuned stub with

the VHF common-mode choke, plus
the cures from electrical cure-all

AC-Iine fi lter
Common-mode choke
AC·line filter with common-mode choke

Action
Cure problem at radio transmitter or

station
Contact set manufac turer through the

CEMA
Install ac-Iine filter

VHF differential mode
VHF cure-all

Electr ical differential mode
Electrical common mode
Electrical cure-all

HF differential mode
HF cure-all

HF or VHF electrical differential
mode

HF or VHF common mode

HF or VHF direct pickup

TVI Problem
HF or VHF spurious emission

Cures Sum m a r ized

TVI Cures

filter does not cure the TVI, it is possible
that the TV is respond ing to a common
mode signal, either on the feed line or on
the ac lines. By now , you have probably
learned enough about RFI to know that a
comm on-mode choke, made by wrapping
about 10 turns of wire onto to a suitable
ferrite toro idal core or ferrite rod, can be
used to eliminate unwanted common 
mode signals. See the EMC Fundamen
tals chapter for information on selecting
the correct ferri te material.

Figure 6.41-The 2-meter transceiver in
this example is powered off, but it can
still cause RFI problems. The ground
pl ane antenna near t he HF Vagi can
pick up a lot of HF energy. This is then
conducted down the VHF transceiver's
feed line. The unpowered VHF
t ransceiver can act in a non-linear
fashion , turning some of the HF signal
in to VHF harmonics. These are then
conducted back up the VHF feed line,
where they will be radiated efficiently
by the VHF antenna.

Harmonics

When TVI occurs on channels harmoni
cally related to the transmit frequency, har
monics are involved. These can come from
the transmitter, and must be corrected by the
transmitter operator. They can, however, be
generated in the front end of an overloaded
TV. (The TV cannot distinguish between
transmitter harmonics and those generated
inside the TV, so the interfe rence can look
exactly the same.) This problem is usually
solved when the fundame ntal overload is
cured with the proper filters. In some rare
cases, however, harmonic s can be generated
externally from the TV or the transmitter.
This is known as "external rectification" or,
more colloquially, the "rusty bolt effect."
An entire chapter is devoted to this topic.

Many hams have heard about TVI
caused by a rusty downspout or bad alu-
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tuners don't offer any attenuation to VHF
signals. CAT V sys tems use several ama
teur bands to carry TV signals. The cures
described under electrical cure-all should
also be applied.

Electrical Differential Mode

This is the kind of interference gener
ated by electric motors. A commercial ac
line filter will usually reduce this kind of
interference .

Electrical Common Mode

Many noise sources place a common
mode signal on the ac power line. When ac
wiring picks up an amateur fundamental
signal, that signal is nearly always carried
in the common mode. On an ac line, the
common-mode signal is carried on the hot,
neutral and ground leads. Most ac-line fil
ters do not filter the ground lead, so they are
ineffective against the most common forms
of ac-line interference. A common-mode
does a good job with ac-line interference. It
is not effective against ac-line differential
mode interference.

Electrical "Cure All"

Most noise sources, and some RF pickup,
on the ac line contains both differential- and
common-mode signals. Use a commercial
ac-line filter in conjunction with the com
mon-mode choke shown in Figure 6.31 to
ensure that all interfering ac-line signals are
properly filtered. This book has a chapter
on electrical interference.

INTERFERENCE FROM TELEVISION
SETS

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a
TV can cause EM!. The horizontal-sweep
and colorburst oscillators are usuall y the
cause. Figure 6.42 shows the spectral out
put as measured at the antenna term inals
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Figure 6.42-A spectral display of a TV
receiver output as measured at the
antenna terminals. Horizontal divisions
are 1 MHz; vertical divisions are 10 dB.
The top line represents -30 dBm
(7000 flV).

of a currentl y manufactured set. Each hori
zontal division is equal to I MH?; with the
"pip" at the far left representing zero fre
quency. Each ver tica l div ision is 10 dB
with the top line equal to - 30 dBm
(7000 IlV). Thi s energy is radiated from
the antenna system. Since the level is
great, the chances for interference are
good.

The definitive indica tor of horizont al
oscillator interference from TVs is the
presence of raspy groups of interference
about every 15 kHz, especially on lower
HF. In additi on, most modern TVs use
switched-mode power supplies , which can
radiate broadband noise. As if this weren' t
bad enough, most modern TVs use micro
proce ssors that can radiate unwanted en
ergy as well.

To cure this interference, add a high
pass fi lter at the antenna termin als of the
set. The filter attenuates frequencies
below 40 MHz by at least 60 dB. The
spectrum-analyze r photograph at Figure

Figure 6.43-A spectral display of the
fil tered TV output. The interference is
gone!

6.43 shows the difference after the filter
was installed. Note the absence of inter
ference.

Interference caused by the oscillators can
also be conducted along the ac line. Most
sets have built-in line filters. Their effec
tiveness is questionable, however, because
an additional line filter often eliminates the
interference. A ferrite common-mode choke
may help as well. (Use 10-15 turns of the ac
cord on an FT-240-43.)

SUMMARY

TVI can be cured! It takes a combina
tion of technical knowledge, trouble shoot
ing skills, tried-and-true cures and a good
dose of personal diplom acy. Most diffi 
cult cases of TVI have involved problems
with common-mode signals on a coaxial
or twin-l ead feed line. Those cases were
only difficult because cures for common
mode signals were not well known. Armed
with cures most types of TVI, amateurs
should be able to opera te in peace.
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Cable Television
Interference

•

chapter picks up where the
last one left off-by discuss
ing RFI issues peculiar to

cable-television installations. It is divided
into two sections. The first offers an
overview of the cab le industry and
specific information about cable TVI
(CATVI) . The second part is adapted from
a three-part article published in the July,
August and September 1993 issue of Com
munications Technology, the journal of
the Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers. This has been included in this
book for your cable operator. If you have
a problem with cable TVI, show this in
formation to your cab le company repair
personnel. Although it duplicates some in
formation from other parts of this book, it
offers complete and authoritative infor
mation that the cable company can use to
cure the RFI problem. This work repre
sents a good example of voluntary coop 
eration between the cable industry and
Amateur Radio .

WHAT IS CATV?
The details of a cable system are cov

ered later in this chapter. In a nutshell,
however, a cable-TV system is a way of
delivering a number of local and net 
worked television channels to individual
homes by direct connection between the
home and a cable or fiber distribution sys
tem . A properly maintained CATV (cable
television) system can be both a blessing
and a curse for Amateur Radio TVI prob
lems. A cable system is (ideally) self-con
tained. On the plus side, the cable delivers
a strong, consistent signal to the TV re
ceiver. It is also (in theory) a shielded sys
tem, so external signals shouldn't get in
and cause trouble. On the minus side, the
cable forms a large, long-wire antenna that
can pick up lots of external signals on its
shield (in the common mode). Many TVs
and VCRs and even some cable set-top
converters are easily overloaded by such
common-mode signals. These factors
combine to make CATV systems rela -

This chapter discusses
interference to tele
visions connected to

cable-television
systems. Although there

is much in common
between TVs connected

to cable-distribution
systems and antenna

connected TVs, the
differences sometimes

require different
approaches to

RFI troubleshooting
and cures.

tively free from interference, but when
CATVI strikes, some of the standard
cures, such as high-pass filters, don't usu
ally work .

By design, a CATV system is config
ured so that all users can receive approxi
mately the same TV signal levels over a
broad range of frequencies . Since CATV
is considered to be a closed system, any
frequency within the transmission capa 
bilities of the network can be used inside
the cable. CATV can, therefore, use fre
quencies allocated to other services.
Present CATV frequencies range from
5 MHz to over 750 MHz. This is the fun
damental problem in CATV interference:
CATV systems use frequencies allocated
to other services. In a case of CATV inter
ference, a legal over-the-air fundamental
signal may fall within a CATV channel.

Once inside the CATV cable , such signals
cannot be removed by filtering . Obvi 
ously, if CATV is not a closed system,
signals can enter the network and degrade
TV reception, while CATV signals can
leave the system and interfere with over
the-air services.

CATV HISTORY
In order to gain a proper perspective on

the subject, let's briefly review the history
of CATV . In the late 1940s there were the
early signs of what is now a pervasive
technology. With the advent of television
broadcasting, many viewers were far from
the telev ision transmitters and shielded by
terrain. A number of innovators began
businesses providing television signals to
such remote viewers (and to satisfy their
own desires for TV entertainment). The
normal procedure was to locate a high
vantage point with reasonable reception
and then carry the signals by wire to view
ers in a community where direct reception
was poor or impossible.

CATV is a 50-year-old industry that
really took off in the 1970s. By now, it is
as pervasive as any other technology,
available in almost all areas of the coun
try . While not nearly as ancient as broad
cast radio or even television, it has been
estimated that CATV serves more than 65
million homes (and still growing) through
out the United States and multi millions
more overseas. While CATV is an out 
growth of modern technologies, the leak
age problems we encounter stem from well
understood phenomena that can be ad
dressed by modern forms of traditional
remedies .

TVI began early in the history of broad
cast television. Amateurs were particu
larly concerned with TVI prevention in the
1950s and early 1960s, but the problem
has decreased as a result of improved
transmitter and TV performance. With
the arrival of CATV , instances of TVI
have reduced considerably because tele
vision signals are delivered to viewers via
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CATV Operator Responsibilities

RESPONSIBILITIES

What does all of this mean to the
Amateur Radio community? Primarily, it
means that CATV is here to stay, and we
amateurs must be cogn izant of the facts
and diligent to avoid or reduce the inher
ent problems of coexistence.

Absolute Maximum

The CATV industry has some compre
hensi ve legal respon sibilities under the
FCC regulations . The FCC regulations, in
Part 76, specify the maximum permitted
level of leakage out of a cable system (also
known as a cabl e "plant"). In cable-com
pany terminology, leakage out of the sys
tem is known as "egress. " If the cable isn' t
leaking, there should be no external signals
getting inside the cable.

The permitted signal leakage out of a
cable syste m is limited according to fre
quenc y range as shown in Tabl e 7.1. Note
that 20 !lV1m at 3 meters is a small, but not
insignificant, signal. A 20-!lV1m field
indicates over S9 on an average amateur

making . In 1979, the committee recom
mended measure s that ultimately became
part of FCC Rules and Regul ations Part
76. One of the most significant FCC ac
tions (even before the report of the com
mittee) requires continuous monitoring of
CATV syste ms for leaks and timely repair
of any leaks. A few CATV operators took
the situation very seriou sly and began to
clean up their act. Others virtually ignored
the probl em.

CATV Leakage Controls

Cable-industry signal-leakage cont rol
programs have a long histo ry, with a great
deal of success and some notable failures.
The FCC rules enacted in 1985 not only
requi re an ongoing monitoring program to
find and fix leaks, but also annu al quali fi
cation of all CATV systems to demonstrate
compliance by actual measurements. (This
part of the rules did not take effect until
July I , 1990.) At present, all CATV sys
tems using aeronautical frequencies (108
137 MHz and 225-400 MHz) must qualify
under §76.611 annually. A brief descrip
tion of the qualification requi rements is
given in the "Cable Leak age" sidebar.

Distance
(ft)

100
10
100

Table 7.1

CATV Leakage Limits
Frequency Field Strength

(MHz) (mV/m)

0-54 15
54 -216 20
216+ 15

A NA VCOM Crisis-FAA and FCC
Step In

A situation in Harrisburg, Pennsylva
nia, was probably the most significant in
stanc e of real-life CATV leakage. After
the FAA made a new air-traffic -control
communications-frequency assignment,
pilots in the area heard various tones on
the FAA channel. Although the tones did
not cover the controller' s voice, they were
anno ying and sometimes held the recei ver
squelch open. The FAA was unable to lo
cate the cause of the problem over a period
of weeks and called the FCC . The FCC
Field Operations Bureau decided that the
problem had something to do with the
local CATV system.

The CATV operator was cooperative
and the final explanation was rather sur
prising: The CATV system had four sepa
rate "headends." The AGC for the cable
amplifiers was derived from a pilot signal
on the same frequency as the FAA. The
four headend s had separate pilot genera
tors, on slightly differing frequencies.
Although a single interfering frequency
would simply cause a squelch break and a
little background noise, leakage from two
(or more ) CATV sectors was heard in
some areas, and AF beats between the pi
lot carriers appeared as audio tones . Once
the cause was found, the CATV system
was shut down, and the AGC system was
reconfigured to operate on TV-carrie r fre
quencies. (This was an old and large sys
tem that was preparing for rebuild.)

The Harri sburg situation was the pro
verbi al "straw that broke the camel's
back." A huge upro ar in aviati on circles
followed, and great efforts were made to
prevent CAT V sys tems from using any
frequ encie s not used for standard TV
broad casting. Had those efforts been suc
cessful, the industry and the public inter
est would have been severely affected . As
it worked out, the FCC threatened opera
tors of leak y CATV sys tems with severe
consequences. Thi s edict got the attenti on
of some, who began to seriously addres s
the problem.

The Advis ory Committee on Cable Sig
nal Leakage was formed by the FCC and
the FAA. It included industry participants
who studied the situation and made rec
ommendations to the FCC for further rule

however, that a significant interfering sig
nal could make a navigational service un
usable. Such a situ ation would, fortu
nately, notify a pilot that the navigational
sys tem was inopera tive or unreliabl e. Thi s
took away the fear that leak age would
cause someone to fly the wrong cour se.
Nonetheles s, it left the possibility that
CATV leakage could obstruct instrument
approaches in bad weather.

NCTA Sees the CATVI Problem

In the earl y 1970s the National Cable
Television Association (NCT A, the
largest CATV -industry organization) be
came aware of numerous complaints of
signals leaking from CATV facilities.?
NCTA felt the grow ing conc ern that
this leakage might inter fere with other
services, particular ly aircraft-navigation
and radiocommunication (we'll call them
NAVCOM) circuits.

Department of Commerce (DoC) Tests
CATV vs NA VCOM

At the same time , the DoC ran suscep
tibility tests on typical navigation receiv
ers and pointed out the possible conse
quences of excess CATV leakage. Other
work explored the mode s of leakage from
coaxial cabl e, including probable levels,
radiation patterns and so on.

The result s of the navigation receiver
testing showed that it is virtually impos
sible for a random signal(s) to yield im
proper navigati onal information that
would lead a pilot (unknowingl y) in the
wrong direction . It was demon strated,

coaxial cabl e at a much great er signal
strength than prov ided by broadc ast TV.
This method of tran smission is designed
to be a "cl osed system," and it does pro
vide sufficient shielding to reduce the
occurrence and seve rity ofTVI caused by
radio tran smissions. In practice, however,
CATV systems are often only partially
closed. To some extent, they are suscep
tibl e to radio transmissions and can cause
inter ference to other communication s ser
vices, including Amateur Radio.

Early CATV sys tems varied in their
approaches . It is said that some used
barbed-wire fences to carry the signal,
although more traditional methods were
required for rea son able signal quality.
The se methods include balanced open 
wire line , twin lead, G-line (an approach
where the signal was launched down a
single wire) and, of course, coaxial cable.
Coaxial cable won out and is currently the
method of choice. Glass fiber is also used
to carry "cable" television signals . In
some area s of the country, glass has virtu
ally replaced coaxial cable.

By the early 1970s CATV was becom
ing more sophisticated. Rather than the
original 12 over-the-air channels, CATV
systems were beginning to carry 26, 30,
36 channels and even more . In those days,
little forma l attention was paid to CATV
signal leakage, except when : (I) leaky
systems began interfering with over-the
air signals (which gave some people free
CATV service by way of local leaks) ; or
(2) a radio transmitter interfered with
CATV serv ice.
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Who is Responsible for CATV Interference Problems?

The CATV Operator
It would be easy (fo r amateurs) if we could blame all CATV interference

problems on the CATV system. This is not always a correct assessment of
responsibility, however. Many CATV-interference problems are the direct
result of a leak or other defect in the CATV system. The CATV operator
must fix the leak to prevent signals from leak ing into or out of the system.
Interference caused by leaks is generally the responsibility of the CATV
operator.

The Amateur Operator
Unfortunately (for hams) leaks are not the only cause of interference to a

TV connected to a CATV system. There are even ways the amateu r may be
responsible. If, for example, a spu rious emission generated by the amateur
station causes the interference, the amateur should eliminate the problem.
This is true even when a CATV leak contributes to the problem, because the
spurious emission may interfere with antenna connected TVs or disrupt
communication in other services.

The TV Owner or Manufacturer
Some TVs do not have adequate shie lding and filtering . A strong radio

signal, especially at VHF, may be picked up dire ctly by the TV circuitry,
resul ting in interference. There is little a CATV company can do when
interference results from direct radiation pickup in TV or VCR circuitry.

The sh ield of the CATV system forms a large long-wire antenna. Th is
antenna can pick up large amounts of RF energy from nearby radio trans
mitters. (Thi s does not ind icate a leak or defect in the CATV system.) Most
of the time , the RF present on the CATV shield does not cause a probl em,
however, some TVs and VCRs are qu ite susceptible to this common-mode
signal. The CATV company is not responsible for such common-mode
interference.

CATV repair personnel should understand the various ways that interfer
ence can occur in the ir CATV system. In order to determine that interfer
ence is not caused by a leak, it is usually necessary to diagnose how
interference does occur. A common-mode choke should be installed in all
cases to determine whether interference is caused by common-mode
signals on the CATV shield . The proper construction and use of a common
mode shield are discussed in other sections of this chapter.-Ed Hare,
W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory

2-me ter receiver, if the receive antenna is
located 3 meters from the source of the
leak. This means (under these FCC rules)
occasional squelch breaks while riding
through town are poss ible, and interfer
ence with weak signa ls may be acceptable.
In addition to these absolu te levels, the
FCC requires that cable opera tors conform
to overall leakage limits for the entire
plant, ofte n verified by having an airp lane
fly over the area that the cable company
serves, making a measurement of the "cu 
mulat ive leakage" from the entire sys tem.

Non -interference

There is a second responsibil ity of the
CATV operator (as well as anyone using
FCC freq uency assignments): systems
may not cause "harmful interference ."
Harmful interference is defined under
FCC Rules and Regulations Part 76, para 
grap h 76.613(a) as "any emission, radia
tion or induction which endangers the
function ing of a radio navigation service
or other safety service or seriously de-

grades, obstructs or repeate dly interrupts
a radio communications service operating
in accordance with this chapter." "This
chapter" cove rs essentially all radio fre
quency use and therefore includes Ama
teur Radio oper ation.

The regulations also require, however,
that leakage from the cable system not
cause "harmful interference" to over -the
air radio serv ices. It is possible that a leak
could be below the absolute maximum sig
nal levels, but still be very disrupt ive to
the Amateur Radio Service (or other ser
vices). If this does occur, the cable opera 
tor is sti ll respo nsible for the leakage.

The scope of §76 .613 is broad, and the
rule can be difficu lt to inte rpret. State 
ments from high-ranking FCC personnel
indicate that reso lution of interference
under §76 .613 is a cooperative vent ure
between the interfered and interfering
parties. Cases referred to the FCC may
well be resolved in ways not favo rable to
either par ty. The bottom line is: Work with
the CATV company to find an acce ptable

solut ion, rather than calling in the FCC
(for leaks that are not of major conse
quence). Although the FCC decides ex
actly what constitutes interference, ama
teurs should apply common sense to any
potential interference situat ion. It is un
reasonable to inte rpret merely breaking
squelch as interference .

It is sometimes hard to know where to
draw the line. If a leak is occurri ng on the
input freque ncy of an amateur repea ter,
and the repeater cannot be used while the
leak is present, this is clearly a case of
harmful interference. Even this, however,
may be a bit muddi ed by other fac tors.
How would the FCC view the matter if the
repeater frequency could be easily moved
to another unused channel in the area? In
addition, for there to be "harmful interfer 
ence," both harm and actual interference
must be present. The FCC has genera lly
decided that merely hearin g squelch
breaks on unused channels is not harmful
interfere nce and they don 't generally re
qui re cable comp anies to correct such
problems unless the leak is greater than
the maximum permitted level.

Proof of Performance

The regul ations also require that the
cable signal be of good quali ty. §76.605
stipulates minimum specificatio ns for
things like frequency stability, carrier and
signal levels, and various carrier-to -noise
parameters. These latter are of spec ial
interest to amateurs because when our
signals leak into cable systems, we can
represent noise on the desired signa ls. Our
leaking into the cable plant , called "in
gress" in cable parlance, is of concern to
cable operators, both as a customer-ser
vice and as a regulatory issue.

Responsibility Misunderstood

Most cable companies understand their
responsibilities about leakage. They un
derstand that their leakage out must not
excee d the maximum levels permitted by
the FCC. Most of them also understand
the require ments not to cause harmful in
terference. In some cases , however , cable
companies have not been very concerned
about leakage within the ham bands. If
there is leakage in the ham bands, it is al
most certain that the leakage also exists in
the aeronautical bands. Use a scanni ng
receive r to locate the video car rier for one
of the aeronautica l channels and identi fy
this to the cab le operator. Thi s usually gets
their attention pretty fast because the FCC
will shut down a cable channel quite
quickly if it is causing interference to criti
cal safety serv ices .

What cable companies don ' t always
understand is that they may be responsible
for leakage into the cab le sys tem, too .
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Leakage into the system is called "ingress"
in the cable industry. §76.605 (a) (7) and
(a) (8) require that the cable signal be de
livered to the subscriber with a specific
carrier-to -noise and carrier-to-coherent
disturbance ratio. The FCC has probably
never determin ed whether a signal leaking
into a cable is noise or a coherent distur
bance, but if the cable operator tells you they
are not respon sible for leakage into the
system, you should refer them to these rules.

Amateur Responsibilities
In all interference cases, amateurs are re

sponsible only for interference caused by
spurious emission s from their stations.
Amateurs are not legally responsible for in
terference caused by fundamental overload,
and interference to cable TV systems is al
most always a case of fundamental overload.
Nonetheless, you may want to help . Try
basic TVI cures first: high-pass filters,
common-mode chokes and ac-Iine filters.
These devices often cure CATVI, and they
are more convenient than securing an
appointment and waiting for CATV service.

Some TV s and VCRs respond to signals
picked up on the coaxial-cable shield or
are subject to direct radiation pickup. The
CATV company is not responsibl e for
these two kinds of probl ems. In cases of
direct pickup, contact the TV or VCR
manufacturer through the EIA. To elimi 
nate problems from sign als on the coaxial 
cable shield, install a common-mode
choke . Common-mode chokes are di s
cussed in the TVI chapter.

Cable Leakage
Paragraphs §76.611(a), (d), (e) and (f) set the requirements for CATV-leakage

surveys and maintenance. Since Amateur Radio operators need not make the
measurements, technical details have been omitted for clari ty. (Section 76.609
defines the methods of measurement.)

§76.611 Cable Television Basic Signal Leakage Performance Criteria
(a) No cable television system shall commence or provide service in the

frequency bands 108-137 and 225-400 MHz unless such system is in compliance
with one of the following cable television basic signal leakage performance
crite ria:

(1) prior to carr iage of signals in the aeronautical radio bands and at least once
each calendar year , with no more than 12 months between success ive tests
thereafter, based on a sampl ing of at least 75% of the cable strand , and including
any portions of the cable system which are known to have or can reasonably be
expected to have less leakage integrity than the average of the system,

, or
(2) prior to carriage of signals in the aeronautical radio bands and at least once

each calendar year, with no more than 12 months between successive tests
thereafter, the cable operator demonstrates by measurement in the air-space that
at no point does the field system exceed 10 microvolts per meter (/lV/m) RMS at
an altitude of 450 meters above the average terrain of the cable system.

(d) If a sampling of at least 75% of the cable strand . .. as described in para
graph (a)(1) cannot be obta ined by the cable operator or is otherw ise not reason
ably feasible , the cable operator shall perform the airspace measurements
described in paragraph (a)(2) .

(e) Prior to providing service to any subscriber on a new section of cable plant,
the operator shall show comp liance with either: (1) The basic signal leakage
criteria in accordance with paragraph (a)(1) or (a)(2) of this section for the entire
plant in operation or (2) a showing shall be made indicating
that no individual leak in the new section of the plant exceeds 20 /lV/m at
3 meters in accordance with §76.609 of the Rules .

(f) Notwithstand ing parag raph (a) of this section, a cable operator shall be
perm itted to operate on any frequen cy which is offset pursuant to §76.612 in the
frequency band 108-137 MHz for the purpos e of demonstrating compliance with
the cable televi sion basic signal leakage performance criteria.

What to Do If The Cable Company Won 't Fix the Problem

There is another problem with
cable companies that crop up from
time to time-although most cable
companies have technical staff
who understand the technical and
reg ulatory issues, and po licies that
they will do all tha t FCC regula
tions and good customer-service
principles require , these well 
intentioned policies do not always
get followed by the fie ld repai r
people. Many a ham has encoun
tered the problem of a cable-TV
repair person arriving on the scene
and , on seeing the amateur's
tower, pointing in the general
direction and saying , "There's your
problem!"

There are a few steps you can
take to help minimize the risk of
this happening to you . First,
discuss the matter directly with the
cable company's plant manager,
sys tem eng ineer or chief techni
cian . Often, the customer-service
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people who answer the telephones
and schedu le repai r staff are not fully
trained abou t RFI problems. The
same can even sometimes be said fo r
the field repai r staff. They generally
know a lot about cable-system
maintenance but have not usually had
much experience with RFI problems.
If the repair folks are coming out to fix
a neighbor's problem, it is a good idea
to make yourself ava ilab le. This will
serve two purposes: You can put you r
station on the air to help the cable
company identify the problem.
Secondly, if the cab le repair staff
doesn't understand the issues, you
can help explain the responsibilities of
the cable company, the TV manufac
turer and you . If you do have to
co rrect a misunderstanding, be as
dip lomatic as you can.

You can also share the second part
of this chap ter with your cable com
pany . This is a revision of an art icle
printed in Communications Technology,

a magazine well known to the cable
industry. It is a complete package
that starts at the beginning and goes
step-by-step through the repair
process.

If all else fai ls, the ARRL has
some "big-gun" help . We maintain a
liaison with the NCT A who is willing
to help cable companies understand
their regulatory and other responsi 
bilities. If you need th is help, contact
our liaison by mail , wri ting a letter
explaining the problem, what you
and other involved part ies have
don e to resolve it and the fina l
outcome with the cable company.
Include any supporting documenta
tion you thi nk might be helpful.
Contact:

Robert V. C. Dick inson , W3HJ
President, Dovetail Systems Corp
125 Goodman Dr
Bethlehem, PA 18015
-Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL

Laboratory Supervisor



CATV FUNDAMENTALS-A
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Cable Plant

Let's look at some technical fundamen
tals of CATV. (See Figure 7.1) A CATV
system is a very unusual network, and is
quite interesting from a technical point of
view. Its signals are transmitted from a
central point normally called a headend.
There, over-the -air signals are collected
and combined with others (public access,
satellite feeds and so on) to form a broad
spectrum of television programming. This
often includes FM radio stations and occa
sionally includes data transmissions.

From the headend, signals are routed

throughout the system over a network of
coaxial cables. Amplifiers in the system re
place cable losses. As you may know, cable
losses increase with frequency. Equalizers
compensate for the cable frequency re
sponse. In fact, signals are usually compen
sated at each cable-amplifier output such
that the levels are relatively flat by the end
of the cable run (at the next amplifier) .

Transmission quality is governed by
two general factors: Noise contributed by
the amplifiers tends to degrade picture qual
ity. Distortion products generated by the
amplifiers cause interference that gradually
increases toward the system end.

Since noise is generated in each ampli
fier, the system noise is kept low by keeping

OFF-AIR TV

a good carrier-to-noise ratio at each ampli
fier input (so that the amplifier noise contri
bution is relatively insignificant). The
signal level must not be too high, however,
or distortion may reduce picture quality.
This combination of effects defines a win
dow of acceptable operation . The window
gets smaller as more amplifiers are cas
caded. There is a finite limit to the number
of cascaded amplifiers, which is known as
the "depth" of the CATV system.

From the headend, CATV signals enter
the "trunk" system. Generally, CATV sys
tems are limited to a few tens of trunk
amplifiers in anyone run . Trunk signal
levels are relatively low, as are the noise
and distortion degradation. In a normal
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Receiver
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Figure 7.1-A typical CATV installation consists of the headend, trunk and feeder systems. CATV signals originate at the
headend. The trunk system carries the signals to the various parts of the service area. Individual subscribers receive their
s ignals from the feeder system.
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CATV system, sub scribers are connected
to di stribution leg s or "feeders." Signals
are ex tracted from the trunk, amplified
and sent do wn the feeders. Signal levels in
the di stribution leg are co ns ide rab ly
higher than on the trunk, but the depth of
distribution amplifiers is usuall y lim ited
to two or three in cascade to minimize the
effects of di stortion products.

The TV -si gnal level at any point in the
CATV network seldom exceeds 1 mW
(0 dBm), and the nominal level at a TV set
may be on the order of -45 dBm. The
CATV system is designed to maintain a
constant impedance (nominally 75 Q) .
Hence, 75-Q cabl e is used throughout the
sys tem. Mo st mod ern TV s have a 75 -Q
coaxi al input that allows direct connec
tion to the CATV system.

Channelization Schemes

Several years ago, the EIA and NCTA
collaborated to create a standard (EIA 542)
for CATV channelization. It defines CATV
channels from 54 to 1002 MHz .

Th ere are three general sche mes for
channel ization, whic h are know n as Stan
dard, HRC and IRC channelizat ion . Stan
dard channelization begins with the
normal frequency assignments of the
VHF-television band s and the ex tens ion
of the se channel s (6n + 1.25 MHz) into the
CATV-only frequencies (the spectru m
above FM and below ch ann el 7, 108 
174 MHz, and all channels abov e 13,
2 16 MHz). HRC and IRC channelization
schemes are not common today because
of available amplifier technology .

The TV Channel Chart in chapter 6
shows which cab le channels coincide with
ham band s. If , for example , you have inter
feren ce to cable channel 18 from amateur
2-meter operation, suspect cable ingress .

CATVI Isn't Always the Fault of the Ca ble Compa ny!
Many hams have the mistaken belief that all CATV problems are the fault of

the cable company . In reality, this is not the case! The only CATVI problems
that are legally the fault and responsibility of the cable company are those
caused by cable leakage, either ingress or egress . In many other cases, the
fault that is the root cause of the interference is in the customer-owned
equipment. In many cases , cable companies are willing to address CATVI due
to causes that are not their fault , but they do so as a customer-service issue.

CATVI to the picture and sound of a TV set from HF transmitters is rarely
caused by a fault in the cable system. In most cases, it is caused by the
common-mode signal that is picked up on the shield of the cable-system
coaxial cable. This common-mode signal can get into a TV by any number of
ways. Some TVs are immune; others respond strongly . In either event,
common-mode pickup problems do not stem from cable-plant defects. (In
some cases , the common-mode signal can get into cable-company equipment,
such as set-top converters . In most cases, the cable company probably should
have responsibility for curing this.) Fortunately , the cure for HF common-mode
CATVI is usually pretty easy-install a common-mode choke in the incoming
cable, just where it connects to the first piece of electronic equipment.

More cable compan ies are making use of the HF two-way channels than
ever before , primarily for digital signals , but with some analog uses, as well.
HF signals can leak into the cable (for the same reasons they do on VHF) and
cause interference. See the two sidebars on two-way cable TV channels .

On VHF, the situation is a bit more clear cut. If there is interference from an
over-the-air service to a cable channe l that uses frequencies allocated to that
over-the -air service, such as 2 meters interfe ring with cable channel 18, there
is clearly a leak somewhere. This leak can occur in the cable system or
equipment or it can occur in customer-owned, cable-ready TV equipment.
While the cable company is responsible for its own equipment, it is not
respons ible for the customers' equipment. In fact, in most cases, company
policy or state law prohibits them from working on the customers ' TVs and
VCRs. It is up to the manufacturer of the TV, or a local service shop, to
resolve any problems with customer-owned equipment.

This can lead to a bit of finger point ing! The cable company can claim that
the leak is in customer's equipment; the TV manufacturer can claim the cable
equipment is at fault. Fortunately, there is an easy solution : Ask the cable
company to demonstrate adequate performance using a set-top channel
converter. If they can, the leak is clearly in the customer's equipment, not in
the cable system . This also offers a solution to the interference problem . If
there is still interference, either the cable system or the converter box is
leaky-either way, it's the cable company's problem.

Of course, you should suggest to the cable company that they buy a copy
of this book and contact the ARRL "RFI Desk" (that's me!) here at ARRL
HQ.-Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory Supervisor

Figure 7.2-Equal channel spacing is
called a "comb" because of a graph of
amplitude v frequency resembles a comb.

sig na l flow) . In a normal CATV sys tem,
the freq ue ncy range from 5-40 MHz is
ava ilable for upstream operations.

Some parts of the CATV network are
often used for non-entertainment pur
poses . These are gen era lly included in
what is know n as an institutional net work
(I-Net) . In such systems the num ber of
upstream channels is expanded, whi le the

Harmonically Related Carriers (HRC)

Du ri ng th e development of C AT V
sys tem amplifi ers, amplifier-semi
conductor di st ortion limited th e number
of cha nne ls and sig na l le vel s tha t co uld
be carried . Effo rt s were mad e to "hide"
dist orti on pr oduc ts by placing th em
on th e fr equencies of other-c hannel
ca rr iers , wh ere they would be th e
less vis ible. Th e Harmonicall y Rel ated
Carriers (HRC) approac h resu lte d. In
thi s system, all ch annel fre quenci es are
multiple s of 6 MH z and lo c ked to a
pr eci se 6 .000-MHz co mb. (A graph of
an arra y of eq ua lly spaced cha nne ls
re sembles a co mb. See Fig ure 7. 2. )
There fore, IMD pr oducts between ch an 
nels al so fall on a 6-MHz comb, and the
di storti on pr oducts fall near ze ro beat
and are hidden by the ca rriers of oth er
cha nne ls . Th is is a success ful approach
th at is st ill used in some CATV system s
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(but not witho ut its ow n probl ems).

Incrementally Related Carriers (IR C)

Th e Inc re mentally Rel ated Carriers
(lRC) sys tem was de veloped to achieve
some of the HRC bene fit s withou t using
nonstandard TV -channel frequen cies . It
uses the basic VHF comb based on (6n +
1.25) MHz for all channe ls . In this sys
tem, all carriers are locke d to a co heren tly
generated com b of frequencies to sta bi
lize the CAT V chann els. IRC has some of
the IMD-hidi ng affect of HRC while not
displ acing TV-carrier frequencies signifi
cantly from those of over-the-air channels.

Two-Way CA TV

CAT V sys tems are ca pable of two-way
operation . Two-way sig na ls originate at
the user and travel back to the headend
(ups tream: opposite to the ente rtainment-
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numb er of downstream channels is re
duced to provide appro ximately equa l ca
pacity in both directions.

The upstream channels (5 to 40 MHz)
may be somewhat more susceptible to in
terference than those in the VHF range
(susceptibility depends on a number of
factors) . It may be more important that
amateur power level s in the HF range are
typic ally higher than at VHF: More seri
ous interference can be expected . When
the CATV system is known to have re
verse transmissions, the energy from these
signals can be monitored for leakage with
HF equipment. Thi s, however, involves
the use of unwieldy or inefficient anten
nas and has no particular advantage over
VHF monitor ing. Things to remember: In
general, a leak leak s at all frequ encie s;
where energy exits, energy can enter.

can interfere with amateur communication,
while energy that leaks in can interfere with
viewer recept ion (which often results in
unpleasantness for the radio amateur) .

CATV systems leak for several reasons.
The seamless aluminum jacket (the cabl e
shield) has a relatively high coefficient of
expansion: As air temperature rises, the
shield lengthens. When the air tempera
ture lowers (after sundown, for example),
the shield shortens. Thi s constant cycling
may develop small cracks in the shield in
systems not built properly (usually behind
the connec tor compression fitt ing-see
Figure 7.3A. The cracks present effecti ve
escape routes for signal leakage. Left un
treated, cracks can develop into complete
shield breaks, called "rin g cracks," which

(A)

(8)

Figure 7.3-(A) A Hardline connector as
used on CATV trunk lines. (B) A ring crack
breaks the shield connection completely.

Forward Amplifier Stages

Figure A-Block diagram of a two-way amplifier.

Just What is a Two-way CATV System Anyway?
Most CATV systems have until recently been one-way systems. That is,

signals are carried in one direction only: From the headend "downstream" to the
subscribers. In a typical system, downstream, or forward signals occupy
frequencies from 50 MHz to as high as 750 MHz. Since the 1970s, CATV
companies have been designing their networks to be two-way capable, although
the majority have not actually used the upstream, or reverse signal path . With
the advent of cable modems and other interactive technology, operational two
way CATV systems are becoming more commonplace.

Upstream signals can simultaneously travel through the same cables and
equipment as the downstream signals do because the upstream signals are in a
diffe rent range of frequencies than the downstream signals. Most upstream
operation occurs in the 5 to 40-MHz spectrum. When a CATV operator decides
to implement two-way services, it is necessary to install reverse amplifier
modules and diplex filters in all of the trunk and feeder amplifier housings.
Figure A shows a block diagram of a typical two-way amplifier.

Fifty to 750-MHz signals enter the amplifier housing at the downstream input
(the left side of the figure), and pass through the first diplex filter's high pass
circuit to the forward amplifier stages. After amplification, the downstream signals
pass through the second diplex filter's high-pass circuit to the housing's down
stream output. Five to 40-MHz signals enter the housing on the downstream
output side (right side of the figure) , and pass through the second diplex filter's
low-pass circuit to the reverse amplifier stage. After amplification, the upstream
signals pass through the first diplex filter to the housing's downstream input.

When a CATV network is configured for two-way operation as just described,
it is known as a sub-split network. There also are mid-split and high-split
networks, and while uncommon, they are used mostly for institutional applica
tions rather than providing trad itional CATV services. The upstream spectrum in
a mid-split network is 5 to 112 MHz, andthe downstream spectrum starts at
150 MHz. In a high-split network, the upstream spectrum is 5 to 174 MHz, and
the downstream spectrum starts in the 222 to 234-MHz range.-Ron Hranac,
NfJ/VN, Senior Vice President-Engineering, Coaxial International, Inc.

Reverse Amplifier
Inpu t Test Point

Reverse Amplifier
Outpu t Test Poin t

WHY CATV SYSTEMS LEAK

Bottom Lin e: A Leaky System

When all is said and done, our attention
focuses on one fact: the shield integrity
of a CATV system is not perfect. Where
CATV-systernenergy can leak out, external
RF energy can enter. Energy that leaks out

FCC Requires Offsets To Protect
NA vCOM Frequencies

In the process of the FCC rulemaking
about CATV signal leakage, some extra
caution was applied. Based on the possi
bility of a catas trophic leak (such as a sev
ered cable) the FCC establi shed a system
of frequency offsets in §76.6 12. The off
sets protect aircraft NAVCOM channels
from strong carri ers in CATV systems.
The offsets are generall y 12.5 kHz offset
(or odd multiples of 12.5 kHz) in aeronau
tical radioco mmunica tion bands and 25
kHz offset (or odd multiples) in aeronau
tical radionavigation bands. These bands
include the frequen cies of 118-137 , 225
328 .6, 335.4-400, 108-118 and 328 .6
335.4 MHz bands.

This is important to amateurs becau se
interference from CATV leak age may not
appe ar exactl y where indicated by chan
nel plans. Note that offs ets are not re
quired in the amateur band s, but CATV
operators may choo se to use them for con
sis tency with the aeronautical channels.

For instanc e, 145.25 MHz is the nomi
nal carrier frequency of a channel in the
sta ndard channeliza tion plan ( 144.00
MHz in an HRC sys tem). If this channel
were offse t like those in the 118-137 MHz
band, 145.25 would not be allowa ble. The
CATV signal might be found 12.5 kHz
higher or lower. (Act ually, the offset can
be any odd mult iple of 12.5 kHz, but con
verter and receiver problems usually de
termi ne the use of ±12.5 kHz.)
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expose the dielectric and center condu ctor
(see Figure 7.3B) . If this happens, ground
continuity along the shield can be lost !

This same condition can occur anywhere
Hardline is used. For amateurs, a worsening
SWR is usually the first clue of a mechanical
fault such as a crack. This is an excellent
reason why all amateurs should keep de
tailed antenna-syste m records and check
system operation several times each year.
Measurement comparisons "flag" develop
ing defects in the system. (They may also be
of assista nce in convincing the FCC that

yourneighbor's nasty RFI problem isn't due
to technica l deficiencies at your station!)

There are a number of other leak
source s. These can generally be easily lo
cated by cable-company repair personnel.

In the network or cable-plant part of the
system, the cable company may find:

• Loose connectors
• Loose or warped amplifier housing

covers
• Loose pass ive device (splitter) face 

plate
• Damaged cable

You may be able do fix some of the
problems that might be found on the cus
tomer premises. In fact, in the customer
area, you are apt to find nearly anything!

In the customer "drop" or at the cus
tomer premises, you may identify:
• Loose connectors
• Damaged cable
• Poorly shielded splitters
• Illegal connections
• Inferi or, leaky interconnect cable (TV

to VCR, for example)
• Improp erly install ed additional outlets

Understanding and Identifying CAT V I
CATV inte rference to Amateur Radio typically occurs

on 2 meters and 222 MHz. The usual frequencies are
at or near 144.00 MHz or 145.25 MHz (CATV channel
18[E]) and 223.25 MHz (CATV channe l 24[K]). The
interfe rence is a constan t "BUZZ" (the picture-sync
buzz), or a steady carrier that gets stronger as you get
closer to the CATV leak.

Causes
Such interference happens when CATV carriers leak

out of the system . The reasons for leakage usually fall
into several general categories:

Poor CATV Cable Shielding
Until the early 1980s, coaxial drop cables (which

connect the TV to the CATV feeder line) employed a
single layer of braided wire as the shield. Some drop
cables had less than 70% of the center conductor
cover ed. This allows much more leakage than contem
porary bonded foil-braid cables .

Cracked CATV Cable Shields
The main trunk and feeder coaxial cables used in

CATV are constructed with a copper-clad aluminum
center conductor surrounded by hardened foam. An
aluminum tube forms the electrical shield. A plastic jacket
usually provides an environmental barrier. Unfortunately,
aluminum expands and contracts with heat and cold.
Circumferential ("ring") cracks can develop at the point of
maximum stress, usually at the back nut of a Hardline
connector. Leakage then occurs. Leakage can also occur
if "smog" erodes unjacketed cables.

Loose Connectors and Hardware
Another major source of signal leakage is loose

connectors (commonly known as "F" connectors) on
drop cables. Newer connectors have an integral sleeve
to improve shield ing, but millions of older "two-piece"
connectors are still in use, and are still sold at neigh
borhood electronics stores. Leaks also occur when
amplif ier housings are not properly closed or signal -tap
face plates are not tightened properly.

Law of Reciproc ity
If you can hear them, they can hear you. Not only do

cracked or poorly shielded cables emit potential
interference to you r operations , leaks also permit
amateur signals to enter the CATV system. Ever
wonder why your neighbors complain about TVI on
the ir channels 18 and/or 24? Now you know!

Depending on the ingress point and the strength of
your signal, you could cause herringbone (beat)
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patte rns for hundreds (or thousands) of your neighbors!
Who's responsibility is it? As long as you are ".. . a
radio-communication service operating in accordance
with [the FCC rules] .. . " it' s the CATV operator's
responsibility. But for the sake of your neighborly
relations and general sanity, work with your CATV
operator to help identify the leak! (See the FCC CATV
rules §76.613.)

Use Transmitter-Hunt Skills to Find CATVI
Brush up on your transmitter-hunting skills and dial up

145.25 MHz (or 144.0 MHz for "HRC" systems) on your
hand-held radio. Set your squelch to just close . As you
get closer to the leak, the squelch will break , the signal
wil l get loude r, and the background noise will quiet
down. (You may hear the buzz of the televis ion sync
pulse.) Keep tighte ning the squelch as you get closer.
When you can no longer squelch the radio, remove the
antenn a and then use the radio as a "near field" detec
tor. When you've located the leak, or the approximate
locat ion, call your CATV operator.

Don't try to repair CATV leaks yourself . The lines are
the proper ty of the CATV company. They are respon
sible for system condition, and they must ensure that
leakage is within FCC specif ications . Also, some trunk
or feeder CATV lines carry dangero us voltages.

While you can try to describe the signal leakage
proble m to the customer service representative who
answers the phone, it's better to speak directly with the
"Technical Manager" or "Chief Technician ." Always log
the date, time, and names when you refer CATVI
complaints or inquiries to your CATV operator! You'll
never know when that log will be needed to substantiate
your claim of interference.

Finally
CATV operators do want to resolve service problems,

especially leakage. The FCC requires every CATV system
to file an annual report of leakage control. When you call
about a CATVI problem, it's usually just a matter of getting
through to the "right person," who can understand you.
Local radio clubs should initiate and maintain a liaison
with local CATV operators before problems occur.

In the event that you are unable to resolve a problem
at the local level, report (in writing, see the Report Form
chapter) your compla int to ARRL HQ. Mark it "Attention:
Box RFI." For many years, the League and the NCTA
(the CATV-industry trade association based in Washing
ton , DC) have formally cooperated to resolve problems
that couldn't be resolved on the local level.-Jonathan
Kramer, KD6MR, President, Communications Support
Corporation



Two-way CATV Systems and Amateur Radio
Most amateurs are familiar with the issues surrounding

CATVI from one-way systems. The majority of interference
problems are confined to VHF and UHF bands. When
CATVI occurs, it normally involves continuously operating
TV channels. The interference is easy to identify on a
receiver, because of the steady visual carrier at frequen
cies such as 145.25 MHz or 223.25 MHz, telltale sync
buzz from the video's horizontal sidebands spaced every
15.734 kHz, or perhaps even audio from the aural carrier.

With two-way CATV systems, interference problems are
more challenging to troubleshoot. First, signal leakage from
a two-way system's reverse spectrum is likely to occur in
the HF bands between 5 and 30 MHz. Second, many of the
signals carried in a CATV system's reverse path are
digitally modulated signals that are very bursty in nature,
and instead of discreet carriers are more like wideband
noise occupying anywhere from a few hundred kilohertz to
several megahertz bandwidth. In other words, the interfer
ence is likely to be very brief and intermittent, and hard to
identify because of its noise-like characteristics.

There are no standardized frequencies for CATV
reverse path operation, in part because of potential
interference problems from over-the-air signa ls that may
enter the network via a loose connector or even a poorly
shielded TV set. A number of cable modem manufactur
ers, for instance, have designed frequency agility into
their products to allow CATV operators to choose
relatively clean portions of the reverse spectrum for two
way operation . Some equipment will automatically switch
to a clean frequency in the event of interference.

Perhaps of greater concern to amateurs is the potential
interference that may occur to the CATV reverse spectrum
from an HF transmitter. While the digital modulation
schemes used by reverse path data equipment are fairly
robust, they are not completely immune to outside interfer
ence. If a strong interfering carrier appears within the
digitally modulated signal's bandwidth, it will result in
retransmissions and a decrease in data throughput.
Severe interference, even at HF frequencies other than
where the digitally modulated signal is operating, may
cause reverse path amplifiers or fiber optics equipment to
go into compression and clip (this phenomena is known as
cross-compression) . When this happens, data transmis
sion will come to a halt, at least for the duration of the
interference.

Why should this be of concern to amateurs? Because
of the finger pointing that is likely to occur. Angry
subscribers may blame "the ham next door" for cable
modem Internet access problems , and CATV technicians
unfamiliar with troubleshooting reverse path interference
may do the same thing. For these reasons, education
and mutual cooperation are very important. Amateurs
cannot automatically assume that random noise-like
interference is coming from the CATV network, and
CATV personnel should not automatically assume that
your transmitter is the source of reverse path interfer
ence .

Successful two-way CATV system operation requires
that the network be kept very tight-essentially leak-free. If
signals can leak out of a CATV system, then over-the-air
signals also can leak in! Even if a CATV system complies
with the FCC's signal leakage regulations, that may not be
enough to prevent problems with two-way operation . Low
level leaks below the FCC's 20 microvolt per meter (uv/rn)
leakage limit (as measured 3 meters from the network
components using a resonant halfwave dipole) still
represent potential ingress points. Some CATV operators

have found lowering the leak threshold to 5 J,lV/m or less
provides relatively problem-free two-way operation.

When outside signals leak "into" a CATV system , it is
called ingress. The CATV industry has found that up to
95% of the ingress that affects the reverse path of a two
way system gets into the network via subscriber drops.
Roughly 25% gets in somewhere between the telephone
pole and the side of the house, and the remaining 70% or
so gets in somewhere between the side of the house and
the subscriber's TV set. In fact, many cable-ready TVs
and VCRs are notorious sources of interference, often
because of poor shielding.

The most common causes of drop-related ingress
problems include loose or improperly installed F connec
tors, damaged cable, poorly shielded splitters, illegal
connections, extra outlets installed by the subscriber
using substandard "consumer-grade" parts , and the
previously mentioned consumer devices connected
direct ly to the cable. If you suspect interference from
your CATV system , or suspect that you may be causing
interference to the system, don't try to fix these problems
yourself because of the potential for making the interfer
ence worse.

Instead , work with the CATV company to resolve the
problem . You might start by looking for downstream
signal leakage with your 2 meter rig tuned to a midband
VHF channel's visual carrier frequency. Remember, if
there is a leak, that represents a potential ingress point.
The following table highlights common midband visual
carrier frequencies used in most CATV systems .

Channel Standard visual
carrier frequency (MHz)

98 109.275*
99 115.275*
14 121.2625*
15 127.2625 *
16 133.2625 *
17 139.25
18 145.25
19 151.25
20 157.25
21 163.25
22 169.25

*Note- TV channels carried in the aeronautical navigation and
communication bands are required to be offsetin increments of
25kHzand12.5kHzrespectively fromthestandard xxx.25 MHz
visual carrierfrequency. Themajority ofCATV operators usethe
frequencies shown, but theoretically any offsetmaybe in use.

When a potential point of subscriber drop-related
interference has been identified, the CATV company may
have to replace the drop cable with a tri-shield or quad
shield variety; install new connectors and other compo
nents; and install high-pass filters in one-way portions of
the drop. One effective tool for reducing or eliminating
ingress gett ing in through TVs , VCRs and FM tuners is
the common-mode choke . Simply coiling up 10 feet of
cable into a five to six-inch diameter loop at the input of
the offending device often will take care of most 5 to
30-MHz interference. For some TVs or VCRs where
filters and chokes do not provide adequate interference
suppression, the CATV company may have to install a
set-top converter to provide the required amount of
isolation between the network and problem device , or the
subscriber may have to have the set repaired.-Ron
Hranac, N0IVN, Senior Vice President-Engineering,
Coaxial International, Inc.
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• Twin lead or telephone wire
• Poorly shie lded TVs or VCRs.

Conn ector Continuity

CATV sys tems ofte n leak because tech
nicians haven 't properly tightened the
compression fittin gs used on Hardline
and subsc riber-dro p cables . As with ring
cracks, connecto rs with poor ground con
tinuity present excellent paths for signal
leakage.

Illegal Connections

Not all leaks result from maintenance
problems. Illegal connection s to the
CATV system (made by techni cally inept
peopl e without the proper tools and parts)
are a major source of leaks. As can be seen
in Figure 7.4, it is not uncommon for an
illegal hookup to use 300 -Q twin-lead
cable for runs to additional outlets, or even
to a neighboring home. Needl ess to say,
such hookups are strong leaks.

Inferior Cable from 1960s and '70s

The "drop" cables used to wire home s
during the 1960s and '70s are another
major source of CATV leaks . Before
CATV operators started programming on
frequencies used primarily by other
services, it was common practice to use
drop cables with 67% braided shields (see
Figure 7.5). While such cabl e does pro
vide gro und continuity, it does not always
reduce leakage to levels acceptable to
amateurs with 0.1-11V-sensitivity recei v
ers! Modern drop coax (referred to as
"quad-shield" cable) has a composite
shie ld consis ting of two layers of foil tape
and two layers of wire braid. It efficiently
kee ps signals within the CATV sys tem.
(If you experience interference on 144.0
MHz or 145.25 MHz, ask your CATV op
erator to dete rmine if your home /station is
wired with the old 67%-braid drop cabl e.)

LEAKAGE ATTHETV AND
ACCESSORIES

Even if the Hardlin e is free of crac ks,
the conn ectors are properly installed and
the drop coa x is modern quad- shield, there
may still be leakage interference from a
TV set. Many television receiver s with
75-Q "F" connec tors on the back use a
balun to convert the 75-Q incomi ng signal
to 300 Q for the tuner. The short section of
300-Q twin lead can act as an antenna for
CAT V sys tem leakage . Your CATV op
erator can' t do anything about this leak
age, exce pt to disconnect the service until
the leaky TV set is corrected.

Some other leaks originate in the
subscriber's home. The se may result from
fitti ngs or extempora neous co nnections
and elec tro nic devices. Elect ronic devices
include poorly shielded TV sets and FM
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tuners, switches for video games and the
like, high output leve ls from distribution
ampli fiers used to feed extra drop s within
the dwelling and other similar sourc es. It
is obvious that these are difficult for the
CATV operator to address because they
are inside the subscriber's home. Note that
the FCC allow s CATV operators to dis
connect subscribers who have excessive
leakage with in the dwell ing. The normal
scenario is: Noti fy the subscriber and ask
for ent rance to find and repair the prob
lem. If such is not granted, the drop may
be disconn ected.

HOW CATV OPERATORS FIND
LEAKS

FCC Requires Vigilance

The FCC requi res all but the smallest
CATV operators to have and follow a sig
nal-leakage patrol program. That require
ment is part of the FCC rules (see "CATV
Leakage"). The FCC requires that a CATV
operator continuously patrol the syste m

Figure 7.4-The 300-12 twin lead used
in this illegal CATV hookup certainly
causes CATV leaks and results in
interference to and from amateur
stations. All CATV installation work
should be done by CATV personnel.

looking for leaks, logging them and repair
ing them.

Most CATV operators use truck-mount
ed commercial antennas and special com
mercial receivers to patro l the sys tem for
leaks. The recei vers are usually meter
calibrated so the techni cian can read or
co mpute leak strength. When a leak is
heard, the technician narro ws down and
logs its general location and strength. In
lar ge systems, those logs are given to
other techn icians who pinpoint and repair
the leak. In small system s, the same tech
nician often patrols , find s and fixes leak s.

FIXING CATVI

In most cases, the cable comp any will
have to fix CATVI probl ems . If the prob
lem is caused by a leak in the cable, they
are the only ones that can fix it because no
one but qualified per sonnel should be
working on the cable system. In some
cases, however, the ham can helpby offer
ing advice to the cabl e repair personnel, or
by directing the cable customer tow ard ex
terna� solutions, such as common-mode
chok es.

Later in this chapter, the subject of cur 
ing CATVI is treated in detail. Thi s sec
tion offers a quick overview of the causes
and cures for CATVI.

Finding Leaks

Leak location takes many of the same
skills that amateur transmitter hunters
use. The technician localizes the area of the
leak by monitoring signal strength while
driving. As signal strength increa ses, the
technician may use an attenuator to avoid
overloading the receiver. When this tech
nique narrows down the leak location to
within about 80 feet , the technician usually
uses a hand-held receiver with a small an
tenna to "walk the area." When the leak is
determined within several feet, the techni
cian may use a highl y directional slotted
antenna with the hand-held receiver to find
the exact point of leakage. (Because many
CATV systems use special heat-shrink boots
over Hardline connectors, cracks may not be
visible.)

Figure 7.S-0Id-style CATV drop cable
has relatively poor shield charac
teristics. Newer quad-shield cable
has much better shielding.



Sometim es a leak is difficult to locate
becau se energ y couples into the wire rope
(messenger or support strand) holding
up the cable. On the strand, the leak
propagates as a series of peak s and nulls
(see Figure 7.6). The largest peak occurs
very near the leak . Unfortunately, it may
be very difficult to determin e which is the
largest peak . The actual leak is found and
corrected by repeated measurements (or
sometimes by luck).

LOCATING CATV INTERFERENCE
NEAR YOUR SHACK

Safety

Fir st follow basic safety rules: Don't
ever touch your antenna or antenna con
nector to any CATV system surface. You
never know where you'll find ac power!
Leave the actual repairs to trained CATV
technicians who are equipped with the
proper tools and parts.

Interference From CATV

If you believe you are experiencing
CATVI , you can perform your own
CATV I-hunt with a hand-held 2-meter
receiver, a detachable antenna and some
basic transmitter-hunting skills . First, tune
your recei ver to 145.25 MHz or near
144.0 MHz. If you hear a loud buzzing
(the TV sync pulse) or your receiver quiets ,
start sweeping the area looking for the
strongest signal. (It helps if your receiver

has an S meter , but it is possible to gauge
signal strength by ear alone.) When you
locate the strongest signal, loosen the an
tenna connector (to reduce the recei ved
signal strength) and continue to hunt for
the strongest signal. (It sometimes helps
to use your body as a shield for increased
directivi ty.) When the signal strength
again reaches the point of receiver over
load, remove the antenna entirely, and
probe with the open recei ver antenna con
nector for the strongest signal. (You' 11
probably locate the leak this way .)

Don't be surprised if you find yourself
staring at a wall! It' s not unusual for CATV
coax inside walls to deteriorate and begin
leaking. Also, a careless installer may have
accidentally pierced the cable with a staple
during installation . As the staple rusts, the
cable deteriorates and begins to leak.

Interference to CATV

Sometimes CATV leakage is encoun 
tered by the fixed- station operator who
uses a scanner to monitor the entire
spectrum. The scanner may routinely stop
at the CATV-leakage frequency . Con
versely, the fixed -station operator may
find that his or her transmissions interfere
with CATV connected television sets. In
such cases, follow the diagnostic and re
pair procedures set forth in the Trouble
shooting chapter and in the first part of
this chapter.

When all receivers in the same area are

interfered with, it is possible that energy is
entering the CATV cable and propagating
to other receivers on the system. As you
can see , there are few situations to be dealt
with, and the solutio ns to the problems
have few options. When the problem is
interference on the cable, it may disappear
when the cable is disconnected and the TV
properly termin ated .

WHEN CATV LEAKAGE IS FOUND

It is clear that the amateur has rights in
regard to CATV leakage. These rights
come from the privileges and protections
supported by FCC regulations. On the
other hand, amateurs should be careful
and thorough in working out solutions to
specific problems and only invol ve the
FCC as a last recourse.

The "political" procedure for gaining
relief from CATV leakage problems is
generally as follows:

Contact the CATV operator. It is best to
contact a supervisor in the technical (prefer
ably maintenance) side of the company .
Normal approaches may not work efficiently
here; if possible, find the name of the chief
technician and give him a call. (Your ARRL
Section Technical Coordinator, TC, may
know the best CATV contact. If you don't
know your TC, ask your Section Manager.)

Discuss the problem with the chief
technician in a matter-of-fact way. Give him
the details of your observations. (The focus
on CATV leakage over the past several years

-- -- ---- -- -
Figure 7.6-A CATV leak may set up a pattern of RF peaks and nulls on the metal-rope "strand" that supports the cable .
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2 Meters and Channe l 18
Cable channel 18 uses the same frequencies as the 2-meter amateur band!

If the cable system is well shielded, this doesn't present a problem for the
cable company or for nearby hams. But when things go wrong, they can go
wrong-most VHF operators have learned the hard way that cable TV and
2 meters are not always compatible.

Several cable telev ision systems make use of frequencies allocated to over
the-air services . Cable channel 18, or channel "E" in CATV parlance, is from
144-150 MHz. The amateur 2-meter band falls within that channe l. Your
2-meter signal can leak into the system. When it does, the hard part is finding
out where.

Start by determining if the signal is leaking either in (ingress) or out (egress).
In most systems, the video carr ier will be on or near 145.25, plus or minus
25 kHz. If you hear a strong carrier (an FM receiver will break squelch , with full
quieting) on that frequency, the cable system is probably leaking. The cable
company will appreciate your calling this to their attention. This type of leakage
can be expensive if they fail their cumulative leakage tests or if they 're cited for
violations of FCC rules. If their signal is leaking out, you can be sure your
signal is leaking in. In the case of cable-plant leaks, it is the cable company 's
responsibility to cure the problem.

Even if the leak from the cable system is below the FCC leakage require
ments, the interfe rence could still be caused by a leak in the cable system . An
interfering signal that's more than 40 dB below the video carrier level can still
cause interference! If the leak is not severe , the cable company may try to tell
you that they don't have to fix it. Don't be fooled. The cable company must
adhere to several regulations about picture quality. FCC regulations 76.605(a)
state, among other things, that the carrier-to -noise ratio must be at least 43 dB
and the carrier-to-coherent disturbances ratio must be at least 47 dB.

Unfortunately, it is not all black and white! The leak could be in the cable
system, the cable company's set-top converter, or a customer-owned cable
ready TV or VCR. The cable company is responsible for the first two, but
cannot be held responsible for the design of the TV. If the TV leaks, the only
resolution may be with the TV-set manufacturer.

Sometimes, a common-mode choke does help. Try one on the incoming
cable , just before it contacts the first piece of electronic equipment. Try a
common-mode choke on the ac line connected to each piece of equipment,
too. Other than that, there is no filtering you can do. If you filter the 2-meter
signal, you will be filtering cable channel 18, tool-Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL
Laboratory Supervisor

has made most CATV operators coopera
tive. In fact, good amateur relations can help
with their leakage program.)

ARRL + NCTA = A St ron g Hand

If there is no positive result from your
initial and follow-up contac t with a CATV
operator, the next step should involve the
ARRL. The ARRL, in conj unction with
the NCTA, has developed a program of
complaint processing des igned to 'assist
peaceful and constructive resolution of
CATV problems (and avoid invo lving the
FCC) . Begi n by providing complete infor
mation on the incident as desc ribed in the
chapter on EMI reporting.

If necessary, the HQ staff may become
involved in some CATVI cases. In cases
whe re the amateur and CATV operator are
unable to agree on the techn ical or regula
tory issues, the League can call on the
NCT A liaison comm ittee. The committee
exercises their contacts with the particul ar
CATV operator in an effort to induce co
operation. Give the committee a chance to
operate, and help them wherever possibl e.

Complaints should go to the FCC only as
a last resort. When all else fails, do contact
the FCC, but do so in cooperation with the
ARRL. This procedure ensures that all pos
sibilities for a peaceful solution have been
exhausted and that the complaint is properly
addressed at the Commission level.

This proced ure has been in effect for a
number of years, and it has been a substantial
help in resolving leakage problems. The
CATV operator has real incentives to coop
erate. Resolution of amateur leakage com
plaints (I) improves the CATV system in
tegrity, (2) reduces complaints from other
services and (3) improves customer signal
quality. The amateur incentive is that a coop
erative CATV operator better controls leak
age. There will be fewer future problems.

Th is procedure has worked in many
cases. When complaints have been made
directly to the Commission, the FCC has
rejected them and instead sen t them
thro ugh the NCTA and ARRL. Mos t of
these were eventually reso lved. A sen 
sible, cooperative approach is best for all.
It leaves a better image in the mind of the
Commission, who licenses both amate urs
and CATV operators. And it leads to bet
ter performance in both the CATV and
Amateur Radio communities.

CATV Installation

CATV installation is a little simpler. In
the ideal CATV installation, the cab le runs
directly to the house, vertically to the
ground, then into the house through the
basement or crawl space. It should be con
nected to an earth ground where it enters
the house . This may shunt most commo n
mode signals harmlessly to ear th gro und .
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In a typ ical insta llation, the coax comes
to the outside of the house, drops verti
cally to a gro und block, and enters the
house through a wal l. The gro und block
should be wired directly to its own
ground rod . Freq uent ly the installer con
nects the CATV shield to a grou nd in
stalled for power use. This is acceptable if
the wire from the CATV gro und block
goes to the power grou nd rod.

Many CATV installations do not mini 
mize RFI. In a large apartme nt building,
there are too many mechanica l and
construct ional constraints for RFI to be a
main consideration duri ng installation.
High-pass fil ters and common-mode
chokes remain the most effective tools
aga inst CATVI.

The CATV installer usually uses crimp
on coax connectors throughout the instal
lation . If the shie ld connections are not
tightly cri mped, the shield can float and
act as a rece iving antenna. Wear and tear
can result in shield breaks at cab le crimps.
People who try to repair the damage them-

selves often do not crimp connectors prop
erly, and a leak results . The result of this
can be see n in Figure 7.7.

Illegal hookups are another major
source of CATVI problems. People do the
strangest things. Spliced -on 300-Q twin 
lead runs to anot her set (or another house l)
are not inco nce ivab le. Some people hook
an outdoor TV antenna in parallel with the
inco ming cable line. That makes a real

Figure 7.7-AII connections in a CATV
system should be tight and secure.
This shield crimp connection has
loosened, resulting in poor shield
integrity , possible leaks and resultant
TVI problems. Call CATV service
personnel to repair such problems.



Figure B-A common-mode choke is
the first line of defense against
CATVII This choke can be easily
made with a few turns of wire onto an
F(T)-240-43 or -75 ferrite core. See
the EMC Fundamentals chapter for
more information.

The next section of this chapter is a revi
sion of a series of articles written by Ed Hare,
W IRFI (then KAICV) that appeared in the
July, August and September 1993 issues of
Communications Technology. It has been
revised by the author in consultation with
the editors at Communications Technology.

NEXT ...

when CATV moves up toward I GHz, other
frequencies may be involved.

CATV. and High.Pass Filters
When most hams think of TVI, they almost immediately think of high-pass

filters. Over the years, these have often been the first line of defense against
TVI from HF transmitters. When an HF transmitter interferes with a cable
system, it is not surprising that some hams mistakenly believe that a high-pass
filter should help with CATV I, too .

A high-pass filter is a differential-mode filte r. This means that it will filter the
signal inside the coax. If the cable system is not leaking , however, there is no
HF signal inside the cable to filtert In
most cases, a high-pass filter is the
wrong filte r to use to cure CATVI.
Thi s is especially true in modern
cable systems, which use HF for the
two-way cable channels; install ing a
high-pass filter can make the system
fail to work at all.

It is important for hams to under
stand this because if a neighbor has
interference to a number of cable
connected TVs and the ham con
vinces neighbors to buy several high
pass filters , he or she may have to go
back to the neighbors and explain
that he or she specified the wrong
filter! In most cases, the correct filter
to try is the reliable common-mode
choke. For a cable-connected TV,
the first line of defense is a common
mode choke. Figure B shows a
common-mode choke .-Ed Hare,
W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory Supervisor

Present and Future CA TVI Hot Spo ts

Fortunately there are usually only a few
CATV signals in a given area that might
cause trouble. One is a video-carrier fre
quency that falls in the amateur 2-meter band
(probably 145.25 MHz,andpossibly the first
15.734 kHz of sidebands). In HRC CATV
systems, the TV carrier is at 144.009 MHz,
where it can interfere with amateur EME
work. There are equivalent signals in the
222 MHz and the 70-cm bands. If and

mess-radi ated CATV throu ghout the
neighborhood ! If a neighbor is reluctant to
con sult with the CATV company about
TV I problems, he or she may have some 
thi ng to hid e.

Since CATV systems are not readily ac
cessible, it may be difficult to locate the point
of failure. EMI may enter the system via the
flexible "drop" cable at a subscriber' s home,
a poor connection, an unterminated
coupler that feeds a TV, external devices or
ac-power lines, to name just a few.

Many CATV interference problems can
be traced to poorly installed illegal hookups.
These are often performed by untrained per
sonnel. There is little regard for proper in
stallation techniqu es, such as good shield
ing and secure connections. Some of the
worst illegal installat ionseven use twin-lead
instead of coaxial cable .

After making sure the antenna and feed
line (or CATV cable) are in good order ,
look at the TV set. The only parts you
should check are the extern al connections
on the back of the set. Do not open the case
of equipment you do not own! Internal
problems (such as broken connections and
dir ty tuners) should be left to qualified
service personnel. Most states perm it only
state-licensed persons to repair electronic
equ ipment. The license is required even if
you do not charge for the service. A neigh 
bor is more likel y to hold you liable for
future TV problems if you have opened
the set. The ARRL Laboratory staff tell
some real horror tales about hams who
have not heed ed thi s advice. Don 't becom e
part of the next story!

Let CATV repair personnel perform any
and all repa irs to the CATV installation.
Under FCC regul ations, they are respon
sible for any leak s. If they are respon sible
for leaks, it' s only fair that the entire sys
tem remain under their direct control.

Cable Telev is ion Interference 7.13
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Electromagnetic interference and the cable operator-Part 1

"Interference (is) any unwanted interaction
between electronic systems-period!

No fault. No blame. It's just a condition."

This is the fi rst installment of a three
part series . The Am erican Radio Relay
League, a not-for-profit, memb ership
se rvices organiza tion representing the
int erests of Amateur Radio operators
(hams) , has long-standing relat ionships
with groups and organization s such as the
Federal Communic ations Commission,
the National Cable Television Association
and the Electronic Industries Association.
All of these organi zations have active
interference -reduction program s.

A note about Ama teur Radio: One no
longer needs to learn Morse Code to ob
tain a Technician Class Amateur Radio
Licens e. A f ree information package that
describ es how to get started in Amateur
Radio is available from ARRL Headquar
ters. Write them a letter at 225 Main St.,
Newington, CT 06111, ask ing for the
"Prospective Ham Package," contact
them at (800) 326-3942 or connec t to
http://www.arr/.org/hamradio.html to
down loadfree information about Amateur
Radio.

By Ed Hare, WIRFI
Technical Department Laboratory

Supervisor
American Radio Relay League, Inc.
225 Main St.
Newington, CT 06111
860-594-0200 voice
860-594-0259 fax
wlrfi@arrl.org
http://www. arrl .orgl

Among the more difficult problems
faced by the cable TV industry are
those caused by leakag e or in

gress . The effects of these problems are
felt from the front-office staff that has to
deal with the paperwork associ ated with
all of the applicable regul ation s, to the
maintenance personnel in the field deal
ing with subscriber picture quality. Leak
age is a two -way phen omenon; when
signals can get out , ove r-the -air signals
can also get in. The result of the latter is a
condition known as elec tromagnetic inter
ference (EMI), radio-frequency interfer
ence (RFI), TV interference (TVI) or
ingress. No matter what you call it, the
ultimate tran slation is troubl e.

Ingress by over-the-air signals can come
from many sources . The re are millions of
regulated radio transmitters in the United
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States , belonging to utilities, municipali
ties, business users , Amateur Radio opera 
tors and military users, to name just a few.

In addition to these licen sed sources of
radio-frequency energy, there are even
more sources of radio energy or noise . The
FCC Part 15 regulat ions govern license
free transmitters used in walkie-talkies,
garage-door openers, video games and
modul ator s, the infamou s VCR "Rabbit,"
and a rather long list of other unlicensed,
low -power radio transmitters. Uninten
tiona l sources of noise include computer
equipment, microprocessor circuits used
in consumer electronics equipment or se
cur ity-a larm systems, motors, neon signs,
thermostats, touch -to-switch lamps, the
electrical -power distri bution system and
even street lighting. (Newer street lamps
can be radio -frequency powered.)

The interference problems that affect
cable TV operation are primari ly mani 
fested as interference to the subscriber's
TV reception. Cable systems make use of
spectrum allocated to over-the -ai r ser 
vices, relying on the inherent shielding of
coaxial cable to allow cable operators to
use spectrum assigned to broadcasting and
other users. It must be stre ssed that FCC
regulations require that a cable oper ator
must not cause interference to the licensed
users of this spectrum. When the shield
integrit y is compromised, in addit ion to
the problems associated with egress, the
result can be interference and an unhappy
subscriber. The resultant service costs (or
a lost subscriber) represent a financial
loss to the cable operator.

The examples and FCC regulations
cited in this article are specifically ap
plicable to the Amateur Radio Service , and
cable TV interferen ce (CATVI ) resulting
fro m amateur operation . However, the
princ iples discussed and the steps de
scribed are applicable to nearly any inter
ference problem resulting from cab le
TV ingress. The FCC regulations that
go vern Amateur Radio have provi sion s
that help control interference ; all radio

services have similar regulat ions .

DEFINITIONS

• Amateur Radio Service, FCC Part 97
regulations govern the Amateur Radio Ser
vice. They essentially define Amateur
Radio operation as a non-commercial ser
vice comprised of people interested in radio
operation and technology .The governments
of the world have encouraged the growth of
Amateur Radio because ofthe various forms
of public service performed by hams. They
provide message handling in times of
disaster, and contin uing contributions to
electronics and radio technology.

An amateur is often "amateur" only by
title. Many hams are professionals in the
electronics industry. (Yes, the cable indus
try has more than its share of hams. Commu
nications Technology regularly runs a col
umn entitled "Hams in Cable TV." ) Even
amateurs in relatively "low-tech" occupa
tions had to pass a highly technical examina
tion to get their licenses. For example, the
Amateur Extra Class examination is roughly
equivalent to the test for the FCC commer
cial radiotelephone license.

• Interference. The term "interference"
should be defined without emotion. To
some people, it implies action and intent.
The statement, "You are interfering with
my television" sounds like an outright ac
cusation. It is better to define interference
as any unwanted interaction between elec
tronic systems-period! No fault. No
blame . It' s ju st a condition.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Each person invo lved in an interference
prob lem has individual needs , a unique
perspective and a varying degree of un
derstanding of the technical and personal
issues involved . On the other hand, each
of them may have certain responsibilities
toward the other, and should be prepared
to addr ess those respon sibilities fairl y.

The transmitter operator is responsible
for the proper operation of the radio sta
tion. If the transmitting equipment is emit-



Figure 7.S-Conducted and direct interference.
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properly grounded and installed so that the
transmitted signal is coming from the an
tenna, not the transmitter chassis or ground.
Transmitter output power and the proximity
of the antenna to the susceptible equipment
or the cable distribution system can all affect
the severity of an interference problem.

There is little that can be done by the
cable repa ir personnel to improve suscep
tible equipment. Most states have laws and
licen sing requiremen ts that regul ate the
electronic equipment repair industry. In
addition, most cable companies have poli
cie s that prohibit the cable company ser
vice staff from repairing or modifying any
subscriber-owned equipment. The best
source of help with susceptible equipment
is the equipment' s manufacturer.

Interference can propagate via several
different possible paths. Take a look at
Figure 7.8. In the direct path, the interfer
ing signal travels directl y from the trans
mitting station's antenna to the susceptible
equipment. Conducted interference trav
els from the source to the susceptible
equipment by wires. Most of the time,
however , the conducted signal is one that
has been induced into the external or inter
nal wiring of the susceptible equipment.

All electronic circuits require two wires
(or their equi valents) - one wire for the
signal to travel on and another for the sig
nal return. In the differential mode a signal
tra vel s down the center conductor of a
coaxial cable and uses the inside of the

Conducted
and Induc ed

Signa ls
(Common Mode)

t
- - --Conducted

AC Line

and that it can always be fixed if the cable
system shielding is improved. The cable
company repair personnel are often stuck
in the middle.

Thi s scenar io is so met imes com
pounded by hostility, hurt feelings and a
hostile posture adopted by everyone who
is involved. Th is creates an atmos phere in
which the problem cannot be solved. At
this point, the subscriber, the ham and, if
necessary, the cable company staff must
decide to put aside bad feelings and ap
proach the situation with an open mind .

• Techni cal. There are th ree compo
nent s to any interference problem: (I ) a
source of radio-frequency energy or
electrical noise, (2) a piece of susceptible
equipment and (3) a path over which the
unwanted energy is propagated. Any solu
tion to an interference problem is going to
involve a change made to one or more of
these three factors .

In most cases of cable systems ingress,
the source isdifficult to control. If the source
is a transmitter of a licensed radio service
(this includes Amateur Radio, among many
others ) operating in compliance with the
appropriate regulations, there may be little
justification to ask the operator to make any
changes to the station . Under some circum
stances, however, it may be possible to im
prove the situation by making changes to the
source . Ensure that the transmitting station
is installed and operated using good engi
neering practice. The equipment should be

• The non-t echni cal side-diplomacy.
There are occas ional misunderstand ings
between the cable subscriber, the cable
company services personnel and the trans
mitter operator who is invol ved in the
probl em . The subscriber often fee ls that
the transmitter is to blame. After all, if the
radio transmi tter wasn't on the air, there
wouldn't be a problem. The station opera
tor often feels that the probl em is always
the responsibility of the cable comp any ,

SOME ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY (EMC)
FUNDAMENTALS

ting out-of-band signals, the operator must
take the necessary steps to ensure that the
station is in compliance with FCC regula
tions. The operator also should cooperate
with the subscriber and cabl e company
repair staff to find a resolution to the prob
lem . It may be necessary for the operator
to participate in the tests to help them find
and correct the fault. The cabl e company 's
repair crew will work in close cooperation
with the radio transmitter operator.

The subscriber should extend the same
cooperation . An interference problem can
only be correct ed at its source. If, for ex
ample, interference is due to leakage in
the wiring located in the subscriber's
home or in the subscriber' s TV receiver,
asking the transmitter operator to correct
the problem by making changes to the ra
dio station will not result in a cure . The
cable company' s repair crew may need ac
cess to a subscriber' s home or want to
try some interference filters on the input
cable to the subscriber's TV recei ver or
VCR. The subscriber should help in every
reasonable way possible.

Th e cable company must ensure that the
cable system is in proper working order.
Beyond that, most cable operators are
willing to help a customer resolve a prob
lem concerning the quality of the received
service. It is cos tly to leave an interfer
ence problem unresolved. Dissatisfied
viewers can cancel their subscriptions
and, if the interference problem is cau sed
by a cable system leak, the FCC can levy
fines or shut down channels.

Consume r electronic equipment manu
facturers also share in the responsibilities .
In 1982, Public Law 97-259 became law.
Among other thing s, this legi slation gave
the FCC the auth ority to regulate con
sumer electronic equipment susceptibil
ity. The FCC chose to implement a
program of voluntary immunity standards
and allow the manufacturers to devi se a
pro gram of voluntary compliance. The
American National Stand ard s Institute
(ANSI) has accredited standards for TV
sets and VCR s that do provide a fair de
gree of immunity.

Cable Television Interference 7.15
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Figure 7.9-Differential (A) and common- mode (B) s igna ls.
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shie ld as its return path. In the common
mode, the shield and cent er cond uctor act
as if they were one wire, with the return
path being earth gro und (usually through
the ac wiring). Figure 7.9 shows the dif
fere nce between common-mode and dif
fere ntia l-mode signals.

Most sig nal-lea kage cures will be
applied to the path . The most important of
these cures involve filte ring and shield
ing. If a shie ld is placed bet ween the
source and the susceptible equipment, the
effect of the interfering signal can be sig
nificantly reduced . Unfortunately , shield
ing is not a practical solution in most
cases. It is diffi cult to imagine convincing
a subscriber that the entire video system
(including the viewe rs !) must be put into a
gro unded, shielded box.

Another mean s of affecting the path is
the use of filters to atten uate unwanted
energy. Part 2 of this article will discuss
the practi cal steps that should be taken to
cure interference problems, concentrating
on the use of the necessary filters.

Electromagnetic interference and the cable operator-Part 2

'Note: Jerro ld converters use a different numbering 'scheme than the EIA convent ion for certa in
channels. For example, cable channel 57 (UU) is 65, 58 (VV) is 66 and so forth .

Table 7.2
Problem Channels for Amateur Radio Operators

for leakage in the VHF ham bands by us
ing a receiver design ed for the Amateur
Radio Service . ( A local ham can often be
of help here.) If a strong carri er is heard in
the subscriber' s home on the freq uency of
the video carrier in the 144 or 222 MHz
amateur band s, then leakage is indicated .
(Editor's Note: Be aware that some poorly
shielded TV sets, VCRs or FM tuners may
be a source of leakage.) On the other hand,
if no carrier is heard , then the cable system
assuredly doe s not leak at that point. In
some cases, it may be possible to hear a
signal when the receiver's antenna is
placed within inches of the cable. It may,

however, be leaking elsewhere in the
neighborhood and bein g deli vered to the
subscriber's drop. The accompanying
table shows the frequencies of the video
and sound carriers that can be found in, or
adjacent to, the amate ur bands.

Anoth er effective way of evaluating
leakage is to use a spectrum ana lyzer.
Spectrum ana lyzers are usually well 
shielded and filtered, and can be relied
upon to meas ure only sign als inside the
cable. Under some conditions, an in-band,
spurious signal that is 60 dB weaker than
the video carrier can cause just-perceptible
interference. If the in-channel radio

Amateur Band

50-54 MHz (6 mete r)
144- 148 MHz (2 meter)
144-148 MHz (2 meter)
222 -225 MHz (1.25 mete r)
222 -225 MHz (1.25 meter)
420-450 MHz (70 centimete r)
420-450 MHz (70 centimete r)
420-450 MHz (70 centime ter)
420-450 MHz (70 centimeter)
420-450 MHz (70 centi mete r)
420-450 MHz (70 centimeter)

Sound Carrier
(in MHz)

59 .75
143.75
149.75
221 .75
227 .75
425.75
431 .75
437.75
443.75
449.75
455.75

Video Carrier
(in MHz)

55.25
139.25
145.25
217.25
223.25
421 .25
427 .25
433.25
439 .25
445.25
451.25

CATV

2
o
E
J
K
UU
VV
ww
XX
yy
zz

Cab le 2
Cab le 17
Cable 18
Cable 23
Cable 24
Cable 57
Cable 58
Cab le 59
Cab le 60
Cab le 61
Cab le 62

Channel'

T he first technical step towa rd find 
ing a so lution to an interference
probl em is for the cable company

service personnel to determine if there is
any leakage in the cable sys tem wiri ng. If
the interfering radio signal is leaking in, it
will, in most cases, be impossi ble to filter.

For tunately (for troubl eshooti ng pur
poses), if a signal is leaking in it others are
leaking out. Cab le operators have many
good methods for measuring leakage,
alt hough a passing cumu lative leakage
index (CLI) figure on the Federal Com
municati ons Commission 's Form 320
does not ensure that leakage and ingress
are completely unde r contro l. Modern
communications receivers have a lot more
sensitivity than tes t conditions used by
cab le operators to find 20 11V/meter leaks.

The radio operator can do a quick check

By Ed Hare, WIRFI
Techni cal Depa rtment Laboratory

Supervisor
American Rad io Relay League

Par t l of this article appe ared last
month. it discussed the nature of the
interfe rence prob lem, ways to deal effec
tive ly with the subscriber and the radio
operator, and elec tromagne tic compat
ibility technicalf undamentals. it is time to
out line some sta ndard approaches that
usually result in a sol ution to the problem.
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transmitter ' s fundamental signal is weaker
than this, then cable system leakage is not
contributing to the problem, so other
cau ses should be investigated.

CHECK THE CABLE SYSTEM
THOROUGHLY

Many cases of ingress can be traced to
something the subscriber has done. It is
not rare for a subscriber to add additional
cabl e and splitters to the installation to
save monthly fees for additional outlets. It
is not unhe ard of for subscriber s to run
cables to a neighbor' s house, to give
away free cable, or to take adva ntage of
free cable (with or wi thout the other
part y' s consent) . As if this weren't bad
enou gh, this if often done using substan
dard cable, splitters or installation tech 
niqu es (check the crimps). Eve n worse,
they may use wires such as twin-l ead or
zip cord , or even hook up an exte rna l TV
antenna in parall el with the cable. Even if
the subsc riber has don e none of these
thin gs, substandard cables may have been
substituted for the qualit y jumper cables
used at the time of install ation, or the sub
scriber may have repaired a broken con
nector using parts and techniques not up to
indu stry standards . Look for these things
- you may fix your problem without hav
ing to go any further.

All of these defect s can result in severe
leakage. Not onl y can they be the direct
cause of the interference problem, but they
can have quite the impact on your sys
tem ' s cumulative leakage per formance.
Some of them also represent a significant
revenu e loss.

THE SUSCEPTIBLE TV SET

In many cases the ingr ess is occurring
in the subscriber ' s TV set or VCR . Thi s
should be tested earl y in the trouble
shooting process. Disconne ct the TV set
from the cabl e sys tem and terminate its
input with a 75 ohm terminator or 300 ohm
carbon resis tor (as appro priate for its in
put impedance). Select the channel the TV
set is normally tuned to-usually Ch. 3 or
4 if a set-top converter or VCR is used to
selec t channels. If the TV set is cable
compatible, selec t the channel that is most
prone to interference. If the snowy raster
is strongly affected when the inte rfering
signal is present, this indic ates that the TV
set is susceptible to direct pickup. If the
TV set tests okay , repeat the process for
the VCR.

Th e cable operator is not responsible if
the TV set or VCR is susceptible to direct
pickup of the inte rfer ing signal. However,
man y opera tors want to offer some help to
any subscriber who is havi ng reception
probl ems. If there is definitely no ingress,
and these steps do not effe ct a cure, then

the prob lem is in the subscriber-owned
equipment. This equipment should only be
fixed by the manufacturer or an auth orized
service faci lity . Have the subscriber con
tact the manufacturer through the address
given for the Electronic Industr ies Asso
ciation. The EIA maintains a data base of
manu facturers and key electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) personnel.

THE RADIO TRANSMITTING
STATION AND OPERATOR

Because a cable system is (in theory) a
closed system, it really shouldn' t matte r if
the radio station is transmitting harmonics
or other out-ot -band spurious emis sions;
the cab le sys tem is not supposed to re
spond to any over-the-air signals. How
ever, it is help ful if the radio station can be
demonstrated to be "cl ean," espe cially if
the interfer ence is only on channels har
monically related to the transmitted fun
damental frequencies . If the station is not
causing interference to an anten na-con
nected TV set locat ed on the premises (of
ten at home), this usually indicates that the
transmitter is not transmi tting any inter
ferin g out-of-band signals.

COOPERATION

As menti oned in Part I , secure the co
operation of the transmitter operator. If the
transmitter is an Amateur Radio station,
you and the subscri ber are lucky - it is in
the spirit of the Amateur Radio Service to
perform publi c service . As a publi c ser
vice, most amateurs will be willi ng to help
with an interference problem, even if it
doesn ' t involve their station. In any even t,
the station operator can help ensure that
there is a signal on the air while the repair

Figure 7.10

crew is at the subscriber's house; this will
prevent the "no prob lem fou nd" sy n
drome. The station operator can vary the
station power, frequency and beam an
tenna headings (all within the limit s of the
station author ization) to help diagnose the
cau se of the problem.

SOME MORE TECHNICAL
"FIRST STEPS"

• Look aro und and investiga te other
causes . Although it is natural to think first
of the loca l amateur or CB station with the
120-foot tower as the source of the inter
fering signal , there are many other poten
tial sources of interference. Much time can
be wasted blaming the local ham if the
problem is being cau sed by a defective
elec trical system insulator on a near-by
utilit y pole, or by a noisy appliance oper
ating in the subscriber' s own house.

• Simplify the problem. Man y cases of
interference have several causes. If the
subscriber has multiple outlet s, many of
which have VCRs , video games, AlB
switches and TV receivers connected to
stereo systems with long speaker leads and
who-knows -wha t attac hed, it may be the
interference is entering the system. Any
thing connected to the cable sys tem- by
any mean s-is suspect.

To begin troubleshooting such a com
plex system, completely disconnect every
thing except one outlet and one TV set and
its set-top converter. (More abou t the set 
top converter late r.) When the follow ing
step s have been employed to reduce the
inter fere nce to this simplified installation,
start adding thing s back, one at a time,
eliminating interference one step at a time.
If all goes well, all of the interference will
be eliminated. If not, at least the defective
piece of susceptible equi pmen t will have
been identified. Most subscribers will re
alize that if one piece of equipment is in
terference-free and another is not, the
equipment that is having the probl em must
be deficient in some way.

Testing

Determine which transmitted frequen
cies cause the problem. It may be possible
to obtain this information from ,the radio
station log book . If not, have the station
operator transmit on each frequ ency band
for which the station has equipment , ob
serving any interference pre sent. If the
operator has been able to secure the help
of another qua lified operator - for an
Amateur Radio operator thi s is usuall y the
ARRL section technical coordinator
(more on this very important person later
in the article ) - they may be able to coor
dinate the testing using hand-held , two
way radios. If not, a telephone link be
twee n the subscriber's home and the
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station operator will help things to run
smoothly.

If the interference results from medium
frequency (MF) or high -frequency (HF)
operation (signals below 30 MHz), the
solution to the problem may be as simple
as the installation of a differential-mode,
high -pass filter in the cable that feeds the
set -top converter. Figure 7.10 shows one
way to do this . Even if this filter doesn't
cure the interference, leave it in place, at
least for the time being. Caution: this filter
is not compatible with most two -way sys
tems. It will filter out all signals from 5 to
40 MHz!

TIME TO GET DOWN TO
BRASS TACKS

There are a number of cable channels
that can be affected by cable system in
gress. These channels make use of over
the -air frequencies that are allocated to
other services, often located immediately
adjacent to amateur, business or pager fre
quencies. The table earlier in this article
lists the frequencies for a standard system
with no offsets . Many systems use offsets,
or one of the other channel schemes.

If the interference results to Ch. E,
Ch. J or Chs. UU through YY (Ch . 18,
Ch . 23-24 or Ch . 57-61) from amateur
VHF operation, it will not be possible to
filter the undesired signal from inside the
cable without affecting the desired TV sig
nal as well. All is not lost however. Some
times the TV receiver, VCR or set -top
converter will exhibit a strong response to
the common-mode signal present on the
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outside (shield) of the cable, or to a lesser
extent the common-mode or differential
mode RF signals tha t may be present on
the ac electrical system wiring . After
all leaks have been repaired, it may be
possible to do something about these
signals .

THE COMMON·MODE FILTER

The common-mode filter or choke may
be one ofthe best-kept secrets in the West
ern world. Ingress problems that are not
caused by cable leakage are usually the
result of the common-mode response of
the TV receiver, the VCR or the set-top
converter. This common-mode response
usually can be cured with the use of a com
mon-mode choke.

The simple cable TV insta llation shown
in Figure 7.11 is virtually bulletproof. The
placements of the cable and ac line com
mon -mode filters have been chosen to
minimize the amount of undesired com
mon -mode energy reaching the set -top
converter. Two different cable common
mode filters are shown in Figure 7.12 . Do
not substitute unsuitable ferrite materi 
als for those specified in the descrip 
tion. As an example, it might be pos
sible to scrounge some ferrite from an
old TV set's deflection yoke , but the
ferri te material used was designed to
perform at 15.734 kHz. It may , or may
not, work well at the frequency of the
radio station .

Common-mode filters for coaxial cable
should be installed as close as possible to
the cable input connector of the set-top

converter, TV receiver or VCR. In extreme
cases, it may be necessary to install a com
mon-mode choke at each end of all inter
connecting cables (VCR to TV set, for
example) in the system.

AC LINE FILTERING

• AC line common-mode choke. The
undesired signal also can be coupled into
the subscriber's equipment through the ac
power lines. These lines can function as
antennas . The signal that is induced into ac
power lines can be either common- or dif
ferential-mode. Install a common-mode
choke on the ac line cord of the TV set, as
close as possible to the point where the
cord enters the set. This choke should be
made by wrapping 10 to 20 turns of the ac
line cord through the ferrite toroid (or onto
a ferrite rod) . This will reduce any com 
mon-mode signal that has been picked up
by the ac lines .

• The ac line differentia l-mode filter. If
the ac line common-mode choke doesn't
help , add differential-mode ac line filter.
The is the type of ac line filter commonly
sold by electrical supply companies . (They
also are sometimes called "brute force" ac
line filters .) This filter should be installed
as close as possible to the point where the
ac line cord enters the TV set.

These "standard" cures will probably take
care of90% of the interference problems that
plague your subscribers . But that other 10%
can be the most difficult to pin down. Part 3
of this series discusses some of the more
advanced troubleshooting techniques and
cures , and lists several sources of help.



Electromagnetic interference and the cable operator-Part 3
Part I of this article app eared in July.

it discussed the nature of the interfer
ence problem, ways to deal effectively
wi th the subscribe r and the radio ope ra
tor, and electromagnetic compatibili ty
technical fundam entals. Part 2 was in
last mon th's issu e. it dis cussed the com
mon cures for cable TV interference.
Now, we will pi ck up where we left off,
delving int o some troubleshooting tech
niques and cures.

By Ed Hare, WIRFI
Technical Department Laboratory

Supervi sor
American Radio Relay League

A ll of the cures covered in last
month ' s installment should result
in aninterference-freeinstall ation.

However, i f interference is still present,
there may be a probl em with direct pickup
by the TV receiver, VCR or set-top con
verter. If any of these devices are tuned to
the frequency of a local Amateur Radio
signal (Ch. E, Ch. 18 in most cable sys
tems, for amateur 144 to 148MHz signals,
for example), i t should be the prime sus
pect. If ingress (and most likely leakageas
well) is taking place inside the subscriber's
TV set or VCR , there is almost nothing the
cable company serv icepersonnel can do to
cure the probl em. The only source of help

is the product manufacturer or electronic
service personnel.

VCR-FRIEND OR FOE?

If it appears that the subscriber's cable
compatible TV set is the entry point for the
ingress, the battl e i s not necessaril y lost.
Many subscribershave a VCR and, in some
configurations, that VCR can be used as a
channel selector. VCRsareoften newer than
the TV receiver, and they may have been
designed to meet the ANSI immunity stan
dards.They areoftenbettershielded thanthe
TV receiver. With theproper installation of
cable common-modechokesand the appro
priate ac line filters, it may be possible to

Multiple Problems-A Case History
The ARRL Technical Department staff often gets letters

or telephone calls about ham radio-related EMI. I recently
received a telephone call from Chris Saunders, technical
customer service manager for Cox Cable Greater Hart
ford, about a Ch. E ingress problem that was affecting one
of the company's customers. They had thoroughly rewired
the installation to correct a few identified leaks, but this did
not completely fix the problem. Chris had heard about the
help that can be supplied by the ARRL, so he gave me a
call. He described the tests that had been performed by
the cable repair crew. I agreed with his conclusion that the
ingress was external to the cable system.

In addition to my duties here at ARRL Headquarters, I
also serve as an unpaid field volunteer Technical Special
ist for the Hartford area. I explained to Chris that I would
be willing to go over to the subscriber's house sometime
and see what I could do.

I made an appointment for a Sunday afternoon , and
brought my survival kit with me-a collection of ferrite
toroids , a few 75 n high-pass filters, 75 n terminators and
some brute-force ac line filters .

The subscriber met me at the door. He appeared to be
quite friend ly (what a relief!) and we sat down to talk a bit
before I got down to "business ." I explained that I was an
Amateur Radio volunteer who was offering to help with a
problem that involved a local amateur. He then pointed out
the 1DO-foot tower on an adjacent piece of property.

The Problem
We then switched on his TV set to Ch. 18 (Ch. E).

Within a few minutes, the screen was filled with a broad
cross-hatch interference pattern that lasted about 20
seconds. This repeated randomly about every minute or
so. I had brought a 144 to 148 MHz handi-talkie (H-T)
transceiver with me, so I was able to transmit a signal that
easily duplicated the interference. I also was able to
quickly locate the other station on the air. It turned out that
the station was an amateur repeater , set up to automati
cally rebroadcast the signals of hundreds of area ama
teurs to increase their service area.

This explained the nearly non-stop nature of the
interference. The subscriber had wondered how the ham
was able to stay up and operate day and night!

The Cox repair crew had previously replaced the drop
and rewired the entire house . The subscriber told me that
this made quite an improvement, but that the interference
was still objectionable. (I agreed.) Because there had
been an improvement, I knew that there had been a leak. I

turned my H-T receiver to the Ch. E video carrier frequency.
I could not hear any trace of the video carrier. This meant
that the cable installation was clean. Good! I could now see
if we could locate the point where the ingress was happen
ing.

The subscriber was using a cable-compatible TV set to
select channels, in conjunction with a VCR. I followed my
own advice and disconnected the VCR. We still had interfer
ence. I then tried common-mode chokes on the incoming
cable, to no avail. A common-mode choke on the TV set's ac
line cord seemed to make a small difference, but not enough
to really fix the problem. It was beginning to look like the
problem might be inside the TV set!

I disconnected the TV set from the cable and put a 75 n
terminator on the incoming cable and on the TV set input. I
keyed the H-T transmitter. Uh, oh .. . the screen went 100%
black! This was not good news. The TV set was picking up
the interfering signal directly. I explained how Connecticut
state law (and common sense) prohibited me from trying to
repair his TV set for him.

The Hunch
The subscriber had a hunch, though, that saved the day!

He suggested that we try the VCR, just to see if the VCR
might work properly now that the common-mode chokes were
in place. It worked! It seems that the whole problem resulted
from a multitude of causes, all of which had to be fixed before
the problem was solved. Originally, there was a leakage
problem, resulting in interference that couldn't be filtered
when the 145-MHz amateur signal leaked into the cable. The
TV receiver was subject to direct pickup of over-the-air
signals, a problem for the manufacturer. The VCR was
sensitive to the common-mode signal on the shield of the
coaxial cable, but when the leak was fixed and the common
mode chokes were installed, the VCR was able to work
properly . When the VCR was used as a channel selector, the
susceptible TV set was tuned to Ch. 4 instead of Ch. 18, thus
eliminating the problem. Most set-top converters are well
shielded, and, if common-mode chokes are installed, they will
usually perform properly in the presence of strong , over-the
air signals. Another happy customer (and a happy ham). "A
neighborhood dispute had been resolved.

Information about the ARRL Technical Coordinator
program is available from ARRL Headquarters. See "Useful
addresses" in the "Sources of Information" sidebar. Write to
our EMI specialist (currently that's me) here in Newington ,
CT. We are looking for the cable operator who wants to do
something about EMI!-Ed Hare
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Sources of Information
The ARRL Headquarters staff has prepared seve ral important informational

packages to help amateurs, consumers and utility companies win the battle
aga inst EM!. The ARRL Regulatory Information Branch offers a "Regulatory RFI
Package" that describes the rules and regulat ions that apply to interference
problems involving amateurs. This package includes a copy of the FCC Interfer
ence nerabootc' The technical department also has an informational package
called "The EMI/RFI Package"2that lists parts supp liers for filters, ferrites and
other EMI-control devices. It also talks about the technical and diplomatic aspects
of interference problems. The "EMI/RFI Package " also includes a pamphlet for the
consumer that explains interference in nontechnical terms . This is useful for your
subscriber. There is no charge for any of these ARRL informational packages.

Aside from publishing The ARRL RFI Book ,3 the ARRL funds several pro 
grams in addition to those already described to help amateurs, consumers and
utilities with interference problems.

For interference related to electric power lines , the book Interference Handbook
by William Nelson s is recommended. Nelson is a former RFI investigator for the
Southern California Edison Co, a large West Coast electric utility company.

The Elect ronic Industries Alliance (address follows) represents manufacturers
and major distributors in the United States. It has several brochures that it will
send out on request. In add ition, it maintains a database listing specific peop le
with each manufacturer who can be contacted to help resolve interference
problems. Write to the EIA fo r additional information.-Ed Hare, W1RFI

References
The following may be ordered using the addresses that are listed below .
1 FCC Interference Handbook 1990 Edition , Federal Communications Commission, Wash

ington , DC. This publication is now out of print. It has been replaced by The FCC
Interference to Home Electron ics Entertainment Equipment Handbook, Bulletin CIB-2.
To obta in a copy , contact the FCC's National Call Center at 1-888-CALL FCC, bye-mail
at callctr@nightwind.fcc.gov or at the World Wide Web at www.fcc.gov.Click on
"Bureau's and Offices." The FCC Interference Handbook can be downloaded electroni
cally at http://www.fcc.gov/cib/. It can be ordered by mail from the FCC National Call
Center , 1270 Fairfield Rd, Gettysburg, PA 17325-7245. There is no charge for this
helpfu l publicat ion .

2"EMI/RFI Package ," American Radio Relay League. Available at no charge to those in the
cable industry from the ARRL Techn ical Department secretary.

3The ARRL RFI Book, edited by Ed Hare , W1RFI. American Radio Relay League . Avail 
able from ARRL Publication Sales .

' Interference Handbook, by William Nelson, Radio Publications, Inc, 925 Sherwood Dr,
Box 247, Lake Bluff , IL 60044 . Available from ARRL Publicat ion Sales .

Useful Addresses
• Amer ican Radio Relay League (ARRL), 225 Main St, Newington , CT 06111 ; (860) 594

0200 voice ; (860) 594-0259 fax; e-mail : hq@arrl.org ; Web : http://www.arrl.org/.
• Electronic Industri es Alliance (EIA) , Consumer Electronic Manufacturers Assoc iation

(CEMA), 2500 Wilson Blvd , Arlington , VA 22205 ; (703) 907-7600 (voice): Web: http:/
Iwww.cemacity.org/.

• National Cable Television Association, Science and Technology Department, 1724
Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington , DC 20036; (202) 775-3669; Web: http ://
www.ncta.com/.

successfully use the VCR as a channel selec
tor. In that case, the susceptible TV set will be
tuned to a low VHF channel (usually Ch. 3 or
4) . This makes it much less susceptible to in
terfer ence than it was when it was tuned to the
radio station's transmitted frequency. Unfor
tunatel y, in some cases, the VCR can be more
susceptible than the TV set, or can exhibit
intermodul ation probl ems that only worsen
in the presence of strong over-the-air signals.

Most set-top converter s are well shielded,
although they can be susceptible to interfer
ence from common-mode signals. If used in
conjunction with cable and, if needed, ac line
electrical chokes, they often can be used as a
channel selector for a susceptible TV receiver.
A fully filtered set-top converter can be used
as a diagno stic tool. Keep one available for
use when troubleshooting all cases of interfer
ence. It will help demonstrate to the subscriber
that the problem originate s from a susceptible
piece of subscriber-owned equipm ent.

THE UNEXPECTED

Be prepared for the unexpected . The sci
ence of elec tro mag netic comp atib ili ty
(EM C), although exac t and predictable (in
retrospec t), is sometimes though t of as
"black magic ." Unex pected factors can
sometimes come into play . It may take a spe
cific combination of subscriber equipment
hookups, or a combination of two or more
transmitters being on the air simultaneously
to cause the probl em. In some cases , even the
weather can be a factor. The ingress may onl y
occur when the ingress point is wet (or dry,
or hot, or. . .), which is an almost sure sign
that the leak is outdoors. In complex cases
like these it may take the services of an EMC
expert, or a cable repair per son who has been
forced into that role!

SOURCES OF HELP

Many cabl e companies have a regional or
corporate engineer who can help with inter
fere nce and leakage problems. He will cer
tainl y get involved if the problem escalates
to a formal Federal Communicat ions Com
mission interference compl aint, so he would
rather be informed early in the inte rfere nce
resolut ion process!

The station operator and service person
nel are hand y sources of help . If the station
oper ator is a licensed radio amateur , the op
erator may have a good understanding of the
applicable techn ical issues. Even if the radio
amate ur is not techni call y well-ve rsed, ham
help may be available. The ARR L has set up
a system of tech nical volunteers to help with
interference prob lems that involve the Ama
teur Radio Service. Th is system consists of
the ARRL section technical coordinators
(TC), their assi stan t tec hnic al specialists
(TS) and possibl y local amateur-club TVI
(TV interference) or RFI com mittees. Many
cable operators already have standing rela
tion ship s and active interference resolution
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program s with local radio amateur clubs.
These are usually coordinated through the
ARRL section TC.

The amateur may kno w how to get in touch
with the TC or local club interference com
mittee. If not, the ARRL section manager for
each section will be able to supply the ad
dress of the section technical coordinator. A
listing of ARRL section mana gers is found
on page 12 of any recent QST (the official
jo urna l of the ARRL). The ham probably has
a copy. If not, ARRL headquarters will be
able to supply the information.

These local volunteers are dedic ated in
every sense of the word. There will be no
charge for their "services ." The othe r side of
that coi n, however, is that there is a limi t to
what can be asked of them . It would not be
appropriate for the amateur , the subscriber,
or the cable compa ny to mak e unreal istic
demand s upon any of the se peopl e. It only

takes one 3 a.m. telephone call to ruin an
otherwise fine relationship !

The June 1993 issue of Communications
Technology lists hundreds of amateurs that are
employed in the cable industry. This list is
updated yearly by Steve Johnson, N0AYE, of
Time Warner Cable, and is a "natural" resource
for the cable operator. It may be possible to
encourage any amateurs that work for your
cable company to take an active role in local
club interference activities to act as a first line
of defense against leakage and ingress.

SUMMARY

Cable TV interference problems can be
solve d. It takes a combination of diplo
macy, expertise , perseverance and a
thor ou gh approach to troubleshooting.
Co ntac t the AR RL fo r ass ist ance with any
di ffi cult int er ferenc e problem s that
inv olv e a radio amateur.
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VCRs

III and TVs have a lot in com-
• mon-they both deal with

video , color and sound. But
the re are differences - VCRs often use
frequencies also used by HF Amateur Ra
dio transmis sions . It is often possible to
cure VCR interference, using the filtering
and shielding techniques that apply to most
RFI problems.

Try to visualize the following scenario:
your bro ther-in-law has been awarded a
Nobel prize, and the presentation will be
on TV the same night that you hope to
work a DXpedition to Outer Elbonia. If you
watch the awards presentation on TV, you
miss working Outer Elbonia on 80 meters.
If you work Outer Elbonia, you incur the
wrat h of your family for decades to come .

Wait-a VCR can solve this prob lem for
you! You can automatically record the his
toric event (the award, not the DX contact)
while you are in the ham shack making a
once-in-a-lifetime DX contact.

After working Outer Elbonia, however,
you rewind the videotape and play it back.
Your brother-in-law is barely recogniz
able: The interference is so bad you can't
tell the Nobe l-pr ize presentation from an
old rerun. Now you incur your family ' s
wrath because (I) you missed your brother
in-law's moment of glory and (2) you in
terfered with the VCR .

Fortunately, most VCR owners don't
experience any interference from radio
tran smitters. The potential for interference
is clearly present, however, becau se of the
design and construction of VCR s. VCRs
are highly susceptible to interference be
cau se their circuitry uses the frequencies
of (and near) several hea vil y populated
radio services. Additionally, older VCRs
lack shielding needed to keep unwanted
signals out of their video modu lators and
demodulators.

Is the situation hop eless? Must VCR

In many ways,
VCRs are much like
TVs. The RFI cures

are similar. This
chapter explains
some important

differences.

users endure interference? The answer to
both questions is "No, not necessarily."
New er VCR s are better shielded than
older model s. Interference to VCRs can
be reduced or eliminated with some rela
tive ly simpl e procedures.

Although some of the techniques used
to curb interference to VCR s are similar
to those used to eliminate interference to
other home entertainment devices, others
are quite different because of the frequen
cies involved in the video recording and
playback proc ess. Also, as the ham who
worked Outer Elbonia disco vered : Once
interference has been recorded, it 's on the
tape as long as the program is ther e.

WHY ARE VCRs PRONE TO
INTERFERENCE?

In order to understand why VCRs are
susce ptible to interference, it is import ant
to understand how video is recorded and
how the process diffe rs from audio record
ing. Th e audio spectrum is generally re
garded as frequencie s from 20 Hz to
20 kHz. It is relatively easy and inexpen
sive to obtain good frequency response by

recording the audio signal dire ctly onto
the tape . Video signa ls, however, contain
frequencies from 30 Hz to about 4.5 Ml-lz.!

Although it is possible to obtain good
frequency respon se over such a wide band
width with direct recording, the cost would
be prohibitive for home entertainment
equipment. The simp lest way to record
this bandwidth on magnetic tape (at a rea
sonable price) is to frequency modulate a
sine wave with the baseband video signal.
At first this may seem like technological
overkill, but it works and offers good im
munity to noise.

RECORDING THE VIDEO SIGNAL

The problem for amateurs is that most
VCRs use frequencies in or near amat eur
bands to record the FM video signal. For
example, VHS video recorders use the fre
quencies from 3.4 to 4.4 MHz to record
the luminance (brightness) portion of the
video signal.2 Thi s frequency cho ice
makes VCRs especially prone to interfer
ence from amateur stations operating in
the 80-meter band.! It also makes har
monic suppress ion an absolute must for
amateur stations using the 160-m eter
band. Remember that VCRs are high-gain,
broadband devices that can suffer inter
ference from other HF amateur bands.

The Super VHS system uses different
frequencies and a wider band width to
deli ver better video resolution . The FM
video signal is recorded from 5.4 to
7.0 MHz.4 Thi s high er frequency and
greater bandwidth provides almost twice
the resolution of conventional VHS
recording. The video signal, however , is
adjacent to the 40-meter amateur band .

Beta video recorders use 3.5 to 4.8 MHz
to record luminance. Although the frequen
cies are slightly different from VHS, Beta
machines are also prone to interference from
amateur stations in the 80-meter band .

By John Frank, N9CH • POB 5113 • Madison, WI 53705
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Twin-lead

Antenna

drum were upset. Because the video
signal occupies the same frequencies as
some amateur HF bands, unwanted
signals must be removed in ways that do
not affect the desired signal: It is more ap
propriate to remove the 80-meter
signal with a common-mode choke on the
feed line or a filter on the power cord, or
place the VCR in a shielded enclosure (as
determined by the interference path).

Do not install metal foil or screen
shields inside a VCR cabinet. While this
technique is common with audio amplifi
ers and stereo receivers, they don 't con
tain many moving parts. Since VCRs
contain a multitude of moving parts , afte r
market shielding inside a VCR cabinet is
extremely hazardous. If a wayward piece
of foil or screen got tangled in the video
tape, it could cause considerable damage.
The EMI-RFI coatings mentioned earlier
in this chapter are preferable shielding
methods. The spray must be used with
care, however, to reduce the likelihood of
damage to the environment, individual or
equipment.

Avoid the use of capacitors acros s the
ac line as shown in Figure 8.4 . Although
this RFI cure might actually work on a
VCR, it has several disadvantages . C I and
C2 form an ac voltage divider that can hold
the VCR chassis above ac ground. Since
home VCRs usually do not have three
wire line cords, there is a shock hazard
should CI short out. Furthermore, if the
VCR is connected to a properly grounded
CATV system, ac could show up on the
coax shield. An ac-line common-mode
choke (see Figure 8.5) is a much safer
alternative.

It is common practice to connect a VCR
to the antenna with twin lead when CATV
is not used. There is nothing wrong with
this practice as long as interference cures
are not improperly applied . Use a com
mon-mode choke as shown in Figure 8.6.6

Do not place aferrite bead over each wire

SOME STOCK CURES ARE
UNSUITABLE FOR VCRs

Although interference to many home en
tertainment devices can be cured with the
proper valueof bypass capacitor or RF choke
in the right place, interference to VCRs is a
bit more complex. If the frequency of the
interfering signal is within the bandwidth of
the desired signal, conventional hypass and
filter techniques can have disastrous effects
on VCR performance.

Suppose that a CW signal on the
80-meter amateur band is interfering with
a VCR. Although installing capacitors in
the VCR might bypass the intruding
signal to ground, the sync pulses of the
video signal would be bypassed as well.
Bypass capacitors in the rotating drum
that contains the video heads might cause
even greater problems if the balance of the

CURBING INTERFERENCE TO VCRs

Although the technology of video record
ing may make interference suppression seem
a hopeless task, the key to curbing VCR
interference is isolation . Isolation is
achieved through the proper use of shields,
filters and grounds. The VCR installation
shown in Figure 8.2 is probably susceptible
to interference from the transmitters of
several different radio services. The proper
use of filters (shown in Figure 8.3) usually
eliminates VCR interference .

3

80 Meters 4 }
p::s====~ Standard VHS Luminance Carrier

7
40 Meters
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RECORDING THE AUDIO SIGNAL

The audio portion of a television pro
gram can be recorded onto tape as an audio
track. Several other techniques are used as
well.

In the case of stereo audio on videotapes,
the audio is used to frequency modulate a
carrier, which is then recorded on the tape .
In Beta stereo, the left and right audio
channels frequency modulate carriers
between I and 2 MHz. The frequency
difference between the carriers helps
minimize crosstalk between audio
channels. (This range is also occupied by
AM-broadcast stations, however.)

VHS stereo also uses frequency modu
lated audio. In this system the audio
channel carriers are at 1.3 and 1.7 MHz.5
Unfortunately, the lower-channel carrier
is in the AM-broadcast band, and the
upper-channel carrier is perilously close
to the loO-meter amateur band . Even
though FM is less prone to interference
than some other modes of recording might
be, it is not immune to all interference.
VCRs that record audio directly onto tape
(as baseband audio rather than as FM
signals) are susceptible to interference in
much the same way as are audio tape
recorders.

The relationships between frequencies
used by VCRs and the amateur bands are
shown in Figure 8.1.

160 Meters 2 ~~~~~~
""""""""":"':"':~:"':"::'::.J } VHS Hi-Fi Audio

__AC Line Cords-----.

o
MHz ~ Amateur ~ VHS Frequency

Bands Usage

Plastic
Cabinet

Low Quality Coax
TV

Figure 8.1-The VHS recording format uses frequencies in and near the US 160,
80 and 40-meter amateur bands. Beta recorders use similar, but not identical,
frequencies.

Figure 8.2-This is a typical home VCR
installation. It has no protection
against EM!.
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Figure 8.7-THE WRONG WAY! Ferrite
beads installed this way will suppress
the desired (differential-mode) signals.
Even if used properly as a common
mode choke, these small ferrite beads
just don't have enough inductance to
work with HF signals.

Figure 8.8-Commercial high-pass
filters are compact and easy to install.
Place them as close to the VCR
terminals as possible.

fi rs t thin g to do is to determine how the
offending signa l is entering the VCR.

AntennalFeed Line
The TV antenna system is one of the

most common VC R int er ference paths.
VCRs co nnected to CATV sys tems can
also accept interference from the cabl e,
either as a differential-mode signal or a
common-mode signal. You can determine
whether interference is entering through
the ant enn a connection by di sconn ect ing
the feed line and vie wing a prerecorded
tape whil e the amateur transmits. The ac
cepted cure for thi s int erference path is a
qu ality high-pass filter installe d at the
VCR input. A common-mode choke is
often necessary as we ll.

In man y interference cases the unwant ed
signal enters the VCR via coax shield.f This

TV

To
Rectifier

ond
Regulator

VCR

c

Figure 8.6-A common-mode choke
made with an FT-240-43 ferrite core.
Install the filter as close to the VCR
terminals as possible.

TO FIND A CURE, UNDERSTAND
THE INTERFERENCE MECHANISM

Even though the design and con struc
tion of VCRs makes them susce ptible to
interference from radi o tran smitters, it is
generally po ssible to reduce or eliminate
the effects of the int erfering signa l. The

the VCR input as possible (as shown in Fig
ure 8.8) . High-pass filters are compact and
easy to install. They are relatively inexpen
sive insurance against interference.

TCE Labs makes a filter (mo de l #BX
#2 5 ) that is effective against common
mode interference on coaxial cable ."

0= Common -Mode Toroid Choke

Metal Cabinet

120-V
AC

Outdoor
Balun

Well Shielded
Coax

120-V
AC

Figure 8.5-A common-mode choke for
line cords. Wind 10-15 turns of the
appropriate cord around an FT-240-43
ferrite toroid core.

Figure 8.3-Proper filters and shields make VCRs more immune to interference.
See Figure 8.5 for details of the common-mode chokes.

Figure 8.4-C1 and C2 form a voltage divider, which is a shock hazard in
equipment that does not have a three-wire line cord.

Antenna

H I-MU
Toroid

FILTER SHOPPING

When shopping for a high-pass filter, try
to find a unit with appropriate connectors
for the suffering VCR. This eliminates the
need for additional adapters or balun trans
formers. Additional components may de
grade performance because they do not
present a proper termination to the high-pass
filter. Also, use filters with metal cases. The
metal is an extra shield against unwanted
signals. Finally, install the filter as close to

of the twin lead as shown in Figu re 8.7:
the TV signal will be suppressed along
with the int erference.
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Figure 8.1O-Most consumer-grade VCRs use a power supply with a two-wire line
cord and a polarized plug. There is no on-off switch in the primary circuit of the
power transformer.

To
Rectifier

and
Regulatorc

Accessory Connections

Some, but not all, VCRs have input and
output jack s for audi o and video signals .
The se jacks are oft en on the back of the
VCR , and videophiles some times leave

removing the VCR from its cabinet, (2) mask
areas you don 't want coated, and (3) allow
adequate drying time before reas sembly.
Remember that the resulting coating is con
ducti ve. Make sure there are no component
leads touching the coated areas (where they
might cause a short circuit).

A second, much less attractive, way of
shielding plastic cabinets involves con
structing a metal shield around the outside
of the VCR. Use perforated aluminum rather
than solid sheets because VCRs need venti
lation . (The small-di ameter holes do not sig
nificantly affect the shield quality .) If a VCR
shield enclosure is necessary, make it as RF
tight as possible. Overlap the seam s to help
keep RF out, and use a "piano" hinge. Such
exterior VCR shields are a last resort, but
serious interference sometimes calls for se
rious shields .

Figure 8.11-A common-mode choke
made by winding the ac-Iine cord
around a ferrite rod . Toroids are better
(higher permeability and self shielding)
than rods, but rods are easier to wind.
They are adequate for some EMI cases.

FuseHot

120-V
AC

Direct Radiation Pickup

Direct penetration of the cabinet by
unwanted signals is not nearly the prob 
lem it once was . Many early top-loading
VCRs were built in plastic cabinets.
Newer video recorders are certified to
comply with FCC Rule s and Regulations,
Part 15 (as a result of exce ssive radiation
from RF modulators) . When VCR manu
facturers installed the shielding nec
ess ary to suppress modulator radi ation,
the shielding reduced direct radiation
pickup.

Figure 8.12 shows the inside of a typical
consumer-grade VCR. The metal box near
the head drum contains much of the RF
circuitry, and it is well shielded to prevent
the exit and/or entrance of unwanted sig
nal s. The Phillips-head screw just left of
the large PC board holds down one end of
a springy met al piece; the other end of tha t
met al pre sses up against the bottom of the
cover and grounds it to the ch assis.

Even though newer VCR s have metal
cabinets, many older plastic-cased units
are still in use . Ifdirect radiation pickup is
the prime suspect in an interference com
plaint, there are two ways to RF-proof a
plastic cabinet. (Again, keep in mind that
these internal cures should be performed
only by quali fied service per sonnel. )

The first involves careful use of an aero
sol spray on the inside surfaces of the VCR
cabin et. There are seve ral anti-RFI sprays
on the market. One such spray advertises
shielding ability of 35-50 dB depending on
the frequency involv ed." When using RFI
shield sprays: (I) Exercise caution when

rod in one smooth layer with no gaps be
tween turns of wire. Use nylon cable ties to
hold the line cord in place, and the filter is
complete. When using this technique, place
the ferrite rod close to the VCR as shown .
This helps minimize line-cord RF pickup
between the choke and the VCR .

Stubborn cases of ac-line interference
may require a "brute force" ac-line filter
(Figure 8.5). Onl y qualified electronics
technicians should install components in
side a VCR. Most states have licensing and
certification requirements for home-elec
tronic service per sonnel.

AC Line

In some cases, interference reaches
VCR s through the at line . Although most
VCRs have some filtering in their power
supply circuitry, there is con siderable
room for improvement. Figure 8.10 is a
simplified representation of a VCR power
transformer filter circuit. If you suspect the
ac line as an interference path, wrap the ac
line cord around a ferrite rod as shown in
Figure 8.11 (a common-mode choke) .

To make the most of this simple filtering
method, wrap the line cord around the ferrite

is called common-mode interference, and its
cure is not the same as the cures for funda
mental or harmonic interference. You can
construct a ferrite toroid common-mode
choke shown in Figure 8.9; more turns of
cable through the core give more suppre s
sion. In some stubborn interference cases, it
may be necessary to use more than one
choke. In some cases, it may be necessary to
use a normal (differential-mode) high-pass
fil ter as well.

Common-mode interference can also
occur in sys tems using twin -lead feed line.
When using twin lead, remember that both
conductors must go through the core.

Figure 8.7 shows the wrong way to sup
press common-mode signals on twin lead.
Figure 8.6 shows the right way to suppress
common-mode signals on twin lead .

Figure 8.9-A common-mode choke
us ing a snap-on core installed on
coaxial cable. Install the filter as close
to the VCR terminals as possible.
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Figure 8.12-The insi de of a typi cal consumer-g rade VCR.

patch cords attached when they are not
bei ng used . This practice is conven ient,
but it is also an invitation to interference.
Cables can act as antennas and feed inter
ference into the VCR .

Audio and video cables should be well
shielded and equipped with proper con
nectors (adapters may add poor conn ec
tions) . Patch cords should also be un
plugged from the VCR when they are not
in use. A common-mode choke formed
with about 10- 15 turn s of cab le on a ferrite
core will sometimes help. Audio cables
can be bypa ssed as shown in the stereo
interference cha pter.

INTERFERENCE TO VCR AUDIO

Interference to the audio portion of vid
eotape recordings is ofte n more complex
than interference to audio tape recordings.
VCR audio can be interfered with as part
of the TV signal, after demodulation, dur 
ing recording and during playback.

As discussed under Recording the Au
dio Signal, some VCR formats reco rd
separate audio tracks . Others use the au
dio to frequency modulate carriers that are
then recorded via audio heads mounted in
the same drum that carries the video heads.
To cure audio interference in VCRs, de
termine how the offending signal enters
the VCR and which part of the circuit is
affected .

AUD IO EXAMPLES AND CURES

If audio interference occurs when a
VCR is used with a microphone and cam 
era but not during playback ofprere corded
tapes, the interference is probably affect
ing the audio circuitry or microphone as it
might an audio tape recorder. Such inter
ference to the audio circuitry of VCRs can
usually be cured with the same techniq ues
used for aud io tape recorders: ferrite
bead s, RF chokes and bypa ss capacitors
(as described in the Stereos chapter).

On the other hand, VCRs that record
audio as FM signals may also receive in
terference via record audio modu lato r or
the playback audio demodulator: Suppose
a VHS -stereo VCR picks up interference
in one audio channel. Further suppose that
there is a nearby AM-broadcast station at
1310kHz. (VHS stereo uses FM audio
with carriers at 1300 and 1700 kHz. ) Even
though FM is often considered immune to
AM interference, the AM broadcast sta
tion is interfering with the VCR audio cir
cuitry. To cure this kind of interference,
use shields and fil ter s to keep the un
wanted signal from reaching the VCR by
using techniques described elsewhere in
this chapter.

Summary

When confronting audio interference in

VCR s, determine which circuitry is af
fec ted and how the unwanted signa l
reac hes that circuit. Remember that VCRs
use frequencies in and near the AM broad 
cast band, international short-wave bands
and amateur bands . Place filter and bypass
compone nts carefully so that they do not
disrupt the normal operation of the VCR.

ACCESSORIES AND VCR
INTERFERENCE

High-quality baluns, splitters , switches,
combiners and patch cords can make the
difference between interference immunity
and susceptibility. Some baluns are built in
plastic boxes while others have metal enclo
sures. The same holds true for splitters, com
biner s and switches. Most good-quality
video accessories are built in metal enclo
sures, which provide much better shielding
than plastic enclosures . Don't save money
by using low-quality accessorie s; they are
an open invitation to interference.

PATCH CORDS

Poorly shielded patch cord s contribute
to VCR interference by allowing un
wanted signals to enter the sys tem. All
75-Q coaxia l cable is not the same: Some
cab les (with a single braided shie ld) have
as little as 70 % shield coverage. Better
cabl es (such as RG-6) use a foil shield
together with a braided shield for 100%
coverage.

CATV CONVERTERS

Th e con verters and decoders used on
some CATV systems are not well shielded.
Ideally , such devices shou ld be built in

"My Cousin Hooked It
Up That Way"

Seve ral years ago , a friend of
mine rece ived a VCR as a gift.
Befo re long the neighborhood was
abuzz with sto ries of a pirate TV
broadcaste r showing racy movies
lat e at night. The neighbors we re
more amused an d en te rtained
tha n shocked , but my friend was
e mba rrassed and confus ed as to
how the movies s he a nd he r
husband were watching cou ld be
s een on the ir ne ighbors' TV sets.

This happened because the
VC R output a nd the outdoor TV
antenna wer e pa ra lle l connected
at the a ntenna term inals of the TV
set. Whenev er the VCR was us ed
to wat ch a videota pe, the signal
was not only fed to the TV set, but
a lso to the antenna- and rad iated
ar ou nd the neigh borhood .

The cure was very sim ple:
Connect the antenna to the VCR
input and the TV to the VCR
output. Th is shows the impor
ta nce of proper VCR conn ection
Follow the instructions in the
owner's ma nua l! Who connected
the VCR to the TV the first time ?
"My cousin hooked it up that way ."
The late night broadcasts stopped
and none of the ne ighbors
su s pected a thing.-John Frank,
N9CH, Wisconsin Section
Technical Specialist, Madison,
Wisconsin
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Interference to DVD Devices
Depending on whose nomenclature you use , DVD can mean digital video disc

or digital versatile disc. The latter is often the preferred meaning because the
disc is capable of much more than just storing video. The DVD can be used to
store data, computer programs, audio and video . DVD equipment is less prone
to interference than some other types of home electronics apparatus, but it is not
totally immune to interference from nearby transmitters.

The DVD uses tech nology similar to that used in CD players. It uses a shorter
wavelength laser than that used in CD equipment and has smaller "holes and
slots" on the surface read by the laser. These smaller holes and slots allow more
information to be held on each disk.

Many consumer quality DVD devices are built in metal cases. The metal
provides some degree of shie lding and reduces the likelihood of inte rference due
to direct penetration of the case by unwanted signals. However, the ac line cord
and the patch cords that connect the DVD device to othe r electronic equipment
can still provide a path for interference to enter the system.

If you suspect the interference is enteri ng the DVD device via the ac line cord ,
a fi lter can be installed in the AC line as close as possible to
the DVD dev ice . Wrapping the line cord around a ferrite rod or toroid can also
be helpful in eliminating this type of interference.

Inexpensive patch cords can sometimes allow interference to enter a system.
Inadequate shielding on inexpensive patch cords allows interference to enter
whatever piece of equipment the DVD device is connected to. The remedy to th is
type of interference is well shielded patch cords with good quali ty connectors.

Common mode interference involves the offending signal travelling on the
shield of the patch cords. Running the patch cord through one or more ferrite
beads can sometimes cure th is type of interference. If this is impractical, you
may be able to wind severa l turns of the cord through a snap-together ferr ite
core .-John Frank, N9CH

RF-tight met al boxes. Unfortunately,
many con vert ers and decoders are built
in pla stic boxes, which offer no shield
ing. Although it might be possible to
shield the inside of the plastic box with
an anti-RFI spray, this is not advisable
if the device is sealed to prev ent tamper
ing. Do not attempt to shield or modify
CATV-company owned converters or
decoders to make them resistant to inter
ference. That is the job of the CATV
system ope rator.

If CATV equipment is the point of in
terference ingre ss, noti fy the CATV
sys tem operator of the probl em . The
responsib ilities of sys tem operators are
defined in FCC regulations and explained
in the CATV section of this book.

WIRELESS VCR REMOTE
CONTROLS

The wirel ess remote control s that come
with most VCRs (Figure 8. 13) are not
RF devices, but rather infr ared devices .
Hence, the y are generally not affected by
strong RF field s. In a few rare cases, how
eve r, the VCR-remote logic circuitry is
adversely affected by strong RF signals.
For example, if a VCR switches from
"playback" to "pause" or from "record" to
"rewind" whenever a nearby transmitter is
keyed, it is reasonable to assume that RF is
affecting the logic circuits that control the
VCR mode .

Again, it is easier to keep RF out of the
VCR than to cure the problem at the af
fected circuitry. Proper shields and a good
ac-line filte r should eliminate most cases
of interference to VCR wireless remote
controls.

WIRED VCR REMOTE CONTROLS

Wired remote controls require a differ
ent approach than their wireless counter
part s. The cable bet ween the control and
the VCR can act as an antenna and feed
unwanted signals to the control circuitry.
Th e simples t cure is to feed the cable
through a ferr ite bead , toroid, or ferrite
core in much the same way that twin-lead
feed line is treated to eliminate common
mode interference.

If the common-mode choke doe s not
cure the problem, contact the VCR manu
facturer for help. Other co mponents
shohld on ly be added as directed by VCR
manufacturer se rvice bull etins. Onl y
qualified personnel should perform ser
vice on hom e-en tertainment electronic
equipment.

THE CAMCORDER DILEMMA

Regrettably, camcorders do not respond
well to the interference cures described in
this chapter. Since there is usuall y no an
tenna or ac power connect ed to a cam-
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corder, most interference res ults fro m
di rect radiat ion pickup . Camc order
co nstruction and use generally preclude
home-installed shie lds (see Fig ure 8. 14).

Can anything be done to eliminate in
terference to camcord ers? Yes. Contact
the manufacturer. When a camcor der
functions as a shortwave rece iver (as it
doe s when receiving interference), it is
defective or un suitable for the user ' s
environment.

In desperate situations, an amateur can
voluntarily alt er amateur stat ion opera
tion . Careful selec tion of operating fre
quency and tran smitter power can reduce
or eliminate interferenc e to camcorder s.

AT THE AMATEUR STATION

Finally, the way in which an amateur
station is assembled and operated can in
fluence interference to VCRs. Proper RF
grounding is important, as is an ac-line
filter to reduceRF on the power line. Use
the minimum power necessary for com
munication to reduc e the possibility of
interfering with VC Rs.

TRANSMITTER TREATMENTS
Although the nature of the recording

system used in VCR s make s them prone
to interference, it is every amateur's duty
to make sure that station transmitters don't
radiate harmonics or spurious signals that
could cause interference. Part 97 of the
FCC Rules and Regulations states, "A ll
spurious emissions from a station trans-

Figure a.13-Typical VCR wireless
remote controls operate with infrared,
rather than RF. That's a blessing.

Figure a.14-Will Eduardo, KA9YIT,
experience interference to the
camcorder if his neighbor (AC9J)
calls "CO" on sn-meter CW?



mitter must be reduced to the greatest
ex tent practicable. If any spurious emis
sio ns, including chass is or power lin e
radiation , causes harmful interference to
the reception of another radio , the licensee
of the interfering amateur station is
required to take steps to eliminate the in
terference, in accordance with good engi
neering practice ."10

A TRANSMIT FILT ER MAY NOT
HELP

Many amateurs think that a low-pass fil
ter between the transmi tter and antenna will
solve all interference problems. It may solve
cases of broadcast television interference,
but it probably won' t reduce VCR interfer
ence. Since amateur 160 and 80-meter fun
dame ntal signals are within the VCR pass
band , no transmit filter can help.

For example, when an Amateur Radio sta
tion transmits in the 160-meter band , the
second harmonic is likel y to fall in the lumi
nance portion of a VCR record or playback
signal. Since the harmonic is within the
passband of the low-p ass fil ter, it is not
attenuated. How can harmonics below the
transmit filter cut-off frequency be elimi
nated? A properly desig ned and carefully
tuned matching network (Transmatch) can
sometimes suppress harmonics by 20 dB or
more. Information about the construction
and use of matching networks can be found

in The ARRL Antenna Book.

TRA NSMITTER AC-L1NE FILTERS

Ins ta ll an ac-line filter as clo se to the
transmitter or its pow er supply as
possible . If the fi lter is locat ed any appre
ciab le distance from the transmi tter, the
wires between the tran smitter and the
filter might st ill radiate RF. Remember,
the object is to kee p the RF off the power
line and out of the air (except at the an
tenna) . RF sig na ls must be directed to the
ante nna and nowh ere else .

If a transmitter is used with a se parate
power supply, install the ac-line fi lter as
close as possible to the power supply. If
the de leads between the supply and tra ns
mitter are long, a common-mo de choke
may be req uired on the dc leads.

SOM E FINAL THOU GHTS

Some radio amateurs are under the im
pression tha t nothing can be done about
interference to VCRs because of the fre 
quencies they use to record the video .
While it is true that VCRs use frequencies
in and near amateur bands, interference to
these devices ca n be controlled by the
pro per use of shielding and fil teri ng to
keep the unwant ed signals out of the VCR .

Prope r selectio n of VCR accessories can
be a fac tor in VCR interference suscep tibil
ity. Top qualit y baluns, coax cable, split-

ters, comb iners and switches help protect
VCRs from unwanted signals.

The nature of FM video recording, and
in some cases the FM audio recording, is
such that interference control techniques
used in other home enterta inment devices
like tape decks and tape players are not
appropriate for VCRs. In some cases, im
proper interference control measur es
could actually degrade VCR performan ce
or damage the unit.

Notes
1R.Goodman, Maintain ing & Repairing Video
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lications International Limited , 1985, p 23.

6Palomar Engineers, RFI Tip Shee t. See the
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GC!Thorsen. See the Suppliers Listforcon
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10FCC Rules and Regulations Part 97.307 (c).
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Telephone RFI
OVERVIEW

II
you have a telephone interference
problem, it is likely that you have
skipped immediately to this chap

ter. The cures for telephone interference
are usually fairly easy to understand and
implement, but there arc often other is
sues that need to be addressed first. Tech 
nical issues are really the second half of an
interference problem. First and foremo st
you must deal with personal and political
matters . After all, knowing all of the tech 
nical solutions will do no good if your
neighbor won't let you into the house to
try them!

The "First Steps" chapter helps you deal
with your neighbor, the "EMC Fundamen
tals" chapter explains technical principles
and terms and the troubleshooting chapter
explains how to track down interference.
Within the telephone-RFI chapter, spe
cific fundamentals about telephones and
telephone systems are covered, followed
by the specific steps to take to diagnose
and cure telephone interference.

Improvements in regulations and tech
nology have actually reduced the likeli
hood of some types of interference. Mod
ern transmitters no longer emit spurious
signals that can easily interfere with other
radio services. Cable TV has also
helped-its high signal levels and shield
ing have actually reduced the likelihood
of TVI. Unfortunately, the same regula
tory and technical factors that have helped
TVI have contributed to the likelihood of
telephone interference! Telephone-indu s
try regulations have been deregulated and
modern telephone equipment contains so
phi sticated electronic circuitry that has
more active devices and functions that can
experience interference.

What is Telephone Interference?

Telephone interference has been around
since the first time an Amateur Radio
transmitter and a telephone had the mis-

In the FCC's own words,
telephone interference is

not caused by a rules
violation by the

transmitter operator:
"Telephone interference

generally happens
because telephones are
not designed to operate
near radio transmitters

and the telephone
improperly operates as a
radio receiver." With this
in mind, most cases of
telephone interference

can be easily solved with
the proper application of
commercially available

filters.

fortune of being located too close to each
other. The result was interference-a
problem for hams and their neighbors.
Before we heat up the soldering iron or
start trying to fix telephone equipment,
let's get some perspective on the condi
tions surrounding telephone interference
and the applicable FCC regulations.

To put it all in perspecti ve, take a look
at the telephone shown in Figure 9.I . This
is what your telephone looks like to RF

Figure 9.1-This telephone is transparent
to light so we can see right through it. If
we could see what RF sees, most
telephones would look like th is!

energy. In this phone, there is no shield
ing; there is no filtering . Inside the tele
phone there are a lot of active devices
that can make this telephone very suscep
tible to RFI. However, telephone interfer
ence is like any other RFI problem-it
usually can be cured by properly applying
good troubleshooting techniques and the
proper filters to the telephone or tele
phone device.

Telephone RFI occurs when telephones
inappropriately listen to nearby radio sig
nals. Well designed telephones do not pick
up radio stations. Although it is not inten
tional, telephones can act as simple radio
receivers when components rectify (AM
detect) radio signals and produce un
wanted audio .

All radio services can experience prob
lems with telephone RFI. Amateur Radio
is only one facet of the problem. (Accord
ing to FCC statistics, Amateur Radio is a
small facet!) People living near AM
broadcast stations are familiar with inter
ference from that source. Telephone RFI
can result from any radio transmission of
sufficient power on a frequency that tele
phones can detect.

There are exceptions, but the greatest
likelihood of telephone RFI is from sig-
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nals within the 0.5 to 30-MHz range. This
results from several factors :

-Telephone components that detect RF usu
ally have a frequency cutoff somewhere
in the upper HF or lower VHF range .

-The resonances of the telephone wiring
are usually more prono unce d in the HF
range. (Even small homes can contain
hundreds of feet of telepho ne wiring.)

-The field strength of VHF and UHF sta
tions is generally weaker than that of
HF stat ions . VHFIUHF stations usually
run less power, and the attenuation of
fered by buildings and trees decreases
field strength eve n further.

Several components contribute to tele
phone RFI: Telephones and accessories that
function improperly as radio receivers
(some worse than others), telephone wiring
that functions as a radio antenna, and radio
transmitting RF sources. In some cases,
improper RF reception (audio rectification)
can occur outside telephone instruments, as
in faulty wiring, for example.

Histor y

Years ago , the telephone industry was
heavily regulated. Before "deregulation,"
all telephone equipment in the US was
owned, insta lled and maint ained by the
telepho ne company. Since the telephon e
system was the respo nsibility of the tele
phone company, there was no question
who should diag nose and cor rect interfer
ence problems. The telephone company
was clearly responsible for all phases of
the telephone system and its proper op
eration, from the main office to the cus
tomer telephone. Procedures to fix RFI
prob lems were developed in telepho ne
company laboratories and doc ume nte d
for use by fie ld-se rvice personnel. The
Bell Systems Prac tices Plant Series
Manua l (now out of print) for exam ple,
prov ided detailed information on RFI
treatment of telephones in use at the time.
Some of those procedures are still valid,
especially for older phones.

In those simpler times, it was easier to
solve telephone RFI problems . The tele
phone equipment consisted primarily of
rotary dial, electro mechanical telephones
that could be desensitized to RF with simple
bypassing methods. RFI problems in such
older telephones can still be cured by in
stalling 0.00 l -~F ceramic-disc capacitors
across the carbon microphone elements.

The telephone company produced filters
that could be installed at the customer's
home, although they were more effective
at broadcast band frequencies than the
ham bands. In stubborn cases, the tele
phone company provided replacement
phones with RF-resistant transmission net
works or used shielded twisted pairs for the
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line-drop and house wiring.

The Present Status
Unfortunately, these "golden days,"

like most golden days, are over. Hams and
their neig hbors usually have to find their
own solutions to telephone RFI problems.
Now, in most cases, the phone company
no longer owns the telephones or the wir
ing in your home- you do. Because you
own it, you are responsible for main te
nance. (Some telephone companies have
provisions for "inside wire maintenance"
where, for a month ly fee, they agree to
maintain the wiring in your home .) You
are now responsible for tele phone
equipment that, not all that long ago, you
weren't even allowed to touch!

RESPONSIBILITIES

The first step to solving a telephone in
terference proble m is for all involved to
understand the issue of responsibi lity.
Most cases of interference can be reso lved
only if all invo lved parties address their
responsibilities fair ly.

The Radio Operator

It may be natural for some to assume
that the transmitter operator is responsible
for the interference (We have all heard, " It
only happens when you use that transmit
ter!"- Ed.), but telephone interference is
not caused by any rules violations by the
transmitter operator (high power 11 meter
operation is one notable exception, but the
interference that results is exactly the
same as would occur from legal 10 meter
operation by a licensed ham).

FCC regulations require that amateur
transmitters not emit spurious signals that
interfere with other radio services . This is
the sole regulatory responsibility of the
radio opera tor. This does n' t apply in the
case of interfe rence to nonradio devi ces;
the FCC's own material is pretty c1ear
telephone interference is caused by inad
equacies in the telephone equipment, not
the transmitter. From a regulatory point of
view, this is all fine and good, but the
neighbors of hams are not apt to under 
stand this subtle point! It can cer tainly be
a neig hborly ges ture for you to help your
neighbor understand telephone interfer
ence and help your neighbor locate a solu
tion . In most cases, this will involve help
ing your neighbor select the proper
te lephone filters and understand the
simple instructions that come with them .
Although the FCC doesn't require you to
help, they certainly hope that the public
service of Amateur Radio will be extended
to a local neighborhood situation.

It is poss ible, however, to carry this too
far ! It is not usually a good idea for you to
do repairs on your neighbors' equipment

Phone Modifications
What about home-brew RFI

treatments inside a phone? There
are several good reasons for owners
to avoid such modifications:

Many new telephones are mass
produced as "throwaways" that are
not easily disassembled. Others
permit partial access, but the "guts"
are encapsulated or extremely
difficult to reach.

By law, only registered telephone
refurbishers may repair or modify
phones in ways that affect telephone
operat ing characteristics or require
ments for FCC registration.

Anti-RFI techniques used on older
phones may not work. Internal
measures such as bypass capacitors
may adverse ly affect modern
telephone operation.

External RF filtering works nearly
as well as internal modifioations.
This is an alternative to replacing or
modifying most telephones. Ferrite
core chokes can eliminate RF
current on the wiring before it
reaches the phone, or at least
decrease the current to an insignifi
cant level.

It is best to simply avoid internal
modif ications to telephones. Internal
modifications should only be
performed by registered telephone
service personnel.

or telephone lines. In most cases, it is not
legal for you to work on your neighbors'
telepho nes or home wiring. You could also
be held liable for any problems your neigh
bors ever have with their phones or phone
system. In all RFI cases , you should be
a locator of solutions, not a provider of
solutions .

You' ll some times find that a manufac 
turer or utility company is willing to
address an interference problem responsi
bly, but lacks the experience and training
necessary to apply the correc t solutions.
You may need to apply your skills (and
those of your ARRL Section Technical
Coordinator or local club RFI committee)
to help their personnel understand the
tech nical issues.

Perso nal Diplomacy Overv iew

The subject of the interpersonal aspects
ofRFI is covered in the "First Steps" chap
ter. This is must reading for the ham with
an RFI problem! Do ensure that things get
started on the right foot. Your neighbor
won 't understand the complex ities ofRFI
causes and cures. Be prepared to do a good
job explaining things in nontechnical
terms. The ARRL and the Consumer Elec
tronic Manufac turers Assoc iation jo intly



publish a pamphlet designed to exp lain
interference to your neighbor. The text of
this pamphlet has been reproduced in Ap
pendix D, although an actu al copy of the
pamphlet is usually more effective with
your neighbor. A copy can be obtained by
sending a self-addressed, stamped enve 
lope to the ARRL Tec hnical Department
Secretary at ARRL Headquarters.

Once you get your neighbor to under
stand that telep hone interference can't be
cured by making changes to your stat ion,
you can become the neighborhood "good
guy" by locating cures for the interfer
ence , even though it is not directly your
fault. Your neig hbor mayor may not be
lieve your explanations, but if you are
willing to help anyway, that is often
enough for good neig hborly relations to
take over where techni cal misunderstand
ings might otherwise get in the way .

Remember. tOQ. theadage to keep your
own house in order. You shoul d first en
sure that there are no interference prob
lems in your own home. There are several
good reasons to start in your own home. If
you own your telephone wiring, you have
the flexi bility to try differen t trou ble
shooting steps easily .

There 's another good reason to sta rt
with your own house: You'll be able to
demonstrate that RFI cures are not only
effective, they cause no harm to the
telephone 's proper operation. It is a pow
erfu l diplomatic tool to tell your neighbor
that you are sorry they can' t use their tele
phones while you are on the air, but they
can come over to your house and use your
telephones while you are on the air ! That
usuall y helps the m understand quickly
that the problem must be on their end .

G. TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT INTERFERENCE:

Telephone interference generally happens because telephones are
not designed to operate near rad io transmitters and the telephone
improperly operates as a radio receiver.

You may conta ct the nearest FCC Office an d request FOB Bulletin No.
10, "Telephone Interference" . You may also try the fo llow ing .

1. Contact the telephone company if you are using a leased phone
The telephone company may have responsibility for correcting inter
fe rence to their leased phones.

2. Disconnect a ll of your te lephones and accessories such as answer
ing machines and ta ke them to one telephone jack. Connect each
instrume nt, one at a time, and listen fo r the interference. If you hear
the interference through only one te lephone, the interference isbeing
generated in that unit .

3. Insta ll a filter on the telephone line cord at the end nearest the
te lephone and/or at the telephone handset cord.

Filters are very selective. (See Section IV.) They must be designed for
the type of inte rference you are experiencing or they will not work. For
example, if your phone is rea cting to an Amateur or CB radio transmit
ter, install a filter designed for that pu rpose. FM Broadcast inte rference
requ ires a filte r designed to reject FM broadcast stations . AM broad
cast interference requi res a filter designed to reject AM broadcast
stations, etc.

4. Filter the incoming telephone line with ferrite beads and snap
together ferrite cores. You may need to exper iment to find the best
style of bead or core and the best loc ation on the cord .

5. If you cannot eliminate the interference using the above tech
niques, you should cons ider purchasing a interference free te lephone
which has been specifically designed to be immune to interference.

Cordless telephones use rad io frequencies and have no FCC protec
tion from interference. If you are receiving nearby transmissionson a
cordless phone you r on ly recourse is to contact the manufacturer for
assistance . The remedies above will not be of any use.

Figure 9.2-This page, reproduced from the FCC's Bulletin CIB-10 on telephone
interference makes it clear that telephone interference is not caused by a violation
of FCC ru les.

The Role of the FCC

The FCC regu lates rad io transmitters.
The Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC) (http ://www.fee.gov/)
does n't have any spec ific rules that gov
ern interference to telep hones . This is
because telephones are not rad io dev ices
and, as such, are not supposed to pick up
radio signals. Altho ugh they also regulate
telephones (through Part 68 of the FCC
rules), the FCC does not require that tele 
phones have any interference protection.
Radio transmitters do not transmit the au
dio signals that telephones use, so there
are no applicable rule s that govern radio
transmitters interfering with telep hones.

This means that when telephone RFI
occurs, there is nothing for the FCC to
enforce! The FCC rightfully believe s that
telephone interference is a matter to be
resolved by the telephone equipment
manufacturers as a customer service is
sue . Nonetheless, the FCC realizes it will
con tinue to receive inq uir ies from the

public about tele phone RFI. They offer
help to transmitter ope rators and consum
ers, primari ly as an authoritative informa
tion source on self-help cures . The FCC
Complia nce and Info rmation Bur eau
(CIB) has created a publication, "Interfer
ence to Home Elec tronic Entertainment
Equipment Handbook-May 1995 edi
tion." This was released as Bull etin CIB
2. A copy can be dow nloaded from the
FCC Web page (at http ://www.fee.gov/
cib/Publieations/tvibook.html). CIB has
also writte n a bullet in specifically on tele 
phone interference "What To Do If You
Hear Radio Com mun ications on Your
Telephone," released as Bullet in CIB-IO.
A copy can be down loaded from the FCC
Web page (at http://www.fee.gov/cib/
Publieations/phone.html). These bulle 
tins have bee n reproduced in Appe ndixes
Band C. See Figure 9.2, whic h reproduces
the first page of CIB- IO.

Over the past several year s, the FCC has
made tremend ous strides in creating unbi-

ased, factual infor mation about all types
of interference problems, especially inter
ference to nonradio devices such as tele 
phones. The FCC clearly explains that the
burden of reso lution of telephone interfer
ence prob lems is not upon the tra nsmitter
operator, but with the manufacturer of the
affe cted teleph one inst rument ! Hams
knew this all along, but in the pas t, the
FCC offered scant material on the topic.
Thanks to a major effort a few years ago
by a national team of FCC staff, FCC
material on interfere nce is useful and com
plete. The ARR L was pleased to serve as
a consultant to the FCC as this informa
tion was being develop ed.

The FCC encourages telephone manu
facturers to consider RFI susceptibility in
the design of their equipment. The Com
mission also encourages manufac turers to
help customers resolve interference prob
lems that occur after the telephones have
been purc hased. This encouragement is
cont inued in the ir bulletins, which contain
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a sample letter that con sume rs can write
to telephone manufacturers, and a list of
addresse s and telephone numbers. They
also encourage hams and their neighbors
to work together toward find ing solutions
to telephone interference problems.

Telephone Manufacturer
Responsibilitie~

This is where the process often breaks
down. Although the FCC points to the
telephone company manufacturers as the
root source of telephone interference
problems and solutions, there are no regu
lations that require them to help their cus
tomers. Some manufacturers and import
ers design telephones with susceptibility
in mind . TCE Labs and Pro Distributors
both offer telephones that are "guaranteed
to eliminate RFI or your money back,"
although these telephones lack many
popular features. Radio Shack is also
known to consider susceptibility when
they qualify manufacturers for their prod
uct line-their test procedures for tele
phones include several that measure sus
cep tibility. (It is not surprising that the
ARRL Lab has received numerous reports
over the year s praising the immunity of
Radio Shack telephone products.)

Companies like these, however, are still
the exception. From reports received by
the ARRL Lab, many manufacturers do
not deal prop erly with con sumers who re
port problems with their telephones. In
some cases, customer service personnel
tell the con sumer that the transmitter op
erator is running illegal power and that
the consumer should contact the FCC!

This add s to the frustration of the
people whose telephones are not work
ing, adding fuel to an already hotly burn
ing fire . This often puts the social burden
back on the ham again . The neighbors of
ham s may not realize it at first, but the
local amateur who has acce ss to the infor
mation in thi s book and possible local
technical advice, probably represents the
best source of help to find a solution to an
interference problem! The ham is cer
tainly the closest source of help .

The manufacturer is responsible for the
proper operation and repair of the telephone.
The ARRL and FCC both encourage all
people who have an interfe rence problem to
contact the manufacturer of the susceptible
device. The Consumer Electronics Manu
facturers Association, an arm of the Elec
tronic Industries Alliance, can often help
you locate a manufacturer. (See the
Resources chapter for contact information.)
Contactin g the manufacturer helps ensure
that the manufa cturers and their national
association are aware of the interference
problem s their customers are experiencing.
Remember: Interference that isn't reported
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officially doesn't exist!
Some manufacturers do give exce llent

customer service and a few supply filters
free of charge. We' ve even heard a few
reports of major telephone manufacturers
giving refunds for defective telephones .

Telephone Utility Responsibilities

The redefined role of the telephon e com
pany (now broken up into many local, re
gional or national service provider s) makes
telephone RFI a problem some companie s
choose not to confront. In most cases, the
telephone company is responsible for the
proper operati on of the telephone system
only up to the point where the telephone wire
is connected to the subscriber's home. The
wire, whether overhead or underground. and
the connection point at the house, are usually
referred to as the "drop."

Although telephone-line amplifiers or
other electronic equi pment may also be the
root cause of the problem, it' s best to leave
the telephone company equipment to their
experts. There are important safety and
reli ability issues related to the maint e
nance of the lines and equ ipment that are
the so le responsibili ty of the telephone
company.

Even with the help of teleph one com
pany professionals, there's no guarantee
of a cure for interference. The days of ex
tensive laboratory testing and documenta
tion of RFI remedies for company-owned
home telephone systems are over. You
may have notic ed that little new indu stry
supplied telephone-interference informa
tion has become ava ilable to amateurs
since deregulation . It ' s a good bet that
your local telephone service department
hasn't read anything new either! When
repa ir personnel use outdated procedures
on contemporary interference problems,
RFI problems are usually not cured.

Customer service policies vary widely,
so you need to ask your local telephone
comp any what they can and will do to help
you with an RFI problem. If assistance is
ava ilab le, be sure to ask what it will cost.
Telephone comp anies usuall y charge for
service to customer-owned wiring or tele 
phon es. Interference investigations can
fall into the same billing category as re
pair service. If you and your neighbor are
discu ssing calling in your telephone com
pany, make sure you and your neighbo r
understand how the telephone company is
goi ng to be paid.

Consumer Responsibilities

Consumers have responsibilities, too.
The FCC has put a lot of effort into the
factual information that is designed to help
consumers understand the issue s sur
rounding telephone RFI and to proceed
correctly toward locating a cure . Consum-

ers should educate them selves by reading
the FCC' s information and following the
FCC ' s advice. A consumer who refu ses
to discuss the problem or who demands
that the tran smitter operator correct the
problem at the radio station is not doing
his or her part toward finding a solution.
Although some type s of interference can
be the direct fault (and responsibility!) of
the radio operator, interference to non
radio devices such as telephones is caused
by inadequacies in the design of the tele
phone equipment. Telephone RFI can
generally only be fixed by applying the ap
propriate cure s at the telephone end.

Costs

Telephone companies often charge to
come out and repair wiring . Repairing
con sumer electronic equipment usually
isn't free, and telephone RFI filters require
a bit of wallet digging, too! These issues
should be discu ssed up front, before filters
are ordered or that call is made to the ser
vice department. You are not responsible
for purchasing filters or repairing defects
in your neighbor' s house wiring. If you
want to be neighborly and buy a filter for
a neighbor, that's your choice. However,
doing so may set a precedent. If you live in
an apartment building where there are hun
dreds of telephones to contend with, you
may have to re-evaluate your generosity!

A TYPICAL TELEPHONE
INSTALLATION

Figure 9.3 show s a typical residential
telephone wiring system. Since deregula
tion of the telephone companies, telephone
wiring is often installed by contractors.
While there are many competent qua lified
contractors, they do not have the same
level of support of dedicated labs and en
gineers as before deregulation.

The Service Entrance

The service entrance is also referred to
as an interface or connector block. From
this point, telephone wiring is distributed
outw ard to the phone jacks, usually in one
of two wiring con figurations : straight
cabl e runs (parall el wiring) or loop series.

Wirillg Styles-Straight Cable Runs

Parallel wiring (Figure 9.3A) uses a
separate cable run to feed each jack in the
house . The wiring style can be identified
by look ing at the service-entry connec
tion s. When the number of used wire pairs
leaving the service entrance equ als the
numb er of phone jacks in the house, the
house is parall el wired.

Wirillg Styles-Loop Series

Loop series wiring (Figure 9.3B) is the
method usually used to wire residential
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Figure 9.3-Residential telephone systems usuall y depend on strai ght cable runs (A) or loop serie s wiring (8) for phone
interconnection. The owner's system connects to the telephone company via the pole-to-house drop (which may run
underground in some installations); a ground, fused protector minimized lightning damage to the house wiring and
telephones. The terminal block where the wires actua lly enter the house is called the "service entry ." This drawing shows
possible locations for the RF filters discussed in the text . Tip and ring are telephone-industry nomenclature for the talk
circu it wires, which date back to the days when telephone operators used phone-plug patch cords for call routing .

homes, A sing le wire pair connec ts the
service ent ranc e to the nearest phone jack
and cont inues to each of the system jacks.
Except for the most distant jack (where
the wires term inate), the cabl e ent ers and
leaves each jack location .

Some homes, especially where custo m
ers have done thei r own wiring, will use a
combination of wir ing methods. In gen
era l, there is little diffe rence in RFI poten
tial between the two methods.

Resonance
No matter which wiri ng style is used,

the house and street teleph one wiring is a
large long-wire ant enn a. When a local
transmitter is in use, the wiring will pick
up RF energy (usually com mon- mode
see the EMC fund amentals chapter). The
telephone wiring will then conduct the RF
signal to the telephones or telephone de
vices, which, if they are susceptible, will
create telephone interference. The wiring
resonance is usually more pronounced on
the lower HF band s, so it is possibl e to
have interference only on 160 through 40
meters, with the higher bands being less
troubl esom e.

Yo u may need to break up the reso 
nances in the telephone wiring. Several
manufacturers sell "wi red" telephone RFI
fi lters that can be installed at strategic
points to detu ne the reso nances. This is
similar to the effect of using insulators to
break up the guy wires on a towe r to pre
vent them from reso nating at amateur fre
que ncies . Figure 9.8B shows an example
of a filter that can be easily attached to the
telephone wiri ng system.

There may be several reasons why your
sophistica ted telephone is particularly
susceptible to inter fere nce from one par
tic ular band . Internal resonances in the
telephone circuitry may allow more en
erg y on that one band to reach the suscep -

tible component inside the telephone . In
this case , however, it' s more like ly that the
telep hone wiring in your home is resonant
on that band. The telephone wiring, its as
soci ated grou nds and any other equipment
connected to the system form a large an
tenna. Like any ante nna, this system has
high and low impedance points. If the tele
phone happens to be located at one of these
nodes (either high or low impedance ) it
may be subject to quit e a bit of RF energy.

Wiring Types and Color Codes
Much of the telephone wiri ng found in

homes is not very good from an RFI point
of view . Flat ribbon cab le is com monly
being used in new con struction; it is not
twisted and is not very well balanced . RFI
and crosstalk are comm on problems .

Most telephone wiring found in residen
tial homes consists of two pairs of wires run
to each telephonejack. In most cases, the red
and green are used for single-line tele
phones. The yellow and black wires are re
served for a second line or for auxiliary uses.
Rare ly, these wires are actua l "twi sted
pairs"; untwisted wiring is much more com
mon, even in installations done by the tele
phone company. Untwisted wires can be
found in either a flat ribboncable or the more
or less round wiring shown in Figure 9.4B.
Such cable is not as good as a twisted pair for
RFI control. It is prone to interference when
subjected to radio signals.

The telephone companies generally have
access to better telephon e wiring . Category
3, or better yet, Category 5 telephone wiring
can make a big difference in RFI cases. If
you have a telephone interference problem
that seems to be stemming from RF being
everywhere, and it doesn't respond well to
the usual cures, cons ider having the tele
phone company supply Category 5 wiring
and rewire the house .

Shiel ded telephone wiring can help re-

- .---_....«r:--
(A)

(8 )

Figure 9.4-Flat telephone cable (8) is
rapidly replac ing the traditional twisted
pair (A) in residential installations.

duce RFI pro blems by minimizing the
amount of RF energy con ducted to tele
phones. The wiring will pick up most of
the energy on the shield, which is ground
ed to hel p shunt the unwa nted energ y to
gro und instead of to the telephone. Unfor
tunately, this wir ing is expensive so it is
rarely found in res idential homes. It can
usually be insta lled by the tele phone com
panies , but it can be expensive to retrofit
an exi sting home .

The Twisted Pair-Built- in
Interference Rejection

Aside from technica lly advanced tele
phonesand the switching equipment, the rest
of the system might be described as "low
tech ." Telephone engineers, nonetheless,
have established some brilliant design crite
ria and industry standards for basic tele
phone systems. Many of these design con
ventions have been incorporated to
minimize noise pickup . Naturally, this also
helps with respect to interference rejection.

Conside r the telephone cabl e itself
commonly referred to as the "pair" or
"twisted pair. " Twisting the wires results
in nearly complete canc ella tion of induced
differenti al-mode signals. (A common
mode signal may be induced on the pair,
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but such signals are easi ly removed by
common-mode chokes.) When a twisted
pair is combined with the common-mode
rejection inherent in old-style telephones
(because all of their circuits are balanced),
external signals are effectively rejected.
Thi s rejection of external electromagnetic
fields is significant because tel ephone
wiring is often ins talled near electrical
wiring, motors and so on.

Twisted-pair phone systems with old
telephones can pass through noisy env i
ronments and still remain quiet and inter
fere nce free . This benefit is lost if the twist
in a phone wire is phys ically or elec tri
cally eliminated by damage, unbalance or
installation of non-twisted wire. The ben 
efit is also lost if the telephone respo nds
significantly to common-mode signals, as
do many modern devices.

System Unbalance

Telephone systems use balanced trans
mission lines to transfer aud io and control
signals efficiently over long distances.
When a condition in a telephone installa
tion upsets critica l system balance, the
unbalanced system is more susceptible to
RFI problems.

Many differe nt things can result in system
unbalance. Defects in the telephone devices
connected to the line can unbalance the en
tire system. Other causes of unbalance in
clude permanent or intermittent connection
of a ground or unused cable wire to one side
of the pair. Such connections can be caused
by wiring errors, wire -insul ation break
down, staples driven through a telephone
cable or poor connections at joints or termi
nations. All of these problem s can be found
in customer-installed wiring, although it is
not impossib le to find them in work done by
the telephone installers .

are discussed in detail in the EMC Funda
mentals chapter.

If the phone wiring and system is well
balanced, the pickup will be almost entirely
common mode. If, however, there is any
unbalance, the pickup on each wire on the
pair will not be identical in amplitude and
phase.This will result in adifferential -mode
RF signal being present on that pair, in ad
dition to the common-mode signal. Most
telephone interference is caused by a com
mon-mode signal and can be cured with a
common -mode choke . Most telephone
filters are common-mode chokes, consist
ing of a number of turns of wire on a small
piece of suitable ferrite materia l.

Unused Pairs Should be
Gro unded

Good telephone wiring prac tice calls
for all unused conductors inside active
cables to be grounded. This is done at the
service entrance. Simply attach all
unterminated wires to the system ground
at the service entrance. This can often re
duce the RF pickup substantially.

The Lightning Arrestor

Telephone service enter s a house at a
grounded, fused lightning arrestor located
outside at the house end of the telephone
company drop. Years of exposure to weather
or moisture can cause corros ion or discol
oration (onset of corrosion) of wires, junc 
tion boxes or components inside the light
ning protector housing . If the arrestor is
accessi ble, a good visual inspection may
reveal potential problems . Lightning arres
tors, especially those that have done their
job a few times, can become nonlinear, act
ing like a diode, rectifying any RF energy
present on the phone lines Gust like the crys-

tal radios many hams built in their early
years) .Ifyou discover that a lightning arres
tor is creating RFI, the fact that it' s rectify
ing RF is one indication that it needed to be
replaced anyway! Modem arrestors are less
prone to RFI problems than older ones.

The Telephone Ground

Correctly installed telephon e sys tems
use the ir own ground rod (which should
be tied to the power company safety
ground) or are tied direct ly to the power
safety ground rod . In the past , it was com
mon practice to tie the telephone ground
to a cold water pipe, either at the protector
or insid e the service entr y. In fact , the tele
phone ground is usually a safety ground
for the lightning arre stor onl y.

There have been some installations
where the telephone ground is tied to a
cold water pipe at one end of the home,
and the water pipe is then tied to the power
safety ground at the other end of the house.
This very bad practice creates a larg e
ground loop . Such ground loops may be in
violation of local electrical codes , may
pose a lighting hazard and are more sus
ceptible to interference than a proper in
stallation. (Not all copper water pipes in
home s are connected to earth ground.
Some plumb ing insta llations mix copper
and various plastic pipe s.)

Ifyousee evidence of an improper ground
installation or a problem at the protector,
contact the telephone company repair de
partment. Local phone companies generally
correct these installation problems without
charge . If you're unsure who pays for a par
ticular phone-system repair, ask first.

Correcting Wiring Problems

Most of the time , telephone wiring doe s

Figure 9.5 - Telephone wiring usually picks up nearby RF in the common mode (A).
System unbalances, however, can result in a strong differential-mode pickup (8).

.. Common - Mode

RF Pickup

As mentioned earlier, telephone wiring
is a longwire-type antenna. Thi s pickup is
usually the root cause of telephone inter
ference-most telephone dev ices do not
pick up much RF energy directly.

When a nearby transmitter is on the air,
all nearby conductors will pick up the trans
mitted RF. In the case of telephone wiring,
this signal is usually picked upas acommon
mode signal. This means the signal will be
picked up by all of the wires on the tele
phone line in phase, with all the wires acting
as if they were one wire. A good way to look
at this is that the common-mode signal is the
signal picked up on the phone wiring, as
opposed to a differentia l-mode signal, which
comes down on one wire and returns on the
other. A differential-mode signal can be
thought of as being inside the phone wire,
just like the desired telephon e signal. Both
types of signals are shown in Figure 9.5, and
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Cordless Telephones
Cordless telep hones use radio frequencies . They are

actually small two-way radio systems. There is often
little front-end filtering , making them very susceptible to
overload by nearby radio signals . As with any two-way
radio, they are susceptible to interference from nearby
radio transmitters, including other cordless phones.

Cordless telephones are operated under Part 15 of
the FCC regulations. A cordless telephone is an
unlicensed transceiver that shares the spectrum with
other users and services on a non-interference basis.
The FCC does not intend Part 15 devices to be pro
tected from interference.

Part 15 devices are required to carry a label indicat
ing that: Part 15 devices must not cause any interfer
ence to other services and Part 15 devices must accept
any interference that is caused to them.

The owner of a cordless telephone may be unhappy
about any interference problems that may occur, but
the law is clear about the whole matter. The owner
should contact the telephone manufacturer for assis
tance . Some manufacturers may help.

Cord less telephones come in many styles and have
several different features. The oldest cordless tele
phones , operating under an FCC waiver, use frequen
cies between the upper end of the AM broadcast band
and the 160-meter amateur band. They are very
susceptible to RFI from HF operations and also cause
harmon ic interference to amateurs.

Most cordless phones use frequencies near 49 MHz.
These devices are somewhat immune to interference
from HF operation, especially from the lower HF range.
They are only moderately immune to interference from
the upper HF range. They provide poor immunity to
interference from 6-meter operation! It is virtually impos
sible to eliminate 6-meter interference to a 49-MHz
cordless phone; the frequencies are closer together.

The newest cordless phones are digital and operate
in the 900 MHz band . These devices are often immune
to most interference, although a UHF amateur transmit
ter is apt to cause them some problems .

Cordless telephones often include other features. For
example, some are two-line phones, some include
automatic answering machines, intercom systems,
hands-free speakerphones, three-party conference
features, memory features and so on. Such additional
features are subject to RFI.

Cordless telephones can interfere with other cordless
telephones when operated on the same frequency.

The illustration shows a block diagram of a typical
cordless telephone system .

CORDLESS RFI CURES
Other than 50-MHz overload of a 49-MHz cordless

phone, the most common source of interference to
cordless phones is through the telephone wiring . The
unwanted RF is almost always a common-mode signal.
It doesn't always work, but you can try to solve this
problem in the usual way-install a telephone RFI filter
in the telephone line that connects to the modular jack
on the maste r station .

This often solved the interference problem . If it does
not help, leave the filter installed and proceed to the
next step .

To Modulor
Telephone Jock

\

The Power Supply
Master stations operate from the ac line, and

common-mode RF signals can enter via that route .
The power supplies contain rectifiers, which are
possible sources of audio-rectification interference.

The power-supply lead is often about 7 feet long,
and it may be resonant on 10 meters. If there is any
excess length , wrap it in a small loop, which is less
likely to act as a good antenna. If the trouble persists,
install a common-mode choke where the power cord
connects to the master station. Wind 10 to 20 turns of
the power-lead wire on a (no. 43 material) ferrite toroid
or rod. This should solve the problem. Some people
have eliminated RFI by installing a brute -force ac-line
filter at the ac outlet and a telephone RFI filter at the
device . The chapter on electrical interference shows
an appropriate ac-line filter.

Direct Radiation Pickup
Both the master station and the cordless unit may

be subject to direct radiation pickup (especially if the
unit is close to a transmitting antenna other than its
mate). If the unit contains an audio amplifier, that can
also pick up RF. Direct radiation pickup is difficult to
solve, but sometimes the master station can be
relocated to another area of the home (as far away
from the other transmitter as possible) . If this does not
solve the pickup problem, contact the manufacturer for
a remedy.

The Cordless Handset
The cordless-telephone handset of 49-MHz units is

not often a problem. Older units (on 1.8 MHz) may
have more problems . Problematic older systems
should be replaced with newer equipment.

Other
Cordless telephones can have other problems that

might be confused with actual interference. When the
batteries are low range is reduced, audio sounds
distorted, and the phone is more susceptible to
interference. A broken antenna reduces the range and
produces "scratchy" audio . This also occurs when the
handset is operated too far from the base station .
-John Norback, W6KFV
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not contribute to telephone RFI problems
directly . But don't overlook the installa
tion as a possible source of trouble, espe
cially in cases that seem difficult to solve.

In some cases , you will be lucky-the
telephone wiring is easily accessible and
can be easil y inspected. In other cases, the
wiring may be hidden behind wall s. In ei
ther case, do the best reasonable job in
specting the wiring for problems.

Look for obvious problems. A careful
inspection of the wiring may reveal the
problem. Year s of exposure and moisture
in damp basements, wall s or crawl spaces
takes its toll. Splices are rarely soldered in
residential wiring and it is quite possible
that twisted connections can become cor
roded . Be suspicious of splices that are
corroded or badly discolored. Corroded
copper is most often greenish or bluish.
Corrosion can often be nonlinear, result
ing in diode detection and audio rectifica
tion . Metal corrosion can form a fairly ef
ficient diode, especially if dissimilar
metal s make contact. Loose or corroded
splices can also be noisy , creating annoy
ance that is sometimes confused with RFI.

In many cases, homeowners have in
stalled their own telephone wiring, often
using substandard wiring . If you find sec
tions of telephone wiring made from two
conductor zip cord, 300-ohm television
twin lead, or some other mystery cable,
replace it with standard twisted-pair wire .
Radio Shack, among others, sells several
types of telephone wire . The best tele
phone wiring systems use twisted-pair,
balanced wiring to minimize pickup of
external electromagnetic fields .

Installation problems can also cause
system unbalance. If one of the two wires
in a pair is shorted to another conductor,
such as a plumbing pipe, the system can
become badly unbalanced. The phones
may continue to work, but the line may be
noisy, subject to crosstalk and extraordi
nary amounts of RF pickup.

If the telephone wiring looks jury-rigged,
held together with baling wire and chewing
gum, chances are good that installation
problems are contributing to the RFI prob-

Figure 9.6-This is the equivalent
schematic of the part of a telephone
that is the root cause of interference
problems. Every semiconductor
junction inside a telephone can act
as a diode detector, turning RF into
audio. A single Ie can have millions
of semiconductors, each of which can
act like a diode detector. It only takes
one diode to cause interference!
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lem. Correct any installation problems found
during this overall inspection.

If there are problem s in a neighbor's
telephone wiring system, however, you'll
probably want to call a professional (often
your local telephone company) to do the
actual repairs. By performing repairs on a
neighbor ' s wiring, you may be held liable
for any problems that occur-even if the
problem is with his toaster. If you lack expe
rience, you may want to hire local experts for
your own wiring, too. Before you start
troubleshooting your system, check local
regulations . There may be state or local re
quirements that must be met.

TELEPHONE DEVICES

Tod ay's new generation of electronic
telephone equipment is remarkably so
phisticated. With a host of special features,
new phones have made obsolete the less
glamorous (but much less interference
prone) instruments made in the past.
(These simple telephones are often called
POTs in the industry-"plain old tele
phones.") Unfortunately, as is all too com
mon in consumer electronics, these new
devices are a recipe for problems-lots of
sophisticated electronics to run all the
bells and whistles, but little or no internal
protection against RFI.

Two type s of telephones seem to be most
susceptible: the inexpensive ones that have
virtually no shielding or filtering , and the
expen sive ones that have many solid-state
devices rectifying RF signals. Of course,
telephones that fall between these two cat 
egories can have problems, too.

Electronic telephones offer many con
venience features like DTMF pads , dis 
plays, memo ries, clocks, calendars, elec 
tronic ringers, audio amplifiers and so on.
Such added features mean additional cir
cuitry . Modern phones contain ample com
ponents to build several basic radio recei v
ers! Ironically, a phone that costs more
may be more difficult to provide with RFI
immunity. Higher cost often indicates a
greater number of special features using
numerous diodes, tran sistors and inte
grated circuits. Figure 9.6 shows the ulti
mate result-each semiconductor junction
in a telephone can function as a simple
diode detector and turn RF into audio.

Most telephones for the US market are
now built overseas. A few years ago,
ARRL Lab Supervisor Ed Hare, WIRFI,
purcha sed an inexpensive desk telephone
that had only a manufacturer name and an
FCC identification number. If there were
an RFI problem with this telephone, there
would be no easy way to contact the manu
facturer for assistance. The FCC can sup
ply manufacturer information from their
files about registered ID numbers . If you
supply the FCC with the ID number, they

can give you information about the manu
facturer or US distributor. Write to
Federal Communications Commission,
Manager Part 68 Rules, Room 235, 2000
M St, NW, Washington, DC 20554, tel
202-418 -2343.

Modern telephone equipment can be
quite sensitive to RF signals or field s.
When a telephone that is not affected by
RF energy is replaced with a different tele 
phone that is susceptible to RF, telephone
RFI can result where none existed. Or,
previously insignificant interference lev
els may become significant.

Faulty Telephone Equipment or
Installation

Telephone systems can continue to op
erate despite defects in the telephone wir
ing-or installation errors made recently
or decades ago. (Telephones with internal
component failures can also continue to
operate.) If the twisted pair is not broken,
the telephone will usually function nor
mally , except for some noise . A telephone
user may never notice deficiencies that in
crease interference susceptibility.

As a result, interference can be more
severe at one location than another when
both are exposed to the same RF field .
For example, RFI might be worse at a
neighbor's house than at a ham's-even
though the antenna is closer to the ham!
The neighbor could have a number of wir
ing and installation problems, and the
phones still work , but still have telephone
RFI when the ham transmits. Unfortu
nately, this sometimes leads to the errone
ous conclusion that the amateur is at fault.

Direct Pickup

Although most of the time it is the tele
phone wiring that picks up the RF energy, it
is possible for components in the telephone
system to demodulate the RF energy pro
duced by a radio transmitter. Some tele
phones and accessories are so sensitive that
they produce audible interference even when
on-hook or disconnected from the telephone
lines. If equipment demodulates RF (audio
is heard from the earpiece or speaker) when
hung up, it may be:

-Defective. The voice circuits are not dis
connected from the line when on hook .
Repair or replace the instrument.

«Directly pi cking up RF (see Figure 9.1).
Little can be done to remedy thi s. A
shielded enclo sure and telephone RFI
filters should help , but an enclosure may
be impractical. Replace the instrument
with one that does not detect RF fields
directly .

»Picking up RFfrom the ac line (if the in
strument is ac powered). An ac-line fil
ter should help.



Figure 9.7-Magnetic induction can couple signals into the telephone line.
Separate the phone and the magnetic-field source to eliminate the problem.

Some consumer devices are so suscep
tible they can 't be filtered externally. If
the manufactur er is unable to help, the best
solution might be to give the telephone to
someone who lives far away from your
tran smitt er and purchase an RFI-resistant
telephone to replace it !

Bad Hookswitch

A hook switch is located inside of all
telephones. If it is working properly, it
disconnects the telephone from the line
when the user hangs up the phone. When
the handset is on-hook (hung up), switches
are supposed to disconnect the voice cir
cuit s from both sides of the wire pair. This
completely remov es the telephone trans
mission network and handset from the sys
tem. By design, a telephone that is hung
up leaves only the ringer acros s the line . If
one of the cradle switches fails and the
telephone remain s connected to one side
of the pair, watch out! (This is not com
mon, but it can happen.) If the failure is
such that the hook switch disconnects only
one of the two wires in the pair, this can
unbalance the system by leaving many
feet of wire connected to one side of the
pair. Thi s can cause RFI without disabling
the telephone.

It 's a coincidence, but Murphy's law is
always working in Amateur Radio : Popu
lar telephone cord length s come very close
to resonant antennas for ham bands be
tween 10 and 20 meters! The extra wire
will be an antenna, picking up a strong
signal, in both the common and differen
tial mode . Most telephones use a 12-ft
coiled cord for the handset. If one of the
switches fail s to open , this leaves 24 feet
of wire connected to one side of the line.
This unbalances the system and leave s
RF-sen sitive components in the telephone
connected to the line! The telephone may
detect RF when it is hung up and put the
rectified audio on the line . The audio then
appears throughout the entire installation.

Further, the telephone could operate
properly when the handset is lifted off the
cradle (off-hook). Therefore, it is of no
value to pick up the phone and listen for
this source of interference while trouble
shooting.

Dirty Contacts

Dirty hookswitche s or dirty micro 
phone contacts cause noise that is often
interpreted as interference. The noise
sounds like static or a hissing/frying
soun d. It is most bothersome in humid
areas. The cure is to clean the contacts.

Magnetic Induction

Audio-frequency electromagnetic
fields can couple into telephone lines or
equipment by magnetic induction (see

Figure 9.7). The most common magnetic
field sources are the house ac wiring or
transformers inside electrical equipm ent.
The best cure is to physically separate the
phone line and field source.

What To Listen For

Anyone with a "trained ear" (anyone
who can pull a weak DX signal out of the
"mud" on an Amateur Radio receiver) can
hear symptoms of straight-line induction
in telephone circuits. Induced power sig
nals, for example, are often heard when
the amateur station is not even switched
on. Such signals in the telephone system
will sound like a hum or sometimes a
"pop " accompanying current inrush to an
applian ce.

If the ac circuit feeding a transmitter
induces current on the pair, load variations
can modulate the induced signal. This can
make it appear that the interference is a
result of the transmit ted signal.

Determine whether the interference is a
result of the transmitted signal by connect
ing the transmi tter to a well shielded
dummy load and transmitting. If the inter
ference remains, it's not associated with
the presence of RF, and must be caused by
something else. The cause could be either
direct induction between the transmitter
or its power supply and the telephone or
its wiring, or, less likely, the transmitter
could be conducting RF onto the power
lines and it is getting into the telephone
through that route . You can test for direct
induction by moving the teleph one ; test
for RF on the power lines by installing a
brute -force power-line filter on the trans 
mitter. (See the References chapte r for
sources of power-lin e filter s.)

All Example-s-Telephones Near
Amateur Equipment

Fully outfitted amateur stations often

include a telephone. One operator experi
enced telephone interference for years
always assuming his transmitted signal
was getting into the phones. Upon investi
gation, the problem turned out to be mag
netic induction (affecting the whole tele
phone system) through one telephone on
the operating desk!

The phone was physi cally close to a
high-power ampli fier. Heft y magneti c
fields are generated by transformers in
high-voltage powe r supplies, and some
models of telephones are easy targets for
induction! (Older telephones that use in
duction coil s for electromechanical bell
ring ers are especially prone to pick up
nearb y fields.) The telephone was picking
up the 60 Hz electromagnetic field from
the high voltage transformer. The phone
was modulated as the operator spoke, thus
disguising the true nature of the problem.
The simple solution to this sneaky prob
lem is just to move the phone away from
the transformer.

Don't Work On Telephones

Do not attempt to modify a telephone
instrument internally or alter telephone
wiring owned by the telephone compan y.
Only telephone compan y personnel may
service telephone-comp any owned equip
ment. Believe it or not, one must be feder 
ally licensed to work on telephone equip
ment. Your amateur license is not enough.
This is especially true for your neighbors'
equipment; working on their telephon es
could create liability issues adding to an
alread y diffi cult situation.

FILTERS

Filters are the number one cure for tele
phone interference problems-if you can
keep the RF energy away from the detec
tor, you will have no interference . The
easiest way to do this is to select and use
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the correct telephone filter. Filters come
in quite a few "flavors," each designed to
do a specific job. Some filter manufactur
ers sell filters de signed for different
fre quency ranges. Others sell filters for
si ngle-line telephones, two -line tele
phones or for the hand set cord. In some
cases , a separate filt er may be needed for
any power connections to the telephone
device, usually through one of those "wall
cube" type power supplies.

Telephone RFI filters are made by sev
eral different manufacturers. The ARRL
Laboratory Engineers have received reports
from the field that the effectivenes s of these
filters varies from installation to installation,
possibly dependent on the exact nature of
resonances, impedances and system reac
tances . Many of these factor s are hard to
predict. Although most filters work well in
routine RFI cases, be prepared to experiment
with several different manufacturers' filter s
in difficult cases.

In most cases , you are better off to select
and use a commercial telephone inter
ference filter, especially where a neigh boris
involved. If you supply a neighbor with a
homebrew filter , this does strengthen the
belief that you are respon sible for curing the
interference problem. By identifying a com
mercial filter for your neighbor, and involv
ing him or her in the installation, you are
emphasizing that you are locating, not
providing, a solution for an interference
problem that is not your doing . (You didn't
design or build the susceptible telephone!)
You are also shifting some of the burden of
success to both your neighbor and the manu
facturer of the fil ter.

Figure 9.8 shows some examples of com
mercially availabl e telephone interference

(A)

Figure 9.8-Typical telephone RFI
filters . The filter at A has modular
connectors for installation at a
telephone. B shows a filter used
behind wall jacks, at the service
entrance and other places where
modular connectors are inappropriate.
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filters.These are made by a number of manu
facturers. Radio Shack sells a single-line fil
ter optimized for the HF range.

Common-Mode RF Chokes

Most of the time, RF is picked up on tele
phone wiring in the comm on mode. Most
commercially available telephone-interfer
ence filters are common-mode chokes . A
reasonable common-mode choke could be
made by wrapping about 10 turns of the tele
phone wiring onto a suitable ferr ite core or
rod. (Use #43 for upper HF and VHF, #73,
#75, #77 or -J type ferrite material for the
lower HF range. A good all-around material
is #43.) An example of a home-brew ferrite
comm on-mode choke is shown in Figure
9.9. Thi s could actually form a reasonable
solution for a desk-type telephone . Most
people would not find it suitable for use with
smaller telephones designed to be carr ied
around the house. It would make a down
right objectionable handset-cord filter!

If you wrap your ow n ferrite common
mode chokes, be sur e to selec t the correct
material. The wrong material may not
work, leading you to beli eve th at you
should pur sue a different cure. Figur e 9.10
sho ws what will not work on most of the
HF range.

Chokes made with ferrite materials are
the most effective de vices for reducing
common-mode RF current on telephone
wiring . Chokes acco mplish this by pre
senting a high impedance to RF in series
with the telephone wiring. In order for a
choke to act as a filt er, there must be a
dissipative RF path available with lower
impedance than the path through the choke
and telephone equipment. (Ofte n the dis
sipative path is the phone line. ) If the RFI

(8)

is not severe, simply wrap the telephone
cord around a ferr ite rod or toroid core
(about 10-15 turn s in a single layer). Th is
forms a low -performance RF choke.

Bifilar Chokes

Bifilar chokes are preferable to separate
chokes for each side of the pair because bifi
lar chokes maintain phone-circuit balance.
Core permeabi lity variations are of no con
sequence in bifilar chokes because both con
ductors are wrapped around the same core.
Hence , circuit balance is ensured.

A bifilar choke has no adverse effect on
telephone operation. Th is is an importa nt
conside ration in moderate and severe cases
of RFI , where several chokes may be re
qui red (spaced several fee t apar t) to elimi
nate resonances in the telephone wiri ng.
Figur e 9 .11 sho ws a broadb and bifilar
choke wit h induc tive charac teristics ap
pro pria te for phone-l ine fi ltering in the 3
to 30-MHz range.

Differential-Mode Telephone
Filters

Although most telepho ne interference is
ca used by co mmo n-mode pickup , even
twisted-pair wir ing can pick up some dif
fere ntial -mode RF signal. If there is any
imbalance in the phone system (likely at
upper HF and VHF), di ffere nt ial-mode

Figure 9.9-This shows a home-brew
ferrite toroidal common-mode choke
suitable for use as a telephone RFI
common-mode filter. Choose the correct
ferri te material for the frequency range
being filtered.

Figure 9.10-This "s plit-bead" type
ferrite just doesn't have enough
inductance to be a good common
mode choke, especially for HF.
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Figure 9.11-Simple RF chokes like
this can help stop RF flow on telephone
wires. Schematically (A), the choke
consists of two 1.7-mH windings (25 turns
of no. 30 enameled wire wound over 80%
of the circumference of a 1h-inch 00, mix
75 ferrite core). This choke is effective
against RFI from 3 to 30 MHz.
B shows how the two windings are wound
together (bifilai) on a single ferrite core.
To make construction easier, twist the
wires together (five to ten twists per inch)
and wind them as a single wire. Once the
choke is wound, use an ohmmeter to
check for continuity through each
winding and label the ends.
C shows a commercial bifilar choke
mounted on a board for potting. A dab of
silicone adhesive (such as GE RTV) holds
the completed choke to its carrier board.

0.005 0.005

Figure 9.12-The inductors and
capacitors effectively filter differential
mode RF signals that can be picked up
on telephone lines.

pickup can be worsened. Although most
telephones are somewhat immune to dif
ferential-mode pickup, and most com
mon-mode filters do offer some rejection
of differential-mode RF signals, in some
difficult cases, it may be helpful to use a
differential-mode filter, often in conjunc
tion with a common-mode filter.

If a differential-mode filter is required,
one like the one shown in Figure 9.12 will
generally outperform a capacitor. It will
offer more rejection of the differential
mode signal than a simple capacitor. The
two inductors will also offer some degree
of rejection of any common-mode signal
present on the line, although it is not likely
that the balance of the line will be well
preserved. It may be possible to use this
type of filter on a telephone connected to
a line with a conventional high -speed
modem, although this would have to be
determined experimentally. In most cases,
however, if there is not any differential
mode RF pickup , this type offilter will not
work as well as a common-mode tele
phone filter.

Capacitors

The simplest differential-mode filter is
the old "capacitor across the line." This
has a few significant advantages-sim
plicity and cost. A 0.001 IlF or 0.01 IlF
1 kV ceramic capacitor placed across the
telephone line, usually at a phone jack, can
cost less than a dime, and can solve some
interference problems nicely. AC ring
voltage can exceed 100 volts, so use ac
rated capacitors, such as those sold by
Digi-Key.

This simple approach won't always
work, however, and it can create some
unexpected and unwanted complications.
At 2 kHz, a single 0.0 IIlF capacitor has an
impedance of about 8000 ohms . This will
usually not affect a voice telephone. Ifyou
had 10 of these installed on a line-one
across each telephone jack in a large
house, the total impedance of the resulting
0.1 IlF capacitor would be 800 ohms, apt
to have a significant effect in a telephone
system with a nominal audio impedance
of 600 ohms!

The effect of capacitance across the line
on a high speed modem could be even
worse. It is not likely that a 56 kbaud mo
dem would function at all with too much
capacitance across the line; the phase
variations vs frequency caused by the ca
pacitance will wreak havoc with the per
formance of high speed modems . The tele
phone industry is just now developing
very high speed modems (known as ADSL
and VDSL) that can manage mult i mega
bit/second data rates. These just will not
work with even low-v alue capacitors
acros s the phone lines at various places.

It should be noted, too, that a capacitor
acros s the line will not have any effect on
a common-mode signal! In the likely event
that both a common-mode and differen
tial-mode signal are present, you will have
to consider other methods, usually mul
tiple filters of each type.

WHAT CAUSES TELEPHONE RFI?

Now that you have learned about phone
systems and devices, you need to under
stand just how they work together to
cause RFI problems. The following are
necessary components to a telephone RFI
problem:

·A source ofRF energy. This is usually an
authorized radio transmitter, operat
ing legally under FCC rules.

»Pickup of that RF energy by conductors
that are part of the telephone system.
This is usually the telephone wiring,
but RF can also be picked up directly
by the circuitry and wiring inside a
telephone device.

»Conduction ofthe RF energy into the tele
phone device or other interference
causing mechanism.

»Detection. Some nonlinearity (diode) in
the telephone system must AM detect
the RF energy and turn it into an audio
signal. This usually occurs in one or
more telephone devices, but rarely can
occur in defects in the telephone wir
ing or telephone company equipment.

The Diode
The detector is the key element in most

cases of telephone RFI! This is shown in
Figure 9.6. Modern telephones can have
millions of transistors (located inside the
various ICs inside the telephone), any of
which can be the detecting diode. Even in
this area, once again the deregulation of
the telephone system has had an impact.
Many customers are now responsible for
their own wiring and many of them have
managed to hook up some of the wiring
wrong. With two wires on each pair , if the
pair gets connected wrong, with the tip
wire connected to the ring wire of a splice,
the polarity of the wiring would be incor
rect. To overcome this, telephone manu
facturers have designed "steering" cir
cuitry that ensures that telephones work
even if they are hooked up to the line back
ward s. The most common steering cir
cuitry is-you guessed it, a bridge recti
fie r! Other diodes are found inside the
telephone, often in some of the audio am
plifiers used to amplify the sensitive mi
crophone or to amplify the voice or signal
on the line.

Once the RF energy is picked up on the
telephone wiring, it is usually conducted
efficiently to the telephone. Once it hits
the detector, the result is RFI. In some
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MODEM RFI CURES

The most common source of interference to modems is through the
telephone wiring . The unwanted RF is almost always a common-mode signal.
To solve this problem, install a telephone RFI filter where the telephone line
connects to the modular jack on the modem . (Modems somet imes use two
telephone lines to send and receive data simultaneously. In such cases, filter
both lines.) This normally solves the interference problem. If it does not help,
contact the manufacturer.

The Power Supply

Many external modems operate from the ac line, and common-mode RF
signals can enter via that route. The power supplies contain rectifiers, which
are possible sources of audio-rectification interference.

The power-supply lead is often about 7 feet long, and it may be resonant on
10 meters . If there is any excess length, wrap it in a small loop, which is less
likely to act as a good antenna. If the trouble persists , install a common-mode
choke where the power cord connects to the machine. Wind 10 to 20 turns of
the power-lead wire on a (no. 43 material) ferrite toroid or rod. This should
solve the problem. Some people have eliminated RFI by install ing an ac-line
filter at the ac outlet and a telephone RFI filter at the device. The chapter on
electrical interference shows an appropriate ac-Iine filter. If interference
persists, consider switching to an internal modem. .

The Serial Communications Cable
RFI can enter external modems through the data-communication cable.

Since the cable carries data that could be affected by filte rs, a shield is the
only option . Most quality cables are shielded . If the cable is not already
shielded, replace it with a shielded cable.-John Norback, W6KFV, and
Bob Schetgen , KU7G

Telephone Modem/Fax Installations
Telephone modem and fax installations are becoming commonplace in the

home. (Modern fax machines exchange digital data, so their RFI problems
can be treated just as those of modems .) Modems are most often associated
with computers. RFI to computers is covered in another chapter of this book,
Here we will deal with modem RFI only as a telephone accessory. Modem
installations fall into two categories: internal and external.

Internal modems are located inside the computer cabinet. They draw power
from the computer supply and their data is placed direct ly on the computer
bus. So long as the modem was properly designed, it should suffer no RFI
from its computer. An internal modem is connected to the outside world only
through the phone line, so that is the only place where RFI can enter.

External modems are located outside the computer cabinet. They are usually
powered from the ac line. The phone line carries audio to the modem, and a
serial-communications cable carries data from the modem to the computer.
Thus, most external modems can receive interference over three paths.

"Pocket" modems are a special class of external modems. They are
enclosed in a case that is nearly as small as the data connector (small enough
to carry in a pocket) . Although external to the computer, pocket modems are
battery powered, and they connect directly to the computer serial port with no
cable. From an RFI viewpoint, they are equiva lent to an internal modem.

filter to prevent the RF energy from reach
ing the diode . If you find that corroded wir
ing or a defective lightning arrestor is acting
as a diode, it is often easy to cure the prob
lem by correct ing the defect, although filter
ing would be an option.

Installing Filters

The most convenient and effecti ve fil
ter location is usuall y the modular female
connector at the telephone or phone jack .
Some telephones have most of the cir
cuitry (including the keypad) built into
the hand set. Locate a filter close to the
hand set with phones of this type.

then reconnect one instrument at a time .
Listen for interference as each instrument
is added, and pay particula r attention to
mino r varia tions in signal levels. Tele
phone s with ac-Iine connections are prime
suspec ts, followed by tho se phones with
the most elect ronic s. Some elect ronic tele 
phones keep talking even when discon 
nected from the telephone line!

Eliminate the Diode or
Use a Filter?

In most cases, the detector is located in
side one or more of the telephone devices. In
this case, the only practical cure is to use a

cases, a telephone device can rectify the
RF signal and put it back on the line as
audio, making it appear as if every device
on the line is susceptible. In any case, once
the RF energy hits the diode, the res ult is
audio rectification.

"Talking" Telephones

One form of audio rectification can
manifest itse lf in a strange way. RFI may
be heard on one or more telephon es that
are hung up! A phon e should not produce
audio when on hook because the handset
should be completely disconnected from
the lines. Such phones are either subject to
direct pickup or still connected to the line s.

Simplify the sys tem to one phone, and

Audio Rectification

The most common form of telephone
RFI , audio recti fication occurs when some
component attached to the phone line rec
tifi es (detects) RF and places the detected
audio on the phone line . Filters are usually
quite effective at eliminating interference
caused by RF on the phone lines, once the
detector is found.

RF signals are likely to reach the phone
through the telephone wiring because the
telephone wires form a large radio antenna
(see Figure 9.13). Induced RF signals usu
ally travel along telephone wire s in the
common-mode (with all the pairs in the
cabl e acting as if they were one wire ), with
the return path through earth ground. The
radio signal is traveling on the telephone
wiring but it is not part of the balanced
circuit. However, some interfering signals
can be differential -mode, so an effective
filter should attenuate both mode s.

The det ection process that results in
telephone RFI can occur anywhere in the
telephone system . A poor or corroded con
nection can actually conv ert an RF signal
to audio with no help from a telephone in
strument. If detection occurs out side the
telephone (on the telephone-company
line s or in a line amplifier, for example)
"foreign" differential-mode audio signal s
are heard alon g with the desired audio. It is
impo ssible to filter such foreign signals
because they are at the same frequency as
the desired signals.

Figure 9.13-The wiring of a typical
home installation forms a large random
length antenna.
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Automatic Telephone Answering Machines
Answe ring machines come in many styles and often include many features.

Some are standalone devices that are used with an external telephone; others
have a telephone instrument built into them. The illustrat ion is a block diagram
of a typical installation.

ANSWER ING MACHINE CURES

The Power Supply
Answering machines operate from the ac line, and common-mode RF

signals can enter via that route. The power supplies contain rectifiers , which
are possible sources of audio-recti fication interference.

The power-supply lead is often about 7 ft long, and it may be resonant on 10
meters . If there is any excess length, wrap it in a small loop, which is less likely
to act as a good antenna. If the trouble persists , install a common-mode choke
where the power cord connects to the machine . Wind 10 to 20 turns of the
power-lead wire on a (no. 43 material) ferrite toroid or rod. This should solve
the problem . Some people have eliminated RFI by installing an ac-line filter at
the ac outlet and a telephone RFI filter at the device. The chapter on electrical
interference shows an appropriate ac-line filter.

Direct Radiation Pickup
Radiation pickup may affect the answerin g machine or an attached tele

phone. A shielded enclosu re should help, but an enclosure is inconvenient
when the machine includes an integral phone . Shielded enclosures are often
unacceptable for convenience and appearance reasons.

Other
RF signals can be picked up by the line that connects the telephone to the

answering machine (watch for resonance) . Instal l a telephone RFI filter in the
line. It may be necessary to install one near the telephone and another near
the answering machine.

Combination telephone/answering machines are very difficult to cure with
external filters. Most are impossible. The best way to attack RFI problems with a
combo unit is to replace the unit with a separate telephone and answering
machine. Then filter each one independently . If the RFI problem involves a
telephone and a digital answering machine as one integral unit, the approach for
RFI resolution is to consider the unit to be a telephone.- John Norback, W6KFV

treats specific RF-entry points; it is rela 
tively slow, but more precise. This ap
proach is better because it draws attention
to sections of wiring (and/or connected
telephones) that contribute to, or cause,
interference.

If there is a telephone RFI filter at the
telephone or telephone jack, leave it for
now . Install the first add itional filter at
the telephone service entrance.

Check the interference level on all bands.
If the interference is gone, congratulations!
Ifnot, don't give up! Even if a service-entry
filter doesn't reduce or cure the RFI, that
filter narrows the search by eliminating RF
(but not AF) signals that might enter via the
service drop. Continue by grounding all
other cables (except the one already filtered)
at the service entrance.

The filters already installed should solve

'-----I:TelephoneII

A Systematic Approach

A systematic approach ide ntifies and

continuous at AF, so we'll discourage
RF-current flow in the system with high
impedance RF filt ers.

A Sh otgun Approach

In a para lle l-wired telephone system, a
"shotgun" approach places filters at the
beginning and end of each cab le run (the
fas t way). Ano ther approach places a fil
ter at eac h jack in a loop-series system.
(Pay attention to the wiring at the jack to
make sure your filter is installed in the
series loop, not just in the wires terminat
ing at the jack.) This approach solves
nearly all induced-RF problems quick ly,
but it is costly: chances are that not all
of the filters are necessary .

Don't Give Up!

When the first filter is not effective, some
people conclude that the problem can't be
solved and give up-Don 't! Filters that are
properly designed and built do offer RF at
tenuation, and enough attenuation will re
solve an induced -Rf problem. There must
be some other reason that the filters do not
reduce interference.

There are two likely explanations. The
filter might be (by chance) at an RF high
impedance point in the circuit. The filter
impedance is in series wi th the system
impedance at the point of installation. For
a filter to atte nuate unwanted signals, the
fi lter must have an impedance much
greater than its terminatio n impedance.
This is not the case at a high-imp edance
point in the circuit.

There is anot her possi ble explana tion.
The RF-current level at the filter could be
so great that the filte r core is saturated.
Whe n saturation occurs, any current in
crease diminishes the inductance. For ex
ample, a fil ter that works quite well at low
power levels may not work when the RF
level at the filter exceeds a few watts . If
you need to filter a telephone line in a high
RF-power environment, ask the filter
manu facturer for information abo ut the
power-han dling capabili ty of the filter.

It is possible to build filters for high
curre nt applicat ions, but the required core
size can be prohibitive . Another approach
is to reduce the current-handling demand
place d on the filters by red ucing current
level in the telephone wiri ng. As you re
call, telephone wiring acts as a large an
tenna. Our goa l is to find a way to make
this "antenna" absorb as little RF energy
as possible . There is a way to do this .

Eliminat ing Resonance in the
Telephone Wiring

The task is to make the phone line
less responsive to RF. Let's take an ap
proach often used with conductive guy
wires. Tower-guy resonance at amate ur
frequencies is eliminated by breaking the
wires into electrically short, nonresonant
lengths . A telephone system must be

If interference is partially reduced by
ins talling a filter at the telephone, addi
tio nal filters placed in series may help. If
interference is only slightly reduced by
installing a fi lter at the telephone, this is
pro bably because the telephone (and fil
ter) are at an RF high-impedance point in
the telephone-wiring "a nten na." Addi 
tional filters will be requ ired to reduce
the interference, and they shou ld be lo
cated several fee t (id eall y 1/ 4 A.) away.
Additional filters placed at an RF low-im
pedance point are more effective . Find
effec tive filt er locations by trial and error.
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needed pairs from the service entry and con
nect them to the telephone ground . This
practice reduces the size of the telephone
wire antenna and usually the amount of RF
picked up (especially if one or more of the
unused wires is resonant on the transmit fre
quency) . This may result in an immediate
solution to the problem.
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Alarm-TVI/BCI Cures
To solve alarm-TVI /BCI problems, install a ferrite choke (43 material) at

each alarm sensor (as close to the senso r as possible) . This also prevents
common-mode RF signals from falsely triggering the various alarm sensors .
Be sure to treat all alarm sensors in the home.

If the lead from
the external
audible alarm to
the alarm master
station suffers from
common-mode
RFI, install a ferrite
choke (43 material)
at the master
station end of that
line . This prevents
RFI from reaching
the alarm master
station by that
route.-John
Norbeck, W6KFV

Hom e Security a nd Medical Alert Systems

Automatic Dialers
Home security systems are often connected to the telephone network by

means of an automatic dialer, which can be a two-way source of RFI. The
automatic diale r and alarm system master station are normally located in a
hidden , secure area of the home. Alarm cabine ts are usually locked.
Security-system details are beyond the scope of this book, so we shall
cons ider them as single-port systems. The illustration shows a typical alarm
system connected to an automatic dialer.

AlarmlT elephone RFI Cures
The figure shows great potent ial for two-way RFI. These systems can

cause TVI and RFI to broadcast radios and telephones. The main sources of
TVI/RFI are the rectifiers and (in the case of the automatic dialer) a polarity
guard circuit. It is best to solve the telephone RFI problem first because of
effects from the polarity -guard circuitry in the automatic dialer.

The telephone circuit to the automatic dialer is normally hard wired to
terminals inside the unit (it does not use modular jacks) , so modular tele
phone RFI filters cannot be used. Fortunately, approp riate filters are
available for use with wall telephones and installation behind telephone
jacks. Since the RFI-caus ing electron ic equipmen t is located inside the
automatic dialer, install filters as close to the dialer as possible.

Next, filter the two-wire circuit between the alarm master station and the
automatic dialer. Use a ferrite choke (43 material), and install it as close to the
dialer as possible. These two steps solve most alarm/telephone RFI problems.

If RFI remains, apply common-mode chokes or ac-line filters at the line
cord. Where separate low-voltage supplies are used, common-mode chokes
may be needed on the low-vol tage leads as well (see the sidebars about
cordless phones or answering machines for details of low-voltage supply
filtering) . Since alarms are constructed to operate during ac power failures,
there may be complex and tenuous battery charging and switching circuits.
The chief RFI threat in such circuits comes from audio rectification in switching
or rectifying diodes. Read the discussion of audio rectification in this chapter
and the chapter about external causes of RFI for information about locating
and treating audio rectification.

ence by unbalancing the line or acting as
an RF detec tor. If practical, eliminate the
defect that causes the problem; if not, in
stall a telephone RFI filt er to preve nt RF
from reach ing the detector.

If the telephone installation uses parallel
wiring, it might help to disconnect cables to
unneeded telephone jacks. Disconnect un-

all but the most severe telephone RFI cases.
If interference remains,physically break any
long cable runs at one or more locations and
inser t additional filters . (When cutting a
long cable to insert a filter, remember to
maintain the de continuity of all cable wires
through the filter.)

By this time, there are several high
impedance filters between the RFsignal and
the telephone. Even severe interference
should be eliminated. If not, suspect direct
radiation pickup or audio rectification.

When interference is removed from the
sing le cable, it' s time to reconnect, one at
a time, the cables removed ear lier at the
service entrance . Continue filter installa
tion as described above, listening for in
terference on the refe rence phone and
other phones as they become active. Work
your way through to the final cable and
the job ' s done!

Locate the Detector

It can be difficult to discern the differ
ence between externally rectified signals
and those genera ted in a telephone in the
buildi ng. In both cases, the audio varies
with the radio transmitter modulation . The
majo r difference is that externa lly recti
fied audio is present in the telephone cir
cuit even when there are no telephones or
accessories connected to the line. Keep
in mind that any telephone or accessory
can couple dete cted audio onto the tele
phon e lines , resulting in interference to
all other device s connected to that line.
Exte rna l audio -rectification interference
can still be heard on a completely RF
proof telep hone!

If audio rectification is present , the de
tector must be located to effect a cure . The
simplification procedure should indicate
defective telephones and accesso ries .

If no instrument or accessory is indicated
by the simp lifica tion procedure, visually
check the physical integrity of as much of
the system as you can. Start at the lightning
protec tor, move to the serviceentry and con
tinue to the connector block. Then check all
accessible phone-cable runs and the condi
tions inside each phone jack.

Look carefully for physically or electri
cally poor connections, corrosion, mois 
ture, wire -insulat ion breakdown, staples
driven through cables, stretched or other
wise damaged cables. You may also find
wire other than telephone wire . Unquali
fied personnel may have installed speaker
or thermostat wire, or other not-for-tele
phone conductors . Improper wire will
pick up more RF energy than a properly
balanced twisted pair. Replace such incor
rect wiring if possible.

Devices that are not FCC approved
should not be con nected to the telephone
sys tem wiring. They may cause inter fer-
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STEP BY STEP

Now that all of the bases have been cov
ered, it is time to pull it all together. Here is
a summary of how to solve telephone inter
ference, step by step. This summary draws
on the material in the First Steps, Trouble
shooting and Telephone RFI chapters.

If you are involved with the interference
problem, organize yourself. Obtain local
help, if possible, possibly with you and your
neighbor eliciting the help of trusted, diplo
matic friends.Obtain an RFI-prooft elephone
and an assortment of ferrites and filters.

Understanding

First, if you have an invol ved neighbor
(or fa mily memb er), ensure tha t your
neig hbor understands the issues . When
you discuss it with your neighbo r, be dip
loma tic . RFI can be a stressful situation
and tempers can flare. Fir st , help your
neighbor understand the issue s behind
telephone interference. The FCC material
will help explain things authoritatively.

Keep a Log

You and you r neighbor should keep
written reco rds. Your station log will show
when you are on the air, and on which
band s and mode s. If your neighbor writes
down information every time interference
occurs (dates, times, severi ty, and so on)
you can quickly determine if you are in
volved in the interference problem, and
what band s, mode s, power and antenna
comb inations cause the problem.

"It Ain't Me!"

After discu ssing things calmly with
your neighbor, one of the first trouble
shoo ting steps is to det ermine if the
interferen ce is reall y related to your tran s
mis sions. Conduct on-the -air tests to
determine if the interference is coming
from your stati on and if so, what band s,
modes, antenna and power levels are
cau sing the problems.

Sometimes telephone RFI problems are
related to power line s or crosstalk within
the telephone-company circuitry . Most of
us have heard others talking faintly in the
bac kground on the phone . If the RFI doe s
not follow tran smission patterns, and you
can demonstrate that to the complainant,
relax . At this poin t, the matter is the tele
phon e company' s problem. [Thi s is an ex
ample of my favorite interference
problem-"It ain' t me !"-Ed .]

When interference begins and ends with
RF transmissions, RF is somehow involved
in the problem. This does not mean that the
transmitter is causing the problem. Since
telephone equipment is not intended to re
ceive radio signals, the affected equipment
is not functioning proper ly. Conti nue
troubleshooting to discover the exact tele-

phone or device that causes the problem and
apply a remedy ther e.

Telephone RFI Troubleshooting

If you do determine that there is a real RFI
problem, you need to narrow the focus a bit.
Naturall y, the Troubleshooting chapter
covers this complex subject in some detail.
Take the time to review that chapter before
you continue. Some of the specifics that
apply to telephone RFI are worth repeating,
however. Many generalized troubleshooting
principles are not repeated here.

Simplify the Problem

Most cases of interference stem from
more than one cause . If you start with a
sys tematic approach to troubleshooting
-debugging and fixing the problems one
at a time-you can usually resolve the
interfere nce quickly.

Rule number one: as outlined in the
Troubleshooting chapter, simplify the
problem! If your home telephone system
con sists of eight two-line outlets with a
telephone in each room, two answering
machines, a modem and a fax machine, it
may take quit e a while to get it all straight
ened out. Simplifying the problem saves
lots of time and headaches!

Start by disconnecting (unplugging) all
telephones and telephone device s. Don 't
forget to consider hidden, unexpected con
nections to the telephone line . Ifyour tele
phone line is hard -wired to your autom ated
alarm system, for example, you really
haven't simplified the problem com
pletely- there' s still something hook ed up
to the line !

If you have an RFI-proof telephone , this
will be an excellent troubleshooting tool!
This can be one of the guaranteed phones
discussed earlier, but many of the older ro
tary-dial telephone s are almost as immune.
Ifyou have a telephone known to work well
in your own home, this can also serve the
purpose, although you may want to add some
telephone filters to it as a precaution.

Once all of the telephone devices have
been removed from the system, you can
proceed to see if the telephone wiring or
telephone company equipment isdirectly re
sponsible. In many cases, the telephone com
pany has installed a troubleshooting tele
phone jack right near the service entrance. It
is sometimes possible to disconnect the en
tire house wiring easily at this point ; if so,
doing so will simplify things even further. If
there is no jack near the entrance panel, use
a convenient jack inside the residence . Plug
your troubleshooting telephone into this
jack . If it is a known-good phone and you do
hear interference, the audio detection is oc
curring in the wiring or telephone company
equipment. By plugging your RFI-resistant
telephone in at the service entrance and find-

ing no problems, you've proven that the RFI
resistant telephone and the phone system are
clean.When the problem reappears after you
reconnect the house wiring, the house wir
ing itself is the prime suspect.

If you don 't hear interference-the
likely case- you have cut the size of your
tro ubleshooti ng problem by qui te a bit.
You kno w that the wiring and telephone
com pany equipment are okay. If you do
hear RFI using the test telephone, the RFI
resistant telephone is probably respond
ing to the audio that's present after the
"dio de" as a result of RF rect ifi cation.
Once the RF has been detected and turned
into audio , it cannot be filtered out because
the interference is at the same frequency
as the desired audi o signal. Thi s principle
appli es whether rectif ication occurs in the
telephone company system, your hou se
wiring or a defective telephon e or answer
ing machine in your home.

One at a Time

Start plugging in telephone devices, one
at a time. Veri fy whether each has RFI
problems. Ifso, cure the RFI bugs (usually
with the prope r application offilters), then
begin adding other devices one at a time ,
curing each RFI probl em as you go . Filters
are the usual cure. Remembe r that in some
cases, it is necessary to use multiple fil
ter s, either to cover multiple RF entry
points or to cover multiple freq uency
range s. For example , at ARRL HQ, many
of the phones requ ired a line filter, a hand
set-cord filter and a common-mode choke
on the de power supply lead powering the
digital electronics in the telephone. With
any luck you'll get all the RFI bugs out of
all of the telephones. If not, at least you' ll
identify the specific equipment that' s not
immune. See Figure 9.14.

Figure 9.14-To cure interference to the
telephones at ARRL Headquarters, it was
necessary to install a phone filter on the
telephone line, a separate filter on the
handset cord and a home-brew common
mode choke on the de power supply lead.
This phone now works at W1AW when the
bulletins are running on all seven bands!
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Work Safely!
The risk of electrical shock from working with telephone wiring is minimal,

but use good judgment when coming in contact with any active circuit. In the
US, 24 to 48-V dc appears across the telephone pair at all times , and
incoming ring signals are 20-Hz ac at 90 V or more. The ringer can give you
quite a start!

Tele phone wiring is often hidden from view as it travels inside walls ,
ceilings and so on. Although chances are slight , hidden wires could come in
contact with live ac wiring. As a precaution, use a voltmeter to verify that the
talk-circuit voltage is not abnormally high before working with a circuit.
Protect you rself from any incoming rings by taking all phones off-hook.

Don't work on telephone wiring when lightning storms are in your area. All
of these types of electr ical shocks can be especially dangerous to those
using pacemakers.

If there are different models of phones in
the house, make comparisons to determine
which are the least sensitive to RF energy on
the telephone line . Modular connections
make this easy . Test each of the phones at
the same phone jack. By the process of elimi
nation, you may identify a single suscep
tible telephone that is more trouble than it is
worth-a result of either inferior design or
component malfunction.

If RFI is present with each phone or
accessory, suspect a wir ing fau lt or ex 
ternal device . Once the simple system
is RFI free, add devices back one at a
time, eliminating problems as they ap
pear. At each step, li sten for improve
ments on all te lephones in the building .
If, for instance, RFI is eliminated by
reducing the RF fiel d strength, no fur 
ther work or expense is necessary. In
some cases, one bad telep hone (or ot her
device such as an answering machine)
may feed detected audio to all other
te lephones in the ho use.

There are a great number of variables
from one site to another. You may need to
spend time troub leshooting the fundamen 
tal cause of the interference proble m. The
good news is that solutions are possib le and
seldom technically comp lex. You need not
be an electr ical engineer or professio nal tele
phone troubleshooter to understand tele
phone RFI and apply the appropriate
cures. With good infor mation (found in
this book) and a healthy dose of patience
(you must provide that yourself!), you can
solve an interference prob lem .

Even Though It's Not Your
Fault.. .

In no case is telephone RFI the fault or
direct responsibility of the amateur. Al
though it is not required by FCC regula
tions, however, sometimes expedie nce
doe s rule the day and amateurs may need
to make some operating changes at their
stations to red uce telep hone RFI. (The
ham who lives in an apartment building
may be told to fix the problem or stop
operating.) A station licensee may elect to
make changes to improve the situation, but
that decision does not establish cause or
responsibi lity .

One obv ious solution is to red uce the
tra nsmitter's output power. Ma ny a QRP
operator got started with QRP to elimi 
nate problems caused by apartment liv
ing . Different operating modes also have
different RFI potential, especially in cases
involving audio rectification. SSB might
cau se objectionable interference, while
CW resu lts in only a few minor pops and
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thumps. RTTY might create almost no
telephone interference at all!

One of the most effective cures can also
improve station effectiveness ! Moving that
antenna high and in the clear will maximize
your signal strength at that coveted DX sta
tion while minimizing your signal at neigh
boring electronic devices . Not a bad trade
off! If moving an antenna a few feet can
solve a neighborhood (or family) dispute,
that may be the best solution.

We ama teurs can create our own devil ,
so to speak, with anten nas near the house,
on the house and sometimes in the house .
This results in strong RF fields at the tele
phone installation . It is much better to send
the signal skyw ard (to the other end of the
QSO) than to a neighboring telephone!

Eve n a slight increase in the distance
between antenn a and house could make a
big diffe rence . It is not practical to move
a tower to solve an RFI problem, but mov
ing one leg of an inverted-V is an easy way
out. Th is is not an idea l sol ution because it
does not cure the fundamental problem,
which is a defective telephone or installa 
tion . It is mentioned here so a ham can
consider all alterna tives .

Te lephone wir ing picks up RF energy
from nearby transmitters . In some cases,
telephone wiring acts as part of the trans
mitt ing ante nna ! Telephone wiri ng that is
less than abo ut 0.3 A. from an anten na and
nearly parallel to it may act as a parasitic
element in the antenna system. The tele
phone wiring would then co ntain a lot of
RF energy.

Cab le runs in the upper levels of a home
are partic ularly susceptible to RF pickup.
Place telephone wir ing near ground level
(in the basement or crawl space) to reduce
RF on the lines.

Transmission- line radiat ion ca n con 
tribute to an RFI problem. Do not place
transmission lines close to telep hone wir-

ing . Feed -line radiation is more of a prob 
lem with dipole antennas when the feed
line does not leave the feed point at 90° to
the ante nna .

If the feed line must pass close to tele
phone wiring, all of these practices may
help red uce feed-line radiation :

-Use high-quality coaxial feed line
-Use a balanced antenna with a balun at

the feed point
-Ground the fee d-line shie ld where it

enters the house
-Effectively gro und all stat ion equipment.

Summary
Pas t trou bles in the trea tmen t of modern

telephone RFI resulted from a lack of un
ders tanding. Solutions designed for car 
bon-mike rotary -dial telephones (such as
bypass capacitors) do not usuall y apply to
modern telephones, whic h are more sensi 
tive to RF Signals .

Modern phones exhibit RFI for three
reasons:
-Direct rad iat ion pickup
-Audio rectification
-Magnetic induction.

Direct radiation pickup is either a de
sign defect or malfunc tion of the tele phone
instrument, which shou ld be take n to the
manufacturer. Audio rectification res ults
fro m an AM detection of the RF sig nal
picked up on the telephone line; it can be
eliminated by cor rec ting the defect or
pro per application of telephone RFI fil
ters . Magnetic induction is a pro blem of
proximity that can be elimi nated by mov
ing the magnetic source away from the
phone line.

Most of the time, telephone interference
ca n be cur ed . Use your best diplomacy
skills, diagnose the roo t cause, selec t and
use the right filters, and you and neighbor
ing tele phones can coexist in peace.
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Stereos and Other
Audio Equipment

OVERVIEW

If you have an audio interference prob
lem, it is likely that you have skipped im
mediately to this chapter. The cures for
audio interference are usually easy to un
derstand and implement, but there are of
ten other issues that need to be addressed
first. Technical issues are really the sec 
ond half of an interference problem. First
you must deal with personal and political
matters. After all, knowing all of the tech
nical solutions will do no good if your
neighbor won't let you into the house to
try them!

The First Steps chapter helps you deal
with your neighbor, the EMC Fundamen
tals chapter explains technical princ iples
and terms, and the Troubleshooting
chapter explains how to track down inter
ference . This chapter covers specific
information about audio devices, followed
by the steps to take to diagnose and cure
audio interference.

Patience and understanding are impor
tant tools for solving audio/stereo prob
lems . Use understanding to keep on good

"O h no. hnll it a ee t; "E.-in' "

This chapter covers a
lot of territory, ranging
from high-end audio
equipment to the low

fidelity amplifiers used in a
house intercom. In all of

these cases, some device
in the audio equipment is

acting like adiode and
rectifying RF signals. The
result is interference. The
cure? Prevent RF energy

from getting to the
susceptible component in

the first place.

terms with an impatient equipment owner.
Strife causes more problems than it solve s,
so keep your cool. Try to see the scene
from the other viewpoint, and do your best
to build confidence in the minds of others
involved in the problem.

RESPONSIBILITY

Each Amateur Radio operator is respon
sible for the proper operation of his or her
station. If spurious or harmonic emissions
generated at your station cause interfer-

ence to another radio service (such as
broadcast AM or FM radio), the FCC re
quire s you to reduce those emissions as
much as possible. Ifyour station transmit
ter is clean by FCC standards, however,
the problem lies solely with the affected
product. In the case of audio equipment,
most cases of interference are not caused
by the improper operation of the radio
transmitter!

The Role of the FCC

The FCC regulates radio transmitters .
The Federal Communications Commis
sion (FCC) (http://www.fee.gov) doesn't
have any specific rules that govern inter
ference to audio devices . This is because
audio devices are not radio receivers. The
FCC doesn 't require that audio devices
have any interference protection. Radio
transmitters do not transmit audio signals
so there are no applicable rules that gov
ern radio transmitters interfering with au
dio devices .

This means that when audio RFI occurs,
there is nothing for the FCC to enforce!
The FCC rightfully believes that most in
terference is a matter to be resolved by the
consumer equipment manufacturers as a
customer service issue .

Nonetheless, the FCC realizes it will
continue to receive inquiries from the pub
lic about audio RFI. They offer help to
transmitter operators and consumers, pri
marily as an authoritative information
source on self-help cures . The FCC Com
pliance and Information Bureau (CIB) has
created Interference to Home Electronic
Entertainment Equipment Handbook
May 1995 edition. This was released as
Bulletin CIB-2. A copy can be downloaded
from the FCC Web page at http://
www.fce.gov/eib/Publieations/

By James Lee, W6VAT • POB 357 • Cupertino, CA 95015-0357
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Interception of Radio Signals
This discussion applies to interception of radio

signals where the condition is observed on all channels
or all across the dial. These units , and similar units , are
referred to as "audio devices":

phonograph
CD player
hi-f or stereo amplifier
tape recorder
public-address system
home-music system
telephone
the audio section of a television or radio receiver
Audio devices are designed to ampli fy audio signals

such as music or speech and are not intended to
function as radio receivers . The FCC does not give any
protection to audio devices that respond to signals from
a nearby radio transm itter . The problem is not caused
my the improper operation or technical deficiencies of
the radio transm itter . Strong radio energy gains entry to
the audio circuitry , "overloads" the amplifier, is "recti
fied" and amplified, and appears at the loudspeaker as
undes ired sound. The only real cure is achieved by
treatment of the audio device. Owners should contact a
qualified technician, the seller or the manufacturer of
the audio device for assistance .

Why the Owner?

Owners may reasonably ask, "Why should I do
something to my audio device? It works fine except
when the radio station is transmitting . Why is it my
problem and not the responsibility of the radio opera
tor?" The answers lie in policies concerning the eco
nomics , design and sale of these devices in a highly
competitive market. The audio device has two objec
tives: (1) to reproduce a desired audio signal, and (2) to
reject unwanted signals that may degrade the overall
performance of the device (at a reasonable cost).

In their Interference Handbook, the FCC encourages
consumers to be sure that thei r TV, stereo or other
electronic equipment can sufficiently reject undesired
radio frequency signals. The consumer should also be
sure that any newly purchased electronic equipment
meets contemporary voluntary immunity standards.

Relatively few audio devices are located near strong

RF fields and respond to unwanted radio signals. Those
that exhibit interference require added filters or shields or
both.

Manufacturers believe it is unfair and unnecessary to
burden all consumers with the added costs of special
circuits and designs, inasmuch as the number of
devices affected is relatively small. Many manufactur
ers, dealers and technicians have devised procedu res
to improve the RF rejection capability of audio devices .

The conditions at a particular location are not
necessarily stable . A consumer residing in an area with
no strong unwanted signals may begin experiencing
RFI in three ways :

1) Local unwanted signals increase because a new
transmitter is installed or an existing transmitter
increases power . (Remember that "transmitters" may
be consumer devices such as computers, touch
controlled lamps and light dimmers.)

2) The consumer moves into an area where strong
unwanted signals are prevalent.

3) The affected audio device malfunct ions.
In cases one and two, the situation has changed

from the majority case (where special treatment is not
necessa ry) to the minority case, where special treat
ment is needed. In case three, the equipment should
be repaired or replaced.

The foregoing information is not widely distributed or
fully recogn ized by all manufacturers , dealers and
technicians. The statement of a sales person or dealer
that he sells a "good quality" device, or that there is
"nothing wrong with the unit," is insufficient; it avoids
the issue.

Those who possess an audio device incapable of
rejecting unwanted signals must fully understand the
situation : An audio device may perform the task for
which it was designed with excellence and still require
special treatment to improve its capability to rejec t
strong unwanted signals in some locations.

An audio device that responds to strong unwanted
signals requires added filters, shields or both. The
consumer is urged to bring this information to the atten
tion of the electronics technician, dealer or manufac
turer.- John Norback, W6KFV, S8 Section Technical
Coordinator

tvibook.html. Th is bulletin has been re
produced in the appendices ofthis book. A
page from CIB-2 is show n in Figure 10.1.

Over the past several years , the FCC has
made tremendous stri des forw ard in col
lecting and dis trib uting unbiased, fac tual
information abo ut all types of interference
prob lems, especially interference to non
radio devices such as audio devices. The
FCC clearly explains that the burden of
resolution of audio interfe rence prob lems
is not on the transmitter operator, but lies
with the manufacturer of the affected
equ ipment. Hams knew this all along, but
in the past, the FCC offered scant materia l
on the topic. Thanks to a major effort a
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few years ago by a national team of FCC
staff, the information the FCC now pro
vides on interference is useful and com
plete. The ARRL was pleased to serve as
a consultant to the FCC as this informa
tion was being developed.

The Manufacturer and Dealer

If there is an interference prob lem with
audio equipment, the FCC suggests that
the equipment owner should have the
equipment repaire d by a quali fied techni
cian. The dealer who sold the unit may
hel p, if he understands the problem.
(After all, he wants to keep his customers
happy.) Manufacture rs can offer infor ma-

tion about problems unique to their
products . There may be a manufacturer's
representative nearby who can help with
the problem. A number of manufacturers'
cont acts are contained in the FCC material
printed in the appen dices . The Consumer
Electronics Manufacturers Association
may also be able to help you contact the
manufacturer. The owner should look in
the owner's manual or contact the dealer
for the manufacturer 's phone number.

The Ham

In those cases where your neighbor
can't get satisfaction from the dea ler,
manufacturer or repa ir perso n, you may



INTRODUCTION

Interferenc e is any unwanted signal wh ic h p recludes reception of the best possib le signal from the
source tha t you want to receive . Interference may prevent reception altogether, may cause only a
temporary loss of the desi red signa l, or may affec t th e qua lity of the sound or p icture produced by
your equipment.

Interference to home electronic equip ment is a frustrating problem; but, fortunately, the re are several
ways to deal w ith it . This handbook prov ides a step-by-step process for eliminatin g the interference .

If your problem is not eliminated by fo llowi ng the steps in the handbook, yo u should follow the
instructions in the owner's manua l of your equip me nt for c ontacting th e manufacturer. We have
provided a list of manufacturers. If your equipment manufacturer is no t listed, there are addit ional
resources at the end of th is book from which to seek help.

1. Check the Installation of Your Equipment

Many interference prob lems are the d irect result of poor equipment installation . Cost-cutting
manufacturing techniques, such as insufficient shie ld ing or inadequate filteri ng, may a lso cause your
equipment to rea ct to a nearby radio t ransmitter. This is no t the fau lt of the tronsmitter and little c an
be done to the transmitt er to correct the prob lem. If a c orrec t ion c annot be made at the tra nsmitte r,
actions must be taken to stop your equipment or replac ing a broken wi re. These and other simple
corrections may be accomplished without the help of a service technician.

Figure 10.1-This section of the FCC Interference Handbook explains interference to aud io systems. Interference to
non-radio systems is not caused by a violation of FCC rules.

choose to help. Most of the time help is
appreciat ed , and an excellent relationship
with the neighbor may result. Occasion 
ally there are pitfalls, which can be ve ry
deep and nasty. Remember that an Ama
teur Radio operator is not respon sible for
the cost of modifications or filters
required to restore operations of a
neighbor' s equipment. You may choose to
buy a few filters as a neighborly gesture,
but the choice about help ing or purchasing
filters is up to you. If you do choo se to
help , do consider the possible extent of the
problem. A ham who lives in an apartment
building can spend more time helping than
operating! If you buy a filter for a neigh
bor, you may find yourself asked to supply
a lot of filters .

HOW AUDIO RFI HAPPENS

RFI occur s in audio equipment in two
basic ways : audio rectification and direct
radiation pickup. Th ese almos t always
result fro m the AM detection of the
transmitters fundame ntal signal, so they
are all form s of fundamenta l ove rload.

Fundamental Overload

Proxi mity is the usual cause of high RF
leve ls at audio and stereo sys tems. The
normal audio- frequency input levels of
these sys tems range from milli volt s up to
a few volts. RF sig nals near transmitter s
can sometimes result in several volts of

RF energy being coupled to the affected
equipment. The audio input path is not,
however , the onl y way an undesired signal
can enter the system . Any stage in the sig
nal path can be affected by fundamental
overload, so a process of elimination is
used to isolate the affected stages and ap
ply cor rective meas ures .

Audio Rectification

Audio rectification occurs when an RF
signal is strong enough to saturate the ampli
fier stages in the audio equipment, making it
respond in a nonlinear fashion like a diode
and AM detect the RF signal. It may seem
puzzling that a transmitter at 1.8 MHz can
affect audio equipment with an upper fre
quenc y limit of about 100 kHz. However ,
audio rectification can occur at essentially
all radio frequencies.

Audio rectification occurs because a
tran sistor can act as a diode when power is
remo ved or it is dr iven into nonlinear op
eration (saturation) by a strong RF signal,
as shown in Figure 10.2. It occurs because
transistors (and ICs that contain them ) are
ess entially combinations of diodes ar
ranged according to a specific internal
metallurgical scheme. The "diode" enve 
lope detect s RF, and the AM-detected
result appears in the affected device.

Audio rectification is a form of funda
ment al overload. It is not the fault of the
amateur station that the affected equip-

ment was inadequately designed to rejec t
unwanted signals. Most audio rec tifica
tion result s from RF pickup on wires con
necting stereo components . It can also
occur in telephones, answering machines
and even things like alarm systems that
produce no audio.

You cannot "make" a trans istor from
indi vidual diodes, but a transistor contains
"forward biased" and "reversed biased"
diode junctions that act like individual di
odes. Since diodes are good "envelope"
detectors (or rectifiers), they detect any
unwanted ac signal of sufficient strength.
This occurs in spite of any desired audio
signals that may be present.

Audio rectification occurs even thoughthe
stronger-signal frequency may be well out
side the audio range. This is a form of funda
mental overload (a very strong signal at the
transistor or vacuum tube) that disrupts the
normal operation of the device. The un
wanted signal can arrive at the transistor or
tube via several paths. Once an RFsignalgets
detected and turned into audio, it will follow
the path through the amplifier to the speak
ers, with the result being interference. Once
it is turned into audio, it cannot be filtered
without affecting the desired signal, too .

PATHS

The energy that causes these problems
may arrive at the 'affected audio equip
ment by three essential path s: radi ation ,

Stereos and Other Audio Equipment 10.3



Figure 10.2-ln audio-rectification interference, some device that is not designed to
act as an RF detector does so. RF on the output lines (A) is detected by the output
device (B). The detected signal is then amplified and applied to speaker (e).
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Wires Are Good Antennas !

To summarize one important point
components don't pick up RF ; wires do!
In most cases, the RFI problem is caused
by radiated RF signals . Most audio devices
are connected to three antennas-the in
put leads, the output leads and the power
supp ly leads. These conductors are usu
ally the way that unwanted RF gets into
audio equipment.

A quick fix : Shorten the wires! This is
especially effective with speaker leads.
Many times speakers are located next to
the stereo, with several feet of speaker
wire coiled into a large loop beh ind the Figure 10.3-A typical modern stereo system.

Radiated

Radiated interference arrives at its
victim in the same fashion as any other
rad io transmission. There is a radi ating an
tenna, a transmission path and a receiv ing
"antenna." The an tenna of the victi m
device is often the interconnecting cables
between various elements of the audio/
stereo system. Figure 10.3 shows a typical
layout of an audio/stereo system that
consists of at least two input devices (a
tape player and a CD player), a main stereo
amplifier and at least two speakers.

Cab les fro m input devices are often
shiel ded, but sometimes cause difficulty
anyway.

Speaker cables are generally un
shielded and ofte n much longer than nec
essary. The excess length is usually ju st
stuffed in any convenient nook. Long
cab les make good rece iving antennas for
any RF fields tha t may be present. In most
cases of interference to audio amplifiers,
the RF energy is being picked up on the
speaker leads. Many speaker leads just
happen to be cut to lengths that are reso 
nant on one or more HF band s, adding to
the prob lem.

Direct radiation pickup is a special case
of radiated interference . Th e term de
scribes cases where a rad iated signal is
received by conductors inside the affected
equipment. RFI that arr ives via radiation
can be blocked by shie lding the affecte d
device (if that is possi ble; anten nas , for
example cannot be shie lded). When
shie lding is not possi ble, direct radiation
pickup can be treated with the proper fil 
tering components applied at the compo
nent level, inside the affected device . Such
modifications should be left to the man u
facturer or a qualified service technician.

conduction and magnetic induction. These
basic mecha nisms are exp lained in detail
in Chapter 2; they won't be repea ted here.
(Remember the adm onition to read the
basics chapters first !)This chapter touches
only the highlights as they relate to audio
interference.

10.4 Chapter 10



equipment. Shorten the wires or wrap the
excess into a small loop that fits around
your hand and secure it with a wire tie.
Thi s technique makes the wire a much
poorer antenna and also for ms a simple
common-mode chok e.

Conducted
Conducted interference arri ves by wire

(or other conductor). Conducted interfer
ence may be controlled by filt ering the
conductor. Conducted interference may
appear as either common-mode (all con
ductors act as though they were a single
wire) or differential -mode signals (the
signal arri ves on a pair of conductors, with
a 1800 phase difference between the pair).
Most of the time , when RF is picked up on
conductor s, it will be in the common
mode, but if the cond uctors are not well
balanced at RF, there will be a fair amount
of different ial-mode pickup, too. You
should have both comm on-mode and dif
ferential-mode filt ers on hand for testing
because some cases require both kinds .

Very seldom is cond uction the sole
path of an interfering signal. The incoming
signal is usuall y radiated to a conductor
near the affected device, which then passes
the signal to the affected device. In those
cases, interference may be reduced by
shielding, or somehow detuning, the con
ductor. (Detuning a conductor might in
clude changing the length , or inserting RF
chokes to break its appar ent length at RF.)

Magnetic Induction

Magnet ic-induction interference requires
a very close proximity of the interfering
device (a coil or transformer) to its "vic
tim." Hams are not normall y confronted
with this situation, even in their own homes
(except in the case of telephones; that chap
ter has more about "magnetic induction").
Magneti c induction can be reduced by
physically separati ng or magnetically
shielding (as by an enclosure of soft iron)
the interacting devices .

ter sounds similar, the problem is audio
rect ification . If the interferenc e is not af
fected by the volume control , the problem
is almost cert ainl y rectification in one or
more audio stages.

In some cases, the interference can be
more subtle. A high-end audio device that
normally has a very low distortion level
may still continue to function in the pres 
ence of RF, but the distorti on level may
rise significantly higher than the manufac
turer intend ed in the presence of RF.

Identifying the Problem

It is not difficult to diagnose audi o rec
tification in a device that contains no RF
components. The FCC RFI pamphlet
clearly states that audio devices that pick
up RF signals are funct ioning improperly
as radio receivers. When this occurs, it is
clearly a case of audio rectification. Steps
that reduce the strength of the amateur's
fundamental signal may help the situation,
but the faul t and solution both lie at the
audio-equipment end .

Determine, if possib le, how RF energy
is ente ring the affected equipment. The
basic step of simplifying the problem is a
good start. For example, if dealing with a
mult i-compon ent audi o sys tem, discon
nect all of the input cables from the audio
amplifier or tuner and see if the interfer
ence is present with onl y the amplifie r and
speakers . If so, that leaves only direct
pickup , the ac line or the speaker leads as
suspects.

Troubleshooting Steps
The first step in identifying a probl em is

to cha racterize it as completely as possible.
This is covered in detail in the First Steps
and Troubleshooting chapters . Ask the
que stion , "What does the inte rfe rence
sound like ?" Get the best description pos
sible fro m nontechnical people. Certain
kind s of interference can be identi fied by
characteristic sounds. Amplitude modul a-

tion, for exa mple, is readily detectable and
audible on an AM radio or audio/stereo
syst em. Single-sideband is also an AM
sys tem, but it is usually not intelligible.
Instead, it produces a "muffled" sound on
an AM radio or audio /ste reo system. See
Table 10.1 for a list of characteristic inter
fere nce sou nds.

You may not have many options on
sma ll or simple systems. A tabletop radio
conta ins its own antenna. Battery-pow 
ered equipmen t has no line cord to filter.
It is not poss ible for the typical owner to
add external filt ers to such self-contained
elements. For tunate ly, systems with few
options also usually have few RFI paths.
Any externa l connections, such as the
powe r cord on a tabletop radio, can be
treated in the same manner as the corre 
sponding part of a large, comp lex system .
Therefore, let ' s discuss a large system
with the understanding that the technique s
can be applied to smaller systems as well.

Simplify the System!

When you begin troubl eshooting, keep
an open mind and don' t be afrai d to ex
periment. Make your approach to the
problem a logical one, rather than a hit or
miss proposition. Begin troub leshooting
by simplifying the system. For example,
in a complex stereo system, turn the sys
tem power off and disconnect all separate
com ponents from the main amplifier. Dis
connect the speakers as well, and listen
with headph ones on a short cord. If a radio
tuner is part of the main unit, disconnect
the radio antenna. If the interference per
sis ts, it is entering the main amplifier
through either the power cord or by direct
radiation pick up.

Reconnect Step by Step

Once the minimum system is free of
inte rference, begi n adding the compo
nents that were removed. Beg in with the
speakers . If interference returns , then the

Table 10.1
Characteristic Sounds Produced by Audio Rectification of Various Signals

TROUBLESHOOTING AUDIO RFI
Th e basic principles of RFI trouble

shoo ting are covered in the troubl eshoot
ing chapter. Th is chapter offers a brief
overvie w and a few specifics related to
audio interference.

Most audio interference is easy to iden 
tify: voices, often garbled from amateur
SSB, thumps and bump s from CW or a
hum can be heard in the device speaker
when a near by transmitter operates . Ama
teu rs should be familiar with the sound of
AM- detec ted SSB. If your receiver has an
AM mode, listen to SSB signals in that
mode . The resultant audio will sound
muffled and disto rted . If interference to
audio equipment from your SSB transm it-

Source

AM

SSB
FM

TV

Data

CW
Motor
Atmospheric

Sound
The voice or mus ic is heard as any normal signal appl ied to the
ampl ifier. The inte rfering signal may be extremely loud and slightly
distorted .
Voices are garbled and unintell igible .
Usually no sound is heard , but the amplifier volume decreases durin g
transmissions . Clicks may be heard as a transm itter is keyed.
The audio rectification of a TV signa l makes a loud buzzing noise .
The buzz changes as the TV picture changes .
Data transmissions may affect the receiver in the same way as FM.
There may be an aud ible "tweedling" sound , constant or intermittent or
constant-level stat ic.
Usually a rhythmic click ing with keying.
Constant-level static that varies with motor speed.
Uneven crashing sounds.
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speakers and their cable s must play a part.
Continue troubleshooting: reconnect a

component, test for inte rference, con sider
likely paths and apply likely cures until
the int erference is gon e. Repeat the
proc ess for each component by working
back to the signal inputs, until the sys tem
is again complete and all interference is
gone . If the sys tem contains several pieces
of equipment, such as CD players, turn
tables, and FM tuners, reconnect onl y one
source at a time . If you are working with a
neighbor, have your neighbor do the con
necting and disconnecting. Thi s will mini
mize the likelihood that you will be
accused of damaging the equipment. If you
must do the job, first establish that you
will not do anything that affects the "in 
side" of the equipment, or its operation.

When the amplifier is clear of all RFI,
add the next component upstream. Repeat
the same troubleshooting techniques as
you rein stall sys tem components. Each
system component may need its own RFI
cure as part of the overall fix. Turntables,
tape decks, CD/ca ssette players, micro
phones and AM/FM tuners may all be con
nected as inputs to an audio system and
each may need treatment.

For example, if you are able to get the
system cleared of RFI with a turntable as
the input, but the RFI reappears when an
AM/FM tuner is reconnected to the ampli
fier, then the troubleshooting must
continue to solve the new prob lem. At least
when you have one complete RFI-free path
through the system , it demonstrates to the
owner that you can solve the problem, even
though other components may still need
work. The equipment owner can then see
that-with his cooperation and under
stand ing-there may be a sati sfactory so
lution for all concerned.

Individual components such as turntables,
tape decks, and CD/cassette players can have
the same basic problems as the main ampli
fier. Just as speaker cable can be resonant at
amateur frequencies in the HF range, cables
from the pick-up stylus in the turntabl e tone
arm can be resonant at VHFIUHF. A phono
preamplifier has very high gain, and it is just
as susceptible to rectification as the input to
the main amplifier.

As you continue adding unit s to the sys
tem, mentally review other chapters in this
book for potential solutions. For instance,
if interference reappears when an AM/FM
tuner is connected back into an otherwise
clean system, other techniques may be re
qui red to solve this problem. Thi s is be
cause the problem may move from the AF
range to the RF and IF ranges of the tuner.

The Volume Control

If there is a volume level control in the
affected equipment, it can provide valu-
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able clues about where the audio detect ion
causing the RFI may be occurring. When
the control has no effe ct, interference is
rectified after the control. If the control
does affect the level of RFI, the overloaded
circuits are ahead of the control.

RFI being genera ted before the volume
con tro l is usually direct radi ation pickup
(in tape recorder head s and preampli fier
circu its, for example). Circuit modi fica
tion s could cure the problem, but leave
such action to the manufacturer or a quali 
fied technician, unle ss you own the
equipment being mod ified and you are
qualified to do circuit work.

Whell the Volume Control
Has No Effect

If the volume control has no effect on
the level of the interference, the interfer
ence is occurring after the volume control.
Interference after the volume contro l is
usually audio rectification in the amplifier
output stage. While such interference
should hav e been cured in the early stages
of troubleshooting, the last piece of recon
nected equipment may provide an inter
ference return path or ground loop that
affects the previously cured amplifier
problem.

For example, a CD player that is
grounded through its power cord, uses a
shielded conn ecting cabl e and also pro
vides a ground connection to the system
amp lifier adds ground loops (alternate
ground path s) to the system. The probl em
might be cured by disconnecting the
CD player ground from the amplifier, by
placing an RF choke in that lead or by elec
trically breaking the shield connection of
the CD player signal cable.

Whell the Volume Control
Has all Effect

If the int erference is affected by the
volume control , then it is eith er being
picked up dire ctly by high-gain stages in
the amplifier or it is ent erin g on the signal
lines and not the ac cord or ground loop s.
If this is not the case, the problem can be
difficult to diagnose. The inte rference may
be acting in the amplifier betwe en the sig
nal input conn ector and the volume con
trol , or it may be rectified in the audio
source and passed to the amplifie r, as AF,
along with the desired sig nals.

Check the interconnect cable between
the two unit s to see if it is shielded. If it is
not , and you have a shielded cabl e you can
subst itute for it, do so . If the interference
disappears with a shielded cable, then the
solution is obvious. If you don' t have a
shielded cabl e to substitute, then apply
the same ferrit e core treatment to this cable
as you did to the speaker cables . Even if
the existing cable is shielded, try a com-

(A)

(8)

Figure 1O.4-A typical stereo installation
at A and its EMI-resistant counterpart at
B. (Photos by Suli Sullivan)

mon-mode choke; it should protect the
amplifier agai nst RF on the cable shield
(within the limitations of chokes, covered
later in the chapter). If a shielded cable
and chokes do not help , suspect that the
auxil iary equ ipment connected to the am
plifier may be the source of the RFI.

Whell it is Not Even Turn ed Oil!

Another simple audio-re ctification test
is per formed by turning off the affected
device and listening for detected RF
(clicks from CW or distorted audio from
sideband) from the speakers while operat
ing the amateur transmitt er. If clicks are
heard with the audio equipment turned off,
audio recti fication is taking place in the
final audio transistors.

Good Engineering Practice

Stereo installations oft en have a
rat' s nest of wires, cables and antennas
for ming large loops behind the equipment.
Clean up this mess by using min imum
length cables. Bundl e signal-input cables,
speaker wires and anten na leads away
from each other as well. Things can get a
lot wor se than the exa mple shown in
Figure IDA!

AUDIO RFI CURES AND
APPLICATION

Historically, amateur treatment of RFI
problems has included detailed informa
tion about circuit modification s to affected
equipment. The se days, however, such



Type 4

Figure 10.7-Typical ferrite bead
configurations. Types 1 through 3 are
one-piece beads. Type 4 is a split bead
for assembly around cables or wire
bundles.

T)lle 3

ferromagnetic materials , in order to vary
their permeability. Beads work where
their larger brothers won't fit. In most
cases, ferrite beads do not provide much
induct ance, so they do not work as well as
ferrite chokes as do toroids with multiple
turns of wire. Ifpossible, using a few turns
of wire in conjunction with a ferrite bead
will help impro ve its effectiveness.

Figure 10.7 shows four different bead
configurations. As the figure shows, one
need only thread one or more beads on a
lead, or wind one or more turns through
them (Type 2 and 3 beads) to impede un
wanted RF signals. The impedance will
rise linearly with the number of beads; it
will rise as the square of the number of
turns of wire on each bead. Passing a wire
through a bead is one turn.

To install a ferrite bead in a transi stor
amplifier built on a PC board, unsolder the
base lead, lift the lead clear of the board,
place a ferr ite bead over it, reinsert the iead
and solder it. This places an inductively
coupled impedan ce in the signal path with-

Figure 10.6-A ferrite toroid common
mode choke for use on speaker leads
and interconnect cables.

to Turntabl e,
Tope Pla yer,

FM Player, Etc

Ferrite Beads-Their Little
Brothers

Ferrite mater ial can also be shaped into
beads. These dowel-like ferrite cores have
one or more hole s through them. When
placed on wires, they act as RF chokes.
The beads are made from several different

H 1- MU
Toroid

lessen at the frequency to be rejected.
Place the choke as close to the affect ed

chassis as possible. A choke at a speaker
is not usuall y as effect ive as one at the
chassis terminals. Excess speaker cable is
generally suffi cient to wind a choke.
Power cord s may not be long enough un
less the power outlet is nearby.

Keep a variety of chokes and choke/
cable combinations on hand with differ
ent connectors on the ends to match the
usual audio/stereo component connectors
and terminals. If you have had TVI or
other RFI problems in your own house,
you may already have pretested chokes on
hand. Note that if you need ferr ite choke s
to tame RFI in one unit , you will likely
need more for others. (You won' t be able
to remove any such chokes from previ
ously cleared units becau se their RFI will
return.) Therefore you may need two or
thre e ferrite chokes for each piece of
equipment as you continue clearing the
system. If you are dealing with a
neighbor' s interference problem, you will
look more creditable if you come prepared
with effective and sufficient cures to solve
the problem quickly .

A good audio common-mode filter
suitable for speaker or input leads can be
made from an FT-240 ferrite core (see
Figure 10.6). Use a ferrite material suit
able for the frequencies involv ed. Wrap
approximately 10 turns (a single layer) of
shielded speaker or interconne ct cable. In
most cases this filter greatly attenuates the
level of audio rectification.

Ferrite Common-Mode Chokes are
Your Friends

In most cases, ferrite material is used to
form a common-mode choke. Common 
mode toroid chokes are often effective
against RF in cable shie lds. Wrap any ex
cess interconnect cable around a ferrite
core (such as FT-140 or FT-240), made
from a material suitable for the frequen cy
being filtered, and see what effect it has on
the interference.

Chokes work by presenting a high im
pedance to common-mode RF in series
with the conductor. This impedance is a
combination of reactive, which tends to
reflect the RF energy and resi stive, which
absorbs it. Ifusing one choke does not cure
the RFI, add a second choke at the other
end of the cable. In long cables, add an
other choke 8 to 10 feet from the first. Most
of the time, a common-mode choke has no
effect on the desired, differential -mode
signal inside the cable or wire being
filtered.

Simply wrapping signal cables (or an ac
cord) around a ferrite rod often eliminates
RFI. Figure 10.5shows another way to make
a ferrite choke. As a rule, more turns yield
more rejecti on of unwanted energy. For
severe RFI cases, more than one core can be
used (the effect is additive). Use ferrite with
a permeability (11) of at least 850. Higher
permeability is okay, as long as it does not

measu res are seldom appropriate. Nearly
all RFI problems can be solved by means
of filters and external shields. Also, some
states require that anyone who works on
electronic equipment must hold a state-is
sued technician's license. (Your FCC li
cense will not be sufficient.) Many of the
cures shown here can be applied exter
nally, but in-circuit modifications are
shown here as guidance for licensed tech
nicians who are unfamiliar with RFI cure s.

Figure 10.5-Wrap the ac-Iine cord
around a ferrite rod to break ground
loops that include the ac line.
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out adding resist ance. Remember you are
trying to eliminate RF, and the de sired
signal is AF .

Bead type 4 is a split bead that can be used
over cable asse mblies (' /4 to 112 inch diam)
without disassembly of the cable. The split
bead is mounted around the cable to enclose
it. Flat, split beads are availabl e for use on
multi-conductor flat ribbon cable .

The impedance coupled into a circuit by
a bead is a function of the bead material, the
signal frequency, and the bead size. As fre
quency increases, permeability decrea ses,
resulting in a band-reject response. Mix 43,
73 and 75 ferrite beads are most commonly
used for RFI suppression.

Impedance is directly proportional to
the length of the bead, and it increases as
more beads are used . The magnetic field is
totally contained within the beads, and it
does not matter whether they touch one
another or not. Ferrite beads need not be
grounded; in fact, take care with these
high-permeability materials because they
are semi-conductive. They should not
touch unin sulated wires or ground.

Beads com e in various sizes and per
meabilities, so manufacturers' literature
should be consulted to determine their size,
permeability and optimum frequency range.
Manufacturers usually publish this data,
along with an "impedance factor" (related
to the permeability), which relates imped
ance to bead size and the number of turns.

Bypassing

Conventional bypa ssing techniques (as
discu ssed in the RFI Fundamentals chap-

I
1

(A)

ter ) can work agains t audio interference
problems. Over the years, QST s Hints and
Kinks column has featured audio-RFI
cures that invol ve placing capacitors
across audio inputs or outputs . In many
cases , these can also work in together with
indu ctors to form a very effective filter.
Several examples are shown in Figure
10.8.

Bypassing doe s have its side effects ,
however. A 150 pF capacitor has an im
pedance of about 100 ohm s at 10 MHz,
makin g it an effective RFI filter at that
fre quency if used in a high -impedance
audio circuit. It has an impedance of about
50,000 ohms at 20 kHz, however, and if
used in a typical audio high-impedance
circuit, it will roll off the 20 kHz response
by about 3 dB . This is tolerable in some
applications, such as a house intercom, but
will probably be unacceptable to most
high-end audio users.

When Not to Bypass

Do not apply bypass capacitors to the
output of transistor amplifiers. See Fig
ure 10.9. Contrary to previous literature,
it is not a good idea to bypass spe aker leads
with a capacitor. This works just fine fo r
tube amplifiers, but solid-state amplifiers
are apt to break into full -power oscillation
with capacitive loads. Damage to the am
plifier is the probable result.

Transistor amplifiers can pro vide low
impedance outputs. This lets them drive
speakers without matching transformers
that would attenuate frequencies above the
audio range . Tran si stors are extremely

I
1----1-----1
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sens itive to bia s variat ions . Th eir gain
typicall y decreases as frequency rises and
inc reases with temperature. Feedback cir
cu its are normally used to compensate for
these traits. Because of the gain-frequency
rel ationship, the feedback circuits have a
high -pass characteristic .

A high-pass feedback network (with no
output transformer to limit high-end re
sponse) permits pot entially dangerous os
cillations. The feedb ack network is ad
justed to prevent such oscillations with a
resistive load. When a capacitor is added
acro ss the amplifier output, however, the
phase relationships in the output stage can
change. The feedback circuit that helped
keep the amplifier linear can now result in
oscillations . Since the oscillations are
often above AF (ultrasonic), the only no
ticeable effect may be overheating or
destruction of the amplifier. If you cure
the RFI, but the amplifier fails as a result,
you will have no credibility. (Imagine the
effect if you do thi s to your teenager' s
stereo l). Fortunately, there is a way out of
thi s dilemma.

The outputs of transistor amplifiers can
be safe ly treated in two ways : Ferr ite tor
oid common-mode chokes do not place a
capacitor across the output. A bypass ca
pacitor may be placed across the output if
it is preceded by an RF choke. The choke
and capacitor form a low-pass filter and
present an inductive, not capacitive load
to the amplifier. See Figure 10.8D for an
example of a filter that can work on most
speaker leads . If you have any que stions
about what cures are appropriate, ask the
equipment manufacturer.

Shields and Grounds

In rare cases, the previously discussed
cures will not completely remove RFI.
Such cases may require more stringent
techniques to eliminate the last traces of
RFI. Grounds and shields should be inves
tig ated . Grounding techniques are impor-

~r=IJJOutput

(D)

Figure 10.8-There are a number of ways to bypass audio signals. The simple
capacitor in A is connected from a signal line to ground. The capacitor in B is
connected across two ungrounded conductors. A good way to bypass the input of
an audio amplifier is shown in C. The unwanted RF would prefer to flow to ground
through the capacitor rather than pass through the inductor. A way to bypass
speakers is shown in D. The inductor should be rated to carry several times the
current that will be present in the speaker system. In an 8-Q, a 1DO-watt signal
would require 3.5 A. Commercial inductors are not available economically in this
current range. Make a suitable inductor using ferrite cores.
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DON'T DO IT !

Figure 10.9-Modern solid-state
amplifiers do not usually operate
properly into a capacitive load. Do not
follow the old advice to install 0.01 IlF
capacitors across the speaker terminals
of a solid-state amplifier.



Intercom Feedback and Ground Loops
Some years ago, I was the project engineer on part of a large data

processing system . It required an intercom system and intercom access to
a group of audio recorders. During the preliminary tests, there were severe
hum and multiple feedback problems when more than two intercom stations
were connected and when intercom stations accessed the tape-recorder
system .

All audio cables were twisted-pair shielded lines, which should have been
clear of both hum and feedback. Since the system was a prototype, no
spec ial care had been taken to keep leads short or provide optimum
grounding. While troubleshooting the feedback and hum problem, I noticed
that the number of recorders installed directly affected the hum level; more
recorders increased hum.

Ring-Around Feedback
When I disconnected the recorders completely, the hum problem was

drastically reduced, but the feedback was still there when more than two
intercom stations were connected . The feedback problem was determined
to be a familiar problem known as "ring around. " (This problem first showed
up in cross-country microwave relay circuits , where a complete loop was
generated by several site operators using the service line simultaneously.)
The effect is similar to the feedback in PA systems when the gain is too high.
In my case, the connection of the intercom stations was provided "through"
each station, rather than by a common node. Once this was determined,
phase-delay networks (with slightly different delays) were installed at each
station. This interrupted the ring and solved the problem.

Ground Loops
Next the hum problem was examined (it occurred when the stations were

connected to any of the tape recorders) . A quick look at the recorde r
schematic revealed the cause. There were eight separate grounds at the
output connector of each recorder. The solution to the problem was obvi
ous. Each recorder was internally modified to provide only one ground at
each connector. The hum disappeared, and the intercom system operated
normally.

The moral to this story is: Too many grounds can spoil an otherwise good
system. With eight grounds exiting the recorders the potential for ground loops
was enormous; any hum or noise on those grounds could enter the system. A
single ground from each unit (connected to a common system ground)
completely solved the problem.-James G. Lee, W6VAT, San Jose, California

tant to eliminate ground-loop curr ents and
help eliminate conducted interference .
Shields serve to protect circuits from di
rect radiation pickup .

Shields

Amateur equipment has shielded cases
to prevent chassis radiation. Tran smit fil
ters permit only the fundamental to reach
the antenna. Most consumer devices do
not have shielded cabinets, nor do they
have any internal shielding. Some system
components are poorl y shielded. When
they suffer from direct radiation pickup,
the owner should contact the manufacturer
to request shielding modifications. The
own er 's only remaining options are a
shielded enclosure or repla cement of the
affected equipment.

It is possible to shield an affected de
vice, its enclosure or cabin et. Although it
is not often a practical solution, direct ra
diation pickup may be treated by placing
the amplifier inside a home-built shielded
enclosure. (Many equipment owners
would not like this solution!) The owner
may make (or have made ) a shielded en
clo sure to hold the affected device. A suit
able enclosure is reasonably easy to find
or construct. For example, a stereo system
might be placed inside a metal entertain
ment -center cabinet. The main drawbacks
are appearance and convenient acces s to
the equipment inside the enclosure.

Perforated aluminum and metal screen
are suitable materials. Be sure that the
enclosure provides enough ventilation to
prevent overheating of power amplifiers .
Alternatively, the manufacturer or a quali
fied technician can add shielding or a con
ducti ve spray insid e the amplifier cabinet
or make circuit modifications to reduce
RF susceptibility. Spray shielding is dis
cussed in the EMC Fundamentals chapter.

A suitable enclo sure may be made of
metal, or a nonconduct ive enclosure may be
lined with metal or a conductive spray. A
spray EMI-RFI coating is available from
GCrrhorsen. Copper and brass offer ease of
connection, aluminum is cheaper (use
lockwasher solder lugs for electrical con
nections to aluminum). A small metal case
should be perfor ated (such as decorative
screening) to allow adequate ventilat ion.
Use piano hinge for good shielding at open
ings. Opening covers should fit closely and
overlap the opening edge. If the enclosure
cures the RFI without a ground connection,
leave it that way. A good earth ground helps
in some situations.

RF easil y get s through long, narro w
slots . Fasteners used to secure a cove r
should be spaced about 0.05 'A. or less to
maintain good shielding integrity.

The owner or ham should not attempt to
install shields inside an affected device .

There are safety, regulatory and other is
sues involved. For example , spray shield
ing on transformerl ess consumer equip
ment could crea te a shock hazard. It may
also change the thermal balance inside the
equipment, making it more prone to long
or short-term failure. The manufacturer or
a qualified techn ician may be able to in
stall rigid (often foil bonded to cardboard)
or spray shielding inside the case.

Grounds

A ground is supposedly a "ze ro-poten
tial " surface or point, but most floa t at
some small voltage. In reality, our best
hope is that there is little circulating cur
rent (particularly RF). Some households
have multiple ground reference poin ts: the
ac powe r ground, the plumbing system and
sometimes separate grounds for telephone
and cable. Mul tiple ground s, however, are
not a good practice; the Nat ional Electri
cal Code requires that all grou nds be con
nected to a single point.

Water pipes are buried, but their ground
resistivity can be quite high, and there are no
precautions to ensure electrical continuity.
As a result, the plumbing is usually tied to
the ac ground return at some point in the
house. This point is often at an outside fau
cet, where a wire is attached from the ac
ground to the water pipe with a clamp.

Improper grounding can introduc e un
wanted audio hum and may vio late the
Nationa l Electrical Code or local regula
tions. An added ground for an audio
sys tem could crea te a big gro und loop ,
which could act as an antenna and worsen
the RFI.

Ground Loop s

In nature, it is very unlikely that any two
grounds are at exactly the same potential.
Therefore , when a conductor is connected
to two different ground points, a "circulat
ing" current flows through the (supposedly
grounded) wire. By connecting the wire to
a second ground, a ground loop was created.

Stereos and Other Audio Equipment 10.9
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Fig ure 10.1O-Ground loops in stereo syst ems . A shows a system with multip le
grounds. Circulating currents may f low through t he loop formed by the groun d
connect ions between the tuner and phonograp h, ph onograph and CD pla yer.
There is also a loop between the tuner's separate earth ground and the main
amplifier earth ground. Gro und loops are eliminated at B, where eac h component
has only one path to a single system ground via th e main amplifier.

Input Stages

Ampli fiers can be subject to inte rfer
ence in two fundamental ways. Refer back
to Figure 10.2. This shows the input cir -

Transistors, ICs and Diodes

The size and economy of integrated cir
cuit s (lCs) and other semiconductors have
brought about a revolution in con sumer
electronics. (Almos t all semiconductor
devices contain transistors, so we can talk
about "transistors" and apply that term to
ICs as well.) However, several character
istics of solid-state devices make modern
consumer equipment more susceptible to
RFI than some older equipment.

Tran sistors are generally less linear than
vacuum tubes . They are also more sensi 
tive to operating conditions than vacuum
tubes. Tran sistor bias conditions are criti
cal for linear operation. These conditions
combine to make transistors particularly
susceptible to RF-signal detection. Non
linear devices act like diodes to one degree
or another, turning RF into unwanted au
dio energy to interfere with the desired
audio signal.

The trend toward small size and low
power consumption has made it difficult
(or impos sible) to apply some Rf'I-reduc
tion techniques used on vacuum-tube ci r
cuit s. An IC is a hermetically sealed com
ponent. There is no access to the internal
circuitry. The basic RFI solution for an IC:
isolate it from RF.

As ICs get smaller , so do the consumer
products in which they are used. Reduct ions
in the size and cost of consumer electronics
have greatly increased the number of such
devices near transmitters. The small size of
some equipment makes it difficult to install
RFI cures. For example, personal AMIFM
cassette players usually have built-in anten
nas and are used in such a way that it is im
possible to apply RFI cures.

Amplifiers

Almost all modern audio dev ices have
one thin g in common-an audio amplifier.
Amplifiers are the core of audio device s.
In modern equipment, transistor s or ICs
are usually the acti ve devices, but there
are still some vacuum-tube amplifiers in
existence. (No old-time guitar player will
ever stop using an old Fender tube amp!)
The term "amplifier" covers a lot of terr i
tor y, from low-level preamps to high
power audi o output amplifiers. The cure s
discussed in this sect ion apply to a wide
range of audio device s.

state. RFI-reduction techniques apply to
both semiconductor and vacuum-tube audio
device s, but semiconductor circu its have
some unique characteristics that preclude the
use of some traditional RFI cures.

(B)

(A)

AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEM DESIGN

While today' s audio and stereo equip
ment is mostly solid state, the occasional
vacuum-tube equipment can still be found.
This chapter covers both technologies with,
of course, much more emphasis on solid

AC-Outlet Grounding Practices

All this may sound difficult, but often it
is not. Many homes have three-wire
grounded outlets near water sources,
while the rest of the home has only two
wire outlets . In such case s the home is
usually wired with three-wire cable, but
the ground wire is not connected at the
two- wire outlets. In this case, outlets can
be changed to a three-wire style, and the
ground wire conn ected to its proper ter
minal. Of course, the ground wire must be
continuous to the ac ground point. For
safety reasons, the work should be done
by a professional electrician. See the elec 
trical RFI chapter for more information.

system that may be located on a second
story or in a far corner of the house? Es
tab lish a reference ground at the system
itself. Then connect the reference ground
to the main ac ground with as short a lead
as possible. This may not be eas ily done ,
but it may be the only solution in severe
RFI cases.

Power Supply

Power Supply

Moin Amplifier

Moin Amplifie r

The currents circulating in ground loops can
cause or worsen RFI problems.

A "s ingle point" grounding system is
usually necessary to avoid circulating cur
rents between components of a system.
Figure 10.10 shows how to avoid ground
loops between system components . In the
figure, a turntable that has a shielded inter
connect cab le should not have a separate
ground lead to the amplifier. Other compo
nents such as AM/FM tuners and CD or
cassette players should be treated likewise.

To avo id ground loops, there should be
one (and only one) path from each poin t in
the system to earth ground. (Visualize the
ground system as a tree, with one trun k
and many branches.)

When each component has its own
three-wire ac cord, it may be difficult to
avoid ground loops. It may be sat isfa ctory
to connect them all to the same ac outl et.
If not , try a fer rite choke on each ac cord.
Then add ferr ite chokes on any shielded
interconnect cables. In some cases it may
help to use unshielded interconnect cabl es.
There are no hard and fast rule s, becau se
each audio/stereo system is unique. Try
all combinations of potential cure s; some
are bound to work. Don't give up! When
the final solution is achieved, it will hold
lessons that can help in future cases.

What does this mean for an audio/stereo
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Figure 10.12- A simplified (ac) schemat ic of a typical audio amplifier. Phase lags
occur between the dashed lines that determine the frequency response of the
ampli fier. The choke and capacitor (shown dashed) may be added to suppress
RFI entering the amplifier via the speaker cable.

Vacuum-Tube Power Amplifiers

It is poss ible to design audio amplifiers

back path (from the output through R3 and
R2) is shown, along with R I (the collec tor
load for QI). The schematic shows how
the circuit appears to signa ls, or ac condi
tions.

Witho ut going into grea t detail, the
figure also shows three phase lags that
contribute to the overall frequency
response of the amplifier. The amount of
lag in eac h section depends upon both the
alpha and bet a cutoff frequencies of
the individual transistors . The feedback
path (R2 and R3) from the output to QI
is adjusted to provide the desired fre 
quency response characteristics .
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wit h bandwidths exceeding 100 kHz
without much difficu lty. Vac uum-tube
amp lifiers are high- impedance devices
though, and they need a transformer to
match the tube impedance (usually sev 
era l thousand ohms) to the speaker (4-16
Q). Most use large iron-core transform
ers, which are not broadband devices. The
transformers have an upper frequency
limit of about 20 kHz .

Figure 10.13 shows a sim plifie d dia
gram of a typical vacu um-tube audio
amplifier. Note the multiple output taps
on the transformer and also the feedback
path to a driver or prea mplifier stage. The
multiple taps are there to match a range of
speaker impedances, which can vary from
3.2 Q to 32 Q on ind ividual speakers. One

Q3

Phose Log 2Phose Log 1

AUDIO
INPUT

Transistor Power Amplifiers

Figure 10.12 shows a typica l trans
forrne rless audio amplifier with a comple
mentary -symmetry output stage driving a
speaker. (Complementary symmetry uses
of a combinatio n ofPNP-NPN transistors,
Q4 and Q5, to match the speaker.) For
clarity , many of the bias-stab ili zation
networks have been omitted. The feed-

To High - Gain Stag es

cuit of an audio preamplifier. The diode
shown in series with the input is to dem 
onstrate a point. If RF signals are picked
up on the input leads, or get to the input
transistor by any means, the circuit can
function as a diode detector.

Output Stages

Figure 10.11 shows how the audio out
put stages of a power amp lifier can also
create RFI. In this case, the RF is usually
picked up on the speaker leads. (Notice
how often speaker lead lengths are reso 
nant on HF amateur bands! As shown by
the diode, the output transistor can detect
the RF signal, turning it into audio. The
resistor and capacitor feedback compo
nents are designed to help make the audio
amp lifier linear. They can, however, con
duct that audio RFI signal back into the
high-gain stages ear lier in the unit, result
ing in very strong interference from a
small amou nt of RF energy.

Other output taps provide var ious lev
els of feedback to preamplifiers or drivers
(to contro l the freq uency response of the
amplifier). As a result, any RF picked up
by the speaker cables is fed directly back
to low-level stages of the amplifier. Those
stages amplify any unwa nted signa l along
with the desired signals, unt il one or more
stages are overloaded. The placement of
the feedback tap on the secon dary wind
ing is the only restricti on on the unwanted
signal fed back to the early stages.

Detected Audio~
Feedback Pat h

Output
Amp lifie r

Audio
Amplifier

Fig ure 10.13-A simplified sc hematic of a vacuum-t ube audio am pli f ier . C1 and
C2 bypass RFI entering f rom the speaker cables.

RF

Figure 10.11-RF pic ked up on speaker
leads can be detected. The resultant
audio can be coupled back to the high
gain sta ges by t he am plifier's negative
feedback ci rcuitry.
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Figure 10.16-Partial schematic of a
transistor audio amplifier with RFI
corrective components installed
(inside dotted line). RFC1 is a 1-I-1H
RF choke. The capacitor should be
suitable for RF, with a dc working
voltage appropriate for the circuit. FB
is typically an FB-43-101 ferrite bead .
A second bead was added on the
positive-supply line.

Figure 10.15-Partial schematic of a
vacuum-tube aud io amplifier with RFI
corrective components installed (inside
dotted line). The added capacitor
should be suitable for RF, with a dc
working voltage appropriate for the
circuit. FB is typically an FB-43 -101
ferrite bead . This method is sometimes
called "resistor-capacitor bypassing."

I I
I 100 pF to I
110.001 p.F I
I I
L J

Audio
Ampl ifier

Figure 10.14-A filter for use at the
input of audio equipment. The
components should be installed by a
qualified technician inside the affected
equipment as close as possible to the
input of the printed circuit board. In
some cases, it may be possible to
install them externally, at the input
connector of the audio equ ipment. Use
the shortest leads possib le. Use
capacitors with a minimum voltage
rating of 1500 V, in case "ground" is
inadvertently connected to 120 V ac.

same cure that vacuum-tube amplif iers
accept. See "Do Not Apply Bypass
Capacitors to the Output of Transistor
Amplifiers" earlier in this chapter.

There is another reason to avoid internal
changes. They can void any remaining war
ranty or service contract. Point this out to
the owner; it shows your concern for his/her
protection. Volunteer your services as a
consultant to the dealer or his technician if
they are unfamiliar with RFI problems.

If a technician is to add components,
placement may be critical. Figure 10.14
shows components added to the phono
gra ph, tape deck or auxili ary input con
nector s of an amplifier to remove un
wanted RF. Sinc e thi s occurs at a
connector, there is usually room to attach
these component s without diff iculty. As
before, these components should be
placed as far "upstream" (clo ser to the
input of the system) in the signal path as
possibl e to prevent ampli ficati on of un
wanted signals by affected circuits.

Vacuum-Tube Circuits

Figure s 10.15 and 10.16 show ferrite
beads applied to vacuum-tube and transis
tor amplifiers. Figure 10.16 shows two dif
ferent types of RF chokes (RFC) used as
filters. The small square box containing a
hyphen (-) is the symbol for a ferrite "bead"
choke . (Ferrite beads are discussed in more
detail later. ) Vacuum-tube and transistor
circuits require somewhat different ap
proache s to install the component s.

Most vacuum-tube amplifiers are con
structed with "po int -to -po int " wiring .
That is, wires are hand installed between
various points of the circuit. It is relatively
easy to add component s to such circuits.
In Figure 10.15 , for example, the lead to
the tube grid is simply unsoldered from
the socket terminal, the components
added , and the end of resistor R I is
resoldered to the socket pin. A small ter
minal strip may be added to support the
extra comp onents, but often this is not
needed . Transistor amplifiers are not as
easy to modi fy.

Solid-State Circuits

Essentially all transistor and IC cir
cuitry is mounted on PC boards . The only
leads that can be removed are those hold 
ing the components to the circu it board .
On densely populated boards, it may be
necessary to break a foil trace on the PC
board to insert a component. Thi s is not a
desirabl e solution.

There is no problem installing C I in
Figure 10. I6 at the base of QI , but RFC I
cannot be easil y inserted unless the fo il
trace is cut. It is doubtful that dealer ' s
serv ice technician would do this, and the
manufacturer would certainly disli ke this

Where to Place Internal
Components

Be warned! It is unwise to add compo
nents to internal circuit ry. If a qualified tech
nician has the understanding and willing
ness to solve the problem, internal
modifications may be a viable solution.
(Even then, consult the manufacturer first. )
In all cases, strive to protect the equipment
owner 's equipment and interests. You and
he (or she) are on the same side.

Make sure that cures clear the interfe r
ence, but have no chance of harming the
affec ted unit. Rememb er that transistor
power amplifi ers may not tolerate the

Multiple Antennas

It is not uncommon for more than one
speaker to be connected to one channel of
an amplifier in a stereo sys tem. Even
monophonic sys tems have been wired to
drive two speakers. Two 16-Q speakers in
parallel are an 8-Q load, and as long as the
amplifier has the power capability to dri ve
them , it is a very practical arran gement.

The Electrical System

Interference that enters by the ac cord is
conducted interference. Strong RF field s
are inducing currents in the ac wiring, and
the wiring then conducts RF to the ampli
fier. Sin ce nothing useful can rea lly be
done with the suspect house wiring, action
must be taken at the power supply cord . If
the equipment has an ac cord, apply the
same technique to the cord, particularly if
a choke on the interconnect cable reduced
any problems in the main amplifier. In
severe cases, wind both the interconnect
cable and the ac cord around ferrite cores.
The interfere nce is probably a common
mode signal , so apply a common-mode
fil ter as close to the ampli fier as possible.
You can also try a "brute-force" ac-line
filter, such as those sold by Indu strial
Communications Engineers.

of the output terminals is shown grounded,
but thi s may not be so in eve ry amplifier.

RFI ent ering vacuum-tube amplifiers
via the speaker cable s can be controlled
with bypass capacitors (C l and C2) con
nected from speake r output to ground.
Assuming that the ground termin al offers a
good ground, the two capacitors should
prevent any unwanted RF from reaching
early stages in the ampli fier. In general,
the capacitance should be as little as pos
sible, but large enough to cure the RFI.
Start with small capacitors, say 0.001 ~F,

and increase the value if they do not work.
The output impedance of power amplifiers
is usuall y low enough so the capacitors can
be relatively large without affecting the
high-frequency response of the amplifier.
Don 't do this with solid-state amplifiers!
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solution. Fortunately, the little "square"
RFCs with the hyphen shown on Figure
10.16 can be slipped onto the lead of exist
ing componen ts. This usually cures RFI
and can save the day .

SPECIFIC AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

Tape Decks and CD Players

Tape decks and CD players do not have
the long input cable associate d with turn
tables. Normally, head assemblies in these
components are shielded to minimize ac
hum and other noise pickup. So any RFI
fro m these comp onent s usuall y com es
through the signa l cables, or possibl y
throu gh their ac power supply. The same
cures apply to these units as to the main
ampli fier. The same troubl eshooting tech 
niques should give you the evidence you
need to solve the problem.

Microphones

Many hams have experie nced feedback
from their transmitters to their mic ro
phones. If a microphone is used with a
victim audio/stereo system, the same cures
apply here as well. Microphones and their
cables should be shie lded and prop erly
grounde d to the main system.

Public Address Systems,
Intercoms and Organs

These systems are lumped together be
cause they share the RFI problems of audio/
stereo systems, but the fixes are slightly
different. Public address (PA) systems are
found in churches, meeting rooms and as
sembly halls everywhere. The lengths of
their cables and interconnecting wires set
them apart from home hi-fi systems .

Public Address

Public-address systems can be large, with
multiple speakers and high-power amplifi
ers. Organs may feed church PA systems
through long cables. Most older systems use
vacuum-tube amplifiers. Start by directly
bypassing the speaker cables at the vacuum
tube amplifier. Common-mode chokes may
be needed at the speakers as well (there is
usually no ground available for bypassing at
the speakers) . If the equipment is solid state,
use common-mode chokes or a capaci tor
choke low-pass filter as described for tran
sistor amplifiers .

Intercoms

Intercom unit s are seldom well
shielded, often use no shielded wiring and
may be designed by engineers who do not
fully understand the EMI/EMC field. The
nature of the connectors used makes lead
fi ltering almost impossible (because of
mechanical considerations). External

common-mode filters formed from ferrite
cores may give some degree of suppres
sion, but unfortunately they don ' t work
well in this application.

If you do have a prob lem with an inter
com, it may be helpful to contact the manu
facturer. This problem is potentially se
vere because inte rcoms are never switched
off, and they aggravate pets as well as
people. Affec ted sys tems can awaken
peopl e. They can also cont ain electronic
door bells that tend to go off with amateur
transmissions.

Intercoms can suffer the same problems
as large PA systems. Unfortunately, there
are three different kindsof intercoms to treat:

"Wired" systems carry audio signals
over dedica ted wires. They may operate
from ac or battery power.

"Wireless" intercoms place audio sig
nals on the building ac wiring. (They are
only called "wireless" because the owner
need not install wires.) These intercoms
are esse ntially low-frequency FM trans
mitters and receivers that operate in the
100 to 500 -kHz range. They take their
power from the ac wir ing, and simply
coupl e the FM signals into and out of that
same wiring.

The third type of intercom uses normal
telephones and their associated wiring to
carry signals. Although this system is most
often found in busi ness operations, it is
sometimes found in the home as well. Any
RFI affec ting this type of interco m should
respond to the same cures as ordinary tele
phone systems. For more information look
at the telephone-RFI chapter.

Wired Intercom s

Some of the most difficult audio-rec tifi
cation problems involve interfere nce to
wired intercom units. Susceptible audio
equipment is often connected to hundreds of
feet of wire that acts as an immense antenna.

The interference magnit ude is affected
by many facto rs : the length of wires con
nect ing components, compon ent shield
quali ty and com ponent lead fi lteri ng. RF
pick up of long wires may be reduced by
using shielded cab le. It may help to bypass
the base lead of transistor amplifiers with
0.00 I-J-LF capacitors, but it is bette r to ap
ply filtering techniques, usually common
mode, as descr ibed ear lier in the chapter,
and earlier in this book . It is usually not
necessary to apply internal modifications.

Solid-state systems may have an output
transformer to drive the interconnecting
wires. Many systems consist of a central
main amplifier, and outstations that sim
ply func tio n as additio nal microphone/
speakers. These systems ofte n use low
impedance lines that coup le back into a
matching transformer to com plete the
communications circuit. Obtain a sche-

Radio Receivers and
Au dio Device s

AM, FM and FM-stereo RFI
manifests itself as buzzing or voice
sounds superimposed on the
desired audio. The unwanted signal
may enter through the antenna, feed
line, power or control leads, ear
phone or speaker leads, receiver
enclosure or joints and openings in
the enclosure. Six-meter (50 MHz)
operation is most likely to affect FM
receivers (88-108 MHz) because the
second harmonic from any transm it
ter is usually the strongest. Interfer
ing RF is commonly conducted via
the speaker leads, which act as
antennas . With this kind of RFI,
the receiver audio-gain control has
no effect on the interference. (The
RF enters the set after the audio
cont rol, in the output stages.)

All kinds of audio appliances
from alarm systems to computers
are subject to overload by strong
radio signals . The radio signal is
usually amplitude detected then
amplified just as if it were the
desired signal. The FCC Interfer
ence Handbook clearly states that
any audio device that receives
interference from a radio transmitter
"improperly functions as a radio
receiver ." The FCC does not offer
protection to audio devices such as
amplifie rs or telephones.

matic diagram to find out exactly how the
intercom functions.

Wireless Intercoms

Wire less intercoms may require a com
bination of techniques to correct RFI prob
lems. Use the same filter and ground tech
niques used with other audio systems.
Remember, however, that you are work 
ing with circuitry that is directl y con 
nected to an ac power source . Be careful
while troubleshooting, and make sure that
any cure applied does not increase the like 
lihood of shock.

Harmonics from amateur transmitters
should not be a problem in wireless inter
coms. Fundamental overload is the most
likely RFI cause for wireless intercoms, but
audio rectification can also occur. The RFI
may desensitize the intercom receivers and
prevent desired signals from coming
through.The standard techniques for trouble
shooting and solving the problems for both
radio receivers and audio apply here.

Shielded Cables

Shielded conductors may be mandatory
for the long cab les found throughout
churches and assem bly halls . However,
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acce ss to these cables may be a problem.
In severe cases it may be necessary to re
place one or more of them. Replacing them
in exi sting struc tures may be difficult, and
any such cures should be done only as a
last resort. (Th is is ano ther place where
professional help is required, if it comes
to such replacement.) The telephone RFI
chapter has some good discussion of tech
niques that can be used to eliminate reso
nances in long wiring runs. Refer to that
chapter for some ideas.

In general, the length of audio cables
does not appreciab ly affect the normal
operation of audio equi pment. You can
usually add wire to add chokes. An extra
10 feet of speaker cable wound around a
ferrite core has no effect on the sound
when the speakers may be mounted many
times that distance from the main ampli
fier. Home audio/stereo sys tem cures
should apply here . You may ju st need a
few more of them . If one common-mode
choke does not remove interference at a
speaker or amplifier, add about 10-20 feet
ofcab le and a seco nd choke. (This ensures
that both chokes are not mounte d at an RF
high- impedance point. )
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Phonograph Tone Arms
If the cables to the turntable tone arm

are not shie lded, it may be necessary to
rep lace them with shielded wiring . If you
do so, be sure that you use wire des igned
for use in tone arms . Wire that is too
stiff interferes with the proper travel of
the tone arm, resulting in skips and ruined
records.

A tone arm must swing back and for th
eas ily, so it cannot be we ll grou nded
through the mechanism. The shield of the
stylus wiring should be gro unded to the
base at the nearest point that allows free
tone-arm movement. Use lock washers
under gro und lugs, unless it is poss ible to
so lder the shie ld . Lock was hers help
avoid problems with oxidation or lubrica
tio n bu ildup, which occ urs when drive
motors run for long periods of time. The
average user does very littl e maintenance
to keep the inside of the system clea n. Any
RFI cor rective measures must con side r
this and withstand similar neglect.

Organs and Other Electronic
Instruments

Electron ic musical instruments, such as

organs, vary in size , shape and com 
plexity. Fortunately, many organ manu 
fact urers have recognized RFI prob lems
for a number of years, and have devel
oped "TV chokes" (as they are known) to
help solve RFI problems. Tests can help
isolate the cause of any RFI. Each func
tion on an organ such as the "swell" pedal ,
the "band-box" volume or "draw bar s"
often have their own amplifiers. Each
function can be adjusted individually, and
the effect on the RFI noted.

Whe n the RFI changes as a pedal or
effects contro l is manipul ated, RFI is
entering before the control. If a control
ha s no effect, then either there is no RFI
to the function, or the RFI is introduced
after the contro l. Once you have
determined where the interference is
entering the or ga n circu itr y, fi lters
us ua lly solve th e pro blem. Once the
RFI has been iden ti fied, request "TV
chokes" from the manufacturer. If the
man ufacturer is not acquainted with
RFI , or how to cure it, other manufac
turers may hel p by supp lying informa
tion on how to cure the problem in their
product.
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Electrical and Power-Line

Interference
INTRODUCTION

The world population of electronic and
electrical devices is continually growing
and becoming more sophisticated. Equip
ment is becoming more sensitive and de
vices that are susceptible to RFI are found
in every home and office. Not only are
there mill ions of devices that can be af
fected by RFI, these same devices can be
sources of RFI, too ! Any appliance that
switches current or oscill ates is a potential
source. In addition, any applia nce that
senses , amplifies or reproduces audio may
suffer from RFI. Most such devices (tele
phon es, televisions, computers , and so on)
are cove red in other chapters in this book.
Nonetheless , a few notable exceptions re
lated to electrical interference are dis
cussed at the end of this chapter.

This chapter provides a working knowl
edge of how sparks and corona discharge s
can generate RFI. It also tell s you how to
troubleshoot problems caused by electri
cal noise and describes effective measures
for reducing electric al RFI to an accept
able level. Some of the more common of
fend ers and appropriate cures are ex
plained. With a good und erstanding of
how interference is created and an idea of
where to look, you should be able to locate
the source and apply an appropriate cure .
Although this section is not all inclu sive ,
the principl es it teaches you will appl y
broadly to a wide range of electrical inter
ference problems.

Since many RFI complaints allegedly
caused by amateur transmitters are really
caused by something else, this chapter is
worthwhile reading for most amateurs. Un
fortunately, some of the general public con
tinue to blame all RFI on the nearest visible
radio tower. This may mean that you will be
called if a nearby electrical-noise problem
interferes with neighboring equipment. Of
course,yoursensitive amateur reception will
usually be the first to feel the effects of elec
trical interference, so you are probably al
ready on the job !

This chapter was written
to help hams identify

various types of electri
cal interference. It also

has information that
hams can show to their
power company person
nel to help them identify

power-line problems.
One stern warning:

Leave the power lines
and equipment to the

pros!

If you receive a complaint and you
know that your tran smitter or other equip 
ment is not at fault, it might be neighborly
to offer to check the neighbors ' RFI prob
lem. This may help convince your neighbor
that your equipment is not at fault, since you
cannot be at the house and operating the
transmitter at the same time. It also helps
show that amateurs are willing to help track
down the offending noise. It will, of course,
eliminate a possible source of RFI to your
ownequipment (which may be coming from
your neighbor ' s own house). Most impor
tant, it will point your neighbor in the right
direction toward the correct solution for the
problem at hand and help all involved un
derstand how to achieve it.

DEFINITION OF INTERFERENCE

Power-line interference fits the same
genera l defin ition of inter feren ce dis
cussed in earlier chapters-it is the un-

desired interaction between two electrical
or electronic circuits. Interference may be
as simple as natural static such as a light
ning storm or other atmo spherics heard in
a radio receiver. There is little we can do
to prevent those phenomena. On the other
hand, unwanted signals may come from
light dimmers, motor s, electric fence s or
the power lines outside our home . These
forms of interference are "man made" and
can often be eliminated or reduced to an
acceptable level.

Man-made interference has two elemen
tary causes.The first cause is equipment that
produces electric arcs. Depending on the
equipment and circumstances, an arc may
or may not be a desired end product. For
example , undesired arcs occur in power
lines, bimetallic thermostats, switching cir
cuits and brush-commutator type motors.
Desired arcs are found in welding equip
ment and fluorescent lamps. The second
elementary cause of man-made interference
is equipment that contains electronic oscil
lators. Transmitters, radios, TV receivers ,
scanners, microproces sor controlled equip
ment and microcomputers all contain oscil
lators that can cause severe interference
problems.

SAFETY FIRST!

A better heading might be "safety
alwa ys!" All areas of electronics can
pose safety hazards, but the entire area of
electrical interference can invo lve the
electrical and power-distribution systems.
Every year, there are fatalities from elec
trocution. Don 't be among them!

RFI work must be done safely. There are
many hazards to you and your equipment
that can be avoided with a little common
sense during the search for a cause and a
cure of your RFI woes. There is nothing in
this world that is more important than your
safety. When it comes to safety rules, there
are no compromises !The only "dumb ques
tions" are the ones not asked. No one is
immune to the possibilit y of an accident.

By Jody Boucher, WA1ZBL · Northeast Utilities· 300 Cadwell Dr· Springfield , MA 01004
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Make Sure You Are Covered
First, if you are not sure of what you are

doin g, find out how to do it right or don't
do it! In comm ercial and residential envi
ronments, outs ide elect rical power is
brought into a distribution panel. From
there, it is distribu ted throughout the
home. Th ese are often called "breaker
boxes" or "fuse boxes."

Most electrical outlets are also protected
with a cover, to prevent accidental contact
with the wiring behind them. Never remove
a protective cover plate from a distribution
panel or outlet unless the power is off and
you are qualified to do so. The voltages
behind these covers can be deadly. Many
state and municipal regulations require that
all work on electrical wiring is only per
formed by licensed electricians. The avail
able fault current (the transient short circuit
current available before the circuit breaker
trips) in a home distribution panel is in the
thousands of amps. If a screwdriver Were
shorted to ground in it, it would vaporize it
in milliseconds. The resultant sparks would
be explosive in nature.

Utility Poles and Wiring
The distribution poles and wires outside

of your home are the property of the utility
company. They are not public property!
This means you have no right to do anything
to the pole and its conductors except look at
them! The high voltages present are lethal.
They can range from 120 V on the second
ary conductors to 34,000 V on the primary
conductors (and up to 765,000 V on a trans
mission system). Should one of these pri
mary conductors fall to the ground a person
need not contact it to be electrocuted. The
voltage gradient present in the ground
around the conductor could injure or kill a
person nearby.

See the sidebar "Powe r Poles and Util
ity Wi ring" for impo rtant information
about what not to do!

Circuits
Do not work on a cir cui t unless the

power has been removed and locked off.
Make sure any capacitors in the circuit
have been discharged through a load re
sistor. Do not open any appliance case
unless you are qualified to work on that
applia nce. Even if you are quali fied , it is
unwise to modify equipment that belongs
to someon e else. The FCC places the bur
den of RFI correction on the owner of the
affec ted equipment. To ens ure that you
are not held liable for any future prob
lems, equipment modi ficat ions should be
left up to the manufacturer or an autho
rized serv ice technician.

DEFINITION OF INTERFERENCE

Noise interference can be caused by
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Evolution of Electrical Interference
In the early days of radio, there weren't many transmitters and receivers

competing for airspace. Radios were few and far between and the electrifi
cation of America was in its infancy. As time passed , radio flourished and
became America's favorite pastime. The demand for electricity grew with
equal enthusiasm. More power was needed, since every home was soon
to be outfitted with electric light bulbs. Soon everything in the home, from
washing machines to toasters, was running on electricity. Parallel to this
the industrial revolution was equally in gear . Factories were getting away
from unreliable hydro-power that was dependent on river flow and using
electric motors to replace the old water wheels . This put a huge demand
on the local power companies, which were often tiny municipal coopera
tives or local utility companies. The need to supply more power and run
larger conductors at higher voltages was a financial burden to many of
these small groups. They found it benefic ial to merge into larger compa
nies so they could raise more capita l to build new equipment. This allowed
them to supply ample amounts of power, which then attracted more
industry to come into their towns and therefore bring more jobs and
prosperi ty to the local community.

And run wires they did! No longer is the power distribution at 2400 V
with #6 wire . Today the distribution voltages can be as high as 34000 V,
run both over and underground. The conductors can be anywhe re from #6
AWG to much thicker cable . Along with these advances came ~R Many
times the power companies would upgrade the voltage on their lines
without changing conductor size or insulators. A higher voltage and a
transformer change meant more watts availab le to the customer and less
of a voltage drop on the power line . Raising the voltage on the lines put
more voltage stress on the power equipment and often resulted in RFI
generated from this . Some of these lines still exist today in many parts of
the country.

The radio and electronics field grew at an astonishing rate. The
regenerative receiver is gone; now there are cable television and satellite
dishes, microprocessor-based electronics and receivers capable of 0.1 J.LV
sensitivity. All are susceptible to interference from power lines and other
sources more than ever before. Many parts of the country have power
equipment still in service that is over 50 years old. Much of this is in rela
tively good condition for its age due to the high quality of workmanship when
it was manufactured. Some has deteriorated to a point where it has become
a considerable source of RFI, however. This is where a lot of RFI-Iocating
resources go to. In some parts of the country, much of the equipment is
relatively new and was designed with RFI prevention in mind using new
materials and techniques in line construction.-Jody Boucher, WA1ZBL

Power Poles and Util ity Wiring
There are a number of important safety rules when it comes to power poles

and utility wiring and your search for the cause of an electrical RFI problem
They can all be summarized in one important sentence: DON'T DO IT!

Never hit a pole with a hammer to "check for loose hardware." In many
cases , electrical noise is generated by loose hardware on the poles but it
cou ld be so loose it could fall off the pole at the slightest provocation. If
there is a cracked insulator, any physical stress on the pole could cause
the insulator to shatter thus creating a ground fault to the high voltage
conductor. Don't diagnose or cure your noise problem by dropping the
defective parts onto passing traffic or a pedest rian.

The same goes for yanking on guy wires. Poles can rot at the base near
the ground line. A good tug on a guy wire could send a pole crash ing to
the ground!

Do not climb a pole or put a ladder up against it to "get a better look" at the
hardware. Another dangerous practice is to climb a tree adjacent to a pole.
Power lines could be hidden in the branches or a conductor could be touching
a branch and any contact could result in electrocution or serious harm.

All these situations might seem unlikely, but they have all actually occurred
and have sometimes resulted in injury. Leave problems with poles or utility
wiring to the power company. The power company staff is trained and
equipped to handle any situation that could arise, so let them do their job.
- Jody Boucher, WA1ZBL



Where to Draw the Line
Power lines are classif ied as "incidental radiators " operating under Part 15

of the FCC rules . This means that these devices are not designed to use
radio frequencies as part of their operat ion, but "incidentally" genera te and
radiate some RF energy anyway.

FCC Regulations
FCC regulations about incidental radiators and power line noise are

deliberately not specific. Incidental radiators come in many different configu
rations and can be used in many different circumstances and locations.
Each conf igurat ion, such as the difference between a small elect ric motor
and a count ry-wide power-distribution system , could require a diffe rent set of
test conditions and rules. Many incidental radiators could be found in
locat ions where it is not at all likely that interference to radio services could
occur. For all of these reasons , there are no specific limits placed on
incidental radia tors . To offer general protection about interference, FCC
rules state :
Title 47, CFR Section 15.5 General Conditions of Operation

(b) Operation of an intentional, unintentional, or incidental radiator is
subject to the condi tions that no harmful interference is caused and that
interference must be accepted that may be caused by the operation of an
author lzec radio station, by anothe r intentional or unintent ional radiator , by
industr ial, scienti fic and medical (ISM) equipment, or by an incidental
radiator.
and
Titl e 47, CFR Section 15.13 Incidental radiators:

Manufacturers of these devices shall employ good engineering practices
to minimize the risk of harmful interfe rence .

Harmful Interference
The crux of the regulations centers on "harmful interference." Amateurs ,

util ity companies and the FCC may not always agree on what consti tutes
interference. Clearly, if electrical noise is causing interference to over-the-ai r
television within the service area of a TV stat ion, and causing an S9 noise
leve l across the HF range , this would be seen as harmful interference by all
parties concerned .

The FCC provides a very specific definition of harmful inte rference:
"Section 15.3 (m) Harmfu l interfe rence . Any emission , radiation or induc

tion that endangers the function ing of a radio navigat ion service or other
safety serv ices or seriously degrades, obstructs or repeatedly interrupts a
radio-communications service operating in accordance with this chapte r."

Amateur Radio , however , sometimes pushes radio to its very limits. This
has been one of the strengths of the service, as hams have shown the world
that the imposs ible could sometime s be done. This , however, can also push
the concep t of "harmful interference" to its limits-often much further than it
was really intended to go. Hams need to be realistic in the ir expectat ions of
what can be reasonably accomplished by a utility company that is try ing to
meet the spirit of the FCC rules.-Ed Hare , W1RFI, ARRL Lab Supervisor

natural static such as a lightning storm or
other atmospherics heard in a radio
receiver. On the other hand, unwa nted sig
nals may come from light dimmers,
motors, electric fence s or the power lines
outside our home. These forms of interfer 
ence are "man-made" and can often be elimi
nated or reduced to an accep table level.

Ma n-made interference has two
elementary cau ses. The firs t cause is
equipment that produ ce s electric arcs .
Depending on the equipment and circum
stances, an arc mayor may not be a desired
end product. For example, undesired arcs

occ ur in power lines, bi metallic thermo
stat s, switching circuits and bru sh-com
mutator type motors . Desired arcs are
foun d in we ldi ng equipment and fluores
cent lamps.

Th e seco nd cause of man-made inter 
ference is equipment that con tain s
electronic osci llator s. Transmitters,
rad ios , TV receivers, sca nners , micropro
ce ssor con tro lled equipment and micro
co mputer s all co ntain osc illa tors that can
cause severe interference problems . This
type of interference is addressed in other
chapters in this book.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE?

The Law

FCC regul ations limit the amo unt ofRF
noi se that can be emitted by different
radio and nonradio devices. These reg ula
tio ns are found in Part 15 of the FCC regu 
lations. Under these FCC rules , power
lines and other elec trical equipme nt are
classified as "incidental rad iators"-de
vices that are not de signed to use RF
energy , but do radia te RF energy as an
incidental, unintended consequence of
their primary function and operatio n. In
the case of power lines, this function is
transmitting 60 Hz electrical energy; other
elec trical dev ices, such as motor s, have a
different intended function . Many electri 
ca l devices, however, also act as inc iden
ta l radiators .

No Absolute Limits

In the United States there are no specific
or absolute interfere nce radiat ion limi ts
for inci dental radiators-overhead power
lines and most electrical devices. FCC
reg ulations req uire on ly that incidental
radiators not cause harmful interference
to authorized radio serv ices

Harmful In terf erence

The term "har mful interference" can be
subject to interpretation. What may be
harmful to one party or organization may
not be considered harmful by another. In
most cases , people can work out their dif
fere nce s of opinion between themselves,
but in others, the FCC can also help decide
whet her an incidental radiator is creating
RFI, and to what extent an RFI source
nee ds to be "cleaned up." The FCC is gen
era lly re luctant to do this, fee ling that im
posed so lutio ns to local pro blems are
rarely ideal.

The FCC uses a number of factors to
decide to what degree a utilit y or other
generator of interference needs to go to, to
elim inate an RFI source. These are cost,
number of indi viduals invo lved , severity
of interference, the num ber of sta tions or
frequencie s and the distance from the
originating station (fri nge area). For ex
ample the FCC is not likely to rule that a
utility spend large sums of mone y on tran s
miss ion line repair to resolve a complaint
from a few indi viduals in a fringe area of
TV reception. In many cases, the FCC staff
will make a determination on the basis of
what is in the public interest, balancing many
factors. See the sidebar, "Where to Draw the
Line." More information on FCC rules about
all types of interference can be found in the
Regu lations chapter of this book.

Powe r Company Responsibility

Under Part 15 rules, the operator of an
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incidental radiator is responsible for its
legal operation. If harmful interference
occurs, the operator of the incidental ra
diator must take whatever steps are neces
sary to correct the interference, including
terminating its use, if necessary . In the
case of electrical interference, the power
company is clearly the operator of the
power lines, and is thus responsible for
interference that may result from their use.
The power company, however, is not held
responsible for RF noise generated by de
vices hooked up to their lines, such as
motors, switches, arc welders or even en
tire factories full of noisy devices. In these
cases, the power companies usually are
willing to act as consultants and trouble
shooters, as a customer service issue.

When it comes to the power company
and their responsibili ty to repair equip
ment owned by them, the jurisdictional
areas of ownership can vary from one com
pany to another. Obviously the utility pole
and the primary and secondary wires at
tached to it belong to the power distribu
tion company. But what about the wires
that feed a home or factory? Whose re
sponsibility are they if they shou ld fail and
need repair, or they are suspect in the gen
eration of RFI?

There is a well defined point at which
the change of ownership occurs between
the utility and the homeowner, and it is
important to know who is responsible for
what in the electric supp ly system. Nearly
all homes in the United States are fed with
a 120/240-V 60-Hz supply at typically 60
to 200 A and all have a meter that mea
sures usage . How it enters the home and
where the meter is located can vary widely .
You can determine the type of service
entrance that feeds your home by first lo
cating the electric meter (most often lo
cated outdoors attached to the side of the
house, but sometimes located indoors or
in a cellar) . There are two cables leaving
the meter. One goes to the main service
panel ofthe home where the circuit break
ers or fuses are located, and the other is the
source from the utility . This can be either
an underground feed from the street or an
overhead feed from a utility pole.

Underground Electric Service

One set of wires connected to the meter
box is connected to the Utility Company
source. This cable can either be directly
buried in the ground or run underground in
conduit to a utility pole on the street (or in
the case of all underground utilities to a
pad mount type transformer or a splice box
located in the ground near the street) .
Ownership of this type of service entrance
varies widely; some utilities own the en
tire cable to the house and the meter box,
and some make the homeowner purchase
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it and have it installed, leaving the final
hookup to be done by the utility linemen.

Overhead Electric Service

With this type of service, the cables leave
the meter box and run up the side of the
dwelling usually about 16feet above ground
level and connect to an overhead cable that
comes from the utility line on the street.
Again, ownership of this type of service en
trance varies widely. Many utilities prefer
to own the overhead portion of the cable
making the change of ownership at the splice
to the cable on the house that goes to the
meter. Some utilities even own the cable and
meter box, and as mentioned before some
companies make the homeowner purchase
the entire run to the pole and have it installed
by a qualified electrician.

If after all this you are uncertain as to
the type of service, location or ownership
responsibilities call your local electric
utility . They will identify the point of
ownership change and help you with any
questions. The utility is responsible for
locating and repairing any interference
sources on their side of the ownership
change. The customer is responsible for
the rest of the service entrance into the
house. If it becomes necessary for the
homeowner to have repairs made, they
should be done only by a licensed
qualified electrician. This is no place
for a homeowner to try to make his own
repairs .

The Good Guys

Although the power companies are re
sponsible for solving interference that
comes from their power lines and equip
ment, many power companies go over and
above the requirements of the law, solv
ing or locating other interference prob
lems voluntarily. This is a customer ser
vice issue. These companies do more than
their share by locating and correcting in
terference from many sources other than
directly from power lines, perhaps by lo
cating a nearby noisy motor or a defective
thermostat in a residential building. These
progressive companies may have formal
programs and trained staff to help locate
electrical-noise interference for their cus
tomers, whether the noise is created by
problems in the power lines or by devices
in the customers own home.

Even though the power utilities are
technically responsible only for their own
equipment, many do take the complaints
seriously. An investigation into an inter
ference complaint has often led the inves
tigators to discover potentially dangerous
situations, either in a customer's home or
in their own power equipment. RFI is of
ten the first warning sign of a failing piece
of power equipment on a pole or an appli -

ance in a customer's home. It could be a
heating pad that was left turned on and
stuck behind an elderly person's couch,
ready to ignite, or the distribution panel
with a red hot bus connection. Many things
have been brought to a customer's atten
tion that could have led to disastrous re
sults if left unattended.

The utilities did not intentionally try to
make themselves the so called "experts"
in the field of RFI investigation, nor did
they want this role, nevertheless, by de
fault they are often the first source of in
formation and help with RFI problems.
Some power companies dedicate many
man hours each year to interference
resolution.

The Bad Guys

The flip side of this coin, however, is
that there are some companies that are not
meeting their legal or customer service
responsibilities. In some cases, real
power-line noise problems are left un
solved, often with an excuse that "it is not
our problem," or, "we don't have any way
to locate the source of the noise."

If this happens to you, the informa
tion in this chapter can be used to help
explain the appropriate FCC rules and
responsibilities to the power company.
Start with the customer service office in
your utility company and explain that
you have a problem with power-line in
terference. In some cases, it may be
helpful to deal directly with the service
manager, who is more likely to have
some experience with RFI problems. If
the power company is not able or will 
ing to help, contact the ARRL Regula
tory Information Branch (RIB) at ARRL
Headquarters. RIB can offer a wide
range of help, with prepared informa
tion packages, answers to individual
questions, and, if necessary, referral to
FCC staff or local attorneys who may be
able to persuade the utility company to
honor its responsibilities . Contacting an
attorney is generally not a very efficient
process; this drastic step should be
considered only as a last resort, after all
other attempts at resolving the problems
have failed . See the sidebar "If the
Power Company is Unresponsive."

It is in the utility's best interest to take
a proactive approach in solving customer
complaints because of the high visibility
to the general public. Cooperation and
patience by all concerned, whether it be
radio, television or other electrical inter
ference problems, are the key words.

TYPES OF ELECTRICAL
INTERFERENCE

Most electrical interference is generated
in one of two ways, corona discharge and



spark -gap type noise. Most devices that
generate electrical interference in
the home will most likely fall into the
spark-gap category, such as a thermostat
contact, brush-commutator motor or elec
tric-arc welder.

Figure 11.1 shows a spark gap or an
electrica l arc . An electrical arc generates
varying amounts of RF energy across the
radio spectrum. These RF signals are com
pletely random, and can appear as a raspy
buzz in a comm unications receive r, or dots
across a television screen.

Corona Discharge

Corona discharge is defined as the par
tial breakdown of the air that surrou nds an
electrical element such as a conductor,
hardware or insulator. In order for coron a
to occur there must be a voltage gradient
present. Voltage grad ient refers to the
voltage difference between two points di
vided by the distance between them. As
can be seen in Figure 11.2, the voltage
drop to ground is a nonlinear function. In
other words the most amount of voltage
stress occurs closest to the conductor. The

Interference
Generated

What is in the Public Interest
As explained in §15.5(c), it is sometimes the FCC that is the final judge

as to what constitutes harmful interference. The FCC normally doesn 't do
this unti l all those affected by an electrical-noise problem have tried to work
out any disagreements between themselves.

The FCC exists to regulate radio transmission and reception . To do so,
they often need to consider a number of different factors . The criterion the
FCC often applies to their decision-making process is the "public interes t."
In the case of power-l ine noise, the FCC has to consider both the public
interest of interference-free radio reception (broadcast and amateur, for
examples) and the maintenance costs involved . Keeping the lights turned
on is in the public interest, too.

You Be the Judge
As amateurs, we want to see electric utility companies "do the right thing"

and fix our interfe rence problems. We have all heard the horror stories
about utili ty companies not fixing serious elect rical-noise problems. As an
organization , the ARRL is working with utilities to raise their level of
awareness about the causes and cures of electrical RFI. To do so effec
tively , however, we have to be reasonable in our demands . The utilities
have shared some horror stories , too , such as the ham who complained
about inte rference heard on 2 meters on a large Vagi antenna. The utility
spent tens of tnousands of dollars to locate a number of leaks in the neighbor
hood. When the utility representative revisited the ham to verify that things
were better, the ham responded, "Well, it is quiet now, but look what happens
when I turn on the preamp." The noise was gone across most of the rotation of
the antenna, but in two directions, it increased by a few dB.

You be the judge. What do you think a local FCC engineer might decide is
in "the public interest." The FCC knows that imposed solutions for local
problems are not always the best solutions, and often do not please anyone
involved in the problem. If you are not sure how the FCC might decide a case
you are involved with, perhaps it is a good time to redouble your efforts to
reach an equitable understanding with the utility.

If the ARRL is going to be effective in helping utility compan ies improve
the way they handle RFI problems , we have to be certain that what we are
asking for is appropriate and reasonable. Hams who live in cities, near
industrial areas or near high-voltage transmission lines just cannot expect
that the lines will be as quiet as that isolated, rural location . Perhaps finding
the appropriate middle ground will let us make some real headway with that
S9 noise level that really does need to be fixed .-Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL
Laboratory Supervisor
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Figure 11.1-Rep resentat ion of an
electric al arc.
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Figure 11.2-The electric field is very
intense near this high-voltage
conducto r, but falls off rapidly w it h
distance.

smaller the condu ctor, the higher the volt
age stress around it due to the tighter lines
of EMF. Voltage gradient also depends on
system voltage, the distance to eart h or
ground, the distance to other conductors,
the types and size of conductors, and how
many conductors are bundled per phase.
The vol tage grad ient near a cond uctor car
rying 230 kV may be as high as 7 kV per
centimeter.

The air dielectric around a cond uctor
carry ing hig h voltage is going to have
some high voltage stresses imposed upon
it. At some point the stress exceeds a cri ti
cal value of voltage gradient know n as the
corona -onset voltage. The air partially
breaks down electr ically by losing or gain
ing electrons. This produces ions, which
now form a good conductive path, extend
ing the range of the breakdown. Energy is
released in the form of sound, electromag
netic radiation (RFI) and a pale violet light
that surrounds the ionized-air conducting
path.

If the Power Compa ny is
Unresponsive

Friendly, intelligent interaction
between you and your local power
company will help uphold the good
reputation of Amateur Radio. In the
unlikely event that your local power
company doesn 't respond positively
to your request for help, you can
file a complaint with your state
public util ities commission . Such
commissions, usually based in
state capitols , mediate consumer
compla ints in addition to reviewing
and approving the utility rate
structures that determine how much
we pay for electricity. Recourse to
your public utilities commission is a
last resort that you should take only
after you've done your best to work
productively with your local power
company .-K3QM (from November
1991 QST)
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Figure 11.3- In dry weather, the noise
from corona extends to about 30 MHz.
In wet weather, however, it can exten d
to about 100 MHz or so.

Increases in humidity and prec ipitation
can lower the onset voltage at which co
rona occurs . Any surface irregularities on
the conductor can further result in a dis
tortion of the lines of the electric field . At
this point of the irreg ularity , a corona
plume can form. Raindrops drip ping off
the bott om of the conductor can form
plum es; these are known as precipitation
discharges. Th ese can be up to several
inches long. All types of coro na genera te
RFI noise.

The RFI genera ted from these coro na
discharge s in dry weather tends to fall off
sharply at 30 MHz (see Figure 11.3).
When the humidity is very high or the con
ductors are wet, however, the noise can be
eas ily heard into the VHF range, tapering
off as the frequency is incre ased . The way
corona behaves in humid weather is char
acteristica lly diagnostic. If the interfer
ence is caused by an actual arc, the noise
may go away entire ly when it rains. Co
rona discharge can affect VHF television,
up to about channel 6, and 6 and 2-meter
amateur bands. The distan ce coro na-gen
erated RFI travels laterally fro m a trans
mission line is dependent on freq uency,
weat her and the severity of the corona dis
charge. It is, however , usuall y confined to
within 1000 feet of the power line.

Ass uming the equipment is of good de
sign and construct ion, littl e can be done to
eliminate the RFI generated from corona
discharge. Grading rings are used arou nd
high voltage stress areas in substations
and at transmission towers to equalize the
voltage gradient and prevent corona at
cri tica l points. Even the best designed
lin es and faci lities can still have some
corona prese nt. These are prob lems for the
power company personnel to solve .

Amateurs can some times make some
changes at their station that might make
corona and other types of electrical noise
somewhat less bother some. One approach
is to increase the signal -to-noise ratio of the
radio or television by the use of better, more
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directional antennas, or a preamplifier (al
though the latter can amplify the noise as
much as the desired signal) . With satellite
dishes now available to the consumer, tele
vision interference can be eliminated com
pletely at a reasonable cost.

Spark Gap

Some interference problems are caused
by an actual spark. In a spark , the same
breakdown and ionization of air occurs ,
but current flows between two conductors .
A sustained spark is often called an "arc."
In order for elec tric curre nt to jump a gap,
a difference in po tentia l great enough to
ionize air must exist in the space between
conductors. For an arc to occur, there must
be sufficient voltage to ionize (break
down) the air in the gap. Thi s voltage can
come from a current carryin g conductor or
it can be induced into pole hardware from
the strong electri c field associated with
high voltage power lines. The se induced
voltages can be in the hund reds of volts.

Th ere is a defin ite relationship between
the length of the arc , the voltage needed to
sustain it and the amoun t of interference it
prod uces . Sparking usually occ urs across
gaps of 0.05 inch or less, and the rise and
decay time is extre mely rapid. Under some
conditions, spa rks can trig ger train s of
successively weaker pulses.

Once an ionized path is established,
current flows at the positive and negative
voltage peaks-the times of highest instan
taneous voltage throughout the cycle. (See
Figure II A) Because power lines carry
60 Hz ac, the voltage on them passes
through two peaks each cycle (one positive
and one nega tive) and pass through zero
twice each cycle . This gives 120 peaks and
120 zero crossings in each second. Corona
and spark gap noise follow this pattern, gen
erally starting and stopping 120 times per
second. This gives power line noise its char
acteristic hum or buzz.

The flow of electrons (or arc) is not
smoot h because the resistance and capaci
tance of the ionized path changes con
stantly. The instantaneous curre nt varies
wide ly with the resistance, and the rate of
charging of the electrodes depends on the
voltage and the capac itance across the gap.

The res ulting damped waves contai n
strong harmonics and can caus e severe
interference . These gaps can fire ex
tremely fast and can generate rad io fre
quenc ies as high as I GHz! The noise tends
to be very broadband due to the fact that
the characteristics of the gap , i.e. the resis
tance and capacitance, are con stan tly
changing. Spark gap noi se generally
weakens with frequency (see Figure
II .SA), a characteristic that can be very
useful as you track interference. One ex
ception to this rule occurs when the power
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Figure 11.4-The 60-Hz signal found
on quiet power lines is almost a pure
sine wave, as shown in A . If the line,
or a device connected to it, is noisy,
this will often put visible noise onto
t he power-line signal, as shown in B.
This noise is usually strongest at the
positive and negative peaks of the
sine wave. If the radiated noise is
observed on a 'scope, the noise will
be present during the peaks, as
shown in C.
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Figure 11.5-ln most cases, the noise
varies in inverse proportion to fre
quency, as shown in A. In B, however,
a prominent peak can be seen as the
noise in tensity is modified by a
resonant line connected to the
noise source.



Fig ure 11 .6-(A) Diagram of an
inducti on motor. (B) Diagram of a
br ush-commutator motor.

lines connected to the noise source
resonate at a particular frequency or fre
quencies. The noise may peak at these
frequencies. (See Figure 11.5B.)

Unlike corona, spark gap noise is usu 
ally a fair weather phenomenon; it may
disappear in wet weather because precipi
tation short circuits the inte r-hardware
gaps. Any interference that changes with
the weat her is a dead giveaway: the noise
source is almost cer tainly outdoors.

Sources of Spark-Type Interference

In the home environment, electrical
noise is created in a variety of every day
appliances, especially those with brush
commutator motors . Electric razors,
vacuum clea ners, sewing machines and air
condit ioners are just a few . Induction-type
motors, fo und in record players, clocks
and refr igerators, do not normally cause
int erference. Figu re 11.6 ill ustrates the
difference between the two . Induction
motors do not use a brush-commutator
sys tem . Since no arcs are normally pro
duced, there is no inte rference.

Very small (and harmless) arcs are also
common in man y thermostatically con
tro lled heating systems. Some use a heat
sensing, bimetall ic strip to open and close
a set of contacts or operate relays to start
zone pumps or circu lat ion motors . As the
contacts age they become pitted and prone
to arcing. Arcs, somet imes more danger
ous, can also occ ur in light switches, cir 
cuit breakers, or loose ac outlets .

Regardless of the seve rity , the possibil
ity for an arc ex ists in almost any piece of
electrical or electronic equipment. A
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common problem with homes built in the
1970s was the use of aluminum wiring.
The con stant expansion and contraction of
the conductors causes the electrical con
nections to becom e loose and arc resulting
in RFI. House fire s have been blamed on
thi s prob lem .

"Tracking"

Tracking can be defined as a leakage
current from the primary source to ground,
such as might be found acro ss a high -volt
age insulator on a power-line tower. It is
generally a surface phenomenon, but the
term can also apply to discha rge current
paths in free air. Tracking is a phenomena
that occurs mostly with high -voltage
equipment. Power company substations
and power lines are the most common
places to find it. The insulator can become
contaminated with dirt or other debri s and
for m a resistive coating on its outer sur
face. The electrical current flow s through
this resistance to ground further erod ing
the insulation. In the long run, the insula
tor usually fai ls , diagnosing the prob lem.

Tracking is usually made worse by wet
or humid weather. It can be particularly
troublesome near the ocean where salt
spray is blown onto equipment. Tracking
itself does not directly cause much RFI. It
can, however , lead to the degradation of an
insulating device . This could lead to an arc
ing type problem and RFI, or a complete
flashover, causing a major fault.

TRANSM ISSION OF RFI

RFI noise generated by power company
equipment or devices connected to it can
be transmitted effectively over a wide
range of frequencies ove r great distances.
Power lines contain miles of wires that can
act as a multip le-wavelength antenna. RF
signals pre sent on the lines can tra vel
miles down a tran smission or distribution
line . At RF, the spacing of most power
line s is a significant part of a wavele ngth ,
so RFI noise is also radi ated fairly effi 
ciently by the line.

There are three ways an RFI signal can
be transmitted from a noise source. The
first is by direct radiation. This happens if
the interference source is strong enough to
transmit directly into the free air from the
spark gap source. In this case, the ionized
air inside the spark is acting as a small
antenna. Because the "a ntenna" is small,
the arc is broadly resonant at VHF and
higher, so this type of noise is stronger at
those frequ encies.

In addition to the noise radiated directl y
by the source, the source is also generat
ing broadband noise across most of the
radio range . The lower frequency compo
nent of this nois e is generally conducted
down the power line , whether it is a cur-

rent-carrying conductor or the neutral
wire. Thi s can travel many miles on the
conductor especially at AM broadcast
band freq uencies and the lower part of the
HF range.

Thi s conducted noise can be coupled to
the nearby primary and secondary conduc
tors by induction. Thus a noise from an
overhead tran smission line can induce
noise in a nearby distribut ion line while it
in turn can induce the noise into the
120/240 V seco ndary to your house. This
aga in is usua lly an HF phenomenon.

If the noise is radiat ing from the power
line conductors, it is usua lly heard for
quite some distance from the source. On
HF, the noise may propaga te for miles.
Even on VHF, the noise may be present
for as many as 10 or more poles away from
the noise source, In both cases , standing
waves on the line can comp licate this oth
erwise simple picture, with peaks and nulls
in the radiated noise that vary with dis 
tance from the source .

In cases where the arc itse lf radiates, or
if the noise is radiati ng direc tly from a
piece of hardware not directl y connected
to the power line conductor (such as a
cross-arm bracket), then the noise will
seem to be coming from one structure .

In most cases, the noise source is actu
ally a combination of these effects . Thi s
can really complicate the troubleshooting
process, as different propagation mecha
nisms set up various standing waves and
add and subtract from each other at vari
ous points.

The result of the comb inat ion of all of
these factors is that power -line interfer
ence tends to be inversely proportional to
the frequency, the higher the frequency the
shorter distance it is from the origination
point. Interference in the upper VHF or
UHF region of the spectrum is almost al
ways a result of direct radiation from the
source. In a realistic situatio n, however,
the RFI is generally transmitted by all
three methods due to the broadband nature
of the noise . This can be used to a trou ble
shooting advantage. You can use the AM
broadcast band or lower HF to get to the
neighborhood of the noise source; you
generally won 't be able to hear it on VHF
unless you are very close . This often helps
you identify the exact pole or house with
the noisy device.

RF on Power Li nes

Until now, this chapter has talked about
RFI noise generated by power lines or
devices connected to them.This is generally
a differential-mode problem. The cure for
this type of problem , either at the source or
at the affected equipment, is generally a
different ial-mode type of filter. See the RFI
Fundamentals chapter and the section on
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Figure 11.7-This ac-line filter can be
purchased at Radio Shack.
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Figure 11.8-A noise-canceller works by comb ining the desired, but noisy signal
from a receiver's main antenna with the signal from a sense antenna that is
positioned to pick up more noise than signal. These devices can give up to 50 dB
of attenuation. Their limitations are that they work well for only single, point
sources of noise and have to be carefully adjusted for frequency changes of more
than severa l kHz.

filters later in this chapter.
Transmitted RF can also be picked up by

power lines, house electrical wiring or on
appliances connected to house wiring. Al
though related to the general topic of this
chapter becau se electrical wiring is in
volved, this is actually a different phenom
enon than the noise and electrical arc inter
ference discu ssed earlier. In most cases, the
RF energy picked up on electrical wiring will
be a common-mode signal. This common
mode signal can often be involved in funda
mental-overload problems . The cure, as it is
for any common-mode problems, is gener
ally a common-mode choke.

If you are considering cures for electri
cal interference cau sed by a local noise
source, think of either correcting the prob
lem at the source or using differential
mode filtering techniques, if appropriate
and practical. If you are considering cures
for interference to electrical devices from
nearby transmitters , think of common
mode choke techniques.

Filters

The most effective electrical-RFI filters
are those installed right at the source of
the RFI. For example, it is much more ef
fective to filt er a noisy motor at the source
than it is to filter it at a distant receiver. If
the RFI noi se were entirely con ducted
between the source and affected recei ver ,
a differenti al-mod e filter could be used at
either end equally effectively . Unfortu
nately, however, in most cases the RFI
noise is radi ated to one degree or anoth er
by the electrical wiring. Once noise is ra
diated , it can ' t easi ly be filtered.

If you have done your best to eliminate
the offending interference, or you were
unable to convinc e the owner of the noise
source that there is a problem and they
won' t fix it , it may be your onl y recourse
to try to filt er the RFI at your equipment.
There are several methods of filterin g the
signal or power source to make the signal
usabl e. Thi s sec tion will only deal with
filters for arcin g type noise and power line
filtering. Several other methods and types
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of fil ters are covered in othe r parts of this
book and related arttcles .

Filtering the ac line at the source of the
noise such as a motor or neon sign can effec
tively reduce the generation of RFI by pre
venting the noise from being conducted onto
the power line where it can be radiated . An
ac line filter can also help prevent ac noise
from entering an electronic device via the ac
line if the noise is being conducted on the
line. As previously mentioned, simply add
ing bypass capacitor s between a signal or
power lead and circuit ground can provide a
low impedance path to ground for RF sig
nals. Bypass capacitors for HF signals are
usually 0.01 IlF, while VHF bypass capaci
tors are 0.001 IlF. Any capacitors placed
across the ac line should be rated for use in
ac circui ts.

AC line filters, sometimes called "brute
force" filters, are used to filter RF energy
from the power lines (see Figure 11.7.) We
strongly recommend using a UL-listed com
mercially made filter. The type of filter used
depends on how the signal is coupled into
the susceptible equipment. The signal can
be coupled in the differential mode or the
common mode and each takes a different
type of filter to solve the problem. More
information on all types of filters can be
found in the RFI Fundamentals chapter.

Noise Canceller Devices

In some cases, however, it is possible to
use techniques to eliminate the noise at
your receiver. Devices that actually can
ce l various noise sources have recen tly
come on the marke t. A block diagram of
these devices is show n in Figure 11.8. The
noise antenna is generally positioned to
pick up more noise than the desired signal.
The signal antenna is your station's nor
mal antenna. The device has phase and am
plitud e adjustments that will combine the
noise from the noise antenna out of phase

Figure 11.9-This noise canceling
device was featured in the April 1998
QST Product Review column .

with the signal from your main antenna.
By carefully adju sting the controls, you
can usuall y find a combination that will
almost completely cance l the noise heard
in your receiver. It sounds like magic , and
to someone who has an electrical noise
problem that simply cannot be fixed any
other way, it is.

These devices do have some disadvan
tages , however. They work well only if
there is a single point sourc e of noise. The y
will not work well if there are multiple
noisy insulators or mult iple noisy electri
cal appli ances nearby. They are also tricky
to adju st and will require readjustment for
frequency changes of more than about 10
kHz or so . Still, in some cases, the limit a
tions are worth the gain. As shown in Fig
ure 11.9, these devices won't take up much
room on your station table.

Audio Filtering

Filtering can also be done at the audio
output of the rece iver. Conventio nal audio
filters limit the bandwidth at audio. Thi s
can help eliminate noise because most
noise is broadband . A reduc tion in band
width means there is less noise power. CW
and digital signals are very narrowband,



so you can reduce the bandwidth and noise
quite a bit without affecting the desired
signal. This isn't very practical with voice
signals because human voice reception
needs to include the range of 200 to 2500
Hz to remain intelligible.

The effect of using narrow-bandwidth
audio filters is essentially the same whether
analog or DSP type filtering is employed .
There are, however, DSP techniques that are
able to differentiate between noise and co
herent signals, such as CW, RTTY, etc.
These DSP filters don 't help much if the sig
nal is at the same approximate level as the
noise, but can help make a somewhat noisy
signal sound much better.

Noise blankers, whether analog or DSP
based, can help with certain types of im
pulse noise . They generally don 't help
much with broadband noise created by
noisy electrical devices.

LOCATING RFI

Before an interference problem can be
cured, it must be found. In many cases, the
power company will be able to find the
source of the problem for you . In other
cases, however, the power company may
not know much about interference, so they
might need your help to pinpoint the
source. In most cases, if you are able to
identify the correct pole or house, the
power company personnel can take over
from there. The RFI Direction Finding
chapter offers a lot of guidance about how
to find noise sources.

Assistance from the Power
Company

In many cases, the power company can
help you locate the source of the noise,
even if it is not being caused by their
equipment. Many power companies have
formal, or informal , RFI investigators.

An RFI investigator is an engineer or
technician employed by the power com
pany to investigate RFI complaints. The
best investigators are well versed in power
distribution systems, RF systems, CATV
systems, microwave systems and so on.
They have access to the equipment needed
to conduct a thorough investigation. The
power company relies on the investigator
to solve power-system RFI problems. If
you do not feel comfortable finding it
yourself, call the power company and ask
to talk to an investigator.

Before Calling for Help

Before you do anything else, analyze what
is happening. Answering a few questions
will often be a good start toward identifying
the problem. What does the noise sound
like? Is it a broadband hiss or an intermittent
raspy buzz? Does it have a high pitch or a
low one? What frequency does the noise

appear on and how high in frequency can
you go before it disappears ? Does is affect
both AM and FM receivers? Does it affect
your TV and telephone? Each ofthe answers
may provide valuable clues to you or the
power company RFI investigator.

What about the time of day, is it morn
ing afternoon or evening? Does the noise
have a definite cyclic rhythm to it? What
about the weather? Does the noise go away
in the rain or is it worse in the wet weather?
Is it on only when your neighbors are
home? It may help to keep a log when the
noise happens, time of day, weather and
any other pertinent information that might
help. All this will help identify the prob
lem and point you right to the source.

Most of the time, if the noise varies with
the weather, it is outside, often on the power
company distribution equipment. If it varies
with the time of day, it is caused by some
thing people are doing . For example, you
may note that the noise occurs every morn
ing for 10 minutes at about 7:15. This could
be the approximate time that a neighbor uses
a hair dryer or electric shaver.

Another thing to consider is that, in the
real world, every device adds a small
amount of ambient noise , so every loca 
tion has a definitely established ambient
noise level. An urban environment sur 
rounded by homes and factories simply
will not be as quiet as that country
mountaintop location. Any attempt to use
a radio or television for reception of sig
nals which are below the ambient noise
level of a given location is doomed to pro
vide unsatisfactory reception.

The interference experienced in the op
eration of a receiver depends on the charac
ter of the offending radio frequency or ran
dom noise, the coupling between the source
and the receiver, and the strength of the de
sired signal. In other words, what is the sig
nal to noise ratio? Today the SIN ratio of the
equipment is excellent but therefore more
susceptible to the noise in the area, and today
there are more devices to raise the ambient
noise level. So we need to have realistic ex
pectations of what we can expect to receive
in a electrically congested area.

If you suspect power-line RFI, first make
sure the ham station is not the RFI source .
Ensure that all connections are sound and
cables are properly connected or terminated.
For example, a loose antenna feed line can
cause noise problems in a receiver. An arc
ing antenna trap could cause area-wide noise
that might sound like a power-line problem .
Make certain that all individual equipment
grounds are connected to a single point in the
station, which is then connected to the sta
tion ground rod.

Next , check the area out side the house
using a portable radio tuned to a frequency
where the interference is prevalent. Listen

for an increase or decrease of the interfer
ing noise . If there is a power pole nearby
and the noise increases as you get near it,
note the pole number.

Cont inue the investigation by walking
around the block while listening to the
portable receiver. Note any changes in the
RFI and any other pert inent information
such as the location of an operating arc
welder. The information you collect will
help the RFI investigator. It is a good idea
to tape record the RFI, or videotape any
resultant TVI , just in case the noise is not
present when the RFI investigator arrives .

When you are reasonably sure that the RFI
is coming from the power-line system or you
are unable to make any definite determina
tion, call the power company . The person
who answers the phone will direct you to a
power company employee who is knowl
edgeable in power-line RFI problems .

From this point on, let the RFI investiga
tor control the investigation. If you think of
additional information that might help the
investigator, by all means, speak right up.
You might think that a particular trait is
trivial, such as the fact that the noise goes
away in the rain or that it only happens at a
certain time of day, but it just might be the
lead that resolves the problem .

There are many possible ways that a
power line can create interference. Some of
these sources have characteristics that allow
an experienced RFI investigator to locate the
source of the problem quickly. In all cases of
power-line RFI, turn to power company per
sonnel for help. Your Section Technical
Coordinator may have already established
contact with the technical people at the
power company who can help you.

TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES

There are many different tools used to
locate RFI, some as simple as a homebrew
Yagi, to the hand-held commercially made
all in one receiver with a complete array of
antennas. A simple 2 meter fox hunting
setup could work just fine with an AM
receiver, or a portable receiver with short
wave bands could work too. Some of the
more elusive RFI sources require some
better equipment. Commercially made
equipment is expensive but well worth it.

Ultrasonic audio emis sions are another
by-product of an RFI source and can be
used to locate it if there is a true line of
sight path between the source and the
probe. Several companies manufacture ul
trasonic detectors with parabolic dishes
that can be used by the RFI investigator to
pinpoint an arc. (These ultrasonic detec
tor s cost a few thou sand dollars each, so
they are not usually used by hams.)

The ultra sonic probe can be a device that
mounts on the end of a "hot stick" (an in
sulated pole a lineman uses) , or it can be in
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the form of a parabolic dish that can be
used from the ground.

RF detectors can also be used. For
close-in work the micro-tech Little Snoop
is a broadband HF detector that can be
used in the home on residential wiring or
on the end of a hot stick for a lineman to
use at a pole. Don't do this at home! The
only people who should put any device
this close to a power line are the trained
power company personnel.

Other Detectors

Another useful tool is an oscilloscope at
tached to the output of a receiver's audio.
Looking at the noise pattern on the ' scope
will help ensure that the same noise is being
tracked and identified as the receiver's
search frequency is changed. Infrared de
tectors are useful in finding areas of high
heat, which could indicate a poor electrical
connection that can result in circuit failure.

Sensory Clues
A light amplifier is another high-cost

tool that may be found in the RFI
investigator's tool kit. It can be used at
night to observe the high voltage sub 
stations or power lines for any offending
problems caused by corona. (At night,
corona can sometimes be seen with a set
of good binoculars, although some corona
may not be visible.) (Coordinate this with
your neighbors to prevent any misunder
standings!) You may be able to hear arcs
from the ground if they are particularly
bad . Another obvious clue is a red-hot line
connector on a primary conductor, indi
cating a high resistance connection. This
should be corrected as soon as possible!

Tracking the Interference from
Sources Inside Your Home

You may choose or find it necessary to
search for an RFI noise source on your own.
Before attempting this please read the safety
section of this chapter carefully, your life
may depend on it! Remember, only do the
following if you feel qualified to do so. Ifyou
suspect that the problem is caused by electri
cal noise, check for overloaded circuits,
frayed wires, loose sockets, etc. These types
of problems should be fixed no matter what!
First, make sure the interference isn't com
ing from your own home (quite a few power
line noise complaints stem from sources
within the complainants' homes!). The easi
est way to check is to get a battery powered
AM radio (noise does not usually affect FM)
and tune it to the interference. Then turn off
the power at the entrance breaker panel. (A
typical unit is shown in Figure 11.10.) If the
noise goes away as you cut the power, the
noise source is located in your own house and
is not a power company problem.

If cutting the power does not stop the

noise, turn the power back on and skip to
the section on "Tracking Interference from
Sources Outside Your Home ." If cutting
the power reveals that the noise comes
from a source in your own home, turn the
power back on and confirm that you can
once again hear the noise from the monitor
receiver. Next turn off all the individual
house circuits and the noise should again
go away. Isolate the noise generating cir
cuits by turning the individual circuits back
on one at a time. When you activate one that
brings back the noise, turn it off again and
note that circuit. Work through the remain
ing circuits to determine if any more are
noisy. (There may be multiple sources !)
Once you have worked through the entire
service panel, turn everything back on ex
cept the noisy circuit(s) . You should hear no
line noise in the receiver. After you have
determined what circuits are involved, iden
tify which rooms or devices that circuit pow
ers and tum it back on.

Once you have identified the room(s)
invol ved, unplug-don't just turn off-all
appliances and switch off all the lights in
the suspect room(s). Plug them back in and
switch them on one at a time . When you
activate the one that brings back the noise,
turn it off and note that appliance or light.
Work through the remaining appliances
and lights to determine if any more are
noisy. Powering up the suspected appli 
ance should bring back the noise. It should
either be repaired or discarded beca use it
may have malfunctioned internally.

If you can't find the faulty appliance,
track down the interference by carrying
the receiver around the house to find where
the noise is the strongest. An RF sniffer
can be built or purchased (see the Trouble
shooting chapter). This type of tool is very

Main
Breaker

Individua l
Breakers

Fig 11.1O-A typical home circuit
breaker box. The main circuit breaker
is at the top center with the branch
circuits below.

handy for in-house RFI investigation, and
it can also be used by a lineman for power
pole troubles . You may be able to use the
receivers medium wave antenna directiv
ity to get an idea of the noise source's di
rection. Even with everything in a circuit
unplugged and shut off it is possible that
faulty wiring may continue to power the
noise source, as in the case of aluminum
wiring. If this is the case, the circuit should
be shut off and an electrician should be
called to investigate the house wiring.

Tracking Interference from
Sources Outside Your Home

Ifyour investigation suggests that the line
noise is coming from a source from outside
your home, it may be time to brush up on
your DFing skills. (See the chapter on RFI
Direction Finding.) Using certain special 
ized equipment might substantially improve
the RFI investigator's success rate. A por
table HF short-wave receiver with an AM
VHF band and signal-strength meter would
be a necessity, along with some type of di
rectional antenna (see September 1992 QST,
page 52, for an antenna project), such as a
small portable Yagi. It is important that the
test equipment be more sensitive than the
equipment experiencing interference. In
many cases, hams who are doing sensitive,
weak-signal work may hear noises that a
hand-held sniffer simply can't detect. There
are several commercially made receivers,
'scopes, directional antennas and ultrasonic
devices designed for the RFI investigator
that are usually only found at utility compa
nies due to their substantial cost.

When you are searching for interference
over a large area (a neighborhood), inter
ference heard is the sum of all interfer
ence sources in the area. Ideally, you can
use triangulation to locate the source. This
is done by obtaining a bearing from sev
eral different directions to narrow it down
to one area. This technique is only mar 
ginally effective on VHF, however. The
problem is the noise can reradiate from
several (or many) different poles or be
conducted for a long distance depending
on the search frequency . And it may be
physically impossible to position yourself
on three sides of a noise source due to a
lack of roads or private property. Signals
can also reflect off ground or buildings, or
be reradiated by nearby conductors. An
experienced DFer can sometimes com 
pensate for these variables, however.

If the power lines are on a roadway that
is accessible to a vehicle, you may be able
to "drive the line" in a vehicle equipped
with the RFI location equipment to cover
a large enough area necessary to do a good
overall assessment of the noise problem.
There may be several noise sources, each
contributing to the problem. A less severe
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Fig ure 11.11-Power-line noise can exhibit peaks and nulls that can fool the unwary RFI investigator. These peaks generally
get cl oser together close to the source of noise.

source may be masked by a more severe
one, so each source must be identified and
repaired in order of severity. It may take
several tries by the power company to re
duce the noise to an acceptable level. If
the power lines are in a right of way
not passable to vehicles, as many trans 
mission lines are, the search will have to
be on foot. This will change the amount
and type of equipment that can be used
due to the fact it will be battery operated
and carried by one or two people. Many
right of way areas are poste d against tres
passing, so you may not be able to locate
the noise without involving power com
pany personnel.

To track down power line noise, start
out at about the same frequency as the
noise is on the offended equipment. Hav
ing the RFI equipment setup in a car would
be the most convenient way to travel espe
cially if an oscilloscope is used on the
audio output. A copilot is a necessity, so
one person can drive and one person can
work the equipment.

Frequency is a key factor when search
ing for the noise. If the frequency you are
monitoring is too low, the noise may seem
to come from "everywhere." At low fre
quencies, such as the AM broadcast band,
the noise can travel for miles down a line
with no obvious peaks or nulls in magni
tude. It may be necessary to move up in
frequency going as high as possible where
the interference can still be detected. If
you change frequency, ensure that you are
listening to the same noise that was heard
on the frequency you were monitoring
earlier. As you move along toward the
source you will notice that the magnitude
will increase and decrease in intensity in
"waves," getting stronger as the source is
approached and at a more rapid rate until

the peak is reached, then the magnitude of
the waves will fade as you move away
from the source. (See Figure 11.11, a dia
gram showing how noise peaks relate to
power-line structures.)

Be wary of multiple reflections that can
occur where various lines intersect, or
where there are other conductors near
power lines . These reflections and imped
ance irregularities may give false peak
readings in the conducted interference
paths at these points . Another thing to
watch for is more than one noise source .
Thi s can easily confuse the investigator,
especially if lower frequencies are being
used for direction finding.

If possible, narrow the highest magni
tude noise level to a few structures using

Figure 11.12-AN RFI investigator uses an
AM VHF receiver and directional array to
identify a structure that is radiating RFI.
Noise normally would only be heard on VHF
if the investigator is close to the source.

VHF or UHF and a Yagi antenna, taking
advantage of the Yagi's directivity to de
termine exactly which pole generates the
noise. The power company RFI investiga
tor may have access to equipment such as
that shown in Figure 11.12. A homebrew
version of one of these directional devices
was featured in September 1992 QST, "A
Line-Noise Sniffer That Works."

Most power-line arcs make some noise,
so if the arc is particularly bad, it may be
possible to hear it. Most arcs, however,
make noise in the ultrasonic range. Under
these circumstances, an ultrasonic dish
would be useful in locat ing the exact piece
of hardware that is sparking. Figure 11.13
shows a commercially available ultrasonic
dish and amplifier being used by a power

Figure 11.13-An ultrasonic detector
made by UE Systems of Elmsford, New
York, is used to pinpoint the source, often
to a single device on the structure.
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Figure 11.14-These power company personnel are using a hot stick and an RF
sniffer made by Radar Engineers to locate a source of noise on a power pole. This
should be done only by trained personnel; most power companies will not even
allow their RFI investigator to get this close to high-tension lines.

company RFI investigator.
If you rely solely on a whip antenna to

locate the source, then going as high in fre
quency as possible (around 450 MHz would
be best) will probably narrow the source
down to a single structure or two. The utility
lineman should then be able to find the prob
lem with a hand-held RF snooper or with a
little luck, just by ear. Figure 11.14 shows a
commercially available RF sniffer being
used by power company personnel. A hand
held sniffer such as that shown in Figure
11.15 can be used to pinpoint local sources
in and near homes.

Residential Noise Sources

Relatively little electrical noise comes
from power company wiring and facili
ties . In many cases, the noise may come
from your own home, or a neighboring
house or business. If it is your own home,
you, of course, can usually correct the
problem there. If, however, it is a neigh "
borhood problem, you may need to rely on
the RFI investigator's "personal diplo
macy" skills to help the owner understand
the issues .

It may be helpful to explain that the
noise could indicate a serious problem that
needs to be corrected. Your neighbor will
probably not understand the FCC regula
tions and responsibilities . Let's face it, the
average citizen doesn't know much at all
about RFI. If the other party does agree to
look for the problem, help them under
stand the steps of locating the source, and
leave it up to them to actually shut off and
unplug appliances, etc. This will help in
sulate you from any liability in case some
appliance fails in the process of the search.
Once the problem is found, it would be
entirely up to the other party to repair it.
We can only ask them to correct the of
fending device because it's creating inter
ference for himself and his neighbors.
(Some desperate hams have been known
to purchase a new appliance for a neigh 
bor, but this is a "neighborly gesture" that
extends past what most hams would be
willing to do.)

NOISE SOURCES

Utility Noise Sources

There are a number of defects that can
cause RFI on power company equipment.
In fact, the list of possible problems seems
endless with all the different varieties of
insulators and pole hardware availab le in
use . In most cases, the power companies
understand causes such as defective insu
lators, loose wire ties, etc. What they may
not understand , however, is that near
power lines, every part is suspect. Power
companies have been known to check out
a noisy pole and say something like, "Ev-
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erything is okay. A few of the cross braces
were loose, but that isn't the problem."
Actually, there is a very strong field near
high-voltage lines. This field will induce
currents and voltages in all nearby con
ductors . If those conductors are not firmly
bonded together, or insulated, the result
ant sparks and arcs can radiate RFI noise
over a large area .

Every year new products are developed
and put into use to replace the aging equip 
ment. Sometimes they bring solutions and
sometimes more sources of interference.

Here are some of the more common
problems:

Power Pole Transformers

Transformers do not usually cause RFI
problems unless they have been damaged.
The power company crews check for ex
ternal problems with insulators, loose con
nections or lightning arrestors. "Squirrel
guards" that are used to cover the primary
bushings have been known to create track
ing or arcing problems on their inside sur
face. These parts are easily replaced.

If those parts are not defective, the crew
may remove and replace the defective
transformer. There have been case s of cer
tain brands of transformers being recalled
due to internal RFI generation. In another
brand, the transformer was equipped with
a red overload warning light. Thi s light
was found to be generating RFI noi se!

Figure 11.15-This hand-held RF sniffer
made by Micro-Tech, Inc can be used to
find noise sources in or near residences.
If this building is the source of RFI noise,
the noise will be very strong near the
power meter. A hand-held sniffer should
never be used near high-tension lines
and should never be allowed to contact
any source of ac-Iine voltage in the home.

Usually an internal failure will not radiate
above 150 MHz and a UHF detector will
be of no use.

Pad-Mounted and Underground
Transformer

The se transformers, thus far , have not
been a great source of interference. If they
develop a problem, the frequencies in
volved are usually in the MF and low-HF
range . It may be difficult to pinpoint the
noise source and be sure that the trans-



Figure 11 .19-This tiny crack in a
power company insulator generated a
lot of RF noise.

and corrode causing a gap. If an open
circuit exists between two clean, dry insu
lators the voltage across the gap can be as
much as 3 kV. It is easy for an arc to start
across the small gap. This is instantly
snuffed out due to the instantaneous drop
in voltage as current tries to flow through
the high impedance of the insulators . The
voltage then begins to build up again on
the next cycle peak, and the process be
gins again . There are special clips used on
slack dead ends to make the connections
tight and eliminate arcing or they can be
replaced with a solid polymer unit. There
still is a chance of arcing at either end con
nection, however.

Any type of insulator can develop defects
that can cause RFI. Figure 11.19 shows a
tiny crack in an insulator that generated a lot
of RFI noise. Other "bugs" can crop up, too.
The insects that built nests in the old fuse
shown in Figure 11.20 were also creating a
problem for a ham and his neighbors, These
problems can only be corrected by trained
power company personnel.

Ground Wires

A ground wire is usually run from a
ground rod at the base of the pole at least up
to the secondary conductors bonding to the
neutral or a transformer. Some utilities near
the sea coast or areas with high airborne

Figure 11 .20-The bugs in this fuse were hard to track down. Once this fuse was
replaced by power company personnel, a local noise source went away.

Figure 11 .18-These "bell" insulators
are rarely the direct cause of RFI no ise.
If the line that is connected to them is
too slack, however, the internal
components can corrode and arc.

the utility trade as "radio free" insulators.
These work well when new, but as the in
sulator ages the tie wire can again become
loose and the arcing process will start over.

Another common problem is the use of a
wire tie over poly-insulated wire. The gap
between the tie wire and the conductor will
arc and burn through the poly coating and
create severe RFI. There have been cases
where the arcing actually burned through the
conductor, causing it to fall! (Poly covered
wire is used heavily in the northeast part of
the US.) Both these scenarios can be cured
by the use of a vise top style of insulator
made of an ultraviolet resistant plastic . This
method secures the conductor in a vise type
clamp and can be used for bare or poly-cov
ered wire. (See Figure 11.17.) Other parts of
the country use post type insulators . This
solves the tie wire problem but still can have
metal to metal arcing in the hardware if it
becomes loose.

Still another common problem is known
as a slack dead end insu lator. A dead end
is a string ofbell-shaped insulators strung
in series, with the number of bells depend
ing on the primary voltage. (See Figure
11.18.) These work very well, and are gen
erally radio quiet. The span of wire
connected to them must be kept tight, how
ever, or the clevis and pin arrangement
used to tie them together can become loose

Figure 11 .17-This "vise-top" insulator
is less prone to RFI problems than
some other types.

Figure 11 .16-This photo shows the
correct way to tie a conductor to a tie
wire with an insulator.

Primary Conductor Problems

Most of the problems associated with
the primary conductors and the creation
of noise result from the method used to
fasten the conductor to the porcelain insu
lator. Many of the power-line primary
conductors are made from bare wire. This
requires that the wire be held onto the in
sulator by a tie wire . This wire was
wrapped around the conductor and the in
sulator to mechanically hold it in place .
(See Figure 11.16.) As the tie wire ages it
can become loose and corroded. It will
then begin to arc to the primary conductor
and to the insulator. Ifthe insulator is dirty
or cracked there can be leakage current to
ground which can further exaggerate any
loose hardware problems.

One cure is a type of insulator with a
black conductive coating on it to equalize
the voltage gradient. These are known in

former is indeed the culprit. These trans
formers are dangerous and should only be
checked by utility personnel. These trans
formers are subject to the same kinds of
damage as are the pole transformers dis
cussed ear lier. They are much more dan
gerous to the public, however, becau se
they are at ground level and are suscep
tible to vandalism or physical damage.
Some of the older type pad-mounts were
known as live front type . This type of
transformer has the primary voltage ter
minal exposed when the enclosure hood is
open. These are very dangerous for utility
personnel to work on and should be treated
with caution.
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nece ssary. Clean the commutator; there
may be carbon buildup on the coppe r bars.
Emery cloth , stee l woo l or an ordinary
pencil eraser removes the deposits.

If a brush-commutator moto r is an RFI
source, and it is in proper working order,
install bypass capacitors from each brush
to the motor frame. The capacitors should
be installed as close to each brush as pos
sible (Figure 11.22). There may be little
room inside the moto r housing so use
physicall y small capacitor s. A 0.0 l-11F (or
greater) capacitor rated for 1.4-kV shou ld
be sufficient. These capac itors should be
rated for use across ac lines. Disc-ceramic
or mylar capacitors are the best choices .
Tantalum capacitors are physica lly small ,
but they are not designed for such ac
applications.

Figure 11.22-lnstall bypass capacitors
inside a brush-commutator motor as
shown. Use onlyac-rated capacitors
across household ac lines.

Figure 11.21-(A) A side view of a
typ ical motor armature. Arcing occurs
between the commutator and each
brush. (B) An end view of a motor
armature shows how the individual
armature windings are connected.

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)

Static electrici ty is the accumulation of
electric charges on a surface . These
charges of electrical energy can build up
on insulators as well as conductors. A dis
charge, or small spark, occur s when two
materials at different potential are brought
together. Static electricity is more com
mon in cool, dry weather. Static build -up
usuall y occurs on windy days, dur ing pe
riods oflow humidity, during temperature
changes and when objects are moved or
vibrated.

An electric disch arge can be induced in
a metallic object that is in the field of a
strong power source. In a receiver, this
discharge sounds like lightning static,
similar to a spark discharge. The nature of
ESD makes it very difficult to locate. Two
pieces of metal rubbing together, or a piece
of sheet metal lying on the ground under a
power line on a windy day can cause ESD
RFI. The only way to cure this kind ofESD
is by electrically separating or bonding the
offending objects.

Some Common Interference
Problems and Cures around the
Home and Shop

Here are cures for an array of specific
RFI sources that can occur in your home
or busine ss. Cures for several RFI victims
appear at the end of the chapter.

Brush-Commutator Motors

Figure 11.21 shows a typical brush
commutator motor armature. For cla rity,
only one winding is show n. The coil is
wound in a slot in the armature , and the
ends of the coil are attach ed to commuta
tor cont acts 1800 apart. There are usually
10 to 15 separate co ils. With two connec
tions per coil , there are twice as many con
tacts as windings. Contact between the
field coils and the armature windings is
made through soft carbon "brushes." If the
brushes are worn, fit loosely, or if the com
muta tor is uneven or dirty, the brushes
bounce as the armature turn s and create
electrical noise (interference) . The con
stant making and breaking of contacts pro
duces arcs. With prope rly fitting brushes
and a clean commu tator, howe ver, arcing
is minimized (and so is RFI) .

Most small motors of this sort can be
disassembled with ease if they are sus
pect ed of generati ng RFI. Check the
brush es for cor rect fit , and replace them if

this list has a potential of producing RF
harmonics by rectification and cro ss
modulation (lMD ). The cure is to locate
the "rectifier" and eliminate it by elec tri
cally bonding or separating the corroded
parts. This topic is covered fully in the
External Rectification chapter.

External Rectification

A multitude of device s that are not con
sidered RF radiators can be RFI sources
becau se of corroded joints. Corrosion may
form a semiconductor junction (rect ifie r),
and produce harmonics of any strong ra
dio signals in the area. Rusty joints in
pipe s, ducts, fixtures, poor electrical con
nections, corroded antenna joints and even
fences can crea te and radia te harmonic
energy. For exa mple , a fence of metal
posts and wire can radiate harmonics
when exposed to a strong signal from an
HF antenna. Other common suspects are:

Elec trical cond uit
Heaters
Sheet-metal roof
Elec trical wiring
Stove pipes
Furnaces
Water and sewage pipes
Gutters and drain pipes
Lightning arrestors
Guy wires
Radio and TV antennas
Anything that rese mbles the items on

Loose Hardware

The arcing source does not have to be
connec ted to the primary or secondary
power line to cause a problem. With the
strong elec tric fields surrounding the
wires, metal hardware can have high volt
ages induced in them and be at a potential
difference to other metal parts or the wood
pole itself. Virtu ally any piece of hard 
ware on a pole can be a noise source. There
can be dozen s of nuts, bolts, washers and
other related items on a single pole . Every
one of these are a potential source of arc
ing if they become loose or cor roded . The
arcing can be metal to metal or even metal
to wood!

All connections must be kept clean and
tight . This is no easy task considering the
exposure to heat, cold, acid rain and wind .
The wood poles constantly swell and con
tract and the hard ware inevitabl y loosens.

A helical spring washer can be used to
keep the hardware tight. It is expensive
and time -consuming to install it on pre
existing construction, however. The util
ity comp any can use a variety of pla stic
washers and miscell aneou s hard ware to
prevent RFI. Each is designed to cure a
specific problem.

contamination also run a ground wire across
the cross arms to prevent tracking and burn
ing.The ground wire eliminates a difference
of potential across the cross arm. These
ground wires are held in with staples. The
staples can become loose and arc to the
ground wire. They must be banged into the
pole to tighten them or use a plastic insert on
them to insulate the staple from the wire.
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Figure 11.23-Schematic diagram for a
typical sewing machine. Bypass the
rheostat and brushes, and add a line
filter in series with the power cord.

most units for bypass capacitors at the
brushes. If there is not sufficient room, use
a line filter.

Many vacuum cleaners have an electric
rug-beater attachment (power head) . This
is easily spotted because it requires an
electrical connection to the cleaner when
the attachment is changed. Most have a
small motor in the attachment, which
drives a system of bars and brushes. Use
the same methods of RFI suppression with
this motor as with the main motor.

Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning Systems

There are several potential RFI sources
in "HVAC" systems. (See Figure 11.24.)
"Brush-Commutator Motors" are used in
many roles, pumping air, water, coolant or
fuel. Check each motor for RFI, and treat
them as described earlier.

Gas and oil-fired furnaces may use an ig
nition system (rather than a continuous pilot
light) to light the air-fuel mixture. The ig
niter draws an arc across a spark gap. The

Electric Water Heaters

The typical electric water heater has two
heating coils controlled by two separate ther
mostats. Since the coils draw large amounts
of current, the thermostat switch contacts
may become pitted.Pitted contacts areprone
to excessive arcing; they should be replaced.
In some cases, it might be necessary to re
place the entire thermostat-switch assembly.
The assemblies are not very expensive or
difficult to replace. When the contacts are in
good shape, a 0.01-!lF, 1.4-kV capacitor (in
stalled across them) may cure the problem.
This capacitor should be rated for use across
ac lines.

is no metal motor frame (as is common in
small appliances) , use a line filter at the
motor or a plug-in style line filter.

Office Machines

Some old office machines produce a fair
amount of interference. Most new models
are well shielded against RFI. Where mo
tors are used, apply "Brush-Commutator
Motors" methods. For digital machines
(computer cash registers, for example)
look at the Computers chapter of this book .

Power Tools

Shop tools are a frequent cause of inter
ference to consumer devices and amateurs
as well. Most power tools contain a series
wound (universal) motor. These motors
contain brushes that make and break
connections as the motor turns . This hot
switching causes sparking. The spark, like
any other arc, creates a signal that can
interfere with amateur receivers or
consumer equipment.

In many cases, an ac-line filter installed
close to the motor eliminates the problem. In
extreme cases install 0.0 I to0.05-!lFcapaci
tors across the power line inside the tool.
The capacitors should be rated for ac-line
use (at least 1.4 kV)! In most cases a motor
generates differential-mode interference,
but there may be some common-mode prob
lems as well. Supplement a commercial
ac-line filter with a common-mode ferrite
choke when noise persists . Electric-motor
interference appears on aTV as a large num
ber of black dots or streaks.

--,

Field

Line Filter

Field

Add 0.05

Rheostot

Electric Shavers

Most currently manufactured electric
shavers have built in RFI-suppress
ion capacitors. If the shaver is causing
more -than-normal interference, check the
capacitors.

Some residual RFI is likely, even when
the capacitors are in good shape. It can be
reduced to an acceptable level with an ex
ternal line filter. A plug-in style filter
works nicely.

Electric Knives, Mixers, Hair Dryers
and So Oil

Most small household appliances use
compact, brush-commutator motors .
Since many of these items are operated
only for short periods, only a fanatic would
tackle them all. "Brush-Commutator Mo
tors" treatments apply here as well. If there

When it is not possible to install capaci
tors inside a motor, add them (or a line
filter) at the point where the power
cord enters the motor frame. Radio Shack
sells a power-line filter, catalog #15-1111,
for lower-power applications. Industrial
Communications Engineers sells power
line filters rated at full amateur power.

If it is not feasible to mount a fi lter di
rectly at the motor, a plug-in line filter can
be used . The filter plugs into the wall out
let, and the offending appliance simply
plugs into the filter. Consider the current
requirements of the RFI source, and
choose a filter rated for that current or
more. A filter installed at the wall outlet is
less effective than one at the motor be
cause the cord connecting the appliance to
the wall outlet can radiate.

Sewing-Machine Motor

The likelihood of RFI from it sewing
machine motor depends on the age of the
motor. Because sewing machines are fairly
rugged, there are quite a few old models still
in use. Most new machines have been treated
for RFI, although many newer machines also
have computer-controlled features . If the
noise coming from the machine is related to
the digital electronics, see the Computer
chapter for more information .

Many models use a rheostat to control
motor speed. Start by connecting a
0.05-!lF, 1.4-kV capacitor across the con
trol. These capacitors should be rated for
use across ac lines. If space permits, in
stall two bypass capacitors, one from each
brush to the frame, inside the motor. If
there is not room for such an installation,
mount a line filter as close to the motor
body as possible. See Figure 11.23.

Electric Lawn Mowers

The motors used on electric lawn mow
ers are of the high-torque (high-current)
variety . Mowers are usually powered by
lengthy extension cords (antennas !), and
severe RFI is possible. The motors are
quite compact, so bypass capacitors can
not be installed directly at the brushes. A
line filter mounted directly at the motor is
the next best solution. Place the filter as
close as possible to the point where the
wires enter the housing, and make sure
there is a good bond between the lawn
mower chassis and the filter case.

Vacuum Cleaners

Most modern vacuum cleaners are
fairly well protected against RFI. The in
side of the motor gets fairly dirty , how
ever, because not all dust is stopped by the
collector bag and filters . The dirt can lead
to excessive arcing. Treat the motor as de
scribed under "Brush-Commutator Mo
tors ." There should be ample room inside
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To HVAC
Sys te m

Figure 11.27-{A) Typical electric-heat
thermostat-switch assembly. For RFI sup
pression, add capacitors as shown at B.

Figure 11.28-A choke-capacitor
combination for use with thermostats
and alarm systems.

Toroid Choke

(A)

(8)

the thermostat with one that does not cause
interference. An ac-Iine filter may help in
some cases.

All types of thermostats respond well to
common-mode ferrite chokes. A single
layer winding on a 3-inch core is usually
suff icient. In difficult cases, wire a 0.0 1
f-lF capaci tor acro ss the leads to suppress
differential-mode signals. These capac i
tors should be rated for use across ac lines.
These capacitor s should be rated for use
across ac lines. Cut a hole in the wall be
hind the thermos tat to hide the choke .
Make the hole big enough for the wound
core, and pass the core through the hole to
hide it. Then remount the ther mostat. Fig
ure 11.28 shows a genera l-purpose filter

Figure 11.26-A mercury-switch
thermostat.

Setback Thermostats

Microprocessor-controlled "setback"
thermostat s are a problem as well. They
respond to RF energy picked up on their
wires . In most cases, the interference
shows up as a random reset of the thermo
stat program.

Appliance Thermostats

These devices control temperature s in
electric blankets, automatic coffee pots,
toaster ovens , water-bed heaters and ju st
about anythin g else that requires tempera
ture control. (The thermostats in old
aquarium heaters are real troublemakers!)
It is fairl y easy to troubleshoot thermostat
RFI: Switch off or unplu g each therm o
statica lly controlled device until the inter
ference stops . Then remove and replace

tacts and installing a bypass capacitor
(O.OI-f-l F, 1.4-kV) acro ss them. The se
capacitors should be rated for use across
ac lines. Alternatively, install a mercury
switch or solid-state thermostat.

Many heating systems use several re
lays to control different zones. Because
the relays open and close many times they
may becom e dirty and pitted. Replace
them as need ed, and install a O.OI-f-lF,
1.4-kV capacitor across each cont act pair.
These capacitors should be rated for use
across ac lines.

Most electric heatin g sys tems use a
combination thermostat-s witch assembly
to control the radi ators. There is often a
separatesystem (and thermo stat) for each
room . A typical thermo stat- switch asse m
bly is shown in Figure 11.27A. Since the
contacts switch high currents, there is a
good chance they will become pitted .
When the contact is opened arcing is
possible. Some heating sys tems utilize
single-pole switching; others use double 
pole switches. Bypass each set of cont acts
in the switch assembly as shown in
Figure 11.278.

f'/ /
/ i-/
~ /

~:t/

Figure 11 .25 -A method for reducing
interference from the ignition system
used in many furnaces. Use a
commercial electrical-noise f ilter,
installed by qualified personnel.

HVAC Thermostats

Thermostat s sense temp erature and au
tomati cally control HVAC systems. Some
old thermostats use a set of contacts at
tached to a bimetallic strip. The bimetallic
strip bends slowly with temperature, and
contact is made or broken very slowly, so
the chances for pitting and arcing are great.
Newer, mercury-switch thermostats (Fig
ure 11.26) are much quiet er from an RFI
view point. Programm able; solid-state
thermo stats are quieter as well. Treat bi
metallic thermostats by clea ning the con-

gap is fed with a high voltage (sometimes
RF, it strikes an arc more easily than 60-Hz
ac) from an ac-powered step-up transformer.
If the leads on the primary side of the trans
former are not properly bypassed or filtered,
RFI can reach house wiring. In high-RFI
situations, resistors may be required in each
of the high-voltage leads (see Figure 11.25).
Note: The ignition system is normally on for
only a few seconds. If the arc is continuous,
the ignition control is defective-replace it.

Figure 11 .24-A typical home heating
system.
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Automotic Switch

Line Filter

Solenoid

Hz curre nt, they are switched on and off
120 times per second. Thi s rapid switch
ing , along with the stream of elec trons
(arc) going back and for th in the tube,
crea tes rou gh radio waves that can cause
severe RFI. Mos t of the RFI is in the
broadcast band wi th seco ndary peaks in
the 7 to 9-M Hz reg ion. Th e noise is
coarse and co nt inuous while the lamp is
lit.

If the cure canno t be accomplished by
reorienting the rece iver antenna, RF fil
ters fo r fl uorescent lamps are avai lable
by spec ia l order from distributor s. Th e
filter sho uld be installe d on the lamp
fix ture as close to the terminals as prac
tica l.

Fluorescent Lamps

While these lamps operate fro m 60-

1 _

Line Filt er

Figure 11.3O-Electric-fence RFI cures: You should first cure any problems caused
by bad splices, poor connections at gate hooks or from weeds arc ing to the line . If
those are not effective, a capacitor is used across the automatic switch, a resistor is
in series with the high-voltage lead, and a line filter is in the ac line.

117
V ee

These can beco me corroded or stret ch a
bit, with the resultant poor contact creat
ing an arc . In other cases , weeds can grow
up to the fence. The latter often causes a
stro ng arc that sudde nly appears, then dis
appears for a few days as the unfor tunat e
weed burns off, ending the short to ground.
Also, look for broken or dirty insulators.
Clean or repl ace them as needed.

In extreme cases, a res istor placed in
series with the fence wire damps the pulse.
A capa citor across the switc h mechanism
and a line filt er in the ac line should finish
the job.

Figure 11.29-An arc-welding setup with a heavy-duty line filter installed.

Doorbell Transformers

Some door bell systems have transform
ers with a tempera ture-sensing, shut-down
mechanism . Ifthere is a malfunction in the
system, the transformer circ uit is opened
by thermal overload to prevent further
damage. If the contact becomes intermit
ten t, RFI can be generated. Repair or re
place the system to eliminate the RFI.

Arc Welders

Arc welders can cause severe interfe r
ence. Unfortunately, there is no way to sup
press the arc and leave the machine func
tional. Install a heavy-duty line filter directly
at the transformer primary as shown in Fig
ure 11.29. The filter must be rated for the
current drawn from the line. Use O.OI-J.lF
bypass capacitors appropriate to the line
voltage. For such a high-noise application,
ac-line bypass caps should be rated for 14
times the RMS line voltage. (This allows for
spikes at 10 times the peak line voltage.)
Wind the coils from at least no. 8 wire.

Pipe Heate rs

Pipe heaters are used to prevent water
pipes from freezi ng during cold weather.
Normally, an electric-heat eleme nt is
wrappe d along the entire length of the pipe
to be protected, and powe red from a wall
outlet. Most units do not use thermostats.
If a thermostat is used, treat it for RFI in
the manner alrea dy describ ed. Replace it
if necessary.

Electric Fences

Electric fences are still commo n in rural
areas . A transformer steps up the line volt
age, and an automatic switch sends a high
voltage, low-current pulse down the fence
once every few secon ds. The voltage is
pulsed so that it is not a serio us shock haz
ard to humans. A single conductor is used
for the fence, and it is connected directl y
to the switch mechanism. The basic sys
tem is show n in Fig ure 11.30. Since the
wire used for the fence can be very long, it
may act as a good ante nna. Elec tric-fence
interference will consist of a ser ies of
pulses , each lasti ng 0.25 to 1.0 second or
so, spaced a seco nd or two apart.

In mostcases, the electric-fence controller
does not create electrica l noise and does not
radiate it well ifi t does.The fence wire itself
forms a large, long-wire antenna.Most prob
lems with electric fences come from prob
lems in the fence wire.

Splices are a common source of prob 
lems . In time, splices can become loose or
corroded, resulting in a strong arc at the
splice . Another common source of noise is
found in the gat e hooks used to gain access
to various areas of the protected area.

that can be used on most ther mostats.
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Figure 11.31-A typical neon-sign
setup. Add a 10-kQ resistor in series
with each high-voltage lead and a
commercial line filter at the trans
former. (The transformer should be well
grounded.)

Neon Signs

The basic circuit of a neon sign is shown
in Figure 11.31. It is very similar to a fluo 
rescent light in that a long arc is drawn
through the tubing to excite the gas. A
transformer steps up the line voltage to a
level suitable for excitation of the gas .
Relatively high voltage (approximately
1000 V1ft of tubing) is required for proper
excitation.

The cure for neon -sign RFI is a line fil
ter mounted directly at the transformer and
resistors (lO-kQ, I-W) in series with each
high-voltage lead. Also, make sure that the
transformer case is attached to a good
ground. If these measures do not reduce
the interference to an acceptable level, try
winding thin magnet wire around the tube
along its entire length. Six or seven turns
per foot should be sufficient. Ground each
end of the wire.

Light Dimmers and Speed Controls

Most such controls use SCRs or
TRIACs . The controls function by con
ducting on for a short, variable part of each
60 Hz cycle (with a rise time of about
Ills). The resultant waveform is rich in
harmonics and creates severe RFI well into
the HF range . A loud buzzing that covers
the lower frequencies is a characteristic
feature of SCR RFI. The best cure is to
rep lace the control with a better one that
has a built-in RFI filter. (Beware of dim
mers in plastic case s!)

A combination of an ac-line filter and a
common-mode choke, formed by wrap
ping about 15 turns of ac wiring through
an F(T) -240 or F(T) -140 -size ferrite core
made from the correct ferrite material,
placed close to the control , often helps. It
is usually necessary to use two cores, one
at the control input and the other at the

output, to eliminate the interference. (The
cores are rather large; they may not be
practical in many cases .)

Light Bulbs

RF energy is starting to be used in light
bulbs . Industrial devices marketed by GE
use signals in the HF industrial bands to
power efficient light bulbs. The ARRL
Lab has tested a few of these bulbs and
found that they do not emit harmful inter
ference to nearby ham bands.

The ARRL has received reports that
some 25-W light bulbs emit an RF signal
in the 60 to 70-MHz range . Not many of
these offending light bulbs exist, but oc
casionally one is found. The problem cre
ated by these bulb s is usually found on TV
channel 2. It appears as two horizontal
black lines across the picture.

TV "Booster" Amplifiers

In fringe TV-reception areas it is common
to employ a booster (preamplifier) mounted
at the antenna . These amplifiers may mal
function and oscillate in the upper HF, VHF
or UHF frequencies. This can be caused by
loose cables, corroded contacts, poor align
ment or adefective component. Iftightening
the connections does not help, replacement
is probably necessary .

Touch-Controlled Lamps

Lamps that switch by sensing human
contact can be both sources and vict ims of
RFI. Touch lamps use a free -runn ing os
cillator usually running at 50-200 kHz or
so, a touch plate, and a simple circ uit that
senses a change in freq uency. The oscilla
tor is connected directly to the lamp
chassis, so that hand contact changes the
oscillator frequency . When the oscillator
frequency changes, the lamp switches. In
order to sense a touch, the oscillator runs
even when the lamp is off. Naturally, the
touch plate can also pick up nearby RF.
When it does, the sense circuit thinks the
frequency lias changed and the lamp
changes state. The oscillators are easily
"pulled" by nearby transmitters, and the
lamp responds by switching with each
transmission. In fact , a 2-meter H-T makes
a good remote control. RF can also be
picked up on the power lines and con
ducted into the lamp circuitry.

The oscillator is also rich in harmonic
energy. These lamps can radiate a fair
amount of RF noise . Touch-lamp noise
will appear as groups of raucous buzz,
spaced at the same frequency as the lamp
oscillator. In addition, most such lamps
use a dimmer circuit to select several
brightness levels . The lamps can source
RFI from the oscillator (usually 50 kHz 
2 MHz) or the dimmer circuit. (The dim
mer shou ld be quiet when the lamp is off.)

Once on the ac line, the interference can
affect receivers many blocks away .

Several of the cures that have been fea
tured in past QST articles are included in
the Hints and Kinks at the end of this chap
ter. These cures generally consist of insert
ing a resistor or inductor in series with the
touch plate . Thi s seems to work in about
half of the cases, especially if the RF level
is not significantly above the threshold of
interference. In some other cases, using a
ferrite core made from #43 material (upper
HF, VHF) or #75 or -1 material for lower
HF, with about 10 turns of the lamp ' s ac
cord wrapped onto the core , may also ef
fect a cure . In rare cases, a "brute-force"
type ac-line filter may be helpful.

Use the same cures whether the lamp is
acting as a source or victim. First, install an
ac-line filter. It should block RF entering on
the ac line, and that may cure the problem.
Next, add a common-mode choke (7 turns on
an Ff-240-43 core) at the lamp base. Some
hams have cured these lamps with a 1 to
4-kQ resistor and a lO-IlH choke in series
with the oscillator "sense" line. Have the
work done by a qualified technician. Even if
you are qualified, it may be unwise to work
on equipment you do not own.

Some hams have offered that the best
advice is to throwaway the lamp. This is
probably a good idea, for a number of rea
sons . In most cases, it is not a good idea to
modify your neighbors' equipment. The
potential liability is not worth the risk.
There are dangerous voltages inside the
lamp, and you may be electrocuted trying
to fix it, or your cure may inadvertently put
110 V onto metal parts of the lamp. In some
cases, the cure may cost more than the lamp
is worth .

The FCC is pretty clear about touch lamps
and other "non-radio" devices. If non-radio
devices pick up RF signals, they are improp
erly functioning as radio receivers . The FCC
suggests that the owner of the device should
contact the manufacturer for help, although
this rarely works out.

Garage-Door Openers

Openers use both radio and dc control.
Strong RF may enter via the line cord, de
control lines or antenna. Unwanted open
ing and closing is the usual symptom.
Appl y a line filter at the line cord and a
common-mode ferrite choke at the opener
end of the de control lines . If interference
remains, a band -pass filter (in the antenna
lead) for the frequency of the opener
should cure it. Contact the manufacturer or
a repa ir facility for help .

Ground-Fault Current Interrupters
(GFCIs)

GFCI s are special circuit breakers or
outlets that quickly interrupt the current
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Figure 11.32- Schemat ic of dc loops used to harden a microprocessor-controlled
alarm sy stem.

flow whe n a power circ uit is shorted to
ea rth gro und (a "ground fault"). While
norm al current flow s in the differential
mode , ground-fault current flows in the
common mode. Thus, a GFI is constructed
to sense common-mode signa ls by deter
mining that all of the current that is present
on the hot wire is also present on the neu
tra l wire . If it detects tha t some of the cur 
rent is not flowing back on the neutral, it
is quite likely that there is a fau lt causing
some of it to flow to ground. This often
indicates a short circ uit, or that someone
or something is conducting some of that
curre nt to ground, as would occur if some 
one is being shocked. If it detects a fault ,
it opens the circ uit. They may be very sen
sit ive to com mon-mode RF on the ac line.
RFI appears as false triggering.

Any RFI -suppression components may
prevent the GFCI from functioning prop 
erly . Report any prob lems to the manu
facturer. Any internal corre ctive measures
should be performed by the manufacturer
or the manufacturer's represe ntative. It is
poss ible to add some external components
to a GFCI protected circ uit , but this usu
ally must be done by a qualified electri
cian. A common-mo de choke may be
helpful, but in most cases, the wiring is
behind a wall or inside the breaker pane l
or fuse box . In most cases, house wiring is
too fat to comfortably fit thro ugh a ferrite
core. There is not usua lly any slack wire
to use to form a number of turns of wire to
make an effective com mon- mode choke .

Smoke Detectors

Smoke detectors suffered some RFI
prob lems in the ear ly 1980s . According to
a letter from Charles E. Zimmerman, PE,
a Fire Pro tection Engineer with the Na
tional Fire Pro tection Association (July
1981 QST, p 46), Underwriter' s Labora
tories incl udes an RFI tes t on all smoke
detectors manufactured since 1981. Ifyou
experience smoke-de tector RFI , do not
attempt any modification. Replace detec
tors from the early 1980s with newer mod
els . Report any problems with current
models to the manufacturer.

Burglar Alarms-A Two-Way Street

Many modern burglar alarms are full of
log ic gates and microprocessors. Because
of this marvelous technology, the burglar
alarm can detect RF fie lds . Alarms have
generated serious harmonics when used
in the vici nity of amateur stations. Prob 
lems include false alarms when mobil e
radio is used near the alarm . Police radio s
as well as amateur radios frequently gen
erate fields strong enough to "false" thes e
electronic wonder s.

~p

Controlled
Alarm

Microprocessor -co ntrolled alarms may
emit interference at the clock frequenc y
and its harmonics . Some electronic alarms
fill the ham bands with birdies as well.
The most effective way to reduce these
prob lems is to use de loops and dri ve re
lays from the perimeter sensors . (See Fig- ;
ure 11.32 .) If the relays are mounted close
to the burg lar alarm, little wire is pre sent
to act as an antenna . Burglar alarms hard
ened in this fashion also are much more
resi stant to lightning damage-isn 't tech 
nology wonderful?

Switching Power Supplies

Swi tching power supplies are more ef
ficient than linearly regulated supplies,
and they certainly save weight. The "down
side," however, is that they can generate
substantial amounts of noise . (See Figure
11.33.) This noise is generated by their fast
switching characteristic s. Noise from
switch-mode power supplies is generally
created from harmonics of the internal
switching frequency . Thi s can interfere
with HF reception or nearby tele visions.
The resulting herringbone TVI pattern can
be mistaken for amateur transmitter har 
monic s. A review of the Yaesu FT-757G X
(in December 1984 QST) noted that the
transceiver generated TVI from the
switching power supply.

Some high-power battery chargers use
switching regulation. They can certainly
create TVI and cause interference on the
ham band s as well.

Microprocessors and Microcomputers

As mentioned earli er, the popul ation of
microprocessors and microcomputers is
increasing dail y. Although a microproces
sor may only control a coffee pot , its RFI
treatment is similar to that for computers.
In appliances, RFI usuall y exit s throu gh a

Break-In
Sensor

Figure 11.33-Spectral photo of
switch ing-power-supply no ise. This
can consist of discrete spurs and
broadband noise.

plastic case or the line cord. Use shielding
to cure case radiation, a ferri te choke for
the second. Applica tion det ails appear in
the Computers chapter.

CONCLUSION

The information contained in this chap 
ter is a summary description of the most
common RFI problems caused by power
line s and electrical devices. It provides a
foundation for the investiga tion, analysis
and cure of specific cases not cove red here.

The author would like to acknowledge
that much of the inform ation in this chap
ter was learned from the In terfe ren ce
Handbook. by Wi llia m R. Nelso n,
WA6FQG, and from the many articles
published over the years by Mar vin
Loftness, who has spent decades in the
field of RFI research and has written many
book s and publications on the subje ct. The
electric utility industry is grateful to these
two fine professionals for the contribu
tion s they have made to the state of the art.
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External Rectification
"The Rusty Bolt Effect"

,.
pass filters on the transmitter,

I high-pass filters on nearby
TVs and careful bypassing at

key consumer items such as stereos and
telephones are touted as the "righteous"
path to RFI-free hamming. But, even the
most thorough application of these tech 
niques can be foiled by a single rectifying
joint in the vicinity of the transmitter or
receiver. Nature is a prolific creator of
diodes. Weathered joints between pieces
of metal (such as TV mast sections, barbed
wire and fence stakes or sections of rain
gutter) form crude diodes that are efficient
generators of spurious signals. The asso
ciated lengths of metal on either side of
the joint act as antenna elements . They
feed energy to the rectifier. The resulting
nonlinear current flow is rich in harmon
ics, which are reradiated to wreak havoc in
nearby recei vers .

The effects of these harmonics are iden 
tical to those of harmonics produced in a
transmitter. Two forms of "external" rec
tification are troublesome to amateur
operators. Fir st (and most familiar to
amateurs), rectification of amateur
signals causes interference that is associ
ated with amateur station activity. Signals
from other sources may contribute to
intermodulation distortion (lMD). This
obscures timing relationships between
source activity and interference (because
both sources must be active to produce the
interference) and adds to the insidious
nature of this interference.

The second (and often most frustrating)
form results from non amateur transmit
ters , especially commercial broadcast
transmitters . In congested areas (where
one or more AM broadcast stations oper
ate in close proximity to buildings and
power lines) the resultant interference can

In rare cases,
nonlinearities near

transmitters can create
interfering signals that

would not otherwise be
there. It is hard to think
that corrosion in your
transmitter antenna
system could cause

interference, but it can
happen. When it does,
this can be the hardest
type of interference to

track down.

be quite strong in the lower HF bands.
This chapter addresses three important

points:
• how (and where) rectifying joints

are formed.
• how to track them down.
• how to disable them .

In general, any conducting structure
(such as electrical, plumbing and antenna
systems) can harbor a rectifying joint.
Oxides and other corrosion products form
crude, but effective, interference genera
tors . Actually, some of these compounds
are remarkably efficient. Lead sulfide is
the galena crystal of early radio fame . In a

crystal radio, small impurities of lead sul 
fide occurring at the surface of a lead crys 
tal form diodes that are contacted through
a "eat ' s whisker." Copper oxide, a com
mon substance in many antenna and
ground systems, was once commercially
exploited in power rectifiers .

Any place where two pieces of metal
touch is a candidate for corrosion. The
process is accelerated if the joint is sub
ject to humidity or weathering.

Rectification may also take place in
"real" diodes-diodes contained in equip
ment around the shack. This includes
amateur equipment such as antenna rota
tor controllers and VHF transceivers
(even when they are unpowered, but con
nected to an antenna) . Also include such
nonamateur devices as alarm systems ,
power supplies, telephone automatic dial
ers and so on.

The task of locating a rectifying joint is
much simpler if you know where to look.
Classic rectifying-joint RFI generators are
described below. While by no means ex
haustive, these examples should give RFI
sleuths a good frame of reference.

THE USUAL SUSPECTS

Guy wires: Metallic guys are used in
some antenna and tower installations. The
connections at the tower or mast can rust
and form rectifying joints. Wire guys are
normally broken at regular intervals by
insulators, but there is always a piece at
the tower end that connects directly to the
tower. Even relatively short lengths can
cause problems in a strong field; the short
length enhances the radiating properties
on harmonic frequencies . Egg insulators
sometimes break, bringing the otherwise
separate wires together and possibly form 
ing a diode . Beware of continuous guys
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(as used on TV masts); they may be long
enough to form a resonant element. Be
ware of spliced guy wire s, guy rings and
the tie point; these are likely to harbor rec
tifying joints.

Occasional broken strands can cause
problems describ ed later under "Stran
ded Copperwe ld." If guys are properly
tensioned, however, broken strands are ob
vious.They should be replaced immediately .

Iointed antenna elements: The joints
between tele scoping sections of aluminum
antennas must be cleaned thoroughly ,
coated with conductive grease (available
from electrical supply companies under
several different brand names), mechani
cally secured and weatherproofed with a
nonacidic caulking product. The end s of
the finished element must also be sealed.
A diode can easily form if moisture pen 
etrates the joint.

Corroded T'V antennas: An old TV an
tenna, immersed in a strong field, is a likely
rectifier. The usual trouble spots are ele
ment-to-boom joints and feed-line connec
tions. Replacement is the best option for a
deteriorated TV antenna or antenna system.

Towers and masts: The jo ints between
tower and mast sections are subject to
the same problems that beset antenna
sections. Joints should be mechanically
bonded, or short lengths of solid ground
ing strap should be used to ensure electri
cal continuity. If the mast ortower is ofthe
crank-up vari ety, this is impossible.

TV mast sections: The action s for tow 
ers appl y, but with some interesting twists.
TV mast sect ions are normally erected in
multiples of 5 or 10ft. A 5-ft mast section
attached to a chimney renders useless the
best effort s at horizon tally pol arizing a
6-meter beam to suppress RFI. A 15-ft
mast attracts the nearest 10-meter signal.
The 30-ft masts used in fringe areas reso
nate beaut ifull y on 20 meter s. Even though
a mast is not an exact resonant length, it
can still gather enough current to excite an
otherwise marginal diode .

"Stranded Copperweld" antenna wire:
Thi s product is avail able through many
retail outlets. Some stranded Copperweld
is of marginal quality. It becomes an un
equaled TVI gen erator when aged . The
strands gradually corrode over time ; the
stee l core is eventually exposed and
quickl y rusts throu gh. Then, current in a
broken strand must bypass the break
through adjacent conductors. But, the con 
ductors are covered with copper oxide
once used in commercial power rectifiers!
Single-conductor wires are not subject to
these effects.

Front-end switching diodes and RF
stages: Auxilia ry receivers and transmit
ters are often left permanentl y connected
to their antennas. Strong fields can induce
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enough voltage in the front end to forward
bias switching diodes or an active device
in the first RF stage- even when the radio
is off. TVI travel s right back to the an
tenna. One of the most insidious sources
of trouble is the infamous masthead TV
preamp. Strong fields can send these units
into oscillation, wreaking havoc across
VHF/UHF TV and amateur band s.

Antenna-rotator control boxes : These
often contain circuits that rectify signa ls
picked up by the control cable. Ferrite
chokes, ferrite bead s and bypa ss capaci
tors are the solution.

Remote coax-switch control boxes:
Treat as rotator controls. Here RF energy
travels in close proximity to steering di
odes and control circuitry, compounding
the problems.

Ground radials: Nothing beats a cop 
per plate covered with sheet-metal screws
as a ground "hub" at the base of a vertical
antenna. But, each ground wire must be
attached and weatherproofed with care or
diodes may form. Ground wires can cor 
rode clear through with time , possibly
forming a diode at the break. Even if a
radial is buried, harmonic currents are in
jected back into the system, where they
radiate.

RF "probes" and monitors: These in
variably contain a diode or tran sistor that
rectifies the received field . A short sens
ing wire efficiently radiates harmonics on
VHF . Disconnect these instruments ex
cept when needed.

Power supply diodes: Especially on the
lower HF bands, RF traveling up a power
cord can enter a power supp ly for rectifi
cation by the diodes. 0.01-IlF capacitors
are often included both acros s the ac line
and across the diodes for protection
against this phenomenon. On higher HF
bands, the supply output leads easily re
ceive RF fields and feed energy back into
the regulator circuitry and/or diodes.

RF ammeters: Believe it or not, a 2-A
thermal RF ammeter in series with a
3/g_A160-meter inverted L can cause inter
ference in a receiver. A shorting switch
solves the problem.

Cold solder joints and crimps ill RF
connectors: This is a tough one to trace,
but a bad joint in an RF connector (or
connections at the antenna, for that mat
ter) cau ses interference of large propor
tions . Beware of crimped TV-grade coax .
Coax can develop corroded breaks in the
center conductor (especia lly where the
coax is constantly flexed; see Figure 12.1)
that conduct well enough to transmit
power, yet still rectify transmitted and
received signals .

Around the House

Burglaralarms and garage-door open-

ers: Both of these contain solid -stat e de
vices and plenty of actual diode s. Both are
attached to long lengths of wire. Treat
them with common-mode chokes near the
rect ification source .

Metal roofing: Joints in metal roofing
can rectify. When a vertical antenna is
located directl y ove rhead, the roofing car
ries return currents. Bond sections to
gether with short lengths of solid strap and
suitable soldering materials. Metal siding
on mobile homes, motor home s and travel
trailers is equally troublesome. Bond alu
minum panels with stainless-steel lock
washers and straps.

Duct work: Joints between duct s can
rectify. Sheet-metal screws are an instant
cure in most cases. Alternatively, connect
the sections together with short length s of
solid strap.

The story of "talking ductwork," is of
ten told late at night on 75-meter phone: A
voice was heard emanating from a regi ster
or vent. The strong RF field from an adja
cent amateur station (rectified by the
ductwork) was responsible. Another ver
sion describes an apartment building laun
dry chute that receives a local broadcast
station.

Pipes touching pipes: Service pipes
sometimes touch to form diodes . Ground
currents are the usual culprit. While it is
possible to interrupt the current flow with
ferrites or coupled tuned circuits, those
solutions are difficult. It' s eas ier to isolate
the two pipe s with a shim of cork or acrylic
sheet, as in Figure 12.2.

Pipe joints: Where pipes carry RF cur
rent, problems similar to those mentioned
previously (towers and masts, jointed an
tenna elements, and TV mast sections) can
occur atjoints. Renew or bond suspectjoints.

Rain glitters: These are, without ques 
tion, the most well known of interference

Figure 12.1-The conductors of cables
that are subject to repetitive load and
flexing may fracture to create a
rectifying junction inside the jacket.
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Figure 12.2-At A, two p ipe s touch
where they cross, to produce a
rect ifying junction. An acrylic insulator
has been inserted at B to prevent them
from touching.

generators. In reali ty, the likelihood of a
rain gutter causing ex ternal rectification
is small, but ham folklore blames the rain
gutter for everyth ing . Rain gutters and
down spouts are common components that
can function as antennas, counterpoises,
or grounds in radio systems. Rain gutters
and down spouts are guarante ed to have at
least a few suspect joints. Bond them with
solder and screws . Bett er yet, convert to
plastic rain gutters and lay in wire for any
intended radio use .

GFls (ground-fault interrupters):
The se pick up RF energy from the power
line s. A properly installed and operating
OFI should not cause problems, so replace
any unit s that cau se trouble. If prop er op
eratio n is veri fied , but the OFI cau ses RFI ,
have a quali fied electrician install metal
conduit and a metal outlet box to shie ld the
OFI and adjacent condu ctors.

Metal window frames: Where metal
frames are set in stucco walls there is a
possibility of rectification between the
frame and underlying wire . It may be
nearl y impo ssible to reach the connection
and effe ct proper bonding.

Plumbing jo illts: The faucet-to-sink in
terface, bathtub drain -link joint and various
combinations of plumbing and household
fixtures produce rectifying jo ints. Tighten,
clean and bond as necessary.

Conduit joints: EMT conduit is joined
by sleeves and set screws. Ifthe joint loos
ens a diode may be formed . RF is fed to the
joint by either the field , ground currents,
or RF flowing on the power lines.

Bed springs: This is more popular radio
folklore. (Is there anyone who hasn't heard
this story?) The ham next door transmits,
and the audio is heard coming out of the bed,
where RF is rectified between the various
springs. Maybe it could happen , especially
in apartment buildings where indoor anten
nas are employed. (This could prove quite
interesting if the transmitted signal is full
carrier, double- sideband AM.) For cures,
experiment with aluminum foil shields,
bonding springs together or grounding the
springs.

Around the Neighborhood

Loose powerline hardware: Loose
hardware often produces line noise, but it
can also rectify .There is evidence that arcs
are modul ated by RF energy present on
the line . Sometimes broadca st audio can
be heard emanating from the arc . Wide
spread interference can be the result. The
power company must fix this problem.

Utility lilies touching other lilies, guys
or po les: Power poles, overburdened with
high-tens ion lines, 220 -V distribution
lines, telephone line s and CATV lines of
fe r many sites for dissimilar metal -to 
metal contact (Figure 12.3). One common
source of contact is telephone or CATV
lin es that cross paths with an adjacent
metal pole. Utilities appreciate hearing
about damaged insulation-before major
damage is done. When this occurs, the
utility dresses the affected line with a
plastic sheath to prevent dam age.

Unfortunately, sheaths can wear through,
again exposing the wires inside . Protective
sheaths also creep from wind action and rub
bing; watch for "misplaced" sheaths that
don't cover the point of contact. The same
problem can occur where lines cross guy
wires or each other. When metal touches
metal, a rectifier is formed .

Metal fences: Again, pieces of metal
that are not securely joined corrode and
develop rectifying joints. (See Figure
12.4.) Bonds at a few strategic points may
cure the problem-experiment with a
short clip lead .

Elevator shafts: An elevator shaft
(probably the vertical beams in the shaft)
once caused a seve re BCI probl em. Not
unlike the ductwork phenomenon, the rec
tificati on was so seve re that audi o could
be heard in the ele vator.

Thi s list should give the RFI sleuth some
good ideas of where to start looking for
sites of external rectification. It' s alwa ys
easier to find something if you ' ve got a
general idea of where to look .

(8)

Figure 12.3- Cabl es that rub aga inst
conductive poles or pipes may be
sources of external rectification. At A,
the second cable from the bottom has
a protective sleeve. At B, there is no
protection between the metal line
amplifier housing and the traffic
s ignal support.

THE SEARCH

Aside from a shotgun approa ch (tapping
every joint in a one block radius with a
hammer), the search for externa l rectif ica
tion can be reduced to a semi-science. Use
a numb er of experiments and tool s to nar
row the field of view. In some areas, simi
lar methods are employed for amateur and
non amateur interference. In most areas
they differ significantly . We ' ll treat them
separately, considering TVI firs t.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTERS

Before test ing, remo ve any masthead
preamp. Even if the preamp is unpowered,
it can easily rectify strong signals when
connected to an antenn a system. If only
one TV is affected, the rec tificat ion prob 
lem is prob ably in the antenna system con
nected to that TV, or the TV has a prob
lem. A random rectifi er (downspout, mast,
rusty fence and such) usually affects many
TV receivers. If the TV I is noted in a
CATV system, stop: Eit her the CATV
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Figure 12.4-These two metal fences
are likely sources of external
rectification interference.

company has some work to do, or the TV
needs some attention. In either case, the
problem is probably not the result of ex
ternal rectification. Look in the Televi
sions chapter for more help.

Is It External Rectification?

It is difficult to differentiate between
TVI caused by external rectification and
that owing to oth er causes. When the TV
and transmitter already have filters and
other standard precautions, place a step
attenuator in line with the affected TV.
Gradually increase attenuation while the
transmitter runs at full power. If the TVI
reduces faster than the legitimate TV sig
nal weakens, the problem is probably fun
dam ental overload (in spite of the high
pa ss filt er). If the TVI level rem ains
constant as attenu ation increased , direct
injection (common-mode current, via the
power cord or feed line) is the path . .

In some cases, the TVI level remains
constant (relative to the TV signal) . If

12.4 Chapter 12

there is no masthead preamp, the interfer
ence comes from either the transmitter or
a rectifying joint.

TVI that tracks the attenuated signal (with
little or no change when the transmitter is
shielded, choked and filtered) indicates ex
ternal rectification. External rectifiers affect
all receivers in the vicinity. (Substitute a
second TV as a double check.)

There is anothertest that is not conclusive:
Rotate the TV antenna . If the TVI worsens or
peaks in a direction other than that of the
transmitting antenna, it may be pointing at
the rectifier. The same is true at the transmit
ting end: TVI should be strongest when the
beam is pointed at the rectifier.

Where Is It?

Next test is to determine the power thresh
old at which rectification begins. Reduce
power gradually until the problem disap
pears. TVI with less than 5 W indicates the
transmit system . Give the transmit antenna,
connectors and ground system a detailed
inspection. 10 or 20 W is a more common
threshold (higher on 80 and 160 meters,
where the average bit of metal around the
house isn't of significant length).

It is difficult to exactly locate a recti
fier. Make a "first pass" by rotating the TV
antenna and looking for a peak in the in
terference. Be careful, it is easy to mistake
a signal null for an interference peak.
Rotate the transmit antenna (where pos 
sible), and look for a TVI peak in the di
rection of the rectifier. (Do this test with
the minimum power required to cause in
terference when the transmitting antenna
is pointed in the most sensitive direction .)

A portable TV or scanner is required to
"home in" on the actual interference
source. Check suspicious metallic objects
by proximity, one at a time . Don't confuse
a drop in legitimate signals with a "hot
spot" of interference. The usual clanging,
banging, twi sting, torquing and pushing
may produce recognizable interference
changes that lead to the source. Above all
else, check the transmit and receive an
tenna systems thoroughly before begin
ning a rectifier hunt.

When searching forTVI always remem
ber that rectification in the TV antenna
system generates lots ofTVI, but it is very
difficult to spot. Many a TVI goose has
been chased when the source of interfer
ence was the TV antenna system.

NONAMATEUR TRANSMITTERS

Even in cases where the amateur is not
directly involved, the ham may choose to
help track down the problem. The amateur
is often the technical "wizard" of the
neighborhood. The ham may also be
experiencing interference from the non
linear junction.

Commercial Broadcast Stations

If the transmitter is a commercial broad
cast station, the hunt follows a slightly dif
ferent course . Since the transmitter is always
on, and its antenna can't be rotated, the rec
tifier must be "DFed" from the receiver end.
This isn't too difficult-the signal is coher
ent, narrow band, and easily identified. Af
ter DFing the general direction, set out on
foot with a portable receiver and search by
proximity. If the interference seems to be
farther afield, Use a mobile rig or portab le
receiver in a carto locate the general vicinity
of the source.

There are four pos sib le sources of
broadcast transmitter interference: (I) re
ceiver overload; (2) IMD in the transmit
ter (second harmonic of one signal ± the
fundamental of the other); (3) rectifica
tion at inanimate objects; (4) "active"
rectification on power lines .

Fundamental Overload

Especially in contemporary upcon
verting solid-state radios, broadcast
energy can directly overload the receiver.
Overload-induced interference is a gross
problem that covers whole bands, not just
a spot frequency . The interference tends
to vary in intensity as antennas, rigs and
matching networks are changed. .

Differentiate between external rectifica
tion and receiver overload by placing a tuned
filter in series with the receiver input. Exter
nal-rectification interference peaks as the
network is tuned. Overload-induced inter
ference disappears when the network is in
stalled .Read the Fundamentals chapter for a
detailed description of fundamental over 
load. Cures for receiver overload appear in
the Stereos and Televisions chapters .

lntermodulation Distortion (IMD)

Intermodulation DFing usually leads to
the transmitter site. DF bearings from vari
ous locations with several method s all point
to the transmitting site. Often the second and
third harmonics are not strong . To effect a
cure, the "mixer" must be located and one or
both of the driving signals removed . If mix
ing occurs in electronic equipment, use fil
ters to remove the driving signal. If mixing
occurs in an external rectifier, bond or insu
late the offending junction. See the Funda
mentals and RFI at the Receivel'chapters for
more discussion of IMD .

External Rectification

Rectification DFing leads to rain gutters ,
rusty water pipes and so on.Second and third
harmonics are usually evident, as well as
third and high -order IMD with broadcast
stations. More often than not, the audio is
remarkably clear, but scrambled by the si
multaneous presence of two sources.



The antenna or ground system may be
at fault. Significant broadcast-frequency
currents flow in low-band antennas and tow
ers. In unbalanced systems, broadcast cur
rents are shunted to ground by radials and
water-pipe connections (Figure 12.5). To
test : (1) Take an interference reading on a
portable receiver some distance from the
suspect antenna. (2) Interrupt the possible
shunt paths, and (3) take a second reading.
When the interference is generated in the
antenna/ground system, the second reading
is much lower than the first.

Since balanced antennas have no com
mon-mode path to ground, any rectification
must take place across the antenna feed
point. Perform the above test, but open the
antenna feed point between readings.

Powerline Rectification

Hum on an interference signal is a pos
sible sign of powerline rectification. A
mobile rig and a quick drive around the
neighborhood should pinpoint one or
more poles. Report them to the utility com
pany for repair. (Sometimes you can actu
ally hear the broadcast audio while stand 
ing near the offending pole.)

Arcs are notorious for producing a wide
variety of RF products . Arcs can generate
second and third harmonics of the funda
mental, as well as second and third-order
IMD of many broadcast signals near and far.

Rectification may occur in passive con
ductors (grounds, guys and so on), yet a
strong hum component may be evident.
This is caused by 60-Hz energy in close
proximity; it modulates the current flow
ing in the rectifying junction.

If IMD products are intermittent but
seemingly periodic (seconds), suspect a
long expanse of wire. Power lines in resi
dential areas swing like pendulums, with a
period of I to 2 seconds. As the line sways
in the breeze, it tightens and loosens or
gently rocks the insulators back and forth.
This action may be just sufficient to re
petitively break or short the offending rec-

Figure 12.5-lnspect water-pipe grounds
to be sure that the connections are tight
and clean of corrosion.

tifier, thus switching the BCI on and off.
Any lengthy conductor can be checked

with a portable receiver. Couple the inter
nal loop antenna to the conductor under
test. The BCI always gets louder (the metal
object is an antenna); but in BCI sources it
gets disproportionately louder. Test sev
eral objects in the area, using an attenuator
(or proximity) to control receiver sensi
tivity . It doesn't take long to get an
intuitive feel for levels that are "normal"
and those that aren 't.

If the interference is generated in resi
dential wiring or plumbing, check for
ground -return currents in the water pipe
between the street (meter) and dwelling.
In temperate climates (where pipes are
buried relatively close to the surface)
return currents radiate quite well. By sim
ply "sweeping" the sidewalk near the
water entrance with a portable recei ver,
the relati ve interference level can be de
tected . Signals are strongest at the house
with rectification problems.

A search by foot and by car is usually re
quired to locate IMD sources . If the IMD is
weak, it may be difficult to detect on
a portable receiver. Check other related fre
quencies for a stronger IMD product. The
second and third harmonics should be stron
gest, followed by third-order IMD with other
local stations. The search for TVI and BCI is
more art than science. A few simple experi
ments, however, and some practical experi
ence with a portable receiver quickly make
an expert out of a beginner.

FIXES

Once the rectifier is found, apply cures .
There are three ways to fix a rectifying
joint: (I) disas semble the joint, clean, re
assemble and weatherproof; (2) short cir
cuit the joint with a piece of solid strap , a
screw or a bypa ss capacitor; (3) physically
open the circuit with an insulator; or (4)
impede the RF current with ferrite or
coupled, tuned circuits. If the rectification
occurs along a utility line , the utility com
pany must repair the damaged joint.

BYPASS THE RECTIFIER

Where the RF current is intentional (as
in grounds and antennas) , short or bypass
the rectifier. On wate r pipes, attach ground
clamps at either side of the affected joint
and connect them with a short piece of
heavy wire (no. 10, 12or 14) or solid strap.
If two pipes cros s each other, make the
connection solid with a grounding clamp.
Do not ground gas pipes to adjacent pipe s
becau se there is a risk of corrosion. Use
an insulator to separate gas pipe s (see
Figure 12.2).

Where the RF current is unintentional
or unnecessary, short the joint or add a
component to reduce or null the current.

Several methods are common. Install large
or multiple ferrite beads, tuned trap s
coupled to the conductor or some sort of
insulator. For example, add egg insulators
to guy wires, or use plastic isolators in
water pipes.

Clean and reassemble antenna elements
and terminals, connectors, radial connec
tion s, household fixtures and conduit
joints. Replacement may be the best policy
with defective antenna wire , guy wires,
corroded TV antennas and bad pipe joints
(are they leaking?). In cases such as loose
tower sections, replace rusted hardware
and tighten viable hardware that is loose .
Use a shorting strap in difficult situations
where it isn't convenient to disassemble
the joint. Leave all powerline maintenance
to utility companies.

Apply a few sheetmetal screws and a
coat of RTV to rain gutter joints, TV mast
sections, metal roofing and so on. TV
masts Can be completely sealed at each
joint and at both ends with RTV.

If rectification is caused by an elec
tronic appliance (power supplies, antenna
relays, rotor servos), bypass diodes with
O.OI-IlF ceramic-disc capacitors. Simi
larly bypass wires entering and exiting the
product. Use ferrite beads to inhibit the
flow of unwanted RF current. Shielded con
trol cable entrances help impede unwanted
current and provide a shunt ground capaci
tance before the signals reach the control
box. Shield the power cord and de-output
lines of power supplies with liz to l -inch
braid. Ground the braid at the supply.

REDUCE RF CURRENTS

A totally inaccessible joint calls for spe
cial techniques: Stop the rectification by
somehow impeding the flow of current.
Current flow can be altered (in hopes of
reducing the interference) by changing the
electrical length of the conductor. Add a
piece of wire at an accessible point in an
effort to make the object less resonant at
the fundamental frequency.

A tuned trap is a very successful means
of breaking current flow without actually
break ing a conductor (Figure 12.6). It is
often employed on pipes, when rectifica
tion occurs at a point that is buried. It may
be impossible to keep RF current off the
pipe , but a coupled tuned circuit can
quickly block fundamental current flow.
The network requires a bit of wire on
broadc ast frequencies, but it works quite
effectively. The inductor is folded into a
"figure 8" pattern. This reduces the effi
ciency of the inductance as a loop antenn a,
without affecting the transformer action
that couples the system together. The
"resonance breaker" shown in Figure 12.6
was first described by Fred Brown,
W6HPH, in the Oct 1979 QST.
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Figure 12.6-Use a "resonance breaker" such as shown here to obstruct RF
currents in a conductor without the need to physically break the conductor. Use a
vernier dial for the variable capacitor because funingis quite sharp. the 100-pF
capacitor is in series with the loop. This resonant breaker tunes from 14 through
29.7 MHz. Larger models may be constructed for the lower frequency bands.

Resonant
Ante nna

Figure 12.9-A loosely coupled
preselector to reject strong broadcast
signals or adjacent-band interference.

~
dSOOOUT

No Ground at Preselector
Use Receiver Ground

RECTIFIERS IN ELECTRONICS
Unused (but antenna connected) rigs

were mentioned as possible rectification
sources. In many cases it is inconvenient
or undesirable to disconnect a rig, but an
other means of blocking the flow of cur
rent is possible. A parallel trap (Figure
12.7), tuned to the offending frequency
(whether ham or broadcast) is one answer.
A high-pass filter or a high-pass T-net
work Transmatch (two capacitors and one
coil) helps reduce broadcast energy (Fig
ure 12.8). High -pass filters protect VHF
and UHF radios from HF energy.

Loose-coupled, double-tuned networks
(Figure 12.9) block energy extremely
well, especially on closely spaced
frequencies. The broadcast and 160-meter
bands, for example, or any two adjacent
ham bands. Unfortunately such networks
are tricky to design and adjust. They
also have limited power-handling capabil
ity. Don't leave them in the line while
transmitting.

OutIn

Figure 12.8-A high-pass Transmatch,
such at this "T" network, can help
reduce broadcast energy at the
transceiver input.

Shielded Enclosure

In
I
(

Figure 12.7-A parallel-tuned trap.
Select Land C to yield resonance at
the frequency to be rejected. Use a
similar trap in each line of balanced
feed lines.
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"Intermod" A Modern
Urban Problem

•

old-time hams remember
I • when VHF was quite deserted.

Nearly all stations found
above 50 MHz were TV and PM broad
casters. The 2-meter band was often silent,
and there were relatively few VHF trans
mitters used by the police and businesses .
With so few stations on the bands, and
those stations using simple equipment
(insensitive receivers), interference was
unlikely.

If you use VHF today, you know that
those days are gone forever. Thousands
upon thousands of transmitters operate
above 50 MHz for business, public service,
amateur, satellite and many other uses . In
addition to licensed transmitters, there are
countless unlicensed transmitters, operat
ing under FCC Part 15. It is likely that
some of these radio systems will interact
in undesirable ways.

When a new ham first fires up a VHF re
ceiver and hears a few pagers in addition to
the normal signals-or, even worse, hears
bleeps, noises and unidentified voices
across most of the band-he or she often
turns to more experienced hams for an ex
planation. Most of these explanations
blame the problem on intermod (intermod
ulation distortion, or 1MD)-often with
little explanation of the term.

WHAT IS INTERMOD?

Communicators sometimes use the term
"intermod" incorrectly. While inter
modulation of two or more signals causes
some VHF interference problems, other
problems, such as front-end overload, poor
image rejection or IF (intermediate fre
quency) leakage are sometimes the real cul
prits . Hams tend to call them all "intermod,"
which complicates the explanation a bit.

In a perfect world, every amplifier
would amplify signals without distortion,

Getting squeaks
and squawks from your

H-T? Are pagers
crunching your mobile
rig's front end? Here's

how intermod
happens-and how

to fight back!

every mixer would convert RF signals to
the IF perfectly, and a radio would hear
only the desired signal. In the real world,
however, all of these processes are non 
linear to some degree. This results in the
creation of interference.

What does "nonlinear" mean? When
applied to an amplifier, it means that the
output voltage does not follow the input
voltage perfectly. Nonlinear circuits can
generate harmonics and mix signal fre
quencies. The RF amplifier or mixer
circuits in a receiver can be somewhat
nonlinear, creating additional signals
from the desired signal-and perhaps oth
ers-present at the nonlinear stage.

Harmonics
When a single frequency (the fundamental)

passes through a nonlinear circuit, distortion
signals appear at integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency. These are called har
monics. See Figure 13.1. Each harmonic is
identified by its relation to the fundamental:
The second harmonic is at two times the origi-

nal frequency, the third at three times the fre
quency, and so forth. Unwanted harmonics
can cause interference wherever they occur,
ranging from Hf-transmitter harmonics that
interfere with a TV, to a 49-MHz cordless
telephone transmitter's third harmonic that
interferes with a l47-MHz 2-meter station
(49 MHz * 3 = 147 MHz).

Mixers
Mixers are nonlineardevices by design. In a

typicalmixerusedinasuperheterodynereceiver,
a desiredsignalmixeswith that from a localos
cillator(LO) to producesum anddifferencesig
nals.The IFcircuitryselectsandamplifieseither
the sum or differencesignal. In older radios,the
IF is usually the differencefrequency. Modem
radios,someof whichusemultipleconversions,
sometimesuse the sum frequency.

All Mixed Up
IMD, however, is a mixing process gone

bad-a form of distortion. Whenever two
or more signals are present in a nonlinear
circuit at the same time, IMD creates new,
unwanted frequencies from them.

The relationships between the two signals
and the resultant distortion products can be
quite complex. (This discussion will consider
only two input frequencies, fl and £1, to be as
simple as possible.) Signals and their harmon
ics can mix together to form still more new
frequencies. Any signals created in the circuit
can then mix with each other and the original
signals to form a complex spectrum, indeed.

The strongest IMD products are those
that involve the sum and difference of the
input frequencies, the harmonics of the
input frequencies, and the mixing of the
harmonics with each of the original input
frequencies (harmonic mixing) . There are
higher-order mixing relationships, but
they're more complicated than we want to
discuss here .

By Ed Hare, W1RFI • Lab Supervisor, ARRL HQ
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Figure 13.1-This 146-MHz signal contains harmonics that
extend well in to the UHF range.

Figure 13.2-Here, f1 (55.25 MHz) and f2 (90.8 MHz) are
present at the input of a VHF receiver, they may generate an
interfering signal (f1 + f2) on 146.05 MHz.

Eq 13.1
Eq 13.2
Eq 13.3
Eq 13.4

The first two are probably the most im
port ant to the VHF operato r because the
frequ encies involved are so close to the
desired frequency . For example , a pager
on 153.75 MHz (fl) can mix with a
160-MHz (f2) signa l to produce an inte r
fer ing signal (2 * 153.75 MHz - 160 MHz
= 147.5 MHz) on the 2-meter band , ac
cording to Eq 13.1.

Some of the frequencies in the above
example are assigned to paging transmit
ter s, which are very common in urban
areas. Figure 13.3 shows the result of
third -order IMD in a nonlin ear circu it.

Higher-orderproducts doexist. Figure 13.3
show s how higher odd-order products
(fifth, seventh, etc) form a "Christmas
tree" pattern up and down the band .

IF Response and Image Rejection

IMD is only one of the mechanisms that
can create interference. Poor IF response
and poor image rejecti on in the VHF re
ceiver cause some problems that oper ators
comm only blame on "intermod." All su
perh eterodyne receivers are subject to
these probl ems to one degree or another.
In a superhet, a mixer circuit combin es the

IMD Product Orders

The term "order" is often used to de
scribe a group of IMD products. Because
IMD result s from combining frequencies,
we can identify each IMD product with an
equation describing the sums and differ
ences of the various signals involv ed . For
example, fl + f2, 2fl - f2 and 3f2 - 2fl are
three such equations. An IMD product' s
order is the sum of the coefficients (in the
term 2fl, 2 is fl' s coefficient) ofthe term s
in the equation. Remember that, even
though you don't see it, a term like "fl "
has a coefficient of 1. Table 13.1 shows
some example IMD equations and their
order s. Figure 13.2 shows the result of a
mixer circuit (or very nonlinear amplifier)
generating sum and difference products.

IMD is more complex than simple sum
and difference second-order relationships.
A nonlinear circuit creates harmonics of all
input signals, and those harmonic s mix with
all of the fundamental signals plus those
created by the nonlinearity. Third -order
IMD between paging systems causes much
of the IMD problems that plague VHF
operators .

Third-Order IMD

The second harmonic of fl or f2 can
mix with the other fundamental to form a
product. These products are especi ally im
portant because they are low-ord er prod 
ucts, and therefore relat ively strong. Also,
when fl and f2 are relatively close in fre
quency , these products are close to fl and
f2. These equatio ns characterize thi rd
order products:

2fl - f2
2f2 - fl
2fl + f2
2f2 + fl

Table 13.1
Orders of Some IMD Products

IMD Product Order IMD Product

f1 + f2 2 2f1 - 2f2
f2 - f1 3f2 + f1
2f1,2f2

2f 1 - f2 3
f1 + f2 - f3
3f2

Order

4

desired signal with a local-oscillator (LO)
signal. The IF then selects eith er the sum
or difference product for further process
ing. The presence of unwanted signals can
disturb this simple scheme .

Figure 13.4 illustrates a 146-MHz
receiver with a 1O.7-MHz IF. Ideally, a
signal on 146 MHz mixes with the
156.7-MHz LO to produce a difference sig
nalon 10.7 MHz that is identical to the origi
nal signal except for its frequency. If a
signal on 167.4 MHz reaches the mixer,
however, that signal also appears on 10.7
MHz (167.4 MHz - 156.7 MHz =
10.7 MHz).

The front-end filters of well-designed ra
dios reject (attenuate) image signals, so that
users hear images only when the unwanted
signal is very strong. Inadequate front-end
filters can pass image responses that are as
strong as the desired response. Poor image
rejection is more common in receivers de
signed to tune over a broad frequency range.
For example, a ham H-T that also receives
the NOAA weather broadcasts at 162 MHz
is likely to have trouble rejectin g IF-image
signals at 165.4 to 169.4 MHz because the
images lie near the frequencies the receiver
is designed to receive.

It is also possible to have an unwanted
signal at the IF of the receiver leak past the
front end and mixer into the IF section.Then
it' s processed like the desired signal and
heard in the receiver's output. Even though
the sizes of IF components and conductors
are small compared to the wavelength of
unwanted on-the-air signals at the receiver 's
IF, the gain of modern active parts can be
extremely high. As a result, IFs can respond
to unwanted signalscoupled through incred
ibly small antennas. For example, a tele
phone handsetcan pick upHF transmissions,

13.2 Chapter 13
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Figure 13.3-These pager frequencies can intermodulate to
form a product in the amateur 2-meter band. If there are
many pagers on different frequencies in the same area, the
result can be interference across the band. Th is actually
occurs in some major cities. This graph shows third- and
higher odd-order products.

Figure 13.4-A superheterodyne receiver can respond to
signals other than the desired signal. If the RF selectivity of
the receiver is inadequate (poor image rejection), the
receiver could hear the signal on 167.4 MHz in addition to
the desired signal on 146 MHz.

even with a filter in the telephone cord.

ALL RADIOS ARE NOT CREATED
EQUAL!

There are co nsiderable differences in
IMD perform ance among different radio s.
Man y of the se differences result from the
radio design . A single-band radio that can
not rec eive frequencies outside that ham
band usually offers goo d rejection of in
terference from nonh am frequencies.
Som e radios have tracking filters in the
front end that automatically pass the fre
quen cy a user selec ts. Other differences
in performance can resul t from the spe
cific design offront- end or mixer circuits.

The ARRL Laboratory performs an ex
tensive battery oftests on all equipment fea
tured in the QST Product Review column.
One of those tests is a wide-band dynamic
range test on VHF equipment, using two
strong signals ju st outside the amateur band
(usually the abode of nearby pager transmit
ters). This test is a good indicato r of relative
IMD performance. QSTlists the result in the
Product Review' s test-result table as "Two
tone, third-ord er dynam ic range, IO-MHz
offset."

Th e Nove mber 1995 Product Review
column co mpared eight dua l-band FM
H-Ts. The IO-MHz spa cing dynamic
range varie d quite a bit from radio to ra
dio, ranging from 73 dB to 91 dB .

The higher the dynam ic-range number,
the better the radio. High dynamic range,
however, is no guarantee that a radio will
perform well in the "internal alley" near
many large cities.

Why are they different? Many factors
combine to affec t a radio's IMD perfo r
mance. Most VHF receivers are designed to
be very sensitive because they will be used

with inefficient "rubber ducky " or short
mobile whip antennas. Unfortunately, this
sensitivity can make the receivers prone to
overload, especially when used with good
outdoor antennas in urban areas.

Band-Pass Versus Broadband
Designs

Radios designed to receive only ham
band signals contain a band-pass filter in
the RF stages. Thi s filt er significantly re
duces out -of-band signals, such as those
from pagers. Most ham -band-only equip
ment is fairl y immune to IMD problems.

Man y hams want to use their VHF
equipment as general-coverage VHF re
ceivers, however, to monitor the police,
fire and aircraft bands. Although thi s is
convenient, it usually means that these
receivers have broadband front ends. A
broadband front end offers little protec
tion again st man y interfering signals. It
may be nice to have a radio that tunes from
"de to daylight," but that convenience may
come with an unwanted price: The result
ant combination of harmonic distortion,
poor IF-image rej ection and IMD
problems can make the radio virtually un
usable in some strong-RF areas.

Some receiver designs combine the best of
both worlds: Tracking front ends automat 
ically tune the RF stage to pass the desired fre
quency. Thus, when you use the receiver
on 146 MHz, the front-end filter passes 146
MHz and offers some rejection to paging sig
nals near 152 MHz, for example.

Good filt er ing in radio s is usually easy
to spot. Heli cal filters usually take up a
fair amount of space.

EXTERNAL FILTERS

External filters can significantly im-

prove the IMD performance of exi stin g
radios. These filters are usually either
band-pass or band-reject (not ch) design s.
Several companies sell filters designed to
solve IMD problems.

Band-Pass Designs

Band-pass filters do just what the name
implies-they pass a band of frequencies
and attenuateallothers.A well-designed filter
can exhibit less than I dB of loss inside the
passband and up to 60 dB or more attenuation
outside the passband. Figure 13.5 shows
two commercial band-pass filters. (Any of
these filters will help reduce IMD problems,
each in its own way.) The large filter is a he
lical band-pass filter made by DCl.l The
ARRL Laboratory measured 0.8 dB insertion
loss (a fraction of an S unit) and about 55 dB
of attenuation at pager frequencies.This filter
would make an excellent IMD filter for a base
or mobile station. It is much too large to use
with a H-T, however. Its band-pass character
istics are similar to those in Figure 13.6. It
filters on transmit as well as receive, offering
some additional RFl prevention as a bonus.
This filter is left in-line during transmit. It
does not need to be switched out.

MFJ Enterprises- sell s the smaller fil
ter shown in the lower left of Figure 13.5.
It requi res a small external dc power sup
ply, and you must switch it off line manu
ally or via the built-in RF-sensing circu it
befo re transmitting. It has 6 dB of inser
tion loss on receive and offers up to 50 dB
of attenuation at pager frequencies. It is
small, and its BNC connectors mount it to
an H-T eas ily. It is relati vely easy to find
the 25 mA of de current requi red to oper
ate the RF switch and internal relay .

Although up to 6 dB of inserti on loss
may seem excessive , most local FM ama-
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J=igure 13.5-Each of these three filters helps with intermod problems.

180 190 200

generated, any significant (0.1 wavelength
long, for example) conductor connected to
the nonlinear device will act as an antenna
and radiate the signals, perhaps over a
large area.

When talking about external IMD ,
most ham s immediately think of the
"rusty -bolt effect." (This book named a
chapter after that description!) Any poor
electrical jo int between two conductors
can act as a diode mixer, so many hams
blame rusty towers , gutters and down
spouts for external IMD. In reality, this is
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IMD that occurs in an overloaded receiver.
In rare cases , IMD can happen outside of the
receiving system. Although a repeater re
ceiver is prone to the same IMD problems as
any other recei ver, the repe ater duplexer
usually offe rs some protection from over
load . (However , it may not be enough for
pagers located on the same site !) Because
of this protection, IMD to repeater sys 
tems sometimes comes from sources
external to the receiver. Any nonlinear
system or device can act as a mixer, gen
erating harm onics and IMD. Once IMD is

Attenuation

In some cases, a simple attenuator can help
reduce IMD problems. Third-order IMD has
an unusual property: When you reduce the
level of a signal causing a third-order prod
uct by I dB, you reduce the third-order prod
uct by 3 dB. In cases where the desired signal
fully quiets the receiver and yet is masked by
IMD, a lO-dB attenuator placed between the
receiver and antenna reduces the desired sig
nal by 10dB and the IMD by 30 dB!In many
cases, a IO-dB reduction ofthe desired signal
won't matter, but a 30-dB reduction of the
IMD product makes the contact possible.

A direct ional antenna, such as a Yagi, is
an "attenuator" solution to IMD problem s
that is sometimes overlooked. This solution
is useful when the IMD source and desired
signal come from different directions. Ori
ent the antenna for either maximum desired
signal strength or minimum IMD.

A physic ally small antenna may help
reduce IMD problems. They are often
lossy, acting as an attenuator. They may
also be narrow-band, operatin g well ove r
a limit ed frequency rang e.

Notch Filters

Most 2-meter IMD problems are true
IMD cases : third-order distortion from
pager transmitters. Pagers near 2 meters
operate from 152 to 156 MHz. If these are
your only problem, a notch filter on your
receiver will el iminate the IMD interfer
ence. Figure 13.5 (lower right) show s a
notch filter made by Par Electronics.' at
the lower right. It has 0.2-dB insertion loss
on 2 meters and 45 -dB attenuation at
152 MHz . It is entirely passive and suited
for use with H-Ts, base or mobile equip
ment. It does not protect against interfer
ence problems caused by transmitters
other than 152 to 156-MHz pagers ,
though. If you like to build your own ac
cessories, see the sidebar "A 2-Meter
Notch Filter You Can Build."

teur signals are much stronger than 6 dB
above the local noise. The y will still fully
quiet the recei ver even when reduced by
the insertion loss of the filter. More
important, the filter removes third -order
IMD from 150 to l60-MHz signals, allo w
ing successful contact s on an otherw ise
unusable radio!

One disadvanta ge to band-pass filters is
that they will degrade the sensitivity out
side the band for which they are designed.
They could affect wide-band / scanner
coverage on some radios. They are also
single-band designs , so they must be re
moved when using other bands on multi
band transceivers.

EXTERNAL IMD
So far, this chapter has discussed only

Figure 13.6-The frequency response of a typical band-pass filter. This filter's
passband centers near 147 MHz. Its 3-dB bandwidth is about 7 MHz (143 to
150 MHz).
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Notch
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t Newark Electronics, Inc. For contact in
forma tion , see the Suppliers List in
Appendix A.

ttA suitable return-loss bridge circuit ap
pears in April 1996 QST, p 76.

Cent er
Conduct or Shield Dielectric
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TRL1 End Det oil

Figure B-Schematic of a pager
notch filter that allows undisturbed
2-meter reception .

L1-8 turns #18 diameter, 5/16-inch
diameter air wound, space
equally.

C1, C2-1 to 14 pF 5402PC Johanson
air-dielectric variable capacitors
(Newark No. 17F161; minimum Q
is 3000 at 100 MHz) .

J1-Male BNC connector. See text.
J2-Female BNC connector.
TRL1-15 inches RG-188 Teflon coa x

with ends prepared as shown.
TRL2-1 .75 inches, #18 AWG

enameled wire between coaxial
jacks (to hook the connectors
together).

Alignment

C2 controls the notch frequency;
adjust it first. Even with an expensive
piston trimmer, the notch in tuning is
rather sharp-use a high-qual ity
capacitor . Next, tune C1 for best SWR.
It should not affect the notch frequency,
although C1 may need retuning if you
change the notch frequency . Use an H
T and an SWR meter or return-loss
bridgett to tune C1.-Zack Lau, W1VT,
ARRL Senior Lab Engineer

Construction

If cost isn 't a factor, build this
circu it in a Pomona 2391 die-cast
aluminum box that comes with male
and female connectors (available
from Newark Electronics) .t Male
BNC panel -mount connectors can
be difficult to locate.

RF grounding is important. To
establish good electrical contact to
the capacitors, I first removed the
paint by lightly drilling the chassis
with a Black and Decker 5/ 16-inch
"bullet" dr ill bit. I then enla rged the
holes (with an ordinary 1/ 4-inch dr ill
bit) to mount the capacitors. Similarly,
scrape off the paint underneath the
connectors for good electrical
contact. I prepared RG-188 Teflon
coax for TRL 1 as shown in Figure B.
RG-174 will work just as well, but it
is easy to melt the RG-174 diele ctric
and short the cable while soldering.

A 2·Meter Notch Filter You Can Build
Having trouble with VHF pager band, the unwanted reactance would

interference? The notch filter in be inductive, which would require only
Figure A can remove signals just a capacitor to obtain para llel reso-
above the 2-meter amateur band , nance. Th is would elim inate TRL 1.
without significantly degrading 2- The filter is bidirectional-it works
meter signa ls. As a bonus, it both ways . I have assumed that you
notches out some FM broadcast would attach it directly to a BNC
signals as well. The filter has a connector on an H-T.
notch depth of 27 dB, with 0.5 dB of
inser tion loss.

The design is fairly straightfor
ward . L1 and C2 form a 152-MHz
series-resonant circu it to reflect 152
MHz signals. C2 sets the notch
frequency. As the frequency de
creases below 152 MHz, the ci rcuit
becomes capacitive. We prevent the
capacitive circu it from disturbing 2
meter signals by adding inductive
reactance to form a 2-meter para llel
tuned circuit. We could do this with a
tunable inductor, but a variable
capacitor and a transm ission- line
section (C1/TRL1) are more practi
cal. As a bonus , the capacitor and
transmission line form another
series-resonant circuit , which rejects
signals in the FM broadcast band .

This design assumes that you
want a notch above the 2-meter
band . For a notch below the 2-meter

Figure A-This simple notch filter is
easy to tune and uses available
components .

rarely the case . Look for ext erna l IMD
very close to one or bot h of the transmit
ters and then very clo se to the receiver.
Locate ex ternal problems wit h direction
fin ding tec hniqu es .

One or more transmitters at a site can be
the source of the problem. Strong signal s
from the antenna can mix in a transmitter
output circuit, then be radiated from the
antenna. Transmission-line stub s or addi -

tional filter cavities can reduc e the
unwanted signals.

ARR L sells a book, Transmitter Hunt
ing, that explains a number of direction
finding techniques that can be applied to
external IMD problems ."

Notes
1DCI Digital Communications, Inc. For con

tact information, see the Suppliers List in

Appendix A.
2MFJ Enterprises, Inc. For contact informa

tion , see the Suppliers List in Appendix A.
3Par Electronics. For contac t informa tion ,

see the Suppliers List in Appendix A.
4 Transmitter Hunting (Order No. 2701) can

be found at your local amateur-equipment
dealer or can be ordered from ARRL Head
quarters, 225 Main St. , Newington , CT
06111 , tel 888-277- 5289 , Internet: pub
sales @arrl.org , Web site : http://www.
arrl.org/catalog/index.html
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RFI at the Receiver

•

may be surprised to find that
I your neighbor's TV can cause

interference to your ham radio
equipment, but it' s true. As our electronic,
microprocessor controlled, data con
nected world becomes more and more
crowded, it is likely that more and more of
the signals appearing on our sensitive.
high-performance receivers will come
from gizmos on our own block than from
rare DX stations. We can combat that
problem through knowledge, interper
sonal skills and flexi bili ty.

The following pages give basic knowl
edge about how our equipment works with
respect to unwanted signals. There is a list of
many RF sources that are likely to interact
with our equipment. The First Steps chapter
covers the interpersonal skills needed to
work effectively in the RFI world.

Flexibility is a quality that sets Ama
teur Radio apart from most other commu
nications disciplines. As amateurs, we
have the flexibility to change location and
frequency at will. In situations where in
teracting signals cannot be reduced to ac
ceptable levels, we can change frequency
or move our station relatively easily.
Amateurs need not run from their prob
lems, but in some situations the most ex
pedient means of equipment isolation is
distance.

LET'S GET TO WORK

To work effectively, use a logical, yet
intuitive, approach to identify and locate
the "transmitter" that interacts with the
equipment. Begin by reading "Definitions
of RFI Effects" and "Signal Profiles ."
Those sections should help build your in
tuitive ability . The RFI flow chart in Fig
ure 14.1 provides a logical procedure for
solving an RFI problem.

Once the signal source is determined,
consider the options. "Equipment Protec
tion" list s several of the most effective
tools in RFI suppression. In some cases
the source is completely beyond your con
trol: static, a nearby broadcast transmit-

By Joel Paladino, N6AMG (Silent Key)

Most of this book deals
with curing interference

complaints that the ama
teur may receive from
others. Here, we will

consider the kinds of RFI
that are likely to hamper
amateur communication.

While interference is
more often a mutual

interaction than cause
and-effect situation, this

chapter looks at the
problem from the per

spective of the receiver
input terminals.

ter, military radar. In others, you may have
some measure of control: Perhaps the
neighbor would disconnect the TV an
tenna while playing Nintendo. Each of us
has complete control over our own appli
ances and electronic gear. In any case, we
can live in an electronically crowded
world and still enjoy Amateur Radio .

Definitions of RFI Effects

Co-channel intelference-happens
when two signals with nearly the same
frequency mix in a receiver. The mixing
product (sometimes called a heterodyne
or beat note) may be heard in the receiver
output if it is an audio frequency within
the receiver passband. Most FM rece ivers

contain high-pass audio filters to elimi 
nate subaudible tones used for repeater
access. Such filters remove heterodynes
below 300 Hz.

Co-channel interference between ama
teurs is common on the HF bands, but it is
seldom labeled as such . Notch filters can
reduce some HF co-channel interference.

VHf/UHF co-channel interference is
generally noticed when enhanced propaga
tion allows distant (60 miles or more)
co-channel repeaters to interfere with one
another. More information about propaga
tion appears in The ARRL Antenna Book.

Capture effect-an FM receiver can be
"captured" by the strongest of several
competing signals if that signal is appre 
ciably (6 dB) stronger than the others .
Note that a heterodyne may be heard, even
when the weaker signal is 30-40 dB below
the capturing carrier.

Adjacent-channel interference is
caused by a very strong carrier within ei
ther the IF or RF passband of a receiver. It
can disrupt amplifier and mixer stages of
a receiver and cause receiver degradation
or desensitization.

Receiver degradation is a decrease of
receiver performance that is caused by
any unwanted signal on, or near, the re
ceiver frequency . This problem appears in
an FM receiver as an increase in the lim
iter or S-meter readings. It can be caused
by electrical and/or RF noise. Suspect RF
noise sources include crowded radio sites
(IMD and desensitization), digital equip
ment and nearby transmitters (modulation
side bands or transmitter spurious emis
sions such as phase noise).

Desensitization results from a very
strong signal within the receiver RF pass
band. A sufficiently strong signal may
force any active stage in the RF or IF sec
tions into gain compression and effec
tively decrease sensitivity.

In HF recei vers, the effect is often called
"blocking." Blocking is a significant
problem with satellite transponders.
Many new designs incorporate notch

RFI at the Receiver 14.1
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Figure 14.2-A spectrum illustration of
an IF-image problem. Both the desired
signal at 100 MHz and the unwanted IF
image at SO MHz mix with the gO-MHz
local oscillator to produce signals at the
10-MHz IF. Such problems should be
cured by increasing front-end selectivity
to exclude the SO-MHz signal.
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Figure 14.1-A flow chart for solution of RFI problems. " Characterize Signal"
means observe and record any distinguishing attributes, such as pulse rate or
times of day when the signal appears. "Analyze Interaction" means consider how
the signal affects the receiver and formulate a possible cure.
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filters to reduce the problem.
When desense happens, the desired

signal reduces in strength in cadence with
the amplitude of the int eracting tran s
mitter. Desensitization of an FM receiver
may be indicated by an S-meter reading
with no incoming signal.

Sensitivity can be restored by reducing
the strength of the incoming signal at the
affected stage. Thi s may be accomplished
with directional antennas or filters if prac
tical. In some cas es , the phy sical or
frequency separation between the interact
ing transmitter and receiver must be

14.2 Chapter 14

Implem ent
Second -Best

Cures

Success

increased to provide the needed isolation.
IF-image interf eren ce is recept ion of

unwanted signals that result s from poor
front-end filtering. For example, a
100-MHz receiver uses a 90-MHz LO and
a lO-MHz IF (100 - 90 = 10). 80-MHz
signals that reach the mixer also appear at
the IF (90 - 80 = 10; see Figure 14.2).

All receivers are subject to IF image
recept ion . The ability of receiv er front -end
filters to attenu ate signals on the IF-image
frequ ency (while passing desired signals)
is called "image rejection ." Any IF-image
problems in multiconversion receivers

Figure 14.3-This curve shows the
relationship between noise figure (NF)
and noise temperature ( Te).

usually arise prior to the filters in the first
IF stage. Tho se filters tend to protect fol
lowing IFs from signals on thei r imag e
frequencies . Receivers with great separa
tion between the RF and IF frequencies
generally have better IF-image rejection.

ln termodulation Distortion (IMD or "in
termod "] is the result of unwanted mixing,
which may occur in any nonlinear device
(such as a diode). Common culprits are
overdriven front-end transistors, mixers,
c1ass-C amplifiers and corroded connections
or metallic junctions. Because IMD is a re
sult of mixing, the products are mathemati
cally related to the mixed signals.

For exampl e, when two signals of fre
quencie s A and B mix, signals at A, A + A,
B, B + B, A + B and A - B result. Unfor
tunately, each of the products may mix
further with itself, A, B, or any of the other
products. The situation gets very compli
cated very quic kly !

Products are often gro uped by their
mathematical orde r. The order of a prod
uct is equal to the sum of the coeffic ients
of the signals mixed to make the product.
The order of the product A + B is two be
cause the coefficients of A and B are each
one (and I + I = 2). When A + B mixes
further with B, A + B + B is produced.
A + B + B can be expressed as A + 2B (a
third- order product).

Receive r IMD occurs when two or more
unwanted signals mix in the rec eiver. It
becomes a problem when the unwanted re-
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Figure 14.4-The relat ionship between system NF and LNA numerical gain when the
LNA noise fac tor is 1.122 (NF =0.5). Eq 1 yields the total system noise factor. Eqs 2
and 3 are for conversion between noise factor (F) and noise f igure (NF, in dB).

Figure 14.5- A shows the tes t setup for System Sensitivity (SS) measurement.
Measurements of minimum-discernible signal (MOS) are made and recorded with the
system terminated in a dummy load , and then the antenna. The difference between
the two MOS measurements indicates the degree of rece iver degradation resulting
f rom the antenna system and incoming signals. B shows details of the RF tap . The
center conductor of the tap is not connected to the thru center conductor.
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The relati onship between NF and tem
perature is show n in Figure 14.3.

The noise figure of a receiver is pre
dominantly determ ined by the front-end
amplifie r stage (let's ca ll it an LNA). As
the gain of the LNA increases, the system
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Col der devices generate less noise. De
vice struc ture also affec ts NF.

NF expre sses system noise in dB. Sys
tem noise can also be expressed as noise
temperature (Te in kelvi ns; 0 K equals
-2700 C). A r , of 0 K is equal to 0 dB NF.

suit is on the intended receive frequency.
The most common example of receiver IMD
occurs when two or three strong signalsdrive
the RF-amplifier and first-mixer circuitry
into nonlinear operatio n.

Consider three signals, 146.52 MHz,
146.46 MHz and 146.22 MHz mixing to
produce 146.76 MHz (a third-order IMD
product, A +B - C) . This demonstrates how
nearby carriers can cause IMD. Note that
most front-end filters do not significantly
attenuate commercial signals just outside
the ham bands; such commercial signals
are common factors in IMD interference.

Whenever a signal is multiplied via
IMD , the width of the signa l (devi ation in
FM, sideband width in AM) is mult iplied
as we ll. Depend ing on the modulati on
methods involved, and the type of detec
tor used , information from the incoming
signals mayor may not be recog nizabl e in
the affec ted receiver output.

Third-order intercept is a mathematical
functio n that predicts the signal level at
which the strength of third-order
IMD equals that of the desired signal. This
figure of merit indicates IMD susceptibility.
Higher values indicate better performance.

Spu rious responses are unwanted sig
nals generated within the receiver. An IF
Image is a spurious response that is onl y
related to the mixer injectio n frequency.
There can be other spurious responses
on a variety of frequencies that are not
mathema tica lly rela ted to the injecti on
freque ncy . Two important gro ups of spu
rious respo nses are related to the local
oscillator freq uency. One gro up is related
to LO harmonics, and the other is rela ted
to LO spurious emiss ions (noi se).

Depending on various factors in the re
ceiver, some LO harmonics may be more
significant than others. Significant harmon
ics mix withother undesired signalsand may
translate them into the IF passband.

Nonharmonic spurious emissions in the
LO can cause spurious responses as well.
Since LO spurious emissions are usually
much weaker than the LO fundamental, spu
rious responses are often relatively weak.

Spurious LO emissions are inhere nt in
all LO circuitry and are usually remo ved
with narrow filters. LO quali ty generally
worse ns as the number of multiplier stages
increases.

Last ly, LO spurious emissions can ap
pear as broadband noise . This noise is
greatest near the fund amental freq uency
and decreases dram atica lly above and be
low that frequency . LO qua lity generally
decreases as multiplier stages increase.

Noise figure (NF) is a logarithmic (dB)
meas urement of wide-ba nd noise factors
(F) in a tra nsmitting or rece iving system.
Here we will discuss receiving systems
only. NF is a function of temperature:
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NF approaches that of the LNA itself.
Figure 14.4 shows some common NFs
versus LNA gains. Lower NFs indicate
better sensitivity. A typical off-the-shelf
VHF/UHF receiver has an NF from 5 to 10
dB. A GaAsFET LNA can improve the
system NF to less than 1 dB .

There is a point where increased gain
does not appreciably improve the NF.
Since increased gain creates a dramatic
increase in rece iver IMD susceptibility, it
makes sense to trade front-end gain for
lower IMD in some interference cases .

In addition, noise from many of the
sources we are about to discuss may not be
reduced as low as 1 dB NF. Any sensitivity
beyond the ambient noise level is not useful.
Therefore, it is valuable to have a means of
measuring the maximum useful sensitiv ity
at a given installat ion. A System Sensitivity
measurement is used as a tool to quantify
practical sensitivity limits .

MEASUREMENT OF SYSTEM
SENSITIVITY

System sensitivity (SS) is the measure
ment ofreceiver sensitivity in a real-world
installation. This measurement quantifies
the system sensitivity with antennas,
filters and any peripheral equipment
connected. Figure 14.5A shows the setup
for measuring SS.

An RF tap (Figure 14.5B) is a device that
allows one to inject or measure a signal on
a feed line without significantly affecting
other signals on the line. The RF tap must
match the source and load impedances.
(The sample terminal generally is not
matched.) A 1O-dB attenuator at the sample
terminal protects the signal generator from
the mismatched tap. A directional coupler
can be used in place of the RF tap.

Install the RF tap and load at the recei ver
input. Use a SINAD meter or audio volt
meter at the receiver audio output for an
accurate measurement. Connect the signal
generator to the tap. Measure and record
the receiver sensitivity (remember to sub
tract 40 dB from the generator level) . Now
install the antenna in place of the load and
repeat the measurement. If the second
measurement is 6 dB higher than the first,
there is at least 6 dB of receiver sensitivity
degradation from noise and the antenna
system. This is the SS.

SS measurements can be made on both
FM and SSB systems. System sensitivity
an important concept, and the measure
ment can be used to quantify the effect of
receiver interference.

SIGNAL PROFILES

All kinds of signals may interact with
our equipment. While noise is any un
wanted signal (much as a weed is any un
wanted plant) that interferes with our re-
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ception of a wanted signal, it is wise to
remember that one person's noise is
another's livelihood. In truth, the terms
"noise" and "interference" are subjective.

Here, we place responsibi lity to facilitate
logical thought processes while trou
bleshooting receiver RFI problems. For each
kind of noise we'll list a description, assign
responsibility and suggest cures. Don't take
the assignment of responsibility as a license
for belligerent or uncooperative behavior.
Let's consider noise in two classes : natural
noise and man-made noise.

Natural Noise

Natural noise is often classified as ga
lactic, thermal or atmospheric.

Galactic noise is radio energy that is
emitted from the galaxy center. This noise is
usually significant only for EME operators,
who have receiving systems that are more
sensitive than the norm. Galactic noise is
generally not a problem for the terrestrial
and satellite VHFIUHF operator.

Responsibility: No one.
Cures: Effects of galactic noise may be

reduced by increasing antenna directivity
and/or decreasing receiver bandwidth.

Thermal noise is the noise that all ob
jects emanate beca use of their tempera
ture. It is a consideration only in EME and
radiotelescope applications .

Responsibility: No one.
Cures: Thermal noise at the antenna may

be reduced by increasing directivity. Circuit
thermal noise may be reduced by cooling
circuitry to extremely low temperatures.
This is not practical for amateurs, however.

Atmospheric noise (static) occurs as
lightning discharge, rain static and corona
noise. The massive arc of a lightning bolt
emits radio energy all across the spectrum.
Most Amateur Radio stations cannot de
tect lightning static above 144 MHz un
less the lightning is very close..

Rain static occurs when charged drop 
lets of water hit an antenna and dissipate
their charge to ground through the station
equipment. It produces pulses of broad
band noise that usually do not change as
the antenna is rotated . Rain static can be
heard from LF to VHF.

Corona noise is prevalent at high-wind,
low-humidity sites, when there are nearby
lightning storms or the ground has a high
static charge (relative to the air) . When
it happens, there may be visible signs such
as St Elmo's fire . It sounds like a squeal, or
raspy noise . It can change pitch, usually
rising.

Responsibility: No one.
Cures: Antennas protected from rain (as

by fiberglass radomes) are not affected by
rain static. Noise blankers can eliminate
static to some extent. Corona noise calls
for lightning-protection measures, such as

a grounded '/4-')... transmission line
stub (which de grounds the antenna). The
grounded stub, however, only works over
a narrow range of frequencies.

Mall-Made Noise

Man-made noise is a summation of all
of the noise that man creates in the envi
ronment. Man has introduced many kinds
of noise to the world. Here are some of the
most common sources.

Dig ital noise is rapidly becoming the
most common and difficult noise problem.
This noise results from switching in logic
circuits. The switching produces square
waves. Pure square waves contain energy
not only at the fundamental frequency, but
also at all odd harmonics thereof. Real
square waves often contain even-order
harmonics as well . Digital noise can ap
pear as a coherent carrier, wide -band noise
or a modulated carrier.

Responsibility: In some cases, the owner
is responsible.

The FCC approves some computers for
homes and others for business environ
ments only. If a business-class computer
is being used in a home environment, the
owner is responsible.

Electronic appliances are generally not
to interfere with licensed communications.
If a device does interfere, it should be re
turned to the manufacturer as defective.

Cures: The noise generator may be
placed inside a shielded enclosure. Bypass
leads that exit the enclosure. Be aware that
bypass capacitors in data leads may ham
per operation of the digital circuit.

The Computers chapter gives more in
formation about interaction in digital
circuits .

Power-line noise is often intermittent in
nature. Noise from a single pole has a dis
tinct pulse rate that a noise blanker can
usually handle very well. (Sometimes
power-line noise gets very strong at the
beginning of a rain storm.)

In an SSB or AM receiver, power-line
noise is noticeable as a 60-Hz buzz. In an
FM receiver, power-line noise is not heard
until a carrier opens the squelch. Then one
hears the buzzing of power-line noise in
the FM receiver exactly as with an SSB or
AM receiver. (Power-line noise is an AM
phenomenon, and usually is not detected
in a true FM receiver.)

When many poles contribute to the prob
lem over a long distance, the pulse rate is less
regular, and a noise blanker may not help.
Power-line noise is generally caused by arc
ing at the hardware on a power pole, which
generates 60-Hz pulsating RF, generally
audible up to 1200 MHz. Many variables
determine the amplitude and frequency of
the noise: weather, temperature, hardware
characteristics. Thermostats and light



dimmers may display noises similar to
power-line noise.

The noise usually increases as frequency
decreases, but noise-level vs frequency be
havior can run counter to the norm. For in
stance, it is possible to have more noise on 2
meters than 6 meters.This results from reso
nances in the power-line hardware.

Power-line noise increases with anten
na gain and height. (The effec t of
antenna directiv ity on the noise level
decreases with frequency.) As antenna
height increases, the distance to the radio
hori zon increa ses. Thus, the antenna
"hears" more power-line noise sources . (It
is possible to hear a city ' s noise from 10 or
more miles away, especially on 6 meters.)
Power-line noi se on high-gain non
terr estri al antenna sys tems tend s to de
crease as antenna elevation increases.

Responsibility: The power company is
respon sible to a limited degree.

Cures: It may be difficult to deal with
power-line noise.First study the Power-Line
Noise section of the Power Lines and Elec
trical Devices chapter. Rotate the
antenna to pinpoint the source if poss
ible. Raising the antenna can often help .
A power line that is very close and very
strong may be difficult to pinpoint. Attempt
to locate the source and work with your
power company to solve the problem.

In cases where that approach fails, a
rotatable direct ional antenna may be the only
practical solution. From the noise descrip
tion, we can see that noise blankers (adja 
cent strong signal s may render noise
blankers useless), changes in antenna orien
tation , design and height can reduce power
line interference at the receiving station.

Vehicle Ignition Noise is a rhythmic "tick
ing" that varies with engine speed. Since
there is usually only one plug-wire arcing,
and that not on every engine revolution, the
noise is usually about 5 Hz at idle.

Ignition noise is worst at low frequ en
cies . It lessens at higher frequ enci es, yet
it is not unu sual to hear ignition noi se
from a nearby engine up to 450 MHz,
and occasionally it can be heard up to
928 MHz.

Ignition noi se may affect an FM re
cei ver in two ways: ( I) There may be an S
meter ind ication of signal strength with
out bre aking the receiver squelch. (2)
Noise pulses may compete with a weak
signal that does open the squelch.

Responsibility: The vehicle owner is
res ponsible, but ignition noise is so tran
sient in natur e that the question is moo t.

Cures: First look for bad connections in
the installation (especially ground connec
tions). In old installations, check vehicle
ground straps at the engine, hood and
firewall. Look for arcingatthe ignition wires
(replace them if needed). Have the vehicle-

specified resistor spark plugs been replaced
with regular plugs? In a new mobile installa
tion, consider antenna placement (locate the
antenna as far from the motor as practical) .
Route the radio power wires as far from the
motor as possible and filter the power leads
at the radio.

Consumer Electronics

Home electronic consumer devices are
becoming more of a problem as the num
ber of the devic es increases . Many devices
from home computers to micro wave ov
ens use digital circuitry that may emit en
erg y on the amateur band s. Low-power
unlicensed transmitters in baby monitors,
cordless telephones, remote-control ve
hicl es and other devices can radiate on the
amateur band s. There may be thou sand s in
any neighborhood.

Consumer devices most often interfere
by producing low-level signals or noise on
amateur frequencies . This means that you
must either filter the consumer device or
remo ve it from ser vice . If you' re luck y,
your neighbor will remove the device.
(Many device s, such as cordl ess phones ,
carry label s warning the owner that they
must do so if the device causes interfer
ence.) If you can convince the FCC that it
is causing harmful interference (this is
defined in the Power Lines and Electrical
Devices chapter), they can take action. The
general con sumer-device inte rference
level will likely increase in the future.

Ultrasonicpest eliminators are an unusual
interference source on 2 meters. They sweep
at audio frequencies and have parasitic os
cillations that can go from 140-160 MHz.
Interference appears as a repetitiou s burst of
noise with the same rate heard from the pest
elimin ator. Other frequencies can be af
fected, but 2 meters is the norm.

Responsibility: Device owner.
Cure: The parasitics can be reduced

with bypa ss capacitors, but the equipment
cases are very difficult to open . Remove
the device from service, and return it to the
seller.

Heatin g and lightin g controls produce
noise that is similar to power-line noise,
but with pulse rates that vary from 60 Hz.
Th is noi se results from power-switching
devices that do not switch cleanly .

Responsibility: The FCC rules (Part 15.7
subpart E and Part 15.4 subpart B) say that if
the consumer device is causing harmful in
terference then it must be turned off.

Cures: Low-pa ss filters on the device
leads should help. Remo ve the device from
service and con tact the manufacturer.

TV Horizontal- Sweep Oscillators oper
ate at 15.75 kHz. A faulty TV receiver may
couple sweep signals to the antenna or ac
line. Such inte rfere nce is evident as steady
carriers at 15.75 kHz and all harmonics

thereof. Problems are usuall y very local in
nature (sever al yards to several blocks
away) .

Responsibility: TV set owner.
Cures: The TV must be repaired or re

moved from serv ice .
TV Preamp Oscillation can be very dif

ficult to locate because it is inte rmittent in
nature and may vary in frequency. (Envi
ronm ental conditions usually cau se the
oscillations to vary in frequency.)

Preamps commonly oscillate in the
70-cm ham band and emit a varying-fre
quency carrier with 60-Hz modulation. It
sounds almost like the buzz from a TV
video sideband. It is not uncommon for
the owner to experience poor picture
quality when the preamp is oscillating.

Responsibility: Manufacturer.
Cures: Poor design is the cause of this

problem, and it is best to return the preamp
to the manufacturer.

Other Services

TV-broadcast RFI may appear as either
on-channel or IMD products. (Channel 2
is the most common source.) The most
common TV RFI problem is on-channel
energy that either passes the TV vestigial
sideband filter or some IMD product of
the video and audio carriers .

Video sidebands (5 MHz wide) can go
acros s the whole 6-meter band . The side
bands sound like carriers with a 60-Hz
buzz on an SSB or AM receiver. These
carriers are 15.75 kHz apart.

IMD between the TV transmitter video
and audio signals causes a wide-band FM
modulated carrier about 9 MHz (depend
ing on the TV station offset) away from
the video carrier.

Responsibility: TV bro adcast stations
are nearly alway s within FCC specifica
tions, so they bear no responsibility.

Cures: Appl y appropri ate filters at the
receiver.

CATV (Cabl e Television) noise is com
mon to all areas with CATV systems. The
noise appears in two form s: TV channel
energy and swept signals used to equalize
RF frequency respon se.

TV-channel leakage is both AM and FM
in nature. The video is AM, and the audio is
FM. Their energy is usually found in side
bands spaced 15.75 kHz (usually with a
60-Hz AM modulation) from the video car
rier frequency.These carriers extend upward
in frequency toward the TV signal audio.
These carriers also extend down in fre
quency but only I MHz or so. The FM por
tion of the TV signal deviates 50 kHz.

Radiation of energy from the cable sys
tem is the most common CATV problem for
hams. In most systems, the video of channel
Ei s on (or near) 145.250MHz. This may not
show anything but a signal-strength indica-
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tion on an FM receiver because the video is
an AM signal. The CATV section of the
Televisions chapter shows the frequencies
for the various CATV channels.

Respon sibi lity : CATV operator.
Cures: The FCC has been watching

CATV franchises more closely over the
past few years and systems have genera lly
improved . Solving the amateur's problem
usually solves other problems as well.
Therefore, it is to the benefit of the system
operator to fix CATV RFI. The most diffi
cult part of resolving a CATV problem is
reaching the correct technical personnel.

Do not consider CATV radi ation inter
fere nce unless it interferes with an on-fre 
quency amateur signal. The FCC does not
see merely open ing the squelch of a quiet
rece iver as harmful interference.

FM broadcast transmitters can cause
IMD probl ems, es peci ally in 6-meter re
ceivers . The products are weak signals up
to 100 kHz wide. Since broadcasters are
usually within FCC specifications, sus
pect the receiver.

Responsibil ity: Rec eiver owner.
Cures: A low-pass filt er with an appro 

pr iate cutoff frequency solves FM-broad
cast inte rference to 6-meter receivers .

Harmonic interference may happen
when unwanted transmitter harmonics are
not properl y filte red. Harmonics are in
herent in amplifiers and other ci rcuitry .
Th e FCC spe cifies allowable harmo nic
radiation for all services. This prob lem is
more common when the third harmonic of
a transmitter falls on the freq uency desired
in a nearby receiver.

External IMD is a common cause of
harmonic interference. External-IMD har
mon ics are not affected when an appropri 
ate filter is inst alled at the tran smitter.
External IMD is discussed fully later.

Responsibility : The transmitter owner
is res ponsi ble for transmi tter-generated
harmonics .

Cures: For tran smitter harmonics, in
stall an appropriate transmit fil ter.

Radar interference is experienced on
6 meters and every band above 1.25 meters.
The Amateur Radio Service shares these
bands with the US military (except for
6 meters). Radar (which sounds like mos
quitoes, sweeping every few seconds) can
cause significant interference on the 70 and
33-cm bands in the US and abroad. Any 70
em repea ter within 160 km of a PAVE
PAWS radar installat ion will likely receive
interference. 70 and 33-cm repeaters may
interact with military shipboard radar. Ra
dar power levels can be 30 dB, or more,
stronger than the average UHF user. Tropo
enhanced propagation can extend radar in
terference out to 500-3000 km.

RADAR Activity Summary

6 meters: A variety of wind-shear radar
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systems are being installed worldwide .
Th eir center frequency is below the 6
mete r band. They run very high power and
may affect nearby amateur operations on
6 meters.

1.25-meter radars have been decom
missioned and should not be on the air
any more .

70 em has two radar systems at 420 -450
MHz . Shipboard systems cause problems
in the coastal areas of the US. It is pos
sible to hear shipboard radar from over
1600 km with tropo spheric ducting. The se
systems have a characterist ic whine that
covers many MHz. The southern Califor
nia coast has the worst shipboard radar
problems because of many military bases
and good year-round tropo propagation.

The other kind of70-cm radar is called
PAVE PAWS . It is an ove r-the -horizon
(OTH) system designed to look for sub
marine-deployed missile s. It also tracks
thou sands of objects in low Earth orbit,
like amateur satellites . This radar uses fre
quency-hopping techniques, so it sounds
like random pulses on a weak or strong
signal. All amateurs who live within
150 miles of a PAVE PAWS site have a
50- W transmitter power limit from
420 -450 MHz . Ship radar sys tems do not
usuall y break a recei ver squelch .

33 em has shipboard radar like that on
70 em.

23 em band has radar that sounds simi
lar to that on 70 em, except that the repeti 
tion rate is higher.

Responsibility: No one.
Cures : Directive antenna patterns may

help, but reflections from mountainous
terrain can negate the effect of narrow
beam antennas. Unfortunately, very little
can be done about this problem. Military
ship s are not supposed to use radar close
to shore (but they some times do) .

Miscellaneous Sources

Phase noi se in the LO of an HF tran s
cei ver can cause two prob lems : (I ) The
tran smitter emits a signal with exces sive
noise on either side of the carrier center.
(2) A receiver responds to strong adjacent
signals with a noise increase that is a func
tion of the signal amplitude.

The interference sounds like soft white
noise (like the noise in an SSB or
unsquelched FM receiver with no signal)
which is modulated by a voice. The same
noise appear s when the receiver is tuned to
frequencies on both sides of the transmitter.
The noise appears throughout the transmit
ter and at the antenna. Phase noise in your
receiver would have the same effect.

Responsibility: Transmitter pha se
noise is usually within the FCC spectral
purity requirements, so ther e is no assig n
ment of responsibility unl ess there is
harmful interference .

Cures: This problem is inherent in some
transceive rs; that cannot be helped. In
other transceivers, it may indica te some
kind of equipment fai lure . If so, the equip
ment should be repaired .

Tran smitter mixing products take two
form s. Internall y generated transmitter
spurious emissions results when non-lin
ear multiplier stages produce undesired
harmonics . Power amplifiers can also
generate true IMD . Therefore, filters are
neces sary to remo ve a variety of spurious
signals (which are related to any
multiplier stages and the LO frequency)
from the output of a trans mitter. The level
of internally generated IMD is essent ially
set when a transmitter is built. Therefore,
this form of IMD should only appear as an
RFI problem when new equipment is in
sta lled or when there is a component fail
ure in an existing system.

Externally induced transmitter IMD is
caused by the injection of RF into the
transmitter. Such energy can enter via the
power supp ly, direct radiation or the
antenna feed line. Good constructio n prac
tices usually eliminate power supply and
direct-radiation induced transmitter IMD.

Responsibility: If FCC spectral-purity
requirements are exceeded, the owner is
responsible.

Cures: Band-pass filters or directional
antennas may help at HF. Cavity filters
and circulators have proven good weap
ons again st signals on the feed line at VHF
and above . Fau lty equipment should be
repaired of course .

External lMD is generated when one or
more signals mix outs ide a receiver or
transmitter. In general, a diode junction
may be formed at any joint where there is
not a good electrical connection between
conductors (the "rusty bolt" effect). Any
diode may act as a mixer. Therefore, mix
ing may occur in any poor or corro ded
connections, such as connectors, antennas,
tower joints, guy lines , gutters or metal
siding. The same mixing action may take
place in ante nna switching diodes of elec 
tronic equipment such as two-way radios
or VCRs-even when the equipment is not
operating.

The symptoms of external IMD are
similar to those of IMD in general. Sus
pect external IMD once all transmitters
and receivers in the area have been found
faultless.

Responsibility: Equipment owner.
Cures: Thi s IMD onl y happens when

strong RF excites the "diode." In order
for this to occur, there must be a signifi
cant "antenna" to gather RF energy-usu
all y a conductor approaching 0.1 A or
longer. The effect can be cured by ground
ing the "antenna" or providing a good elec
trical path at mechanical connections. If
the culprit is a diode inside equipment,
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two-port device that allows a relati vely
narrow range of frequencies to pass with
little attenuation. The bandwidth of this
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CAVITY FILTERS

The 1/ 4-1-.. cavity is the most important
protection device for VHF/UHF receiv ers.
It is essenti ally a 1/ 4-1-.. piece of solid -shield
coax that is short ed at one end. RF is
coupled into the cavity via an inductive or
capacitive probe .

Cavity filters are designed to either pass
or reject (notch) a narrow band of frequen
cies . Certain designs pass one narro w band
while rejecting an adja cent narrow band.
Cavities may be arranged in many con
figurations. For example, a typical VHF
repeater duplexer has three band-pass/re 
ject cavities on each side; while a UHF
version usually has only two on each side.

Both cavity filters and cable stubs are
sensi tive to their placement in the system;
reactances of other feed -line components
can affect per form ance . Also , harmonic
resonances may be important; a 2-meter
1/4-1-.. cavity or stub is 3/ 4 I-.. at 70 cm.

filter that uses piezoel ectr ic material
(crystals) as tuned circuits . Crystal filters
are common in the IF stages of HF tran s
ceivers . The high-frequ ency limit of crys
tal filters is about 200 MHz. Figure 14.6
sho ws the band-pass characteristics of
crystal filters manufactured by Pie zo
Technology, Inc .

The fi lter is des igned to eliminate
strong adjac ent signal s, which cause re
ceiv er desensitization. The filt er is best
for signals from about 25 kHz to 300 kHz
away from the center frequency . Beyond
300 kHz, cavity filters are more practical
than crys tal filt ers. Crystal filt ers are used
to remo ve inte racting signals that are very
close to the operating frequency, but
which do not cause on-channel wide-band
noise. Crystal filters exhibit insertion loss
from 4 to 8 dB. They generally can't
handle power in excess of a milliwatt or so.

EQUIPMENT PROTECTION

SHIELDING

An RF shield is the most obvious kind
of RFI protection for transmitter s, receiv
ers and per ipheral equipment. Ideally, a
shield keeps energy from entering and
leaving the shielded equipment.

The effectiveness of a metal equipment
cabinet (shield) varies with frequenc y.
Although solid metal is the best shield
material, screen (or metal with ventilation
holes) pro vide s adequ ate shield ing in
many RFI cases .

High -quality coax (with either doub le
braid or a solid shield) is important in or
der to reduce feed-l ine leakage. Coax
leakage increases with frequency. Henc e,
high-quality coa x is most important in the
VHF/UHF region. Shield leakage can
cause a variety of problems that degrade
receiver performance.

Some manufacturers produce shielded
plastic ca binets by mixing conductive
powders into the pla stic before it is
molded. Others use conductive coating s
to sh ield pla stic equipment cabinets. A
spray RFI coating is available from GC /
Thorsen (catalog no. 10-4807). (Their ad
dress appears in the Suppliers List, at the
back of thi s book .)

Use external shields whenever possibl e,
and do not work on any equipment unles s
you own it and are qualified to do the
work. Avoid installing shields inside ex
isting equipment. Sinc e shields are con
ducti ve, they may cause short circuits with
the potential for equipment damage or
personal inj ury .

LUMPED-CONSTANT FILTERS
Filters asse mbled from discrete compo

nents such as capacitors and indu ctors are
often called "lumped-con stant filters."
The y incl ude the ac-l ine filters, high-pass
and low-pass filters that are most familiar
to hams. Details of ac-line filt ers appear in
the power-line chapter. High-pass and
low-pass filt ers appear in the Tel evision s
and Transmitters chapters, respect ively.

install an appropriate filte r to isolate the
diode from the exciting RF energy.

RF connec tor noise is often overlooked.
High-po wer sys tems should use con
nectors chosen to minimize connector
generated IMD . IMD is a problem with
connec tors. Oth er connector -generated
noi se comes from conn ectors contami
nated with wa ter. Power applied to a
wet /corroded conn ector can generate
noise ove r a wide range of frequencies.

Respons ibili ty: Equipment owner.
Cures: Replace the faulty conn ector.

CRYSTAL FILTERS

A crys tal filter is a narrow band-pass
Figure 14.7-Band-pass cavity frequency response. A three-cavity filter for
450 MHz is shown.
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Figure 14.8-Window cavity-filter
frequency response. This filter has a
notch at 455 MHz. The plot is centered
on 450 MHz with 10 MHz per vertical
division.

filt ers are used to protect the recei vers
from adjacent transmitters. One applica
tion of a window filter is shown in Figure
14.8. Win dow filters on different bands
can be con nec ted together with special
cab les to split off the different bands on a
dual-band filter as shown in Figure 14.9.
Th is latter configura tion is called a mult i
plex filter. Such filters are genera lly used
in receiver-combining systems .

A band-reject or notch fi lter is nearly the
same as a band-pass filter except that there
isonly one port on the device and it removes,
rather than passes a narrow band of signals.
Figure 14.10 shows a typical notch-filter
response curve. All of the effects of Q are
the same as in the band-pass configurations.
Greater Q gives a deeper and narrower
notch . The cable lengths between cavities
are critical. The passband must be at least
800 kHz from the notch.

Pass/reject filters use a combi nation
of the characteristics of band-pass and
band- stop filters to make a filter that fills
a spec ial need . Thi s filt er has a deeper
notch per cav ity than a notch filter, and its
notch can be closer to the passband . The
passband characteris tics are worse than
those of a standard band-pass cavity, es
pecially far (many MHz) fro m the center
frequency . Pass /rejec t filt ers are usually
two-port dev ices and have reactive sec
tions added to the coupling probes. An
inductive probe raises the notch above the
passband , while a capacitive probe lowers
the notch below the passband. Fig ure
14.11 shows filt er s with both inductive
and capac itive probes.

A duplexer is a sys tem of cavities (with
critical length cables) that allows a
repea ter to use one antenna for simul
taneous transmission and reception .
Dup lexe rs normally have multi ple pass or
pass/reject cavities . Figure 14.12 is a re
sponse graph of a Motoro la T 1504 pass/
notch du plexer. Figure 14.13 show s a
T 1507 pass /pass duplexer.
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The best kind of duplexer for a crowded
site uses the positive aspects of both pass
and pass/reject cavities in one duplexer.
Unfortunate ly, duplexer manufacturers do
not make them.

Such hybrid duplexers are made by inte
grating a pass/reject with a pass duplexer to
make a duplexer with 90-dB notch and pass
characteristics (20 dB better than a normal
pass/reject duplexer). The cables between
the pass and the pass/reject cavities must be
specially made. Figure 14.14 shows ahybrid
duplexer arrangement. The characteristics
are shown in Figure 14.15. This example
uses Motorola TI500 series cavities.

In the repeater situations, a complete
comprehension of duple xer characteristics
allows one to troubleshoot interference
prob lems in a sophisticated manner.
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It is important to understand the pros
and cons of eac h of these duplexers. A
band-pass dupl exer protects a rece iver
from its own and other transmitters . It also
protects the transmitter against other
strong signals on the antenna, which may
cause IMD in the transmitter output cir 
cuits . The transmitter-to-receiver iso la
tion is about 50 dB.

There are two problems with this du
plexer. (l) A GaAsFET pre amp can be
overloa ded by the tran smitter' s inc ident
signal. (2) Some transmitter noise can in
terfere with the receiver. On the positive
side , you protect other users better from
your transmitter, and your receiver is pro
tected better from other tran smitte rs.

A pass/rej ect dupl exer protects its re
ceiver from its transmitter muc h better
than does the pass duplexer. (Transmitter
to-receiver isolation is arou nd 100 dB.)
The negative aspects are: (l ) It doe sn't
protect the receiver well from strong sig
nals 5 to 20 MHz away . (2) It doe sn't pro
tect nearby receivers from the transmitter

Figure 14.10-Notch-cavity response curves. Those shown are for a single cavity
at 150 MHz.

Figure 14.9-Window filters may be used to prov ide dual-band coverage wit h a
single feed line or antenna system.
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Figure 14.11-Pass-reject cavity-filte r frequency response. 450·MHz cavities shown.

Figure 14.12-Pass-reject duplexer frequency response. A Motorola T1504A, AF
(450 MHz) is shown .

ISOLATORS/CIRCULATORS

A circulator has three ports . Power flow 
ing into anyone port appears at the next port,
with the first port assumed to follow the last.
When one port is resistively terminated, an
isol ator is formed . When properly con 
nected, an isolator prevents reflected power
from appearing at the input port. (We will
not discuss the internal operation, and from
here on, we will make no distinction be
tween the two devices .)

Isolators are very compact, with about

form, an open stub is used. In the '12-')..,
form, the stub is shorted. In both cases,
the end at the connector presents a short
circuit across the feed line at the stub reso
nant frequency . A 112-').., stub can be used to
suppress pulses from nearby lightning
strikes if the shorted end is grounded. It
also protects equipment from static ef
fects, such as corona and rain static . It does
not protect against direct or secondary
lightning strikes.

Coaxial-cable stub Q is very low com
pared to that of a cavity . (The notch may
be only 10 dB.) A bigger problem than
notch depth with low Q coaxial stubs may
be the width of the notch. For example,
the I foot RG-223 patch cable has an im
pressive 35 dB notching at 156 MHz, ex
cept that the notch is still II dB at 144
MHz. Stubs are discussed in The ARRL
Handbook and The ARRL Antenna Book.
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ATTENUATORS

20 to 40 dB of iso lation. Two or more
isolators may be series connected to
achieve greater isolation. Isolators are
very important tools for the transmitter
IMD troubleshooter. Figure 14.16 shows
a basic single isolator.

Isolators are generally used on transmit
ters to perform two functions: (1) They
eliminate power reflected from the
antenna system. (2) They prevent other
signal s from caus ing IMD in the transmit
ter output stage.

Ferrite iso lators have drawbacks: (1)
Ferr ite devices are not linear in nature;
they may produce harmonics. A trans mit
filter is the best way to remove harmonics.
(A 1/ 4-A. cavity does not suppress odd
harmonic s.) Normally , 6 and 2-me ter
transmitters incl ude low-pass filters .
(2) Iso lators are ferromagnetic devices;
they should not be mounted near ferrous
(stee l) surfaces.

To Transmi tter

Uses T 1S00 Cavitie s
The two pass caviti es con either be 0.5 or 1 dB units.
The pass/reje ct cavit ies ore not ch a nged.
The high-pass side uses 1S.S" RG-142 coble.
The low- pass side uses a 8.S" RG- 142 coble.
The tee coble is not changed.

With 1 dB loops on the pass th e maximum loss is less than 2 dB.
TX/RX isolati on is 90 dB+.
Notc h is 90 dB or better.

To Receiver 1-----;

As discu ssed in the introd uction to this
chapter, some rece ivers are subject to in
terference because they are too sensitive
for a given environment. In such cases, a
simple resistive atte nuator can be a valid
RFI cure . Because IMD and desensiti za
tion are not linear phenomena, a few dB of
attenuati on at the receiver input may yield
many dB of protection. Information about
constructing atten uator s appears in The

Figure 14.15-Frequency-response curves for the hybrid duplexer shown in Figure 14.14. ARRL Handbook.
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Computers
Computers

have become a
standard station ac
cessory for most

hams. They can be purchased for about the
same price a high-quality typewriter used
to cos t, and their capabilities are nearly
unl imited. As new software is developed,
and hardware becomes even less expen 
sive and more powe rful, hams are finding
new ways to use their computers in their
shacks.

A computer in the ham shack can
present some special RFI challenges , how 
ever. When we talk about modern comput
ers, one of the first questions asked is,
"How fast is it?" The answer is invariably
given in clock speed, measured in MHz.
This tells us that these computers clearly
use radio frequencies .

Computers use RF energy to control the
CPU, memory, disk drives, keyboards ,
video, printers and many other devices.
Each digital circuit can radiate RF energy
(RFI) that can be heard with amateur
rece iver s.

Conv ersely, each of the se devices is a
path back into the computer for RF from
the tran smitter. The computer and trans
mitter are each a threat to the other. The
fact that there are RF signals running
around inside computers mean s that we
can 't use internal filters to remove these
signals-the computer won 't work when
we are done!

"THERE OUGHT TO BE A LAW!"

There is a law-a number of them, in
fact. In the US, Part 15 of the Code of
Federal Regulations specifies the amo unt
of RF energy that can be radiated from
computer systems. Under Part 15, there
are two levels of compliance-Class A
and Cla ss B.

Class A and Class B Digital
Devices

The standards for Class A digital de
vices are les s stringent, since they are
marketed fo r use in a comm ercial environ-

It's safe to say that
computers have be

come an indispensable
station accessory. Com
puters can generate RF
noise, and they may not
operate properly when
exposed to RF from a

ham station. This chap
ter explains how to cure

a range of computer
RFI problems.

ment where interference to other devi ces
can be controlled. If there are inter
ference problems , the owner of the digital
device is usually the victim. The equip
ment user must correct the prob lem at his
own expense.

The standards for Cla ss B digital de
vices are more stringent. They are in
tended for computers used in residential
env ironments.

Figure 15.1 shows the current FCC
limits for computer devices and thei r
peripherals. Note that the Class B require
ment s are at least 10 dB more stringent
than the Cla ss A requirements . This is a
significant difference; a Cla ss A device
used in a residential environment would
cause significant interference. The "FCC
§15.1OS" sidebar explains owner respon
sibili ties for both classes of digital equip
ment. The Regul ations chapter has more

information about the specific radiation
limi ts.

All computers for home use should be
cer tifie d as FCC Class B devices. These
computers are reasonably quie t and
should have minimal RFI prob lems. Any
pro blems should respond well to the solu
tions given later in this chap ter. If the
computer does not meet the FCC Class B
standard, don' t panic! The solutions work
for Class A computers as well , although it
may take more work to achieve accept
able results.

Testing

Com puters are tested fo r both con 
ducted and radiate d RF energy. For the
conducted-interference tes ts , the co m
puter is placed in a shie lded room, and a
spectrum analyzer is used to monitor RF
leaving the computer thro ugh the power
cable. This test covers 450 kHz to 30 MHz
for FCC tests. The RF voltage reflected
back into the power line cannot exceed
250 mY.

For the radiated-interference test , the
computer is placed on a turntable in an RF
anechoic chamber. (The walls of an
anechoic chamber absorb RF energy
rather than reflecting it, ens uring that
there are no hot spots inside the test cham
ber) . A calibrated, movable antenna is
used to measure radiation at heigh ts from
1to 4 meters. The antenna is 3 meters from
the computer for Class B tests, and 10
meters for all others . The computer is ro
tated and the antenna is raised to measure
the maximum RF radiation from the com 
pute r. Th is tes t is performe d from 30 MHz
to at lea st 1 GHz , and it can go much
higher depending on the highest fre 
quency used in the computer.

Th e test results are submitted to the
FCC to show compliance. The FCC may
purchase equ ipment from stores to verify
compliance. For this rea son, many com 
put er manufacturers have internal test
programs to verify that their computers
meet all requ irements.

By Phil Graham, KJ6NN • 723 Berkshire PI • Milpitas CA 95035-7524
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These regulations, however , are not al
ways enough to protect against all possibl e
interference. They were designed to pro
tect nearby broadcast radio and TV recep 
tion from interference from home comput
ers. They are not always enough to prot ect
sensitive amateur reception. In addition to
the absolute limits discu ssed above, Part
15 also has a provision that computer de
vices not cause interference to licen sed
radio services. In those cases, the operator
of the computer device must correct the
interference problem and must accept in
terference from licensed radio services.
The regulations do help a lot, howe ver,
because the tests cover the amateur fre
quen cy range as well as broadcast and
business frequencies.

FCC Public Access Link (PAL)

The FCC has a computer bulletin-board
system (BBS or CBBS) that provides infor
mation about computers sold legally in the
US. The system is called the FCC Public
Access Link, or PAL. It is free of charge
except for the phone call, and it gives valu
able information about many computers. It
can be reached at 310-725-1072 or on the
World Wide Web at http://www.fee.gov/
oetlinfo/database/ead. See the Regulations
chapter for more information about PAL,
Part 15 and computers.

Computers can also be affected by strong,
usually nearby, RF signals. This is not cov
ered by any FCC regulations; in fact, the
FCC states that computer devices that pick
up radio signals are improperly functioning
as radio receivers! This chapter covers both
types of computer interference .

FCC §1S.10S Information to the user
(a) For a Class A digital dev ice or peripheral, the instructions furnished

the user shall include the following or simila r statement, placed in a
prominent location in the text of the manual:

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the
limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against
harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial
environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the
instruction manual, may cause harmfu l interference to radio commun ica
tions. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause
harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the
interference at his own expense.

(b) For a Class B digital device or peripheral, the instructions furnished
the user shall include the follow ing or a similar statement, placed in a
prominent location in the text of the manual:

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the
limits for a Class B digital device , pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against
harmful interference in a residential installation . This equipment gener
ates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed
and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interfer
ence to radio communication s. However, there is no guarantee that
interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment
does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which
can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is
encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the
following measures :

-Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna .
- lncrease the separat ion between the equipment and receiver.
-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to

which the receiver is connected.
-Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.
(c) The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section do not apply

to digita l devices exempted from the technical standards under the
provis ions of §15.103.

(d) For systems incorporating several digital devices, the statement
shown needs to be contained only in the instruction manual for the main
control unit.
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Figure 15.4-This "square wave" has rise and fall times that
can affect the resultant noise spectrum.
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Figure 15.2-This 146-MHz signal contains harmonics that
extend well into the UHF range.

COMPUTER RFI CAUSES

Computers ami other digital devices use
square-wave timing signals to control
their various components . Typical clock
frequencies range from the kHz range on
old computer systems or some simple digi 
tal circuits to hundreds of megahertz on
modern personal computers. For a number
of reasons, these signals are spread across
the radio spectrum.

Harmonics

Unfortunately, square waves are rich in
harmonic RF energy that can disturb a
receiver. If there were only one clock
frequency the solution would be straight
forward, but most computers use many dif
ferent frequencies. Oscillators may be found
on the CPU board, disk drive, disk control
ler, serial-interface board , video board, key
board or pointing device (mouse) . If you
look to see what crystal s your computer uses,
check every card and plug-in device!

RF energy can be found at multiples of
each of these oscillator frequencies, well
up into the UHF and higher range, in some
cases. This is shown in Figure 15.2.

Divide, But Not Conquer

In addition, the various digital pro
ces ses inside the computer subdivide the
frequency of the clock into various data
rate s. The result is that the square-wave
signals inside the computer can contain
energy "from dc to daylight," resulting in
interference far removed in frequency
from the original clock frequency.

Figure 15.3 shows the broadband signals
that can be emitted from a computer system.
If heard on a receiver, these signals would
result in broad "birdies" heard all across the
receiver's passband. The nature ofthese sig
nals will change, in step with changes in
what the computer is doing.

In the ideal case, no RF ene rgy would

Figure 15.3-Spectral photo of the
radiation from a typical computer. Such
signals can appear on all computer
buses, peripherals and interconnection
cables. In this case, the signals extend
past 100 MHz.

leave the computer cabinet to affect radio
receivers. In reality , RF often does leave
the computer and causes RFI problems.

Rise and Fall Times

The square-wave signals found inside a
computer are not perfect. The y do not in
stantly go from a logic low (around 0 V) to
a logic high (typically around 5 V in TTL
type logic), but exhibit a measurable rise
and fall time. This is shown in Figure 15.4.
The rise and fall times contribute to the
overall RF and noise generated by a com
putersystem. This is shown in Figure 15.5,
which show s how the noise falls off at a
rate determined by the rise and fall times
of the square wave s being evaluated. The
slope marked "A" generally falls off at a
10 dB/decade rate ; the slope marked "B"
generally falls off at 20 dB/dec ade .

Thi s can have some interesting RFI
implications. At any given clock speed ,
the lower-frequency energy will be deter
mined solely by the clock speed, but the
higher-frequency energy will be deter
mined by the device rise and fall time s. In

any given design, replacing digital devices
with "better" faster devices may increase
the amount of RFI emitted by the circuit!
A rule of thumb is that cutting the rise and/
or fall times in half will result in 6 dB more
unwanted energy on the "B" part of the
spectrum, as shown in Figure 15.5.

RFI IN COMPUTER DESIGN

This section deals with the design of
computers for electromagnetic compat
ibility, not with cures. Although these so
lutions apply to existing systems, don't try
them! Without all pertinent information
needed to test all possible combinations,
modifications may do more harm than
good. (The computer may no longer work
after modification.) These techniques are
helpful for builders who are designing
their own computer board, accessory or
other device . Reading this section will
help give you an overview of several im
portant concepts that apply to digital RFI.

The following are the general catego
ries of computer RFI problems :
• Design problems
• Filtering problems
• Shielding problems
• Coupling problems

Circuit Design

Engineers have found that the best clock
(a square-wave generator) is also a very
good RF generator. As harmonics are fil
tered from a clock signal, it rounds the
corners of the square waves, and the com
puter may not function reliably . Keep this
in mind should problems arise. Several
RFI- suppression methods can be applied
to logic boards with crystals on them:

The following digital design rules can
help reduce the RFI potential of a digital
system or circuit:

• Don 't use clock rates faster than nec
essary . If the circuit will accomplish its

Computers 15.3



B 20 dB/decade

A 10 dB/decade

where :
fe = cutoff frequency
trlse= rise time of squar e wave

Figure 15.5-The spectral energy of
square wave pulses rolls off at 10 dB/
decade until it reaches a break point at
a frequency determined by the formula.
It then rolls off at 20 dB/decade.

intended task with a slow clock speed,
using a faster clock will not make it
work better but will increase the
amount of noise it generates.
• Don 't use devices with a faster rise

time than necessary. As rise/fall time
is cut in half, noise can increase by
6 dB!
• Don 't use multiple clocks. Each

clock is a source of additional noise,
and each will create noise in clusters of
frequencies det ermined by its own
clock rate . In most cases, it is better to
start with one clock and divide its fre
quency as needed to create other
needed clock rates.
• Put a damping resistor in series with
the crystal and the components that use
the clock. The resistor loads the oscil 
lator and reduces its output. (Larger
resistors yield less output.) For clocks
slower than 50 MHz , use 33 Q. Faster
clocks may need as little as 10 Q. Im 
portant: Make sure the clock waveform
still confo rms to all specifications of
the components that use it.
• Isolate analog and digital grounds.

Thi s will not often reduce emissions
from a system, but may help ensure that
the noise generated by digit al circuits
doesn 't interfere with the analog cir
cuits. In many cases, the anal og cir
cuit s have long input and output leads
(speakers, microphones, etc ) and any
digital noise put onto thes e lines will
be radiated efficiently.

• Single-point ground s vs multiple
grounds. If two grounds will be located
close together, it is probably best to run
them separately to a single point. If they
will be located far apart, groundi ng will
be improved by connecting them as close
as possible to a ground plane with a lot of
surface metal.

• Surround clock PC traces with
ground traces. Think of the clock trace
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as a transmission line and the ground
traces as shields. Thi s technique is
known as ground "guarding."
• Find the "antennas" in the design

and eliminate them, or make them per
form poorly. Several of the steps in this
section explain how to do that. Compo
nents don ' t radiate energy; wires do.
These wire antennas can be single ended
(like a longwire), form a dipole (often
unbalanced), a loop, or even an unbal
anced transmission line. More often, the
"antennas" are combinations of all of
these. They are often found in signal
traces, busses and I/O lines. The I/O lines
leading in and out of a computer can be
the worst offenders because they are
physically large, not usually well
shielded and are often located close to
equipment that might suffer interference.
• On printed-circuit boards, use fat

traces, especi ally power supply and
ground. This will minimize the amount
of noi se coupled into other nearby cir
cuits.
• On data busses and for other digital

signal lines, treat printed-circuit-board
traces as transmission lines. Thi s tech
nique is often necessary to make very
fast dig ital circuits even work.
• Bypass, bypass, bypass! There are ana
log implications to digital circuits. When
a digital device is switching states, it
draws relatively heavy current. These
current spikes can result in a lot of RF
noise being radiated by the power-supply
leads feeding that device. In general, ev
ery digital device should have appropriate
bypass capacitors installed between the
power-supply pins and ground, as close
as possible to the device. In addition,
bypass capacitors can be scattered about
on various power-supply and even some
I/O leads. Higher-frequency bypass ca
pacitors are usually ceramic, or, for very
fast devices might even be surface mount
components. For lower frequencies, tan
talum-electrolytic capacitors work best.
• Ferrite chokes can also be used on

some leads to reduce noise. They can
be used to improve the performance of
bypass capacitors, to absorb energy or
to slow down the rise and fall time s of
signals on wires they are connected to.
• Use mult iple voltage regulators, lo

cated clo se to components being fed.
Thi s minimizes the length of power
supply traces, reducing the amount of
noise they can radiate.
• Shielding works by containing RF

noise to an area where it can't be rad i
ated . Fabricated sheet metal, printed
circuit-board gro und planes, ground
guardin g and shielded cables are all
forms of shielding .
• Watch the pigtails and interconn ec-

tion cables . If a computer system has a
well designed board and enclos ure, this
can be degraded if internal connections
to shielded cables have several inches
of wire hanging in the open to pick up
RF energy and conduct it outside the
case. Even a single wire that enters a
shield ed enclosure can conduct energy
out of that enclo sure, much like a probe
in a microwave cavity.

Shielding

Computer noise can be minimized in
two ways . We have already talked about
reducing the energy produced on the
board , but what if that is insufficient or
impossi ble? Many manufactu rers enclose
the logic boards in a conductive housing
(shield) to contain the RF.

Th e mo st common enc los ure is a
shee t-meta l box. (Sc rews ensure good
electrical co nnec tio ns at joints .) So me
computers use a shie lded plastic hous
ing. Pl astic may be shie lded with spe 
cial paint, co nductive plating or by mix
ing co nduc tive particles into the pla stic
before it hard ens. In eac h case it is im
portant to have large contact are as and
solid at tachment points to pro vide elec
trical continuity at encl osure seams . If
there are gaps, RF energy can escape
and cause a probl em.

Cables are the last important RFI pieces
in the computer design . Any cable that
exits an RF-tight enclo sure may radiate .
For this reason, most comput ers requ ire
shielding on every cable except the power
cord (speci al filt ers suppress RF there).
Shielded cables are usually effective com 
puter-RFI reducers.

TROUBLESHOOTING
COMPUTER RFI

This section discusses some trouble
shooting pointers specific to computer
systems. Refer to the Troubleshooting
chapter to learn about general troubleshoot
ing techniques. It will be helpful to take
extensive notes about the troubleshooting
steps, and the results, as you go along. Pay
special attention to relative noise levels and
changes in the nature of the noise.

Reciprocity
In radio stations, antennas genera lly

perform the same on transmit as receive r;
this is also true of the "antennas" that exis t
inside electro nics equipment. Most of the
time, cures that preve nt RFI from gett ing
out of computers also prevent unwanted
RF from getting in.

Tools

There are things that the designer can
do to make a computer radiate or pick up
less RF energy. It is difficult to apply those



solutions to existing designs in the field,
however, where all of the design informa
tion is not available. What can computer
owners do to combat RFI?

First, we need tools and part s to solve
the problem. If you have noticed a prob
lem, you already have the first tool: the
device being interfered with is a crude
detector for the RF you want to eliminate.
The work usually goes quicker with a
spectrum anal yzer , but this tool is not nec
essary. The goal is not to remove all RF,
but to free the affected device (receiver).

An RF Probe
Although you can often use the affected

device as a crude RF probe, this often tells
you only whether a cure you have tried
has made an improvement. It is often help 
ful to locate the exact component or wire
that is radiating the signal. The Trouble
shooting chapter exp lain s how to con
struct an RF probe to be used in conjunc
tion with a general-coverage receiver to
pinpoint RF sources.

As an alternative to the pickup loop, you
can use a battery operated general-coverage
receiver with a loop antenna, or with a very
short whip antenna on VHF. When the whip
or loop is brought in proximity to the noise
source, the noise heard in the receiver will
increase. A loop can also be used as a direc
tional antenna; loops generally have a deep
null off the ends of the loop.

Simplify the Problem
Tr ying to troubleshoot any complex

system can be difficult. First, simplify the
problem as much as possible.

If you suspect a computer, but are un
sure , switch the entire computer system
on and off while checking the affected
device. If the interference does not come
and go with the computer power, look
elsewhere for the cause. Check other com
puters, televisions, radios, clocks and ap
pliances: anything with remote control,
microprocessor control or a digital clock
displa y. Switch each device on and off
and see if the interference is affected.

First, disconnect all external lines and
cabl es from the computer , if possible , in
clud ing keyboard and video cabl es. Turn
on just the computer itself. If you have
noise, note its rela tive strength; you will
have to do something to the computer it
self to make it more quiet.

Once the interfering computer is found ,
add the keybo ard and video cable back,
one at a time. First try this with the moni
tor turned off, then on. Note any changes
in the level , or the nature, of the noise.
This will provide valuable clues about the
nature of the interference and will suggest
a place to start.

From there, start adding peripherals

(printers, external modems, etc) back one
at a time, following the same procedure , to
see if they are related to the problem. You
may get lucky and find that one of the pe
ripherals is responsible for most of the noise.

It may be helpful to do this in reverse.
Start with the complete system and detach
any cables , one at a time . Does the noise
level drop ? Make notes of what happens,
reconnect the cable (tighten any attaching
screws) and go on to the next cabl e. Do
this for each cable except the power cord .

Use the RF Probe
At this point, you can use the RF probe

to pinpoint the source. Connect the probe
to the test receiver and move the probe
near each peripheral and cable in the sys
tem. When you locat e the ones that make
the most noise, you have found the source,
or at least identified which component is
generating the noise. If necessary, use an
attenuator to reduce the amount of noise
energ y reaching the recei ver.

If you identify a noi sy system, such
as the computer box , video monitor or
printer, refer to the other part s of this
chapter for cures . If you identify a noisy
cable, this could mean the cable is not well
shielded or is radiating energy, or that one
or both pieces of equipment that cable is
connecting is generating exce ssive noise.

GENERAL SPECIFIC CURES
Some of the points and techniques dis

cussed in the circuit-design section of this
chapter also apply as cures. The following
are some general cures more related to com
puter systems and peripherals in gener al.

Cables and Cable Shields
If the noise is coming from cables ,

verify that the sourc e cable s are shielded.
If they are not , the solutions discussed in
this section promi se little success. So get
shielded cables!

It is not alwa ys easy to determine if
cable s are shielded. You can also some
times make your own shielded cabl es. Flat
braid , often used for grounding, is usually
hollow. Obtain some braid, open it up and
sneak the cable through it.

As an alternative for very noisy cables,
add another layer of shielding . It is generally
important to have the new shield grounded
at both ends, but be prepared to experiment.

There is one possible difficulty: It is
often difficult or impossible to put the con
nectors through this homebrew cable
shield. In that case, the only recourse is to
remove one connec tor, install the shield,
then rein stall a new connector. In a
multi wire cable , this can be a lot of work.

Ferrites
To minimize cable noise, install ferrite

cores on the cable (as close to the noise
source as possible; see Figure 15.6). These
cores are easy to use and very effective. See
the Fundamentals chapter for information
about ferrites; choose a material and type
suited for the frequencies you are trying to
suppress. Some common mixes and their
effective frequency ranges are shown in
Table 2.2, in the Fundamentals chapter.

Snap-on beads, as shown in Figure 15.7,
work well to suppress VHF signals. One or
two of these, however, would not have
enough inductance to work effectively on
the lower part of the HF band. In that case,
you may want to use a larger ferrite, made
from #75 or #77 materi al, and wrap a num
ber of turns of wire onto it. Figure 15.8
show s a ferrite choke installed on a video
cable .

Ifnoise must be attenuated over two fre
quency ranges , use two ferrites with dif
ferent materi als. Simply wrap the cable
through the ferrite using about 5 to 10
turns. If one core helps , but is not fully
effective, add more . In a case reported to
ARRL , one video cable required five
ferrites to eliminate the noise . Ferrite ma
terial is also available in flat form , for use
with ribbon cables such as sometimes used
with parallel printers.

Filtered Connectors
Filtered connectors are available com

mercially. (Newark Electronics lists them
in their index as "Connectors, filtered.")
The se consi st of ferrite beads installed on
each signal line , possibly along with by
pass capacitors. Replacing a standard con
nector on cable with a filtered connector
can cure RFI quickl y.

SPECIFIC PERIPHERALS AND
DEVICES

AC-Line Cords
Computers and their peripherals often

have one thing in common: They have an
ac-line cord and power supply. If the chas
sis or power cord is the noise source, make
sure the computer and affected device are
powered by different branch es of the house
wiring. This may be a suitable permanent
solution. When this solution is not accept
able or it does not help, try ferrit e cores on
the power cord as described earlier for
other cables. AC-line filters migh t also
help. Commercial versions are available,
and home-built versio ns are described in
other chapters of this book.

Extreme cases may need an ac-line filt er
inside the power supply. Filtered cord con
nectors are availabl e at many electronics
stores (see Figure 15.9). The connectors
are designed to replace the ac plug on most
personal compu ters . When workin g in the
power supply, play it safe and apply com-
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Figure 15.8-A noisy video card may
need a ferrite core on the video cable.
Here a snap-on ferrite core is installed
at the compute r end of a video cable.
Sometimes more than one ferrite is
needed.

Power Supplies

All electronic circ uitry needs some
source of power. In some cases, the power
comes fro m batter ies, but most of the time,
it comes from some connec tion to the ac
mains and an internal or external power
sup ply. In some cases, these supp lies can
be a source of RF noise.

Most modern comp uters use switching
power supplies . This helps keep down the
weight, cost, power consumption and
heat-all important considerations.
Switchers, however, can be the source of
some rather strong RF noise. They are
beco ming common, eve n in low-powered
applications .

Switchers can radiate signals directly .
In that case, the only cure is shielding.
More often, they generate signals that are
put on the ac line, or on the de output lines
connected to the powered device. In these
cases, bypassing the output lines, and us
ing a "brute force" ac-Iine filter on the

mon sense (disconnect the power and dis
charge all capacitors before starting
work!).

Figure 15.7-Several d if ferent ferrite
cores that can be used to help cure
computer RFI.

Telephone
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Telephone
Line

(8)

(C)

Telephone
Line

(A)
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o = Ferr it e Choke

o = Ferri t e Choke
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Figure 15.6-(A) Location of ferri tes if computer is noisy, but all other external
devices are quiet. (8) Lo cation of ferrites if the computer is quiet , but other
external devices are noisy. (C) Location of ferri tes if both the computer and the
external devices are noisy.
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Figure 15.11-8efore (A) and after (8) shots of a plastic co mputer front panel tha t
has been shielded with copper foil.

Figure 15.9-An ac-llne filter at the
computer power supply can reduce RF
leaving through the power cord.

con nection to the ac mains can clear up
the problem.

Conventional analog power supp lies
can generate noise . This is rare , however,
because the bypassing needed acro ss the
dio des and near the pas s transi stors to
keep RF out usuall y preven ts the se com 
pon ent s from generating RF noise. Very
rarely, a supply fai lure, such as an internal
arc, can generate noise. Th is indicates a
ser ious problem that should be located and
correc ted. See the Electrical chapter for
more information on power supplies.

Chassis Radiation

If the noise persists, it must come di
rec tly from the chassis . On meta l co m
puter cases , ensure that all screws are
tightly installed (bo th inside and outsi de
the computer case) . The CPU (mother)
board, power supply , and every accessory
card must be gro unded to the chass is with
the proper screws.

Next look for case gaps where RF could
leak out. Small holes are not a pro blem,
but long slots are. Are the I/O cover plates
tightl y insta lled? Are the side seams tight?
If yo u fi nd questi onabl e area s, place
some 3M conductive copper tape over the
seams. When the tape help s, either lea ve it
as a permanent so lution or devise some
other method to seal the hole.

Plastic Cases

A plast ic com pu ter case may need
shielding. If you elect thi s option , first
ver ify that the computer doe s not depend
on the insul ating qualities of the pla st ic
case. Will conductive material s on the in
side of the case be an electrical hazard?
To be sure that it is safe, exami ne the com
puter boards and the case carefull y to see
whe re they may make contac t. Do not put
conducti ve materials in these areas be
cause they might create short circ uits on

the compute r boards .
Use co pper tape (see Figure 15.10 and

15.11 ), aluminum tape, aluminum foi l or
conductive paint as shielding. (The real
aluminum duct tape used in the hom e
heating ind ustry is self adhesi ve and
work s pretty well. It is avai lable at large
home-improveme nt stores .) To apply
them, remove the co mputer board s and
power supp ly fro m the plastic case . Keep
copper tape and alumi num foi l clear of
openings , such as air vents. (The computer
sti ll needs to breathe! )

Solder any con nections to copper. Alu
minum foil can be bond ed to the plastic
case with an appropria te adhesive (check
to be sure the adhesive won 't damage the
plast ic). Use screws and loc kwashers for
co nnections to alumi num. Pre pa re for
pai nt applicat ion by masking any areas
that must be free of paint.

Other peripheral devices may cause noise
prob lems. Do not overlook monitors, print
ers, terminal node contro llers (TNCs), key-

(8)

(A)

boards and computer mice. The above tech
niques can be applied to all of these.

Paint

Co nductive paint , such as sold by GCI
Thor sen , ca n also be used to improve
shielding, or to allow plastic components
to act as a shie ld. If you use paint, remem
ber-this is paint. If the surfaces being
painted are not cle an, the paint may flake
off later. Flake s of conductive paint ca n
cause short circuits and elec trical damage
to computer systems. Clea n and prepare
the surfaces carefully before pai nting .

Ensure that the pain t shield has a good
electrical cont act with the chass is gro und
inside the co mpute r devi ce . Ensure that all
surfac es are in good electrica l contact with
other surfaces. If you are painting two
hal ves of a cabinet, en sure tha t the area
where they will meet will have sufficient
conducti ve contact and that they will be
mechanically sec ure to obtai n a good elec
tric al connecti on .

(C)

Figure 15.10- (A) Copper tape can be
used to " seal" in RF. A ground strap
from the computer case to earth ground
can also reduce the RF emissions from
a computer chassis. (8) RF can leak
from seams in a computer case. (e)
Copper tape (or more screws) can
reduce RF leaks at seams. Notice that it
is also important for all Input/Output
cover plates to be installed, RF can
escape through these holes as well.

(8)
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imposs ible to boot from the hard disk!
Troubleshoot the cables as described

earlier. Make notes, and apply ferr ite cores
and shielding as described for interference
from a comp uter. That should solve the
problem.

Keyboards and Modems

Two especially tro ublesome devices are
keyboards and internal modems . A key 
board has its own microprocessor and
logic circuits. It conveys data and receives
power thro ugh the keyboard cab le, which
is where RF enters. Two solutions have
proved effective: Apply ferrite cores on
the keyboard cab le (as close to the key
board as poss ible, as shown in Figure
15.12), and add bypass capacitors to the
keyboard power leads. Place the capaci
tors fro m the +V lead to the groun d lead,
where the cable connects inside the
keyboard case . Use 22-!.LF tanta lum ca
pacitors (ensure that the polarity is correct
dur ing installat ion). More common
O.OI -!.LF disc capacitors may also work .

The other interesting problem appears
in the modem speaker. RF enters the
computer through the phone line and is
detected (rectified) in the modem audio
circuits. A ferrite on the phone cord
may help, but a phone-line filter (see
Figure 15.13) is better. If this is not
ent irely effective, try a low-pass filter at
the speaker (as described for transistor
ampl ifiers in the Stereos chapter of this
book) .

AC-Line Cords

If none of these solutions has worked, RF
may be entering through the power cord. Try
grounding the system as discussed earlier.
Increase RF filtering in the power supply by
adding a power-supply filter. A good filter
has a sealed case with the schematic printed
on it. Make sure the filter can handle the volt
age and current that the computer requires.

Figure 15.13-Phone-line fil ters can
reduce RF escaping through an intern al
modem.

(B)

from the "Interference fro m Computers"
sect ion apply here as well. In short, if RF
can get out, it can also get in. The FCC and
VDE do not have any RF susceptibility
requirements or tests. Nonetheless, Class
B computers are less susce ptible to RF
inte rfere nce by virt ue of their stricter RF
emission standards.

RF can enter the computer through any
of its cables. If the hard -disk drive or con
troller is affected, back up the hard-disk
data and make a floppy "boot" disk before
working on the problem. If data is cor 
rupted during troub leshooting, it may be

Figure 15.12-A fe rrite core may be
needed at the computer end of a
keyboard cable if the mai n computer
board is noisy. (Place ferrites close to
the no ise source.) At B, a noisy
keyboard ca lls for a ferrit e core close
to the keyboard. (C) Rare cases need
cores at both ends! This can al so
happen with monitors , printers and so
on. Do not assume that something is
okay-check it!

(C)

Modems

Modems are a combination of analog
and digi tal signals. An externa l modem
has three possible signal paths: direct
through the case , through the phone lines
and through the power suppl y leads. Most
compute rs use inte rna l mode ms; their
only signa l paths are throug h the computer
case or through the phone lines .

If the modem is radia ting directl y
through the case, the shielding techni ques
discussed earl ier and later in this chapter
can be used . You can put ferrite chokes on
the phone line, as close as possible to the
modem. You can also use a com merc ially
ava ilable te lep hone interference filt er.
These are sold by Radio Shack and a num
ber of other vendors . The cures discussed
in the telepho ne chapter can usually also
be applied to the telephone lines con
nected to modems.

External modems genera lly use a sepa 
rate power supply, usually in the form of
a "wall cube." You can try a ferrite com
mon-mode choke on the power supply
leads, as close as poss ible to the modem,
or make a differentia l-mode filte r using
suitable values of capacitors and induc
tors. See the Funda mentals and Electrical
Interference chapters for more informa
tion . In rare cases, the modem may use a
switched-mode power supp ly, which can
be quite noisy .

Shielding Side Effects

If you do add shielding to a computer
dev ice, watch out for side effec ts. Added
shielding may upset the thermal balance
inside the device, res ulting in overheated
parts or shortened life . Arcs and short cir 
cuits can happen between circ uits carry 
ing voltage and plast ic parts that are no
longer a good insulator. Internal shielding
and cond uctive paints rea lly sho uld be
meas ures of last reso rt. In general , it is
better to cure RFI problems externally, if
at all possi ble .

INTERFERENCE TO COMPUTERS

Although interference to computers is
not as common as interference fr om them,
it doe s happen. Many of the principles

Computer Aud io

Modern computer s almost always con
tain sound systems. These sound sys tems
can be plagued by the same RFI problems
as can affect your home ste reo . In many
cases, amplifiers and electronics can be
found in both the sound card and speak
ers. The information in the Stereos chap
ter app lies to this type of computer inter
fere nce . As a quick fix, try installi ng
FT-140-43 ferrite cores on the wires con 
necting the speakers with the computer.
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STATION AND COMPUTER SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION

In some cases, it is possible to "c ure"
computer RFI by making some minor sta
tion or computer configuration changes.
This is sometimes easier than curing the
problem at it source .

ox
In general, the more distance there is

between the radiating part of the computer
and the station's recei ve antenna, the less
interference. In a well designed station,
almost no RF energy is picked up di rect ly
by the receiver chassis or the feed line ;
what the receiver hears is usually picked
up by the station antenna and conducted to
the receiver by the feed line. If possible,
relocate the antenna and/or computer sys
tem (and its wires) fart her apart.

Thi s applies , to a point, to the actual
station configuration, too . If the shie lding
of your transceiver and computer are per 
fec t, you can operate them next to each
other with no problems. But if you put your
computer right on top of your transceiver ,
you are asking a lot of the shielding and
cabinet; any leakage in one or both can
contri bute to an RFI problem that cou ld be
prevented if they were not located so close
to each other.

This can be carried too far, however. Ifby
locati ng your transceiver and computer too
far away from each other, you have to ex
tend the length of your feed line or
computer cables, you may be adding to the
radiating elements that are causing the prob
lem in first place. Generally, 3 to 6 feet is
enough distance to prevent problems, and is
not enough distance to create them.

Cables

It is not a good idea to run computer
cables together with station cables . If your
computer's cables are in parallel with your
station feed line, for example, even a small
amount of leakage can result in interfer 
ence. Keep your computer cables well
away from other wires in your station. If
they must come near each other, run them
at right angles within a few feet of where
they cross .

Ground

Your station ground can playa role in
computer RFI , too , both to help cure it in
some cases, or cau se it in others. In gen-

,

Table 15.1
Sources of Supplies for RFI
Problem Solving
For full addresses see the Suppliers List
at the end of this book .

Ferr ites / Chokes
Radio Shack "Snap-together Ferrite

Data Li ne Filter" No. 273-105
Radio S hack "Snap-on Filter Chokes"

No. 273-104
MFJ "Toroid RFI filters" No. MFJ-701
Pa lomar Engineers
Amidon Ass ociates
Fa ir-Rite Products

Phone Filters
K-COM
TCE TP-12

Conductive Paint
GC Electronics catalog no. 10-48 07

Conductive Tape
3M "Conductive Coppe r Ta pe ," 3-inch

roll

AC-Line Filte rs
Coil Craft
Corcom

eral, grounding the computer can help
shunt to ground some of the noise it might
otherwise radiate . Especially at VHF,
however, there is generally no such thing
as a good RF ground. The several feet of
wire that connect the computer to earth is
also a good antenna . This ground-wire
antenna may radiate energy mor e effi
ciently than the source would if it wasn't
connected to ground.

The same principles that apply to sta 
tion grounding in general also apply to
computer grounding . This usually mean s
a single-point ground; all equipment that
is grounded to earth should have their
ground wire s run to a single point, close to
where it is actually connected to earth . The
National Electrical Code and local regula
tions usuall y require this . This could sol ve
problem s caused by missing or loose
screws . It sometimes help s to ground the
computer cha ssis (with 3/ 4-inch ground
braid) to the same ground as the radio
station.

Not Well Grounded

Watch out for ground loops, however.

A ground loop exi sts where there are mul
tipl e grounding points. Most computers
and peripheral s use a three-wire plug , con
necting the chas sis of the computer device
to the ground in the ac main s system. If
multiple devices are plugged into multiple
outl ets, a ground loop can exist. If the sta
tion and computer are also connected to
earth via a gro und wire and ground rod,
multiple loop s can exi st.

"Common" grounds can also cau se
problems. If several pieces of equipment
are connected to a common point, then a
single wire runs from that point to an earth
connection , the noi se on that single wire
from one sys tem can be easily conducted
to another syste m similarly conn ected. See
the Fundamentals chapter for more infor
mation about grounding.

Pick Your Poison

You may be able to selec t a computer
system for min imum noise. Bring a por 
table gene ral- co verag e recei ver when you
are shopp ing for a new computer. You
should be able to do some compari son
shopping for RF-quiet machines. You
should also evaluate the case and construc 
tion, selecting ei ther all-metal cases, or at
least making some determination that you
can work with what you are buying .

As every QRPer know s, to his or her
delight, less power means weaker signals.
As every apartment dweller knows, to his
or her chagrin , smaller antennas mean
weaker signals. A notebook PC may be a
good choice from an RFI point of view for
both reasons: the lower power consump
tion often mean s less RFI energy, and their
physically smaller size often mean s they
do not radiate very well.

Select the righ t machine fo r the job.
Using a 300-MHz Pentium II is overkill
for use as a simple packet terminal. That
old 8088, purchased for $ 1 at a local flea
market, may fit that bill nice ly.

CONCLUSION (IS THAT ALL?)

Computer RFI problems are no different
than any other s. Investigate, simplify the
system, and apply shielding or filters. Make
sure that all computers and accessories pass
FCC or VDE Cla ss B befo re purchasing
them, and problem s will be minimized . Fer
rite cores, shielded cables and a shielded
computer enclosure are all import ant for
radios and comp uters to coexist.
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Automobiles
Most of us have heard some

horror story about a ham who
couldn't operate mobile because of
mysterious noise-or because the
engine stalled during every
transmission. These and other
manifestations of RFI can occur in
all vehicles to some degree. RFI
severi ty varies with automobile
make and model. This chapter
unravels some of the mystery
about automotive RFI problems
and helps answer hams' common
questions: "Can I put a transceiver
in my car and what can I do if I
encounter problems?"

This chapter was written by
engineers who work in the automo
tive EMC field. Although written
anew for this new book, it relies
heavily on the automotive EMC
chapter in ARRL's previous book
on RFI, written by Stu Sanders,
KA0FPX. Many of the concepts
and words Mr Sanders introduced
have been continued in this
chapter , sometimes rewritten to
include changes that have taken
place in the automotive industry
throughout the 1990s. The ARRL
extends its thanks to Mr Sanders
for laying the foundation that
underlies this chapter's work.

The ARRL has added additional
material to the work provided to us
by Messe rs Rybak and Steffka , the
chapter authors. This additional
material is clea rly identified as
having been written separately and
does not necessarily represent the
views of the chapter authors.-Ed
Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory
Supervisor

INTRODUCTION

The expanding application of elect rica l
and electro nic sys tems in vehicles has pre
sented many challenges to Amateur Radio

From an RFI point of
view, modern automo
biles are a combination

of mechanical and
electronic technology.
Most cars rely on com
puters to control many
vehicle functions. In

many cases, the only
solution to automotive

RFI problems is through
the manufacturer.

operators . In addition to the traditional
ignition system (remember, the first trans
mitters were spark gaps), vehicles now
have additional components with RF gen
era ting potential, such as entertai nment,
comm unicat ion and con tro l sys tems.
Modern cars are nothi ng like their prede
cessors. Act ive electronic components
have repl aced many of the functions that
used to be controlled by pass ive compo
nents . Microprocessors and special
const ruction techniques abound. Mos t
electronics modules these days contain a
large number of active devices, includ ing
digital and ana log components. Th ese
com ponents and assemblie s may emit RF
noise, and they need to be immune to ex
ternal electromagnetic field s.

Where to Turn for Help

Many hams turn to the ARRL Head
quarters technical staff for help if they
experience vehicle interference. Espe -

cia lly with new cars, the first answer they
receive is almo st always, "Contac t the
dealer." ARRL HQ staff is not trying to be
unhelpful, they are try ing to direct hams to
the vehicle expe rts-the manufacturers .

RFI (Rad io Frequency Interference) can
occ ur in all vehicles , including motor
cycles, boats, or anyth ing with electronic
control sys tems . Most vehicle manufac
turers have EMC (Electromagnetic Com
patibi lity) depar tments that resolve RFI
problems in the des ign phases. EMC de
par tments also verify the performance of
their products and, in some case s, recom
mend specific RFI fixes and words for
their applicabl e factory serv ice bullet ins.
The tests they use even include operation
of on-board transmitters, purpo sefully
usin g amateur frequ enc ies and typical
amateur power levels. Not surprisingly, a
lot of EMC engineers are also hams.

This chapter describes the background
and sources of noise , the diagnostic pro
cess that may be used to identi fy RFI
problems that occur , and steps that may be
take n to eliminate the probl ems. The in
formatio n will help with the diagnosis of
inte rference probl ems on the vehicle, and
to identify a "fix" to be made at the receiv
ing end of the system (the mobile trans
ceiver) . Even if the "fixes" are not imple
mented, the diagnostic information should
provide information to hel p your dealer or
service shop locate a vehic le problem
quick ly and easily

The best part of all this is that with a
general-coverage receiver or a spectrum
analyzer, a fuse puller and a shop manual,
the vehicle component needing attention
may be identifi ed using a few basic tech
niqu es. The only equi pment needed could
be as simple as:

• a mobile rig, scanner or H-T, or
• any other receiver with good stability

and an acc urate reado ut, and
• an osci lloscope for view ing interfer

ence waveforms

By Terry Rybak, W8TR · P.O. Box 260 · Pinckney , MI 48169-0260
and Mark Steffka, WW8MS • 7533 Hillsboro • Canton , MI 48187-22 05
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Mobile Transm itte rs and Immun it y
Although electronic vehic le systems can interfere with mobile receivers , it is

equally possible for mobile transmitters to affect the vehicle electronics. This
problem (called "immunity") occurs less often than vehicle RFI emissions, but
it can have greater consequences. Electronic modules that radiate energy
can, by the principle of reciproc ity, absorb energy . This energy can come
from on-board transmitters, nearby radio and TV stations , lightning , or any
other device or event that generates an electric or magnetic field.

Symptoms of immunity include display scrambling, erratic engine operat ion,
false triggering of auxiliary systems and improper operation of enterta inment
radios. If you experience an immunity problem, first determine the interfer
ence source.

Problems associated with mobile transmitters come and go as the transmit
ter is keyed, but off-vehic le sources may switch on and off randomly . This
makes them difficult to ident ify. Look for an RFI-trouble pattern with respect to
location; there might be an antenna tower or a microwave dish nearby . If the
problem is definitely a mobile transmitter, check through the steps in your
manufacturer 's installation guidelines to ensure that your installat ion follows
"good engineering practice."-Stu Sanders, KA0FPX

IMMUNITY TO EXTERNAL FIELDS

Just as vehicle electron ic systems may
interfere with mobile receivers, mobi le
transmitters may also affect the vehicle
electronics if appropriate immunity mea
sures are not in place. Electronic modu les
that radiate energy may also receive en
ergy . This energy may come from on
board transmitters, nearby rad io and TV
stations, or any other device or event that
generates an elec tric or magnetic fiel d.
Manufacturers use proven design tech 
nique s and run extensive tes ts to ensure
RF immunity in their vehicles. Figure 16.1
shows an example of the EMC test facili
ties of different manufacturers.

TYPES OF NOISE

There are two primary types of noise 
broadband and narrowband. In genera l
terms, broadband noise is reasonably uni
form across a wide frequency range while
narrowband noise consists of noise that is
present on specific, discrete frequencies
or groups of frequencies .

Broadband Noise

Broadband noise is defi ned as noise
having a bandwidth much greater than the

affected receiver's bandwidth . For practi
cal purposes, all ignit ion and similar pulse
type noise, and brush-type motor noise,
can be considered broadband.

Ignition Noise

Numerous ar ticles have been writte n
over the years abou t suppressi ng ignition

system noise fro m spark plug wires , spark
plugs, and distributors . See the sidebar
titled, "General Techniqu es for Suppress 
ing Ignition Noise."

Ignition Systems Overview

A review of typica l ignition systems and
how they operate reveals how the various

(B)
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(C)

Figure 16.1-Chrysler uses the test setup
shown in (A) to replicate the effects of
external interference. In (8), the GM EMC
test laboratory is testing the vehic le for
rad iated immunity. In (C), Ford' s whole
vehicle anechoic EMC test chamber is the
largest in the US, with an enclosed volume
of 339,000 cubic feet, including 99,500 cubic
feet of RF-absorbing cone material.



Is it Okay to Put a Transmitter in My Vehicle?

The bottom-line question most hams have is, "Is it
okay to put a transmitter in my car? " Hams have con
cerns that the first time they key that transmitter, their
car will die in a puff of smoke. Although ARRL cannot
guarantee that this could never happen, in many cases it
is poss ible to put a radio into modern vehicles and have
it work out reasonably well.

The ultimate authority on whether a radio transmitter
can be installed in cars is, naturally, the vehicle manu
facturer. Manufacturers' policies about all types of
aftermarket equipment, especially radio transmitters
varies widely. In the September 1994 issue of QST, I
wrote an article describing manufacturers' policies about
installing transmitter in their vehicles. We asked the
manufacturers the following questions:

What are your company's policies about automotive
RFI problems from installed amateur transceivers?

Does your company pub lish any service bulletins
about automotive RFI problems?

How can customers resolve problems about automo
tive RFI that cannot be resolved by a local dealer?

Not surprisingly, ARRL received a wide range of
answers. Some manufacturers told us that they did not
expect any problems from properly installed transmitters
of moderate power levels (typically,
100 W for HF transmitters, 50 W for VHF transmitters
and 25 W for UHF transmitters) . Some manufacturers
indicated that they had published installation guidelines
(several more have joined in-several US-manufacturer
installation guidelines are reprinted at the end of this
chapter) . Others, however, made it very clear that

What if the Dealer Won't Help?
At least once or twice a week, the ARRL Technical

Information Service gets a call from someone who wants
to know if the ARRL knows someone knowledgeable at
<fill in the company> who can answer questions about
automotive RFI, or help with a problem. In many cases,
the caller has not been able to get satisfactory answers
from the dealer. In some cases, I do have a contact at a
particular manufacturer's EMC lab, but these people are
in the engineering business, not in the direct customer
support business and calling them directly is not the way
the process is supposed to work.

Every automobile manufacturer has an EMC engineer
ing department, or contracts EMC testing to an external
laboratory. There are regulations and standards that must
be met, worldwide, and the engineering teams at manu
facturers have to consider EMC issues as an overall part
of the design. The EMC labs also get involved when
problems are reported by helping to identify and charac
terize the problem, by identifying the components respon
sible and often by writing the technical service bulletins
(TSBs) that will describe the problem and its cure to the
customer-service personnel and dealers.

If a customer has any problem with a car , including
EMC problems, they need to start with the dealer. The
dealer may have some experience, and if not , should be
able to locate the appropriate TSBs, using the same
search methods that would be used to locate a fix for an
ailing transmission . If the dealer has a problem they
cannot resolve , the dealer may enlist the services of the

problems or damage caused by the installation of any
aftermarket equipment would not be covered under
warranty. One vehicle manufacturer even told us that
the answers to the questions we asked were "propri
etary"!

The first step toward answering the question is, of
course, to ask the manufacturer of your vehicle. (Over
the years , some of the policies have changed somewhat
from what they were in 1994. The ARRL maintains a list
of current policies, as best as we can determine, on our
Web page at http://www.arrl.org/tisinfo/rfiauto.html.
Paper copies of this information are available from the
ARRL Technical Depa rtment Secretary for $2 for ARRL
members, $4 for non-members, postpaid.)

If you do have a manufacturer who will support the
installation of an on-board transmitter, you can use their
installation guidelines, or "good engineering practice" to
do an installation. The fact that their policies support the
installation generally means that , if it is properly done,
the on-board transmitter will cause no damage to the
vehicle and the critical systems of the vehicle will
function normally. This does not mean, however, that
the automobile and the radio will always function
flawlessly toge ther. It is possible that the receiver may
experience some problems from broadband or computer
noise , or the vehicle may exhibit a few "nuisance"
anomalies when the transmitter is used on some bands.
In many of these cases, however, the manufacturer may
be able to offer some help through their customer
service network and technical bulletins.-Ed Hare,
W1RFI, ARRL Lab Supervisor

engineers at the regional or zone offices. If the zone
staff cannot help, the zone office has the factory
contacts that will ultimately be in contact with the
EMC labs , setting a process into mot ion to identify the
problem and find a cure. The EMC lab will then
disseminate that cure to all of the dealers. This
process is designed to ensure that the customer has
the best available local service and that the work of
the engineers at the EMC lab will be made available
worldwide to help others with the same problem.
When this process works, it works well.

The process sometimes breaks down , however. For
example, some manufacturers publish installation
guidelines for radio transmitters. Yet the ARRL Lab
still receives reports that people who own cars made
by these manufacturers have been told by the dealers
that it is not permitted to install radios in their cars.
Clearly, this process is not working the way the
manufacturer intended it to work. Sometimes, the
fastest way to get the problem resolved is to be
persistent! Insist that the dealer contact the regional
office for guidance. The regional offices should be
more experienced and should be able to help get
things back on track. If all else fa ils, contact ARRL
HQ. We can't always help directly, but we are able to
forward written inqu iries to our contacts at the factory,
mostly to serve as an indicator that the factory may
need to address training and information aspects a bit
better.-Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Lab Supervisor
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Figure 16.2-System diagrams representative of most vehicle ignition systems. At
A, a distributor ignition system, which is common on older vehicles and some
large-displacement contemporary engines. B shows an electronic-ignition system,
found on most newer automobiles. C shows an electronic ignition system with
two plugs per coil.
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suppression schemes work. Figure 16.2
depicts sys tems present in most vehicles.
The first system, Figure 16.2A, is used in
older vehicles and a few new ones with
large-di splacem ent engin es. Newer elec
tronic igniti on sys tems omit the distribu
tor in favor of a coil per cylinder (Figure
16.2B) or pairof cylinders (Figur e 16.2C) .
During operation, a sensor in the distribu 
tor, or a crankshaft position sensor, sends
a trigger signal to the engine computer and
typically to an ignition module (essen
tiall y a high -power de amplifier) , which
then drives a high -current pulse through
the coil, T I . The secondary voltag e can be
5 to 40 kV (depending on the engine oper
ating conditions) The secondary current
travels through the plug wire to the spark
plug . For the configuration in Figure
16.2A, the secondary current also travels
through the distributor rotor and its gap in
the distributor cap before reach ing the
plug wire.

The fast-rise-time pulses of the coil
current discharging across air gaps (dis
tributor and spark plug) create broadband
ignition noise. The theoretical model s
(zero rise time) of such pulses are called
impulse functions in the time domain .
When viewed in the frequency domain,
the yield is a constant spectral energy level
starting at 0 Hz and extending up in fre
quency . In practice, real ignition pulse s
have a finit e rise time ; the spectral-energy

Unintended Consequences
Fewer specific vehicle "fixes" are mentioned in this

chapter than in previous years. (Simple fixes employed in
earlier vehicles may produce unintended consequences
with today's vehicles.) Some examples are:

In amateur publications, many old-time RFI fixes have
involved bonding various body parts together, with the
intent of improving the grounding . With today's vehicles,
adding ground straps between exhaust systems and
chassis , or between body panels, may defeat the
electrical isolation designed in for corrosion control.

Bypassing motor power leads to ground to reduce
motor noise has worked well with brush-type dc motors.
However, if the motor speed is controlled by a PWM
(Pulse-Width Modulated) signal, bypassing could
detrimentally increase device dissipation.

Bypassing "noisy" wires could add enough capacitance
to affect a data communication line. [Modules required
for the vehicle to operate will no longer be able to
communicate with one another.]

Shielding the ignition system to reduce interference
was once popular. With today's higher-energy ignition
systems, shielding may greatly reduce spark energy
without the benefit of lower noise.

"Fixes" that solve problems at a specific frequency of
concern to a vehicle owner (for example adding or
removing electronic module grounds or adding bypassing
or series inductance at electronic module connectors),
may move problems to other frequencies .

These are just a few examples of ineffective "fixes."
Many hams have heard of damage done to vehicles by
well-intentioned do-it-yourselfers. Manufacturers have

found fixes for RFI problems that may be encountered in
their vehicles . These fixes are tested in the
manufacturer's EMC labs across a wide range of frequen
cies and vehicle and transmitter configurations. EMC and
vehicle engineers evaluate all the foreseeable conse
quences of the fixes. Customer-developed fixes may
work in some cases, but may have undesired conse
quences in others . If nothing else, doing your own work
on your shiny new car may affect your factory warranty.

If you perform your own RFI work, in or out of warranty,
you assume the same risks as you do when you perform
any other type of automotive repair. Most state laws, and
common sense, say that those who work on cars should
be qualified to do so. In most cases , this means that work
should be done either by a licensed dealer or automotive
repair facility .

The dealer should be the first point of contact because
the dealer should have access to information and factory
help that may solve your problem. Much of this chapter is
about how to work within that process, and how to
hopefully make the process work when it breaks down.
Other chapter sections deal with a general , educational
overview of the types of EMC techniques that are
designed into today's vehicles and an overview of the
types of fixes that may be found in manufacturers'
technical service bulletins and used by their repair staff.

[The ARRL staff recommends that hams contact the
dealer because the best, and often only, source of RFI-fix
information about today 's vehicles is the vehicle manu
facturer, usually through its dealer and customer-service
networks.-Ed.]
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General Techniques for Suppressing Ignition Noise

This sidebar offers some general techniques for
curing ignition noise. These techniques have been in
use for years, primarily on older vehicles. They do not
apply well to some of the ign ition systems used by
modern cars . As always, those who want to fix their own
cars should contact the factory, through the dealer
network, to identify the specific procedures recom
mended by the veh icle manufacturer. If these general
techniques do apply to your vehicle, remember that in
all cases, repairs to cars must be performed by qualified
service personnel. Although "backyard mechanics" may
be qualified in some cases, those who choose to do
their own service assume all of the risks for that service.
In most cases, work done incorrectly, or any damage
that might result to the vehicle, will not be covered
under the factory warranty. Changes made to ignition
systems could affect the vehicle 's exhaust emission
performance. Also, in some jurisdictions, the vehicle
must comply with industry ignition standards by law .

It Shouldn't Be That Bad

Most modern ignition systems are reasonably quiet!
Although it is not uncommon for a vehicle to generate
some ignition noise, perhaps S2 to S4 on typical
receiver "S" meters, the noise blankers in most modern
receivers are able to handle this level of noise ad
equately. In many cases, it is just not possible to reduce
ignition noise below this level. The ARRL Lab, however,
has received some reports of ignition noise from newer
cars that is tens of dB over S9, virtually wiping out all
HF communication.

Techniques

This level of ignition noise is not normal, and is not
the way the vehicle was designed to operate! When a
vehicle emits this much noise, something is not right.
The troubleshooter should be looking for the bad part,
not for the factory design problem. In a gasoline engine,
the primary suspects are:

Bad spark plugs
Bad ignition wires (older distributed vehicles)
Bad distributor cap or rotor (older vehicles)
Defective spark "coil" or autotransformer
Improper bypassing of distributor or electronic modules
Non-ignition problems

Spark plugs rarely fail by becoming noisy , but it is
possible that they could develop cracks or other "tracking "
problems that might cause them to radiate noise. In
general, only one of the several spark plugs will have
failed, so for 4-stroke engines, the noisy plug would
generate one pulse for every two engine revolutions. At
idle speeds, this would result in a pulse about every 200
milliseconds or so. If you have a serious ignition noise,
changing the spark plugs is relatively easy to try, and if
one or more of the plugs are bad, it may result in an
instant cure. The internal resistance of spark plugs can
change over time. This can affect the amount of noise
generated by the plug. Some hams change their plugs
periodically well before the required maintenance interval.

The same thing can be said for the ignition wires (for
those vehicles that use high-voltage ignition wires) . One

or more may be bad and generating excessive noise.
Common problems are internal arcing , caused when the
internal cond uctor breaks, resul ting in a spark gap inside
the wire. (Modern high -voltage ignition systems gener
ate more than enough voltage to easily bridge a small
gap-the wire may be noisy, but the ignition system
appears to be work ing flawlessly). The insulation can
also fail, with arcing to ground, corona-type discharge to
open air or tracking problems where the spark energy
follows conductive paths along the surface of the
insulator. Ignition wi ring that is several years old should
be suspect in any ignition-noise problem.

The same problems could be occurring inside the
distributor, primarily at the distributor cap and rotor.
Replacing these components should be part of any
ignition-noise diagnosis. Rarely, the problem cou ld be
with the ignition high-voltage transformer, typically a
"coil" autotransformer in older vehicles, or, in modern
vehicles, a single coil or other electronic module at each
individual plug. These can fail in ways that might
generate electrical noise.

Very rarely , components in the ignition system de
signed to bypass noise or to shape the rise and fall
times of the pulses may fail. In older systems, these are
called the "condenser." In newer systems, capacitors
may be used to shape the pulses coming from ign ition
control modules. Although it is an acceptable diagnostic
technique for these components (in some cases, an
entire module must be replaced) to be substituted with
appropriate replacement parts by qualified personnel, it
is not acceptable to try adding bypass components to
various parts of the ignition systems. These "homebrew"
cures probably won't work, and could result in damage
to the veh icle or, as a minimum, might alter the perfor
mance of the veh icle.

In cases of mode rate ignition noise , it may be helpful
to try different brands of after-market spark plugs or
ignition wiring. There could be some difference between
brands , but make certain that the brand you want to try
is appropriate for your vehicle. Your dealer, or the
manufacturer of the aftermarket component, can deter
mine if it is applicable to your car. In used cars , watch
out, too, for the aftermarket "improvement." Someone
may have replaced the original factory "resistor" ignition
wire with solid copper wire for "performance." In most
cases, the performance improvement, if any, will be
marginal, while the noise may increase by tens of dB!

Watch out , too , for the "ignition noise " that is not
caused by the ignition system. Many hams have been
fooled into thinking that a noisy electric fuel pump , noisy
pulsed fuel injectors or some other source was an
"ignition noise" problem. The ARRL Lab has received
reports of "ignition noise" from diesel moto rs, which use
no electrical igni tion system at all.

Last but not least, consult the vehicle manufacturer
before you begin . The manu facturer may have already
found a fix for your problem (this applies to all problems,
not just ignition noise) and may be able to save you r
mechanic a lot of time (sav ing you money in the pro
cess). If the process works properly , the dealer/cus
tomer-service network can be of help .-Ed Hare,
W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory Supervisor
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Ignition Grounding and Shielding
Like many techniques that used to be used by RFI "backyard mechanics,"

shielding ignition wires is now often a technique that just doesn't apply to modern
cars. Those vehicles that use low-level signals sent to individual high-voltage
components at each spark plug, for example, simply do not need additional
external shielding on the low-voltage wiring. However, in high-voltage ignition
systems, in some cases, if resistor wires and plugs don't provide enough sup
pression , some form of improved grounding and extra shielding may help. With
high-energy ignition systems, however , this technique usually results in a lower
spark voltage and efficiency, with sometimes only a marginal decrease in ignition
noise. These techniques are described here more as general information about
older vehicles. They should be used with caution only by qualified service
personnel on newer vehicles or those with electronic ignition systems.

Experiment by temporarily adding aluminum-foil covers to the plug-wire
harnesses , coil and distributor. Ground the foil to the engine block at several
points . To be effective, the ground leads must be as short as possible . Long
leads have more inductance , which keeps more of the noise from reaching
ground . This fast and cheap method indicates whether shielding will help, without
the hassle of making up special metal parts. If the foil method is successful, buy
(or make) a set of shielded plug wires. Some cases may need covers for the coil
and distributor too. Expect 15 to 30 dB of noise reduction from shielding if it is
done correctly and if the foil shields helped. A caution on materials: Don't use
braid with less than 95% coverage to fabricate wire shields , and don't clamp
dissimilar metals together to form a ground connection. The under-hood heat and
moisture corrodes dissimila r metals in a jiffy .- Stu Sanders, KA0FPX

How Resistor-Type Ignition Wire Suppresses RFI
In general terms, ignition noise is caused by the noise present in the rise and

fall times of the high-voltage ignition pulses. Now, if we could somehow slow
down the rise time of the ignition pulse, we could make the roll-off point occur at a
suitably low frequency, preferably well below the frequencies of interest. This is
accomplished by the damping elements (inductance and/or resistance) that are
designed into the ignition circuit. These elements are found in the "resistor-type"
high-voltage ignition wire used in many older vehicles. (Resistance wiring is the
only practical way to control the damping-it is not feasible to add it to an ignition
system using discrete resistors unless they are manufactured into the wiring.)

Actually, the term "resistor wire" is somewhat of a misnomer. High-voltage
ignition wires usually contain both resistance and inductance. The resistance is
usually built into suppressor spark plugs and wires, while there is some induc
tance with resistance in wires, rotors and connectors. The elements can be
either distributed or lumped, depending on the brand, and each technique has
its own merit.

Generally speaking, the components with the most series resistance provide
the most attenuation to RFI. This resistance can be measured easily with an
ohmmeter. Wire with 2500 nlft is typical.

Measuring the inductance of a wire is trickier; it requires an impedance bridge
or a network analyzer (not many hams have access to those) . Visual inspection
of the center conductor gives an idea of the wire turns per inch. Different values
of L yield varying amounts of suppression at a given frequency, depending on
the total lead length .

It may be possible to improve ignition noise with the correct selection of
ignition wire. Not all aftermarket wires are compatible with all vehicles, so
consult your manufacturer and auto parts supplier for applications information.
Note, too , that these techniques generally do not apply to modern cars, which
usually use a more sophisticated ignition technique discussed elsewhere in this
chapter.-Stu Sanders, KA0FPX

envelope decreases above some cutofffre
quency as shown in Figure 16.3.

If the rise time of the ignition pulse can
be extended, the roll-off point will occur at
a suitably low frequency, preferably well
below the frequencies where interference
might be noticed. Thi s may be done by
adding damping elements (inductance and/
or resistance) to the ignition circuit.
Resistance and/or inductance are usually
built into suppresso r spark plugs and wires,
and there may be some inductance and/or
resistance in rotors and connectors. The
elements may be either distributed or
lumped, depend ing on the design, and each
technique has its own merit.

Ignition noise and fuel injector noises
manifest themselves as a regular, periodic

Is It Really Spark Ignition
Noise?

Ignition noise manifests itself as a
regular, periodic ticking in the receiver
audio output (it varies with engine
RPM). It sounds somewhat musical,
like alternator whine, at higher speeds,
but has a harsher note. There is one
distinguishing feature of ignition noise:
it increases in amplitude under heavy
acceleration. This results from the
change in firing voltage with higher
cylinder pressure. Also, ignition spark
noise usually disappears when the
antenna is disconnected (because it is
usually radiated noise). By comparison,
the high-current pulse in the ignition coil
primarily generates a noise that is
conducted on the wiring harness.

Poorly designed receivers let
conducted harness noise enter the RF,
IF or audio sections (usually through
the power leads), interfering with the
desired signals.-Stu Sanders,
KA0FPX

v
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Figure 16.3-The spectral energy of
ignition pulses rolls off above a certain
frequency determined by the formula.

f =_1_
C rrT

rise

where
fc =cutoff frequency

Trise = rise time of ignition pulse.
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ticking in the receiver audio output which
varies with engine RPM.If an oscilloscope is
connected to the audio output, a series
of dist inct, separate pulses appear
(Figure 16.4). Ignition noise sounds some
what musical, like alternator whine, athigher
speeds, but has a harsher note. One distin
guishing feature of ignition noise is that it
increases in amplitude under acceleration.
This results from the change in firing voltage
with higher cylinder pressure. Since ignition

noise is usually radiated noise, it should dis
appear when the antenna element is discon
nected from the antenna mount.

Alternator and Generator Noise

Anoth er potential source of mobil e
receiver noise is the alternator/generator.
Alternators have been used almost exclu
sively on vehicles since the mid-1960s be
cause of their superior low-speed charging
ability, reliability, and small size. dc genera-



tors appear on older vehicles and on some
off-road equipment. The noise associated
with these two devices is usually broadband,
sometimes extending into the UHF region .
The sources of the noise are the armature
brushes, the field controller (regulator), and
the three-phase rectifier diodes.

Generator brushes interrupt the large

Figure 16.4- A time-domain plot of
brush-type motor noise.

dc output current, typicall y 50 to IODs of A.
The resulting spark is primarily responsible
for the "hash" noise associated with these
devices. Hash noise appears as overlapping
pulses on an oscilloscope connected to the
receiver audio output. An alternator also has
brushes, but they do not interrupt current.
They ride on slip rings and supply a modest
current, typicall y 4 A to the field winding .
Hence, the "hash" noise produced by alter 
nators is relati vely quiet.

Generators use a relay regulator to con
trol field current, and thu s output voltage.
The voltage regulator' s continuous spark
ing creates broadband noise pulses that do
not overlap in time.

Alternator or generator noise may be
conducted through the vehicle wiring to
the pow er input of mobile receivers and
transmitters , and may then be heard in the
audio output.

DC Motors

Next to light bulbs, de moto rs are prob
ably the most common electrical devices
in automobiles. A typical vehicle has

Replace Worn Ignition
Components!

Defective or marginal ignit ion
components can be very noisy!
Replace any parts that show
signs of corrosion, deterioration
or carbon tracking, particularly
rotors and distributors. Check the
plugs, plug wires, and coil wind 
ing resistances to see if they are
within specifications. In a good
wire, the resistance does not
change value as the wire is
flexed . Abnormal resistance
values resu lt from short or open
circuits that create noisy arcs . On
systems that use a distributor, it
may be necesary to replace the
cap every several thousand miles .
Normal wear in the resistive
center contact can increase RFI.
Some caps use RFI-suppression
grease on the rotor tip and plug 
wire terminals. Check with your
dealer.-Stuart Sanders, KA0FPX

Figure A-Two, three and five-element low-pass filters that may be suitable to
filter alternator noise.

such as Amidon or Palomar (see the
Suppl iers list) sell empty cores so that
intrepid hams can wind their own.
Whatever form the inductor takes,
make sure that the core material
doesn't saturate from the dc current
required by the load. Equations for
calculating the inductance and
maximum current for different cores
appear in the ARRL Handbook.-Stu
Sanders , KA0FPX

Insertion Loss", 100 dB/decade

Insertion Loss", 60 dB/decade

f = 1
c 21fv'LC

where
fc= cutoff frequency.
Relative to a 50- 0 System

Insertion Loss", 40 dB/decade
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look at the standard-value-capacitor
Butterworth filters in The ARRL
Handbook. Those tables yield
values for common electrolytic
capacitors and reasonable-size
inductors.

The filter inductors are usually
wound on ferrite toroids or pot cores.
Complete inductors can be pur
chased from several manufacturers
and distributors. Ferrite distributors

Alternator Filters
Alternators rely on the low imped

ance of the battery for filtering,
although this filtering is often marginal
at RF. Check the wiring from the
alternator output to the battery for
corroded contacts and loose connec
tors when alternator noise is a prob
lem. Alternator manufacturers some
times include a capacitor from the
output to ground; another 0.1 to 50-J..LF
capacitor in parallel with the first gives
some extra noise reduction. In prin
ciple, this fix helps shunt any ac
component of the output to ground,
just like the filter on a power supply.

Filters are available commercially
for installation at a convenient point
in the power leads, between the radio
and the battery. Filters that contain
series inductance between the
alternator and the battery should
generally not be used unless they are
recommended by the vehicle manu
facturer. The impedance may cause
the regulator circuit to oscillate
destructively (at around 100 kHz).
The number of filter elements and the
total noise suppression varies with
the filter price and brand.

Add-on alternator noise suppres
sors act as low-pass filters whose
cutoff frequency and stop-band
attenuation are given by the formulas
in Figure A. Select a cut-off fre
quency that is 1/10 of the lowest
alternator whine frequency observed.
If you decide to make your own filter,
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(B)

C1 R1

where
I = device current, and
35:> Rl :> RL.
If L is unknown. make Cl ;: 1 p.F

+1,0H",

transients that travel through the vehicle
wiring harness and radiate noise that
sounds like "pops" in the receiver audio.
These noise bursts may break receiver
squelch and cause AGe-related dropouts.
Problem switches may be easy to locate
since many are readily accessible from the
driver and passenger seats . In general,
most hams don't bother curing these very
transient pops-they may be an annoy
ance, but they don't usually disrupt com
munications . Figure 16.6 shows some of

C1

+

1,oH~>
LLoad

(A)

R1

+
D1

+1 Bottery
L Load

(C)

Switches

Noisy switches may be present in ve
hicles . Unsuppressed switch contacts may
generate fast, high-frequency voltage

pronounced effect on AM receivers than on
FM, because the noise consists of amplitude
variations . Unfortunately , the pulses may
affect FM receivers by impacting the "back
ground noise level" and will reduce per
ceived receiver sensitivity due to the
degraded signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 16.6-Suppression circuits used to quiet switching transients. A is the
least effective and least costly. B is somewhat better. C is the most effective and
costly. These schematics are informational only and do not necessarily apply to
specific automotive designs and applications.

l I~ I
Figure 16.5-This time domain plot of
motor noise is predominantly from
ignition noise pulses

many, ranging from small servos and step
per motors high current starters, for ex
ample, 200 A. Most of these motors use
brushes and commutators, but some are
brushless . Electronically com mutated
brushless units may be found particularly
on luxury vehicles.

Each style of motor produces a differ
ent noise spectrum. The armature current
in brushless motors is controlled by
switching transistors, as opposed to me
chanical contacts for brush-commutator
motors . Brushless motors are fairly quiet,
but they may generate noise similar to that
produced by an alternator.

The pulses of current drawn by a brush
commutator motor generate broadband RFI
that is similar to ignition noise. However ,
the receiver audio sounds more like bacon
frying rather than popping. With an oscillo
scope connected across the receiver audio,
the noise appears as a series of pulses with
no space between the pulses (Figure 16.5).
Such broadband noise generally has a more

Filters for DC Motors
If you suspect motor noise is the

cause of the problem, first, ensure that
the motor in question really is a dc
motor! Some motors used in modern
cars are pulse-stepped motors, or
pulse-width controlled, and adding an
inappropriate external filter may
possibly cause damage to the motor or
the vehicle electronics . (See the
discussion in the text of the chapter.)

If the motor is a conventional
brush- or commutator-type dc motor,
the following cures are those gener
ally used, although as always, the
mechanic should consult the vehicle
manufacturer. To diagnose motor

noise, obtain an AM or SSB receiver
to check the frequency or band of
interest. Switch on the receiver, and
then activate the electric motors one
at a time. When a noisy motor is
switched on, the background noise
increases.

Obv iously, this test requires the
ability to switch motors on and off. To
switch fuel pumps, cooling fans and
such, either pull the appropriate fuse
or remove/jumper the relay that feeds
the particular motor. (Check with the
manufacturer; some motors are
critical to the vehicle's operation and
should not be switched off.)

A note concerning fuel pumps:
virtually every vehicle made since

1982 has an electric fuel pump, fed by
long wires. It may be located inside
the fuel tank. This motor is respon
sible for many RFI complaints, so
keep it in mind as you look for
broadband noise sources . This is one
area where it is especially essential
to consult the manufacturer; it is
downright dangerous to work on fuel
pumps and the wrong cure can result
in an explosion!

Motor-noise suppression is fairly
straightforward. Many OEM parts
suppliers make optional RFI filters for
customers with land-mobile radios.
The filter is usually a balanced L or PI
network that mounts in the power
leads, close to the device. The filters
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Microprocessors in Modern Cars
Most hams remember the good old days when the most

complicated electronic circuitry found in their automobiles
was the factory broadcast-band radio receiver. Over the
years, more and more electronics has become an integral
part of the vehicle's operation. First came electronic
ignition systems and the electronic circuit used to control
the pause-control windshield wipers. Next on the technol
ogy front, in part to meet ever-tightening clean-air
standards, came the computer-controlled carburetor and
associated sensors . This microprocessor, real ly a small ,
specialized computer, monitored the performance of the
vehicle and made constan t adjustments to the fuel
mixture to attain the best balance between performance,
efficiency and the quality of vehicle exhaust emissions.
This new technology threw most backyard mechanics,
and many automotive repair people, for a loop. (Fortu
nately, the industry adjusted.)

Today, most hams would be surprised at the complexity
of the vehicle electronics! The main microprocessor has
many more jobs to do other than to control the fuel system.
It constantly monitors the vehicle's engine performance and
overall condition, it may interact with other modules that
control braking, tail-light signaling, headlamps, inside
lamps, etc. (Some of them are smart enough to leave the
interior light or headlights on for a minute or two after you
leave your car, for example.) It may accomplish this task on
its own, or by sending control signals over the vehicle
wiring to other slave microprocessors in the car. Auto
manufacturers have used the microprocessor to add
features that we used to read about only in science-fiction
stories, often saving considerable manufacturing dollars in
the process. In some cases, the distinction between
automobiles and computer systems have become rather
blurred, with some vehicles replacing much of the wiring
with a single cable running around the vehicle, connecting
each microprocessor to the others on a miniature "local
area network."

What are the implications for hams from all of this
techno logy? The most obvious one will not set well with
some hams-it is no longer practical for hams to tinker
with, modify and repair this complex vehicle electronics.
It is hard to know how to apply stock RFI cures to this
complex , interacting system. Bypassing a digital line may
remove the signals on it; adding shielding or ferrites have

all sorts of implications that might affect vehicle electron
ics in ways we can't easily predict. The bottom line-when
this vehicle electronics is involved with an RFI problem,
the vehicle manufacturer and its customer-service
network are the only source of reliable cures.

The other implication is that , in spite of manufacturer's
best design efforts , there may be a few "nuisance" types
of incompatibilty with sensitive amateur receivers and
high-power mobile transmitters. No manufacturer can
anticipate every possible frequency , power , mode,
antenna and installed transmitter configuration. The ARRL
Lab has reports of installed transmitters turning on the
dome light , or a light on the dashboard, when particular
bands were used. In some cases, these microprocessor
based problems cannot be easily corrected after the
design of the vehicle is complete .

It is also possible to hear the various microprocessors,
too. Vehicle manufacturers design their cars to a number
of industry standards and federal regulations. These
standards, however, were not designed to offer absolute
protection to sensitive amateur receivers. (Imagine the
cost that would be involved to ensure that the vehicle
emitted no noise on any frequency that might interfere
with a QRP transmitter you are hearing from 10,000 miles
away on HF!) It is almost certain that a sensitive amateur
receiver will hear a number of microprocessor "birdies" on
frequencies from HF up into the UHF range. Some of
these can be rather strong , especially if your receiver
antenna is located close to one of the microprocessors or
its wiring . Unfortunately, it is possible that the umpteenth
harmonic of one of the microprocessors will fall on your
favorite local 2-meter repeater .

The manufacturer may have met all of its responsibili
ties, but still leave some hams with some problems . In
many cases, it can't be economically helped . What you
can do, however, is to first be a smart shopper . (See the
sidebar, "New Cars and Mobile Stations. ") Also, find out
what your manufacturer's policies are regarding RFI. (See
the sidebar, "Is It Okay to Put a Transmitter in My Ve
hicle?") Lastly , be prepared to work with your dealer to try
to resolve any problems that do arise. In many cases,
manufacturers do have solut ions at hand. (See the
sidebar, "What if The Dealer Won't Help.")-Ed Hare,
W1RFI, ARRL Lab Supervisor

(B)

Figure B-Filter circuits for brush- and commutator-type electric motors.

carry a regular part number and
instructions . They can be ordered
and/o r installed by an auto dealer.

The circuit in Figure A is typical of
the fi lter designs used by manufactur
ers and afte rmarket suppliers. The
inductors may be wound on air or
ferrite cores, depending on size
constraints and the dc current
requirement. This filter provides good
suppression up to 144 MHz, if the
capacitors have short leads and are
the correct value. If the motor is
access ible , bypass the brushes with
0.01-Il F capaci tors. Larger capaci tors
may increase brush-commutator
arcing and decrease motor life .-Stu
Sanders, KA0FPX

(A)

L

~
I n~Out

L

Frequency
160- 10 meters
6 m, FM broadcast
2m

C
0.005p,F
0.001 p,F
560pF
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Figure 16.7- Spectral plot of a vehicle electro nic module containing a
microprocessor with a 1-MHz crysta l oscillator.

viewed on an oscilloscope connected to
the receiver audio, the waveform may look
like a sine wave, or, if modulated, like a
complex wave (See Figure 16.8) .

Role of Wirin g in EMC

The module Vcc line is usually the most
affected, but other lines such as data,
clock, and the 110 strobes may also be af
fected. The phys ical dimensio ns, layo ut,
and filtering of the PC board traces playa
large part in determining how much RF is
generated. Energy may escape from the
module directly by radiation, or by con
duction onto the wiring harness .

Wiring as a Coupling Mechanism
Wiri ng harnesses may transport emis

sions from vehicle electronics. The term
"common mode" refe rs to current that
flows in phase (in the same direction)
along all wires in a harness . "Differential
mode" currents flow 1800 out of phase (in
oppo site directions) in some wire s of a
harness. (See the EMC Fundamentals
chapter for more information.)

Com mon-mode RF current is drive n
along the wiring by very small voltage
differences between the module grou nd
and the vehic le structure . The wiring may
radiate energy, ju st like an antenna, and
may couple to radio power supply wiring
causing conducted noise, or may couple to
the antenna causing radiated noise.

Besides being potential sourc es of radi 
ated noise received by an on-vehicle an
tenna, all modules are powered from the
vehicle power supply and may be a source
of conducted noise to a receiver operating
on the vehicle 12 V supply.

As a rule of thumb, a conductor longer

0.1 Sec

30 kHz Res
50.0
MHz

Figure 16 .8- Time-domain plot of clock
harmonic from receiver audio output,
showing various modulation effects .

than 0.1 Amakes a good antenna. Traces
on larger boards , like in an instrument
cluster, may reach 60 em (about 25 inches)
in length. By the rule ofthumb , the cluster
could radiate noise above 50 MHz. Thi s
size board is a worst-case situation from a
direct-radiation standpoint. Most modules
are much smaller , with correspondingly
shorter conductors (5 to 15 em [2 to 6
inches]) and direct emiss ions are of most
concern at VHF and UHF. If this is true,
why do small module s cause RFI at fre 
quencies well below those that cou ld be
radiated by their PC boards ? The answer is
conduction.

To understand the coupling mechanism,
visualize a noisy module as one or more
noise-voltage sources that are magneti
cally and electro statically coupled to the
wir ing harne ss via the PCB traces (see
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the design techniques used to suppress
tran sients acro ss switches. Exact compo
nent values are not shown because it is not
intended that hams will apply these to the
switches in their cars.

Aficroprocessors

A common source of narrowband noise
is microprocessor based devices . These
devices contain a master clock that gener
ates square waves for timing. These square
waves trave l from the clock to the logic
circuits . As these square waves swi tch
from on-to-off and off-to-on, they draw a
transient current from the power supply .
Because microprocessors and other LSI
chips contain many gates , the current
pul ses may reach large magnitudes and
cause fluctuations in the power-supply
bus. The fluctu ations have a considerable
number of HF components which may
couple to other traces and modulate de
vices sharing the same power bus .

Clock signals cause the comb-like emis
sio ns spectrum characteristic of digital
systems. A square -wave clock signal theo
retically is composed of the fundamental
and all odd harmonics. There may also be
pulses below the fundamental if the osci l
lator signal is frequency divided inside the
module to obtain a sys tem clock. Thi s is
the case in Figure 16.7, where the crystal
frequency is I MHz, and the separation
between harmonics is 500 kHz . If you
have the equipment to view the noise spec
trum , such knowledge may help pinpoint
the prob lem processor or modu le. If

Narrowband
Narrowband noise is defined as noise

having a bandwidth less than the affec ted
rece iver's bandwidth. For pract ical pur
poses, all noise other than ignition and
similar pulse-type noise, and brush-type
motor noise, can be considered narrow
band . One characteristic of narrow band
noise is that it usually contains discrete
frequencies , with or without additional
modu latio n. In other words, if you listened
to it on a rece iver, it would be tunable, ju st
as if it were a real signal.

Harmonics from crystal oscilla tors ex
hibit good long-term stability even at fre 
quencies as high as the 2-meter band.
Those fro m ceramic resonators may be
less sta ble, especially with changes in
amb ient temperature . Stable osc illators
may cause interference which is always
on your favorite repeater or simp lex fre
quency, while less stab le ones may cause
interference only during a portion of the
vehicle operation (such as warm-up). The
passenger compartment and under-hood
temperatu res in a vehicle may change rap
idly and may cause perp lexing intermit
tent reso nator -re lated RFI.
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Figure 16.9). The coefficient of magnetic
coupling , M, depends on the area of the
loops formed by the two paths. The ca
pacitive coupling depends on the length
and separation of the traces. By minimiz
ing the coupling parameters, the noise
cond ucted out of a modu le and then radi
ated by the wiring harness may be re
duced.

Curi ng Wi ring Problems

To reduce common-mode current, an im
pedance can be inserted in series with the
wiring. The simplest and most widespread
technique is the use of ferrite in the form of
common-mode chokes. Ferrite works well
in this application because its impedance is
composed of resistive and reactive compo-

nents that combine to yield a significa nt
impedance over a wide bandwidth. The re
sult is broadband suppression.

Many companies make split ferrite cyl 
inders for insta lla tion over ent ire wire
bundles without cutting any cond uctors .
Any number of cyli nders may be added
for increased attenuation. Bundles may
also be wound around large toroids for the
same effect. Fig ure 16. 10 shows several
ferrite suppressors and their applica tion to
wiring harnesses. Different ferrite mixes
yield a wide range of permeabiliti es and
cover frequencies in the HF and VHF spec
trum . The choice of material depends on
the range of frequencies that the choke
must suppress. Curves showi ng effec tive
permeab ility vers us frequency are used to

Do Not Modify Automotive
Microprocessor Control
Modules

RFI suppression on a comple x,
multi layer board takes quite a bi t
of ski ll and specialized know ledge
of the module funct ion s. Only the
manufacturer ca n ensu re that the
module is not impaired by any
RFI-related modifications . Some
on-board systems control such
critica l functions as braking and
fuel contro l. Unauthorized mod ifi
cations tha t affect these systems
could create performance and
liabili ty problems.-Stu Sanders,
KA0FPX

CS tray

Figure 16.9- The mechanism of RFI noise transfer. VI represents the no ise voltage
present at the connecto r of a module . Electrical noise is transferred to the vehicle
wiring harness in proportion to the magnetic coupling, M, the electrostatic
coupling, eStray and the frequency of the noise.

Installation o f Mobile Radios According to "Good
Engineeri n g Practice"

Following the practices outlined below will improve compatibility between
on-vehicle transceivers and vehicle electronics:

1) The power leads should be twisted together (or run side by side) from the
back of the rig all the way to the battery. Follow the manufacturer's instruction
about whether to use the vehicle chassis as a power return! The power and
antenna leads should be routed along the body structure, away from vehicle
wiring harnesses and electronics. Any wires connected to the battery should be
fused at the battery using fuses appropriate for the requi red current.

~) The coa xial feed line should have at least 95% braid coverage. The cable
shield should be grounded to the veh icle chassis at both ends , all around the
cable circumference (no "pigtails").

3) Antenna(s) should be moun ted on a good ground plane, as far from the
engine and the vehicle electronics as practical. Typical locations would be the rear
deck lid or roof. Metal tape can be used to provide an antenna ground plane on non
metallic body panels .

4) Match the antenna for a low SWR. That way the RF energy is radiated away
from the car without a coup le of trips back and forth within the coax as reflections.

5) Ensure that your install ation is in compli ance with both the veh icle manu
facturer and radio transceiver manufact urer's insta llat ion guidelines.

6) Do not install any afte r-mar ket equipment in the deployment path of the
veh icle airbags!

7) Do not install through -glass antennas near internal heater wires or broadcast
band antennas that are sometimes found inside vehicle window glass.

Refer to the wiring practices in Table 16 .1 for a summary of these points.

"Have It Their Way!"
The installation gUidelines of

various manufacturers vary in their
instructions about how to install
radio transceivers' power leads .
Most manufactu rers recommend
that the positive and negative leads
from the radio be run directly to the
battery. This is done to minim ize
the potential for the interaction
between the radio's negat ive lead
currents and vehicle electronics. If
the manufacturer recommends that
both wires be connected to the
battery, they also require that both
wires be fused. This is necessary
because in the unlikely event that
the connection between the battery
and the engine block were to fail ,
excessive current could be drawn
on the radio 's negative lead when
the vehicle starter were employed .
The disadvantage to this method is
that if the negative -lead fuse fai ls,
the radio may continue to opera te,
using the shield of the radio's
anten na coaxial cable as the
negative return path . In most cases ,
this shield is not rated to car ry the
radio 's full transmit dc current.
Some vehicles provide a ground
block near the battery for a nega
tive cable to be conn ected . On
these vehicles, run the negative
power lead , unfused, to the ground
block . When this technique is
recommended by the manufacturer,
the interact ion betwee n the ground
currents and vehicle electronics has
been evaluated by the manufac
turer. In all cases , the most impor
tant rule to remember: If you want
the manufacturer to support your
installa tion, do it exactly the way
the installa tion guide lines tell you to
do it !- Ed Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Lab

CStray

+

Wiring
Harness
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Table 16.1
Wiring Practices

Recommendation

Route wiring away from ignition system, spark plug wires, and
alternator wiring.

Don't bundle antenna, speaker, or power wiring with vehicle
wiring.

Mount antenna away from vehicle wiring. Check antenna location
with magnet-mount antenna before permanent installation.

Run power and ground wires together as much as possible.

Do not use vehicle frame for battery negative connection except
as directed by the vehicle manufacturer.

Keep high-current leads as short as possible.

Do not run high current leads near cassette players or other
devices using magnetic pickup coils. (CD players use a laser so
may be less sensitive to current-carrying conductors.)

Run wiring as close to metal vehicle body as possible.

\

Avoid making antenna coax splices in engine compartment.

Avoid connecting other accessory grounds to radio ground wire.

Fuse both positive and negative power leads on battery, unless
vehicle is equipped with a ground block.

Secure wires physically to avoid movement.

Speaker and power leads of after-market accessories should be
twisted.

New Cars and Mobile Stations
Hams sometimes ask, "I am shopping for a new car.

How do I know which vehicles will be compatible with my
mobile ham activities?" There is no definite answer to this
one , and, even if there were, the answer might vary from
year to year, and even within models. There are a few
tips that I can offer, however, that might help steer you in
the right direction.

Start with your dealer. The manufacturer of each
vehicle is the expert on how that vehicle will perform. The
dealer should have good communication with the manu
facturer and should be able to answer your questions.
Ask about service bulletins and installation guidelines.
You can also ask your dealer about fleet models of their
vehicles; some manufacturers offer special modifications
for vehicles intended for sale to police, taxicabs and
other users who will be installing radios in their cars.

Test the car before you buy it. A dealer expects you to
take the car for a test ride; a cooperative dealer, who
wants to make a sale, may let you test it for radio opera
tion, too. Of course, the dealer can't permit you to do a
full installation of your radio; the car would no longer be
new when you were done. But you can do a fair amount
of checking without digging too deeply into the car. You
can check the vehicle for noise with a portable receiver.
On VHF, your H-T will do the job nicely. On HF, you can
usually locate a portable shortwave receiver, or operate
your HF transceiver with a portable antenna and ciga
rette-lighter plug. With the engine running , tune across
the bands you are interested in. You may hear some
noise, or a few birdies, but if the birdies don't fallon your
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Rationale

High energy noise may couple inductively or capacitively into
wiring.

Noise may couple inductively or capacitively into wiring, even
ground or shield wire.

Antenna is the most efficient interference receptor.

Minimizes magnetic coupling to other wiring.

Since receiver and antenna are both grounded separately, this
avoids noise current flowing through the receiver case, and also
avoids magnetic field coupling of interference.

Reduces magnetic field coupling to other vehicle systems.

Reduces magnetic field interference to tape heads.

Take advantage of vehicle metal body as a shield/filter. Wiring
capacitance to ground, in combination with wiring inductance,
will act as a low-pass filter.

Avoids noise pickup from splice, where shielding may be less
effective.

Eliminate noise current from other devices flowing on radio
ground.

Prevents starter current from flowing through radio in the event
battery-to-chassis connection becomes disconnected

Vibration may result in intermittent connections

Reduce common-mode pickup.

favorite net frequency, this is an encouraging sign .
To test the vehicle for immunity to your transmitted

signal, you must transmit. To do this , you will need to
bring a 12-volt capable radio, a separate battery, a
power connector and a mag-mount antenna (several
QSTadvertisers sell mounts suitable for HF). Use the
mag-mount carefully; it is possible to scratch paint if any
particles of dirt get on the bottom of the magnets. It is
not a good idea to transmit when drawing power through
the cigarette lighter; they are not rated for the current
most transmitters will draw. Transmit on each band you
will use, to see if the RF has any effect on the vehicle .
This test is not an absolute guarantee, because an
installed transmitter connected to the vehicle's power
source may act a bit differently, but if the car is basically
immune to transmitter RF, the problem can usually be
cured with a power-lead filter on the transmitter.

On both transmit and receive , you may want to
experiment with the placement of the antenna. You may
be able to find that magic spot that tells you the car is
right for you.

Some dealers will be very cooperative (perhaps
someone on their staff is a ham!); others will need a bit of
persuasion and others may not permit these sorts of tests
at all. Even that is important to know because if a dealer
is not willing to work with you when you are standing in
the parking lot with a pocketful of money, you have
probably learned all you need to know about the level of
support you might receive after the sale is complete .-Ed
Hare, W1RFI, ARRL Laboratory Supervisor
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CONCLUSION
If the installation has been done prop 

erly and there are still problems, contact
the vehicle dealer, zone representative, or
manufacturer for help. It makes sense to
get help from the manufacturer by con
tactin g the dealer first. Other mobile radio
users may have had the same problem, and
there could be a factory-approved fix for
your vehicle . Unauthorized modifications
may void the vehicle warranty and affect
vehicle safety.

"'".3
g Rectifier Spikes

AF Ripple

of from the vehicle. If the interference is no
longer present with the receiver operating
from a battery or external supply, the inter
ference is conducted via the radio power
lead. Power line filters installed at the radio
may resolve this problem.

The RFI diagno stic chart shown in Fig
ure 16.12 should help guide you through
this process.

Figure 16.11-A time-domain piot of
alternator whine contains full-w~ve

rectified ac, along with rectifier pulses.

Figure 16.10-Examples of clamp-on
ferrite cores for RFI suppression.

A note concern ing fuel pump s: virtu
ally every vehicle made since 1982 has an
electric fuel pump, fed by long wires. It
may be located inside the fuel tank . Don't
overlook this motor as a source of inter
ference just becau se it may not be visible.

Fuel-pump noise often exhibits a
characteristic pattern. When the vehicle
igniti on switch is first turned on, without
engaging the starter, the fuel pump will
run for a few seconds, then shut off when
the fuel system is pressurized . The noise
will follo w this pattern.

Narrowband
Once the noise source is tuned in and

has stabilized, find the vehicle fuse pan
els and pull one fuse at a time until the
noise disappears. If more than one mod
ule is fed by one fuse, locate each module
and unplu g it separately. Some module s
may have a "keep-alive" memory that is
not disabled by pulling the fuse. These
modules may need to be unplugged to
verify that they are the noise source. Con
sult the shop manual for fuse location,
module location, and any information
concerning special procedures for discon
necting power.

A listening test may verify alternator
noise, but if an oscilloscop e is available,
monitor the power line feeding the af
fected radio. Alternator whine appears as
full-wave rectified ac, coupled with com
mutat ing pulses, superimpo sed on the dc
level (see Figure 16.11) .

Alternators rely on the low impedance of
the battery for filtering . Check the wiring
from the alternator output to the battery for
corroded contacts and loose connectors
when alternator noise is a problem.

Receivers may allow conducted harness
noise to enter the RF, IF, or audio sections
(usually through the power leads), interfer
ing with desired signals. To check whether
this is occurring , check whether the inter
ference is still present with the receiver pow
ered from a battery or power supply instead

Frequ ency L C
160-10 meters 10 IlH 0.0051l F
6m,FM IIlH 0.001 IlF

broadca st
2m IIlH 560 pF

Broadband
If you suspect electric motor noise is

the cause of the problem, one of the easi
est steps is to obtain a portable AM or SSB
receiver to check the motor. Switch on the
recei ver, then activ ate the electric motor s
one at a time . When a noisy motor is
switched on , the background noi se in
creases. Rotate the radio about all axes, as
many radios use a highly directional fer
rite rod antenna.

In older cars, to check whether fuel
pump s, cooling fan s and other vehicle
controlled motors are the source of noise,
pull the appropriate fuse and see whether
the noise disappears.

DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

select the appropriate ferrite material. (See
the EMC Fundamentals chapter.)

Ferrite chokes, however, do have their
limitations. On HF, a single ferrite "bead"
usually doesn't have enough inductance or
resistance to be a good common-mode
choke. Even more important are mechanical
consideration s. A motor vehicle is subject to
a lot of vibration. Ifyou install a choke on a
wire, this vibration may cause the choke to
flex the wire, which will ultimately fail. It is
critical that any additional shielding and/or
chokes placed on wiring has been installed
by qualified personnel who have considered
these factors.

Filters are available commercially for
installation at a con venient point in the
power leads , between the radio and the
battery. If you decide to make your own
filter, look at the stand ard-value-capaci
tor filter s in The ARRL Handbook. Those
tables yield values for common capacitors
and reasonable-size inductors. Examples
are:
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Condition identifi ed as
RFI. Review se rvice
bulleti ns !or possiJ:jc

fixes. If no fixes found ,
refer to deale r service
manual and servic e

bulleti ns.

Rci ns tan fuse (s) .
Remove Iden tified

components one at a
timo until condition

is gone.

Condition most likely not AFt
Refer 10 deale r serv ice manu als

and service bull etin s

Chart A
Key in Accessory Position

Iden tify the veh icle
electronics that are From
pow ered up in the Owne r's Manu al

acce sso ry position .

Conti nue to re-insert
fuses until all fuses
have been identified
m:ltwmeau~

condition in radio .

Iden tify components
that rec efve power from

~':""'_---------.--+I the fuse or ruses.
Aefor to se rvice
manu al for help.

He-Insert fu ses one at
a time until condition
returns . Note the fuse

tha t causes Ihe
con dition to return .
then remove fu se.

RFI Diagnostic Chart

No

Review the Installation
Guid elines for After
market Co mponents

in this chapter .

If the condition goes away when a }
particular device is disconnected,
recon nect it to verify it as the source of
the interferen ce. If the condition is related
to non-factory add-on electronics, consult

~~a:~~~~~~~~~~:n~~ :::~:~~t~f ...------..
the vehicle' s electri cal system.

(A)

Figure 16.12-This troubleshooting flow chart will
guide you through most automotive EMC solutions.
The process of identifying RFI and the source of an
interference is simply the process of elimination . When
the source of interference is disconnected from power,
the radio will work properly.

Chart C
Key in ON position, engine running

with the engine running,
ts that are active only with
g system, various
termitten tly disconnected
n some cases. a
ected white the engine is
mponent can be tested
fuel injectors).

(C)

Identify the vehicle
If the condition is ONLY present
disconnect electr ical componen

electronics and the engine running. The chargin
engine accessories

~ solenoids. and relays may be in
that are powered up in while observ ing the condition . I

the ON position and component cannot be disconn
vehicle running only. runn ing. In these cases , the co

+
indepen dent of the vehicle (i.e.

Disconnect then
re-connect vehic le

electronics and engin e
accessories one at a

time. Note wh ich
devices cause the
problem to recur.

t Condition identified as

F--
AFI. If conce rn is

Is the condition unre solved. refer to

identif ied ? dealer service manuals
and service bulletins

tNO for further diagnost ic
procedures.

Condition most likely
not AFI. Refer to dealer

service manuals and
service bulleti ns for
further diagnost ic

procedures.

ldontify the vehicle
Chart Belectroni cs Ihal are

powor od up in the Key in ON positio n, eng ine no t running
ON po sition .

~
Disconnect fuses

on e al a time .

~
Is tho cond ition ve, Identify compone nts

~ne?
thai receive power from

metuse or Juses.

~No
Rofer 10 service
manual for help.

I Re move all fu ses. I +..
1$ the condition r-- Cond ition mos t Iilr.oly

Reinstall fuse(s).
Remove iden lificd

gone? rot RFI.Refer to denlor components one at a

+V"
servicemanualsand time un til conc:lilion
servicobul1elinsJo r is gone.
further diagnost ic

Re·inscrt fuses one at procedures.

+a time until condi tion
returns. Note the fuse

lhat causes the Condition identifiod as
cond ition to re turn. RFt Review service
then removefuse. bulletins lot poss ible

fixes.

~
Continue to re-insert
fuses unt il all fuses
have bee n identified

that will cause
condition in radio.

~

Aemove only those
fuse s ident ified that

will remove cond ition

..
Is the condi tion V"gone ?

~No

Cone"''''' """I""'" not AFI.A.f., 10 .,1
dealer servic e manuals and servic e

bu l1itol\Sfor further diagnos tic procedures .

(B)
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•
Chrysler Corporation

Radio Communication Equipment
Installation Recommendations

(Applies to all models)

The following is excerpted from the owner's manual of every new Chrysler product:

"INSTALLATION OF RADIO TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

Special design considerations are incorporated into this vehicle's electronic system to provide immunity to radio
frequency signals. Mobile two-way radio and telephone equipment must be installed properly by tra ined person
nel. The following must be observed during installation.

The positive power connection should be made directly to the battery and fused as close to the battery as possible.
The negative power connection should be made to body sheet metal adjacent to the negative battery connection .
This connection should not be fused .

Antennas for two-way radios should be mounted on the roof or the rear area of the vehicle. Care should be used
in mounting antennas with magnet bases . Magnets may affect the accuracy or operation of the compass on
vehicles so equipped .

The antenna cable shou ld be as short as practical and routed away from the vehicle wiring when poss ible. Use
only fully shielded coax ial cable .

Carefully match the antenna and cable to the radio to ensure a low Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) .

Mobile radio equipment with output power greater than normal may require special precautions.

All installations should be checked for possible interference between the communications equipment and the
vehicle 's electronic systems. A Technical Service Bulletin (TSB) is available for detailed assistance."

The owner's first line of contact regarding vehicle problems is the dealer. The literatu re suppl ied with each vehicle
lists the steps to be taken in the event the dealer is unable to resolve the problem. To assist in properly installing
communications equipment in Chrysler vehicles , the following information is provided. Always use good construc
tion practices (see The ARRL Handbook or other standard reference works) .
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The information contained in this guide has been prepared for use by persons installing two-way radio equip 
ment (transmitters and receivers) in vehicles. It has been prepared in accordance with current engineering
principles and generally accepted practices, using the best information available at the time of publication. It is
not possible to cover all of the possible installations of two-way radio equipment in this guide. Accordingly,
Chrysler Corporation cannot be held responsible for incidental or consequent damages arising out of the use of
the information contained herein. The responsibility for installations and modifications is the sole responsibility
of the customer.

The installation recommendations presented here are intended to supplement the radio manufacturer's
instructions:

1. CONTROLS Mount the transceiver to a solid surface. If you use screws through the floor pan , put body
sealer over the underbody projections. (Stamped acorn nuts, filled with sealer are available at most body
shops for this purpose.) This will keep moisture out of the carpet and insulation, and will forestall rust in this
area. Watch out for the harnesses routed under carpet and behind instrument panel.

If you mount the radio under the instrument panel, be sure that there is no interference with proper
operation of the foot controls. Mount the control head or front panel (especially the microphone cable)
so that it is clear of the steering wheel and column controls and passenger airbag. If the unit is heavy,
extra bracing may be needed for stability. Newer vehicles have more structure and energy absorbing
materials in the knee blocker (the lower part of the Instrument Panel).

For one-piece transceivers, if ignition switch control is desired, it is good practice to use a power relay to
avoid overloading the ignition switch, and to maintain the advantages of direct battery feed.

Try the installation out before you start drilling holes.

2. POWER WIRING Connect the power (battery +) lead at the battery or at the power distribution center
or at the positive jump-start post, if the vehicle has one. A ring terminal of the proper size should be used;
solder if the terminal is exposed to the weather. Wheel bearing grease or a commercial protectant should
be used to slow corrosion. This lead should be fused as close to the battery as practical to protect the wiring
(and the vehicle)! If the power connection is underhood , use a weatherproof fuse holder. Motorola Com
munications Division supplies a weatherproof holder, part number 09-84277B01 for 5AG cartridge fuses that
is part of their standard installation kit. Packard Electric Division of GM makes an insulator, part number
12033769, terminal number 12020156 with cover 12033731 for standard SAE plastic fuses.

Vinyl-insulated wire , typically supplied with transceivers is not entirely suitable for the higher underhood
temperatures in modern vehicles. Route underhood wiring away from all hot areas . Body sheet metal,
away from the exhaust, radiator, AlC liquid line and engine is usually the coolest location.

DO NOT FUSE THE GROUND LEAD. If the ground-side fuse were to open, the entire supply current would
be conducted by the coax shield. This could cause the feedline to overheat, with possible resulting damage.

Connect the ground (battery -) lead at the battery connection to the body. This is usually a 6 to 8 AWG black
wire from the battery negative terminal to a screw at the wheelhouse or radiator support. If a separate sheet
metal ground is used, clean the paint off a one-inch or so diameter area of body panel where the ground
lead is to be connected (usually the case with commercial trunk mount radios). An awl may be used to pierce
a starting hole for a #12, minimum, plated ground screw. A ring terminal with lockwasher serrations of the
proper size for the screw or a separate serrated (not a split or SAE) lockwasher should be used between
the terminal and the screw head. As above, some grease or protectant should be used if the connection is
in an unprotected area.

If the cable must pass through the dash panel , try to find an exist ing hole with a grommet that is unused.
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If none is available, pull the carpet back from under the dash panel in the passenger footwell in the cabin .
Locate a place where there are no other components on either side, as high up as possib le. An awl may be
used to punch a small hole through to the engine compartment. If the posit ion is good, enlarge the hole by
driving the awl in up to the shank. This will leave an ext ruded hole with no sharp edges . Install the cable and
seal the hole with silicone RTV or commercial body sealer on both sides. Seal any extra holes that you may
have made. Dress the underhood wiring so that it is safe from all hazards, which include the following :
exhaust manifold, steering shaft, throttle linkage, fans , etc. Tie wrap as required .

3. CABLING Route control cables under the floor mats, inside the corner where the floor pan meets the rocker
panel for best protection. Remove the sill plates and tuck the cable under the floor mats or carpet and
paddling. For most left hand drive vehicles; use the right side for best separation to the main body harness
(usually on the left side) .

Route the cable along the extreme outboard edge of the floor pan, under the side trim, if possible .

4. REMOTE TRANSCEIVER For trunk mount installations in passenger cars, you may need to remove the
rear cushion and seat back to get the cable into the trunk. The seat cushion is usually clipped at the front,
lower edge by its own frame: push down and back, then lift. Note the front and rear clipping points for ease
of reinstallation. The seat back is usually clipped to the rear compartment inner panel: pull out at the bottom
and slide up to remove . Aqain, note the clipping points for ease of reinsta llation. There is usually a vapor/
sound barr ier behind the seat back, which must be pierced to pass the cable.

Open the trunk and pick a spot where the cable is safe from chafing on any sharp sheet metal. Tie wrap
or tape in place at this location. Repair the barrier sheet if necessary. Replace the seat back and
cushion, taking care that the cable is not pinched by the seat cushion when there is someone sitting in
the seat. On some vehicles there may be a channel for wiring at this location .

For remote control radios, a sheet of 1/2" plywood one or two inches larger than the radio , is a good method
to mount the transceiver to the shelf. It provided a good mounting surface, some shock and vibrat ion
isolation , and it keeps moisture away from the radio. Mounting on the floor of the trunk is not recommended.
To conserve trunk space, in some vehicles, the radio may be mounted to the rear compartment panel.
Locate as far as possible from any vehicle electronic modules located in the rear of the vehicle.

In any case, provide good air circulation; a 50 watt RF output FM transmitter will dissipate about 22 watts
(@ 70% efficiency) . Do not pile things on top of the unit.

5. TRANSMISSION LINE The transmission line (coaxial cable) should be treated in the same way as the
control and power cables. Route flat along body sheet metal wherever possib le to avoid sharp edge and
pinches. If it is necessary to cross over wiring, cross at right angles . In some cases, additional shielding
between the transmission line and the vehicle wiring may be helpful. It is important to maintain the maximum
spacing from the vehicle harnesses, especially if the antenna is not a good match . Use the best cable
available (98-99% braid coverage or braid/foil) especially at UHF and above. Mechanical pressure on the
cable can cause degradation or even short circuits . Do not rely on the obsolete military 'RG' designations
as an indicator of quality.

The use of N, BNC or C connectors is recommended over "UHF" (PL-259/S0-238) connectors. A small
amount is silicone dielectric grease (not the white heat sink compound) in the connector (after soldering)
will minimize condensation problems. Cut the line as short as practical, to minim ize losses .

6. ANTENNA LOCATION Antenna location is the most important consideration in any mobile installation.
For VHF and UHF antennas the recommended place on almost all vehicles is in the center of the roof. The
center of the deck lid is an acceptable alternate. Glass-mounted antennas should be mounted at the very
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top edge of the clear portion of the glass away from the heater grid. Vehicles with printed-on-glass antennas
may be damaged by through-glass installations.

For HF antennas, refer to the manufacturer's instructions and follow them closely, unless you are an
accomplished antenna experimenter. HF antennas should be mounted to body or frame steel for a good
counterpoise as well as structural strength. Aluminum bumpers are heavily anodized for corrosion
protection, and the coating (aluminum oxide) is very hard as well as nonconductive. A small grinder with
a coarse stone will break through the anodized coating for electrical connection.

7. ANTENNA INSTALLATION Permanently installed antennas are preferable over magnetic, glass or
body-lip mounts for anything other than for low power or temporary installations. Most of these alternate
antennas will reflect some power back at the feedpoint . Much of this will be radiated from the feed line
inside the passenger compartment, and may be picked up by the vehicle wiring.

For deck lid installations, the deck lid must be bonded to the body , across the hinges; with short, wide
tinned braid straps. They must connect to clean sheet metal at both ends. For AM/SSB and even some
FM installations, the hood must be bonded to the body . In some cases the doors may need to be
bonded, as well.

Glass-mount antennas will not work or will only work very poorly in vehicles with metallized glass
(Electrically-heated windshields or solar reflective glass). Non-metallic bodies (e.g., Viper) require a
ground plane with radius approximately equal to the length of a quarter-wave antenna. Copper is the
best choice, but aluminum or even steel may be used . Install on the inside of the body panel with a
good adhesive or tape and provide a good RF connection to the coax shield at the feedpoint. Screen,
mesh or thin sheet stock may be used . Shape is not critical, but some directional characteristics may be
noted if it is not round.

For VHF and UHF, a good quality uNMO" (New Motorola) base or other mount with feedline (center
conductor and shield) soldered to base is recommended. This will allow the maximum flexibility in
antenna selection and is the best choice for electrical and mechanical considerations. Use the proper
hole saw (3/4" for NMO) or have it done professionally if you are not comfortable with power tools . Hole
plugs are available, for use at sale or trade-in, if you expect to remove the antenna base.

To install the antenna base in the hole, remove the one or two door trim pieces at the pillar where the
cable is to be routed and ease the headliner away from the roof. Insert a piece of flat steel or plastic
banding (112 to 3// ' wide) and guide to the directed corner. Pull the banding through, leaving 6" which
can be taped to the transmission line (easier without the connector, but possible even with a PL-259).
Continue pulling until the antenna base is one inch or less from the hole, then seat the base and screw
on the outside ring . a-ring down . A little silicone grease helps maintain a good seal for the life of the
vehicle. Tighten with an open-end wrench, and apply a small amount of silicone grease to the contact
and insulator surface of the base . This will help exclude water, but must be renewed periodically. Tip : if
you remove your antenna to go through the car wash, there are caps available to exclude water during
the process.

In most vehicles, RG-58-sized cable will fit between the pillar trim and body seat metal. If necessary,
the technique used on the roof can also be used to snake the cable down the inside of the pillar.

Install the connector very carefully. There are good instructions in The ARRL Handbook. Use a clean,
hot, high-wattage iron and work quickly, to prevent damage to the cable dielectric. If you are a beginner
or are not comfortable with this kind of detail work, ask for help . It is extremely important.

Electrical/Electronic Systems Compatibility Department
CIMS 481-47-20

Chrysler Corporation
800 Chrysler Drive East

Auburn Hills , MI 48326 -2757
Apri l, 1998
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FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Mobile Radio Installation Guidelines

SPECIAL NOTE:
The information contained in this guide has been prepared for use by persons install

ing two-way radio equipment (transmitters and receivers) in vehicles . It has been pre
pared in accordance with current engineering principles and generally accepted prac
tices, using the best information available at the time of publication. These guidelines
are intended to supplement, but not to be used in place of , deta iled instructions for such
installations which are the sole responsib ility of the manufacturer of the land mobile
radio . Since it is not possible to cover all possible installations of two-way radio equip 
ment , Ford Motor Company can not be held responsible for incidental or conseq uential
damages arising from the use of the info rmation contained herein . Certain land mobile
radios or the way in which they are installed may affect the vehicle operations such as
the performance of the engine and driv er information, entertainment and electrical
cha rging systems. Expe nses incurred to protec t the vehicle systems from any adverse
effect of any such installation are not the responsibility of Ford Motor Company.
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MOBILE RADIO INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

GENERAL INFORMATION

Ford Motor Company vehicles are designed and tested for safe operation with properly installed and properly used
land mobile/amateur radio communication equipment with up to 100 Watt transmitter power.

Special design considerations are incorporated into all Ford vehicle electronic systems to provide immunity to radio
frequency signals . To maintain compatibility with vehicle electronic systems, mobile two-way radio and telephone
equipment must be installed properly by trained personnel, observing these general guidelines :

• Power connections should be made directly to the battery and fused as close to the battery as possible.
Avoid using cigar lighter or "Power Point" receptacles as power sources for radio communication
equipment.

• Antennas for two-way radios should be mounted on the roof or the rear area of the vehicle. Care should be
used in mounting antennas with magnet bases, since magnets may affect the accuracy or operation of the
compass on vehicles, if so equipped.

• The antenna cable should be high quality, fully shie lded coaxial cable, and kept as short as practical. Avoid
routing the antenna cable in parallel with vehicle wiring over long distances.

• Carefully match the antenna and cable to the radio to achieve a low Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) and to avoid
RF currents on the antenna cable shield.

All installations should be checked for poss ible interference between the communications equipment and vehicle
electronics. Mobile radio equipment with greater than 100 Watts output may require special precautionary measures
beyond those outlined in this document.

This pamphlet is provided as a supplement to the radio manufacturer's installation instructions for installing commu
nication equipment in Ford vehicles. Listed on page 4 are some additional sources of information.

Radio transmitters are regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States. Compliance
with FCC regulations is the responsibility of the manufacturer and/or user of transmitter equipment and not Ford Motor
Company.

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

1. Transceiver Location

a. A transceiver location should be selected that provides a solid mounting point, which does not interfere with
the vehicle operator controls and provides adequate ventilation.

NOTE: Do not mount any transceiver, microphones, speakers, or any other item in the deployment path of the
airbag system.

b. Before using screws to mount the transceiver equipment, be sure to check for vehicle wiring under the carpet
or behind the instrument panel, which could be pinched, cut, or otherwise, damaged.
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MOBILE RADIO INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

2. Radio Wiring and Routing

a. Transceiver power connections should be made directly to the battery and appropriately fused as close to the
battery as possible. A weatherprooffuse holder is recommended. Twist the positive and negative power leads
together to enhance noise immunity.

b. Use caution when routing wires between the passenger and engine compartments to avoid chafing or pinch
ing of wires. Use grommets over any exposed sharp edges and strain reliefs to keep wire s in place. Seal all
hole s to prevent moisture intrusion.

c. Route and secure all underhood wiring away from mechanical hazards such as exhaust manifolds and moving
parts (steering shaft, throttle linkage, fans, etc.).

d. Maintain as great a distance as possible between mobile radio power leads and the vehicle's electronic
modules and wiring. Avoid running power leads in parallel with vehicle wiring over long distances.

3. Antenna Location and Installation
a. Permanently installed antennas are preferable over magnetic, glass, or body lip mounts for anything other

than for low power or temporary installations. Most of these alternate antennas can reflect significant power
back at the feedpoint; this reflected power could then radiate from the feedline inside the passenger com
partment and be picked up by the vehicle wiring. However, a magnetic-mount antenna is a good tool for
checking the proposed fixed antenna location for unwanted effects on the vehicle since antenna location is
a major factor in these effects .

b. Glass mounted antennas should be kept as high as possible in the center of the rear window or windshield.
Some vehicles use glass that contains a thin metallic coating for defrosting or to control solar gain ; glass
mount antennas may NOT function properly when mounted on this type of glass. (Ford Privacy Glass
contains such a coating.) Also, refer to the antenna manufacturer's recommendations.

NOTE: On some Ford vehicles, the rear window contains the entertainment radio antennas (AM and FM).
A void using the rear window to mount mobile radio antennas in these vehicles.

c. If a magnetic mount antenna is used , take care to locate the magnetic base in a location which avoids
interference to the vehicle's compass mechanism, if so equipped. Also, some Ford vehicles use non-metallic
body panels (decklids, etc .). If metallic backing panels are used, do not block the reception paths for factory
installed antennas, such as Global Position Satellite (GPS) transceivers, if so equipped.

d. Antenna Tuning: It is important that the antenna be tuned properly and reflected power be kept less than
10% (VSWR less than 2:1).

NOTE: Your installation should be checked periodically for proper SWR and any signs of damag e or
deterioration to maintain proper operation with your vehicle.
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MOBILE RADIO INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

4. Antenna Cable Routing

a. Always use a high quality, one piece coaxial cable (at least 95% shield coverage). Connector quality and termi
nation techniques are just as important. The ARRL handbook provides excellent guidelines for terminating coaxial
cables.

b. The antenna cable should be treated in the same way as the control and power cables. Avoid sharp edges and
pinches and keep the cable as short as possible. Also, avoid routing the antenna cable in parallel with vehicle wiring
over long distances. If it is necessary to cross over wiring, cross at right angles. (In some cases, additional shielding
between the antenna cable and the vehicle wiring may be helpful.)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

1. Troubleshooting

a. Should vehicle-radio interaction develop following installation, the source of the problem should be identified
prior to further operation of the vehicle. Most interaction problems can be eliminated by following these instal
lation guidelines.

b. Possible causes of vehicle-radio interaction include:
• Antenna location (move antenna to another position)
• Antenna feed line routing (locate as far as possible from vehicle electronics and wiring)
• Inadequate shielding or loose/corroded connectors associated with the antenna feed line
• Mismatched antenna or high SWR
• Power feeds not connected directly to the vehicle battery
• Power feed routing (locate as far as possible from vehicle electronics and wiring)

c. If any vehicle-radio interaction problems exist after following these guidelines, contact your radio equipment
manufacturer for additional assistance.

2. Additional Sources of Information

• Radio Frequency Interference: How to Find It and Fix It [out of print.-Ed.]
ISBN: 0-87259-375-4
The American Radio Relay League, Inc.
Newington, Connecticut 06111-1494
Phone 860-594-0200/ Fax 860-594-0303

• Giving Two-Way Radio Its Voice (booklet)
Champion Spark Plug Company
Automotive Technical Services Dept.
P.O. Box 910, Toledo, Ohio 43661

3. Internet News Groups
• rec .radio.amateur.equipment
• rec.radio.amateur.misc
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[Editor' s Note: The follow ing is a reprint of "Radio Te lephone/Mob ile Radio Installation Guidelines" from the General Motors (GM)
Electrical Engin eering Center. GM makes these reco mmendatio ns for their produ cts on ly. The address shown at the end of the guidelines
is for current GM products onl y. Contact that address onl y after consult ation with your local GM repr esentative, and do not write with
que stion s about other manu factur ers' produ cts. Thanks to Don Hibbard, W8DB H , and Bill Sperbe r at GM for their help .]

NAO ENGINEERING CENTERS

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

..

APRIL 1996 ISSUE

RADIO TELEPHONE/MOBILE RADIO
INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

Certain radio telephones or land mobile radios orthe way in which they are installed may adversely affect
the vehicle operations such as the performance of the engine and driver information , entertainment and
electrical charging systems. Expenses incurred to protect the vehicle systems from any adverse effect of
any such installation are not the respo nsibility of General Motors Corpo ration . The following are general
guidelines for installing a radio telephone or land mobile radio in General Motors vehicles. These guide
lines are intended to supplement, but not to be used in place of, detailed instructions for such installations,
which are the sole responsibility of the manufacturer of the involved radio telephone or land mobile radio.
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INSTALLATION GUIDELINE

(refer to enclosed Figures during installation)

1. Transceiver Location
A. Locate transceiver for remote radios on driver 's side of

trunk as near to the vehicle body side as possible.

B. One piece transceivers should be mounted under dash or on
transmission hump where they will not interfere with vehicle
controls or passenger movement.

C. Great care should be taken not to mount any transceivers,
microphones, speakers or any other item in the deployment
path of a Supplemental Inflatable Restraint or "Air Bag".

2. Antenna Installation
A. Each vehicle model and body style reacts to radio

frequency energy differently. When dealing with an
unfamiliar vehic le, it is suggested that a magnetic -mount
antenna be used to check the proposed antenna location
for unwanted effects on the vehicle . Antenna location is a
major factor in these effects .

B. The Antenna should be a permanent-mount type located in
the center of the roof or center of the rear deck lid. Glass
mounted antennas should be kept as high as possible in
the center of the rear window or windshield. If a magnet
mount antenna is used, care should be taken to mount the
antenna in the same location as a permanent-mount type. If
a dispute-mount antenna is used, great care should be
taken to shield any tuning network from vehicle electronics
and wiring, or to mount the tuning network in an area
completely clear of vehicle electronics and wiring.

C. Standard metal mount antennas may be mounted on a ve
hicle with nonmetallic body panels by two methods . Most
nonmetallic skinned vehicles have metal frames underneath .
Mounting the antenna near a metal frame section and bond
ing the antenna mount to the frame with a short metal strap
will provide the groundplane connection . Some antenna
manufacturers offer "groundplane kits" that consist of self
adhesive metal foil that may be attached to the body panel
to provide the groundplane for the antenna .

D. Some vehicles use glass that contains a thin metall ic layer
for defrosting or to control solar gain. Glass mount antennas
wil l NOT function when mounted on this type of glass . Con
sult your GM dealer or owner's manual to determine if this
glass is insta lled on your vehicle.

3. Antenna Cable Routing
A. Always use a high quality coax (at least 95% shield

coverage) located away from the Engine Contro l Module
and other electronic modules .

B. Care should be taken to maintain as great a distance as
possible between any vehicle wiring and the feedline

4. Antenna Tuning
A. It is important that the antenna be tuned property and

reflected power be kept to less than 10% (VSWR less
than 2:1).

5. Radio Wiring and Connection Locations
A. Connecting radio power on General Motors vehicles is

model dependent. The installer must decide which one
of the following four methods will be appropriate.
1) Connect the positive and negative leads directly to
the battery terminals (illustrated in this guideline) .
2) Connect the positive lead to the auxiliary power
terminal (identified by a red plastic cover in the under
hood area) and connect the negative lead directly to the
negative battery terminal. 3) Connect the positive lead to
the auxiliary power terminal and connect the negative
lead to the battery body connection point (identified by a

short #10 AWG or larger wire running from the negative
battery terminal to the body of the vehicle) . 4) Connect
the positive and negative leads to the Special Equipment
Option (SEO) wiring provided for this purpose.

B. If connections are made directly to the battery terminals,
the GM approved methods of connecting auxiliary wiring
include the adapter package illustrated in Figure D, NAPA
Belden replacement battery bolts (part #728198), or
drilling and tapping the hex end of the original battery bolts
10-32 x 3/8" deep. Note: It is recommended that a fuse be
placed in the transceiver negative lead to prevent possible
transceiver damage in the event the battery to engine
block ground lead is inadvertently disconnected.

C. For ONE-PIECE TRANSCEIVERS where ignition switch
contro l is desired and no SEO wiring exist, a 12 Volt
power contactor must be installed in the transceiver
positive lead. The contractor should be located near a
proper 12 Volt feed. The coil of the contactor should be
connected through an appropriate in-line fuse to an
available accessory circuit or ignition circuit not powered
during cranking . The contactor coil must return to a
proper negative point. Detail "A" illustrates direct
connection to the vehicle battery .

D. Any negative lead from a handset or control unit must
return to a proper negat ive connection point. It is
preferable that the positive lead for a handset or control
unit be connected directly to a proper positive feed . If
ignition switch control is desired, the handset or control
unit positive lead may be connected through an appropri
ate in-line fuse to an available accessory circuit or
ignition circuit not powered during cranking . It is' recom
mended that the handset or control unit positive and
negative leads be appropriately fused separately from the
transce iver posit ive and negative leads.

E. If multiple transce ivers or receivers are to be installed in
the vehicle, power leads to the trunk or under dash
should be connected to covered, insulated terminal strips.
All transceivers or receivers may then have their power
leads connected to the strips . This makes a neater
installation and reduces the number of wires running to
the vehicle underhood area.

6. Radio Wire Routing
A. The power leads should be brought through a grommeted

hole in the front bulkhead that must be provided by the
installer. For trunk-mounted transceivers, the cables
should continue on along the driver's side door sills,
under the rear seat, and into the trunk through the rear
bulkhead. All attempts should be made to maintain as
great a distance as possible between radio power leads
and vehicle electronic modules and wiring .

B. If any vehicle-radio interaction problems exist after
following this guideline, the vehicle should be returned to
a GM dealer for examination and resolution of the
problem .

7. Troubleshooting
A. Should vehicle-radio interact ion develop following

installation, the source of the problem should be deter
mined prior to further operation of the vehicle . Most
interaction problems can be eliminated by following the
installation guideline .

B. If any vehicle-radio interaction problems exist after
followinq this guideline, the vehicle should be returned to
a GM dealer for examination and resolution of the
problem.
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AC-Delco Side Terminal Adapter
Package 1846855, when combined with
the longer battery bolt and spacer will
provide the simple, tight, corrosion
resistant connection illustrated . Partscan
also be purchased at car dealerships,
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RFI Regulations and

Standards
RFI FROM A RULES POINT OF VIEW

Amateurs tend to think of RFI as a tech
nical problem, and it certainly is, but ev
ery interference problem also has social
and regulatory com ponents. In this chap
ter , we will look at how the rules affect
amateurs. Thi s discussion involves many
sections of FCC regulations including
Parts 0, i, 2, 15, 18, 68,76 and 97 of Title
47 of the Code of Fede ral Regulations.
Sections of the Communications Act of
1934, as amended, also addre ss interfer
ence. We will look at the regulatory re
sponsibilitie s of amateurs , con sumers,
manufacturers and the FCC, as well as
ways the ARRL and consumer groups can
assi st you in resol ving an interference
problem.

All of these regulations are tightly in
terwoven . How can we be expected to
solve inter ferenc e problems with all of this
regulation ? Generally, these regulations
help both amateurs and consumers under 
stand their responsibilities.

INTERFERENCE CLASSIFICATIONS

Although the focus of this book is pri
marily technical so lutions to technical
problems, some type s of interference do
not have technic al solutions at all. Opera
tional problems can cause significant dif
ficulties for other amateurs and often re
quire regulatory rather than technical
solutions. RFI problems have man y
causes, but generally, they are caused by
incompatibility between various elec
tronic systems. RFI problems can be
caused by inadequacies in the affected
equipment, the proximity of the affected
equipment to a strong RF signal or the
radiation of unwanted signal s by the trans
mitter that interfere with other radio ser
vices, such as spurious emissions.

Amateur-to-Amateur Interference

This topic may sound simple, but often

Regulations help define
acceptable conduct.

The rules covering RFI
help amateurs, their
neighbors and equip
ment manufacturers

understand and follow
their responsibilities.

it is not. Suppose, for example, that you' re
operating on your favorite 40-meter fre
quenc y, when you are suddenly plagued
by severe splatter. Withou t the appropri
ate skills and equipment, it is not quite so
simple to dete rmine whether the source is
an amateur or a nonam ateur.

It is important for all amateurs to follow
all FCC rules at all times. Specific technical
standards can be found in Part 97 and they
help amateurs avoid causing interference to
other amateurs and nonamateurs. (See the
Part 97 rules section later in this chapter.)
The technical standards in the rules state that
amateurs are not permitted to occupy more
bandwidth than necessary for the informa
tion rate and type of emission; amateurs
must use good engineering practice to re
duce spurious emissions and amateurs must
use the minimum power necessary to carry
out the desired communications. The FCC
may even impose "quiet hours" if the ama
teur station is found to be causing interfer
ence with receivers of good engineering
design .

Nonamateur-to-Amateur
Interference

Have you ever turn ed on your ham
transmitter and encountered interference
from an unknown source? Sometimes,
amateurs receive interference caused by
nonam ateur s and these generally require
techni cal and regulatory solutions as well
as it good dose of common sense. Non
amateu r sources could include other radio
transmitters or non-transmitters, such as
computers. In some cases of in-band in
terference, such as the 30-met er amateur
band , Amateur Radio is secon dary to the
other radio services intern ationally. In
that case, amateurs not only may need to
accept the interference, but must be cer
tain we do not cause interference to the
primary users of the band . The ARRL Op
erating Manual and The FCC Rule Book
give details on how some ham bands are
shared.

When faced with nonamateur RFI prob
lems, it is impor tant to point out to the
owner of the interfering device what FCC
rules say about causing inter ference to
other services. It 's no secret that as more
poorl y designed consumer devices enter
the marketplace, the potential for RFI
problems to (and from! ) Amateur Radio
equipment increases. These types of in
terference can involve many different
governm ent and nongovern ment services.
It isn 't always easy to explain to the own
ers of the device or system that you are
experiencing inte rferenc e from their
devices . It is impo rtant to conduct a tech
nical investigation to determine whether
the interference results from noise.funda
mental ove rload or unwanted emissions
such as spurious emissions. These terms
are defined later in this chapter.

It is esse ntial to have a good under
standing of what FCC rules say about RF
devices operating in more than a dozen
author ized radio services. In most cases,

By John Hennessee, N1KB· ARRL HQ Regulatory Information Specialist
Dennis Bodson, W4PWF • ARRL Roanoke Division Vice Director • 233 N Columbus St • Arlington , VA 22203
Paul C. Smith , K0PS· 12328 Jasmine sr- Brighton, CO 80601
Gary Hendrickson, W3DTN • 1419 Larch Rd • Severn, MD 21144
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ARRL Assistance
Few RFI problems involve only one person . In fact ,

most involve several people and, in some cases , whole
armies of people! Your ARRL interference assistance
team can include Technical Coordinators and Technical
Specialists, Amateur Auxiliary members (Official Observ 
ers and Official Observer Coordinators) , ARRL Volunteer
Counsel and Volunteer Consult ing Engineers, Local
Interference Committees and RFIITV I Committees as
well as Section Managers . All of these volunteers work
together to help you solve interference problems .

Members of the Amateur Auxiliary to the FCC's
Compliance and Information Bureau are authorized to
formally assis t the FCC with data gathering for amateur
to-amateur interference problems. The Amateur Auxiliary
is comprised of ARRL Official Observers who spend
many hours of their time each month listening on the air
for Part 97 rule violators. An ARRL Official Observer
Coordinator oversees the Amateur Auxiliary in a particu
lar section. The compla int must constitute a specific Part
97 rule violation to be act ionable . Contact your ARRL
Section Manager (see page 12 of any QS7) for informa
tion about the Amateur Auxiliary and for the name of an
00 or OOC in your section,

Some ARRL Aff il iated Clubs sponsor Locallnterfer
ence Committees. L1Cs deal only with amateur-to
amateur operational difficu lties . L1Cs can often
provide direction find ing equipment and expertise to
locate interference caused by amateurs . ARRL HQ
can also refer you to the appropriate sources of
ass istance . Contact the ARRL by mail at 225 Main St ,
Newington , CT 06111 ; by telephone at 1-860-594
0200; by fax at 1-860-594-0259 or bye-mail at
reginfo@arrl.org. The ARRL Web page can be found

at www.arrl.org .
Don 't contact the FCC first. Amateur-to-ama teur

interference problems are expected to be solved among
the amateur community and through the Amateur Auxiliary.
Sometimes the problem may involve a nonamateur or
"bootlegger" who uses an amateur station illegally. The
Amateur Auxiliary can help. This provision is meant to
cover the unauthorized use of amateurfrequencies by
amateurs. See Chapter 1 for more information.

If you are faced with an interference problem and your
neighbor is convinced that it's that "ham radio thing," help
is available in evaluating the problem. It can be reported to
your ARRL Technical Coordinator as suggested in the First
Steps chapter. Technical assistance can also be sought
from a club RFlor TVI Committee. In many cases, the
technical cause of RFI is the device or system. Your ARRL
Section Manager can refer you to your TC and to other
local sources of assistance. The ARRL Technicallnforma
tion Service can also refer you to appropriate sources of
assistance . It can be contacted by mail at ARRL HQ (see
contact information mentioned earlier) or bye-mail at
tis@arrl.org. The ARRL TIS Web page at http://
www.arrl.orgltis/ contains a great deal of technical
assistance.

Amateurs can sometimes receive interference from
commercial radio services such as an improperly
functioning pager or other transmitter which emits
spurious emissions or other unwanted emiss ions. It is
the responsibility of the device operator to eliminate
interference to other authorized radio services. See the
information on Parts 2 and 97 at the end of this chapter
for a discussion of amateur respons ibilities relating to
transmitter operation.

Powerline Interference Problems-What Can I Do?
Power-line RFI problems can cause major headaches for amateurs. An

entire chapter of this book is devoted to electrical and power-line interference
problems . As with other Part 15 devices (a power line is an unintentional
radiator) it is up to the system operator to resolve harmfu l interference
problems to licensed radio services. If you are experiencing power-line noise,
inform the approp riate individual at your power company of its obligation.
Section 15.113 speaks of power- line carrier systems in the 9 to 490 kHz
range, but this is of no significance to amateurs since there are no amateur
bands in that segment. The provisions of Sections 15.5 and 15.13 apply. See
the section of this chapter on Part 15.

Contact the power-line system operator through their usual RFI complaint
process . If the interference hasn't been corrected after a reasonable time,
write the General Manager in a registered , return receipt lette r. Keep a copy
of all correspondence. If you hear nothing afte r a reasonable time (usually 30
days) , send a follow up letter to the General Manager of your power company
with a copy sent to the President or Executive Vice President of your power
company . If the situation is not corrected to your satisfaction after a reason
able time , send a registered lette r to the Chairman or Commissioner of your
state Public Utilities Commission (PUC) . Your state PUC can usually be
found in the "State Government" sect ion of your telephone book. A list of
PUC addresses can also be downloaded from http://www.essential.org/
cpt/isdn/contacts. html. You may also contact the Regulatory Information
Branch at ARRL HQ.

RF devices aren' t permitted to cause in
terfe rence to other authoriz ed radio ser
vices and if they do, the device operator is
requi red to correct the interference. Part
15 goes into grea t detail about the inter
fere nce pote ntia l of these unlice nsed RF
dev ices and the res ponsibility of the
device operator. Exampl es of Part J5 de
vices incl ude touch lamps, comp uters,
garage doo r openers and cordless micro
phones. They aren' t supposed to cause
interference to other serv ices, but some
times they do . In most cases, Part 15 de
vice manufac ture rs must notify consum
ers of the interference potenti al. It is
important fo r amateurs to know that the
man ufact urer has told consumers about
the interference potentia l. This will be
discussed in detail in the section of this
chapter on Part 15 rules.

Amateurs are not protec ted from cer
tain RF devices such as Industria l, Scien 
tifi c and Medica l devices which operate
under Part 18 on certain frequencies . ISM
devices can include kidney dialysis ma
chines and devices used in heavy indus
tries . This too will be discussed in detail
later in this chapter.

Ano ther common source of interfer
ence to amate urs is RFI from cable televi-
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sion and power line systems. See the ac
company ing text and sidebars.

Power-lin e noise , another possible
source of interference for amateurs, is
regulated by Part 15 standards . Powerline

company systems must not cause interfer
ence to other licensed radio services, in
cluding the Amateur Radio Service. Of
course , amateurs are cautioned again st
making any changes to cable or power-



Leaky Cable Television Systems-Help!
If you're operating on your favorite repeater on 145.25 MHz and a strong

carrier shows up that you determine is emanating from a leaky cable television
system, the cable company probably doesn't realize there is a problem . Part 76
regulations state, however , that cable companies can't exceed certain stan
dards for leakage and if they do, it is their responsibil ity to correct the problem.

Inform the cable company of its obligations in resolv ing the interference.
Even if the leak from the cable system is below the FCC leakage require 
ments, the interference could still be caused by a leak in the cable system.
An interfering signal that's more than 40 dB below the video carrier leve l can
still cause interference! If the leak is not severe, the cable company may tell
you they don't have to fix it. The cable company must adhere to specific
regulations concerning performance standards. See the discussion of Part
76 rules later in this chapter.

§76.605(a) states, among other things, that the carrier-to-noise ratio must
be at least 43 dB and the carrier-to-coherent disturbances ratio must be at
least 51 dB. Part 76, especially §§76.613 and 76 .617 state clearly that
interference from a cable system is the responsibil ity of the system operator.
These regulations, and the ARRL Cable TV RFI package, will help your
cable operators to understand their responsibilities.

Remind the cable company of its obligation under the above provision in a
certi fied, return-receipt letter. Keep copies of the correspondence and a
record of all personal contacts. If you do not receive a satisfactory response
within a reasonable amount of time (usually 30 days) , send another certified
letter to the General Manager, and send a copy to the National Cable
Television Association (NCTA) :

National Cable Television Assn
Director of Engineering
Science and Technology Dept
1724 Massachusetts Ave , NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel : 202-775-3550
World Wide Web: http://www.ncta.com/
If your cable company needs some help understanding their responsibility ,

you or they should contact the ARRL Liaison to the NCTA. He is:
Robert V. C. Dickinson, W3HJ
Dovetail Surveys, Inc.
961 Marcon Blvd , Suite 450
Allentown, PA 18103
Tel : 610-264-0100
e-mail: rvcd@dovetailscLcom
If there is no solution after these steps have been taken, contact the FCC in

writing and explain the steps taken to solve the problem. Contact the FCC only
as a last resort. Ask the FCC to assign a case number for later reference.
-John C. Hennessee, NtKB, ARRL Regulatory Information Specialist , ARRL
HQ

line wiring; that should only be done by an
ex perie nce d employee of the cab le or
power-line company.

Amateur-to-Nonamateur
Interference

Th is category of inte rference is the pri
mary focu s of much of this book. It is what
most hams mean when they say "RFI."
Many amateurs are all too familiar with
amateur-to-nonamateur interference;
some have received the dreaded phone call
or knock on the door from an irate neigh
bor advising them of an RFI problem . As
with the other classifi cations of interfer
ence, there is a strong regulatory compo
nent. When faced with an RFI situation,
the fir st reaction fro m the con sumer is

often "It ' s your fault!" The most helpful
reply from an am ateur is simply , "N ot
necessaril y." As mentioned before, it is
necessary to determine whether the inte r
fer enc e is caused by electrical noise,
fundam ental ove rload or unwanted emis
sions such as spuri ous emiss ions . The
other chapters in this book can be very
helpful in evaluating such situations.

Amateur-to-Nonamateur Inter
ference Inside the Ham Bands

Amateurs can potentially cause interfer
ence to user s of other licensed radio
services, and they can be across town or
half a world away. Amateurs are prohibited
from causing interference to users in other
services (and vice versa) when the band is

shared and the amateur allocation is the
lower sharing status. This is discussed in
great detail in Part 2. Services in a specific
segment are generall y of exclusive, primary
or secondary status. A station in a secondary
service must not cause harmful interference
to, and must accept interference from, sta
tions in a primary service. Specific sharing
arrangements are long and detailed. They
can be found in §2.106. Complete details of
the sharing status of all amateur bands can
be found in The FCC Rule Book , published
by ARRL and TheARRL Operating Manual ,
available from ARRL HQ or Amateur Radio
dealers.

Nonamateur-to-Nonamateur
Interference

Nonamateurs sometimes blame hams
for interference when the source actually
originates from a nonamateur. After all,
it's an RF jungle out there! Ham s may be
blamed for inte rference cau sed by electri
cal noise, another device inside a neigh
bor' s own home, CB operators, defective
consumer equipmentor even another nearby
amateur. Naturall y, FCC regulations don't
require you to be responsible for interfer
ence you are not causing. If this happens to
you, as discussed in the First Steps chapter,
your station log may help demonstrate to you
and your neighbors that you are not the
source of the interference.

Even though there is no obligation to do
so, amateurs are encouraged to help solve
the interference problem. Your own radio
operation may also be affected by the in
terference. In addition , if you are able to
help a neighbor track down a local inter
ference problem, you may turn from the
villain into a neighborhood hero. Your
new reputation may pro ve especially help
ful if you ever are involved in an RFI
problem that involves your station .

Even the FCC doesn't have authority
over certain types of interference that
originate outside the US. One example: a
strong foreign military radar signal that
cau ses interference to the US Amateur
Radi o Service . The ARRL Monitoring
Syste m routinely reports instances of
nonamateur intru sion on amateur frequen
cie s each month. Th is information is
relayed to the FCC Noti fications Bran ch
in Washington, DC, for appropri ate for
eign governmental action .

As mentioned earlier, it isn't always
possible to know whether over-the-air in
terference is being cau sed by an amateur
or a nonamateur. If the interferer is found
to be a nonamateur, the Ama teur Auxil
iary may continue to gathe r information
on the matt er since the Amateur Auxiliary
has been ex panded to cover these in
sta nces . Th is is sometimes the case when,
for example, an unlicensed individual
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Causes of Int erference
There are three types of interference:
Noise: This is interference caused by an electronic source such as a

defective touch lamp or neon sign , compu ter systems, electric fence,
power-l ine noise and literally hundreds of other sources. Both amateurs
and nonamateurs experience elec trical noise. Noise caused by an electri
cal device can indicate an unsafe cond ition that needs to be corrected.
Your neighbor may be surprised that he is the source of the interference,
but pleased that you are his neighbor because you helped correct the
problem for both of you!

Overload: Fundamental overload often results from the inabil ity of a
consumer device to rejec t stro ng and nearby signals. The device isn't
supposed to receive your signal , but it does . Amateurs are not legally
responsible for interference to a consumer device resulting from your
fundamental signal! Consumer devices must be properly filtered and
shielded in orde r to reject an amate ur fundamental frequency where you
are licensed to operate. Consumers must contact the device manufacturer
for advice on shield ing and fil tering .

Unwanted emissions : Transmitters sometimes inadvertently transmit
weak signals on frequencies for which the transmitter was not intended .
These signa ls can have various regulatory classifications, but are most
commonly referred to as spurious emissions. FCC regulations are quite
clear about interference caused by spurious emissions: The operator of
the transmitter must take whatever steps to reduce the "spurs" as required
by FCC regulations. Spurious emissions mus t not cause interference to
other authorized radio services. This point is echoed over and over in each
of the FCC rule Parts mentioned in this chapter. If the interference is
caused by spurious emissions from the transmitter, the transmitter opera
tor must take whatever actio n is necessary to eliminate the interference. If
the amateur is not causing interference to his or her own consu mer
devices, it's a pretty sure bet that he isn't transmitting spurious emissions.

illegally uses the call of an amate ur (a
"boo tlegger.") If the interference is
caused by a nonamateur using a
nonamateur device in the Amateur Radio
Serv ice, it is the responsibility of the Fed
eral Communications Commission to
solve these type problems. The FCC can
be contacted by phone at 1-888-CALL
FCC. The FCC Web page can be found at
www.fcc .gov .

WHO'S RESPONSIBLE FOR RFI?

In one word-everyone. Everyone in
volved in an interference problem may
have responsibilities and they must ad
dress those responsibilities fairly if a so
lution is to be found. Over and above the
letter of the law, the FCC encourages an
atmosphere of cooperation and trust when
it comes to reso lving RFI problems.

Responsibil ity may be shared between
various people involved in the problem,
but often to varying degrees. For example,
if an elec trica l noise genera tor is -the
source of the interference, it is the respon
sibility of the device operator to rectify
the problem. If the amateur transmitter is
being operated in a completely legal man
ner using good engineering practice, the
interference is probably caused by design
deficienc ies in the affec ted device, often

fundame ntal overload.

Amateur Res ponsibili ties

Let' s cut to the chase-most hams
would ask the question: "When one ofmy
neighbors has an interference problem,
what do the rules say about whether it is
my fault or not?" This question is espe
cially important if one of your neighbors
raises it. The bottom line is simple: The
amateur is responsible for the proper op
erat ion of his or her station, which means
that all Part 97 rules must be followed at
all times. If the amateur isn't experie nc
ing a problem with his own consumer
equipment, it' s a pretty sure bet that his
equipment isn't at fault.

As an amateur, you are responsible only
for interfere nce that resu lts from FCC
rules vio lations at your station. In the RFI
world, this means that if your station is
transmitting signals outside the amateur
band that cause inte rference to other ra 
dio services, it is your responsibili ty. This
is the only spec ific requirement under Part
97 rules.

The owner of a transmitter that emits
spurious emissions is responsible for mak
ing sure that the transmitter meets all tech
nical specifications of the service in which
it operates. In the Amateur Radio Service,

Subpart D of Part 97 gives technical stan
dards for amateur transmissions.

Co nsumer Resp ons ibilities

The consumer is responsible for coop
erating with the amate ur, the manufacturer
and the FCC as a solution to the problem
is sought. However, nonamateurs experi 
encing RFI often don't understand many
of the technical concepts that are vital to
resolving an RFI problem. When you first
start talking about FCC rules with your
neighbor, start by talking about what the
rules require of you, as a radio operator.
At this point, your neighbor will probably be
listening, because you are talking about what

RF I to Telephones and
Audio Devices: Who is
responsible?

Interference to telephones and
other audio devices is not the fault
of the transmitter. A quick quote
from the FCC's Interference
Handbook should explain things
clearly:

Telephone interference
generally happens because
telephones are not designed to
operate near radio transmitters
and the telephone improperly
functions as a radio receiver.

The FCC doesn't require that
telephones include RFI protection
and they don't offer legal protection
to users of telephones that are
susceptible to interference. One
way of explaining this concept to
consumers is to compare it to the
difference between a disease and a
symptom where the symptom is the
interference and the disease is the
susceptibil ity to interference. The
disease has always been there , but
has been lying dormant until a
signal is present.

Cordless telephones are highly
susceptible to interference; they
are unlicensed low power transm it
ters (called Part 15 devices) . Part
15 regulations require a label
notifying consumers of the interfe r
ence potent ial. Users are also
required to discont inue operation if
they cause interference to a
licensed radio service , and they are
required to eliminate any interfer
ence. Consume rs must contact
telephone manufactu rers for
technical assistance. If the manu
facturer can't be contacted or isn't
willing to help, contact the Con
sumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association. Part 15 regulations
will also be discussed later in the
chapter.
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you must do. You can then explain the other
possible causes of interference, pointing out
that the rules apply equally to everyone.
They can see rules and you can gain middle
ground in solving RFI problems.

In its Interference Handbook, the FCC
is very cle ar in its advice to con sumers
faced with interference problems. Thi s is
very helpful in getting amateurs "off the
hook " when the interference isn 't caused
by the amateur transceiver. Page I states:

I. Check the Installation of Your Equip
ment

Many interference problems are the
direct result of poor equipment instal
lation. Cost-cutting manufacturing

techniques, such as insuffici ent shield
ing or inadequate filt erin g, may also
cau se your equipment to react to a
nearb y radio transmitter. This is not the
fault of the tran smitter and little can be
done to the tran smitter to correct the
problem. If a correction cannot be made
at the transmitter, act ions must be taken
to stop your equipment from reacting to
the transmitter. These methods may be
as easy as adju sting your equipment or
replacing a broken wire. Th ese and
other simple correct ions may be accom
plished without the help of a service
technician.
Never underestimate the importance of

personal diplomacy when you're con
fro nted with an RFI problem. The way you
beha ve when your neighbor comes knock
ing sets the tone for every thing that fol
lows. No matter what you think of your
neighbor, you have to remember that the
best solutions are built on cooperation and
trust. Knowing all the technical tricks in
the book won't do you a bit of good if your
neighbor won' t even talk to you!

Manufacturer Responsibilities

The manufacturer of the consumer elec
tronic s devic e is respon sible for meeting
certain regulations and standards before
the device can be marketed. Manufactur-

WHAT IF .•.
What If ... Your Landlord Threatens to
Evict You Over RFI?

If a landlord threatens eviction over RFI, you need to
obtain legal advice. Contact an ARRL Volunteer Counsel
or other lawyer immediately. Lease agreements are
private contractual agreements between the landowner
and the person leasing the dwelling. Certain restrictions
may prohibit antennas and RFI. Even if the agreement
doesn't specifically state that antennas are prohibited, the
landlord can do whatever he deems necessary to protect
his property. PRB-1, the part ial preemption of state and
local regulations, offers no protection to amateurs who
sign voluntary agreements.

What if ... You are Faced with Restrictive
RFI Covenants?

Amateurs are typically faced with two different types of
covenant language in deed restrictions dealing with RFI
incidents. The first is a provision that prohibits "radio or
television transmitting facilities" within a dwelling or on the
property. These are of questionable validity, since they
have the effect of invalidat ing or restricting an amateur
license at the station location . The second type is much
more difficult to address. It would typically prohibit any
"noxious or offensive activities" of a property owner. While
this is a generalized provision, it has been applied in
several instances to even public service activities such as
amateur radio , if the activity results in RFI in consumer
electronics of neighbors.

While the FCC indeed has exclusive jurisdiction over RFI,
state courts have found that covenant language, which are
essentially private agreements between sellers and buyers
of land, is to be enforced in any case. The courts are
generally reluctant to interfere with private contractual
agreements, and so they are usually upheld in case of
challenges .

In situations where the covenant is deemed to "run with
the land," covenant language need not even appear in the
contract for the purchase of real property, if it appears in
the subdivision plat and in the deed by which the property
is conveyed to the buyer. This is the reason land records
are checked to see if there are any type of restrictions
from years past each time property is bought or sold .
ARRL Volunteer Counsel members (hams who are also
lawyers) can give you specific legal advice regarding

covenants. To find the name and phone number of a VC,
contact ARRL HQ or check the ARRL Web page at http://
www.arrl.org/field/regulations/locai/vc.html.

What If... Your Neighbor Threatens to
Take You to Court Over RFI?

In rare instances, neighbors will threaten amateurs with
court action over RFI matters. Even though the FCC has
sole jurisdiction over interference, this can create compli
cated and often expensive legal problems as you defend
yourself. If this happens to you, obtain the name of an
ARRL Volunteer Counsel (VC) or other lawyer in your area.
The initial consultation with a VC is always without charge.

What if . . . the Cops Show Up?
This may seem unlikely, but it could happen. After all,

consumers don't usually like to hear that their device is at
fault. They want the interference stopped and they want it
stopped now! If local law enforcement officers are
informed, they should know that only the FCC has
jurisdiction over interference cases. This chapter clearly
details the exclusive FCC jurisdiction. Owning a copy of
The RFI Book can help you educate not only your
neighbors, but also local law enforcement officials.

Even though you may not be at fault in an interference
case, never argue with a law enforcement officer. Politely
explain the FCC preemption. If an interference case
becomes a dispute between two individuals, the interfer
ence problem may become secondary. ARRL Volunteer
Counsel members can also help explain the legal basis
for the interference preemption.

What If ...
If you are involved in any of these "What If . . ." cases ,

it may be helpful to solicit the help of an attorney, even
when the law is on the side of Amateur Radio. While the
courts clearly do not have jurisdiction over RFI matters ,
preparing to appear before a judge is potentially expen
sive. A VC can often resolve the matter before the
amateur is taken to court . Some neighbors call the police
and try to have amateurs declared a "public nuisance" for
causing interference. Only the FCC has jurisdiction over
RFI cases! Contact ARRL HQ for the "RFI-Legal" pack
age. ARRL HQ can also send you sample RFI court
cases.-Chris Imlay, W3KD, ARRL General Counsel
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ers are usually helpful with consumer RFI
problems to their devices .

The manufacturers also shoulder some
responsibility for RFI problems. Public
Law 97-259, enacted in 1982, gave the
FCC the authority to regul ate the stan
dard s for the susceptibility of home enter
tainment equipment sold in the United
States. The FCC, working with equipment
manufacturers, decided to allow them to
develop standards for RFI immunity and
implement their own voluntary compli
ance programs. No system is perfect,
especially a voluntary system, but the
ARRL HQ Laboratory staff has noted that
RFI complaints invol ving TVs, for ex
ample, seem to be decreasing.

The FCC has stated that many RFI prob
lems aren't caused by a nearby transmitter,
but by lack of RFI protection by the manu
facturer. Most manufacturers respond ap
propriately if contacted about consumer
RFI. The Consumer Electronics Manufac
turers Association Can help you find the
right person to contact. Contact:

Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Assoc iation (CEMA)

2500 Wil son Blvd
Arlington, VA 22205-3834
Tel : 703-907-7626,
World Wide Web :

http://www.cemacity.org/

Consumers should be encouraged to
contact CEMA if an interference problem
with a piece of consumer electronic equip
ment occurs. They can determine who you
should get in touch with for assistance.
CEMA prefers that you write rather than
call. The details of a problem can often be
communicated more clearly in written
corre spondence.

You may be surprised to know that the
number of reported cases of interference
to consumer electronic equipment in re
cent years has been very small. As a radio
service, this is our fault! Amateurs are
notorious for not reporting RFI problems
to manufacturers . Contact the manufac
turers! Working with manufacturers
makes them aware of the need to continue
to develop better shielding and filtering
methods. It also demonstrates to your
neighbor that the manufacturer should re
ceive a little of his anger and frustration
too .

The FCC and the ARRL are both active
in an industry group (in cooperation with
the American National Standards Insti
tute, ANSI) that is studying RF immunity
issue s. Thi s group, call ed the Ad Hoc
Committee on Public Law 97-259 of the
Accredited Standard s Committee C-63 ,
has set an RFI-rejection standard for cer
tain home electronic equipment. The vol
untary standard provides for TVs and
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VCRs to reject unwanted-signal field
strengths of not less than I volt per meter
(I V/m). This standard is not sufficient for
full-power amateur stations under "worst
case" conditions, but it covers the major
ity of case s.

FCC Responsibilties

The FCC will do what it can to assi st
consumers and amateurs, usually from an
informational standpoint. The FCC can be
cont acted by phone at 1-888 -CALL FCC,
or bye-mail at calIctr@nightwind.
fcc.gov. The World Wide Web page is at
www.fcc.gov. The role of the FCC has
changed over the past decade from that
of the sole problem solver for the masses
experiencing RFI to that of a consultant
and information source.

When faced with an amateur-to
nonamateur interference problem, encour
age the complainant to obt ain a copy of
the FCC Interference Handbook. It will
save you and your neighbor lots of time
and undue fru stration. A copy of the
FCC's Interferenc e Handbook can be
found at the end of this book . The FCC
Interference Handbook can be down 
loaded electronically at http: //www.fcc.
gov/cib/.

FCC STRUCTURE AND
REGULATORY PROCESS

To see how ham radio fits in to the rest
of the radio world, let's consider the overall
structure of the FCC and its rules. These are
the rules that affect amateurs faced with RFI
problems, either directly or indirectly.

The Amateur Radio Service is just one
of man y services administered by the
FCC's Wireless Telecommunications Bu
reau . FCC regulation and treatment ofRFI
is discussed in greater detail later in this
chapter.

The FCC does not function under any
other Government department. It is a
sovereign federal agency created by Con
gress and, as such, report s directly to
Congress. The FCC staff is organized on a
functional basis. There are six operating
bureaus (Mass Media, Wireless Telecom
munications ,Common Carrier, Compliance
and Information, International and Cable
Services) and IOstaff offices: Engineering
and Technolog y, General Counsel , Manag
ing Director , Public Affairs, Legislative and
Intergovernmental Affairs, Administrati ve
Law Judges, Plans and Policy, Communica
tions Business Opportunitie s, Workplace
Diversity and Inspector General. Its
headquarters is in Washington, DC.

The Amateur Radio Servi ce is managed
by the FCC' s Wirel ess Telecommunica
tion s Bureau, which makes and imple
ment s amateur rule s. The FCC ' s Compli
ance and Information Bureau has the

responsibility for monitoring and opera 
tions. In 1996, the FCC restructured the
CIB. Taking advantage of techno logy ad
vances, the FCC upgraded all nine of its
monitoring stations around the country by
installing new High Frequency Direction
Finding (HFDF) equipment, which covers
the frequency range of 100 kHz through
30 MHz. All nine sites, which are now re
ferred to as the National Automated Moni
toring Network, are remotely controlled
from a central control office located in
Columbia, Maryl and .

Additionally, the FCC closed nine of its
25 field offices, replacing them with two
"resident agent s" per office and consoli 
dated its six Regional Offices into three
(Chicago, Kansas City and San Francisco).
A central, toll-free calling line provides an
improved level of customer service. This
telephone number, 1-888 CALL FCC
(1-888-225-5322), should now be used for
all cont acts with the FCC .

FCC Preemption of RFI

Only the FCC has jurisdiction over in
terference. Municipal zoning authorities,
including local law enforcement officials,
do not have that authority .

As with restrictive antenna ordinances,
the FCC, through a directive from Congress,
has preempted any concurrent state or local
regulation of RFI pursuant to the provisions
of §302(a) of the Communications Act of
1934, as amended . The legal cite is: 47 USC
§302(a) and it provides that the:

Commission may , consistent with the
public interest, convenience, and neces
sity, make reasonable regulations (I)
governing the interference potential of
devices which in their operation are ca
pable of emitting radio frequency en
ergy by radiation, conduction, or other
means in sufficient degree to cause
harmful interference to radio communi
cations; and (2) establishing minimum
performance standards for home elec
tronic equipment and systems to reduce
their susceptibility to interference from
radio frequency energy. Such regula
tion s shall be applicable to the manufac
ture , import, sale, offer for sale, or ship
ment of such devices and home
electronic equipment and systems , and
to the use of such devices.

The legislative histor y of §302(a) pro
vides explicitly that the Commis sion has
exclusive authority to regulate radio
frequency interference (RFI) . In its Con
ference Report No. 97-765 , Congress
declared:

The Conference Substitute is further
intended to clarify the reservation of
exclusi ve jurisdiction to the Federal
Communications Commission over



matters involving RFI. Such matters
shall not be regulated by local or state
law, nor shall rad io transmitting be
subject to loca l or state regulation as
part of any effort to resolve an RFI
comp laint.

The legal cite for this report is: H.R.
Report No. 765, 97th Cong ., 2d Sess. 33
(1982), reprinted at 1982 U.S. Code Congo
& Ad Ne ws 2277.

State laws and loca l ordinances that re
quire amateurs to cease operations or in
cur penalties as a consequence of radio in
terference thus have been entirely
preempted by Congress. This was written ,
by then -FCC General Counsel Rober t L.
Pettit in a letter dated February 14, 1990 to
ARRL General Counse l Chris Imlay,
W3KD. Amateurs experiencing diff icul
ties convincing local zoning authorities
and others of the FCC sole jurisdiction
over Rl'I may request the ARRL "RFI
Lega l" package from ARRL HQ.

FCC Preempt ion of Restrictive
Antenna Ord inances

In many cases, neighbors who are con
cerned about amateur tower installa tions
may focus on poss ible RFI problems as
part of their concerns. Loca l zoning bod
ies sometimes try and overstep their lega l
bounds when it comes to zoning and this
can cause headaches for amateurs. Local
governments must reasonably accommo
date amateur operations in zoning deci
sions as documen ted by the partial pre
emption called PRB-I . The legal cite for
PRB - I is: 10 1 FCC 2d 952 (198 5) .
§97.15(e) prov ides that an amate ur station
ante nna structure may be erected at
heights and dime nsio ns suffic ient to ac
commodate effective amateur serv ice
comm unications . See the specific word 
ing later in this chapter. Loca l authorities
may adopt regulations pertaining to place 
ment, scree ning or heigh t of antennas, if
such regulations are based on hea lth,
safety or aesthetic considerations and rea
sonably accommodate amateur comm uni
cations .

Loca l governments may not, however,
base their regulation of amateur service
antenna structures on the causation of in
terference to home electronic equ ip
ment-an area regulated exclusively by
the Comm ission .

How does this affect RFI ? Some local
governments mistakenly believe that if an
amateur antenna is lowered, the potential
for interference decre ases. The FCC has
gone on record as stat ing that there is no
reasonable connec tion between requ iring
an amateur to reduce the height of his
tower and reducing the amoun t of inter
ference to his neighbor' s home electronic

equi pment. On the contrary, antenna
height is inver sely related to the strength,
in the horizontal plane, of the rad io signal
that serves as a catalyst for interference in
susceptible home electronic equipment. It
is a matter of technical fact that the higher
an amateur antenna, the less likely it is
that RFI will appear in home electronic
equipment. Thi s statement was made in an
October 25, 1994 letter from former FCC
Private Radio Bureau Chief Ralph Haller.
It has been reprinted in The FCC Rule
Book, published by the ARRL.

For amate urs who are restricted unduly,
the Regu latory Information Branch at
ARRL HQ makes avai lable a packet of
information that cons ists of more than 200
pages of cases , sample ordinances, a com
munications height effectiveness study as
well as the text ofPRB-1and other helpfu l
information . HQ will also send you a list
of ARRL Volunteer Counsels-amateurs
who are also lawyers-so that they can
give you specific legal guida nce. A list of
ARRL Volunteer Consulting Engineers
hams who are also professional engi 
neers-is included . The "PRB -I package"
is avai lable to ARRL members for a
modest fee and a somewhat higher fee for
nonmembers.

Althoug h the 200 page PRB-I package
isn' t ava ilab le electronically, selected
portions of it are . For a copy of the II page
PRB- I document, see http://www.ar r I.
orgifieId/regulations /local /prb-l.html

For infor matio n on ARRL Volunteer
Counsel referrals, see http ://www.arrI.
orgifie ld/reguIations /local/vci.html and
http://www.a r rI. or g/fi eld/regu lati ons/
local/vc .html

For information on ARRL Volunteer
Consulting Engineer referrals, see http://
www .arrl.org/fieId/regulations/local/
vcei .html and http://www .arrl.orglfield/
regulations/local/vce.html

The ARRL Stud y titled "Antenna
Heig ht and Comm unications Effective 
ness" can be found at : http://www.arrl.
orgifieId/regulations/Iocal/antplnr.pdf

PRB- I is not a "cureall," and it cannot
help if you are faced with a covenant or
other deed restriction prob lems. PRB-l is
very specific to Amateur Radio installa
tion s and to local government zoning
ordinances.

FCC RULES, POLICY AND
STANDARDS

As stated at the beginning of this chap 
ter, the rules and regula tions for telecom
munications are very long and detailed .

The basis for all FCC rule s and action s
is the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended. The FCC must follow a very
specific set of directives from Congress
when drafting rules. §302(a) is of particu-

lar interest to amateur s. It gives the FCC
j urisd iction over interference and it allows
the FCC authority to establi sh minimum
performance standards for home entertain
ment equipment. This section states:

§302 . [47 U.S.C. 302] DEVICES
WHICH INTERFERE WITH RADIO
RECEPTION.

(a) The Commi ssion may, consistent
with the public interest, convenience,
and neces sity , make reasonable regu la
tions (I) governing the interference
potential of devices which in their op
eration are capable of emitting radio
frequency energy by radiat ion, cond uc
tion, or other means in sufficient de
gree to cause harmful interference to
radio communications; and (2) estab 
lish ing minimum performance stan
dards for home electronic equ ipme nt
and systems to reduce their susceptibil
ity to interference from radio freq uency
energy . Such regulations shall be ap
plicable to the manufacture, import,
sale, offer for sale, or shipment of such
devices and home electronic equipment
and system s, and to the use of such
devices.

§303(f) of the Commu nicat ions Act of
1934, as amended, gives the FCC author
ity to prevent interference between sta
tions :

§303 . [47 U.S .C. 303] GENERAL
POWERS OF COMMISSION.

Except as otherwise provided in this
Act, the Commiss ion from time to time,
as public convenience, interest, or ne
cessity requires shall-

(f) Make such regulations not incon 
sistent with law as it may deem neces
sary to prevent interference between
stations and to carry out the provis ions
of this Act.

Another section of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, prohi bits willful
and malicio us interference . It states:

§333. [47 U.S.C. 333] WILLFUL OR
MALICIOUS INTERFERENCE.

No person shall willfully or mali
ciously interfere with or cause interfer
ence to any radio communications of
any stat ion licensed or authorized by or
under this Act or operated by the United
States Government.

All telecommunications rules and regu
lations can be found in Title 47 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR) . Each ser
vice has its own "part." As with most rule
parts, other seemingly unrelated rules are,
in fact , very important. The related parts
include: Part 0 (FCC Organization), Part I
(FCC Administrative Procedures), Part 2
(FCC Agreements, Procedures and Allo 
cation s), Part 15 (unlicensed RF devices) ,
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Figure 17.1-Some modulation sidebands are outs ide the necessary bandwidth.
They are out -of-band emissions, but aren 't considered spurious emissions. On the
othe r hand , these sidebands must be reduced to the greatest extent practicable
and must not interfere with other stations per §97.307(b). The harmon ics and
parasitics shown in this figure are spurious emissions and must be reduced to the
levels specified in §97.307(c).

Harmonic
Signal

Spurious Emissions

the tra nsmission of information at the rate
and with the quality req uired for the sys 
tem employed, und er specified condi
tions." Thi s essentially defines the mini 
mum bandwid th necessary for a particul ar
tran smission- if any of th is part of the
signal were to be removed, the perfor
mance of the sys tem would suffer. If part
of the signal that ex tends past th is band 
width were removed, it would not have a
de trime nta l effect on the performan ce of
the sys tem.

The necessary bandwidth is that which
is required to transmit a cer tain emission,
but occupied bandwidth is the total band 
width including the upp er and lower em is
sio ns . An out of band emiss ion is outside
the necessary band width, but within the
occ upie d ban dw idth. Such em issions must
be suppressed 26 dB down from the main
signa l. If they are not, the y co nsti tute sp u
rious emiss ions, whic h are the res pons i
bil ity of the transmitt er owner to correct.

Although most hams would inter pre t the
term out-of-band emissions as bei ng out of
the ham band s, thi s term actually has a
different regul ator y meanin g. An out-of
ban d emiss io n is an unwanted emission
that result s from the modu lat ion process
but is outside the necessary band width .

For a better und erstanding of these defi
niti on s as they rel ate to spur ious emi s
sions, see Figure 17. I. Admitte dly, this
ca n ge t a bi t co nfus ing . A brief summary is
that all signals outs ide the necessary band
width must be atte nua ted enough so they
don 't cause harmful interfe rence.

We will di scuss what the specific Part
97 rul es say abo ut the tech nical aspects of
amateur operation later in thi s chapter.

Another important concept is that licensed
stations operating in a primary serv ice are
offe red protection fro m stations operating in

Porosities

Out of
Bond

Emissions

Necess ary
Bandwidth

Frequency--"

Spurious Out of
Emissions Band

Em issions

and above the upper freq uency limits, the
mean powers emitted are each equal to a
specified percent age Be tal2 of the total
mean power of a give n emiss ion.

Note: Unless otherwise specified by the
CCIR for the appro priate class of em is
sio n, the va lue of Betal2 should be taken
as 0.5 %.

Out-of-band Emission: Emission on a
freq ue ncy or frequ en cies immediate ly
outsi de the necessary bandw idth which
results from the modul ation process, but
excl udi ng sp ur ious emissions .

Spurio us Emission: Emission on a fre 
quency or frequencies which are out sid e
the necessary bandwi dth and the level of
which may be redu ced wi thout affecting
the corres ponding tran smission of infor
mati on . Spurious emissions include har
moni c emiss io ns, parasiti c emissions,
interm odulation produ ct s and frequ ency
co nve rs ion products, but exclude out-of
band emi ssions.

Part 97 defines bandw idth in Sec tio n
97.3(a)(8) as : "The widt h of a freq uency
band outs ide of which the mean power of
the tran smitted signa l is attenuated at least
26 dB below the mean power of the tra ns
mitted signa l within the band ." In engi 
neerin g terms, thi s is usuall y referr ed to as
the occupied band width , a technical way
of describing the amount of spectrum in
which most of the tra nsmitte d sig na l is
found. Ba ndwidth is the freq uency range
that a signal occupies aro und a ce nter fre
quency. Band width increa ses with the in
formati on rate .

Altho ugh it is not defin ed in Part 97,
no te that Par t 2 also defines a term ca lle d
necessary bandwidth. §2.2 02( b) states,
"Necessary bandwidth . For a given class
of em ission, the minimum va lue of the
occ upied bandwidth suffi cient to ensure

Th e rul es for nearly eve ry licensed ra
dio service prohibit harmful interference,
and that includes the Amateur Rad io
Servic e.

Par t 2 lists importan t defini tions, so me
of which aren' t menti oned in Part 97. It is
imp ortant to have an understand ing of
these definitions as they relate to spurious
emissions . As we menti oned befo re, if
interference is ca use d by spurious em is
sions from an amateur statio n, it is the
responsib ili ty of the amateur station to re
duce these em iss ions to those defin ed in
Part 97 . Amateurs need to be aware of the
fo llow ing Part 2 definitions :

Interf erence: Th e effect of unwanted
energy due to one or a co mbinatio n of
emissions, radiations, or inductions upon
reception in a radiocommunicati on sys 
tem, manifes ted by any perfo rmance deg 
radation, mis interpretation, or loss of in
formation whic h could be extracted in the
absence of such unwanted energy.

Necessary Bandw idth: For a given class
of em ission, the width of the fre quency
band which is ju st sufficient to ensure the
transmission of information at the rate and
with the qual ity req uired under specified
condition s.

Occupied Bandwidth: The width of a
frequency band suc h that, be low the lower

Part 2: FCC Agreements,
Procedures and Allocations

Part 2 co ntai ns special requirements in
intern ation al reg ulations, agreeme nts,
treaties and the table of frequency all oca
tio ns. This part also co ntai ns requ ire 
men ts and pro cedures conc erning the
marketing, the equipment authorization
and the impo rta tion of radio freque ncy
devices capable of ca using harmful inter
fere nce . Parts 2 and 15 are closely rel ated.
Sec tion 2.106 gives the specifi c and very
detailed frequ ency allocations along with
sharing arrangements. Othe r FCC rul e
parts refer to Part 2, whic h also incorpo
rates sec tions of the intern ational Radi o
Reg ulatio ns .

Part 2 is hundreds of pages long, but
several important defini tions are men 
tioned. Sec tio n 2. I defines harmfu l inter
ference as :

Int erfer ence which enda nge rs the
functioning of a radionavigat ion ser
vice or oth er safe ty serv ices or seri
ously degrades, obstruc ts, or repe at
edly interrup ts a radiocommunications
serv ice opera ting in accordance with
these [intern ati on al] Radio Regul a
tio ns .

Part 18 (Ind ustria l, Sc ientific, and Me di
ca l Equipment), Part 76 (Cab le Television
Serv ice) and, of cours e, our ow n Part 97
(Ama teur Service).
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a secondary service. A station in a secondary
service must not cause harmful interfe rence
to, and must accept interference from, sta
tions in a primary serv ice. The amateur 160
and 30 meter bands and all amateur bands on
and above 219 MHz are shared with other
services. This section is very long and de
tailed . Complete details of the sharing status
of all amateur bands can be found in The
FCC Rule Book, publ ished by the ARRL and
in The ARRL Operating Manua l, available
from ARRL HQ or Amateur Radio dealers

Part 97: Amateur Radio
Regulations

Every ham should have a current copy
of Part 97 on hand . Part 97 and other rul e
parts are updated frequ entl y. Copies of any
Title 47 part (or any other CFR titl e) can
be ordered from the gove rnment or down
loaded from the Wo rld Wide Web. See the
sidebar titled "How to Obtain Copies of
FCC Regulat ions." Th e complete Part 97
is contained in The FCC Rul e Boo k, pub 
lished by the ARRL, along with clear ex
planations and int erpretation materi al.
Th e book is ava ilab le fro m ARRL HQ or
from US Amateur Radi o dealer s.

How to Obtain Copies of
FCC Regulations

The FCC Rule Book, published
by the ARRL , is an excellent
source of info rmation about all
Amateur Radio reg ulations and
related rules. It includes a current
copy of Part 97 as well as hun
dreds of pages of interpretation
material. It is avai lable from ARRL
HQ or from most Amateur Radio
dealers .

If you need info rma tio n on non 
amate ur rule s, call the Government
Printing Office Order Desk be
tween 8 AM and 4 PM Eastern
time , Monday through Friday, at
1-202-512-1800 or fax 1-202-512
2250. The Government Printing
Office (GPO) operates 24 US
Government Bookstores through
out the country. Each booksto re
carries a selection of at least 1500
of the most popular Federal
government publications, subscrip
tions and electronic products .

If you have access to the World
Wide Web , the following page
allows you to download needed
parts of any section of the Code of
Federal Regulations free of
charge. See http://www.access.
gpo.gov/nara/cfr/. A GPO product
lis t can be fo und at http://www.
access.gpo.gov/su _docs/
index.html.

Part 97 cove rs RFI thorou ghly. To sum
marize the Par t 97 regu lations concerning
RFI: (I) do not occ upy more bandwidth
then necessary for the infor mat ion rate
and type of emiss ion; (2) use goo d
engi neeri ng prac tice to red uce spurious
emiss ions ; (3) use the minimum power
necessary to carry out the des ired commu
nication s; and (4) the FCC may imp ose
res tricted hours of operation if the ama 
teur station is found to be causing interfer
ence with rece ivers of good engi neering
design.

Altho ug h §97 .15 is not directly re
lated to RF I, ante nn a location and
hei ght can co nt ri bute to RFI pr ob lem s .
§97. 15 is of part icul ar im portance be
cause it cod if ies PRB -I , th e Fe de ral
pr eemption of overly res tric tive sta te
and loc al ordinanc es. Ob viou sl y , the
high er th e an ten na, the le ss chance of
caus ing RFI. §97. 15 states:

(b) Except as othe rwise provided
herein, a station antenn a structure may
be erec ted at heigh ts and dimensions
sufficie nt to accommodate ama teur
service communica tions . [State and
loc al regul ati on of a station antenna
str uc ture must not preclude amateur
serv ice communica tions . Ra ther, it
must reasonably acco mmodate such
co mmunications and must constitute
the minimum practicabl e reg ulation to
acc omplish the sta te or local
autho rity 's legi tim ate purp ose. [See
PRB-I , 101 FCC 2d 952 (198 5) for
detail s.)

§97 .IOI(d) states that no amateur op
erator shall willfully or maliciously inte r
fere with or cause interference to any ra
dio communication or signal. Thi s point is
echoe d throughout the rules. Part 97 also
speaks abo ut the operational aspec ts and
the specific respon sibili ty of ama teurs
cau sing int er ference. §§97 .20 I (c) and
97.2 05(c) sta te that when a repeater and/
or aux iliary station causes harm ful inter
fere nce to another aux iliary sta tion, the
licen sees are equa lly and fully responsible
for resolving the interference unless one
station's operation is recommended by a fre
quency coordinator and the other station's is
not. In that case, the licensee of the non
coordinated aux iliary statio n has primary
responsibi lity to resolve the interfere nce.
§97.205(g) goes on to say that the control
operator of a repeater that inadverte ntly re
transmits comm unicat ions that violate the
rules in this part is not accoun table for the
violative communications.

§97 .121 offers some of the most direct
wording the FCC has regardi ng RFI and
Amateur Radio operation. It details re
strictio ns the FCC may pose on the opera 
tion of an amateur station ca using RFI

while the problem is be ing reso lved . The
FCC can assign you "q uiet hours" until an
RFI investiga tion is completed. It is in the
amateur's best interest to cooperate fully
with the FCC . An amateur must be sure
that transmissions are not causing inter
ference to his (or her) own home elec
tron ic devices. It states :

§97. 121 Restricted operation.
(a) If the operation of an amate ur

station causes genera l interference to the
reception of transmissions from stations
operating in the domes tic broadcast ser
vice when receivers of good engineering
desig n, including adequate selectivity
characteris tics, are used to receive such
tran smissions, and this fact is made
known to the amateur station licensee,
the amateur station shall not be operated
during the hours from 8 PM to 10:30 PM,
local time, and on Sunday for the addi
tional period from 10:30 AM until I PM,
local time, upon the frequency or fre
quencies used when the interference is
crea ted.

(b) In general, such steps as may be
necessary to minimi ze interference to
sta tio ns oper ating in other services
may be req uired after inves tigation by
the FCC.

Th e FCC's technical standards for ama
teurs aren 't as rig id as for other serv ices .
Other specific tec hnica l standards apply
directl y to RFI. Th ey inc lude §97.307
Emission standa rds, and §97.3 13 Trans
mitter powe r sta ndar ds.

§97 .307 add resses the emission stan 
dard s an amateur station must mee t. Para
graph s (a) and (b) state that a signal can't
occ upy more band width than necessary
for the information rate and type of emis
sion . Ama teurs are prohibited from tran s
mitti ng spurious em issions tha t are not
suppresse d acco rdi ng to the levels in the
rul es. It also states tha t splatter and
keycl ick interference isn ' t permitt ed .
Paragraph s (c), (d) and (e) relate directl y
to RFI, specifying the action required to
kee p from interfering with other services,
and the allowed levels of spurious emis
sio ns from amateur equipment. Always
use good engineering pract ice to reduce
spurious emissions (and to ensure that you
comply with Par t 97) . The applicab le Part
97 regulations relating to RFI are :

§97 .307 Emiss ion stan dards .
(a) No amateur station tra nsmiss ion

sha ll occ upy more bandw idth than nec
essary fo r the informat ion ra te and
em iss ion type being tra nsmitted, in ac
cordance wit h good ama teur practice.

(b) Emissions res ulting from mod u
lation must be confined to the band or
segment avai lab le to the control opera
tor. Emissions outsi de the necessary
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Figure 17.2-Requlred attenuation Of spurlous outputs below 30 MHz is related to
output power.

• be at least 30 dB below the mean power
of the fundamental emis sion, if the mean
power output is less than 5 W; and

• be at least 40 dB below the mean power
of the fundamental emission, if the mean
power output is 5 W or more . The require
ment that no spurious emission exceed 50
milliwatts mean s that above 500 watt s, the
suppression must be greater than 40 dB.
At 1500 watt s, the suppress ion must be
44 .77 dB . The requirements for tran smit
ters operating below 30 MHz are shown
graphicall y in Figure 17.2.

The follo wing requi rement s appl y be
tween 30 and 225 MHz [97.307(e)]:

• Transmitters with 25 W or less mean
output power : spurs must be at least 40 dB
below the mean power of the fundamental
emission and never greater than 251lW, but
need not be reduced further than 1011W.This
means that the spurs from a 25 W transmitter
must be at least 60 dB down to meet the 25
IlW restriction.

• Transmitters with more than 25 W
mean output power: spuriou s emi ssions
must be at least 60 dB below the mean

-

~

Spurious Attenuation < 30 MHz
X Power (Watts)

Power Level Attenuation

X < 5 Watts 30 dB
5 Watts ::;;X::;; 500 Watts 40 dB

X> 500 Watts 13 + 10 LOGlO(X) dB

3 4 6789 3 4 6 789 3 4 6789 3 4 6 789

Table 17.1
RFI Standards for RTTY and Data Transmissions
Frequency Baud Rate Limit Frequency Shift Limit
All bands 3001kHz
28.0-28.3 MHz 1200 1 kHz
50 .1-51.0 1200 1 kHz
144.1-148 19600 20 kHz
222 -225 56000 100 kHz
420-450 56000 100 kHz
902 MHz and above No limit No limit

5000 10,000500 1000 2000

power of fundamental emission. The situ
ation for transmitters operating between
30 and 225 MHz is more compl ex. The
combination of the requirement that spu
rious emi ssions be less than 25 11Wand the
stipulation that they don 't need to be re
duced below 10 IlW makes the require
ment s vary significantly with power leve l,
ranging from 0 dB suppression required
for a transmitter whose power is 10 IlW to
60 dB of suppression required for power
levels above 25 watts. The requirements
for transm itters operating between 30 and
225 MHz are shown graphically in Figure
17.3. There are no absolute limits for
transmitters operating above 225 MHz, al
though the general requirements for good
engineering practice would still appl y.

§97.307(f) (2) states that "No non-phone
emission shall exceed the bandwidth of a
communications quality phone emission of
the same modulation type. The total band
width of an independent sideband emission
(having B as the first symbol), or a multi
plexed image and phone emission, shall not
exceed that of a communi cation s quality
A3E emission." §97.307(f) details the spe
cific standards for RTTY and data transmis
sions. See the summary in Table 17.1.

§97.313 is conc erned with transmitter
power standa rds and limits. Again, thi s
section does not address RFI issues spe
cifically. As with antenna location and
height, however , excessive transmitter
output power can aggravate RFI problems.
Th erefore, one of the cardinal rul es of
good amateur practice, "use the minimum
power necessary to carry out the desired
co mmunicatio ns," directly applies. For
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bandwidth must not cause splatte r or
keycl ick interference to operations on
adjacent frequencies.

(c) All spurious emiss ions from a sta
tion transmitter must be reduced to the
greatest extent practi cabl e. If any spu
riou s emiss ion, including cha ssis or
power-li ne radiation, causes harmful
interference to the reception of another
radio station, the licen see of the inter
fering amateur station is required to
take steps to eliminate the inte rference,
in accordance with good engineering
practice.

(d) The mean power of any spurious
emiss ion from a station tran smitter or
external RF power ampl ifier transmit 
ting on a frequ ency below 30 MHz must
not exceed 50 mW and must be at least
40 dB below the mean power of the
fund amental emi ssion . For a transmit
ter of mean power less than 5 W, the
attenuation must be at least 30 dB. A
tran smitter built before April 15, 1977 ,
or first marketed before January 1,
1978, is exempt from this requirement.

(e) The mean power of any spurious
emission from a station transmitter or ex
ternal RF power amplifier transmitting
on a frequency between 30-225 MHz
must be at least 60 dB below the mean
power of the fundamental. For a trans
mitter having a mean power of 25 W or
less, the mean power of any spurious
emission supplied to the antenna trans
mission line must not exceed 25 11Wand
must be at least 40 dB below the mean
power of the fund amental emi ssion , but
need not be reduced belo w the power
of 10 IlW. A transmitter built before
April 15, 1977, or fir st marketed before
Janu ary 1, 1978, is exempt from this
requirement.

The FCC is very specific about how far
amateur spurs must be suppressed to avoid
causin g interference [97.307(d)] . If your
transmitter or RF power amplifier was
built after April 14, 1977, or first marketed
after December 31, 1977, and transmit s on
frequencies belo w 30 MHz, the mean
power of any spurious emissions must:

• never be more than 50 mW;
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Spurious Attenuotion 30 235 MHZ

x Power (Watts)

Power Level (Output) Attenuation

X < 0.1 Watt 50 + 10 LOGlO ( X) dB
0.1 Watt,; xs0.25 Watt 40 dB
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Figure 17.3-Required attenuation of spurious outputs in between 30 and 235 MHz.

speci fic information, see The FCC Rule
Book , published by the ARRL.

Speci fic ce rt ifi ca tion standards for
amateur ex terna l RF power amplifier s can
be found in §§9 7.3 15 and 97.3 17.

Part 15: Unlicensed RF Devices

Part 15 of Title 47 of the FCC Rule s is
very important to amateurs because it
regul ate s low power , unlic ensed device s
that could cause interference to the Ama 
teur Radio Service and vice versa. Part 15
covers an assortment of elec tronic equip
ment that generat e RF energy whether it' s
intentional, unintentional or incidental.
Ama teurs will need to consider Part 15 as
it relates to digital devices, co mputers,
low-p owered , unlicen sed tran smitters,
electrica l device s and any other "gener ic"
device that might generate RF in the nor 
mal course of its operation.

Let' s firs t define the most important
term s:

An intenti onal radi ator is a device that
in tention ally generates and emits radio
frequency energy by radia tion or induc
tio n. Thi s term ge nera lly mean s "radio
transm itter. " Examples are cordless te le
phon es, baby mon itors and garage-doo r
ope ners.

An unintenti onal radiator is a device
th at intentionally ge nerates radio fre 
quency energy for use withi n the device,
or tha t sends rad io frequency signals by
co nductio n to associa ted eq uipment via
connecting wiring , but whic h is not in
tend ed to emit RF energy by radiation or
ind uct ion. Examples incl ude computer
sys tems and superheterodyne receivers.

An incidental radiato r is a dev ice that
generates radio frequency energy during
the course of its opera tio n although the
dev ice is not int ent ion all y designed to
genera te or emit radio frequ enc y energy.
Exa mples of incidental rad iators are dc
motors, power-line syste ms and mechani
cal light switches.

A Class A dig ita l dev ice is a digital de
vice that is marketed for use in a commer
cial, indu strial or busi ness environment.

A Class B digi tal device is a digital
dev ice that is marketed for use in a resi 
dent ial environme nt. Exa mples of suc h
devices incl ude, but are not lim ited to, per
sonal comput ers, ca lculators and simi lar
electronic devices that are marketed for
use by the general publ ic. Class B equip
men t, inten ded for use in a residen tial
environment whe re the likeli hood of RFI
is gre ater , must mee t much stricter RF
emission limits than the Class A devices.

Th e Scope of Part 15

Part 15 actua lly covers a lot of territory .
Because of space limitations, only the
most appli cab le sec tio ns are included in
this chapter. The sections of Part 15 that
are mos t app licable to amateurs include:
§§ 15.5(a) , (b) and (c) Conditions of Op
erat ion, 15.13 Incidenta l Radia tors , 15.17
Susceptibility to Int erference and sec
tion s from Subpart B-U nin tentional Ra
diators (15 .101 Equipment authori zation
of un intention al rad iato rs , 15. 105 Infor
mation to the user, 15.107 Conduction
lim its, and 15. 109 Radiated emission lim
its) . The pertinent information from the se
sections follows .

The req uirements for these unlicensed
RF emitters are complex. To complicate
the picture eve n more, not all unlicen sed
devices operate under Part 15; some oper
ate under other FCC rule parts. Some of
these devices must have a label stating that
the device meets Par t 15 specifications .
The authorization procedures are outlined
in Part 2.

In many cases, Par t 15 dev ices use fre 
que ncies allocated to other rad io services,
incl udi ng the Amateur Radio Service, on a
secondary , non -i nterfere nce bas is . For
exa mple, some cordless telephones oper
ate in the 902-928 MHz band, seco ndary
to other users. Some frequency segments,
inclu ding several in the amate ur bands,
have bee n approved for higher power Par t
15 dev ices. In add ition, some devices that
do not specifica lly use any fre quency , but
still may rad iate RF energy , are also cov
ered in Part 15.

To help emphasize the secondary sta tus
of all devices ope rate d under Part 15, the
rules stipulate that the devices must not
cause harmful interference to other radio
services and must accep t any interference
caused by the lega l operation of other ra
dio serv ices . Amateurs need to know what
the manufacturer has told the con sumer
and wha t the consume r is supposed to
know about the interference potential.
Amateurs can often direct consumers to
the owner 's manual of the aff ected device
for inf ormation on the pot ent ial for RFI
and for its elimination. These rules exp lain
to the consumer whose responsibility it is
to reso lve the interference .

Part 15 sets out the regu lations under
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which an intenti onal, unintent ion al or in
cidental rad iator may be operated without
an ind ividual licen se. It also co nta ins the
technical specifications for various types
of devic es. The se tech nic al spe cifications
include abso lute max imum radia ted and
co nd uc ted limits, in addi tion to the re
qu irements stipu lating that no harmful
interference may result from the opera
tion of a Part 15 dev ice . In add ition, the
ru les co ntai n adm ini strat ive requirem en ts
and ot her condition s relati ng to the mar
ke ting of Part 15 dev ices .

Summa ry of Equipment Authorization
Procedures and General Information

No disc ussion of RFI would be co m
plete without a discu ssion of FCC equip 
ment authorization procedures , which are
based on Parts 2, 15, 18, 68 and 76 of the
FCC rules . Manu facturers ca n' t sim ply
ma rket an RF dev ice wi thout the ap pro
priate FCC approval; standards mu st be
me t to en sure that the device does not
ca use undue interference or co nsti tute a
hazard to user s. Thes e sta ndards app ly to
a wide range of inten tion al, unintenti onal
and incidental em itt ers of RF energy ,
rangi ng fro m unli censed RF tran smitter s,
such as bab y moni to rs and low-p ower
wa lkie-talkies to small digital devices to
personal computers and per ipherals .

Ma ny people think that FCC regulations
requ ire these devices to be tested by the
FCC, but in reality, few must actua lly un
dergo FCC testing. In most cases, the re
quirements are met by the manufacturer test
ing the device and either keeping the test
results on file or by sending them to the FCC ,
depen ding on the type of device involved.

Th e following summary of Part 2, Sub 
part J , provided by the FCC Equip ment
Autho riza tion Bra nch, provides so me
gen eral informati on concerning various
FCC approval processes for RF devic es:

Certification: Requires submittal of an
appl ication that includes a complete tech
nical descrip tion of the product and a
measurement report showing co mpliance
with the FCC techn ical standards. Devices
subject to cert ification includ e: low power
transmitt ers such as cordless telephones,
security alarm systems, sca nning receivers,
superregenerative receivers, Amateur Radio
extern al HF ampl ifiers and amplifier kits,
and TV interface devices such as VCR s.

Type Acceptance: Type acceptance
pro ced ures have been co mbined into
certification procedur es. The certification
and type acceptance procedures have always
been very similar. Th is report application
required a complete technical descr iption of
the prod uct and a test showing compliance
with technical requirements. Trad itionally,
type acceptance has been applied to radio
transmitters that are used in authorize d radio

services such as commercial and private
mobi le radio services. Type acceptance
required and certification requires the filing
of an application form and a technical report.
Ama teur Radio transceivers never required
type acceptance , but ex terna l HF power
amplifier s and amplifier kits did, and they
now require FCC cert ification.

Notification: Requires subm ittal of an
abbreviated application for equipme nt au
thorization, which does not includ e a mea
sureme nt report, to the FCC. However, a
measurement report showi ng compli ance of
the product with the FCC techni cal stan
dards must be retained by the applicant and
must be submitted upon request by the Com 
miss ion. Devices subject to notification in
clude: point-to-poi nt microwave transmit
ters; AM, FM and TV Broadcast
transmitters; certain microwave auxiliary
broadcast transmitt ers and other rece ivers
(except as noted elsewhere) .

Verifica tion : Ver ification is a self-ap
proval process where the app licant per
forms the necessary tes ts and verifies that
they ha ve been done on the de vice to be
autho rize d and that the dev ice is in co m
pli ance with the technical standards.
Devices subject to veri fication include:
business comput er equ ipm ent (Class A);
TV and FM rece ivers ; and, non-consum er
Industrial , Scientific and Medical Equip
ment. Verified eq uipment requires that a
co mp liance label be affi xed to the device
as well as information inc luded in the op
erating manual regarding the interference
potential of the dev ice. The wording for
the compliance label and the info rma tio n
sta tement regarding interference prob
lems is inclu ded in Par t 15 of the FCC
Rules . Verified devices must be uniquely
ide ntified with a brand name and/or model
number that cannot be con fused with other
devices on the market. Howeve r, they may
not be label ed wi th an FCC identifier or in
a manne r that co uld be co nfuse d with an
FCC identifier.

Declara t ion of Confor mity: A Decla
ratio n of Confo rmity is a new approval
procedu re for per sonal co mputers and per 
sonal computer periph eral s. Thi s authori
za tion, based on a decl arati on that equip
ment co mplies with FCC req uirements, it
app lies on ly to Class B personal co mpu t
ers and peripherals. A DoC is an alterna
tive to Certification since no application
to FCC is required , but the applicant must
have the dev ice teste d at an accred ited
laboratory.

Specific information on obtaining an
eq uipment authorization can be obtained
from the FCC Web site at: http ://www.
fcc.gov/oet/ info/fil ing/ead/ or from the
FCC Ap plication Processing Branch in
Co lumb ia, Maryland. Ind ividu al s with
quest ion s conce rning eq uipment authori-

zation procedures shou ld be add res sed to :
Federal Communications Commission
Application Processing Bra nch
7435 Oakland Mill s Rd
Columbia, MD 2 1046
Tel : 301 -362-3000
Facsimi le: 30 I 362-3000
E-mail : labinfo@fcc.gov

Interested amateurs can view the FCC
equipment author izat ion data base at: http:
//www.fcc.gov/oet/info/da tabase/ea d/

The FCC provides an on-line BBS in
formatio n serv ice to check the stat us of
eq uipment authoriza tio ns and to learn
more about the FCC rules. It ca n be
reached at 30 1-725- I072.

General Part 15 Technical
Requirement s

The followin g regulations appl y to all
Par t 15 devices:

~ I5.5 General conditions of operation.
(a) Persons operating inte ntio nal or

un intentiona l radiators sha ll not be
dee med to have any ves ted or recogn iz
able right to continued use of any given
frequency by virtu e of prior regi stra
tion or certification of equipment, or,
for power line carrier sys tems, on the
basis of pr ior not ification of use pur su 
ant to §90 .63(g) of this chapter.

(b) Ope ratio n of an intentiona l, unin
ten tional , or inc idental radi ato r is sub
ject to the conditions that no harmful
interfere nce is ca used and that
interference must be accepted that may
be cause d by the operation of an autho
rize d radio sta tio n, by anot he r inten
tional or unintentio na l radiator, by in
dustri al , scientific and med ica l (ISM)
equipme nt, or by an incidental radiator.

(c) The operator of a radi o fre quency
device shall be required to cease oper
at ing the device upon noti ficati on by a
Commiss ion rep resen tati ve that the
dev ice is ca using harmful interference.
Operation shall not res ume until the
co ndition ca using the harmful interfer
ence has been corrected.

(d) Intenti onal rad iators that produce
Class B emiss ions (da mped wave) are
pro hibited .

One poi nt that echoes thro ughou t Part
15 is that the se devices can' t ca use harm
ful interfere nce to othe r services . This
point is illustrated be low:

§ 15. I3-Incidental radiators-states that
"Manufacturers of these devices shall em
ploy good engineering practices to minimize
the risk of harmful interference."

Certain Part 15 tec hnical regu lations
app ly to all such dev ice s:

§ 15.15 Genera l tec hnica l requirements .
(a) An intent ional or un inten tional

radiator shall be con structed in accor-
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76 .0 - 77 .0 GHz

43 .71 - 44.49 MHz
46 .60 - 46 .98 MHz
48 .75 - 49 .51 MHz
49 .66 - 50 .0 MHz

72 .0 - 73 .0 MHz
74 .6 - 74 .8 MHz
75 .2 - 76 .0 MHz
88 .0 - 108.0 MHz
174 .0 - 216.0 MHz

890.0 - 94 0.0 MHz
902 .0 - 928.0 MHz
1.91 - 1.93 GHz
2.39 - 2.4 GHz
2.435 - 2.465 GHz
2.9 - 3 .26 GHz

3.267 - 3.332 GHz
3.339 - 3 .3458 GHz
3.358 - 3 .6 GHz
5.15 - 5.35 GHz
Devices
5.725 - 5.825 GHz
10.500 - 10 .550 GHz
24 .075 - 24 .175 GHz
46 .7 - 46 .9 GHz

with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to Par t 15
of the FCC Rul es. These limits are designed to provid e reason
able protection aga inst harmful interference when the equip
ment is operated in a commercial environme nt. This equip
ment ge nerates, uses, and ca n radi ate radio frequency energy
and, if not installed and used in accordance wit h the ins truc
tion manual , may cause harmful interferenc e to radio co mmu
nic ati ons. Operati on of thi s equipmen t in a resi de ntia l area is
likely to ca use harm ful interference in whic h case the user will
be required to correct the int erferenc e at his own ex pense .

(b) For a Class B digital devic e or peripheral , the instruc
tion s furn ished the user shall include the followin g or similar
statement, placed in a prom inent loca tio n in the text of the
manu al :

No te : Th is equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class B digit al de vic e, pursuant to Part 15
of the FCC Rul es. These limits are designed to pro vid e reason
able protect ion against harmful interference in a residential
installa tion. Th is equipment genera tes , uses and can radiate
radio frequenc y energy and, if not installed and used in accor 
dance with the instru ctions, may cause harmful interference to
rad io communication s. However, there is no guarantee that
interference will not occ ur in a parti cul ar installation . If thi s
eq uipment doe s cau se harmful inte rfe rence to radio or televi
sion recepti on , whi ch can be determined by turning the equip
ment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to corr ect the
int erference by one or mor e of the following measur es:

- Reorient or relocate the receivin g antenna .

Tab le 17.2
Unlicensed Part 15 Bands
Band Typical Use
160 - 190 kHz Hobbyist
510 - 1705 kHz Hobbyist
1.705 - 10 MHz General
13.553 - 13 .567 MHz General
26 .96 - 27 .28 MHz Hobbyist, walkie-talkie, baby monitor, etc .
40 .66 - 40.70 MHz Perimeter protect ion systems, control

systems
Cordless te lephones
Cordless te lephones
Cordless telep hones
Cordless telephones, walkie-ta lkie, baby

monitor, etc .
AUditory assistance devices
Auditory assista nce devices
Auditory assistance de vices
Hobbyist, miscellaneous
Biomedica l telemetry on unused TV

channels
Measurement sys tems , Amateur
Multiple Pa rt 15 uses, Amateur
Personal Commun ications Serv ice (PCS)
PCS, Amateur
PCS , Amateur
Automat ic vehicle identification systems

(AVIS)
AVIS , Amateur
AVIS , Amateur
AVIS, Amateur
Unlice nsed National Infrastructure

(U-NII)
U-NII , other unsp ec ified uses
Multiple Part 15 uses , a mate ur
Mult iple Part 15 uses , amateur
Vehicular co llision avo idance /radar

systems
Vehicular collision avoidance/radar

systems, Amateur

* * *
(3) All other devices sha ll bear the following sta tement in

a co nspic uous location on the devic e:
Thi s device complies with part IS of the FCC Rules. Opera 

tion is subject to the followi ng two conditions : (1) Thi s device
may not cau se harmful interferenc e, and (2) thi s device mu st
accept any interference received, inc luding interferen ce tha t
may ca use undesired operation.

Information to the User

Part IS regu lati on s are specific as to what the manu fact urer
mus t tell the co nsumer:

§ 15. lOS- Information to the user.
(a) For a Clas s A digital device or per ipheral, the instruc

tions furni shed the user shall include the follo wing or simila r
statement , placed in a pro minent location in the text of the
manu al:

Note: Th is equipment has been tes ted and found to comply

dance with go od engin eering des ign and manufacturing prac
tice. Emanation s fro m the device shall be suppresse d as much
as practicable, but in no case sha ll the emanations exc eed the
level s specifie d in these rules.

(b) An intentio na l or unint enti onal radiator must be con
struc ted such that the adj ustments of any cont rol that is readily
accessible by or intended to be accessibl e to the user will not
ca use operation of the device in vio lation of the reg ulations .

(c) Part ies res pons ible for equipment compliance should
note that the limits specified in thi s part will not prevent harm
ful interference und er all circumstances . Sin ce the operators
of Par t 15 devic es are required to cea se operation should harm
ful interference occur to authorized users of the radio fre
quency spectrum, the parties responsib le for equipment com
pl iance are enco uraged to employ the min imum field stre ngth
nece ssar y for communication s, to provide greater atte nuation
of unwanted emiss io ns than required by these regul ations,
and to advise the user as to how to resolve harmful int erfer
ence problem s (fo r exa mple, see § IS .IOS(b)).

§ 15.17 is es pecially noteworthy because it advi ses designers
and manu facturers of electronic devices that use RF energy to be
awa re of the potential for RFI from out side sources , such as
Amateur Rad io ! It also advises manufacturers to take appro pri
ate mea sures to control the susceptibility of their equipment to
RFI :

§15.17 Suscept ibil ity to interference .
(a) Parties res po ns ible for equipment compliance are ad

vised to consider the proximity and the high power of non
Governmen t licensed radio stations, such as broadc ast , ama
teur, land mobile, and non-geostationary mobile satell ite
feeder link ea rth stations, and of U.S. Government radi o sta
tion s, which could include high-powered radar sys tems , when
choosing opera ting frequencies du ring the design of their
equipment so as to reduce the susceptibili ty for receiving
harmful int erference. Information on non -Go vernment use of
the spectrum ca n be obtained by con sulting the Table of Fre 
quenc y Allo cations in §2.106 of th is chapter.

Part 15 Label Requirements

Most Part IS devices require a label atte sting to the pot ent ial
for int erference and to the responsibi lit y of the device operator.
Th e fo llowing sec tio ns fro m the rule s pro vide examples of the
labeling requirements:

§ 15.1 9 Labeling requirem ents.
(a) In add ition to the requirements in Part 2 of thi s chapter,

a device subject to certification, not ific ati on , or ver ifica tion
sha ll be labeled as follows:
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§15.109 Radiated emission limits .
(a) Except for Class A digital devices, the field strength

of radiated emissions from unintentional radiators at a dis 
tance of 3 meters shall not exceed the following values:

Frequency of Field strength
emission (MHz) (microvolts/meter)

(b) The field strength of radiated emissions from a Class A
digital device , as determined at a distance of 10 meters, shall
not exceed the following:

Frequency of Field strength
emission (MHz) (microvo lts/meter)

30-88 90

88-216 150
216 -960 210

Abo ve 960 300

-Increase the separation between the equipment and re
ceiver.

-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit differ
ent from that to which the receiver is connected.

-Consult the dealer or an experienced radio /TV techni
cian for help .

Absolute Limits

As examples of the actual levels of the absolute limits in Part
15, the tables from Part 15 are reproduced here. These tables are
for example only because each contains numerous notes that
grant exceptions to these limits for various devices or explain
how they are to be applied to different types of unintentional
emitters. The notes also permit compliance with certain other
regulations or standards in lieu of Part 15. Consult the actual text
of Part 15 for more information. In general, the limits in Sections
15.107 and 15.109 apply to unintentional radiators such as com
puter systems and digital devices .

§15.107 Conducted limits.
(a) Except for Class A digital devices, for equipment that

is designed to be connected to the public utility (ac) power
line, the radio frequency voltage that is conducted back onto
the AC power line on any frequency Qr frequencies within the
band 450 kHz to 30 MHz shall not exceed 250 microvolts.
Compliance with this provision shall be based on the mea
surement of the radio frequency voltage between each power
line and ground at the power terminals.

(b) For a Class A dig ital device that is designed to be con 
nected to the public utility (AC) power line, the radio fre
quency voltage that is conducted back onto the AC power line
on any frequency or frequencies within the band 450 kHz to
30 MHz shall not exceed the limits in the following table.
Compliance with this provision shall be based on the mea
surement of the radio frequency voltage between each power
line and ground at the power terminals . The lower limit ap
plies at the band edges .

Frequency of Conducted limit
emission (MHz) (microvolts)

* * *

7.25-7.75

GHz
4.5-5.15
5.35-5.46

1300-1427 8.025-8.5
1435-1626.5 9.0-9.2
1645.5- 9.3-9.5
1646.5

1660-1710 10.6-12.7
1718.8- 13.25-13.4
1722.2

2200-2300 14.47-14.5
2310-2390 15.35-16.2
2483.5-2500 17.7-21.4

960-1240

MHz
399.9-410
608-614

74.8-75.2
108-121.94

MHz
16.42-16.423
16.69475
16.69525

16.80425
16.80475

25.5-25.67
37.5-38.25
73-74.6

123-138
149.9-150.05
156.52475-
156.52525

8.37625-8.38675 156.7-156.9 2655-2900 22.01-23.12
8.41425-8.41475 162.0125-167.173260-3267 23.6-24.0
12.29-12.293 167.72-173.2 3332-3339 31.2-31.8
12.51975-12.52025 240-285 3345.8-3358 36.43-36.5
12.57675-12.57725 322-335.4 3600-4400 2

13.36-13.41

1Until February 1, 1999, this restricted band shall be 0.490-0.510
MHz.

2Above 38.6

6.31175-6.31225
8.291-8.294
8.362-8.366

2.1735-2.1905

6.215-6.218
6.26775-6.26825

4.125-4.128
4.17725-4.17775
4.20725-4.20775

Intentional Radiators

Part 15, Subparts C and D address RF emission limits from
different types of intentional radiators such as remotely con
trolled garage door opener controls, R/C toy cars , hand -held
automobile door lock and burglar alarm controls, cordless tele
phones (including both base and handset), wireless baby moni
tors, toy "walkie-talkies," dog trainers, carrier-current and pe
rimeter-protection sys tems. Amateurs may encounter such
devices, either as the source or the victim of an RFI problem.

The Part 15 regulations on intentional radiators are complex,
taking page after page to explain all the nuances. Interested read
ers should refer to the FCC rules for further information about
this equipment and its associated emission limits, since the Part
15 radiation limits contain many exceptions .

Part 15 essentially permits very low power, unlicensed inten
tional radiators on nearly any frequency, including all amateur
bands. The following table, from §15.205, show s the frequencies
for which intentional radiators cannot be operated. There are a
number of notes in the actual text of the regulations ; refer to Part
15 for more information.

§15.205 Restricted Bands of Operation
(a) Except as shown in paragraph (d) of this section, only

spurious emissions are permitted in any of thefrequency bands
listed below:

MHz
0.090-0.110
10.495-0.505

On other frequencies, §15.209 states that the radiated emis 
sion limits of intentional radiators generally can 't exceed the
field strength levels specified in the following table:

Frequency Field Strength Measurement
(MHz) (microvolts/meter) Distance (meters)
0.009 -0.490 2400/F(kHz) 300
0.490-1 .705 24000 /F(kHz) 30
1.705-30.0 30 30
30-88 100 3
88-216 150 3
216-960 200 3
Above 960 500 3

In the amateur 2-meter band , for example, these regulations

1000

3000

100
150

200

500

* * *

30-88
88-216

216-960

Above 960

0.45 to 1.705

1.705 to 30.0
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The field- strength and condu ction limits depend on the band of
operation and the equipment used . Intere sted readers should re
fer to these sections of the FCC rule s and regulation s for a com
plete listing of the band s and limits .

A mateur Band
902-92 8 MHz

2300-23 IO and
2390-2450 MHz

5.650-5 .925 GHz

24.0-24 .25 GHz
241-250 GHz

±13 .0 MHz
±50.0 MHz

Tolerance

±75 .0 MHz

±125 .0 MHz
±1.0 GHz

Part 76 : Cable Television Regu lations

The operation of the Cable Television Service is covered by
Part 76. Because cab le systems can, and do, operate in the ama
teur bands, there exists a potential for interaction between these
systems and other radio services, including Amateur Radio. If
they are working properly, cable system s operate as closed sys
tems; that is, their tran smissions must stay illside the cable. Ifold
cable begin s to break down, is installed improperly or is misused
by the consumer, RFI can rear its ugly head!

Although most of Part 76 is of interest only to cable operators,
part of Subpart K (Technical Standards) is of great interest to
amateurs. The se standards contain a numb er of provision s de
signed to protect over-the -air services from harmful interference
from sign als that might leak out of the cable. There are two pro
visions of interest: Part 76 sets an absolute limit on the amount
of leakage that can occu r.

In addition, Part 76 stipulates that if harmful interference re
sults from any leak, irrespective of its level, the cable operator
must take whateve r steps are reasonably necessary to resolve the
interf erence. There is often some disagreement about what con
stitutes harmful interference. Clearly, if a cable leak prevents a
local amateur from acces sing a local repeater, it is harmful inter
ference . Simply hearing a squelch break while listening to an
unused channel is probably not.

Cable System Interference

§76.613 contains specific oblig ation s ofcabl e companies when
interference is caused to licen sed radio services:

§76.6 13 Interference from a cable television system.
(a) Harmful interference is any emi ssion, radiation or in

ducti on which endangers the functioning of a radionavigation
serv ice or of other safety services or seriously degrades, ob
structs or repeatedly interrupts a radiocommunication serv ice
operating in accordance with this chapter.

(b) The operator of a cabl e tele vision system that causes
harm ful interference shall promptly take appropriate mea
sures to eliminate the harmful inte rference .

(c) Ifharmful interference to radio communications involv
ing the safety of life and protection of property cannot be
promptly eliminated by the application of suitable techniques,
opera tion of the offending cabl e tele vision system or appro
priat e elements thereof shall immediately be suspended upon
not ifica tion by the Engineer in Ch arge (EIC) of the
Comm ission ' s local field office, and shall not be resumed

5,800 MHz

24,125 MHz
245.00 GHz

The following ISM bands overl ap all or porti ons of certain
amateur bands:
ISM frequency
9 15 MHz
2,450 MHz

would permit an intentional radiator to run a transmitter power
of about 4 nano watt s into a half- wave dipol e, resulting in a field
strength of 150 micro volt s/meter at a point 3 mete rs away from
the dipol e center.

In addition, Part 15 permits a number of "pe riodic" devices to
tran smit on all permitted frequenc ies at a much high er power.
Periodic devices are characterized as various control and signal
ing devic es with very limi ted transmission times.

There are a number of bands set aside for higher power inten
tional radiators. The se bands are used for various unlic ensed
walkie-talkies, baby monitors, cordless telephones and the like.
See Table 17.2.

Part 18: Industrial, Scientific and Medical
Regulations

The FCC rules in Part 18 deal with industrial, scientif ic and
medical equipment (ISM) that emits electromagnetic energy in
the RF spectrum. As with the equipment covered by Part 15, the
ISM equipment addr essed here is also a potential source of RFI.
The most applicable sections of Part 18 follow .

The basic FCC definitions of ISM equipment are given in five
paragraphs of §18.107. Indu strial, scientific and medical equip
ment (ISM dev ices) generate and use locally RF energy for
industrial, scientific , medical, domestic or similar purpo ses, ex
cluding applications in the field of telecommunication. Typical
ISM applications are the prod uction of physical, biological or
chemical effe cts such as heating, ionization of gases, mechanical
vibrations, hair removal and acceleration of charged particles.
The y al so include indu strial heating equipment , medical
diathermy equipment, ultrasonic equipment, consumer ISM
equipment (domestic microwave ovens, jewelry cleaners for
home use and ultrasonic humidifiers) .

§ I 8.109 directly addresses the inte rference issues of ISM
equipment. Basically ISM equipment should be of "good engi
neering design" with adequate filtering to provide adequate
suppression outside of the ISM bands. §18.1 I I outlines the basic
RFI operating conditions for user s of ISM equipment and
§18.115 outlines procedures for eliminating and inve stigating
harmful interference from ISM equ ipment. This section states
that "(a) The ope rator of ISM equipment that causes harmful
interference to radio services shall promptly take appropriate
measur es to correct the problem."

How ever, that provision "shall not apply in the case of inter
ference to an authorized radio station or a radiocommunication
device operating in an ISM frequency band ." And, it "shall not
apply in the case of interfe rence to a recei ver aris ing from direct
intermediate frequency pickup by the recei ver of the fundamen
tal frequency emissions of ISM equipment ope ratin g in an ISM
frequency band and otherwise compl ying with the requ irements
of this part. " The se conditions are very similar to the RFI oper
ating conditions for Amateur Radio Ser vice . In other words , if
the ISM equipment is operating properly in its ass igned band ,
any RFI it is causing must be accepted or corrected by the entity
that is receiving the interference, including amateurs .

§18.213is important because it alerts consumers in the operations
manual or packaging material to the interference potential and
simple measure s that can be taken to correct the problem . §§18.301
311 deal with the operating frequencies and field-strength limits of
the ISM bands. These bands are distributed across the spectrum in
small segments from 6.78 MHz to 245 GHz.
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3

Distance in
meters (m)

30

20

Less than and including
54 MHz, and over
216 MHz

Over 54 up to and
including 216 MHz

Most cable operators understand their requirements with re
spect to signal s leaking out of a cable system . In some serious
cases, the FCC can (and does) shut down cable channels if the
leakage is persistent. This is especially true for leakage in the
aircraft bands . (Hams can use this to good advantage. If a leak is
heard on the amateur bands, it will almost alway s be heard
equally well on the aircraft bands. If the latter is reported to the
cable company along with the report of interference in the ham
bands , it will certainly get their attention!)

However, in addition to mandating absolute leakage limits,
§76.605 also mandate s a specific leve l of signal quality that must
be delivered to subscribers . There are specific required levels of
video carrier to "coherent disturbance" and video carrier to noise .
If a cable operator states that they are not responsible to leakage
into the cable system, point to these regulations. It has never
been established whether an amateur signal leaking in is a "co
herent disturbance" or "noise," but this provision in the regula
tion s should cover it in either case .

RFI and International Law
The regulations of United States Amateur Radio Service, as

they relate to RFI, apply as long as the operator is within the
territorial confines of this country or in international waters . One
who wishes to operate within the confines of another country's
territory may do so only with a guest or reciprocal-operating
permit from that country if required .

The primary driving force for international RFI regulation
outside the United States is the European Union (EU) . On Janu
ary 1, 1995, the 15 member state s of the European Union adopted
the European Union Directives for Electromagnetic Compatibil
ity. The directives require the "CE" (Conformite' Europe'enne)
mark to be on a wide range of electronic products sold within the
Union. The intent of the EU directives is to eliminate non-tariff
barriers to trade and to ensure that all products flowing through
the EU comply with general safety and environmental standards.
EMC/RFI are part of these directives . The member states of the
EU are under legal obligation to implement the Directives.

The EU' s Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Directive
defines two principal objectives that all electrical and electronic
products must satisfy before they can be marketed: (1) the prod
uct should not be a source of interference to others, and (2) it
should be immune to interference.

To demonstrate compliance with the EMC Directive, a manu
facturer can use a number of routes . First , it can show compli
ance with the relevant technical standards, which are agreed upon
throughout Europe. They are known as European Norms (ENs).

ucts, second and third order distortions or discrete-frequency
interfering signal s not operating on proper offset assignments
shall be as follows:

(i) The ratio of visual signal level to coherent disturbances
shall not be less than 51 decibels for noncoherent channel
cable television systems, when measured with modulated car
riers and time averaged; and

(ii) The ratio of visual signal level to coherent disturbances
which are frequency-coincident with the visual carrier shall not
be less than 47 decibels for coherent channel cable systems,
when measured with modulated carriers and time averaged.

Specific radiation limits are:

Frequency Signal leakage limits
(micro-volt/meter)

15

Part 76 Technical Standards
§76.60I-Performance tests-states that the operator of cable

systems "shall be respon sible for ensuring that each such system
is designed, installed, and operated in a manner that fully com 
plies with the provisions of this subpart." In addition, they must
be prepared to show the FCC, on reque st, that the system does,
in fact, comply with the rule s. Cable operators are required to
conduct complete performance tests of that system at least twice
each calendar year.

§76.605 - Technical standards-details specific performance
standards of systems.

§76.605 covers the technical standards for the operation of a
cable system such as video-signal level and signal-to-noise ratio.
This section also specifies the maximum radiation allowed from a
cable system. Regarding harmful interference from a cable system,
§76.613 clearly places responsibility on the cable company (see the
sidebar "Leaky Cable Television Systems-Help!" earlier in this
chapter) .

In essence, Amateur Radio operators who receive interfer
ence from local cable television systems have legal recourse to
cause the cable company to "clean-up their act." Nonetheless, if
their signals can exit the system, amateur signals can penetrate
it and interfere. As with all RFI problems, "cooperation" is a key
word when solving cable interference problems.

§76 .605 Technical standards.
(a) As of December 30, 1992, unless otherwise noted , the

following requirements apply to the performance of a cable
television system as measured at any subscriber terminal with
a matched impedance at the termination point or at the output
of the modulating or processing equipment (generally the
headend) of the cable television system or otherwise as noted .
The requirements are applicable to each NTSC or similar
video down stream cable televi sion channel in the system :

(7) The ratio of RF visual signal level to system noise shall
be as follows :

(iii) As of June 30, 1995, shall not be less than 43 decibels.
(8) The ratio of visual signal level to the RMS amplitude

of any coherent disturbances such as intermodulation prod -

until the interference has been eliminated to the satisfaction
of the EIC. When authorized by the EIC, short test operations
may be made during the period of suspended operation to
check the efficacy of remedial measures .

(d) The cable television system operator may be required
by the EIC to prep are and submit a report regarding the
cause(s) of the interference, corrective measure s planned or
taken, and the efficacy of the remedial measures.

In §76 .617, the FCC clearly states that interference from a
cable system is the responsibility of the cable operator to re
solve:

§76 .617 Responsibility for Interference
Interference resulting from the use of cable system termi 

nal equipment (including subscriber terminal , input selector
switch and any other accessories) shall be the responsibility
of the cable system terminal equipment operator in accor
dance with the provisions of Part 15 of this chapter: provided,
however, that the operator of a cable system to which the
cable system terminal equipment is connected shall be re
sponsible for detecting and eliminating any signal leakage
where that leakage would cause interference outside the
subscriber's premises and/or would cause the cable system to
exceed the Part 76 signal leakage requirements. In cases
where excessive signal leakage occurs, the cable operator
shall be required only to discontinue service to the subscriber
until the problem is corrected.
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If no ENs apply , he can use any member state' s national stan
dards that have been deem ed to meet the requirements of the
Directive (by a committee known as the Article 5 Committee).
Where technical standards do not exist (for example , the immu
nity of computing equipment), he must keep a techn ical file that
records the EMC performance of the product. The file can be
inspected by the regulatory body should the need arise. If the
devic e is a radio transmitting appara tus, an EC type examination
certificate may be issued by a competent body.

HISTORY
Throughout the '60s and '70s, the growing problem of RFI

continued to threaten the well being of the Amateur Radio Ser
vice . Amateurs were faced with more than just radio and televi 
sion inte rference. Cable TV systems, power lines and a host of
new consumer devices posed equal or greater threats. The Citi
zens Band (CB) radio boom increa sed the probability that a home
electronic device would be located near a transmitter. The ARRL
tried to explain to disgruntled consumers that typical RFI situa
tions involving radio amateurs result from design deficiencies in
the affected device . Consumers, however, found it difficult to
believe that a "passive" device, such as a TV or stereo, could be
the "source" of interference. Arter all, when the ham was not
transmitting, there was no problem! Of course, the perception
was that "the ham down the street" caused the RFI.

Could the RFI situation become even worse? Yes, it could and
would. During the ' 70s, some local governments began adopting
ordinances making it "illegal" to interfere with televi sion or ra
dio reception. The se laws were based on a "causing a public
nuisance" concept. No one wanted to hear the ham explain. The
situation became intolerable.

The Coming of the Law
Amateur Radio was being blamed for the inability of elec

tronic devices to reject unwanted radio signal s, and a solution
was needed. At the time, the FCC did not have the authority to set
minimum rejection standards for consumer electronic devices ,
and ARRL leaders knew the situation would only get worse.
Amateur Radio needed a law that would amend the Communica
tion s Act of 1934 giving the FCC exclu sive jurisdiction over RFI
matters. Thi s law would preempt regulation by state or local
governments. During the "old days," amateurs did not want RFI
law, but it became evident in the ' 70s that a law was needed ifthe
Amateur Radio Service was to survive .

The ARRL took a leading role by lobbying Congress for RFI
legislation. Earl y attempts were unsuccessful; man y bill s were
introduced, but they all died . It became clear that not everyone
shared the ARRL' s enthusiasm for giving the FCC auth orit y to
set RFI-immunity standards.

The electronics industry came out against standards because they
might be forced to add a $5 filter to the cost of a product. The
Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA) lobbied fiercely against the
bills.

Public Law 97-259

Several major changes in the regulations were made on Septem
ber 14, 1982, when President Reagan signed into law a landmark
measure that provided RFI protection to the amateur service.

The changes affe ct Amateur Radio and RFI in the follo wing
areas:

-The FCC was given the authority to regulate susceptibility of
electronic equipment to RFI. In essence, this is an attempt to stem

the flow of electronic devices that cannot function normall y in
the presence of RF ene rgy.

-The FCC was authorized to use the serv ices of volunteers in
monito ring for rule s violations. When assisting the FCC, the
volunteers can issue advisory notices to apparent violators, but
volunteers are not authorized to take enforcement actions.

The legislati ve histor y of the bill gave the FCC jurisdiction
over RF susceptibility of home enter tainment equipment. It
states, in part :

This law clarifies the reservation of exclusive jurisdiction
over RFI matters to the Federal Communications Commis
sion. Such matters shall not be regulated by local or state law,
nor shall radio tran smitting apparatus be subject to local or
state regul ation as a part of any effort to resol ve an RFI com
plaint. The FCC believes that radio operators should not be
subject to fines, forfeitures or other liability imposed by any
local or state authority as a result of interference appearing in
home electronic equipment or systems. Rather, the
Commission' s intent is that regulation ofRFI phenomena shall
be imposed only by the Commission .

This all sounds good on paper, but in practice the results have
been mixed . The FCC has opted for voluntary standards, rather
than formal rules and regulations. The FCC and the ARRL are
both active in an industry group (in cooperation with the Ameri
can National Standards Institute, ANSI) that is studying "RF
immunity issues." The Accredited Standards Committee C-63
has set an RFI-rejection standard for certain home electronic
equipment. The voluntary standard provid es for immunity of
consumer equipment to some levels of RF field strength. This
standard is not sufficient for full-power amateur stations under
"worst case" conditions, but it covers the majority of cases. Start
ing in the second half of the 1990s, consumers started to see some
built-in immunity in consumer products. Although not a total
solution, the voluntary standard is cert ainly a step forward as far
as the amateur service is concerned.

Current and Future Progress on the Legal Front
The number of sources of RFI have gradually increased over

the years. More and more electronic and electrical devices have
been invented and sold to consumers. The good news is that these
devices have made our life more efficient; the bad news: the
devices create unwanted interference and spurious signals .

Amateur Radio is affected in two ways: the need to provide
consumer equipment that is resistant to interference, and the need
to reduce or control spurious and primary radiation of transmit
ting stations. Recent changes to the FCC regulations (that is,
Public Law 97-259) have given the FCC authority to regulate
equipment RFI susceptibility. Public Law 97-259 also attempts
to ease the load on the FCC by allowing volunteers to assist in
moni toring for rule s violations. The FCC must then respond if
enforcement is necessary.

Amateur Radio is on the upswing . There will probably be an
increase in number of radio tran smitters on the air (and energy
radiated). Increased activity brings the possibility for more RFI
and violation s. It also incre ases the need for monitoring and
possibly modification of regulations .

The development of features that allow for automated radio op
eration (for example, automatic linking) may affect methods of use
and expand the use of Amateur Radio. Will this development affect
RFI? Let's hope the results will be positive: greater understanding
and increased RFI immunity. The potential for radiation of spurious
signals (RFI), however, will obviously increase.
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How to Form A Local
RFI Committee

__ham, especially the new
....ham, dreads the knock on

the door or the phone call
from a neighbor concerned about an RFI
problem. Even with the resources of the
ARRL RFI Book, the technical and personal
aspects can be overwhelming. Fortunately,
the traditions of hams helping hams applies
to RFI, too, and many areas have local RFI
Committees (RFICs), usually organized
through a local club. In many committees,
there are some real technical "heavy hitters"
and people skilled in handling the "personal
diplomacy" aspects of RFI.

Although some clubs and areas have a
committee, others do not. The question is
often asked, "A few members of our club
have been having RFI problems. How can
we form an RFI committee to help our
members in an organized way?" This
chapter addresses that very question.

WHAT IS A LOCAL RFI
COMMITTEE?

There has been some confusion between
the concept of a "RFI Committee" (RFIC)
and a "Local Interference Committee"
(LIC), although in some cases, there can
be some overlap in function and member
ship. The LIC is generally organized to
deal with local cases of amateur-to-ama
teur interference. When someone starts
jamming the local repeater, for example,
the LIC will often track the offender down
and try to resolve the problem by talking
to the offender and explaining the reasons
not to cause interference. An RFIC is gen
erally formed to deal with two specific
issues-interference to consumer equip
ment from the operation of amateur sta
tions and interference to amateur stations
from non-radio sources such as power
lines or neighboring consumer equipment.

The keyword is "local." ARRL HQ does
support the work of local RFICs, but these
are not "formal" ARRL Field Organiza
tion positions, such as Technical Coordi
nators (TCs) or Affiliated Club Coordina
tors (ACCs). Even for a committee formed

In most cases, RFI
problems are solved

locally. Local hams can
effectively help each

other through local RFI
committees. Although

the best way to organize
an RFI Committee is
determined by local
needs, this chapter

offers an overview of
the basics.

by an ARRL affiliated club, it is not nec
essary to be an ARRL member or to be
appointed by the ARRL Section Manager.
RFICs are organized and run locally . Most
RFICs are organized through local clubs.
This chapter will focus on clubs with the
expectation that the methods described
will also apply to non-club RFICs, too .

The makeup and duties of an RFIC can,
and will, vary a lot, depending on local needs
and resources. The RFIC of a large club of a
few hundred members will generally be
much different than the informal RFIC of a
club consisting of adozen members in a rural
area. This chapter will describe typical ways
to form and organize an RFIC in a larger
club, with the expectation that the methods
can be scaled down to fit smaller, less formal
needs.

WHERE TO BEGIN

When the idea that a club needs an RFIC
is brought up at a club meeting, the head s

usually start nodding up and down, indi
cating general agreement. Most hams have
had RFI problems and would certainly
have appreciated some help in getting them
resolved. However, it is sometimes hard to
translate this general agreement into ac
tion (as most club members know from
watching the results in other club areas) .
The first step, then, is to ask the club mem
bers how many would be interested in be
coming active in a club RFIC.

Don't be surprised if no hands go up!
Many hams fear RFI and feel that if you
are not an EMC engineer, you won 't be
able to understand it or fix RFI problems.
Although there is a lot to learn about RFI,
or at least about all aspects ofRFI, in most
cases, the standard cures work . Once
someone learns the basics, they can do a
lot to identify RFI causes and suggest the
correct cures. Nonetheless, the first step is
going to be finding club members willing
to do the job. If everyone in the club
wants "George" to do it (probably because
George never shows up at club meetings),
then you can stop right here-your club
will have to do without an RFIC.

Planning, Planning

If you are lucky and a few members of
the club are willing to pitch in (where
would clubs be without those who are will 
ing to give so much of their time to their
fellow amateurs?), their first task is to plan
the organization and duties of the RFIC. In
some clubs, for example, the RFIC may
choose to limit its scope, perhaps dealing
only with consumer-equipment or power
line issues. (This is fine-the RFIC will
still be very helpful in whatever they de
cide to do.) The place to begin is to select
either a committee chairman or a planning
chairman-nearly every effort needs a
leader. The chairman does not need to be
the technical expert on the committee. In
fact, in some cases , the best chairman is
the one who is most skilled at dealin g with
people, able to work with the rest of the
committee, the involved hams and with the

By Ed Hare, W1 RFI • ARRL Laboratory Supervisor
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Putting a Committee Together
In general, the tasks that need to be formed to put an RFIC together are

listed below. It is not necessary for every committee to follow everyone of
these steps, but they do represent the range of what might need to be done.

• Select an RFIC Chairman
• Agree on the scope of the committee
• Assess the skills and interests of the committee members
• Recruit new members ?
• Select volunteers to:

Document the committee scope and membership
Present information about the RFIC to the club
Present information about the RFIC to other clubs in the area
Act as liaison to the ARRL Field Organization (Section Manager,
Technical Coordinator, Affiliated Club Coordinator, and so on)
Obtain and share ARRL information about RFI
Obtain the "RFIC Survival Kit" of filters , etc.
Function as point of first contact

• Personal Diplomacy Coordinator
• Technical leaders hip
• Reports and Documentation

neighbors of hams who are often the hardest
part of the problem to resolve. The most
important qualification of the chairman is
that he or she is willing to do the job.

RFIC s are comprised of volu ntee rs.
Volunteers have a funny habit; they tend
to do those things they want to do and
sometimes get a bit testy if peopl e start
making demands of them. Keep thi s in
mind as you set up the RFIC. First, assess
the skills and interests of those who are
willing to help . It is help ful to make a list
of members ' areas of expertise and their
willingness to take on various tasks. Thi s
will help the committee to assi gn the right
jobs to the right people.

The skill s and interests may cover a
wider range than you might think. When
people first think about an RFIC , they
think of a group of volunteers who visit
ham s and thei r neighbors and solve RFI
problems in the field . While this certainly
doe s happ en, it doe sn't work for all cir
cumstances in all areas. In rural areas, for
example, it is not often practical to get a
large group together to drive many miles,
several time s, to resol ve a problem. Even
in more populated areas , you may find
people willing to ser ve on the RFIC who
will gladl y talk to ham s on the phone and
offer their expertise , but do not have the
time, or inclination, to do "hou se call s."

Assessing the willingness of the RFIC
members to perform various tasks will
often lead to a better defini tion of the
scope of the committee. As the role of the
committee is defined, it will ultimately be
included in the written docum enta tion of
the committee organization, functi on and
membership .

Tasks
Once the chairman is selected and the

staff resou rces of the committee have been
assessed, it is time to star t organizing
those who will get the committee off the
ground. For larger, formally orga nized
committees , there is a lot to do to get
things rolling-more than will be neces
sary to keep it rolling once a bit of mo
men tum is obt ained. It may be possible to
solic it the help of other club members who
may not end up being active members of
the RFIC (although once you have them
hooked . . .). For exampl e, it may be pos
sible to find a club memb er willi ng to draft
the document desc ribing the scope and
membership of the RFIC.

Skills and Interests

In most RFICs, what can be accom
pli shed is determined as much by the skills
and inte rests of the part icipants as it is by
the needs of those the committee might
hel p. Altho ugh the committee that has a
really skilled EMC expe rt is trul y blessed,
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a lot can be accomplished by less experi
enced members. There is plenty of non
techn ical work that needs to be done , too,
so if that enthusiastic newcomer volun 
teers, snap that offe r up fast! Most of the
time, the "s tock" cures for RFI fix the
problem, so if someone has read through
the chapters of this book, he or she is well
qualified to serve as the technical wiza rd.

The Chairman
The per son selected to chair the com

mittee plays a special role. In most com
mittees, the jo b of chairman involves lead
ers hip, not doing all of the work. The
chairman will often serve as the firs t point
of contact between the RFIC and club
members or the genera l pub lic. The chair
will also usuall y run any formal meet ings
the RFIC may choose to have, keep track
of the skills and availability of the RFIC
members and be available to make deci
sions on behalf of the RFIC in those in
stances where it is not necessary to have a
formal meet ing and/or vote . It is impor
tant that the chairman have a broad -based
general understanding of the issues sur
rounding RFI problems. Even more im
portan t, the chairman needs to be well or
ganized and be able to maintain a cool head
when approached by an irate neighbor of a
ham.

The Peacekeeper

Most RFICs do have a technica l wiza rd,
but believe it or not, he or she may not be
the most important member of the com
mittee. Those who serve on the RFIC to
help smooth out bad feeli ngs between the
ham and his or her neighbor may be more
important; if everyone involved in the RFI
problem is still fight ing with each other,
the services of the EMC experts mig ht

never be required. This role may be for 
mal or informal, and often must be played
by everyone on the committee, but as it
becomes apparent that one or more indi
viduals are successful in their negotiating
with the neighbors of hams (or hams for
that matter- some of them have contrib
uted to those situations that have gotten
out of hand) , they will assume the role of
peacekeeper.

Like the chairm an, the peacekeeper
must have a general unde rstanding of RFI
issue s. He or she must be able to explain to
a neighbor or ham the differences between
interference that can be caused by im
proper operat ion of a transmitter (such as
TVI to an antenna-connected TV) and
that which is caused by fundamental over 
load, such as telephone interference.

Paperwork

It is important that the work of the
committee be well documented. It doesn 't
happen very often, but the RFI case you
are working on could end up at the FCC
(or worse). The RFIC should document
the entire chain of events relating to con
tact with the involved parties, the results
of any tes ts or cures tried and any conclu
sions reached by the committee .

Public Relations

Related to all ofthis is the general topic
of public relations. Th is topic covers a lot
of area . Once the committee is up and run
ning, someone need s to explain to the club
what the committee is all about, what they
can do for the club and what the RFIC
expects and needs fro m the club members
who will use its services . This will usuall y
take about a half hour or so, plus time for
questions- just about the length of time
needed by the typical club speaker.



Some club RFICs are also willing to
help out on a regional basis. In this case,
it will be helpful to do some PR work with
other clubs, or by posting information
about the RFIC on local packet or land
line BBSs, and so on.

Last but not least, clubs are always
looking for hot speakers, and RFI is a hot
topic . If someone on the RFIC (preferably
a member with a good understanding of
the technical issues involved) is willing to
put together a complete presentation on
RFI, your clu b, or area clubs, will eat it
up. This book provide lots of guidance on
wha t to say . You may be able to convince
your section's Technical Coordinator or
Technical Specialists to do an RFI pre
sentation for you .

Liaison
No organization works in a vacuum.

Even if the RFIC is limited to serving one
single club, it is important for hams in tile
area to know about it. Your RFIC may
serve as an example to other clubs on
forming their own, and you may be able to
offer them some advice and help. You
might also find that you can pick up a few
new members from hams in your area who
are willing to join your club to take advan 
tage of the services provided by your
RFIC .

Some of this will fall out of your RFIC
"PR" activities, but there is another
mechanism you can use-the ARRL and
its Field Organization. You shou ld ap
point someone to serve as liaison to your
ARRL Division Director and Vice Direc
tor and the ARRL Field Organization (if
your club doesn't already have an ARRL
liaison) . Your ARRL Division Director,
Vice Director, Section Manager, your sec
tion Technical Coordinator, any Techni
cal Specialists that are near your club's
"service area," your Affiliated Club Co
ordinator and perhaps others should be
made aware of your RFIC and its activi
ties so they can refer people to your club
when questions about RFI come their
way. Don't forget to liaison with ARRL
HQ, too . If you run across a sticky RFI
problem, you can contact the Technical
Information Service in the ARRL Labora
tory for some help .

Recruit New RFIC Members
With all of these non-technical jobs

better defined, you may be able to recruit
new members . In fact, one or more of
these jobs may be just the ticket for some
one who has been looking for the right
role in your club. Don't be afraid to ask ; in
many clubs, most of the work is done by a
handful of people, but you may be sur
prised at the number of others who are
willing to help if they are given something

specific to do.

Information
Every member of the RFIC should read

a copy of the ARRL RFl Book. It may not
be necessary for each to own his or her
own copy, but if the club is going to pub
licize the RFIC, various members may
occasionally be called upon to answer
questions about RFI. For this reason,
having a copy of the book handy would be
helpful.

In addition to the book, ARRL HQ has
some resources available, too. Our gen
eral "RFI Package" contains basic infor
mation about RFI, simplified quite a bit
from the comprehensive presentation in
this book. Even more important, we have
the RFI Consumer Pamphlet, written es
pecially for the neighbors of hams . A copy
has been reprinted in the appendices, but
it is sometimes more effective to have a
formally printed copy to hand to a neigh
bor. This pamphlet, by the way, is a joint
effort by the ARRL and the Consumer
Electronic Manufacturers Association.
The ARRL solicited CEMA's participa
tion to help strengthen the credibility of
the information in the pamphlet; it con
tains information that the electronic
manufacturers and ham operators can
agree on. The RFI package can be down
loaded from the ARRL Web page (http:
//www.arrl.org/tis/), or paper copies of
any Technical Information Service package
can be obtained at reasonable cost from the
ARRL Technical Department Secretary.

Conf idence
It is important that both the ham and his

or her neighbor have confidence in the
RFIC . After all, you may be working in
their homes and with their equipment. If
the RFIC is not able to work efficiently,
and tries too many things that don't work,
the neighbor may lose confidence and put
a stop to the proceedings. This needs to be
balanced, however, with realistic expec
tations . The RFIC is comprised of unpaid
volunteers, and volunteerism does have
its limits . All concerned have a right to
expect a good faith effort, but there are no
guarantees in the RFI business. The moral
is : Don't make promises you can't keep.
If you promise to cure the problem and
it turns out to be direct pickup by an
unshielded TV, you may be putting your
selves, and the ham you are helping, into
a difficult situation.

RFI Survival Kit
To help the RFIC work efficiently, they

should bring commonly needed items with
them. The following items should be part
of the RFI "Survival Kit:"

• Soldering iron and supplies

• Hand tools
• Dummy load
• HF low-pass filters (low and high

power)
• VHF band-pass filters (2 meters, etc.)

Ferrite toroid cores, assorted
sizes (#75 and #43 material)

• Ferrite rods (assorted)
• "Split-bead" ferrites (assorted)
• AC-line filters
• High -pass filter
• Capacitors for bypassing
• Shielding spray
• Shielding material
• Copper or aluminum tape
• Audio (RCA) cables with ferrite

attached
• Assorted lengths (non-resonant if pos 

sible) of telephone cable with
modular plugs

• Cable ties
• Duct tape and electrical tape
• Clip leads
• 75-Q cable TV terminators and barrel

connectors
• Assorted known-good coax feed-line

with male and female connectors
(cable and amateur)

• Ground rod
• Ground wire
• VHF notch filter (Star Circuits,

KDIDU)
• Telephone RFI filters (assorted)
• RFI-proof telephone
• Assorted wire
• RF "sniffer"
• A VOM (for checking integrity of

connections)
• Hand-held scanner
• Known-good portable TV
• H-Ts (for communications and signal

reception)
• Field-strength meter
• AM broadcast receiver
• RDF equipment (optional)
• AC-convenience-outlet tester (looks

like a three-prong plug; checks
for polarity and proper ground)

• A list of consumer electronics
manufacturer's addresses

• A copy of the FCC 's interference
handbook (to show the FCC's
perspective)

• ARRL "RFI Package" and RFI
pamphlet

• The ARRL RFl Book
Having all of these items will enable the

RFIC to diagnose and cure most RFI prob
lems quickly.

Ready for Action
The RFIC is now ready to start tackling

RFI problems. In most cases, they will
hear first from the ham. The best way to
handle things from there depends on many
factors, including : the size of the RFIC ,
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the skills of the individual membe rs, and
the previous relationship between the ham
and the neighbor. The following example
"case history" may provide some guide 
lines on how to proceed.

Case History

The Whoop and Holler Amateur Radio
Club just formed an RFIC and they get
their first call: Howie, WA4KER, has a
neighbor with telephone and television
interference. The RFIC Chairman, John,
NlKB, is the RFIC contact per son . He
should start immediately by taking notes,
asking Howi e abo ut the frequencies,
power levels, and so on, that are causing
the interference.

In this case, Howie knows that the prob
lem is there when he operates 20 meter
CW, but he rarely operates other bands, so he
is not sure about the extent of the problem.

Howie and his neighbor have had a few
discuss ions abou t the RFI, some of which
have been a bit heated, so Joh n, with
Howie's concurrence, decides to ask Dan ,
K3UFG, the RFIC "Personal Dip lomacy "
expert to give the neighbor a call. Dan
does so, and he explains the complex is
sues of res ponsibil ity and cures to the
neig hbor. The neighbor doesn't really buy
it 100%, but when Dan explai ns that
Howie does want to see the problem get
fixed and that the RFIC will be able
to help, the neighbor is happy that for
ward prog ress will be made, so agrees
to work together. (Dan is a dip lomat
extraordinaire! )

Howie, the RFIC and neigh bor arrange
a convenient time for a test. Dan had sug
gested that the neighbor may want to in
volve a trusted friend, too, to watch the
test from Howie's house. He selects Mark,
another nei ghbor who has not had any
RFI pro blems . Two members of the RFIC
show up at Howie's house-Dan and
George, WA1PIX, a technical wizard of
great renown. They give the neig hbor a
call on the phone, then walk next door to
shake hands.

After everyone has a chance to meet and
a few pleasantries are exchanged, Howie,
George and Mark go to Howie' s house.
They set up the station, pointing the beam
right at the neig hbor's house, and start
testing. Howie operates band by band .
They discover that there is RFI on the tele
phone from all HF bands . It is moderate
on 20 meters, where Howie operates the
most, but absolutel y horrible on 40 meters.
The television is connected to cable and
seems to have RFI probl ems on 20 meters
and up . When How ie tran smits on 2
meters, the problem is occurring only on
chan nel 18. A TV operating on rabbit ears
gets interference on one channel when
Howie transmits on 15 meters.
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Howie and his neighbor agree to let the
RFIC try a few stock cures. First, they put a
low-pass filter on Howie's transmitter. This
makes some difference on the antenna-con
nected TV, indicating that Howie did have
some spurious emissions. (Under FCC
rules, Howie must fix this, so Howie is go
ing to be buying a low-pass filter.) They
then try a high-pass filter on the antenna
connected TV. Bingo, the TVI to that TV is
gone. One down, two to go.

The above cure s made no difference to
the cable-connected TV. The RFIC makes
a common-mode choke from an FT-240
43 ferr ite core and installs it on the cable,
right where it connects to the set-top con
verter. Bingo, the TVI is gone.

Well, almost, anyway . When Howie
transmits on 2 meters , the channel 18TVI
is still there . Channel 18 uses the 2 meter
band, so this demonstrates tha t there is a
leak in the cable system . The RFIC looks
at some of the cable wiring and notes that
the ground connection is quite corroded
and that a number of the connections look
suspect. They explain that the cable com
pany should be able to diagnose the prob
lem. The neighbor agrees to call the cable
company; Howie agree s to be available
for testing.

The te lephone RFI problem is a bit
more challenging. There are a number of
tele phone s on the line, so the RFIC sim
plifies things by disconnecting all but one
phone. A telephone-RFI filter cures it
handily. Two other phones have no prob
lem, until an answering machine is
installed back on the line. Then, every
phone in the house has RFI again . A tele
phone RFI filter on the answering
machine line makes is quite a bit better on
20 meters, but on 10 meter s, it is ju st as
bad as ever . They then try a ferrite com
mon-mode choke on the de-power supply
lead coming from the "wall cube" power
supply. The problem is now gone. The last
telephone also proves to be a bit trouble
some, requiring both a line filter and a
separate filter for the handset cord.

At this point, the RFIC feels it has
helped all it can. Howie and his neighbor
enthusiastically agree . They will call the
cab le company tomorrow and set up an
appo intment. The RFIC points out the
Cable TVI chapter in this book ; Howie
will go to a nearby dealer and buy a copy
tomorrow, so he can show the cable -TVI
information to the cable company.

The RFIC asks Howie to keep them in
formed about the cable problem and of
fers that they will be willing to help out if
Howie has any more RFI problems.
Howie and his neighbor have both noted
that the "stock" cures seemed to have
worked and that if they have any more
problems, they will "try the easy things

first. " In fac t, Howie notes , one other
neighbor has had problem s, too, but Howie
now feel s he can give it a go, having
watched the "pros" in action. The RFIC
leave s, another one chalk ed up in the "win
win" column.

Over the next few days, the RFIC docu
ment s the entire sequence of event s and
Howie receives a copy of the report in the
mail. He immediately makes a copy for his
neighbor. They share it over a cup of cof
fee and wonder how they could have ever
let things get out of hand.

Var iat ions

This has been but an example. There are
as many vari atio ns on this as there are RFI
prob lems and individual people. In some
cases, the RFIC may choose to do a lot
more on the telephone, perhaps explain
ing things to Howie and his neighbor and
leaving them to try the cure s themselves.

Liabili ty

No discussion would be complete with
out a mention of liability. In working with a
neighbor, or the ham for that matter, there is
a question of liability. In virtually no case
should a ham or RFIC take apart consumer
equipment. Hams should limit their involve
ment to helping a neighbor find solutions .
Even trying external cures has its risks
what if the TV decides to die for other rea
sons the minute the filter is installed?

If the RFIC is being formed by an ARRL
affiliated club already insured under the
ARRL's club liab ility insurance, it would
automatically be covered under that insur
ance plan. In general, if the activities of
the RFIC are listed on the club's insurance
application, the club and its members will
be covered for claim s alleging bodily in
jury and/or property damage subject to the
poli cy terms and conditions. Specific
questions should be directed to the ARRL
insurance administrator, Albert H.
Woh lers & Co, at 1-800-503 -9227. For
more information , see the ARRL Web site
at http://www.arrl.org/field/regula
tions/insurance/club_liability.html.

In Conclusion

This isa brand-new section of the ARRL' s
RFl Book. It is intended to give general
guidelines on how to set up an RFI Commit
tee. There are a lot of good ideas out there
from club RFI committees, and the ARRL is
looking for any information clubs can pro
vide to make this chapter a better tool. Con
tact the editor if you can help.

From here, it is up to you. The se are
guidelines, not hard and fast rule s. You
will set up an RFIC based on local needs
and local talent. It is yet another example
of hams helping hams-a proud tradition
of the Amateur Radio Service.
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Resources

This app endix contains address and contact
inf ormati on fo r government agencies and
professional organizations. Also ineluded are
pu bli shers and companies that provide
mat eria ls and devi ces for controlling radio
fr equency interference,

AGEN CIE S, ORGANIZATIONS AND
PUB LISHERS

American National Standards Institu te
(ANS I)

I I West 42nd St
New York, NY 10036
2 12-642-4900
Fax: 2 12-302- 1286
E-mail: sleistne@a nsi.org
Web: http://web.ansi.org/

ARRL- The national assoc iation for Amateur
Radio

225 Main St
New ington, CT 06 111
860-594-0200
Fax: 860-594-0259
E-mail: rf i@arrl.org
Web: http ://www.arr l.org/

Canadian Standard s Institute (CSA)
178 Rexdale Blvd
Etobicoke (Toronto), ON M9W I R3
Canada
416 -747 -4000
Fax: 4 16-747-4 149
E-mail: sales@csa.ca
Web: http://www.csa.ca/

Consumer Electro nics Manufacturers
Association (CEMA)
2500 Wilson Blvd
Arling ton, VA 22205
703-9 07-7626
Fax: 703-907-7601
E-ma il: rce nter@e ia.org
Web : http: //www.eia.org/

CQ Co mmunications
25 New bridge Rd
Hicksvill e, NY 1180 I
5 16-68 1-2922
Fax: 516-68 1-2926
E-mail : cqmagazine @aol.co m
Web: http ://www.cq-amateur-radio.com/

Electronic Indu stries Alliance (EIA)
250 0 Wilson Blvd
Arlington, VA 2220 I
703 -907-7500
E-mail: Publi cAffai rs @eia.org
Web: http://www.eia.org/

Federa l Communications Commission
(FCC)

1270 Fairfield Rd
Gett ysburg, PA 17325
888-225-5322
717-338-2500
Fax: 717-338- 2696
E-mail: callctr@nightwind.fcc.gov
Web : http ://www.fcc.gov/

Federa l Communication s Co mmission
Office of Enginee ring and Technology
(OET)

445 12th St, SW
Washington, DC 20554
202-4 18-2470
E-mail: oetinfo@fcc.gov
Web: http ://www.fcc.gov/oet/

Institute of Electrical and Elect ronics
Engineers (IEEE) Headqu arters

345 East 47th St
New York, NY 10017
2 12-705-7900
Fax : 212-705-4929
E-mail: member.services@ieee.org
Web: http ://www.ieee.org/

IEEE Operations Center
445 Hoes Ln
PO Box 1331
Piscatawa y, NJ 08855
800-678 -4333
732 -98 1-0060
Fax: 732-98 1-9667
E-ma il: customer. service @ieee .org
Web: http://www.ieee.org/

Internat ional Electro technical Commission
(IEC)

3, rue de Varemb
P.O. Box 131
CH- 121 1 GENEVA 20
Switzerla nd
4 1 22 9 1902 II
Fax: 41 22 9 19 03 00 (CCITT Type III)
E-mail: pubinfor@iec. ch
Web: http ://www.iec.ch/

McGra w-Hill
1333 Burr Ridge Pkwy
Burr Ridge, IL 60521
630-789-4000
Web: http://www.mhh e.com/

National Assoc iation of Broadcasters
(NAB)

177 1 N St, NW
Washington, DC 20036
202-429-5300
Fax: 202-775-3520
Web : http://www.nab .org/

National Cable Television Association
(NCTA)

1724 Massachusett s Ave, NW
Washington , DC 20036
202-775-3669
Web: http .z/www.nct a.com/

National Fire Protection Assoc iation
(NFPA)

1 Batte rymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02269
617-77 0-3000
Fax : 6 17-770 -0700
E-mail: custse rv@N FPA.org
Web: http ://www.nfpa.org/
Publishers of the National Electrica l Code

(NEC).

Prentice-Hall
Division of Simon and Schuster
1 Lake St
Upper Saddle River , NJ 07458
20 1-236 -7000
Fax: 20 1-236-7696
Web: http://www.prenhall .com/

Compiled By Joe Bott iglieri, AA1GW • ARRL Technical Information Service Coordinator
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Radio Society of Great Britain (RSGB )
Lambd a House, Cranborne Rd
Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE
United Kingdom
44- 1707-659015
Fax : 44- 1707-645 105
E-mail : RadCom @rsgb .org.uk
Web : http ://ww w.rsgb.org/
The RSGB is the UK' s internati onally

recognized national society for radio
amateurs and the publishers of RadCom
(RC) magazine.

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
400 Commonwealth Dr
Warrendale, PA 15096
724-776-484 1
Fax : 724/776-5760
E-mail : swiss @sae .org
Web: http ://www.sae.org/

Society of Broad cast Engineers, Inc (SBE)
8445 Keystone Crossing, Suite 140
Indianapo lis, IN 46240
317-253- 1640
Fax : 317-253-04 18
Web : http ://www.sbe.org/

Telec ommunications Indu stry Associ ation
(TIA)

2500 Wilson Blvd , Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22201
703-907 -7700
Fax: 703-907-7727
E-mail : tia @tia.eia.org
Web: http ://www.tiaonline.org/

Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
333 Pfingsten Rd
Northbrook, IL 60062
800-595 -9844
847-272-8800
Fax: 847-272-8129
E-mail : northbrook@u1.com
Web: http ://www .u1.com/

U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS )
509 National Center
Reston , VA 20192
888-275-874 7
Fax: 703-648-488 8
Web : http://www.usgs .gov/

Verb and Deut scher Elektrotechn iker
(VDE )

VDE Testing and Certification Institute
Testing Laboratory for EMC

Measurements
Merian stra sse 28
D-6306 9 Offenba ch , Germany
49-69-8306-0
Fax: 49-69 -8306-555
Web : http ://www.vde .de/ vde/htmlle/home.htm

73 Amateur Radio Today Magazine
70 Route 202 N
Peterborough, NH 0345 8
800-274 -7373
603-924-005 8
Fax: 603-924 -8613
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COMPANIES THAT SUPPLY
MA TERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR RFI
SUPPRESSION

Allied Electronics
7410 Pebbl e Dr
Fort Worth, TX 76 118
800-43 3-5700 (call for neare st distrib utor )
Web: http ://www .allied .avnet. com/
Ferrite and ac power-lin e filter s.

Ameco Publi shing Corp
224 E Second St
Mineola, NY 11501
516-74 1-5030 (call for nearest distributor)
Fax: 5 16-74 1-503 1
Low-pass filters for HF tran sceivers, high

pass filter s for CATV and antenna
conne cted televisions.

Amidon, Inc
240 Briggs Ave
Costa Mesa , CA 9262 6
800-898- 1883
714-850-4660
Fax: 714-850-116 3
E-mail : salesO amldoncorp.com
Web: http ://www .amid oncorp .com/
Ferrite cores, beads and rods. RFI and

Experimenters Kits, containing a large
assortment of ferr ite beads and core s are
also available.

Barker and Williamson (B&W)
603 Cidco Rd
Cocoa, FL 32926
407-639-1510
Fax: 407 -639 -2545
Web: http ://www.bwantenn as.com/
Low-Pass filters for HF and 6-meter

trans ceivers.

Bencher, Inc
83 1 North Central Ave
Wood Dale, IL 60191
630-238- 1183 (call for neare st distributor)
Fax: 630-238-1186
E-ma il: bencher @benche r.com
Web : http://www.bencher.com/
Low-pass filters for HF tran sceivers.

John K. Browne, KI6KY
Web : http ://www.ky-filters.com/
RFI filter con struction .

ByteM ark Corp
7714 Trent St
Orlando, FL 32807
407-679 -3 184
800-679-3 184
Fax: 407-673-2083
E-mail: sales@ bytemark.com
Web: http ://www.bytem ark.com/
Ferrite.

Coilc raft
1102 Silver Lake Rd
Cary, IL 600 13
Phone : 800-322-2645
847-639-6400
Fax: 847-639 - 1469
E-mail: info @coilc raft. com
Web: http://www.coilcraft.com/
Computer cable EMI filter modules, RJ I I,

RJ14 , MOD4 handset and RJ45 modul ar
jacks, EMI filter s for I , 2 and 4-line
telephone systems.

Communicatio ns and Energy Corp
7395 Taft Park Dr
East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-882- 1587
315-452-0709
Fax: 315-451-0732
E-mail: tech @cefilte r.com
Web: http ://www.cefilter.com/
CATV and satellite television interference

filters .

Corcom, Inc
844 E. Rock land Rd
Libert yville, Illinoi s 6004 8
847-680-7400
Fax: 847-680-8169
E-mail : info @cor.com
Web : http ://www.cor.com/
AC power-l ine filter s for installati on inside

equipment enc losure s.

Corne ll-Dub lier Electronics (CDE)
1605 E. Rodney French Blvd
New Bedford, MA 02744
508-996-856 1
Fax: 508-996- 3830
E-mai l: Imirand a@cornell-dubilier.com
Web : http ://www .comell-dubilier.co m/
AC rated capacitors and ac power- line

filters for installat ion inside equ ipment
enclosures.

DCI Digital Commu nications
Box 293
White City, SK
Canada , SOG 5BO
800-563-535 1
306-78 1-445 1
Fax 306-781 -2008
E-mail : dci @dci .ca
Web: http ://www .dci.cal
Band-p ass filter s for VHF, 220 MHz, UHF

and UHF ATV. Other frequencies are
available by special order.

Digi-Key Corp
70 I Brooks Ave S
PO Box 677
Thief River Falls, MN 56701
800-344-4 539
2 18-681-3380
Fax: 2 18-68 1-3380
E-mai l: webmas ter@digikey .com
Web : http ://www.d igikey.com/
AC rated capacito rs and ferrite.



Down East Microwave
954Rt5 19
Frenchtown, NJ 0882 5
908-996-3584
Fax: 908-946-3072
Web: http://downeastm icro wave.com/
A wide variety of bandpass, low-pass and

notch filters for HF, VHF , UHF and
micro wave applicat ions.

Electronic Rainb ow
622 7 Coffman Rd
Indianapolis, IN 4626 8
3 17-29 1-7262
Fax: 3 17-291-72 69
E-mail: eri@iquest.net
Web : http://www.rainbowkits.com/
"Searcher" direction finder kit. (SDF- I)

Electron ic Specialists, Inc
171 S Main St
Natick, MA 01760
800-2 25-48 76
508-655- 1532
Fax: 508-653 -0268
E-mail: clipprx @ix.netcom.com
Web : http://www.elect-spec.com/

index.htm
AC line filters.

Elna Ferr ite Laboratories, Inc
234 Tin ker St
PO Box 395
Wood stock, NY 12498
800-553-2870
9 14-679-2497
Fax: 9 14-679-70 10
E-mail : ferrite@ mhv.net
Web: http://elna-ferrit e.com/
Ferrite .

Fair-Rit e Products Corp
PO Box J, I Commerc ial Row
Wallkill , NY 12589
800-836- 0427
914-895-2055 (call for nearest distributor)
Fax: 9 14-895-2629
E-mail: ferr ite s@fair-ri te.com
Web: http://fair-rite .com/
Ferrite .

GC/Thorsen
1801 Morgan St
Rockford, IL 61102
800-443 -0852 (ca ll for nearest distributor)
Fax: 815-968-9731
Conductive paint for RF shie lding

applicatio ns.

Hamt ron ics, Inc
65-Q Moul Rd
Hilton , NY 1446 8
716-392-9430
Fax : 716-392 -94 20
E-mail : j v@hamtron ics.com
Web : http://www.hamtron ics.com/
Helical resonato r filter s for VHF and

UHF.

Industr ial Communications Engineers
(ICE)

PO Box 18495
Indianapolis, IN 462 18
800-423 -2666 (call for nearest distr ibutor)
317-545-54 12
Fax: 317-545-9645
Web: http ://ww w.inducomm .net/
A wide variety of high-pass, band-pass, and

low-pass filters for HF, VHF and
UHF tran sce ivers. BCB filters, CATV and
antenna connected TV and VCR filters,
telephone and stereo interferen ce
filters, de line filters for mobile
equipment and brute force ac line filter s.
Informa tion bulletins on various RFI
related topics are also available.

Instrument Specialtie s Co
One Shielding Way
Delaware Water Gap , PA 18327
570-424-8510
Web: http://www.instr.com/
Finger stock material and conductive tape for
shielding.

JPS Communicat ions, Inc
PO Box 97757
Raleigh. NC 27624
800-533-38 19
9 19-790- 1048
Fax: 919-790 - 1011
E-mail: j ps @jp s.com
Web : http://www.jp s.com/
Antenna noise cance ller.

K-Com
PO Box 82
Randolph OH 44265
330-325-2 110
Fax: 330-325 -2525
E-mail: info @k-comfilter s.com
Web: http://www.k-comfilters.com/
Telephone interference filters for I and 2-line

phone sys tems and telephone handset cords.

MFJ Enterpr ises
PO Box 494
Mississippi State, MS 39762
800-647- 1800
60 1-323-0549
Fax: 60 1-323-655 1
E-mail: mfj @mfjenterpri ses.com
Web : http ://w ww.mfje nterpri ses.com/
Antenna noise canceling devices, low-pass

fil ters for HF transceivers, high-pass
filters for CATV and antenna-connected
television interference and snap-toge ther
ferrit e toroids.

Mouse r Electronics
958 N Main St
Mansfield , TX 76063
800-992-9943
817-483 -6848
Fax: 817-483 -0931
E-mail: tech@mouser. com
Web: http ://www.mouser.com/
AC rated capacitors and ferrite.

Newark Electroni cs
480 1 N Ravenswood Ave
Chicago, IL 60640
800-463-9275 (ca ll for nearest distrib utor)
773-784-5 100
Web : http ://www.newark.com/
Computer cable and ac power connectors

with built -in RFI suppressio n. Ferrite .

Ocean State Elec tronics
6 Industrial Dr
Westerly, RI 02891
800-866 -6626
40 1-596-3080
Fax: 40 1-596-3590
Ferri te.

Paloma r Engineer s
PO Box 462222
Escondido, CA 92046
760-747-3 343
Fax: 760-747-3346
E-mai l: Palomar@compuserve.com
A wide variety of toro id cores and beads. RFI

and Experimenters Kits, containing an
assortment of ferr ite beads and cores are also
available. RFI tip sheets.

PAR Electro nics
6869 Bayshore Dr
Lantana, FL 33462
561-586-8278
Fax: 561-582- 1234
E-mail: par @magg.net
Web: http ://www.rf-filters.com/
Notch filters for use on VHF and UHF

transceivers. Typically used for notching
out 152-153 MHz pager interference.
Also available for other frequenci es
between 50 MHz and I GHz by special order.

Piezo Technology, Inc
2525 Shader Rd
PO Box 547859
Orlando, FL 32854
407-298-2000
Fax: 407-293-2979
E-mail: sales@ piezotech.com
Web : http://www.piezotech.com/
Crysta l band-pass filters.

PRO Distrib utors
5135A 69th St
Lubbock, TX 79424
800-658-2027
E-mail: rep ly@prodi stributors.com
Web: http://www.prodistributors.com/rfi.html
RFI resistant ("bulletproof') telephones and

telephone filters. CATV and antenna
connected television and VCR inter fer-
ence filters (including models with ac line
filters) and stereo speaker inter ference filters .

Radar Engineers
9535 NE Colfax St
Port land, OR 97220
503-256-34 17
Fax: 503-256-1981
E-mail: radareng @teleport.co m
Web: http://radarengineers.com/rfitvi.htm
"HotStick Line Sniffer" ultrasonic/VHF

power-line interference location device .
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RadioShack
I Tand y Center, Suite 300
Ft Worth, TX 76 102
800-843 -7422 (or contact your local

franchi se)
http :// www.rad ioshack.com/
Split fer rite mater ial, high-pass filters for

CATV and antenna connected television s
and VCRs, ac line brut e force filters and
tel eph one interference filte rs. All
telephones sold throu gh Radio Shack are
subjec ted to RFI testin g.

Rad iokit
PO Box 973
Pelham , NH 03076
603- 635-2235
Fax: 603-635-2943
Ferrite .

RF Parts Co
435 South Pacifi c St
San Marcos, CA 92069
800-7 37-2787 (orders on ly)
760-744-0700
Fax: 760 -744-1943
E-mail : rfp @rfparts.com
Web : http ://www.rfp arts.com/
Low-pass filt er s fo r HF tran scei vers,

band -pa ss filters by DC I, and ferrite .

Richard son Electronic s, Ltd
40W267 KesIinger Rd
La Fox, IL 60 147
630 -20 8-2200
E-mail: edg@ rell.co m
Web: http://www .re ll.com/
Finger stock.

Rohn
PO Box 2000
Peoria, IL 6 1656
309-697-4400
Fax: 309-697-56 12
E-mai l: mai l@rohnnel.com
Web : http://www.rohnnel.com/
Com mun icati ons towers.

Schaffner EMC, Inc
9B Fadem Rd
Springfield , NJ 07081
973-3 79-77 78 (ca ll for nearest distributer)
Fax: 973-379-1151
Web : hupz/www.schaffner .com/
AC power-line filt er s for insta lla tion

inside equipment enclosures .

Del Schi er, K 1UHF
126 Old West Mountain Rd
Ridgefield, CT 06877
203-637-3621
Fax : 203-637 -6773
E-mail : kd l du@r idge field-cl.co m
Web: http ://www.qsl.n et/kluhf!

filters.html/
TVI notch filters op timized for

144.200 MH z and 50 .125 MHz for use on
antenna connec ted TV s. These filt ers are
not effec tive for use on ot her fre quencies
within these bands . (For tunable notch fi lters
see Star Ci rcuits.)
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Sparre vohn Engineerin g
143 Nieto Ave SW # 1
Long Beach, CA 90803
7 14-642-7323
3 10-433 -7240
Telephone inter fere nce filters for I and

2-1ine telephone sys tems.

Star Cir cu its
PO Box 949 17
Las Vegas, NV 89 193
800 -433-63 19
Fax: 800-433-63 19
E-mail: tvfilt er@starci rcuits.com
Web : http://members.aol. com/tvfilter/

index.htm l
Tun ab le notch filters for antenna con

necte d televi sion s.

TCE Labs
2365 Waterfront Park Dr
Canyon Lake, TX 78133
830-899-4574
E-m ail : tce labs@juno.c om
Teleph one interference filte rs with

mod ular connectors for I and 2,-line
sys tems, stereo speaker interference
filt er s, CATV and antenna connec ted
televi sion and VCR int erference filters, and
RFI resi stant ("bulletproof')
teleph ones. RFI resistant te lephones with
extended features are also ava ilable by
spec ial order (ca ll for details) .

Tech America
PO Box 1981
Ft Worth , TX 76 101
800-877-0072
Fax: 800-8 13-0087
Web : htt p:// www.techamerica.com/
Ferr ite .

TTl Indu stri es
1385 Akron St
Copiague, NY 11726
5 16-789-5020
Fax: 5 16-789-5063
E-mail : info @tti-industrie s.com
Residentia l telephone service en try pane ls

with optional RFI filte ring.

Tran stroni cs, Inc
3209 W 9th St
Lawrence, KS 66049
785- 841- 3089
Fax : 785-84 1-0434
E-mail: home @xtron ics.com
Web : htt p://www.xtroni cs.com/
Ultrasonic translat or hobbyist kit.

Vectronics
800-363 -2922
60 1-323-5800
Fax: 601- 323-655 1
E-mai l: j shurden @vect roni cs.com
Web: http:// www.vectronics.com/
Low-pa ss filt ers for HF tran sceiver s, high-

pass filter s for CATV and antenna
connec ted televisions, band- pass filte rs for
VHF base , mobile and handheld
application s.

Vishay Intertechn ology, Inc
PO Box 231
Sanford, ME 0407 3
207 -490-7257
Fax: 207-324-7223
Web : http://www.vishay.com/
AC power- line filters for installati on inside
equipment enclosures.

3M Electrica l Spe cialties Division
6801 River Place Blvd
Austin, TX 78726
800-665-78 62
Fax: 3 19-395-9 7 19
Web : http://www.mmm.com/
Conductive tape for shie lding applica tions.

WEB RESOURCES

These Web sites con tain contac t info rmation
for a wide variety of consumer electronics
manufacturers .

Circuit City Store s, Inc
http ://www.circu itcity.com/help/mfrli stl .html

Con sum er Electronics Manufacturer s
Association (CEMA)

http :// www.cemacity.org/to wn/members.htm

Elec tronics Manufacturers on the Net
http ://www.electroni cs-oem s.com/

companies.html

Feder al Communica tions Commiss ion
Complia nce and Inform ation Bureau Interfer 
ence Handbook
http://www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/Complianc e/
WWW/t vibook.htmi

The ARRL maintain s a Technical Informat ion
Service Web page. TIS provides a number of
inform ation packa ges and bib liogr aphies to
pro vide assistance for techni cal problems,
incl ud ing RFI , and information on other topi cs
of interes t to rad io amateurs. Many of these
packages are ava ilable at no charge from
ARRLWe b. htt p://w ww.arrl. orglti s/
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FEDERAL
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COMMISSION

COMPLIANCE & INFORMATION BUREAU

CIS Telephone Interference
Bulletin CIB-I0 August 1995

WHAT TO DO IF YOU HEAR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS ON YOUR TELEPHONE

Interference occurs when your telephone instru
ment fails to "block out" a nearby radio communi
cation. Potential interference problems begin when
the telephone is built at the factory. All telephones
contain electronic components that are sensitive to
radio. If the manufacturer does not build in inter
ference protection, these components may react to
nearby radio communications. Telephones with
more features contain more electronic components
and need greater interference protection. If you
own an unprotected telephone, as the radio environ-
ment around you changes, you may sometimes hear Unprotected Telephone

unwanted radio communications. Presently, only a
few telephones sold in the United States have built-
in interference protection. Thus, hearing radio through your telephone is a sign that your phone lacks
adequate interference protection. This is a technical problem, not a law enforcement problem. It is not a
sign that the radio communication is not authorized, or that the radio transmitter is illegal.

Because interference problems begin at the factory, you should
send your complaint to the manufacturer who built your
telephone. A sample complaint letter is provided at the end of
this bulletin.

You can also stop interference by using a specially designed
"radio-proof' telephone, available by mail order. A recent FCC
study found that these telephones , which have built-in interfe r
ence protection, are a very effective remedy. A list of Radio
Proof telephones is provided at the end of this bulletin.

Radio-Proof Telephone
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Interference problems in telephones can sometimes be
stopped or greatly reduced with a radio filter. Install this filter
at the back of the telephone, on the line cord, and/or at the
telephone wall jack. Radio filters are available at local phone
product stores and by mail order. (See attached list, Radio
Interference Filters.) A list of Radio Interference filters is
provided at the end of this bulletin.

Filter
I

ShortCo
to telephone

Cord to
Wall

•

Wall
Jack

To get started, follow these steps: If you have several telephones, or
accessories such as answering machines, unplug all of them . Then plug
each unit back in, one at a time, at one of your wall jacks. Listen for the
radio communication. If you hear interference through only one telephone
(or only when the answering machine is plugged in), then the problem is
in that unit. Contact the manufacturer of that unit for help. Alternatively,
simply stop using that unit, replace it with a radio-proof model, or install a
radio filter. (NOTE: Only a very small percentage of interference prob
lems occur in the outside telephone lines. Your local telephone company
can check for this type of problem.) Test EachPiece ofEquipment

Sep~r.ely,One. ~ Time.

Next, it's important to follow through and contact the manufacturer. Telephone
manufacturers need to know if consumers are unhappy about a product's failure
to block out radio communications. Also, the manufacturer knows the design of
the telephone and may recommend remedies for that particular phone.

To file a complaint, write a letter to the manufacturer, using the sample letter at
the end of this document. To help the manufacturer select the right remedy, be
sure to provide all the information in the sample, including the type of radio
communication that the telephone equipment is receiving. You can identify the
type of radio communication by listening to it. There are three common types :

o
Q

o

~L.!}J
Teletltone ManuW:tlll'l!r

(1) AM/FM broadcast radio stations - Music or continuous talk distinguishes this type of radio communi
cation. The station identifies itself by its call letters at or near the top of each hour.

(2) Citizen's Band (CB) radio operators - These radio operators use nicknames or "handles" to identify
themselves on the radio. Usually, the CB operator's voice is clearly heard. You may also hear sound effects
or other noises .

(3) Amateur ("ham") radio operators - Amateur radio operators are licensed by the FCC. They use call
letters to identify their communications. The amateur's voice can be heard but may be garbled or distorted.

Cordless telephones are low-power radio transmitters/receivers. They are highly sensitive to electrical
noise, radio interference, and the communications of other nearby cordless phones. Contact the manufac
turer for help in stopping interference to your cordless telephone.

Final note: Current FCC regulations do not address how well a telephone blocks out radio communica
tions . At present, FCC service consists of the self-help information contained in this bulletin. A partial list
of radio -proof telephones and radio filters is also attached.
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The FCC strongly encourages manufacturers to include interference protection in their telephones as a
benefit to consumers. The telephone manufacturing industry has begun to develop voluntary standards for
interference protection. The FCC will continue regular meetings with manufacturers and will closely track
the effectiveness of their voluntary efforts.

If you are not satisfied with the manufacturer's response, contact the Electronic Industries Association,
2500 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Virginia 22201, phone: (703) 907-7500.

Dear Manufacturer: I am writing to register a complaint about telephone equipment I purchased (manu
factured by your company). Unfortunately your product is receiving a nearby radio communication,
making it difficult for me to complete phone calls. Please contact me within 30 days to discuss what steps
your company will take to make my telephone work properly. Thank you for your help. I look forward to
your prompt reply.

SOURCES OF RADIO-PROOF TELEPHONES AND

RADIO FILTERS FOR TELEPHONES

The lists below show companies that sell radio-proof telephones and radio interference filters. If you
would like to try a radio-proof telephone or radio interference filter, make sure that you can return it for a
refund, and keep the purchase receipt.

THE FCC DOES NOT ENDORSE OR RECOMMEND THE USE OF ANY PARTICULAR GOODS
OR SERVICES LISTED BELOW. SUCH GOODS OR SERVICES ARE LISTED FOR INFORMA
TION ONLY AND HA VE BEEN FURNISHED BY THE ORGANIZATIONS. FOR FURTHER INFOR
MATION, CONTACT THE INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATIONS.

• RADIO-PROOF TELEPHONES:

TCE LABORATORIES, INC.
2365 Waterfront Park Dr.
Canyon Lake, TX 78133
(210) 899-4575
Note: Desk and wall models available. Will do custom orders for multiple-line phones, speaker phones,
answering machines, etc. Advertises 30-day money-back guarantee.

PRO DISTRIBUTORS
2811 74th Street, Suite B
Lubbock, TX 79423
(800) 658-2027
Note: Desk and wall models available. Advertises 30-day money-back guarantee.

• RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS:

AT&T
(800) 222-3111
Notes: Also available at AT&T and GTE Phone Center stores.
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COILCRAFT
1102 Silver Lake Road
Cary, IL 60013
(800) 322-2645
Note: Filters for computers and printers also available .

ENGINEERING CONSULTING
583 Candlewood Street
Brea, CA 92621
(714) 671-2009
Note: Also available filters for 2-line telephones .

INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS (ICE)
P. O. Box 18495
Indianapolis, IN 46218-0495
(317) 545-5412
Note: Also available hard-wired filters for wall-mount telephones.

K-COM
P. O. Box 82
Randolph, OH 44265
(216) 325-2110
Note: Also available filters for 2-line telephones.

KEPTEL, INC.
56 Park Road
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
(908) 389-8800

KILO-TEC
P. O. Box 10
Oak View, CA 93022
(805) 646-9645

RICHARD MEASURES
6455 LaCumbre Road
Somis, CA 93066
(805) 482-3034

OPTO-TECH INDUSTRIES
P. O. Box 13330
Fort Pierce, FL 34979
(800) 334- 6786, or (407) 468- 6032

RADIO SHACK (ARCHER)
Available at nearest Radio Shack store.
Catalog #273-104
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SNC MANUFACTURING
101 W. Waukau Avenue
Oshkosh, WI 54901-7299
(800) 558-3325, or (414) 231-7370

SOUTHWESTERN BELL FREEDOM PHONE ACCESSORIES
7486 Shadel and Station Way
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(800) 255-8480, or (317) 841-8642

SPARREVOHN ENGINEERING
143 Nieto Avenue, Suite #1
Long Beach, CA 90803
(310) 433-7240
Note: Also available filters for 2-line telephones .

TCE LABORATORIES
2365 Waterfront park Drive.
Canyon Lake, TX 78133
(210) 899-4575
Note: Also available filters for 2-line telephones .

• SAMPLE COMPLAINT LETTER:

Name
and address of
telephone manufacturer

Dear Manufacturer:

I am writing to register a complaint about telephone equipment I purchased (manufactured by your company). Unfortunately,
your product is receiving a nearby radio communication, making it difficult for me to complete telephone calls. Please contact
me within 30 days to discuss what steps your company will take to make my telephone work properly.

Thank you for your help.

I look forward to your prompt reply.

Name: _ Telephone: _

Address: _

City /State/Zip Code: _

Type of telephone equipment: _

Model Number: _

Description of Interference (AM/FM, CB, Amateur, etc):
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INTRODUCTION

Interference is any unwanted signal which precludes reception of the best possible signal
from the source that you want to receive. Interference may prevent reception altogether,
may cause only a temporary loss of the desired signal, or may affect the quality of the
sound or picture produced by your equipment.

Interference to home electronic equipment is a frustrating problem; but, fortunately, there
are several ways to deal with it. This handbook provides a step-by-step process for elimi
nating the interference.

If your problem is not eliminated by following the steps in this handbook, you should follow
the instructions in the owner's manual of your equipment for contacting the manufacturer.
We have provided a list of manufacturers. If the manufacturer of your equipment is not
listed, look at the beginning of the list for additional help.

I. Check the Installation of Your Equipment

Many interference problems are the direct result of poor equipment installation. Cost-cutting
manufacturing techniques, such as insufficient shielding or inadequate filtering, may also
cause your equipment to react to a nearby radio transmitter. This is not the fault of the
transmitter and litt le can be done to the transmitter to correct the problem. If a correction
cannot be made at the transmitter, actions must be taken to stop your equipment from
reacting to the transmitter. These methods may be as easy as adjusting your equipment or
replacing a broken wire . These and other simple corrections may be accomplished without
the help of a service technician.

A. Simplify the problem

Begin by disconnecting all equipment from the piece of equipment you are trying to fix. For
example, if you are working with a television set, disconnect your VCR, stereo speaker
wires and video game. Then, reconnect each of these additional devices individually to
determine which device may be causing the interference to your television. Do the same
thing for a telephone or stereo system. Disconnect all answering machines, telephones, CD
players, facsimile machines, modems, etc. If the problem goes away when a device is not
connected you have found the problem. It may be necessary to filter the device reacting to
the transmitter.

For sale by the U.S. Government Printing Office
Superintendent of Documents, Mail Stop: SSOP , Washington , DC 20402-9328

ISBN 0 - 16 - 045542 - 1
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B. Check your connections.

Make sure all cables are properly fastened and in good condition. Antenna wires, intercon
necting cables and power cords often act as antennas and carry the interference into your
system. All wires and cables should be as short as possible. If there are any loose connec
tions or broken and damaged cables have them replaced or repaired. If you are using cable
television services and have an in-house wire repair contract, contact your cable company
for repair or replacement of the wires.

You should also test all splitters used in your system, if there are any. (A splitter is a device
that provides a signal to more than one location.) To test the splitter, bypass it by hooking
the antenna/cable connector directly to one TV. If the signal quality is improved or the inter
ference goes away, the splitter is defective and should be replaced.

C. Check your amplifier.

Temporarily disconnect the amplifier and bypass it. By doing this, you allow the signal from
the antenna to go directly to the TV or radio receiver. If the interference disappears, then
the amplifier is causing the problem.

If your TV or radio receiver is connected to amaster antenna television system (MATV),
commonly used in large apartment complexes, you should contact the building management
for assistance.

D. Check your antenna system.

Even though your antenna does not have moving parts, the wire and the antenna physically
deteriorate due to the effects of time and harsh weather. Replace damaged or broken an
tennas. If the antenna is badly corroded clean or replace it. Check the incoming wire from
your antenna for physical damage. If you are using twin-lead cable, replace it with coaxial
cable. If you are currently using an inside antenna, try to replace it with an outside antenna
to improve the signal.

Twin lead is usually a flat wire that connects the antenna to a receiving device. It is not
shielded and the entire length of wire acts as an antenna. This may cause some receiving
problems such as ghosting. Coaxial cable consists of two concentric conductors (an inner
conductor and an outer braided sleeve) and is used in cable tv installations to prevent
unwanted leakage from the cable system as well as entry of unwanted signals into the cable
system.

If after following the steps described above your system continues to react to the interfer
ence, you should continue reading this booklet.
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II. Identifying Other Sources

A. Simplify the problem

As a general rule, the more complex a system is, the more difficult it is to isolate a problem.
Always start with the simplest system possible; one telephone, one television receiver, or
just the stereo receiver.

For example, if your television is reacting to a nearby radio transmitter, remove all accesso
ries, such as video games, VCRs, stereo system connections, booster amplifiers and even
cable boxes. If you are connected to a cable system, connect the cable input directly to
your TV set.

If the reaction stops when you disconnect any device, you have found the problem. You
must now make a decision. You can attempt remedial action, contact the manufacturer for
assistance, or replace the device with one that does not react to the nearby transmitter. If
you choose remedial action contlnue with this section.

B. Collect Information about the Interference

Some basic information about the interference will help a lot in identifying its source.

1. When do you get the interference?

Keep track of the time of day you usually receive the interference. Do you get interference
only at dinnertime? Does the interference occur day after day at the same time? Does the
interference occur at all times or is it unpredictable?

If your equipment is reacting to the transmissions of a nearby radio operator, you will have
the interference only when the radio operator is talking. The pattern will be much like that of
a normal conversation except that you will hear only one half of the conversation. Usually
the interference will occur for brief periods during specific times of the day.

If the interference is on constantly, it is not caused by a nearby radio operator. You may
have electrical, broadcast, or paging interference.

2. What does the interference sound like?

Listen carefully to the interference. Read this section and see which part best describes the
interference you are experiencing.
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Do you hear music and voices from a broadcast station in the background? If so, try to
identify which station you hear.

(

Stereo and other newer televisions may have separate audio channel capabilities. A foreign
language that synchronizes with the video, a description of what is happening on the
screen, or even continuous traffic reports may indicate that your television is switched to the
separate audio channel. Refer to your operator's manual for instructions on how to change
the audio channel.

Do you hear radio operator voices? Are the voices garbled? If the interference is intermit
tent and you hear clear or garbled voices, you are probably picking up the transmissions of
a nearby CB or Amateur radio operator. If so, you will probably be able to see an antenna
mounted on their house or car.

Do you hear static, or a constant buzzing sound like bacon frying? You may be picking up
interference from an electrical device in either your house or your neighbor's house. You
may also be picking up interference from electrical power lines. If the buzzing noise only
occurs for short periods of time, you may be receiving interference from a household appli
ance, such as a hair dryer, vacuum cleaner, or electric drill.

Do you hear voices and tones? If so, you may be picking up a nearby paging system. Pag
ing systems usually operate 24 hours a day, so your equipment may react to paging inter
ference at any time.

3. What does the interference look like?

a. Electrical Interference

Electrical interference many times will be seen as two or three horizontal lines on the televi 
sion screen and may be accompanied by a loud buzzing or sizzling sound through the TV
speakers or stereo system. Many times the lines move upwards on the television screen
and may be on for hours at a time or for a few seconds at a time. In severe cases, the entire
screen may be covered with rolling horizontal lines.

A simple way to discover if the source of interference is in your home, is by going to the
main fuse or circuit breaker box in your home. Using your TV set or a portable AM radio,
determine whether the interference is active. Electrical interference will sound about the
same on an AM radio as it does on your TV so you can use a portable AM radio as a detec
tor. Assuming the interference is occurring, you should follow these steps to identify the
circuit in your house that has the device causing the interference. Be very careful to avoid
contact within anything in the box except the fuses or circuit breakers. Remove one fuse at
a time, or shut off one circuit breaker at a time. If the interference stays on, turn the circuit
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breaker back on and try the next. If you are using your television to know that the interfer
ence is active, when you turn off the power to the circuit that supplies power to your TV to
test that circuit, plug the TV into another circuit.

If the interference stops when a fuse is removed or a circuit breaker is turned off, go to the
area that receives the electricity supplied by the disconnected circuit. Turn the power back
on and wait until the interference is present. Next unplug each device on the circuit one at a
time. If the interference stops after you unplug a device, you have found the culprit. The
device causing the interference must be repaired or replaced. Remember that the device
might be hidden. For example, you may have a bad amplifier in your attic, or a defective
doorbell transformer that is connected directly to the power circuit.

An alternative method to locating electrical interference is to tune to a quiet frequency at the
lower end of the AM dial. If you hear static or a buzzing sound, check to see if it corre
sponds with the interference to your TV or telephone. If it does, use the portable radio as a
detection device to locate the source of the interference.

The noise will be loudest in the room where the interference is originating. Unplug each
electrical device in the room one by one until the interference stops.

If you cannot locate the interference source in your own house, check with your neighbors
to see if they also receive interference. The house that has the worst interference will most
likely be the source of the interference. If your neighbor has strong interference, you may
wish to try to track it down with a portable AM radio or run the circuit breaker test described
above.

If you determine that the interference is not caused by any device in your home or that of
your neighbors, contact the customer service department of your local power company.

b. Interference to Television (TVI)

The following pages illustrate what many common
types of interference look like on a TV set. Find
the one that best matches your interference.

Use this picture for comparison with the other
pictures in this section.

Picture 1: Normal TV Reception
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TV stations are intended to serve viewers only
within a limited distance of their transmitters.
You can improve picture quality by raising your
antenna or using a more directional antenna.
Check your antenna line and connections. Try
reorienting your antenna for better reception. If
necessary, consider installing an outdoor an
tenna or a booster amplifier. Changing from flat
twin lead to round, coaxial cable may also help.

Picture 2: Poor TV Signal

Double images of a TV program, or "ghosting", is
a common problem with off-air TV reception in
urban areas. Ghosting may be caused by the TV
signal being reflected off of a tall building or
mountains. Ghosting may also indicate problems
with the TV antenna or lead in wire. Reorient
your antenna, or install a shielded (coaxial) lead
in wire. You may need to install a directional,
outdoor antenna.

Picture 3: Ghosting

Images from two different programs may appear on
your TV screen when your set simultaneously re
ceives two TV signals. Co-channel interference looks
much like ghosting, except that the two images are
different, as though one picture has been placed on
top of the other. If the problem is caused by atmo
spheric conditions, it is usually temporary. Installing a
directional, outdoor antenna, or relocating your indoor
antenna may improve reception. You may also have
similar interference if you are picking up signals
leaking from a cable TV system. If you believe that
you are picking up cable TV stations but you are not
connected to the cable system, contact the cable TV
company.

Picture 4: Co-channel
Interference
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This picture may appear on your TV screen when your
set is reacting to signals from a CB, amateur, police,
or other two-way radio transmitter. The pattern will
appear only when the operator transmits. The "lines"
in the interference pattern may be wider, or may seem
to "roll" up through the TV picture. If your TV is react
ing to CB or amateur radio transmissions, you will
often hear the operator's voice, although it may be
garbled. If you are very close to the transmitting an
tenna, the TV screen may "black out" when the opera
tor transmits. It is also very common to pick up the CB
or amateur operator's voice on the telephone or on
your radio or stereo system. For information about
possible remedies see Section III.

Picture 5: Ham/CB Transmitter
Interference

Picture 6: Electrical
Interference-very noisy (hair
dryer)

This picture may appear on your TV screen when
your set is reacting to an electrical device operating
in or near your home. Home appliances and electri
cal equipment, such as hair dryers, electric razors
and electric drills may cause temporary problems.
You may choose to live with this type of interference
as it is often expensive to correct. You may also
experience intermittent problems from other home
appliances, such as refrigerators and air-condition
ers. For example, you may notice interference on
your TV when your air conditioner cycles on or off. If
the interference is on continuously, it may be caused
by power line equipment. For information about
possible remedies, see Section III.

Doorbell transformers are a common source of interfer
ence to TV reception. This interference looks like snow
or bars on the TV screen. It looks very much like elec
trical interference, except it does not cover the whole
screen. It appears as bars of electrical interference. A
frying or sizzling sound comes and goes at about seven
second intervals (the intervals may vary). The interfer
ence may also be received hundreds of feet from the
source. If you suspect that you are experiencing inter
ference from your own or your neighbor's doorbell

Picture 7: Electrical
Interference-low noise
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transformer, and are unable to locate the trans
former, you may wish to contact a service
technician.

This pattern may appear on your TV screen if
you are picking up signals from an FM broadcast
transmitter. For information about possible rem
edies, see Section III.

Picture 8: FM Broadcast
Interference Picture

This type of picture may appear on your TV
screen if you operate a computer in close proxim
ity to the TV antenna. The interference may look
like electrical interference or a series of diagonal
dashed white lines among other patterns. Com
puter interference will usually occur only when the
computer is very close to the TV antenna. You
may try to reorient your antenna or computer
cables, or move the computer or TV set to an
other location. For information about possible
remedies, see Section III.

Picture 9: Computer
Interference
Low power radio devices, such as garage door openers
also can cause interference. This pattern may appear on
your screen, if you are picking up signals from a garage
door opener or radio frequency doorbell.

Booster amplifiers are often used to help receive weak or
distant TV signals. Booster amplifiers may be installed at
the TV set, at the TV antenna, or even in the attic. Al
though booster amplifiers do increase the TV station
signal strength, they may also cause interference to your
TV or even your neighbor's TV. A variety of patterns may
appear on your TV screen because of booster amplifier
interference. Sometimes a wavy pattern may appear, or
the screen may black out for a short time. If your antenna

Picture 10: Garage Door
Opener
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system uses a booster amplifier, you should disconnect it and turn it off. Next connect your
antenna directly to the TV. If the interference disappears, have your booster amplifier re
paired or replaced. If you still have interference after disconnecting your booster amplifier,
you may be receiving interference from a neighbor's amplifier. If several of your neighbors
have interference, the one with the most severe interference is probably the one with the
defective amplifier.

Amplifiers may also generate interference when used near strong signal sources, such as
TV and radio broadcast stations, paging transmitters, or two-way radio stations.

c. Summary of Possible Interference Sources

1) Broadcast
AM Radio Station
FM Radio Station
TV Station

2) Two-way Radio Transmitters
Citizens Band (CB)
Amateur (Ham)
Taxi
Police
Business
Airport!Aircraft

3) Paging Transmitters

4) Cable TV

5) Electrical Devices
Doorbell transformers
Toaster Ovens
Electric Blankets
Ultrasonic pest controls (bug zappers)
Fans
Refrigerators
Heating pads
Light dimmers
Touch controlled lamps
Fluorescent lights
Aquarium or waterbed heaters
Furnace controls
Computers and video games
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Neon signs
Power company electrical equipment
Alarm systems
Electric fences
Loose fuses
Sewing machines
Hair dryers
Electric toys
Calculators
Cash registers
Lightning arresters
Electric drills, saws, grinders, and other power tools
Air conditioners
TV/radio booster amplifiers
TV sets
Automobile ignition noise
Sun lamps
Smoke detectors

III. Remedies

WARNING - TO AVOID ELECTRICAL SHOCK, ELECTRIC OR ELECTRONIC EQUIP
MENT SHOULD BE MODIFIED ONLY BY QUALIFIED SERVICE TECHNICIANS

Before you attempt any of the following solutions, you should see if moving or reorienting
the affected device eliminates the interference. This often will prove to be a simple, but
effective solution. For example, you may notice that your living room TV has perfect recep
tion, while the bedroom TV has horrible interference. The farther away the affected device
is from the interference source, the less severe the reaction will be.

If you believe that you are picking up interference through connecting cables or the antenna
lead, you may wish to wrap several turns of the cable through a snap-together ferrite core.

It is always best if the affected device is modified in your home while it is reacting to the
interference. This will enable the service technician to determine where the interfering
signal is entering the equipment.

A. OFF-AI R or CABLE TV RECEPTION PROBLEMS

If you have reception problems such as a weak TV signal, ghosting, or co-channel interfer
ence, see Section II.B.3.b of this booklet.
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B. TWO-WAY RADIO INTERFERENCE

The steps listed below may help you to eliminate TV interference that you experience from
CB, amateur or other two-way radio stations. High-pass filters, common-mode chokes
(choke filters), snap-together ferrite cores and ac-line filters are available from local
electronics and department stores. A list of sources of filters is also provided at the end of
this book. Remember, if your TV set or VCR has insufficient filtering or shielding, you may
not be able to correct the interference yourself. You will have to obtain help from the
manufacturer.

1. CB or Amateur Interference: Check to see if the TV volume control affects the interfer
ence level. If it does, install a "high-pass filter" at the antenna leads. This is a filter which will
not allow signals in the low part of the radio spectrum to pass through it. The name "high
pass filter" is all you need to know to purchase one. If the TV volume control has no effect
on the interference level, go to step 4. If you still receive the interference after installing a
high-pass filter, go to step 3.

2. Two-way FM Interference: If you are receiving two-way FM transmissions, such as police
or taxi, you may need to install a "notch" or "band-reject" filter at the TV antenna leads. The
filter must be designed to reject the specific transmissions that you are receiving. The elec
tronics dealer where you purchase the filter should be able to assist you with your selection.
If you still receive the interference after installing a notch filter, continue to the next step.

3. Install a common-mode filter (see list) and/or common-mode choke at the TV input. If you
still receive the interference, go to the next step.

4. Disconnect the antenna lead from the TV set. If you still have the interference with the
antenna disconnected, install an ac-line filter at the electrical outlet your TV is plugged into.

Try wrapping three or four turns of the TV set's power cord through a ferrite core. Do this as
close to the TV set as possible. You may also install a ferrite core on the antenna coaxial
cable where it enters the TV set. You local electronics store will know what a ferrite core is
and willi help you select one.

C. FM BROADCAST INTERFERENCE

There are three common interference problems that involve FM broadcast stations. The first
problem may arise when you are receiv ing a distant TV signal and a new FM station begins
operating in your area. The FM signal may overpower the weak TV signal. This problem
often shows up as interference to TV channel 6 only. FM stations may also cause interfer
ence to radio receivers in your home.
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The second problem is called "blanketing." It occurs when electrical or electronic devices
are very close to the transmitter and where the FM signal is very strong. Operators of new
FM stations are required to respond to all reasonable interference complaints in the immedi
ate vicinity of the station. If the station is more than a year old or you live outside of the
protected area, installation of an FM broadcast band rejection filter at your TV and/or stereo
receiver antenna input leads, as well as use of a highly directional antenna may reduce
your problem. You may also wish to reposition the location of your equipment to attempt to
minimize or eliminate the problem(s).

Third, problems may occur when you are using an amplifier. Amplifiers are devices used to
increase signals from distant stations and frequently react to strong nearby signals. If you
suspect this is the case, you should install an FM band rejection filter or a tunable FM rejec
tion trap in the antenna line between your antenna and booster. Some booster amplifiers
have built in filters you simply switch on or off. Consult the instruction manual of your prod
uct. In extreme cases it may be necessary to install a second filter. Repair or replace your
booster amplifier if it is defective.

D. PAGING SYSTEM INTERFERENCE

You may hear tones or voice transmissions from a one-way paging system coming through
your TV set. The FCC requires paging system operators to assist in resolving interference
caused by their transmissions only while the paging system is in the developmentallicens
ing process. This is usually only within the first year of operation. Further, the FCC requires
paging companies to resolve all interference complaints they may cause to television chan
nels 4 and 5. If you know who the paging operator is, you may contact them directly. A
band-reject, or "notch" filter designed to reject the paging frequency may be installed at the
TV set input. If you need further assistance, you can contact your local FCC office listed in
this handbook.

E. INTERFERENCE TO VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS (VCRs):

Your VCR is really a television receiver without a screen. If your VCR is receiving interfer
ence, replacing connecting wires with shielded wire (coaxial cable) or replacing push-on
connectors with screw-on connectors may solve the problem. The solutions for interference
from two-way radio, broadcasting, and paging, described for television interference above,
also apply to VCR interference. If these do not work, contact the VCR manufacturer for
alternative solutions.

F. COMPUTER INTERFERENCE:

Computer interference will normally disrupt only your TV reception. Check all computer
connecting cables. You should especially be on the lookout for loose or unterminated
cables. Greater distances between the TV and computer may solve the problem.
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Occasionally, your computer may cause interference to your neighbor's TV reception. If this
happens, you are required to discontinue using your computer system until you can elimi
nate the interference problem. Consult your owner's manual, the computer dealer, or the
manufacturer for suggestions on how to resolve the interference.

G. TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT INTERFERENCE:

Telephone interference generally happens because telephones are not designed to operate
near radio transmitters and the telephone improperly operates as a radio receiver.

You may contact the nearest FCC Office and request FOB Bulletin NO.10, "Telephone
Interference". You may also try the following:

1. Contact the telephone company if you are using a leased phone. The telephone com
pany may have responsibility for correcting interference to their leased phones.

2. Disconnect all of your telephones and accessories such as answering machines and take
them to one telephone jack. Connect each instrument, one at a time, and listen for the
interference. If you hear the interference through only one telephone, the interference is
being generated in that unit.

3. Install a filter on the telephone line cord at the end nearest the telephone and/or at the
telephone handset cord.

Filters are very selective. (See Section IV.) They must be designed for the type of interfer
ence your are experiencing or they will not work. For example, if your phone is reacting to
an Amateur or a CB radio transmitter, install a filter designed for that purpose. FM broad
cast interference requires a filter designed to reject FM broadcast stations. AM broadcast
interference requires a filter designed to reject AM broadcast stations, etc.

4. Filter the incoming telephone line with ferrite beads and snap-together ferrite cores. You
may need to experiment to find the best style of bead or core and the best location on the
cord.

5. If you cannot eliminate the interference using the above techniques, you should consider
purchasing a interference free telephone which has been specifically designed to be im
mune to interference.

Cordless telephones use radio frequencies and have no FCC protection from interference.
If you are receiving nearby transmissions on a cordless phone your only recourse is to
contact the manufacturer for assistance. The remedies above will not be of any use.

H. ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE
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If you have determined that the electrical interference is coming from within your home or
one of your neighbor's homes, you should disconnect the defective equipment and replace
it or have it repaired.

Devices such as electric razors, hair dryers, electric drills and saws can also cause tempo
rary interference problems. You may choose to tolerate this type of interference since it is
temporary and often expensive to eliminate. You may wish to contact the manufacturer for
assistance.

If you determine that the interference is not caused by any device in your home, or a
neighbor's home served by the same transformer, contact the service department of your
local power company . Most power companies will investigate the problem and take steps to
correct it.

I. INTERFERENCE TO OTHER EQUIPMENT

Stereos, electronic organs, and intercom devices, among others, can react to nearby radio
transmitters. When this happens, the device improperly functions as a radio receiver. You
should first determine what type of interference you are receiving. See Section II of this
bulletin for assistance. You may try to relocate the device within your home. It is usually
impractical or expensive to modify the affected device. Contact the manufacturer for assis
tance or consider changing to another brand or model.

IV. About filters:

Most filters are very selective. A filter designed to eliminate AM broadcast signals will have
no effect upon an FM broadcast signal. Choose a filter designed for your needs. If you have
doubts contact the manufacturers listed below to find a filter appropriate to your needs.

A. High pass filters

Channel Master
Industrial Park Dr.
Smithfield NC 27577
(919) 934-9711

Cornel Dublier Electronics
1605 E. Rodney French Blvd
New Bedford, MA 02741
(617) 996-8561

Several Models
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Industrial Communications Engineers
P.O. Box 18495
Indianapolis, IN 46218-0495
(317) 545-5412

N6YHY TVI Filters
928 Yellow Brick Road
Modesto, CA 95351
(209) 531-1236

Radio Shack

Ten Tec
1185 Dolly Parton Parkway
Sevierville, TN 37862
(615) 453-7172

Winegard
3000 Kirkwood Street
Burlington, IA 52601-1007

B. Common mode filters

Industrial Communications Engineers
P.O. Box 18495
Indianapolis, IN 46218-0495
(317) 545-5412

N6YHY TVI Filters
928 Yellow Brick Road
Modesto, CA 95351
(209) 531-1236

Starplex Inc.
1912 Falcon
Hanley Hills , MO 63133
(314) 423-5756
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Model 430 series high-pass

Model YAK-plus TVI filter

Catalog: 15-579 for coaxial cable;
15-582 or 15-581 for twin lead systems

Model 5060

Model HP-2700

Model Gorilla TVI Choke

Model Ghost Buster dual-ferrite Choke



TCE Labs
RR9 Box 243D
New Braunfels, TX 78133
(800) KILL TVI

c. Notch filters (band reject filters)

Model # BX#2S

Notch filters are very selective. To be effective notch filters must be tuned to the frequency
of the offending transmitter. Therefore your service technician or the manufacturer should
do the installation.

Communications and Energy Corporation
7395 Taft Park Dr.
East Syracuse, NY 13057
(315) 452-0709 FAX (315) 451-0732

Microwave Filter Company
6743 Kinne St.
E. Syracuse, NY 13057

RMS Electronics
621 Route 46
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07064
(201) 288-8833

Star Circuits
P.O. Box 94917
Las Vegas, NV 89193
(800) 433-6319

US Electronics
600 D No Bicycle Path
Port Jefferson, NY 11776

channel reject traps

Winegard
3000 Kirkwood St.
Burlington, IA 52601-1007

Model UT-2700 notched between 4700 and 800 Mhz
BF-1700 attenuate 110 -170 Mhz
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D. Ferrites and beads

Amidon, 2216 E Gladwick St.
Dominguez Hills, CA 90220
(310) 763 5770

Fair-Rite Products Corp.
Division of Dexter Magnetic Materials
10 Fortune Drive
Billerica, MA 01865
(800) 345-4082

Kilo-Tee
P.O. Box 10
Oakview, CA 93022
(805) 646-9645

MFJ
P.O. Box 494
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 323-5869

Ocean State Electronics
P.O. Box 1458
Westerly, RI 02991
(800) 523-0667

Palomar Engineers
P.O. Box 462222
Escondido, CA 92046
(619) 747-3343

Radio Shack

E. AC line filters

Industrial Communications Engineers
P.O. Box 18495
Indianapolis, IN 46218-0495
(317) 545-5412

18

Call to locate nearest distributor

Catalog # 273-105 and 273-104

Model 472 isolator
Model 400 series



Radio Shack

TCE Labs
RR9 Box 243 D
New Braunfels, TX 78133
(800) KILL-TVI

F. Telephone filters

AT&T
(800) 222-3111

Coilcraft
1102 Silver Lake Road
Cary, II 60013
(800) 322-2645

Engineering Consulting
583 Candlewood St.
Brea, CA 92621
(714)671-2009

Industrial Communications Engineers
P.O. Box 18495
Indianapolis, IN 46218-0495
(317) 545-5412

K-Com
P.O. Box 83
Randolph, OH 44265
(216) 325-2110

Kilo-Tee
P.O. Box 10
Oak View, CA 93022
(805) 646-9645

Catalog: 15-1111 brute force AC line filter
26-1395 surge-protection filter

Model KW-1

Model Z1OOB1

Model TRIF

Model 460 series

Model RF-1 for modular phones;
RF-2 for wired phone connections

Model KT-RTK
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Richard Measures
6455 LaCumbre Road
Somis, CA 93066
(805) 482-3034

N6YHY TVI Filters
928 Yellow Brick Road
Modesto, CA 95351
(209) 531-1326

Southwestern Bell Freedom Phone Accessories
7486 Shadeland Station Way
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 576-6847

Sparrevohn Engineering
143 Nieto Ave SW #1
Long Beach, CA 90803
(714) 642-7323
(310) 433-7240

TCE Labs
RR9 Box 243 D
New Braunfels, TX 78133
(800) KILL-TVI

Telecom Industries
1385 Akron St.
Copiage, NY 11726
(516) 789-5020

Model Zebra telephone filter

Model ZM04223

Model F-1 Single line model
F-2 two line model

Model TP05301 Single line modular
TP-5302 two line modular

Model 831-W1

G. Interference resistant telephones (These are much less susceptible to interference
than others, but we do not guarantee they will receive no interference.)

PRO Distributors
2811-B 74th St.
Lubbock, TX 79423
(800) 658-2027
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TCE Labs
RR 9 Box 2430
New Braunfels, TX 78133
(800) KILL-TVI

Model TXPL One line wall or desk phone
TPXL-2D Two line Desk phone

V. MANUFACTURER LIST

Some manufacturer mailing addresses and contact points are listed below. It is suggested
that you provide the model number of your device, the serial number, and any information
concerning the specific problem.

For listings of consumer electronics manufacturers not provided in this book, you may want
to contact the Electronics Industry Association/Consumer Electronics Group, 2500 Wilson
Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22201 (703) 907-7600.

BANG AND OLUFSEN OF AMERICA
Customer Service Department, tel. 1 800 323-0378

CARVER CORPORATION, INC.
20121 48th Avenue, Lynnwood, WA 98046, tel. (206) 775-1202

CONCORD (A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY)
80 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797, attention: Customer Service, tel. (516)
496-3400

CONN KEYBOARDS, INC.
Contact your local Conn dealer or Organ Service Department, P.O. Box 352, French Lick,
IN 47432, tel. (812) 836-9200

CONRAD-JOHNSON DESIGN, INC.
2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031, tel. (703) 698-8581

CROWN INTERNATIONAL
Technical Services Department, 1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., Elkhart, IN 46517, tel. (219)
294-5571

CURTIS MATHES
Contact your retail-dealer or write to Consumer Relations Division, 1220 Champion Circle ,
Suite 100, Carrolton, TX 75006.
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DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Anne Conaway, Definitive Technology, Inc., tel. (410) 363-7148

DELCO ELECTRONICS (DIVISION OF GM CORPORATION) SEE GM CORP.
P. O. Box 9005, Kokomo, Indiana 46904-9005, Attention: Steve Butler
tel. (317) 451-3372

EMERSON RADIO CORPORATION
9 Entin Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054, Attention: Mr Jim Flatt, tel. (201) 428-2125.

EPI (A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY)
80 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797, Attention: Customer Service, tel. 1 800
343-9381.

EPiCURE PRODUCTS, FORMERLY ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.
Mr. Jim Orman, National Service Manager, 25 Hale St., Newburyport, MA 01950, tel. 1 800
225-7932

FANNON COURIER CORPORATION
Mr. Mike Santana, Vice President of Engineering, 15200 San Fernando Mission Blvd.,
Mission Hill, CA 91345, tel. (213) 365-2531.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Consumer Relations Department, Mail Drop 43, Consumer Electronic Business Operations,
Portsmouth, VA 23705, tel. (804) 483-5652.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Seek assistance at your GM dealership or contact Steve Butler of Delco Electronics, Sub
sidiary of GM Hughes Electronics, P.O. Box 9005, Kokomo, Indiana 46904-9005, tel. (317)
451-3372.

H.H. SCOTT, INC.
9 Entin Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 . Attention : Mr. Jim Flatt, tel. (201) 428-2125

HARMAN/KARDON, INC.
80 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797, Attention: Customer Service, tel. 1 800
422-8027 or 1 800343-9381 (video division).

HITACHI HOME ELECTRONICS (AMERICA), INC.
Customer Service Relations, 3890 Steve Reynolds Blvd., Norcross, GA 30093, tel. (404)
279-5600, extension 22 or contact Mr. Chris Fabian, National Service Manager, ext. 145,
9am-5pm EST, M-F.
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JBL CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INC.
80 Crossways Part West, Woodbury, NY 11797, Attention: Customer Service, tel. 1 800
336-4JBL (4525), or contact JBL Consumer Products, Inc., Mike Christian, tel. (516) 496
3400, Ext. 233.

LONESTAR TECHNOLOGIES, LTD.
920 South Oyster Bay Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, Attention: Arlene Vittore, tel. (516) 939
6116

MAGNAVOX (SEE PHILIPS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS COMPANY)

MARANTZ AMERICA, INC.
Marantz America Service Department, 440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172-2330, tel.
(708) 307-3100, fax (708) 307-2687

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC.
Consumer Relations Department, tel. (714) 220-1464

NAIM AUDIO NORTH AMERICA, INC.
1748 North Sedgwick Street, Chicago, IL 60614, tel. (312) 944-0217, fax (312) 944-0255

NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC.
4820 150th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98052, tel. 1 800 255-3700, hrs 4AM -Midnight PST, M
Sat, 6AM - 7PM, PST on Sundays. Contact is Dorothy Caravias tel. (206) 861-2796

PANASONIC (MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA)
One Panasonic Way 2F-3, Secaucus, NJ 07094, Attn: Customer Satisfaction Center, tel.
(201) 348-9090

PHILCO - (SEE PHILIPS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS COMPANY)

PHILIPS CONSUMER ELECTRONICS COMPANY/PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NORTH
AMERICAN COMPANY
Dick Hovermale, Information and Consumers Affairs Center, 401 E. Old Andrew Johnson
Highway, P.O. Box 555, Jefferson City, TN 37760, tel. (615) 475-8869 or (615) 475-0063,
fax (615) 475-0203

QUASAR (MATSUSHITA ELECTRIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA)
50 Meadowland Parkway 2F-3, Secaucus, NJ 07094, Attention: Customer Satisfaction
Center, tel. (201) 348-9090
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ROTEL OF AMERICA
J. Laliberte, National Service Manager, P.O. Box 8, North Reading, MA 01864-0008, tel.
(508) 664-3820

SONY ELECTRONICS INC.
Sony Customer Relations Center, One Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656, tel. 1 800 282
2848 or Technical Services Department, tel. (201) 930-1000

THOMSON CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
Larry Elkin, Thomson Consumer Electronics, P.O. Box 6127, INH-315, Indianapolis, IN, tel.
(317) 231-4151

TOSHIBA AMERICA CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INC.
Contact the nearest regional office listed below:

Mr. M. Pluchino, Eastern Regional Service Manager, 82 Totowa Road, Wayne, NJ 07470,
tel. (201) 628-8000.

Mr. R. Fisher, Midwest Regional Service Manager, 1010 Johnson Dr., Buffalo Grove, IL
60089, tel. (708) 541-9400.

Mr. A. Marquez, Western Regional Service Manager, 5490A East Francis St., Ontario, CA
91761, tel. (909) 988-5303.

Service Division, 1420 Toshiba Drive, Lebanon, TN 37087, Facsimile: (615) 444-7520, tel.
(615) 449-2360

VEHICLE SECURITY ELECTRONICS, INC.
Rudy Sanders, President, 21540-F Prairie Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311, tel. (818) 700
7900, fax (81,8) 700-7926

VIDEONICS, INC.
Videonics' Help Line, 1370 Dell Ave., Campbell, CA 95008, tel. (408) 370-9963; 8am - noon
and 1pm - 5pm, Pacific Time

WADIA DIGITAL CORPORATION
Service Department, 624 Troy St., River Falls, WI 54022, tel. (715) 426-5900

YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA AND YAMAHA CORPORATION OF
AMERICA
Mr. Bill Bower, Electronic Service Manager, Electronic Service Department, 6600
Orangethorpe Ave, Buena Park, CA 90620, tel. (714) 522-9100.
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TELEPHONE MANUFACTURER CONTACTS
AT&T National Sales and Serv ice Center
(800) 222-311

Cobra Comm
(800) 262 7222

Code-A-phone
(503) 655 8940

Fun Products
(415) 540-0334

General Electric
(800) 447-1700

ITT - Technical Assistance
(601) 287-5281

Lonestar
(516) 939-6116

Northern Telecom
(919) 992-5743

Pac Tel
(800) 426-2372

Panasonic Consumer Electronics
(800) 221 -3438 ext. 6881

Phonemate
(800) 247-7889
(213) 320-9810

Plantronics
(800) 538 0748
(800) 662-3902 CA

Sanyo
(800) 524-0047 ext. 502 or 520

Soundesign Corporation
(201) 434-1050

Swisstel
(201) 470-5706

Toshiba
(714) 583-3700

TT system
(914) 968-2100

Uniden Corp.
(317) 842-2483
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What to do if you Have an
Electronic Interference Problem

This is a self-help guide for the
consumer published jointly by the Ameri
can Radio Relay League (ARRL), an
organization representing Amateur Radio
operators, and the Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association (CEMA).

Introduction
As our lives become filled with more

technology, the likelihood of unwanted
electronic interference increases. Every
lamp dimmer, hair dryer, garage-door
opener, radio transmitter, microprocessor
controlled appliance or remote-controlled
new technical "toy" contributes to the
electrical noise around us. Many of these
devices also "listen" to that growing noise
and may react unpredictably to their elec
tronic neighbors.

Interference: What Is It?
Complex electronic circuitry is found

in many devices used in the home. This
creates a vast interference potential that
didn't exist in earlier, simpler decades.
Your own consumer electronics equip
ment can be a source of interference, or
can be susceptible to interference from a
nearby noise source. Interference can also
result from the operation of nearby ama
teur, citizens band, police, broadcast or
television transmitters.

The term "interference" should be de
fined without emotion. To some people, it
implies action and intent. The statement,
"You are interfering with my television"
sounds like an outright accusation. It is
better to define interference as any un
wanted interaction between electronic
systems - period! No fault. No blame. It's
just a condition.

Personalities
You can't overestimate the importance

of personal diplomacy when you're trying
to solve a problem that involves two or
more people! The way you react and be
have when you first discuss the problem
with other individuals, such as a neighbor,

utility or cable company, or manufacturer,
can set the tone for everything that fol
lows . Everyone who is involved in an in
terference problem should remember that
the best solutions are built on cooperation
and trust, This is a view shared by elec
tronic equipment manufacturers, the Fed
eral Communications Commission (FCC)
and the American Radio Relay League
(ARRL).

Responsibilities
No amount of wishful thinking (or de

mands for the "other guy" to solve the
problem) will result in a cure for interfer
ence. Each individual has a unique per
spective on the situation - and a different
degree of understanding of the technical
and personal issues involved. On the other
hand, each person may have certain re
sponsibilities toward the other and should
be prepared to address those responsibili
ties fairly.

Any individual who operates a radio
transmitter, either commercial or private ,
is responsible for the proper operation of
the radio station. All radio transmitters or
sources are regulated by the FCC. The sta
tion should be properly designed and in
stalled. It should have a good ground and
use a low-pass filter, if needed . If con
sumer electronics equipment at the station
is not suffering the effects of interference,
you can be almost certain that the problem
does not involve the radio station or its
operation. However, if the interference is
caused by a problem at the station, the
operator must eliminate the problem there.

Manufacturers of consumer electronics
equipment are competing in a difficult
marketplace. To stay competitive, most of
them place a high priority on service and
customer satisfaction. For example, many
manufacturers have service information
that can be sent to a qualified service
dealer. Most manufacturers are willing to
assist you in resolving interference prob
lems that involve their products. Over re
cent years, manufacturers have built up a

good track record designing equipment
that functions well in most electrically
noisy environments.

The FCC will do what it can to help
consumers and radio operators resolve
their interference problems. They expect
everyone involved to cooperate fully. Ex
perience has taught them that solutions
imposed from the outside are not usually
the best solutions to local problems. In
stead, they provide regulatory supervision
of radio operators and manufacturers. To
help consumers, basic information con
cerning interference solutions is now
available on the Internet through the FCC
Compliance and Information Bureau
Home Page. This basic information in
cludes the cm Interference Handbook and
the CIB Telephone Interference Bulletin.
The ClB Interference Handbook includes
a list of equipment manufacturers who
provide specific assistance with interfer
ence problems. The list also is available
through the Commission's Fax on De
mand at (202) 418-2830. Callers should
request document number 6904.

Finally, the consumer has responsibili
ties, too. You must cooperate with the
manufacturer, the radio operator, and, if
necessary, the FCC as they try to deter
mine the cause of the problem. They need
your help to find a solution.

What Causes Interference?
Interference occurs when undesired ra

dio signals or electromagnetic "noise"
sources are picked up by consumer elec
tronics products -most often telephones,
audio equipment, VCRs or TVs. It usually
results in noise, unwanted voices or dis
torted TV pictures. In most cases, the
source is nearby.

There are three common types of inter
ference :

1) Noise: Interference can be caused by
an electromagnetic noise source . Defec
tive neon signs, bug zappers, thermostats,
electrical appliances, switches or com
puter systems are just a few of the possible
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Figure 1-Every electronic appliance must select only the desired signal while
reject ing all others.

Testing One, Two, Three ...

If you think a neighbor' s radio trans
mitter might be involved, you and your
neighbor should arrange a test. It's impor 
tant to determine whether the interference
is (or is not) present when the radio station
is "on the air." Your neighbor may want to
ask another operator friend to part icipate
in the test at your home . By the same to
ken, you may want to invite a friend to
attend the test at the radio oper ator ' s sta
tion. Having impartial witnesses will
make you and your neighbor more com 
fortable with the outcome-whatever it
may be. Be sure to choose your witness
carefully. Select someone who is diplo
matic and tact ful.

that help is available. Gather information
about interference. The FCC and ARRL
have self-help information packages or
books. If the problem involves an electri
cal-power, telephone or cable-television
system, contact the appropriate utility
company. They usually have trained per
sonnel who can help you and your neigh 
bor pinpoint the cause of the problem.

Most consumer electronics manufactur
ers are willing to help you . Your owner's
manual , or a label on your equipment, may
give you information about interference
immunity or tell you who to call about
interference problems. If not, the Con
sumer Electronics Manufacturers Asso 
ciation will be able to give you the addre ss
of your equipment manufacturer's general
customer servic e personnel. The manufac
turer s know their equipment better than
anyone else and will usually be able to help
you.

Operators of licensed amateur or com
mercial transmitters usually have some
technical ability. These operators are the
nearest source of help . Remember, the
station operator may also be a neighbor!
Use a polite approach to ensure that the
relationship stays "neighborly." Licensed
Amateur Radio operators have access to
volunteers (Technical Coordinators and
local interference committees) who are
skilled at finding solutions for most inter
ference problems.

Other Si9nols
or Services

I

Try the Easy Things First

Sometimes, the easiest solutions are the
best. Many cases of interference can be
resol ved without the need for technical in
vestigations or knowledge. As first steps,
you might check your wiring for damage,
for open outer wire shields, or for loose
terminal connections. Try removing any
added devices, such as video games , or
even relocating the equipment or reorient
ing the device' s antenna and power cord .

Ifyou suspect that the problem is caused
by electrical noise, check for overloaded
circuits, frayed wires , loose sockets, etc .
These types of problems should be fixed
no matter what! Have your electrician shut
off one breaker at a time, noting if this has
any effect on the interference. If so, deter
mine which devices are connected to that
particular line, then remove the suspect
devices one at a time. When the interfer
ence goes away, you'v e found the "cul
prit." Your electric utility company ser
vice department will offer assistance if the
interference is coming from defective
equipment on the power lines or distribu
tion equipment.

Interference filt ers for your consumer
electronics equipment can be purchased
locall y or by mail order. The se filters usu
ally elim inate unwanted interference if
they are used properly on the equipment
that is in need of additional filtering .

According to the FCC's Inte rference
Handbook, telephones and other audio
devices that pick up radio signals are im
properly actin g as radio receivers. The
interference can usuall y be cured, but the
necessary filt ering must be applied to the
affected device .

Several companies sell modular tele 
phone interference filte rs tha t are very

The tests must be thorough. The trans
mitter operator must try all normally used
frequencies, antenna directions and power
levels . All results must be carefully writ 
ten down . More than one set of tests may
be needed . Once you and your neighbor
have determined which frequencies and
power levels cause the problem, you' ll be
one step closer to finding a solution.

Desired Signal
Other Si9nols

or Services
I

How to Find Help

Most consumers do not have the techni 
cal knowledge to resolve an interference
problem. Even so, it' s a comfort to know

sources of this type of interference. Both
you and your neighbors may be suffering
from its effects . In some cases, the noise
may be the result of a dangerous arc in
electrical wiring or equipment and may
provide warnin g of an unsafe condition
that should be immediately located and
corrected.

2) Overload: Even if a nearby radio
sign al is being transmitted on its assigned
frequency , if it is strong your equipment
may be unable to reject it. Your telephone,
radio, stereo or TV should be able to sepa
rate the desired signal or sound from a
large number of radio signals and electri
cal noises. This is shown in Figure I .
Consumer electronics equipment manu
facturers have worked in cooperation with
government regulators to set and meet vol
untary standards of interference immu 
nity . Modern equipment usually includes
enough filtering and shielding to ensure
proper performance under average condi 
tions. Older equipment may nut meet these
standards, however, and even modern
equipment can be affected if the interfer
ing signal is particularly strong. In these
cases, your equipment is working as de
signed, but it may need some additional
filtering or shielding to function properly .

3) Spurious emissions: A nearby radio
tran smitter could be inadvertently trans 
mitting weak signals on a frequency not
assigned to that tran smitter. The se signals
are called "spurious emissions." FCC
regulations concerning spurious emis
sions are very clear. If interference is
caused by spurious emissions, the opera 
tor of the transmitter must take whatever
step s are neces sary to reduce the spurious
emissions as required by FCC regulations.
Fortunately, modern transmitting equip 
ment is manufactured to meet stringent
regulations, and many radio operators are
examined and licensed by the government.
The se federally licensed operators often
have the technical skill to resolve interfer
ence problems that originate from their
radio stations.

With all of these possibilities, it is dif
ficult to guess which type of problem is
causing your interference. Usually, only a
techn ical investigation can pinpoint the
cause and suggest a solution. Thi s is where
a spir it of cooperation and trust will pay
off! Ifyou belie ve your equipment is pick
ing up signals from a nearb y radio tran s
mitter, the oper ator may be able to help
you both find a solution to a mutual prob
lem.
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Interference Can Be Cured!
Remember, most cases of interference

can be cured! It takes cooperation
between the consumer, the manufacturer
and the radio operator. With a little bit of

work, you and your neighbor can both
enjoy your favorite activities in peace.

effective. Your telephone comp any ser
vice department also may be able to help .

A high-p ass fi lter may reduce interfer
ence to an antenna-connected television
or VCR . A common-mode filter should be
tried first on TVs or VCRs connected to a
cable sys tem. An AC-line interference fil
ter may help with electrical or radio inter
ference. Th ese items can be purcha sed
locally or by mail order.

Some interference cures must be ap
plied to the internal circuitry of the af
fected equipment. Thi s should always be
done by authorized service personnel.

The ARRL has an information package
called "The RFI Package ." They also sell
a book, The ARRL RFI Book, that pro
vides additional guidance and technical
information. Although it was written for
Amateur Radio operators, the book may
be helpful to you, too . Cont act the ARRL
for information about their products and
membership services ,

Self-Help Cures

In some cases, when all else fails, you
may need to resolve the problem your self,
or with the help of your electronic service
person. It ' s impos sible to use the remain
ing space to outline all of the possible
cures for interference problems (the sub
je ct is quite complex). However, a few
simple cures using commonly available
part s can eliminate most problems. The
self-help packages supplied by the ARRL
and the FCC explain these cure s in more
detail.

For More Information...

The ARRL and the FCC have self-help
packages available to help you resolve in
terference problems.

ARRL, Inc.
RFI Desk
225 Main Street
Newington , CT 06111
tel (860) 594-0214
Internet Web Site: http://www.arrl.org
E-mail : rfi@arrl.org

Federal Communications Commission
Compliance & Information Bureau
445 12th St, S.W.
Washin gton, DC 20554
tel (202 ) 418-0200
Internet Web Site : IUtp://www.fcc.gov

Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association

2500 Wil son Boul evard
Arlin gton , VA 2220 1-3834
tel (703) 907-7600
Internet Web Site:
http://www.cemacity.org

For copies of'Ll.S. Government publica
tions, contact:

U.S . Government Printing Office
710 North Capitol St, N.W.
Washington, DC 20401
tel (202 ) 512-013 2
Internet Web Site:
http: //www.access.gpo.gov

SOURCES OF INTERFERENCE
FILTER PRODUCTS:

High-pass filters:

Indu stri al Communication Engineers
Radio Shack catalog #15-579,

15-577 (FM Trap)
TCE Labs

Common-mode

Indu strial Communication Engineers
TCE Labs

Telephone-interference filters:

Industri al Communication Engineers
K-Com
RadioShack catal og #43-150
TCE Labs

CONTACT:

Industrial Communication
Engineers

P.O. Box 18495
Indianapolis , IN 46218-0495
tel (800) 423-266 6

K-Com

P.O. Box 83
Randolph, OH 44265
tel (2 16) 325-2 110

TCE Labs

2365 Waterfront Park Drive
Canyon Lake, TX 78133
tel (210 ) 899-4575
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A
Absorptive filters: 2. 14, 5.8
AC

Line cord: 5.2
Line filtering: 7.18
Line filt ers: 2.14,6. 16
Line interference: 8.4
Out let grounding: 2. 10, 10.10

Accesso ries: 3.7
Active attenuato r for VHF-FM: 4. 15
Adjacent channel interference: 14.1
Affiliated Club Coo rdinator (ACC),

ARRL: 1.8,1 8.1
Alterna tor and generato r noise: 16.6
Amate ur Auxi liary : . 1.8,1.9, 1.10,4.1, 17.2
Amateur responsibilities: 17.4
Amateur station, the: 6.7
Amate ur to amate ur interfere nce: 17.1

Careless : 1.8
Harassment: 1.8
Inadvertent : 1.8

Amateur to nonamateur interference : 17.3
Amateur transmitters: 12.3
American National Standards Insti tute

(ANSI) : 7.15
Answering machines: 9.13
Antenna choic es, RDF: 4.14
Antenna management: 2. 19
Antenna rotator contro l boxes: 12.2
Antennas : 1.10

Directi onal: 4.7
Ferr ite rod: 4.4
HF RDF: 4.3
Loops: 4.3
Loo pstick: 4.1, 4.4
Phased arrays and Adcocks: 4.5
Sense: 4 .5
Yagi : 2.7

Antennas and tow ers: 3.7
ARRL: 1.1,1.9,7.12,7.20 , 2 1.1

Affiliated clubs : 1.5
Club Liability Insurance: 1.5, 18.4
Field Orga niza tion: 1.1, 1.6, 18.1
Fie ld and Educat ional Services: 1.8
Laboratory: 1.4, 13.2, 17.6,1 8.3
Technical Informati on Service: ......... 16.3,

17.2
Web site: 1.9, 17.2, 17.5, 18.3

Atten uation: 13.3
Atten uators: 14.10
Audio

Equip ment: 1.2
Filter ing : 11.8
Rectificat ion : 6.4, 9. 12, 10.2
Rectification interference: 10.4

Audio/stereo system desig n: 10.10

B
Band pass filte r: 2.14, 14.7
Band pass vs broadband rece iver

designs: 13.2

Bandstop filters: 5.8
BCI: 2.20
Beam forming networks: 4.6
Bed spr ings: 12.3
Bifi lar chokes : 9.10
Bonding: 2.20
Broadband directi on findi ng: 4. 1
Broadban d emiss ion: 2.20
Broadband noise: 16.2
Bru te force ac line filter: 2. 14,5 .7, 11.8
Burglar alarms and garage doo r

openers: 12.2
Bypass capacit or: 2. 16, 2.20
Bypassing techn iques: 10.8

C
Cable leakage: 7.4
Cable TV direction finding: 4.2
Cable TV interference: 7.1, 14.5, 17.3
Capacitors: 2. 17,9. 11
Capture effect: 14. 1
CATV

And broadcast channe ls, US: 6.2
Converters : 8.5
Fund amentals: 7.5

CATVI and high pass filte rs: 7. 13
Causes and cures , VHF TVI: 6. 11
Causes of

Computer RFI: 15.3
Interference: 17.4
RFI: 2.1, 2.4
Telephone inte rference : 9.11
TVI : 6.7
VHF TVI: 6.12

Cavi ty filters : 14.7
Chassis radiation, computer: 15.7
Check list for the new home: 3.8
Chrys ler Corporation Communication

Equipment Installation Recomm en-
dations: 16. I5

Class A and Class B digi tal devices: 15.1
Classifications of interfere nce: 17.1
Club liability insurance, ARRL: 1.5, 18.4
Co-channel interference: 14.1
Coax : 5.2
Code of Federa l Regulat ions: 17.1, 17.7,

17.9
Cold solder joint s: 12.2
Common grou nd: 2.10
Common mode: 6.23 , 7.16

Choke: 2.7, 2. 15, 5.8, 9. 10
Filters : 6. 15, 6.22 , 7.18
Interference: 2.6
Signa ls: 2.20

Communica tions service transmitters: 2.5
Computer RFI:

Cause s: 15.3
Cures for: 15.5
Tro ubleshoo ting: 15.4

Computers: 15.1
Interference to: 15.8

Conducted
Emissions: 2.5 , 2.20
Interfere nce : 10.5
TVI: 6. 11

Conduit joint s: 12.3
Connector , installi ng a PL-259: 5.9
Con sumer electro nics: 14.5
Consume r Electro nics Manufac turers

Asso cia tion: 1.6, 6.9, 9.4, 10.2, 17.4, 21. 1
Cons umer responsib ili ties : 9.4 , 17.4
Coopera tion: 1.4, 1.7, 7.17
Cord less telephone RFI: 9.6, 17.4
Coro na discharge: I 1.5
Corroded TV antennas: 12.2
Costs Of solving RFI: 1.5
Counterpoise: 2.20
Cross modulation: 2.20
Crosstalk: 2.20
Crys tal filters: 14.7
Cures for compute r RFI: 15.5
Cures, differential vs common mode: 2.7
Cures, side effec ts of RFI: 2.20
Curing RFI : 2.8

D
DC motors, filters for : 16.8
Decibe l: 2.20
Decouplin g and bypassing: 5.6
Desensitization: 2.3, 2.2 1, 14.1
Design prac tices : 2. 19
Diagno sing the problem: 3.1
Diagnosing vehic le noise: 16.13
Diagnostic chart for vehicle RFl : 16.14
Differential mode: 6.23, 7.15

Interference: 2.6
Telephone filte rs: 9.10

Diplomacy: 6.3 , 7.15, 9.2
Direct pickup: 6.9 , 9.8
Direct radiation pickup: 2.3,8.4, 10.4
Direction finding :

Broadband : 4.1
Cable TV: 4.2
External rectification source: 4.2
Narrowband: 4.3
Techniq ues and proj ects: 4.10
VHF/UHF methods: 4.6

Directional anten nas : 4.7
Dopp ler RDF sets: 4.9
Duct work: 12.2
Duplexer: 14.8
DVD devices , interference to: 6.20, 8.6

E
Electric and magnet ic fie lds: 2.4
Elec tric service: I 1.4
Elec trica l

Fi lters : 6.22
Interference, types of : 11.4
Noise: 1.3, 6. 11
Noise sources: 2.5

Electromagnet ic compati bilit y (EMC) : .. 1.1,
1.3, 2.2 I, 7.20
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Electromagnetic field (EMF): 1.1
Electromagnetic interference (EM!): 1.1,

2.1,2.21
Elect ronic antenna rotation : 4.5
Electronic equipment: 1.3
Electro static discharge (ESD): 2.1, 2.21,

11.14
Elevator shafts: 12.3
EMC fundamentals: 7.15
Emis sion : 2.21
Emitte r: 2.21
Engin eering resources: 1.2
Equipment protection: 14.7
External :

Filters: 13.2
IMD: 13.3
Noise: 2.4, 3.4
Rectification: 2.3, 11.14, 12.4
Rectification source direction finding : 4.2
Station problems: 3.9

F
Fault: 1.2
Fau lty telephone equipment: 9.8
FCC Interference Handbook: 3.2
FCC Rule Book, The: 17.7
Federal Communications Commission (FCC):

Comp liance and Information Bureau
(CIB ): 1.4,10.1
Fax on Demand: 1.4
Field Offices: 1.4
Interference Handbook : 1.5
Limits on out of band signal s: 3.2
Public Access Link (PAL) : 15.2
Regulations : 1.1, 5.1, 11.2, 17.1
Role of the : 1.4
Rule s, policies and standards: 17.7
Structure and regulatory process: 17.6
Telephon e Interference Bulletin : 1.4
Web site: 1.4, 1.9,9.3 , 15.2

Fences: 12.3
Ferrite :

Bead data: 2.17
Beads: 2.15, 2.18, 10.7
Common mode chokes: 10.7
Cores: 2. 15
Materials: 2.16
Rod antennas : 4.4

Ferrites : 2.14 ,15.5
Fie ld Organi zation , ARRL : 1.1, 1.6, 18.1
Field Services Department, ARRL: ......... 1.8
Filt ers : 1.5,1.6,2.5,2.13,2.21,3 .3,

5.7, 11.8
Absorpti ve: 2.14,5.8
AC line : 2.14,6.16
Band pass: 2.14,14.7
Band stop: 5.8
Brut e force ac line: 2.14, 5.7, 11.8
Cavity: 14.7
Common mode : 6.15, 6.22
Crystal: 14.7
DC motors, for: 16.8
Differential mode teleph one: 9.10
Electrical : 6.22
Extern al: 13.2
High pass: 2.7, 2.14, 2.2 1, 6.14, 6.22,

7.13, 8.3
Low pass: 2.7, 2.21,5 .7
Low pass TV!: 5.7, 5.12
Lumped constant: 14.7
Notch : 2.14, 2.21 , 6.16,13.3 ,14.8
Notch proje ct , 2 meter: 13.5
Telephone interference: 9.9, 9. 12
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Transmit: 3.6,6.14
Transmitter ac line: 8.7
VHF transmit : 5.11
TVI : 6.12, 6.22
VHF band pass: 5.10

Finger stock: 2. 13
Fixing CATVI: 7.10
Fixing rectifier interference: 12.5
Ford Mobile Radio Installation

Guidelin es: 16.19
Front end switching diode s and RF

stages: 12.2
Functional interference: 2.21
Fundamental overload: 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.21,

3.2, 3.3, 5.3, 6.4, 6.9, 6.9, 10.2, 12.4, 17.4

G
General Motors Telephone/Radio Installation

Guide lines: 16.23
Good engineering practice: 10.6
Ground: 2.8, 10.9

Fau lt interrupters: 12.3
Loop currents : 3.5
Loops : 2.9, 10.9
Plane: 2.21
Radi als: 12.2
Wires : 11.13

Grounding: 2.21
And shields: 2.13
System, TV: 6.21
Tech niques : 2.9

Guy wires: 12.1

H
Harmfu l interference: 7.3, 11.2
Harmonic interference: 3.4
Harmonics : ...... 2.1, 2.2, 3.9, 5.2, 6.23,13.1,

15.3
Hig h pass fi lter: . 2.7, 2. 14, 2.2 1, 6. 14, 6.22,

8.3
Home security and medical alert

systems: 9.14
Home, checklist for the new: 3.8

I
Identifying the problem: 3.1
IF

Image interference: 14.2
Interference: 6.9
Response and image rejection : 13.2

Ignition noise: 16.2
Techniques for suppressing: 16.5

IMD prod uct orders: 13.2
Immun ity standards: 1.5
Immun ity to external fields: 16.2
Inadvertent interference: 1.8
Incidental radiators: 11.2
Incompatibility: 1.2
Inductive coupling: 2.7
Inductors: 2.17
Installation of mobile radios : 16.11
Insurance, ARRL club liability: 1.5, 18.4
Intentiona l radi ator s: 17.14
Interception of radio signal s: 10.2
Interference:

Amateur to amateur: 17.1
Amateur to nonamateur: 17.3
Audio rectification: 10.4
Causes of: 17.4
Class ifications: 17.1
Conducted: 10.5
From TV sets: 6.23
From VHF tran smitters: 5.10

Harmful: 11.2
Harmonic: 3.4
Magnetic induction: 2.7,10.5
Man made: 11.1
Nonamateur to amateur: 1.9, 17.1
Nonamateur to nonamateur: 17.3
Powerline: 11.1, 17.2
Problems and cure s around the home and

shop : 11.14
Radi ated : 10.4
Sources: 1.3, 2.5
To computers: 15.8
To VCR audio: 8.5
Types of : 3.3
Type s of electrical : 11.4

Interfe rence Handbook, FCC: 10.2, 17.5
Intermodulation distortion (IMD): .. 2.1, 2.3,

2.21,4.1, 6.10,12.1,12.4,13.1,14.2
International law: 17.16
Intersy stem interference : 2.21
Intrasystem inter ference: 2.21
Isolator s and circulators: 14.9

J
Jointed antenna elements: 12.2

L
Leakage: 7.2, 7.3, 7.7, 7.10
Lightning: 11.3
Lightning arrestor: 9.6
Local Interference Committees

(UCs): 1.9,17.2,1 8.1
Locating CATVI near the shack: 7.11
Locat ing RFI: 11.9
Log: 1.7,3.2,6.19,9.15
Loop antennas: 4.3
Loopstick antennas: 4.1, 4.4
Low pass filter: 2.7, 2.21, 5.7
Low pass TVI filter: 5.7, 5.12
Lumped constant filter s: 14.7

M
Magneti c inducti on interference: 2.7 , 10.5
Man-made interference: 11.1
Man-made noise: 14.4
Manufacturer responsibilities: 17.5
Metal roofing: 12.2
Microprocessors in modern car s: 16.9
Mixers: 13.1
Mixing byproducts: 2.1
Mixing products: 2.2
Mobi le

Radio s, installation of: 16.11
RDF systems: 4.9
Tran smitters and immunity: 16.2

Monitoring System, ARRL: 17.3
Multiple grounds: 2.9

N
Narrowband

Direction finding: 4.3
Emission : 2.21
Noise: 16.10

Nat ional Cable Television Association
(NCTA): 7.2,7.3,7.20

National Electrical Code: 10.9
Natural noise : 14.4
Neutralization: 5.3
Noise: 1.1,2.2, 2.21,17.4

Alternator and generator: 16.6
Broadband: 16.2
Canceler devic es: 11.8



[Noise, continued]
Elec trical: 6.11
Figure (NF): 14.3
Ignition: 16.2
Man .made: 14.4
Narrow band: 16.10
Natura l: 14.4
Phase: 14.6
Sources: 11.11
Spark gap: 11.6
Types of vehicle: 16.2
Vehicle , diagnosing: 16.13

Nonamateur to amateur interference: 1.9,
17.1

Nonamateur to nonamat eur inter-
ference : 17.3

Nonamateur transmitters: 12.4
Nonlinear: 2.2 1
Nonlinear junctions: 2.4
Nonradio devices: 3.2
Notch filters: ..... 2.14, 2.21, 6.16,13.3,14.8
Notch filters project, 2 meter: 13.5

o
Official Observer , ARRL : 1.8, 17.2
Operating pract ices: 2,19
Organs and other electronic instru-

ment s: 10.14
Overload: 1.1, 17.4

p
Para sit ic

Arrays: 4.7
Oscillations: 2.1
Oscill ation s in solid state amplifiers: .. 5.5
Suppressors : 5.4

Parasiti cs in VHF/UHF transmitters: 5.11
Part 15: 13.1, 15.1, 17.2, 17.11
Part 15 device s: 1.3
Part 18: 17.15
Part 2: 17.9
Part 76: 17.15
Part 97 rules: 1.9, 17.4, 17.9
Passband: 2.21
Path , the: 2.5
Paths: 2.4
Peak envelope power: 2.21
Peripherals and devices, computer: 15.5
Phase noise: 14.6
Phased arrays: 4.7
Phased arrays and Adcock antennas: 4.5
Phonograph tone arms: 10.13
Pipes: 12.2
PL-259 connector, installing: 5.9
Plumbing joints: 12.3
Power com pany equ ipment: 2.5
Power company respon sib ility : 11.2
Power poles and utilit y wiring: 11.2
Power supplies: 15.6
Power supply diode s: 12.2
Powerl ine

Hardware: 12.3
Interference: 11.1, 17.2
Rectifica tion: 12.5

Powerlines: 4.2
PRB- I package, The: 17.7
Preempti on of restrictiv e antenna

ordinances : 17.7
Preempt ion of RFI, FCC: 17.6
Pro blem channels for Amateur Radio

operato rs : 7.16
Public Access Link (PAL), FCC : 15.2
Public addres s systems, intercoms and

orga ns: 10.13

Public Law 97-259: 7.15 ,17.17

Q
QST: 1.10, 2.17, 7.20,13.2

R
RADAR: 14.6
Radiated emiss ions: 2.5, 2.7, 2.2 1
Radiated interfere nce : 2.7, 10.3, 10.4
Radio receivers and audio devices: 10.13
Rain gutters: 12.2
Receiver degradation : 14.1
Receptor: 2.21
Rectification: 12.1
Rectifiers in electronics: 12.6
Remote coa x switch control boxes: 12.2
Reporting inte rference case s: 1.5
Residenti al noise sources: 11.11
Responsibi lity: 1.3, 1.5, 17.2, 17.4

Amateur: 7.4
CATV operator: 7.2,7.3
Equipment owners: 1.2
Manufactur er: 17.5
Power company: 11.2
Regulatory: 1.4
Telephone manufacturer: ,,,., 9.4

Restrictive RFI cove nants: 17.5
RF:

Ammeters: 12.2
On power lines: 11.7
Pickup : 9.5
Probes and monitors: 12.2
Sources: 1.7

RFI: 2.21
And international law: 17.16
Committee: 18.1
Facts: 1.2
Immun ity standards: 1.4
Or TVI Committee: 17.2
Package, ARRL: 21.3
Solutions flow chart : 14.2
Standards for RTTY and data

transmi ssions: 17.10
Troubleshooting: 3.2

Rusty bolt effect: 2.4

S
Safety : 9.16,11 .1
Satellite TVI : 6.5
Saturation : 2.3
Section Manager , ARRL: 1.8, 1.10, 18.1
Selectivity: 2.2 1
Sense antennas: 4.5
Service entr ance : 2.21
Shielded wire : 5.6
Shielding: 8.4, 14.7, 15.4

Transmitter : 5.2
Shields: 2.10,5.5,10.9

And ground s: 10.8
Using: 2.12

Side effec ts of RFI cures: 2.20
Simple Seeker: 4.14
Skin depth: 2.11
Slots and holes: 2.11, 5.5
Societ y of Cable Telecommun ications

Engineers: 7.1
Solid state VHF amplifier : 5.1 2
Sounds produ ced by audio rectifi cation: 10.5
Source s: 2.4

Interferenc e: 2.5
Of help: 7.20
Of inter ference filters: 2 1.3

Spark gap noise: 11.6

Splitters : 6.7
Spurious emissions:. 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 2.1, 2.21,

3.3, 5.1, 17.4
FCC regul ations about : 2.2

Spurious response: 2.21, 14.3
Station , the amateur: 6.19
Stopband: 2.21
Stranded Copperweld antenna wire: 12.2
Supplies for RFI problem solving: 15.9
Suppressing ignition noise: 16.5
Susceptibili ty: 1.4, 2.21
Susceptible equipment : 2.7
Suscept ible TV, the: 6.9
Susceptor: 2.21
Switch ed antenna RDF unit s: 4.8
System sensitivity : 14.4

T
Tape decks and CD players: 10.13
Technical Advisor , ARRL: 1.8
Techn ical Coordinator, ARRL : 1.4, 1.7, 1.8,

1.10, 17.2, 18.1
Technic al Information Service, ARRL: 16.3,

17.2
Technical Specialist, ARRL : 1.7, 1.8
Technique s and project s, RDF: 4.10
Telephone

Devices: 9.8
Ground: 9.6
Installation : 9.4

Te lephone interference: 3.4, 9.1, App B.I
Filters: 9.9
Respon sibil ity: 9.2
Troubl eshootin g: 9.15
Manufacturer responsibi lities : 9.4
Modem/fax installations: 9.12
Modifications: 9.2
RFI : 17.4

Television inter ferenc e (TVI): 5.1,6.1
Causes of: 6.7

Test , transm itting: 3.6
Testin g: 1.9,7.17
Third -ord er IMD : 13.2
Third-order intercept : 14.3
Toro id chokes: 2.6
Towers and masts: 12.2
Tracking interference from sources inside

your home : 11.10
Tracking interference from sources outside

your home: 11.10
Transmatch: 3.7
Transmission of RFI : 11.7
Transmit filter: 3.6, 6.14
Transmitter

AC line filters: 8.7
Chassis radiation : 3.7, 5.2
Malfunction s: 5.3
Shielding: 5.2

Transmitter Hunting: 13.5
Transmitters, amateur : 12.3
Transmitters, nonamateur: 12.4
Tran smitting test : 3.6
Troubleshootin g: 1.9, 2.5, 3.1

And curin g TVI: 6. 18
Audio RFI: 10.5
Computer RFI: 15.4
Power line interference: 11.9
Primer, TVI: 6.20
RFI: 3.2
Teleph one interfe rence: 9. 15

Trouble shooting procedu re:
Amateur station: 3.3
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[Troubleshooting procedure, cont inued]
Cons umer equipment: 3.3

TV antenna and feed line : 6.6
TV mast sections: 12.2
TV preamp: 6.6
TVI: 2.21

Causes of : 6.7
Checklist: 6.4
Committee: 1.7,1 .10
Filter s: 6.12 , 6.22
Tro ubleshooting and cur ing: 6.18
Tro ubleshooting flow chart : 6.10

Twi sted pair : 9.5
Two way CATV systems and Amateur

Radio: 7.9
Type acceptance : 1.4
Types of interference: 3.3
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Type s of vehicle noise: 16.2

U
UHF television: 6.12
Understanding and identifying CATVI : .. 7.8
Unwanted emissio ns: 17.4
Utility lines: 12.3
Utility noise sources: 11.11

V
VCR interfere nce: 7.19, 8.1
Vehic le manufact urer s: 16.3
Vehicle RFI, diagnosti c chart for : 16.14
Vehicle wiring: 16.10
VHF

Band pass filters : 5.10

Parasitic osci llations in HF vacuum tube
amp lifiers : 5.4

Transmit filter: 5.11
TVI causes and cures : 6.11

Volunteer Counsel, ARRL: 17.5

W
Web resources : App A.4
Window frame s: 12.3
Wires: 10.4
Wiring practices: 16.12
Wiring prob lems: 9.6
Wiring, vehicle: 16.10

y
Yagi anten na: 2.7
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